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. There is no branch of work whose constant laws have not close

analogy with those which govern every other mode of man^s exertion. But

more than this, exactly as we reduce to greater simplicity and surety any one

group of these practical laws we shall find them passing the mere condition of

connexion or analogy, and becoming the actual expression of some ultimate

nerve or fibre of the mighty laws which govern the moral world/^

Ruskin—‘Seven Lamps of Architecture/
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CHAPTER XII

THE ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF SOLUTIONS

BY HERBERT S. EARNED, Ph.D.,

Assistant Professor of Physical Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa,

The study of the electromotive forces of galvanic cells of various types,

which is so fundamental and necessary a part of electrochemistry, is itself to

a very large extent a branch of the more general science of thermodynamics.

Until it was realized that many of the fundamental phenomena of electro-

chemistry are subject to the exact methods of thermodynamics, little progress

towards a valuable systematization of the subject could be effected.

The application of the exact methods of thermodynamics to this subject

began with the studies of Helmholtz ^ and the earlier applications of the equa-

tion which relates the electromotive force of a galvanic cell with the internal

energy of a chemical reaction and which was derived by Helmholtz.* Since

the time of these studies, there has been a steady development of the subject

which has led to a broader and more accurate knowledge of galvanic electro-

motive forces and the thermodynamics of solutions. Soon after the investiga-

tions of Helmholtz, Jahn and others, Nernst ® developed his well-known osmotic

theory and his formula for the concentration cell. These investigations made
possible the definition of the normal electrode potential and gave a great im-

petus to the further development of the subject. Wilsmore ^ in 1900 compiled

a table of standard normal electrode potentials, and in 1911 Abegg, Auerbach

and Luther ® collected all the data available up to that time. In the last dec-

ade G. N. Lewis and his colleagues, by employing more exact theoretical

methods and attaining greater experimental precision, have increased the

accuracy of the values of standard potentials to a very great extent.

The calculation of the variation of galvanic electromotive forces with the

pressure, the temperature, and the concentration of the electrolyte, involves

the general thermodynamics of solutions. The exact mathematical theory

of this subject was first satisfactorily developed in the classic contributions of

Gibbs.® Gibbs was concerned with fundamental mathematical considerations,

1 Helmholtz, Sitzungsher, der Berl. akad, (1882); Gos. Abl., Bd, II.

*Czapski, Wied, Ann,, 21, 203 (1884); Jahn, Wied, Ann., 28, 21 (1886); 28, 491 (1886).

»Z. physik. Chern,, 2, 613 (1888); 4, 129 (1889).

* Z, physik, Chern,, 35, 291 (1900).
* Messungen electromotorischer Krafte galv’anischer Ketten, Ahh, Deutschen Bunsen-

Gesellschafft,

® Trans, of Connecticut Academy, 1876-1878. Scientific Papers of J. Willard Gibbs,

Vol. I, Longmans, Green and Co., 1906.
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702 A TREATISE ON PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

and made no numerical calculations. Even after realization of the importance
and usefulness of the ‘‘partial quantities’' of Gibbs in the thermodynamics of

solutions, the difficult task remains of devising methods by means of which
partial quantities may be measured and employed in actual numerical calcula-

tions. This important stoj) towards the application of the general equations
to the specific problems of tlie physical chemistry of solutions has been carried

out with consummate skill by G. N. Lewis ^ and his colleagues. Further, the
introduction by Lewis of the activity function has also gone far toward placing
the thermodynamics of solutions on a more exact basis, and toward making
possible a more exact treatment of the galvanic cell and electrode potentials.

In the following discussion, the thermodynamics of galvanic cells in its

relation to the general thermodynamics of aqueous solutions of strong elec-

trolytes will be compreliensively treated. To achieve exactness and eliminate
many of the difficulties accompanying the treatment of concentrated solutions,

the activity function has been employed. For the sake of uniformity, the
same nomenclature and symbols, conventions in regard to sign of electromotive
force, etc., as employed by Lewis and Randall have been used. In many sec-

tions, the views resulting from recent investigations, although conjectural,

arc presented with the purpose of introducing the reader to some of the great
unsolved problems of the subject, and of indicating the important domains
which require much further investigation.

Following the discussion of reversible electromotive forces, and the thermo-
dynamics of solutions of strong electrolytes, an introduction to the phenomena
of electrolysis and polarization has been added. This may serve to bridge the
gap from the exact study of reversible cells to the extended field of theoretical

and applied electrochemistry.

The Galvanic Cell

Whenever two different phases are brought into contact, there may exist

between them a difference in electrical potential. The potentials between two
solid phases are employed in various kinds of thermocouples. Potentials exist

between metals and gases, metals and solutions, at the boundary between two
solutions which contain different electrolytes, or the same electrolyte at different

concentrations, between a charged particle and the medium in which it is

suspended. The cause, tlie magnitude and the nature of these contact differ-

ences of potential are very obscure. Their magnitude is a function of the
constitution of the substances, their compositions, their physical states, the
temperature, the pressure and obscure surface conditions. The universality
of the phenomenon makes the investigation of these potential differences a
field of great importance.

The present discussion will be limited to a class of potential differences

which are very closely associated with chemical reaction, and the properties
of electrolytes in aqueous and non-aqueous solutions. We shall be concerned

^ Lewis and Kandall, Therinodynamics, pp. 617, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
(1923).
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principally with combinations of three or more contact potential differences at

surfaces between metal and solution, gas and solution, metallic solution and
solution, two solutions, or metal to metal. Such combinations are designated

galvanic cells. The absolute values of contact potential differences are not

known. We must, therefore, rest content at the present time to consider them
first in combination, and determine their values relative to some standard.

Of all possible combinations of this kind, there are two classes wliich should

be differentiated, '^here are galvanic cells in which chemical reaction takes

place even while no current is passing through the cell.'' A cell, similar to those

constructed by Volta in 1800, and consisting of alternate zinc and copper plates

between which was a fibrous material moistened with dilute sulphuric acid,

evolves hydrogen when no current is flowing through the cell. Such a cell has

but little value in the more exact development of the subject. Then, there is the

more important class of ^lls in which no chemical reaction takes place until

a current is caused to flow through them.''' The Weston cell, in which one

electrode is a 12.5 per cent cadmium amalgam in contact with a saturated

solution of cadmium sulphate containing crystals of CdS04 .^H20,
and the

other electrode is mercury in the presence of solid mercurous sulphate, also in

the saturated cadmium sulphate solution, remains in stable equilibrium at
25® ^ when there is no flow of electricity through it. The constancy of the

electromotive force of such a cell depends on this stability, and unless the

equilibrium in the cell is disturbed by electrolyzing or discharging, and thus

producing chemical reactions, the electromotive force will remain constant.

Reversible and Irreversible Cells: A reversible process may be defined as a
process of wliich every state is a condition of stable equilibrium. The evapora-
tion of a given quantity of a liquid at constant temperature and at its vapor
pressure, the isothermal expansion of a gas against a pressure exactly equal to

the pressure of the gas are reversible processes. The criterion for reversibility

is the state of equilibrium, and all measurements of reversible processes depend
on the measurement of a system in equilibrium. All actual processes which
take place in finite time, or which involve time as a variable, are irreversible.

The criterion of reversibility may now be applied to the galvanic cell.

In the first place, it is obvious that those cells in which there is chemical reaction when
no current is flowing cannot be reversible, because an actual process is taking place, and such
an unbalanced condition must be irreversible. The Weston cell, on the other hand, may,
under certain conditions, be considered as a reversible cell. Imagine the electromotive
force of the Weston cell exactly balanced by some outside electromotive force so that no
chemical change is produced in it. Then, let this outside electromotive force be increased
an infinitesimal amount. Reaction will be started in the Weston cell corresponding to some
chemical change, and this reaction will be reversed if the outside eloctromotivc force be
diminished an infinitesimal amount. This would be an ideal condition of reversibility,

and the exactly balanced state would require an infinitely sensitive galvanometer in the

1 Recent investigations of Cohen and Moesveld, Z. phyaik. Chem., 95, 280 (1020); 104,

403 (1923), have indicated the presence of a metastablo or modification of cadmium in

the 12.5 per cent amalgam at temperatures under 23 ®, and have shown that the presence of this

variety considerably changed the electromotive force of the cell at 0® and other low temper-
atures.
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Weston cell circuit for its measurement. From these considerations, it is clear that any
condition involving the passage of a finite current through the cell would be irreversible.

In practice, the electromotive force of a cell is always measured by the method of balanced
electromotive forces, or the potentiometer method, and the ideal condition, corresponding to

reversibility, may be approached as more and more sensitive galvanometers are employed.^

Before passing to the consideration of reversible cells and their corresponding

reactions, a few further important phenomena should be mentioned. In re-

versible cells, all substances involved must be in their most stable state. The
presence of a metastable modification along with a stable modification of a

substance would produce an electromotive force which would not correspond

to a reversible process. Further, the potentials of metals depend to a very
large extent on the physical structure and state of the metal. Metals in the

crystalline form differ from finely divided metals, which are in the more stable

physical state. It is well known that the physical state of metals deposited

electrolytically is a function of various factors such as the acidity of the plating

solution, the current density employed during deposition, and that their po-

tentials with respect to their ions vary accordingly. Aside from these con-

siderations, there are phenomena which occur at boundary surfaces, and which
influence the contact potentials. These phenomena, which include overvoltage

and passivity, are, for the most part, obscure, but constitute a very important
branch of the science of general and technical electrochemistry. We shall

reserve the consideration of these and polarization phenomena for a later

section, and enter the more exact and fundamental field of reversible electro-

motive forces.

Reversible Cells and Chemical Reaction: It is important at this juncture

to adopt a definite number of conventions for the designation of cells and the
sign of electromotive force. The Weston cell will serve as an illustration, and
will be written

Cd (12.5 per cent amalg.)lCdS04.fH20
|CdS04 (sat)lHg2S04|Hg;E26 = 1.01810,

where E26 denotes its electromotive force at 25° C. The vertical lines serve

to divide the phases. When not evident, the nature of the phase, whether solid

or liquid, will be denoted by (s) and (1), respectively. A gas and its pressure

will be represented thus: H2 (1 atm.), CI2 (1 atm.). When the phase is a solu-

tion, the molal concentration of the solution, expressed in mols (formula
weight) in 1,000 grams of solvent, will be given in brackets, and the saturated
solution will be designated by (sat). The positive flow of electricity within
this cell tends to take place from left to right. The chemical process corre-

sponding to the cell is given by the equation

Cd (12.5 per cent amalg.) + Hg2S04 + fH2O
= CdS04.fH20 (s) + 2Hg; Egj = 1.01810.

' When measured by the potentiometer method, the electromotive force of a cell is equal
to the algebraic sum of the contact differences of potential. We shall refer then to cell

electromotive forces, potentials of electrodes in reference to some arbitrary standard electrode,
and potential differences at contact surfaces.
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That is, the cell does electrical work when the reaction proceeds from left to

right. The electromotive force, expressed in volts, will be taken as positive

in the direction of the flow of positive current within the cell, or when negative

flow is from right to left. The above electromotive force of the Weston cell

will be employed as the standard.

When the electromotive force, E, is expressed in volts, it equals the electrical

work in joules corresponding to the passage of one coulomb through the cell.

If, in the cell reaction, N gram equivalents are changed, the total electrical

work, corresponding to the passage of NF coulombs, will be NEF, where F is

the Faraday, or 96,494 coulombs. Since the electromotive force of such a
coll is measured under conditions which approach very closely true equilibrium

states, NEF will be the reversible electrical work of the cell reaction in joules.

In the above cell reaction, the value of N is 2.

Now, it is possible, by constructing different combinations, to obtain the

reversible electrical work corresponding to the various types of chemical reac-

tions. The common general classes are combination, displacement, oxidation,

metathesis, and neutralization, and their corresponding reverse reactions.

The reaction of the cell

PtiHa (1 atm.)lHCl (0.1)|Cl2 (1 atm.)|Pt; Ea, = 1.4885

is

(g) + iCh (g) = HCl (0.1),

which is illustrative of combination.

Many cells have been measured in which the chemical process is a displace-

ment. These may be of various types, of which the Weston cell is a rather

complicated example. A simpler cell ^ is

PtiHj (1 atm.)|HCl (0.1)[AgCl|Ag; = 0.3522

and the corresponding cell reaction is

iH2 (1 atm.) + AgCl (s) = Ag + HCl (0.1).

If we had written, for the cell reaction,

H2 (1 atm.) + 2AgCl = 2Ag + 2HC1 (0.1),

which would correspond to the passage of two Faradays through the cell, the

reversible electrical work would have been 2 X 0.3522 X 96,494 or 67,972

joules.

Another important type of cell representing a displacement reaction is the

Daniell cell, or

Zn|ZnS04 (lM)|lCuS04 (lM)|Cu.

The cell reaction in this case is

Zn + CUSO4 (IM) - ZnS04 (IM) + Cu.

1 Noyes and Ellis, J, Am, Chem, Soc,, 39, 2632 (1917).
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Actually, in this cell, there will be a junction between the zinc and copper

sulphate solutions, and, at this boundary, there will be a potential difference

which must be eliminated by some method before the potential of the cell

reaction can be known. The elimination of this ‘Tiquid junction potential”

from the total electromotive force of a cell will be indicated as above by intro-

ducing two vertical lines.

The following is a good example of a cell without a liquid junction in which

the cell reaction is an oxidation. The reaction of the cell ^

Hg|HgCl[KCl (0.05), K4Fe(CN)6 (0.0005),

K3Fe(CN)6 (0.0005) jPt; E = 0.0609

is

Hg + KCl (0.05) + K 3Fe(CN)6 (0.0005) = K 4Fe(CN)e (0.0005^ + HgCl (s).

In this cell, the solution is a mixture of three electrolytes. Commas are used

merely for differentiating the electrolytes present. The cell

Pt|SnCl 2 (0.1), SnCl 4 (0.1)||FeCl2 (0.1), FeCU (0.1) |Pt

would correspond to the reaction

2FcCl2 (0.1) + SnCl4 (0.1) = SnCl^ (0.1) + 2FeCl3 (0.1).

There is no example of a single cell without a liquid junction in which the

reaction is a metathesis or double decomposition. However, Bronsted ^ by

combining four cells has been able to determine the reversible electrical work

of the reactions

NaCl (5) + KBr.2H20 = KCl (s) + NaBr.2H20,
KCl (5) + NaClOa (s) = KCIO3 (s) + NaCl (s),

where the compounds arc all in the solid state.

The cell

T1 (iimalg.) ITICNS (.s)|KCNS|
|

KC1|T1C] (s)|T1 (aiiialg.),

which contains a liquid junction has been employed by Knupffer ® to measure

the reversible electrical work of the reaction

TlCl (s) + KCNS = TICNS (s) + KCl.

Neutralization may be represented by the cell

PtlH^lOH- (1M)|1H+ (lM)|H2|Pt; £ 25 = 0.8280,

wliich corresponds to the reaction of the neutralization of strong acids and

bases or

H+ (IM) + OH- (IM) = H 2O (Z).

* Linhart, J. Avi. Chem, Soc., 39, 615 (1917).

2 DeL Kgl. Danske. Vidms. Selskab. Math.-fysis. Medd., No. 3 (1917).

3 Z, physik, Chem., 26, 255 (1898).
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These examples are sufficient to show that the electromotive forces corre-

sponding to all the common types of reactions involving strong electrolytes

may be obtained from suitable cells, or by combining the electromotive forces

of suitable cells. Since we shall find that the reversible electrical work is a

very important chemical quantit}^ the measurement of electromotive force of

reversible cells is a powerful means for investigation of reactions.

It should be emphasized that by far the most important consideration in

dealing with galvanic cells is the exact knowledge of the cell reactions. Many
errors have been made and many false conclusions drawn from measurements

of electromotive forces without this knowledge.

The Fundamental Thermodynamics of the Galvanic Cell

The Thermodynamic Functions: The energy, C/, the entropy, S^ the work
content, the heat content, i7, and the free energy, F, are employed in general

thermodynamics. In dealing with a particular problem of thermodynamics,

it is sometimes more convenient to employ one function, sometimes another.

The function employed depends on the nature of the constraints (fixed vari-

ables) to which the system under consideration is subjected. To avoid any

subsequent confusion, it is desirable to discuss briefly these functions, their

relation to the galvanic cell, and to introduce some fundamental equations

which will be employed in succeeding deductions.

In the first place, the fundamental equation

T

which Planck ^ has employed as a definition of the entropy of a body, will i)rove to bo very

convenient for many subseciucnt derivations. "I’his Cfiuation measures the entropy clianRO

of a system in terms of its increase in internal energy and the work performed on another

system. It defines the entropy of a system when p is the external pressure on the system
when the system is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, or the pressure of the

system, and, consequently, pdV is the work of a reversible process. In all actual or irreversible

processes, whore p' is the external pressure on the system when it is not in equilibrium with

the surroundings,

dS >
dU + v'dV

T (2)

These two equations express the content of the second law of thermodynamics. In the

case in which the system, that is, the body and its surroundings, is isolated, the familiar and
very general expression of the second law

dS ^ 0 (3)

results. Thus, any irreversible change in an isolated system is accompanied by an increase

in entropy of the system, while during any reversible change the variation in entropy is zero.

Consider any system as undergoing a reversible change and let w equal the work which

this system is capable of doing during this change. It is an easy matter to imagine such a func-

1 Planck, Treatise on Thermodynamics, Longmans, Green and Co. (1903). Translated

bv Ogg, p. 87.
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tion that a change in it may be measured by the work done by the reversible process. In

this case when the system passes from one state to another, this function, A, will change

from a value Ai to a value A 2 , and

(Ai - A 2) = (- AA) (4)

When the system does the reversible work, w, there will be a corresponding decrease in the

value of A. For this reason, A may be regarded as the work content of the system.

Since w in the present case is the work of a reversible process, it is the maximum work
obtainable from the change, and ( — AA) will be independent of the path, and depend solely

on the initial and final states of the system. The function A, like the energy and the entropy,

is a single-valued function and depends solely on the variables of condition of the system.

Further, A like U has no absolute value, but is always measured in respect to some normal

state, arbitrarily chosen.

Although the above definition of A is general, it is often very convenient to define it by
an equation which relates it to the energy and the entropy. Thus

A = If - T5. (5)

is an analytical definition of A and is perfectly general,*

In cell processes, the total reversible work is the sum of the reversible

electrical work, NEF, and work gained by the expansion of the system under

equilibrium conditions. Thus, for example, in the cell reaction at constant

temperature and at constant pressure,

H 2 (1 atm.) + 2AgCl = 2HC1 (0.1) + 2Ag,

there will be available the electrical work, NEF, but, at the same time, there

will be a considerable contraction of volume (— A 7), due, principally, to the

disappearance of a mol of hydrogen. As a result, work corresponding to pAV
will be done on the system. The total reversible work, w, will be NEF + pAF,
where AF is the increase in volume.

Now, consider a function, F, which in general may be defined conveniently by the equation

F = A + pF, (6)

where p is the pressure of the system and F is the total volume. At constant pressure, a

finite change in F will be

AF « AA + pAV « w>) + pAF.

Substituting in this equation NEF + pAV for w, we find that

(~AF)=NEF. (7)

In all cell reactions, at constant pressure and temperature, a decrease in F may be obtained

by measurement of the reversible electrical work. It is obvious, from the above considerations,

that in cases of condensed systems where AF is very small, the change in A and the change

in F may be nearly identical. Large errors may be made, however, in confusing these

functions.

We shall later find it very convenient to employ the equation

F « Cf - ra + pF, (8)

which defines the free energy, F.*

' A denotes an increment.

* A is the Helmholtz free energy, or the Gibbs ^ function.

* This is the Gibbs function.
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It is necessary further to consider one other very important function, the heat content,

which may be defined by the equation

H +pV, (9)

and which is related to F by

F = If - ra, (10)

an equation similar to the one relating A and UJ
The heat content function is particularly important because in a chemical reaction carried

out at constant pressure, AH equals the heat absorbed during the process, or the negative

of the heat of reaction. According to the first law of thermodynamics,

q =AU +PAF.

when the work done is entirely caused by a change in volume, and where q is the heat absorbed.

From equation (9) at constant pressure, it is seen that

AH -=AU + pAF.

When during a process the system absorbs heat, the heat of reaction has been ordinarily

regarded as negative; it is clear therefore that, at constant pressure, AH is the negative

of the heat of reaction. When AF is very small, AH and AU become nearly identical.

The variation of the heat content increment with the temperature is given by the well-

known equation of Kirchhoff,*

—— - AC®,
dT ^ ( 11 )

where ACp is the difference between the sum of the heat capacities of the products and the

sum of the heat capacities of the reactants at constant pressure.

The Equations of Gibbs and Helmholtz; The very important fundamental

relations involving these functions and their temperature coefficients may
readily be obtained from the equations which define them.

Thus, by differentiating (6), we obtain

dA -=dU - TdS - SdT.

Substituting the value obtained for TdS from equation (1), ^e find

dA = - SdT - pdF,

whence, at constant volume.

Substitution for the entropy in equation (5) gives

+ <'®

which is the important equation of Helmholtz. In precisely the same way, by differentiating

(8), and substituting the value of TdS obtained from (1), we obtain

dF SdT + Fdp, (13)

^ H is the Gibbs x function.

2 Ann. Physik, (2) 103, 177 (1858).
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whence, at constant pressure,

Substituting this value in (10), we obtain

F = H + T (14)

the extremely important fundamental equation of Gibbs.

The functions -4, F, U and H do not possess absolute values but are measured in reference

to some standard state. If we consider any change in a system which causes a finite variation

of these functions, we write the Helmholtz and Gibbs equations

AA = At/ + T
1

rd(AA)l
^

1 dT Jv*
(15)

Af = Aff + T
1

[d(AF) 1

1 dT \p* (16)

Of these equations, (14) and (16) are the most important and convenient in chemical calcu-

lations, since most measurements of chemical processes are carried out at constant pressure

and temperature. In the following discussion, the free energy and heat content will be

used exclusively. It will be understood, unless specifically mentioned, that we are dealing

with processes at constant pressures, and the subscripts of the differential coefficients will

be omitted.

Equations (14) and (16) are often employed for the convenience of calculation in the forms

dT

H
(17)

and

II
AH (18)

These equations along with (14) and (16) permit the important calculations of free energy

and free energy increments from thermal data, and heat content from free energy data.

Equations (17) and (18) form the basis for the calculation of the change in free energy with

the temperature.

The Calculation of Free Energy and Heat Content Increments of Cell

Reactions: When equation (16) is employed for the calculation of heat content

changes from free energy data, it is customary to obttiin the temperature coeffi-

cient of the free energy cliange, AF, by plotting AF against the temperature.

From the slope of this curve at T, the temperature coefficient of the free energy

change is read. By substituting this value and AF in equation (16), A// may
readily be calculated. This method is more reliable in most cases than the

method of determining the mean temperature coefficient of free energy over

a larger temperature range in tlic neighborhood of T, since very often the free

energy-temperature plot has a considerable curvature. By rearranging equa-

tion (16) and changing all signs, we obtain

d(- AF)
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According to equation (7), ( — AF) equals NEF, and, consequently,

(- Aff) = NEF - NFr— • (19)‘
ST

A comparison of values of ( — AH) of a few cell reactions determined by meas-
urement of electromotive force and by calorimetric measurement is given in

the last two columns of Table I. The column headings make the table self-

explanatory.

TABLE I

Comparison of Heat Content Decreases of Cell Reactions in Calories
Determined by Measurements op Electromotive Force

AND BY TheRMOCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS

Cell Reaction £
ilE

<IT

i-AH)
E.M.F.

AH)
Thermo-
chemical

(1) Zn + 2AgCl - ZnCl 2 (().555M)

+ 2Ag (0° C.) 1.015 -0.000402 51989 52046
(2) Pb + 2AgI = Pbl, + 2Ag (25° C.) .

.

0.21069 -0.000138 11610 11050
(2) Cd + 2AgCl + 2-5H20

= CdCl, 2.5H20 + 2Ag (25° (^.) .. 0.67531 -0.000G5 40030 39630
(4) Cd + PbCl. + 2-5H20

1

- CdCh 2.6HsO + Pb (25° C.) 0.18801 -0.00048 15260 140.50

(1) JahiL Wied. Ann., 28, 21 (1886).

(2) Taylor, J. Afn. Chern. Soe., 38, 2295 (1916).

(3)

, (4) Taylor and Perrott, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 480 (1921).

In order to compute the heat content decrease accurately by means of the

electromotive force method, the temperature coefficients of electromotive force

must be obtained with great pr(*cision. Indeed, in the reactions in the above
table, an error of 0.01 of a millivolt will cause an error of approximately 130

calories.

Equation (18) may be employed for the calculation of a change in heat

content from free energy data. The method is well illustrated by a ctdculation

performed by Ellis ^ from electromotive force data of the cell

Ha (1 atm.)lHCl (c)lHgCl|Hg,

^ In a system containing only liquids, solutions, and solids, ( — A//) is nearly equal to

( — At/) or the decrease in intrinsic energy. If the temperature coefficient of electromotive

force is very small, equation (19) for a condensed system will approach (
— At/) = NEF

and, if (—At/) is expressed in calories
(-At7)

23,074
= E, which inexact expression is known as

the Thomson rule.

* J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38
, 737 (1916).
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which corresponds to the cell reaction

Ha (1 atm.) + 2HgCl = 2Hg + 2HC1 (c).

Table II contains some of his electromotive force data.

TABLE II

Electromotive Force Data op the Cell: H2 (1 Atm.)|HC1 (c)|HgCl|Hg

c

E.M.F.

10* a

18® 25® 35®

0.1004 0.39764 0.39884 0.40013 + 386
0.3376 0.33845 0.33836 0.33794 - 75
0.7714 0.29654 0.29571 0.29411 - 460
4.484 0.15759 0.15506 0.15124 - 2384

The electromotive force E at different temperatures may be computed for

each temperature by the equation

E = £ 25(1 + olU — 25)),

where the values of a are given in the last column of the table. The free energy

decrease of the cell reaction as written will equal 2 X 23,074 X E calories,

and also

(- AF) = (~ LF)m{l + a{T - 298)).

Now, if this value for (— AF) be substituted in (18) and the differentiation

performed,

(- MI)m = (- AF)298(1 - 298a)

is obtained. In Table III, are given values of (— AF) in calories computed
from the electromotive forces, and (— AH) 299 calculated by this last equation.

TABLE nil

(
— AF) AND ( — All) 298 OF THE CeLL REACTION IN CaLORIES

c 1 > i-AF)m I<1
(
- A^)2.8

18351 18407 18466

15620 15616 15596 15965
13685 13647 13593

4.484 7273 7156 6980 12240

' Usually in the text the centigrade temperature scale will be employed. In recording
numerical data involving changes in the thermodynamic functions, it is more customary to
employ the absolute temperatures.
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This method of calculation should be employed when it is possible to express

the electromotive forces as a function of the temperatures by a simple equation.

Further Important Properties of the Free Energy: By differentiating (8) at

constant temperature and pressure, we obtain

[aF]p. dU - TdS-\-vdV.

But according to (1) and (2)

TdS^dU ^-pdV,

whence by substitution

(20)

This equation corresponds to the statement that all actual variations in systems at constant

temperature and pressure are accompanied by a decrease in free energy, and that the criterion

for stable equilibrium is that the free energy remains unchanged. This very important

principle can be clearly understood by further consideration of the cell reactions. When
the cell reaction can proceed spontaneously, in a direction corresponding to the direction of

the flow of positive electricity in the cell, there will be a decrease in free energy. It is

then obvious that, at constant temperature and pressure, a cell reaction can only proceed
“ direction corresponding to a decrease in or when dkF < 0. The sign of the free energy

change is thus an exact criterion for predicting the direction of the reaction. The deter-

mining factor of stable equilibrium of the cell reaction will then be the condition that at

constant temperature and pressure

AF « 0. (21)

The value of the free energy is thus not only a criterion of equilibrium but also of the sta-

bility of systems. For, if we consider the reaction

jHa 4- iCl 2 = HCl (0.1); AFm = - 34,346, or (~ AF)«8 - 34,346,

we find that the change from left to right is accompanied by a very large decrease in free

energy. It may be said that the system hydrogen and chlorine gas is very unstable. The
decrease in free eneigy may theiefore be considered as a measure of the affinity of a reaction,

and in many systems of thermodynamics (
— AF) has been denoted the “affinity.’*

The Concentration Cell without Liquid Junction: Up to the present, only

the free energy and heat content changes of cell reactions, which are complete

chemical reactions and which do not involve changes in composition of any of

the phases, have been discussed. We have now to consider free energy and

heat content changes of quite a different nature, and processes in which the

compositions of the phases play a predominant r61e.

The electromotive forces of cells, corresponding to the following cell reac-

tions, measured by Linhart,^ will serve as an illustration

:

IH 2 (1 atm.) + AgCl = Ag + HCl (0.001);

E 26 = 0.5785; (- AF)2w = 55,822

and

§H 2 (1 atm.) + AgCl = Ag -f- HCl (0.0483);

E 25 == 0.3870; (- AF)298 = 37,343.

> Linhart, J, Am, Chem, 80c., 41, 1175 (1919).
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If the second reaction be subtracted from the first, the result will be

HCl (0.0483) = HCl (0.001); E26 = 0.1915; (- AF ) 293 = 18,479.

The free energy decrease is in joules. This equation means that the net effect

the two cell reactions is the transfer of a mol of hydrochloric acid from a
solution of 0.0483 molal concentration to a solution of 0.001 molal concentra-
tion, and that the ^ee energy decrease of such a change is 18,479 joules. In
other words, ( — hF) is the free energy decrease when a mol of hydrochloric
acid disappears at 0.0483 molal concentration and appears at 0.001 molal
concentration. The most important point is that (— NF) may be regarded as

the difference of two quantities, which are the change in free energy, 5^2, when
a mol of hydrochloric is added to an infinitely large quantity of 0.0483 molal
concentration, and the change in free energy, Fi, wlien a mol is added to an
infinitely large quantity of solution containing 0.001 molal hydrochloric acid.

F2 and jPd will be denoted the partial molal free energies of the hydrochloric
acid in the two solutions respectively. It is always the case that the partial

free energy is greater in tlie more concentrated solution, or F2 is greater than
F\. C-onsider the transfer of a mol from the more concentrated to the more
dilute solution. The removal of this mol from the concentrated solution will

be accompanied by a change in free energy equal to - Fi, and the addition of

this mol to the more dilute solution will be accompanied by a change in free

energy + Fx, The total free energy inermnent of transfer will be the sum of

those quantiUos, (>\ - >\) or - {F^ - Fi), which equals a decrease in free

energy (— A/'"), and which in turn equals NEF.
In a similar manner, by subtracting the values of the heat content changes

of the cell reactions computed by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (Table III)

at two different concentrations, the difference in partial molal heat contents
of the acid at the two concentrations may be obtained. From the nature of

these processes we are led to the consideration of a whole series of quantities

which will prove to bo of great im])ortance in the application of thermodynamics
to solutions.

These changes in ])artial molal free energy and heat content could have been
obtained directly from measurements of cells of the type

Ag
1

AgCl
I

HCl (c.)
I

H.| HCl (c,)
j
AgCl

|
Ag,

where the net result of the cell reaction would be the change

HCl (co) = HCl (ci).

This type of cell will be denoted the concentration cell without liquid junction.

For the measurement of partial free energy changes of electrolytes contain-
ing a metal which readily reacts with water, there are available cells in which
the metal electrode is a very dilute, amalgam. For example, the cell

Ag| AgCl
I

KCl (C2)
I

K (dil. amalg.)
[

KCl (ci)
j

AgCl
[

Ag
' A partial quantity or a chauRO in a partial quantity Mill ahvays be represented by a

dash over the nibol.
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affords measurement of the partial free energy change corresponding to the

transfer

'

KCl (cs) = KGl (ci).

The determination of partial free energy and heat content changes by the

electromotive force method may also be applied to the study of solutions of

electrolytes in metallic solvents. The electromotive force of the cell at constant

pressure and temperature

Me (C2) (amalg.)|MeX (solution)
|

Me (ci) (amalg.),

consisting of two amalgam electrodes at different concentrations connected

by a solution of a salt of tlie metal, MeX, is independent of the concentra-

tion of this salt solution and depends only on the composition of the amalgam.

The net effect of the cell reaction is the disappearance of the metal from the

amalgam of the higher concentration, and its appearance in an amalgam of

lower concentration. This process is accompanied by a decrease in free energy

equal to the difference in partial free energies of the metal in the amalgams of

the two concentrations, or — (F2 — Fi) if C2 is greater than ci. A most ex-

haustive study of the cell

T1 (a) (amalg.)
|

TI2SO4 1 T1 (ci) (amalg.)

has been carried out by Richards and Daniels,^ as a result of which the partial

free energy and heat content changes of both the thallium and mercury are

accurately known.^ Indeed, the stability of the amalgams permitted measure-

ments to solutions as concentrated as 40 per cent of thallium.

This type of cell has been mentioned to illustrate that electromotive force

measurements are of great value in the study of metallic solutions. Since the

present discussion is confined particularly to solutions of electrolytes, further

discussion of this interesting subject will be omitted.

Partial Molal Quantities

General Considerations : The value of a thermodynamic function, for ex-

ample, the energy, of a substance in a given sthte in reference to some standard

state is determined by the variables of condition, the pressure, the volume and
the temperature. Thus,

U = /(p, T) + C/o,

where f/o is a normal state, arbitrarily selected. There is always some rela-

tion, such as

/(p, T) = 0,

^ Maclnncs and Parker, J, Am, Chem, 5oc., 37, 1445 (1915).

2/. Am. Chem, Soc., 41
, 1732 (1919)

3 Lewis and Randall, J, Am, CJiem. Soc., 43 , 233 (1921).
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which is called an equation of state of the substance, and as a result of which
one of the variables depends on the other two. It is then possible to evaluate

the function by means of any two independent variables. Thus,

U = T) + f/o = /(P, T) + etc.,

is true for any simple substance.

A thermodynamic function of a phase composed of two or more components
is not determined by two of the above independent variables, but is only de-

termined by two of these variables and the masses of the components. We
shall find it most convenient to choose the pressure and temperature as well

as the masses as the independent variables. The energy of a given phase may
be expressed by

U = /(p, T, mi, m2,

• • • me) + l7o.

In like manner the general equation for the free energy of the phase is

F = /(p, T, mi, m 2,
• • • me) + Fo,

where mi, m 2 ,
etc., are the masses of the c components of the phase, and Fo is

the free energy of an arbitrarily selected state. If we now consider an in-

finitesimal change in F and partially differentiate the right-hand member of

this equation, we obtain

dF — — dp +— dT -1- -— dmi + -— dm 2 + • * • -

—

dp 01 oMi dm 2 dme
dmc.

But, according to equation (ISl,

dF = - SdT + vdp

for a phase, or a system of phases at constant composition, and, therefore,

dF dF dF
dF = — SdT -f- vdp H dmi H dm 2

”}“••• dme» (22)
dnii dm2 dmc

In general, we shall make these partial derivatives in respect to mass equal to

Pi, p 2,
etc., respectively, according to the notation of Gibbs, and, as a con-

sequence, equation (22) becomes

dF = — SdT + vdp + pidmi + p 2dm2 + • •
• pedme (23)

and, at constant pressure and temperature,

dF = pidmi + p2dm2 + • • • pedme* (24)

Equation (23), which was originally obtained by Gibbs, and relations immedi-
ately deducible from it, may serve as a general fundamental relation underlying

the thermodynamics of solutions.^ This equation is valid for any phase of a c

component system. By considering a system of P phases, and by using an

^Seo van dor Waals-Kohnstamm, Lehrbuch dor Thormodynamik, Vol. II (Maas
and van Suohtelen, Amsterdam).
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equation similar to this but involving the energy, Gibbs ^ in his famous memoir

was able to deduce the phase rule. It should always be borne in mind that

equation (23) and similar ones make possible an exact study of systems of

many components in one phase, or many phases. In considering complicated

chemical systems, there is no safer method than to employ these general equa-

tions of Gibbs." An important conclusion for the discussion in hand is the

principle, immediately deducible upon application of equation (23) to a system

of phases, that when a polycomponent system in p phases is in stable equi-

librium, and, if mu m/, * *
•

>
represent the fx values of the first component,

At 2 , M 2',
•

‘
, M 2^ represent the m values of the second component throughout the

p phases, etc., for the c components, then, at constant pressure and temperature.

Ml = Ml' = Ml" ••• = m/,

M2 ~ M2' = M2" * • • == /i2^, etc.
(25)

It was because of this property of these partial derivatives that Gibbs denoted

them the “chemical potentials.^'

Just as with entropy or energy, the free energy of a homogeneous system

is doubled if its mass is doubled. From this property, and from inspection

of equation (23 ), it if clear that Mi, M2, etc., are independent of the masses, and

depend only on the composition, or relative quantities of the components, and

the units in which the free energy and masses are expressed. As a consequence,

equations (23) or (24) may be integrated. Equation (24) thus becomes

F = Mi^i “b M2Wi2 + • • • + Mc^c* (26)

Complete differentiation of this latter equation gives

dF = fXidmi + niidfjti + iX 2dm 2 + 17126^2 + * *
• Pcdnic + ntedpe- (27)

Elimination of dF from (24) and (27) gives the important equation

midpi + in 2dp 2 + • • • ntedpe = 0. (28)

We have yet to consider the units in which these quantities may be ex-

pressed, and, for the sake of simplicity, let us choose a phase of two components.

If (26) is divided by (?7ii + m 2) or the total mass, we obtain

F _ / ^^1 \
I

/ m 2 \
^

(mi + m2) \mi + m2/

Thus, if F is the free energy per gram,
(
——— )

and
(
——— )

\ mi + m2 / \ mi 4- m2 /

dF dF
weight fractions of the components, and mi, M2 or— ; may be denoted

dmi dm2

are the

^ Transactions of the Connecticut Academy (1875-1878). Scientific Papers of Willard

Gibbs, Vol. 1. Longmans and Co.
* Williamson and Morey, J, Am, Chem. Soc.^ 40, 49 (1917); Morey and Williamson,

/. Am. Chem. Soc., 40, 59 (1917); Morey, /. Franklin Inst., 194, 425 (1922).

2—2
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partial specific free energies. In a similar manner, the free energy per mol of

F
a phase may be defined by

,
where Ui and riz are the number of mols of

Til + W2

each component, respectively. Substituting mols for grams, we obtain ac-
cording to (26)

F ni __ 712

ni + ?i2 n.1 + ^2 ^
rii +

where fii and /X2 are now Fi and F2, the partial molal free energies, and—

—

rii + 712

712

and—7— ,
which we denote Ni and iV2, are the mol fractions.

Thus, denoting the free energy per mol, Fy we may write (26) and (28)

F = NiFi -t- N2F 2 + • • • + NcFc (29)

and

o ^ N\dF 1 + N2dF2 + • • • NcdFc^ (30)

Now, in the same manner, it is possible to regard many quantities such as

the heat content, the volume, the entropy, the heat capacity, etc., as functions
of the masses only when the pressure and temperature of the system are con-
stant, and, consequently, the same general method of partial differentiation

may be applied. In general, if we let G equal the value of the property of 1

mol of the whole phase, we have the following three fundamental and useful
equations of partial molal quantities, namely,

dG == G\dNi + GtdNi + •••-}- GcdNcj (31)

G = GiiVi + G2N2 + • • • + GcNc, (32)

o = NidGi + N2dG2 + • •
• + NcdGc. (33)

By the use of the general thermodynamic equations of Gibbs and the con-
sideration of units, we are thus brought into contact with a class of quantities
which are of utmost importance in the thermodynamics of solutions. The
development of this subject since the time of Gibbs, and, particularly, the
methods of employing tlie partial molal quantities in numerical calculations

have been brought about very largely by the researches of Lewis and his

cpllcagues.^ In the present discussion, some of their methods will be employed
as the occasion may arise, but no attempt will be made to give a comprehensive
treatment of the subject.

The Direct Determination of Partial Molal Heat Content from Calorimetric
Data: The physical significance of partial quantities may be clearly understood

1 These investigations have been revised and corrected and a very comprehensive treat-
ment of the subject has been presented by Lewis and Randall, Thermodviiainics. MeGra>^-
Hill Book Co. (1923).
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by considering the heat of dilution by water of a salt solution of a given con-

centration. We may employ for this purpose the data of Steam and Smith ^

on the heat of dilution of a 2.9 molal strontium chloride solution by diiferent

quantities of water. The results which are given in Table IV were carried out

at 25° and 1 atmosphere. If the heat of dilution is positive, the system evolves

heat as a result of the change, and, consequently, there will be a decrease in

heat content or vice versa.

TABLE IV

Heat Content Decrease, and Molal Heat Content Decrease of a 2.9M
Strontium Chloride on Dilution by Different Quantities of Water

Ani (-AH)
(~AH)
Ani

Water of Total Heat of Mean Heat Content

Dilution Dilution Decrease per Mol.

(Mols.) (Cals.) (Cals.)

37.2 129.8 3.49

30.0 112.4 3.75

30.0 114.1 3.80

27.7 109.2 3.96

20.0 80.3 4.31

19.5 85.4 4..38

10.0 48.5 4.85

In Fig. 1, the values of——

—

are plotted against the number of mols of

water added. This plot is a

straight line and, consequently,

the results may be extrapolated

to« zero A^i. It is thus found

that -— equals 5.4 when
Atii

An I equals zero. This is exactly

the definition of the derivative

of H with respect to ni, and, 4^.
since it refers to the heat content

change produced by one of the

components while the mass of

the other component is constant,

dH
it equals the negative of —

,

__
dwi

or Hu the partial molal heat ——
<

content of the component water. '

Or, we may equally well say that Content Decrease of Strontium

Hi equals the change of heat
Chloride

content of an infinitely large quantity of the solution on the addition of a mol
of water.

» J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 18 (1920).
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By a series of measurements of this kind, Steam and Smith have obtained

the partial molal heat content of water in strontium chloride solutions of dif-

ferent concentrations. In tabulating a partial molal quantity, it is necessary

to refer its value to another standard state. It is convenient to employ as a

standard state an infinitely dilute solution of an electrolyte. Thus, for a

change in a partial molal quantity of the water or strontium chloride in the

above solution, we would have — G'l®) and (G2 — respectively. In

all the subsequent discussion the subscript 1 will refer to the water, and the

subscript 2 to the electrolyte. The partial molal quantity of the solvent in

pure solvent, or (ri®, is zero and, consequently, this case is very simple. Follow-

ing throughout the notation of Lewis and Randall, we shall let these differences

of partial heat contents equal Li, 1/ 2 ,
respectively, and call these quantities

the relative partial molal heat contents. In Table V, the data of Steam and

Smith on the relative partial heat contents of water at different molal concentra-

tions of strontium chloride are given.

TABLE V

Relative Partial Molal Heat Contents of Water in Strontium Chloride
Solutions at 25 °

c L\

0

0.20

0.425

0.80

1.20

1.55

2.00

2.4

2.9

3.2

0.00

- 0.25

- 0.50

- 0.62

- 0.90

- 1.11

- 1.75

- 2.10

- 5.40

- 7.20

Relative Partial Molal Heat Content of Hydrochloric Acid from Electro-

motive Force Data: In an earlier section, it was shown that, from electro-

motive force measurements, it was possible to obtain the free energy change

accompanying the transfer of a mol of hydrochloric acid from a solution of

one concentration to a solution of another concentration. It was also shown
that this change could be regarded as the difference of two quantities, which

are the free energy changes on adding a mol to very large quantities of the

solutions, respectively. It is clear now that these quantities are really the

partial derivatives of the free energies with respect to the number of mols of

the component in question, and that the electromotive force method measures

the partial molal free energy change of the component transferred by the cell

reaction. Further, by measuring the temperature coefficients of these cells,

it was also found possible to compute the differences in partial molal heat con-

tents of the electrolyte transferred. We shall now confine our attention more
closely to the properties of these quantities, and consider the partial molal heat
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content and free energy of hydrochloric acid obtained from the data of Ellis ^

and Noyes and Ellis.^

In Table VI, their data on the decreases in heat content of transfer in joules

at 25® of a mol of hydrochloric acid from a solution of concentration c to a

concentration 0.1 molal have been compiled.

TABLE VI

Decrease in Heat Content and Free Energy when 1 Mol op Hydrochloric
Acid is Transferred from c to O.IOOM at 25°

c (-AH) (-AF)
4.484 8474 23544

1.928 3591 15744

1.038 1937 11679

0.771 1619 9971

0.509 999 7757

0.338 260 5856

0.1 0 0

0.0332 - 435 - 5138

0.00948 - 745 - 11044

0.00338 ~ 915 - 15898

0.000999 ~ 930 - 21878

0 — 1050 (extrapolated) — 00

It is important to note from these data that (— AF) approaches — oo as c approaches zero,

and that this behavior is quite different from the variation of ( — AH) with the concentration.

We shall reserve the discussion of the partial molal free energy for a later section and devote

our attention to the partial molal heat content change. In Fig. 2 have been plotted the

values of ( — AH) and at the

lower concentrations. This curve is

a straight line and, consequently,

may be extrapolated to zero concen-

tration. This extrapolated value

is — 1050. Assigning in the custo-

mary way the value H2® for the par-

tial heat content of the acid at zero

concentration, the values of L 2 or

(H2 — Ha®) at round concentrations

have been read off a plot of the
results in Table VI. These results

have been converted to calories by
dividing by 4.182 and arc given in

the fourth column of Table VII.

The Calculation of a Rela-

tive Partial Molal Heat Content

of Water from the Relative

Partial Heat Content of Hydro-

chloric Acid: According to

1 Ellis, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 737 (1916).

* J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 2532 (1917). The cells employed by these investigators have

been considered in an earlier section.

Fig. 2. Molal Heat Content Decrease of Hydro-

chloric Acid
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equation (32),

// - iV,/7i + N2H2

and ^
/7 o = NiHi^ + N2H2^

whence L, tlie total relative heat content, (// — Ho)^ will be

L = NiLi + iVal..

Further, according to (33),

0 = NidLi + N2dX..

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

]iy means of this latter e(iuation, it is possible to determine the value of the

relative partial molal heat content of one component when that of the other

component is known. For example, by rearranging and integrating (37),

the relative ])artial molal heat content, Li, of the water in the hydrochloric

acid solutions will be given by

= - r~ dL2. (38)

Li will equal the negative of the integral of the right-hand member, which

expression may be easily evaluated by a graphical method. Fig. 3 contains a

N 2

plot of
— against 7v2, the relative partial molal heat content of the acid. At a
N I

Ao

N^
given concentration, or value of —

,
the area under this curve from 0 to

equals this integral, and also the

negative of Li. This area was

easily evaluated from the plot

by counting scpiares. The re-

sults obtained are coni])iled at

r o ii n d concentrations in the

third column of Table VII. In

the fifth and sixth columns of

this table, for the sake of com-

parison, are also included Li,

the relative partial molal heat

content of water in aqueous

sodium chloride solutions, and

£ 2,
the relative partial molal

heat content of sodium chloride

in the same solutions. These wore obtained at the designated concentrations

from a curve of the results of Lewis and Randall.^

Fig. 3. Relative Partial Molal Heat Content of

Hydroehloric Acid

1 Therniodyiuunics, Chapter VIII, Table 5. The experimental data employed were

obtained by Randall and Bisson, J, Am, Chem, Soc., 42
, 347 (1920),
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TABLE VII

Relative Partial Molal Heat Contents (in Calories) op Hydrochloric Acid

AND Water in Hydrochloric Acid Solutions and Sodium Chloride
AND Water in Sodium C-hloride Solutions

c V 2

Ni

HCl Na(3

Lt Li Li Li

0 0 0 0 0 0

0.001 0.000018 — 25.1 — —
0.01 0.00018 - 0.012 78.9 0.01 - 1

0.05 0.0009 - 0.052 177 0.03 - 3

0,1 0.0018 - 0.161 251 0.05 - 8

0.5 0.009 - 1.16 496 0.65 - 120

1 0.018 - 3.66 747 3.4 - 332

2 0,030 - 15.8 1206 10.0 - 564

3 0.054 - .37.7 1651 17.4 - 736

4 0.072 - 66.6 2103 21.9 - 810

5 0.09 - 103.6 2541 19.4 - 779

It is important to noto that L\ is negative in hydrochloric acid solutions and

positive in sodium chloride solutions, and that £2 is positive in hydrochloric

acid solutions and negative in sodium chloride solutions.

Partial Molal Heat Content and Free Energy of Hydrochloric Acid in Acid-

Salt Mixtures: By measuring the electromotive forces of cells of the types

H 2 (1 atm.)lHCl (0.1M)|lIgCl|Hg

and

H 2 (1 atm.)|lICl (O.IM) + MeClx (c)|ngCl|Hg

and their temperature coefficients, it is possible to compute the partial free

energy and heat content of hydrochloric acid in the salt solutions. The cell

reaction of the first cell is

^H 2 (1 atm.) + HgCl = Hg + HCl (O.IM)

and the second cell is

^H 2 (1 atm.) + HgCl = Hg + HCl (O.IM) [MeClx (c)],

since the hydrochloric acid is produced in a solution of O.IM hydrochloric acid

containing the chloride at a concentration c. By subtracting the second equa-

tion from the first, we obtain

HCl (O.IM) [MeClx (c)] = HCl (O.IM),

which represents the transfer of a mol of hydrochloric acid from the mixture to

a O.IM hydrochloric acid solution. Thus, the free energy and heat content

decreases of transfer of the acid, or the changes in partial molal free energy and

heat content, may be computed from measurements of the free energy and heat
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content decreases of the cell reaction. In Table VIII are given the relative

partial free energies {F2 ~ ^2 (0 . 1)) and heat contents {Hi — Him)) of the

hydrochloric acid in solutions of potassium, sodium and lithium chlorides re-

ferred to 0.1M hydrochloric acid, computed from the data of Harned.^

TABLE VIII

Relative Partial Free Energy and Heat Content of Hydrochloric Acid
IN Uniunivalent Salt Solutions

c
(F2 - F2 (0 . 1))

(joules)

- H2(p.l))

(joules) (cals.)

(1) KCl 0.202 2387 3 0.72

0.509 4016 18 4.3

1.035 5662 75 17.9

2.134 7987 685 164.0

3.309 9898 1403 336.0

(2) NaCl 0.201 2430 71 17.0

0.500 4160 136 32.5

0.918 5649 284 68
1.023 5965 377 90
1.871 8083 1186 284
2.094 8566 1190 285
2.711 9844 1797 430

3.202 10817 2323 555
3.726 11762 2971 710

(3) LiCl 0.420 3890 — —
0 848 5778 703 168

1.727 8397 2064 486
2,636 10714 3263 780
3.574 12944 4600 1100

4.556 15192 5805 1390

The Partial Molal Free Energy and Concentration of an Electrolyte; In

the above discussion, it was found that the partial molal heat contents of both

the water and the electrolyte in the two component solutions approached a

limiting value as the concentration approached zero. The behavior of the

partial free energy is quite different. To illustrate this, we plot in Fig. 4 the

typical values of ( — AF)298 of a uniunivalent electrolyte obtained from Table VI
against the logarithm of the concentration. The resulting curve approaches a

straight line as c decreases. The limiting value of the slope of this curve as c

approaches 0 is 2 X 5708.1 joules. If the natural logarithm of the concentra-

tion had been plotted, this slope would be equal to 2 X 2479.0 joules, which
in turn is equal to 2 X RT^ where R is the gas constant in joules, and T is the

absolute temperature, or 298.1. Thus, as a law, only to be regarded as exactly

^ J. Am, Chem, Soc.t 42 , 1808 (1920).
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valid in infinitely dilute solution, for the relative partial free energy of a uni*

univalent electrolyte at constant temperature, we have

F -Fo = 2RTlnc + 7, (39)

where 7 is a constant and is a

function of an arbitrary stand-

ard state, Fo. This equation

will be equally valid for any
uniunivalent electrolyte, and at

any temperature, providing the

partial free energy differences

are measured at constant tem-

perature. Similarly for a biun-

ivalent or a triunivalent salt in

very dilute solutions, we obtain

F — Fq = SRTlnc + 7

and

F - Fo = iRTlnc + 7, (39a)

respectively. Since electrolytes

approach complete dissociation

as their concentration ap-

proaches zero, the range of val-

idity of these equations would probably be extended if the true ion concentra-
tion were employed, instead of the molal concentration, c. Upon differentia-

tion, we would obtain for any electrolyte

dF = vRTdlnC:^^ (40)

where v is the sum of the number of anions and cations formed by dissociation
and is the true degree of dissociation times c. For a change in partial free

energy in very dilute solutions between two concentrations, it is obvious that

F2 — Fx = vRTln^^ • (41 )
c*

The partial free energy is greater in the solution of higher concentration, and
thus a transfer from a higher to a lower concentration, or from c±" to c±', is

accompanied by a decrease in free energy. It will be shown in the subsequent
discussion that (40) and (41) are particular expressions of a more general
limiting law which includes gases, undissociated solutes and ions.

As a result of these considerations, it follows that the partial molal free

energy becomes — 00 at zero concentration, and, for this reason, special

methods, not required in calculating partial molal heat contents, are necessary
in calculating the partial free energies. We are thus led to the consideration

Fig. 4. Molal Free Energy of Hydrochloric Acid
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of another thermodynamic function which will be shown to be very useful

in subsequent calculations.

The Activity Function

In two papers, G. N. Lewis ^ introduced two new functions, the fiigacity and
the activity, into thermodynamic chemistry. In these papers these functions

were defined, nearly all of their important relations with the other thermody-
namic functions and the variables of condition were deduced, and their useful-

ness predicted. Since the first of these papers, and, particularly, since 1912, a
large literature on this subject has developed, which is devoted, principally,

to studies of the activities of electrolytes and ions in aqueous solutions. A
most comprehensive calculation and discussion of this recent work has been
made by Lewis and Randall.^

Ill his first papers, Lewis developed the thermodynamics of the fugacity and activity
functions from some fundamental definitions, and the laws of thermodynamics, by a cyclic

method. This laborious method has now been abandoned, and a mathematically simpler
development, using the thermodynamic functions, has been adopted. We shall employ the
latter, for. aside from its simplicity, it conforms well with the recent methods of treat-

ment of Bronsted,* Bjerrum * and others. Since the activity has been used exclusively

in the study of solutions of electrolytes, we shall simplify the present treatment of the subject
by omitting any consideration of the fugacity.®

Before proceeding to the discussion, it should be understood that these useful functions
have been introduced in order to simplify and render exact many complicated thermodynamic
calculations. Their introduction adds nothing new to the content of thermodynamic theory,

and they aic not so important as the more fundamental functions such as the entropy and
free energy.

Definition of Activity: A convenient method of defining the activity of a
component of a sysitem is by the etpiation

F = RTln^ + {, (42)

where f is the activity in general and i is a constant.

The free energy lias no absolute value and, consequently, is measured in

reference to some standard state, Fq. Thus

F — Fq = RTln — = RTlna, (43)

where Jo is the activity when (F — Fo) is equal to zero. ~ is then the relative
^0

activity (a), and it is in this sense that the function is commonly employed.
Similarly, the relative activity of a molecular or ionic species in a phase of

» Proc. Am. Acad., 37, 45 (1901); 43, 259 (1907).

Lewis and Randall, J. Ain. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921); Thermodynamics, Chaps.
XXII to XXV 11 inclusive.

Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 761 (1920).
^ Z. physik. Chem., 104, 406 (1923).

® Lewis and Randall, Thermodynamics. Chaps. XVII-XX inclusive.
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variable composition will be related to the partial free energy by the equation

F -Fo = RTlna.
(44)

The relative activity will be called the activity in all subsequent discussions.

The Equilibrium Constant of a Chemical Reaction : Let us now consider a

reaction at constant temperature and pressure in which ni mols of Ai, etc.,

112 mols of Ao, etc., and 113 mols of A3, etc., react to form n/ mols of A/, etc., 112'

mols of A2', etc., and 113' mols of A3', etc., where the mols with the subscript 1

refer to gases, 2 to solutions, and 3 to liquids and solids. Thus

iiiAi -f-
* • • -}-••• 113A3 -)”•••= iii^A/ n2'A2' n3^A3'.

According to equations (43 ) and (44),

{F — Fo)ai niRTlnaj^^, etc.,

(F - Fo)a2 = nJUTlna^^, etc.,

and

{F — /^o)ai'“ Wi RTlna etc.,

{F — /^o)a2' = nYRTlna^^^, etc.

The total change in free energy of the reaction will be

[(/!’ - + (F - [(F - F„)a, + (V - Fo)j,, + • • •]

.... ,

= RTln~^'-

If we let

and

we obtain

Ai ’^‘A2

= (/^A.' + + ax + Fa. + • •
•

)

Ai^o = (FOai' + F0A 2
' +•••) — {Foai + '^0A2 + * ’

* ),

ns

AF - AFo = RTln^ •

^n2
(45 )

^A3

AF is the free energy change of the reaction in general, and (AF — AFq) is the

free energy change of the reaction in reference to the standard state.

When the reaction is in equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure,

the condition that

AF = 0 (21)

must be fulfilled, and, consequently.

AFo = - RTln^' ^
«A. •••«"*'•• «A,

• • •

Since AFq is a constant, we have at constant temperature

(46)

K = ^A2" ^8'
• Dl ,

*Ai ^A2 “As
(47 )
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where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction. This general equation,

which is entirely similar in form to the mass action law, has the advantage of

being exact.

The Activity Product, the Mean Activity Product, and the Activity Coeffi-

cient of an Electrolyte: The equilibrium constant of dissociation of a uni-

univalent electrolyte may now be written

K = CL^d^

0,2

(48)

where are the activities of the cation and anion, respectively, and a 2 is

the activity of the undissociated molecule. According to equation (46),

AFo = - RTln = RTlnai" - RTlna+"aJ'
a”

and

AFo = “ RTln —^ = RTlna^ — RTlna^^aJ,
a2

where the primes and double primes refer to solutions of two different con-

centrations, respectively. Since AFo is constant, by sjibtracting the second

of these equations from the first, and letting Fi and F2 be the partial free

energies at the two concentrations, respectively, we obtain according to equa-

tion (44)

Fi-Fi= RTln^ = RTln • (49)
a2 a+aJ

In view of the fact that in solutions of strong electrolytes the concentration

of the undissociated molecule is unknown, and since our chief concern is with

partial molal free energy differences and activity ratios, we let the equilibrium

constant equal 1
,
and define the activity of the electrolyte by

CI2

and the mean activity of the electrolyte by

= {d^dJ)^f\

Further, the activity coefficient of a uniunivalent electrolyte is defined as

the mean activity product of its ions divided by the molal concentration of

the electrolyte. The activity coefficient, 7,
of a uniunivalent electrolyte will

be accordingly

-T-(Tr «
or the square root of the product of the activity coefficients of the ions. In

general, if we consider the dissociation of any strong electrolyte of a molal

concentration c according to
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we shall have

and

y+ |r-

(I2

a* = (o?a!:)‘^

where the total number of ions formed, will equal The activity

coefficient will be given by

7=(
y/" ^

ip+cf(u-cr)
(51)

or the vth. root of the product of the activity coefficients of the ions.

The Free Energy Increment of a Perfect Gas and Perfect Solute at Constant

Temperature: According to equation (6), the free energy is

F = A + pv, (6)

which upon differentiation becomes

dF = dA + pdv + vdp.

In any reversible isothermal expansion or compression of a gas, the decrease in

A will equal the maximum work, or

and, therefore,

dA = — pdvj

OF = vdp.

Since, for a perfect gas, pv = RT, we obtain

dF = RTdlnp = RTdlnc. (52)

For a finite change between two concentrations, it is evident that

Fi-Fi = RTln- •

Cl
(53)

If the process consists of an expansion, or Ci > C 2 ,
it will be accompanied by

a decrease in free energy.

In an analogous manner, on the assumption of the validity of van^t Hoff^s

law (tt = cET) for perfect solutes, it can be shown that

OF = RTdlnc, (54)

where F and c are the partial free energy and concentration of the solute.

Equations (52) and (54), which are exactly analogous to equation (40),

approach exact validity as c approaches zero.

The Limiting Law for Dilute Molecular and Ionic Species: From the

fundamental definition of the activities of gases, undissociated solutes and
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electrolytes, we obtain by differentiation the equations at constant temperature

OF = R Tdlna, (55)

dF = RTdlna, (56)

dF ^ pRTdlna:^, (57)

respectively. We may now state the limiting law for molecular and ionic

species at high dilutions in the following simple manner: The activities of all

molecules and ions approach proportionality to their concentrations as their

concentrations approach zero. It is at once obvious that equations (55),

(56) and (57) become equal to (52), (54) and (40) as the concentrations of

the species under consideration approach zero. (40), (52) and (54) are,

consequently, particular cases of a general law. From this law and the defini-

tion of the activity, the law for ideal gases, van’t Hoff’s law for undissociated

molecules, and Raoult’s law may be deduced.^ As a result of this important

property of the activity of ions and molecules, the general expression for the

equilibrium constant of a reaction (equation 47) approaches in value the well-^

known mass action law

Iv =
.ni

'Ai'

«ni

c. / • • •

(56)

as the concentrations of the gas and solute components approach zero. The
law of mass action is thus shown to be a limiting law, which will not be valid

in gas systems at high pressures, and solutions of high concentrations.

Attempts to apply the law of mass action to solutions of strong electrolytes

in aqueous solutions have always met with failure with the possible exception

of some results obtained with very dilute solutions. This is due both to an

inadequate knowledge of the true concentrations of the ions and molecules

in the solution, and to the fact that the classic mass action law has been em-
ployed. The general law of mass action expressed by equation (47) should

prove of great value in the future for calculating the inner equilibrium of

solutions.

Activity and Temperature : We have found that the variation of the free

energy with the temperature is given by

where F and H are to be referred to arbitrary standard states. Further, ac-

cording to equation (29), the free energy of a phase of c components is ex-

pressed by

F = N,F, + NJF2 + • • • + iVcFc, (29)

' The ideal Kaa laws are immediately doducible. From (55) and the limiting law, vdp

= RTdlnCy or dp = RTdc, whence by integration pv — RT since the integration constant

is zero.
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or, if each of these quantities be referred to arbitrary standard states,

F - F® = Ni(F, - Fi^) + N2(F2 + Nc(Fc - FJ^) (58)

is obtained. We may now introduce the activities by equation (44) and

obtain

F ^ F^= NiRTlnai + N^RTlna^ + • • • + NcRTlnac. (59)

Similarly, according to the general equation for partial quantities and equation

(36), the total heat content will be

H = NiLi + N2L2 + • • • + NcLc- (60)

Substituting these values of (F — F^) and (H — H^) for F and H in equation

(17), and performing the differentiation at constant composition, we obtain

[

Nidlnai + N^dlna^ + * • • + Medina^

Ip, n

~RT^

(61)

This is the general equation for the variation of the activities of the com-

ponents of a mixture with the temperature and at constant composition.

Let us consider the case where ^^1 mol of solution,’^ which consists of N\

mois of the first component, N-i mols of the second component, etc., is trans-

ferred from a solution of one composition to that of another composition. In

this case, the partial free energy and heat content increments will be

F^' ^ F' = N,(f\" - Fi') + W2(P2
" - F2

') + • •
• + Nc(Fc'^ - Fc') (58a)

= N^RTln^ + NiRTln^ . + NJlTln— (59a)
a/ a2 ttc'

and

- IF = iVidx" ~ I/) + W 2(l2
" - U) + • •

• + iVede" - Ic'). (60a)

Substituting these values for AF and AH in equation (18), and performing the

differentiation at constant composition,

NMn^ + N^dln^ + • • • + N,dln^
ai a2 a/

P, (61a)

= - U') + ^2(^2" - L2O + - Nc{L/^ ~ L/)]

RT^

Usually, the transfer of 1 mol of a single component is considered. In this
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case, it is obvious that

a

dT RT^
(62)

Although many symbols are required to perform these deductions ac-

curately, the principles involved are quite simple. If 1 mol of a component
is transferred, then AF is the partial free energy change and AH is the relative

partial heat content change of the transfer. If 1 mol of solution is transferred,

then AF is the mol fraction times the partial free energy change of the first

component plus the mol fraction times the partial free energy change of the
second component, etc., and AH is the mol fraction times the relative partial

heat content change of the first component plus, etc.

__
In order to integrate equation (62), or others like it, it is necessary to know

(L" ~ U) as a function of the temperature. Such a relation is given by
equation (11), from which it is clear that

d(L" - U)

dT
= C '' - Cp (63)

where Cp" and Cp are the partial molal specific heats at constant pressure at

the two concentrations, respectively.

Activity and Pressure: We have already found for the differential of the
free energy at constant composition

dF = - SdT + vdv, (13)

whence by differentiation with respect to p, at constant temperature, we obtain

(64)

According to the general equation for partial quantities, the total volume V
will be given by

V = AiTi -f + • • • + WcKc, (65)

where Fi, F2,
etc., are the partial volumes. Substituting for F the value given

by (59), and for V the value given by (65), we obtain

dhidi -f" N2dhui» “h * * •
-f- Ncdhid^

dp Jr.N

RT
and for a single component

li .

bt'

+ iV,rc
(66)

(67)
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The Condition of Equilibrium of a Polycomponent System in More than One
Phase at Constant Pressure and Temperature; As previously meutioned,

Gibbs proved the general case that when a c component system in F phases is

in equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure, the values of the chemical

dF
potential, —

,
of each component will be the same in each phase (equation 25).

dm
That this is true for a particular case can be immediately seen by considering

the distribution of a component between two liquid phases at constant temper-

ature and pressure, and the process of transfer of the component from one

])hase to the other. Any change in free energy in such a process will equal the

difference in partial free energies of the component in the two phases, respec-

tively. But the criterion of equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure

is that dF = 0, and, consequently, the partial free energies of the component

in the two phases must be equal. This is equivalent to the statement that at

equilibrium the activities of the component in the two phases are equal. If

the partial free energy of the component is greater in the first phase than in

the second, we have found that it will tend to pass from the first phase to the

second with an accompanying loss in free energy. Consequently, when the

activity of a component distributed through two phases is greater in the first

phase than in the second, the component may pass from the first phase to

the second.

Summary: In this section, the important properties of the activity function have been

discussed and the general equations have been deduced. The properties of this function

have been shown to rest on the definition of the relative activity, which for a component of

a one-component system is

F - Fo RTlna, (43)

and for a component in a phase of more than one component is

F -Fo = RTlna, (44)

The limiting law fur molecular or ionic species at high dilutions has been stated as follows:
“ The activities of all molecules and ions approach proportionality to their concentrations as

their concentrations approach zero.” From this law and the definitions of activities, the

gas laws and the laws of dilute solutions may be readily deduced.

It has been found that if the activity of a substance distributed through two phases is

greater in the first phase than in the second, it may pass spontaneously from the first phase
to the second. The criterion of stable equilibrium is that the activities of all components
distributed through all phases be equal.

By emiiloying the activity function, a general law of equilibrium may be deduced, of

which the law of mass action is a special case, valid in dilute systems, and exact in infinitely

dilute systems.

The general equations which express the relations of the activities of a phase of more
than one component to the variables, pressure, temperature and composition are;

(1) Temperature and Pressure Constant: From (30) and the definition of activity,

r Nidlnai 4- Nidlnaz -f « .
-f- Medina

c

1 _
L dN Jp, r

“ * ^ '

2—3
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(2) Pressure and Composition Constant:

r
4- Nidlnai -f » » + Nc^lnuc "1

L dT Jp.iV

[A^iLi + N2L2 + • - + NcLc]

RT^
(01 )

(3) Temperature^ and Composition Constant:

r
+ N2(Vna2 4- •

• + Nrdlnne l _ NiVi +_N^2 +
L dp Jr.jv “ RT

+ NcVc /
(00)

Calculations of the Activity Coefficients of Strong Electrolytes

It is possible to determine the activity coefficient of an electrolyte by elec-

tromotive force measurements of cells without liquid junction, and from the

measurements of any of the colligative properties of solutions. On closer

examination, however, this is a task accompanied with considerable difficulty.

The activity coefficient has been so defined that it must equal unity at zero

concentration, and it is on this value that all other values must be based. As
a consequence, it is necessary to extrapolate the experimental results to infinite

dilution by graphical methods, or employ some empirical equation which

expresses the colligative property as a function of the concentration, and then

perform an integration between a finite and zero concentration. It is just

such an extrapolation or calculation which is subject to considerable error,

because of the difficulty in obtaining reliable or accurate measurements at

very low concentrations.

Measurements of rise in boiling point involve too many experimental

difficulties to furnish the desired degree of accuracy, and would give only the

activity coefficients at the boiling point of the solution. The difficult measure-

ment of the osmotic pressure would obviously not suffice.

In order to perform the graphical extrapolation without considerable

error, it is necessary to have consistent and reliable data in the concen-

tration range from 0.001 or less to 0.1 molal. According to the data of

Lovelace, Frazer, and Sease,^ a 0.0498 molal potassium chloride solution has

a vapor pressure only 0.0293 mm. lower than the vapor pressure of water at

20°. Although vapor pressure measurements will be shown to be of great

value at high concentrations, it is clear from the order of their magnitude
that they would become increasingly less valuable as the concentration

decreases.

The measurement of the lowering of the freezing point, which has been greatly improved
in recent years by the newer methods of measuring temperature and temperature differences,

is much more promising. But, in this case, the results of the measurement must be reliable

1 These equations were originally deduced by Lewis, Proc. Amer. Acad., 43, 259 (1907).

These considerations and equations will serve as a general'basis for the thermodynamics
of sohitions, and may by simple transformations be adapted to a specific problem. In the

following discussion, wo shall apply this method to electromotive forces, freezing points,

\apor pressures, solubilities, etc., of strong electrolytes, and compute by typical methods
the values of the activities of these electrolytes.

2 J. Atn. Chem. Soc., 43, 102 (1921).,
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to within 0.0001®, or even less, to warrant an accuracy of 1 per cent in the calculated activity

coefficients.

Theoretically, the electromotive force method should be the most accurate for, according

to equation (41), the electromotive force of a concentration cell is roughly proportional to

the logarithm of the ratio of the concentrations of the solutions in the two parts of the cell.

With the galvanometers at present available, there should be little difference in accuracy

in measuring a cell containing, in the first place, solutions of 1 and 0.1 molal concentrations,

and, in the second place, solutions of 0.001 and 0.0001 molal concentrations. Consequently,

the measurement of a reversible cell should yield equally accurate results in dilute and in

concentrated solutions. The electromotive forces of many cells have been found to be re-

producible to within a few hundredths of a millivolt in very dilute solutions, but it is probable

that, in most cases, these measurements are not of great value for computing activity coeffi-

cients by extrapolation because of slight electromotive forces produced by side reactions,

or other obscure causes depending on the methods of preparation and nature of the surfaces

of the solids involved. These disturbing factors, which are negligible in concentrated solu-

tions, arc a great drawback to the electromotive force method of computing activity coefficients

in very dilute solutions. It is very difficult indeed to discover whether such complications

exist; still more difficult to discover why they exist, and to eliminate them. There are,

however, some few cell measurements which are thought to be sufficiently exact at all con-

centrations down to 0.001 molal to warrant an extrapolation to zero concentration.

As a result of this cursory review of the available methods, it is clear that only by con-

siderable experimental exactitude, as well as laborious calculation, and by comparison of

results by different methods can certainty regarding the values for the activity coefficients

be assured.

In Table IX, the activity coefficients of potassium chloride calculated from

different data and computed by different investigators have been compiled.

In column (1) is the molal salt concentration, column (2) the activity coefficient

of potassium chloride at these concentrations, calculated by Lewis and Linhart,^

and Lewis and Randall, ^ from the freezing point data of Adams ® and the

electromotive force data of Macinnes and Parker,^ and Noyes and Macinnes.®

Column (3) contains the activity coefficients of potassium chloride in dilute

solutions calculated from the freezing point data of Fliigel ® which are as con-

sistent as the data of Adams. Under column (4) are placed the values ob-

tained by Noyes and Macinnes from electromotive force data. Column (5)

contains values obtained by Harned ^ from freezing point, electromotive force

and vapor pressure data.

These values differ by a few per cent even in the very dilute solutions.

The values in columns (2) and (3) were both obtained from measurements of

freezing point lowerings. The results of Adams in column (2), although no

more consistent in themselves than Fliigehs, are probably more reliable. The
values in column (4) obtained from very reproducible electromotive force

measurements not only do not agree with the values calculated from the

freezing point data, but the activity coefficient-concentration function of these

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 1951 (1919).

2.7. A7n. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).

3 .7. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 494 (1915).

4 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 1445 (1015).

6 J. A7n. Chem. Soc., 42
, 239 (1920).

^Z. physik. Che7n., 79, 585 (1912).

' J. A7n. Chem. Soc., 44
, 252 (1922). •
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TABLE IX

Activity Coefficient of Potassium Chloride Obtained by
Different Investigators

( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5)

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

0.0001 0.993 0.974 — 0.982

0.0005 0.984 0.954 — 0.970

0.001 0.977 0.942 0.979 0.961

0.005 0.946 0.904 0.923 0.926

0.01 0.922 0.879 0.890 0.903

0.05 0.840 — 0.790 0.821

0.1 0.794 — 0.754 0.779

0.5 0.682 — 0.638 0.652

1 0.634 — 0.593 0.600

values has not the same form as a similar function of the values in column (2).

This will suffice for the present to illustrate the nature and magnitude of the

difficulties which are encountered.

A more systematic resume of the methods of calculating activity coefficients

will be undertaken in the following sections.

Calculation by Extrapolation from Electromotive Force Data: We have

seen that equation (49) is

Fi-Fi= RTln "^~~~ = 2RTln~ (49)
a+aJ aj

and F'2 — F] equals (— NEF) of a concentration cell without liquid junction

containing a uniunivalent electrolyte if the cell reaction transfer is from left

to right according to C^+A~ (dil.) = C+A"* (cone.). Therefore, if we let E
represent the electromotive force of such a cell, and Eo the electromotive force

of a standard state such that aj^ equals unity, wc obtain, at 25°,

- (E - Eo) = 2RT

NF
//m± = 0.1183 log a^. m

By subtracting 0.1183 log c from both inenibem, and remembering that y equals

—
j we obtain

c

Eo - (E -h 0.11S3 log c) = 0.1183 log r (70)

Since y equals unity when c equals zero, the right-hand member of this equa-

tion vanishes, and Eo equals (E + 0.1183 log r) at zero concentration. If

sufficiently reliable results are available in dilute solutions, Eo may be evaluated

graphically by extrapolating the plot of (E + 0.1183 log c) against c, or, for

the convenience of plotting, It is impossible to extrapolate directly partial

inolal free energy data, and, consequently, electromotive force data to infinite
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dilution, since the partial free energy of an electrolyte equals — oo when c

equals zero. By employing the activity coefficient, the extrapolation is made
possible. This is one of the most important uses of the activity function.

Up to the present time, there appears to be available only the electromotive

force measurements of one cell which are sufficiently accurate and reliable

in very dilute solutions to permit the extrapolation with certainty. These

are the measurements of Linhart ^ on the cell

Hj|HCl(c)|AgCl|Ag.

By employing these values, and the above method of extrapolation, Linhart

and later Lewis and Randall ^ obtained 0.2234 volt for Eo. Substituting this

value in equation (70), they computed the values of y given in the sixth column

of Table XII from the combined data of Linhart, Ellis ® and Noyes and lOllis
*

on both the above cell and the cell

H 2 IHCI (c)|HgCl|Hg.5

Although the electromotive force measurements are not usually sufficiently

accurate in dilute solutions to be extrapolated, they have proved to be of great

value for the calculation of activity coefficients in the more concentrated solu-

tions. In the latter case, it is necessary to know the activity coefficient at a

given concentration and then by equation (49) it may be calculated at another

concentration. For this purpose, it has been customary for many investigators

to assign to the activity coefficient the value of the conductance or conductance-

viscosity ratio at some low concentration, and then base all subsequent calcula-

tions on this value. Although this method has proved useful for approximate

calculation in the absence of other necessary data, its employment should not

be regarded as exact because it is probable that the activity coefficient only

equals the conductance ratio in infinitely dilute solutions. It is far better to

base all calculations on measurements of electromotive force or freezing

point data.

Activity Coefficients from Freezing Point Lowerings in Very Dilute Solu-

tions: The first calculations of activity coefficients from freezing point data

were made by Lewis.® Later the method has been developed in very dilute

solutions by Lewis and Linhart,^ and extended to concentrated solutions by

Lewis and Randall.® These valuable studies indicate that this method is the

most promising for securing activity coefficients of most electrolytes at very

low concentrations. The exact but complicated calculation of the activity

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 2601 (1917); 41, 1175 (1910).
2 /. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).

8 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 737 (1916).

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 2532 (1917).
^ First studied by Tolman and Ferguson. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 34, 232 (1912).

« J. Am. Chem. Soc., 34, 1631 (1912).

'^J. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 1951 (1919).
* J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).
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coefficient from freezing; point lowerings at temperatures other than the freezing

point of the solution (e.g., 25°) and at high concentrations has been made
by Lewis and Randall in the cases of sodium chloride and sulphuric acid

solutions. In the present discussion, a presentation of the calculation of

Lewis and Linhart will be made, and the factors which must be included in

order to extend the calculation to high concentrations will be indicated.

Consider the reaction

H 2O (1) = H 2O (s) +(- AH).

(— AH) will equal the heat of fusion, or AH the heat of solidification. Let To

equal the temperature of the freezing point of pure water, T the temperature

of the freezing point of the solution, and 6 the lowering of the freezing point,

and, therefore,

T= To-

e

and dT = - dd.

In this case, the transfer is from the liquid to the solid. If, now, we let a' equal

the activity of the li(iuid, iind a" the activity of the solid, we obtain the ccpia-

tion, similar to equation (62),

din
a

a

dT

All
^

RT^
*

(71 )

If we choose as a reference state the condition that the activity of li(piid water

is unity at 0°, it is true that

dlna" ^ _AH
^

dT ~ RT^'
(71a)

It is also true that at the freezing point of the solution, since the system is in

equilibrium, the activity of the solid equals the activity of the liquid in the

solution, or a" equals a'.

According to equation (68), the activity of the solvent is related to the

activity, a.2 ,
of the solute as follows:

dlna' = — — dlnazf (68)
Ni

and, by substitution in (71a),

dlna^
N^RT^

Eliminating T, and the mol fractions, we obtain
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Since B is small compared with To, it may be uefflected and hence

.. 55.5(- Aff) _
dlna^ = - SB.

cRT^
(72)

If it be assumed that f— A//) is constant over a range of temperature and
equal to 1438 cals., its value at 0°, an error is introduced which invalidates

the results at the higher concentrations. In the second place, is the activity

of the solute at the freezing point. If the activity is desired at another temper-

ature (e.g., 25°), a calculation according to equation (62) must be made. These

two factors which arc negligible in very dilute solutions (up to 0.01 molal),

but important in concentrated solutions, involve for their calculation a knowl-

edge of the specific heats of water, ice, the partial heat content of the solute

and its variation with the temperature, and the partial heat capacity of the

solute.^ In dilute solutions, these complications may be neglected, and, con-
T>m o

sequer Vit is found that
55.5(-

of the freezing point for water.

b('Comes

AH)
equals 1.858°, or the molecular lowering

If we denote this fraction X, equation (72)

dl7ia2 =
Xc

(73)

This eciuation is valid within the experimental error for solutions of electrolytes

of concentrations not exceeding 0.05 molal. Since a 2 is equal to for

any (ilectrolyte,

dln<h = dlna''^n': = vdlna^ = ~ • (74)
Xc

Dividing by wo obtain

dlnOi. =
v\c

(75)

I-iewis and Linhart found that the empirical function

(76)

is valid in dilute solutions of all electrolytes, jd' and a' are empirical constants.

If we take the logarithm of both members of this equation, we obtain

j'X — -
J
= log iS' + a' log c. (77)

It is then clear that by plotting log I'X — against log c, straight lines will

be obtained from which and a' may be evaluated.

•Lewis and Randall, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921); Therniodynamios, Chaps.

XXIII and XXVII; Randall and Bisson, J. Am.’Chem. Soc., 42, 347 (1920).
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By transposing (76), differentiating and dividing by

v\c v\
(78 )

is obtained. This may be combined with (75) and the definite integral

r6lna..=
nJCQ

formed. When co = 0, a*, = Cq, whence, upon substitution of cy for a±,

integration, and conversion to common logarithms.

log 7 =
‘2.:mv\a'

(79 )

is obtained. Since /3', a', v and \ are constants in case of a given electrolyte

in a(iueous solution, it is seen that this equation may be written

log 7 = - /3c“',

where

_ ^’(ol' + 1 )

^ 2.303»'Xa'

(80)

(81)

Equation (80) will prove very useful in later calculations.

In Fig. 5 is given a characteristic plot * of log

^
eX ~

^
against log c of the

Fig. 5. Freezing Point Data of Dilute Sodium Chloride Solutions

1 Hamed, J, Am, Chem. Soc., 44, 252 (1922).
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combined freezing point data of Flugel/ and Harkins and Roberts ® of dilute

sodium chloride solutions. From the straight line drawn through the points,

it is found that iS' equals 0.720, a' equals 0.413, and, according to equation

(81), P equals 0.288.

In Table X are given the values of the constants /S', jS and a', and the activity coefficients

of many electrolytes in dilute solutions obtained by this method. Most of the values were

obtained by Lewis and Linhart, but some have been revised by Lewis and Randall. The
values for sodium and potassium chlorides are those obtained by Harned. The activity

coefficients from 0.0001 to 0.01 molal were computed by equation (79); and at 0.05 and
0.1 molal were computed by the equation which includes the correction caused by the variation

of the latent heat of fusion of ice with the temperature. These values may be used at 0°

or at 25°, since the temperature variation of activity coefficients of solutions of these dilutions

is very small.

TABLE X
Activity Coefficients in Very Dilute Solutions from Freezing Point Data

Electrolyte a' /3 0.0001 0.0005 0.001 0.005 0 01 0.05 0.1

KCl 0.692 0.394 0.286 0.982 0.970 0.961 0.926 0.903 0.821 0.779

NaCl 0.720 0.413 0.288 0.985 0.972 0.963 0.928 0.906 0.834 0.792

KNO3 1.585 0.565 0.513 0.994 0.984 0.976 0.943 0.916 0.806 0.732

KIO3 , NalOa. .

.

1.548 0.500 0.543 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.915 0.882 0.765 0.692

K 2vS()4 3.187 0.374 0.912 0.935 0.885 0.85 0.75 0.69 0.505 0.421

BaCL 2.66 0.364 0.776 0.94 0.89 0.865 0.77 0.72 0.568 0.501

CoCh 2.456 0.362 0.720 0.94 0.90 0.87 0.78 0.73 — —
MgS04 .... 5.35 0.38 2.27 0.85 0.75 0.69 0.50 0.40 0.225 0.166

(USO4 5.35 0.38 2.27 0.85 0.75 0.69 0.50 0.40 0.220 0.160

ruS04 5.35 0.38 2.27 0.85 0.75 0.69 0.50 0.40 0.216 0.158

K3Fe(CN)6 . 8.53 0,42 1.68 0.92 0.85 0.81 0.66 0.57 — —
Iia(N03)3 . 8.53 0.42 1.68 0.92 0.85 0.81 0.66 0.57 0.391 0.326

These values are approximations, and rest on fragmentary and difficultly obtainable

data. Although subject to revision, they are the be.st available at the present time for the

calculation of the activity coefficients at higher concentrations from electromotive force data.

Activity Coefficients at High Concentrations from Electromotive Force

Data: Cells of the type

Ag
I

AgCl
I

MeX (c.)
|

Me(Hg) . |

MeX (c,)
|

AgCl
|

Ag,

where MeCHg)* is an alkali metal amalgam, and MeX is an alkaline halide,

have been studied very carefully by Allmand and Polack,® Pearce and Hart,'*

and especially by Macinnes and his collaborators.® Accurate data are now
available on such cells containing potassium chloride, sodium chloride, lithium

chloride and potassium bromide. In addition, cells of the types

Hg
1
HgO

I
KOH (cO

I

K(Hg) , j
KOH (c^)

|

HgO
|

Hg
^ Z. physik, Chem., 79, 585 (1912).
2 Am, Chem. Soc., 38, 2676 (1916).

3/. Chem, Soc., 115
, 1020 (1919).

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43 , 2483 (1921).
** Macinnes and Parker, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1445 (1915). Macinnes and Beattie, J.

Am. Chem. Soc., 42
, 1117 (1920). Beattie, J. Am. Chem, Soc., 42

, 118 (1920).
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and

11,1 KOH (ci)
I

K(Hg).| KOH (c,)
|

have been studied by Ming Chow/ and Knobel/ from which the activity

coefficients of potassium hydroxide may be computed.

Although measurements of these cells were made at concentrations as low
as 0.001 molal, the results cannot be used to extrapolate to zero concentration,

nor, at these low concentrations, are the activity coefficients determined from
these results consistent with the freezing point data. This point has been
illustrated by Table IX. This lack of concordance has been attributed to un-

avoidable side reactions, which influence the electromotive forces of the cells

containing the dilute solutions.^ At concentrations above 0.03 molal, the

agreement with the freezing point and other data is excellent. These data
may be used to compute the activity coefficients in concentrated solutions.

If we consider the reaction

C+A- (ci) = C+A' (C2),

we have according to (49)

AF = Fi - Fi = - NEF = RTln . (49)
a+nJ

A transfer from a dilute to a concentrated solution would be accompanied by
an increase in free energy, and, therefore, E is positive when Ci is greater than
(*
2 . Since is equal to and also to cy^ we obtain

or

r'W"- NEF = 2RTln
c'Y

E = 0.1183 log
c y

(cS2)

(S3)

at 25®. If then y is known at one concentration, its value may be computed
at another concentration.

In Table XI, the activity coefficients of some iiniunivalent electrolytes in concentrated

solutions have been compiled. These were computed from electromotive force data by
means of equation (83). The reference values of 7 employed were 0.779, 0.779 and 0.792

at 0.1 molal concentration for potassium chloride, potassium bromide and sodium chloride,

respectively, taken from Table X. The values of lithium chloride are the same as calculated

by Lewis and Randall from the data of Macinnes and Beattie, and are based on the assumption

that the activity coefficient at 0.01 molal concentration is the same, approximately, as that

of hydrochloric acid. The activity coefficients of potassium hydroxide have been computed
from the data of Knobel.^

Further, the activity coefficients of sulphuric acid calculated by Lewis and Randall

from electromotive force, vapor pressure, and freezing point data have been included.

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 488 (1920).
2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 70 (1923).
2 Lewis and Randall, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 70 (1923).
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TABLE XI

Activity Coefficients of Some Electrolytes at High Concentrations
Calculated from the Electromotive Force Data at 25°

y

c

KCl KBr NaCl LiCl KOH< H 2SO4

0.01 0.903 0.903 0.906 0.922 0.920 0.617

0.03
i

0.851 0.851 0.857 0.864 0.857 —
0.05 0.816 0.816 0.831 0.843 0.S22 0.397

0.1 0.779 0.766 0.792 0.804 0.792 0.313

0.2 0.723 0.724 0.745 0.774 0.763 0.211

0.3 0.695 0.692 0.714 0.752 0.748 0.209

05 0.659 0.653 0.682 0.75

1

0.740 0.178

1 0.613 0..597 0.652 0.776 0.775 0.150

2 (0.56t>)i (0.580)2 0.672 (0.936)3 — 0.147

3 (0.575) ^ (0.630)2 0.722 1.20 1.136 0.166

4 — — (0.794)3 _ 0.203

5 — — (0.892)3 — — 0.212

6.12 — — 1.019 (sat.) — --
1

It is cloar from this tiiblo tluit at constant temperature the activity coefli-

cients of these electrolytes pass tlirough minimum values at ditTcrent salt con-

centrations. In this respect, they an* similar to the activity coefficient of

hydrochloric acid. The activity coefficients of the uni univalent chlorides are

plotted against the concentration in Fig. 6. It appears from these curves that

the activity coefficients are higher in the solutions containing cations of higher

hydration values.

Form of the Activity Coefficient-Concentration Function at Constant Tem-
perature and Pressure : Noyes and Falk ^ showed, from the freezing point

data at that time available, tJiat in the case of a uniunivalent electrolyte,

the equation

2 — i — k^c

expressed within the experimental error the variation of i, the van^t Hoff factor,

1 Values at 2 and .‘1 iiiolal were taken from the data of Harned, ./. Aw. Chem. Soc., 38,

1986 (1910) ; 44, 252 (1922), on measurements of cells with a licjuid junction. These measure-

ments give a minimum at about 2.5 niolal and in this respect differ from the measurements
of the same cell by Getman, J. Am. Chem. *Soc., 42, 1550 (1920). There is other evidence

of the presence of a slight minimum which will bo discussed when the vapor prcwssurcs of these

solutions arc considered. Those values are provisional since they arc based on an assumption

regarding the transference number.
2 Conjectural because they are based on a single value at 2.8 molal.

® Interpolated graphically.

* Probably not so exact as the values for the other electrolytes since they are derived

from only one series of measurements.
6 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 32, 1011 (1910).
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with the concentration in dilute solutions. Bjerrum^ showed by thermo-

dynamic reasoning that this expression was equivalent to

log 7 = — jS (84)

This equation is a particu-

lar form of the more general

equation (80) which results

from Lewis and Linhart’s

more recent calculation.

In many of the subse-

quent calculations, chosen

for the purpose of illustra-

ting thermodynamic
methods, it will be very con-

venient to employ an equa-

t i o n which expresses the

activity coefficient as a func-

tion of the molal concen-

tration throughout a con-

siderable concentration range

at constant temperature and

pressure. A comparatively

Fici. 0. Activity (\)cfficieiits of Uiiiunivalont Halides simple equation which suffices

for this purpose with a con-

siderable degree of accuracy and throughout a long concentration range is

log 7 = ac — (85)

where a, ^ and a' are constants.^ The term ac becomc^s negligible in very

dilute solutions, so that this equation approaches (SO) as c approaches zero.

A convenient way of evaluating a, P and a' from a given series of results

is as follows. By dividing (85) by c and transposing,

]

is obtained. Taking the logarithms of both members of this equation, we

obtain

log r + a] = log /3 + (a' - 1) log c. (86)

It is clear that if the log — + a
J

is plotted against log c, and if a be

assigned the correct value, a straight line should be obtained. In practice,

> Z. EUktrochem., 24, 321 (1918); Z. anorg. Chetn., 109. 275 (1920).

iiHarned, J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 42. 1808 (1920); 44, 252 (1922).
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a may be assigned different values until a straight line is obtained. Other
values of a, greater or less than the correct one, will give curves of opposite
curvatures. From such a plot, the values of p and o' may easily be obtained.

To illustrate this graphical method, which also serves to test the consistency

of the data, Table XII has been compiled. Columns (6) and (7) contain the

activity coefficients of hydrochloric acid at concentrations corresponding to c,

calculated by Lewis and Randall, and Noyes and Macinnes, respectively.

Columns (2), (3), (4) and (5) need no explanation. The plot is given in

Fig. 7. The value assigned to a by this method of trial is, in the present

Fig. 7. Plot for Evaluatini? Constants of Equation (85)

instance, 0.20. With the exception of a few points at concentrations below
0.01 molal, all points lie nea^the straight line. When c equals unity, log c

equals zero, and log 0 equals 1.459, or P equals 0.288. The slope of the curve
is (a' 1) and is negative, whence (1 — slope) equals a', which, in the present
instance, is 0.450. Column (8) contains the values calculated by equation (85),
and the agreement of these with the observed values in column (6) is very good
considering that the equation has been applied over a concentration range
from 0.0005 to 6 molal. The calculated results are liigher than the observed
at concentrations above 5 molal. Further, through the range of 0.0005 to 5
molal concentrations, the observed values fall alternately above and below the
calculated values. In the range from 0.1 to 0.5 molal, the calculated results

are higher than those obtained by Lewis and Randall, but lie very close to the
values calculated by Noyes and Macinnes ^ from the data of Ellis. Con-
sidering this agreement, equation (85) is certainly at least a very useful approxi-
mation equation.

That equation (85) is also valid over a considerable concentration for both
uniunivalent and unibivalent electrolytes is shown by Table XIII where the
observed values of the activity coefficients of lithium chloride, sulphuric acid

and sodium chloride, taken from Table XI, are compared with those calculated.
The values for the constants a, and a' are given in Table XIV.

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 42. 239 a920^.
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TABLE XII

Observed Activity Coefficients of Hydrochloric Acid at 25 ° Compared
WITH Values Calculated by Equation (85)

c log c
— log 7

c

r “ log 7

L c

+ 0.20
j

+ 0.20
j

7 (obs.)

(Lewis

and
Ran-
dall)

7 (obs.)

(Noyes

and
Mac-
Innes)

y (calc.)

(a = 0.20)

(/3 = 0.288)

(a' = 0.450)

0.0005 6.699 7.86 8.06 10 9063 0.991 0.979
0.001 7.000 7.00 7.20 10.8573 0.984 — 0.971
0.002 7.301 6.39 6.59 10.8189 0.971 — 0.961
0.005 7.699 4.73 4.93 10.6929 0.947 — 0.943
0.01 8.000 3.43 3.(>3 10.5599 0.924 0.932 0.924
0.02 8.301 2.43 2.()3 10.4200 0.894 — 0.900
0.05 8.699 1.31 1.51 10.1790 0.860 0.855 0.861
0.1 9.000 0.894 1.094 10.0390 0.814 0.823 0.827
0.2 9.301 0.531 0.731 9.8639 0.783 0.796 0.795
0.3 9.477 0.383 0.583 9.7657 0.768 0.783 0.781
0.4 9.602 0.294 0.494 9.6937 0.763 — 0.775
0,5 9.699 0.236 0.436 9.6395 0.762 0.773 0.775
O.G 9.778 0.189 0.389 9.5900 0.770 ,

—

0.778
0.75 9.875 0.1379 0.338 9.5289 0.788 — 0.789
1 10.000 0.0846 0.285 9.4548 0.823 — 0.817
2 10.301 -0.00684 0.1932 9.2860 1.032 — 1.016
3 10.477 -0.0434 0.1566 9.1948 1.35 — 1.343
4 10.602 -0.0662 0.1338 9.1265 1.84 — 1.831

5 10.699 -0.0790 0.1201 9.0795 2.51 — 2.546
0 — — — — 3.40 — (3.59)

7 — — — — 4.66 — (5.11)

TABLE XIII

Observed and CCalculated Values of Activity Coefficients

LiCl H2SO4 NaClH 7 (calc.) 7 (obs.) 7 (calc.) 7 (obs.) 7 (calc.)

0.920 0.617 0.906 0.906

0.876 — — 0.857

0.397 0.408 0.834 0.832
0.1 0.804 0.812 0.313 0.323 0.792 0.791

0.2 0.774 0.774 0.247 0.745 0.744
0.3 0.752 0.755 0.210 0.714 0.716
0.5 0.754 0.743 0.178 0.173 0.682 0.683
1 0.776 0.771 0.148 0.652 0.652
2 0.936 0.944 HfBH 0.672 0.662
3 1.200 1.237 mmm 0.722 0.712

4 — — — — 0.789
5 — — — —
6.12 — — — — 1.019 (sat.) 1.033
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The agreement between the observed and ealeulated values is good for all three electro-

lytes. The calculated activity coefficients of sulphuric acid depart from the observed at
about 2 niolal or 4 weight normal concentration. A similar calculation of the activity
coefficients of potassium chloride was made by Harncd ^ and the concordance between the
observed and calculated values was fouml satisfactory.

From these considerations and similar ones for other electrolytes, it is found that the
above equation is approximately valid for all accurately determined data throughout con-
centration ranges extending from very dilute solutions to 3 niolal concentrations and, in

some cases, beyond for uniunivalent electrolytes, and to 3 weight normal concentrations or
beyond for iinibivalcnt electrolytes.

Table XIV contains the values of a, and a' for the electrolytes thus far

considered. These arc the values at 25'' unless otliervvisc specified. The
tested range of validity is also given.

TABLE XIV

Valuus op Constants of Equation (S5)

Electrolyte Uaiigc of Validity a a'

HCl ().005~(i 0.20 0.288 0.450
UCl 0.01- 3 0.21 0.323 0.403
Nan . . 0.01-0.12 O.IO 0.280 0.407
K(d.., . 0.01-3 0.07 0.202 0.300
KBr t).01-3 0.07 0.202 0.300
KOIl 0.01-1 0.18 0.288 0.387
KN(b 0.001-0.1 (0.07) 0.513 0.505
Klih, NuI()3 .... 0.001 0.1 (0.07) O.MS 0.500
AgNCL (0°) 0.01-5 — (0.400) (0.470)
K2S()4 0.001-0.1 — 0.012 0.371
H 2SO 4 0.01 -2 0.47 1.30 0.383
BiiVU O.OOl-O.Ol — 0.770 0.304
(’oC32 0.001-0.01 — 0.720 0.302
MgS04 0.001-0.01 2.27

i
0.38

CdS04 0.001-0.01 2.27 0.38

('USO 4 .... 0.001-0.01 — 2.27 0.38

KiFe((’N)6. . 0.001-0.01 — 1.08 0.42

La(N03)3
1

0.001-0 01 1.08 0.42

Owing to the short ranges of concentrations over which the activity coeffi-

cients of some of these electrolytes are known, no attempts have been made to

evaluate all the constants. The values of a in brackets for potassium nitrate

and iodate are provisional. The activity coefficient of silver nitrate computed
by Lewis and Randall may be approximately calculated by the use of the

values of and a'.

There is much more concordance between the a' values of the different

electrolytes than between the values of the other constants. The constants

are different for electrolytes of different valence types. The and a' constants

are nearly alike for the first six uni univalent electrolytes, whereas the values of

1 J. Am, Chem. Soc., 44, 252 (1922).
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a, which become of great importance in concentrated solutions, differ, and this

difference seems to be in the direction of the ionic hydration values of the

cations. A hydration theory will be considered in another section.

These constants liave in the main been derived from rather fragmentary

experimental data, and therefore the values of and a' do not fulfill the

theoretical requirement that the activity coefficients of all electrolytes of the

same valence type approach unity uniformly as the concentration approaches

zero. Lewis and Randall suggested as an empirical rule that for uniunivaleiit

electrolytes a' equals Bronsted,^ from other considerations involving the

Milner theory of electrolytes, employed the equation log 7 = — 0.42c^^2 + ac

for dilute solutions of uniiinivalent electrolytes, log 7 = ~ 0.42c^^^ is thus

made a universal limiting function. That log 7 = — would follow from

Milner’s theory has been shown by Cavanaugh More recently, Debye and

Hiickel ^ have obtained a universal limiting function which for all electrolytes

becomes

log 7 = — O.^^lw-^vc

in extremely dilute aqueous solutions at 0° C., and in which tv is a valence

factor given by

where v* is the number of ions of the ith kind produced by dissociation of one

molecule of electrolyte, and z^ is the valence of the ith ion. v is equal to 2vt,

The values of jS in Table XIV are all lower than predicted by Debye and

Huckel’s theory with the exception of those for potassium nitrate and the

iodates. Indeed, the available freezing point data are too fragmentary and

not of a sufficient degree of accuracy in the very dilute solutions to confirm this

law exactly. According to their equation, p should be 0.495, 1.72, 3.65, and

3.97 for uniunivalent, biunivalent, triunivalent, and bibivalent electrolytes,

respectively, which values are roughly 1.5 to 2.0 times greater than those in

the table. In general, it can only be shown that the available freezing-point

data seem to approach conformity to their law as the concentration approaches

zero. Fortunately, much more accurate evidence for the validity of this law

has been obtained by Bronsted and La Mer ^ from solubility data. Further

discussion of Debye and Huckel’s theory will be presented in a later section.

As a result of this discussion and the laborious calculations just reviewed,

it can be said that the activity coefficients of all electrolytes can be expressed

as a function of the concentration at constant temperature and pressure and

over a wide concentration range by a single equation. The present available

activity coefficients at 25° have been organized in such a way that they may

1 Bronsted, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 938 (1922).

2 Cavanaugh, Phil. Mag., 43, 606 (1922); 44, 226 (1922); 44, 610 (1922).

® Debye and Hiickel, Physik. Z., No. 9, 185 (1923).

^ Bronsted and La Mer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 46, 555 (1924).
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be calculated with a considerable but undetermined degree of accuracy b

equation (85) and a table of constants. This equation is introduced for th

purpose of facilitating further calculations.

The Activity Coefficient and Other Colligative Properties. Genera.
Considerations Relating to Solution Theory

The Activity of a Volatile Component and its Vapor Pressure: When i

volatile component of a solution is in equilibrium with its vapor, the activity

of the component in the solution, ai, is equal to its activity in the vapor state

ttvj and, according to equation (56),

dFi = RTdlnai = RTdlna^^ (56]

From the law of dilute systems, and the definition of activity, it immediately

follows that the gas laws hold for the dilute vapor, and that is proportional

to the concentration and also to the pressure of the vapor, pi, in dilute gases.

In general, then, for a volatile component, at pressure ranges where the gas

laws are valid for the vapor,

dFi = RTdlnpu (87)

and, in case of a second volatile component,

dF2 == RTdlnp2. (87)
^

It has previously been shown that the activities of two components in a

solution at constant pressure and temperature are related by

Nidlnai + N2dlna2 = 0. (68)

If both are volatile,

Nidlnpi + N2dlnp 2 = 0

is obtained, an equation originally derived by Duhem ^ which is valid for the

range of vapor pressures over which the law of the ideal gas holds. Equation

1 Another treatment of thia subject may be made by employing the fugacity function, /.

This function could here be defined by the equation

f ^aRT

and is related to the pressure in the same way the activity is related to the concentration.

Indeed, in Lewis and Randall’s system of thermodynamics, the fugacity or escaping tendency

is defined first and the relative activity defined as equal to the relative fugacity or (///o).

Equations (87) are thus limiting laws, which rest on the validity of the gas laws when applied

to the vapor. They are valid within the experimental error for all calculations which follow.

The general law would be

dFi = RTdlnai « RTdln- •

JO

Since, up to the present, the fugacity has been employed very little in solution th^mo-

dynamics, it has been omitted in the present discussion.

* Compt. rend., 102, 1449 (1880).
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(68) permits the calculation of the activity of the volatile component from its

vapor pressure, and also the activity of the volatile component from the activity
of the non-volatile component.

Let us now consider the transfer j)f a mol of the volatile component from
the solution to pure solvent, and let Fq, a©, Po refer to the partial free energy,
activity and vapor pressure of the solvent, respectively. This change will be
accompanied by a decrease in free energy, and consequently, according to (56)
and (87),

(- AF) == - (F, - F„) = RTln = RTln'^ • (88)
ax px

Let the activity of the pure component equal unity, whence Fo will equal zero,

a\ will be the relative activity, and

I dlnv = RTln''— •
(89)

Po PQ

Employing these conventions, the relative activity is equal to the ratio of the
vapor pressure of the component in the solution to the vapor pressure of the
pure component.

Calculation of the Activity Coefficient of the Solute from its Partial Vapor
Pressure: In general, the activity of a component in a solution is directly

proportional to its vapor pressure. A direct verification of this principle may
be obtained from the results of Bates and Kirschmann ^ who measured the
partial vapor pressure of hydrogen chloride above aqueous solutions of con-

centrated hydrochloric acid. Since the partial vapor pressure of the acid, p,

is proportional to a2, the activity of the acid, — will be proportional to - -

c c

or 7, the mean activity coefficient. If 7 is assigned the same value at 4 molal
as determined by the electromotive force method, the proportionality factor

may be determined, and 7 calculated at the other concentrations. This calcu-

lation has been made by Lewis and Randall ^ and their results are given in

Table XV. The proportionality factor was found to be 0.000664.

With the exception of the result at 10 molal concentration, the agreement
is excellent. Vapor pressure measurements may, accordingly, be of con-

siderable value for the determination of activity coefficients in very concen-
trated solutions.

Calculation of the Activity Coefficient of the Solute from the Partial Vapor
Pressure of Solvent: By rearranging equation (68), and letting ax equal the
activity of the solvent and a2 the activity of the solute, the equation

dlna2 = ^ dlnai
Nt

(68a)

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 1991 (1919).
2 /. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).
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TABLE XV

Comparison op the Activity Coefficient of Hydrochloric Acid from
Electromotive Force and Vapor Pressure Data

c p (mm.) y (E.M.F.)

(Table XII)
7 (V.P.)

4 0.0182 1.84 1.84

5 0.0530 2.51 2.51

6 0.140 3.40 3.41

7 0.348 4.66 4.60

8 0.844 6.30 6.27

9 1.93 8.32 8.43

10 4.20 10.65 11.20

is obtained, ai, the relative activity referred to pure solvent, has been shown

Pi
to equal—

,
where pi is tlie vapor pressure of the solvent over the solution,

Po

and Po is the vapor pressure of pure solvent. Substituting this value for ai

in equation (68a) and forming the integral, we obtain

f dlnai= - f^dln^- (90)

J J Nz Po

Since sufficiently accurate measurements of the vapor pressure cannot be made
at low concentrations so that the activity coefficient of the solute may be de-

termined, this equation is only useful for the most part in determining activity

ratios. To this end, the definite integral

may be employed. By plotting ^ against In — and evaluating the area be-
N2 Po

tween the limits graphically, the definite integral may be obtained. The
02" ^

negative of this integral equals In—- •

az

Calculation of the Vapor Pressure and Activity of the Solvent from the

Activity of the Solute: The vapor pressure of the solvent at all concentrations

of solute may be accurately calculated by the same method. In this case, the

definite integral may be employed in the form

(92)

Lewis and Randall, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921)—Table III.
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Ni
and by plotting — against Inao and integrating graphically, the negative of

Ni

In— is obtained, or Zn— •

Vo Vi

Ni
It is clear that if ^2 is known as a function of—

,
the above equation may

Ni
7)i\

be integrated, and an analytical expression obtained for In^ • This may be
Vi

accomplished in the case of solutions of electrolytes by employing the equation

log y = ac — (85)

or any other equation which expresses 7 as a function of c at constant pressure

and temperature. The result of this operation will be as exact as the equation

employed. This method, if equation (85) is employed, will give a very con-

venient, although approximate, result, for calculating the activity and vapor

pressure of water in aqueous solutions of all the electrolytes whose a, and a'

constants are given in Table XIV.

According to equations (51) and (85), we obtain

log y = log (51, 85)

where

and

Zna=fc = -Inalla!!,
V

Converting the first of these equations to natural logarithms and rearranging,

we obtain

Ina'^a'Z =
1/
^2.303ac - 2.303)3c“' + Inc + iinx+'V" ,

which upon differentiation becomes

dlna^an = v{2MZotdc - 2.303i5a'c"'~Mc + dine). (93)

Now, according to equation (68), if ai is the activity of the water molecule in

a solution of an electrolyte,

dlnai = — ^ dlndlaH.
Ni

(686 )

Ni
c

55.5 Vc ‘

i\ri =
55.^

55.5 + c

Further
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and

Ni 66.6
’

Combining (686), (93) and (94), we obtain

VC- dlnai = -
^
(2.303adc - 2.303|3a'c“ *dc + dine).

55.5

(94)

ai is proportional to pi, and if we let po equal the vapor pressure when c equals

zero, or the vapor pressure of the pure solvent, the definite integral

- r'dlnpi= r (2.303adc-2.303;8a'c“'-‘dc + ainc)
JpQ Jo 55.5

may be constructed, which upon integration becomes

, Po c r
,
2.303aj'C 2.303vSa’ -.1ln~= I'd ;— c“

• (95)
Pi 55.5 L 2 a' + 1 J

' ^

For a uniunivalent electrolyte, v equals two and

= ±. r 2 + 2.303ac - c“' 1 • (96)
Pi 55.5 L a' + 1 J

The term within the brackets is recognized to be van^t Hoff’s factor, and
equations (95) and (96) may be written

(97)

As a result of these deductions, van’t Hoff’s factor, the vapor pressures of

solutions of many electrolytes, and the activity of the water molecule may be

computed by introducing into the above equations the values of a, and a'

given in Table XIV. These values were obtained from the most accurate

data available and, consequently, the vapor pressures computed by this method
will be more accurate than those obtained by direct measurement, particularly

in dilute solutions. The method of deduction is general, although the accuracy

in the present case depends on the validity of the empirical equation employed.

For the sake of comparison, it is convenient to employ the function,

^ ,
which in the classic theory of solutions was often considered to

equal the degree of dissociation. Let this factor, for purposes of characteriza-

tion, be called the van’t Hoff coefficient, and be denoted by 70.^ For a uni-

^ It is preferable to give this factor a name and a symbol in order to differentiate it,

on the one hand from the conductance ratio, A/Ao, and, on the other hand, from the osmotic

coefficient, introduced by Bjerrum, Z. Elektrochem,, 24
, 321 (1918), and sometimes employed

by Bronsted, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 761 (1920); 44
, 877 (1922); 44

, 938 (1922). This

latter quantity is equal to i/y. The more familiar 70 will be employed.
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univalent electrolyte

7o = 1 + a"c - (98)

where

a" = 2.303a (99)

and

_ 4.6060a'
(100)

a' + 1

By means of equation (98) and these latter two relations, it is a comparatively

simple matter to evaluate the constants and oj' from a knowledge of 70-

By transposing (98), and taking the logarithms of both members, we obtain

log [1 — 7o + = log jS" + a' log c.

By plotting the left member of this equation against log c, and assigning values

to a" until a straight line is obtained, all of these constants may be evaluated,

and also a, /3 and a' by equations (99) and (100). By employing the van^t

Hoff coefficient data given in Noyes and Falk\s compilation,^ the activity

coefficients of many electrolytes, which have not been mentioned in the present

discussion, may be approximately computed.

van’t Hoff’s Coefficient of Potassium Chloride: Lovelace, Frazer, and

Sease ^ have carefully determined the vapor pressures of potassium chloride

solutions at 20°, and the van’t lloff coefficient, 70, has been computed directly

from these data by using e(iuation (97). Their best values are given in the

third column of Table XVT. The second column contains values of 70 calcu-

lated by means of equation (98) which becomes

7 o = 1 + 0.1612c - 0.38l5c«-33G

iipoji substitution of the values of a, 13 and a\ Value's at 0° calculated by

Lovelace, Frazer and Sease from freezing point data have been included in

Fig. 8

the fourth column.®

At the lower concentrations the values agree as well

as could be expected. At the higher concentrations, the

values are higher at the higher temperatures. Harned

has pointed out that a difference of this magnitude and

sign would be expected. It is also important to note that

minimum values in each case occur at about the same

concentration, 1 molal.

Calculation of Osmotic Pressure: In the accompanying

diagram (Fig. 8), A is a compartment containing pure

solvent separated by a semipermeable membrane, M,

1 J, Am. Chem, JSoc., 34, 454 (1012).

* J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43. 102 (1921).

» Harned, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 49. 252 (1922).
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TABLE XVI

van’t Hoff Coefficients op Potassium Chloride at 25®, 20®, and 0®

c
70 (26°)

(E.M.F.)
70 (20®)

(V.P.)

7 (0®)

(F.P.)

0.001 0.976

0.01 0.940 — —
0.05 0.892 0.88.5 0.891

0.1 0.863 0.846 0.857

0.3 0.812 0.799 0.810

0.5 0.791 0.790 0.794

0.75 0.781 0.786 0.762

n 0.780 0.788 0.748

1.5 0.792 0.794 0.764

2 0.820 0.823 0.763

2.5 0.855 0.844 0.765

3 0.894 0.868 0.805

from a compartmemt, B, containing tho solution. Lot the wliole system

be at constant temperature. Let P and Po ho pressun's such that the

system is kept in eciuilibrium. The osmotic pressure, tt, is defined by the

difference in these pressures, or (P — Pq). Thus, in compartment i4, the

solvent will be at a pressure Po, and, in coiniiartment P, the solvent in the

solution will be at a pressure P.

Let us consider a process wliereby a mol of solvent is reversibly transferred

from the solvent to the solution tlirough the osmotic membrane, and, as in

the previous cases, let Po and Oo equal the partial free energy and activity of

the pure solvent at an external i)ressure, Po. The partial free energy and

activity of the solvent in th(j solution at an external pressure P will also equal

Po and aof respectively, under the stipulated conditions of equilibrium. The
free energy increment of such a process is zero. Let us now change the pressure

on the solution from P to Po. The change in activity of the solvent caused

by this change in pressure may be found by equation (67) which is

wlicrc Vi is the partial molal volume of the solvent. Rearranging this equation

and forming the definite integral, we obtain

( 101 )

where ai is the activity of the solvent in the solution at a pressure Pq. This

equation is exact. If we neglect the change in produced by a change in

pressure, (the compressibility) will equal the molal volume of the solvent Vq.

Since the partial free energy of the pure solvent is zero, ao will equal unity, and

Pi = RTlnai = - Fi(P - Po) = - ttFo (102)
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is obtained. If this equation be combined with (89), we obtain the well-known

but approximate law

ir = ^ln^, (103)
Vq Pi

which relates the osmotic pressure of the solution to the vapor pressure of the

solvent. Combining (103) and (97), we obtain

RT C

Fo55.5*-*^’
(104)

which at 25® reduces to

TT = 24.42cp], (104a)

where tt is in atmospheres.

Conductance Ratios, Activity Coefficients, and van’t Hoff’s Coefficients:

For convenience of comparison, the following tables containing the conductance

ratios, activity coefficients, and vaii’t Hoff coefficients have been prepared.

The conductance ratios have been taken from the tables of Noyes and Falk,^

the activity coefficients from Tables XI and XII, and the van’t Hoff coefficients

have been calculated by using equation (97) and the values of a, and a' in

Table XIV. Table XVII contains the values of these coefficients for some
uniunivalent electrolytes at different concentrations.

TABLE XVII

Conductance Ratios, van’t Hoff Coefficients, and Activity Coefficients

OF Home Uniunivalent Electrolytes at 25°

C 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 2 3

fA/Ao 0.941 0.889 0.860 0.779 0.742

KC14 to 0.940 0.892 0.863 0.791 0.780 0.820 0.894

It 0.903 0.816 0.779 0.659 0.613 0.566 0.575

rA/Ao. ... 0.936 0.882 0.852 0.773 0.741 — —
NaCHTo 0.944 0,899 0.874 0.828 0.849 0.955 1.096

It 0.906 0.834 0.792 0.682 0.652 0.672 0.722

rA/Ao 0.972 0.944 0.925 0.890 0.845 — —
HCH 70 0.952 0.916 0.900 0.929 1.049 1.359 1.707

It 0.924 0.861 0.827 0.775 0.817 1.016 1.343

rA/Ao 0.932 0.878 0.846 0.766 0.737 — —
LiCH TO 0.949 0.906 0.886 0.900 1.012 1.318 1.667

It 0.922 0.843 0.804 0.754 0.776 0.936 1.20

In general, the vanT Hoff coefficient approaches the conductance ratio

as the dilution increases, and in dilute solution is much more nearly equal to

this quantity than to the activity coefficient. Table XVIII also contains

values of these coefficients obtained from the same sources for electrolytes of

many different types at 0.01 molal concentration.

' J. Am. Chem. Soc„ 34, 454 (1912).
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TABLE XVIII

Conductance Ratio, van^t Hope Coefficients and Activity Coefficients op
Some Electrolytes at 0.01 M Concentration and 25®

Electrolyte A/Ao TO y

HCl 0.972 0.952 0.924

LiCl 0.932 0.949 0.922

NaCl 0.936 0.944 0.906

KCl 0.941 0.940 0.903

KNO3 0.935 0.937 0.916

NaI03 0.917 0.918 0.882

BaCU 0.850 0.866 0.72

K2SO 4 0.832 0.842 0.69

MgSO. 0.596 0.50 0.40

CdS04 0.5.34 0.50 0.40

CUS04 0.550 0.50 0.40

K,Fe(CN)6 0.778 0.781 0.57

La(NOs)» 0.75 0.781 1 0.57

The agreement between the values of — and 70 at this dilution is good,
Ao

considering the difficulties in obtaining the data from wliich the values of 70

were computed. The question of the significance of such an agreement is

indeed a difficult one since all those quantities approach unity as the solutions

approach infinite dilution. The activity coefficients are much lower than the

vanT Hoff coefficients even in these dilute solutions. Lewis and Randall ^

have pointed out the interesting rule, which follows from equations (85) and

(100), and the assumption that a' equals 0.5, that, in any very dilute solutions of

uniunivalent electrolytes, the vaiiT Hoff coefficients differ from unity by two

thirds as much as the activity coefficients.

Theoretical Considerations of These Quantities: vanT Hoff introduced the

factor i in the equation which expressed the abnormal freezing point lowering

of solutions of electrolytes. Arrhenius recognized that only those solutions

which possessed an i factor greater than unity conducted the electric current.

As a result, he suggested that electrol3rtes were dissociated into ions, and that

i was a measure of the number of gram ions and molecules which resulted from

the dissociation of a mol of electrolyte. On this theory, if the process of

ionization is a partial dissociation of a molecule into ions, 70 is a degree of

dissociation. Arrhenius moreover suggested that the degree of dissociation

may also, from certain further assumptions, be calculated from conductance

measurements. It is a matter of considerable importance that in recent years

issue has been taken with the classic theory of dissociation by numerous

investigators.

In order to measure the number of ions in a solution, we turn first to the

el^Jtrical conductance. According to the ionic theory, the ions alone are the

ly. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).
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carriers of electricity. If lie and Ua are the mobilities of the cation and anion,

respectively, the equivalent conductance, A, will be aB{Uc + f/a), where a is

the degree of dissociation. At infinite dilution, a equals unity and the equiva-

lent conductance, Ao, equals Y{Uc + 17a). Thus, — will equal the degree of
Ao

dissociation, or, more generally, the fraction of 1 gram equivalent existing as

ions which are free to move through the solution at any concentration, on the

assumption of Kohlrausch that the mobilities of the ions do not change with

the concentration. Kohlrausch’s assumption was first questioned by Jahn,^

and more recently by Lewis ^ and others. Examination of these data shows

that, when the transference number of an ion differs considerably from 0.5,

it changes materially with a change in concentration. It is probable, therefore,

that the ion mobilities vary with the concentration. The nature of this varia-

tion is not known; in fact, it is not known whether the mobilities increase or

decrease with an increase in concentration. If the mobilities change, — will
Ao

not be the true degree of dissociation. Instead of Kohlrausch’s assumption,

Lewis proposes that, in dilute solutions of any two salts with a common ion,

at the same concentration, the common ion has the same mobility. Then,

the degrees of dissociation for two salts with a common anion would be, re-

spectively.

Vc+Va'
and

A'

Vc' + Ua

Their ratio, after the introduction of the transference numbers, becomes

a __ Aria

^ ” AW

'

where ria and ria' are the anion transference numbers of the two solutions.

By this equation, the ratios of two so-called ‘‘corrected degrees” of dissociation

may be obtained without a knowledge of absolute ionic mobilities. Lewis

calculated this ratio for many uniunivalent salts at 0.1 molal concentration to

potassium chloride at 0.1 molal concentration and found that for many salts

it differed little from unity. Thus, for hydrochloric acid, sodium, potassium,

(X

and lithium chlorides, ' varied only from 0.992 to 1.000 while the con-
<^KC1

(X

ductance ratios vary from 0.930 to 1.016. Since the ratios were more
^KCl

nearly the same as the activity coefficient ratios of two electrolytes, Lewis was
led to regard the activity coefficient as more closely related to the “true” degree

of dissociation in dilute solutions than the van’t Hoff coefficient. The activity

coefficient cannot be a degree of dissociation at higher concentrations since for

^ Z. physik. Chem., 33
, 545 (1900).

a/. Am, Chem. Soc., 34
, 1631 (1912).
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some eiectrolytes it reaches values many times uiiity.^ As a result of these

considerations, Lewis has abandoned the van't Hoff coefficient as a measure of

a degree of dissociation. At the present time, it is safest to regard all three

of these coefficients as separate quantities, and any equality or proportionality

as limited to very dilute solutions.

There is one further difficulty encountered when the temperature coefficients

of either the vanT Hoff coefficient or the activity coefficient are considered.

If the relative partial heat content of the electrolyte is positive, the activity

coefficient as well as the vaiiT Hoff coefficient will decrease with increase in

temperature. This conclusion follows from equation (62). The opposite is

true when the relative partial heat content of the electrolyte is negative.

For example, L 2 for hydrochloric acid is positive and for sodium chloride is

negative (Table VII) It has been found that for all solutions of strong elec-

trolytes,— decreases with a rise in temperature.^
Ao

In regard to the conductances ratio, nearly all investigators arc agreed that

all the electricity which passes through the solution is carried by tlie ions, and
that the conductance depends on the mobilities, the charge, and the number

of ions which move. 7-
,
if corrected for change in mobility of the ions with

Ao

the concentration, would then measure the fraction of the electrolyte changed
into ‘Hree^' ions. Granting the above assumptions, the conductance ratio

has a definite significance independent of any hypotheses regarding how these

^Hree^^ ions are produced, and the condition of the remainder of the electrolyte.

On the other hand, it is a problem of great interest to calculate the con-

ductance ratio and the thermodynamic coefficients from some more funda-
mental knowledge of the structure of the solution. For many years, doubt has
been raised as to whether any truly undissociated molecule exists in a solution

of a strong electrolyte. Sutherland « was the first to adopt a theory of com-
plete dissociation. Noyes ^ suggested an hypothesis of complete ionization

but not complete dissociation for strong electrolytes, by which is meant that

the ions which are not “free ions’^ are bound to ions of the opposite sign by
electrostatic forces. More recently, many investigators ^ have supported a

similar theory. The fraction of the total number of ions which are “free,^' or

—
,
is a function of their energy and the electrostatic force of attraction which

Ao

tends to hold them bound in some way. A general development of this theory

^ 7 for 16 molal hydrochloric acid is 43.2.

* See Kraus, Properties of Electrically Conducting Systems, American Chemical Society

Monograph. Chemical Catalog Co., p. 151.

^Phil Mag,, (6) 3, 161 (1902); 7, 1 (1906).
* Congress Arts Sci. St. Louis Exposition, 4, 317 (1904).
® Bjerrum, Z. Elektrochem.^ 24

, 321 (1918); Z. anorg. Chern., 109
, 275 (1920); Milner,

Phil. Mag., (6) 23
, 551 (1912); 25 , 743 (1913); 35 , 352 (1918); Sutherland. Phil. Mag.,

35
, 214, 354 (1918); Ghosh, J. Chem. Soc., 113

, 449, 627, 707 (1918); Noyes and Macinnes,
J, Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 239 (1920), etc.
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was made by Ghosh, who succeeded in deducing an equation which at let «

gives the right order of magnitude of the conductance ratio for many electro

lytes in many solvents. Ghosh’s theory is unsatisfactory because the equation

deduced is not within the error of experiment in the dilute solutions. For

this and other reasons, this theory has been severely criticized.^ Many of

the shortcomings of Ghosh’s theory are overcome by the theory now to be

discussed which is most probably the nearest approach to a valid solution of

the problem of the behavior of dilute solutions of strong electrolytes.

The Theory of Debye and Htickel: The theory of Debye and Hiickel was

presented in two papers, of which the first ^ contained the deduction of the

equations for calculating the thermodynamic coefficients, and the second

contained the discussion of the electrical conductance of strong electrolytes.

Only the fundamental assumptions and an outline of the mathematical treat-

ment of the first of these contributions will be presented in the following

discussion.

Let us reconsider equation (44) which defines the relative activity and

equation (54) which expresses the law of an ideal solute. These are

F = BT In a + Fo (44)

F = BT In c + F„. (54)

It is known that, in dilute solutions, equation (54) is almost exactly valid

for an undissociated solute but is not valid for an electrolyte. The latter

departure from validity is therefore due to ionization. This fact suggests

that the partial free energy of an electrolyte may be divided into two parts,

Fki the part associated with thermal free energy, and Fc, the part associated

with the electrical free energy and nothing else. Thus, F, the free energy of

the electrolyte, would be given by

F=-Fk + Fe=RTlnc-\-Fe + Fo>

From this point of view, if Fe can be computed from fundamental consider-

ations regarding the nature of electrolytic solutions, F may be obtained and

the problem solved.

It is by just such a procedure that Debye and Htickel have made their

calculation. They, however, have employed the functions defined by

G = S - UIT (i)'

1 Kraus, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43 , 2514 (1921); Kendall, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44
, 717 (1922);

Arrhenius, Z. physik. Chem., 100, 9 (1922).

2 Debye and Htickel, Physik. Z., 24
, 185 (1923).

* Debye and Htickel, Physik. Z., 24 , 305 (1923). For further discussion of this theory,

see Noyes, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 46
, 1080, 1098 (1924).

*To avoid confusion, we shall employ Debye and Hiickel’s symbols and denote their

equations by lower case Roman numerals.
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and

It is further shown that

^ = G - pvjT} (ii)

(iii)

Also, using this system of nomenclature, cciuatiou (54) becomes

8

^ log Ct), (iv)
0

where No, Ni • • • Nt • • • Ns are the number of individual species of which

the ith kind possesses a value of <l>
—

<j>i. According to equation (iii), if the

electrical energy, Uc, is known, niay be computed and, when added to

gives the total thermodynamic potential required for the calculation of the

colligative properties. The problem then is resolved into the difficult calcula-

tion of the electrical energy.

At first glance, it would appear that the potential energy of one ion with

respect to another of opposite sign or the measure of the work necessary to

separate them would be

-If!
Dr

whore + € nnd — € are their charges, D the dielectric constant, and r is the

mean distance between the ions, N molecules of a uniunivalent electrolyte

would then dissociate into 2N ions, and the equation

r = (7/2

in which V is the volume, would express r. We would then expect that

could be calculated by

and this in fact is the equation employed by Ghosh. This cciiiation might be

valid for the electrical energy of a salt crystal, but would not be valid for uni-

univalent electrolytes. In the latter case, the ions possess a motion due to

thermal agitation, and the problem is resolved into finding the number of

positive and negative ions in the same volume element. This important con-

sideration marks the departure of Debye and Hiickers theory from that of

Ghosh.

Debye and Hiickel now obtain a general equation for the electrical potential

of the solution by means of Poisson’s and Boltzmann’s equations. Let

be the number,

I a = : and ‘I*

At ••• Nr ••• Ns

Zv--' Zi--- Zs

F— — winch is pi.uick’s thenuodynauiic potential.
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the valences of the ions designated,

ni • • • 7l^• • • ris

the number of each species per cubic centimeter, and

Vi-- - Vs

the number of ions of the ith kind formed by the dissociation of one molecule

of electrolyte. According to Poissoii^s ecpiation, the jHjteiitial, in a field of

electrification of density p must be

V-V>A=-^P, (V)

where V is the operator “nabla.’^ Further, according to Boltzmann’s law,

the number of ions of the ith kind in an element of volume dV is

their density

and, consequently,

,
-ZtieylilkT)

(vi)

where e is the electronic charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, and c the base of

the natural logarithms. Fliminating p from (v) and (vi), we obtain

V*
Aire

ly
Awe'^HiZt

T)

which without appreciable error may be reduced to

Now lot

V-
47re^

DkT
^UtZj^xl/.

4Tr€r

DkT
LfhZ^-

(vii)

(viii)

and, therefore, (vii) may be written

V* (ix)

K is a very important (piantity in this theory, and possesses the dimensions

of a reciprocal length. 1/k has numerical values from 10"^ to 10~® cms. or

molecular dimensions at moderate concentrations of the electrolyte.

The primitive of equation (ix) gives the total potential which, for the case

of a uniunivalent electrolyte, becomes

€ C
—Kr

D r Dr
€ 1 — C

'

D 7“
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It is important to note that e/Dr is the potential of an ion in a medium of

dielectric constant, D, when it is not influenced by other ions. The desired

potential is the second member on the right of this equation which represents

the potential of an ion when influenced by other ions. For small values of r,

(1 ~ = K, and the potential equals — (€ID)k. Thus ]/k in Debye

and HuckeFs theory functions in a manner similar to the mean distance r in

other theories.

Since 1/k has molecular dimensions at higher concentrations, it becomes

necessary to introduce considerations which depend on the dimensions of the

ions, is a length which is the mean value of the distance which a positive

or negative ion can approach another ion, and will be of the order {)f magnitude

of an ionic diameter. This distance will be greater than the distance between

the atoms of a crystal because of the probable formation of water of hydration

on the ions.

Introducing this latter consideration, it is found that the potential energy,

f for the general case is given by

NtZi^ 1

(X)

Substituting this value for Ih in e<iuation (iii) and performing the integration,

it is found that

(xi)

where

Xt = 1 - l(Ka,) + ^Ka,y - • •
• (xii)

aiul, therefore, from (iv) and (xi)

^ - k log c.) + 2] JV,~ - X.
n 1 oU 1

(xiii)

From this value of it is purely a matter of mathematics and simple thermo-

dynamics to deduce the laws of the freezing-point lowering and the equation

for the osmotic coefficient. The general equation for the osmotic coefficient is

] — <p = w
^DkT \DkT Zv.z^

(xiv)

where w is the valence factor previously mentioned, or

O’, is given by the scries

ff. = 1 - f(xa.) + + • •
•

>
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n and V = Xvu In very dilute solutions, (xiv) reduces to

1 — (p = w
QDkf^DJ^

(xvi)

In this e(|uation, e equals 4.77 X 10“^® electrostatic units; D equals 88.23

when T equals 273; and k equals 1.346 X 10“^® ergs. Since n is the number
of ions in a cubic centimeter, it equals 6.06 X lO^^c, where c is the molal con-

centration. Upon substituting these values in equation (xvi), we obtain

1 — ^ = 0,2700)-^ VC (xvii)

fit 0° C'^. In order to derive the ciiuation for the activity coefficient, we first

obtain from equation (95), upon neglecting the linear term, the equation for

the van’t Hoff factor, [d. This equation which is valid in the very dilute

solutions is

U] V
2.303yffa^

a' + 1

Since ip = ijVf and a' = 0.5, we find that

3(1 - ip) ^ 2.303i5c® ® = -Iny (xviii)'

since log 7 = — iSc® ®. From (xvii) and (xviii), we obtain

In y = — 0,Slw-^vc 1

or r (xix)

log 7 = — 0.351it;V*'c.j

From these last equations, the two most important results of the Debye

and Hlickel theory may be readily derived. In the first place (1 — ^) and

log 7 are proportional at high dilutions to ^|c at constant pressure and tempera-

ture. Secondly, the valence factor, te, appears, which differs according to the

valence type of electrolyte. For uniunivalent, biunivalent, bibivalent, tri-

univalent, and tribivalent electrolytes, w equals 1, 2.83, 8, 5.2, and 16.6, respec-

tively.

In the more concentrated solutions, according to (xiv), we must introduce

(Ti which is given by the linear equation (xv) and which is a function of k, and

the mean apparent ionic diameter, a. Since, by equation (viii), k is propor-

tional to (2r?i)'/“ and therefore to <Ti is given by a linear equation in powers

of c, ascending by the exponent From equations (xiv) and (xv), we may
obtain

log 7 = — 0.351w^vc + a 2{vc)
— + y 2 {vc)‘^

“•**> (xx)

where a2, etc., are constants. The second member on the right of this

equation is in agreement with the linear term in the approximation equation

(85), employed throughout the thermodynamic discussion. Indeed, from

1 Brbnstcd, J. Am. Chem. 8oCm 43 , 763 (1920); Bronsted and La Mer, J. Am. Chem. Soc.^

46 . 555 ( 1924).
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equation (xx), it can bo seen how equation (85) could he modified to meet the
demands of theory and to attain greater accuracy.

To verify equation (xvii), Debye and Hiickel employed all the available
freezing-point data, and found that as the concentration approached zero,

these data appeared generally to approach the values required by the theory.
These results, however, cannot be said to establish their limiting law. As
previously shown, the freezing-point data in the very dilute solutions are

indeed too fragmentary for this purpose. More recently, very important
evidence for Debye and Hlickers theory has been obtained by Bronsted and
La Mer.^ They measured with great accuracy the solubility of a number of

very slightly soluble higher order cobalt conqmunds in salt solutions of various
valence ty])es. The results obtained agree very strikingly with the square root

concentration law and seem to verify the correctness of the valence factor, w.

This important theory, complicated because of the very thorough mathe-
matical treatment, is based on very simple assumptions, which are, firstly,

complete dissociation, and, secondly, that the departure of electrolytes from
the law of ideal solutes in very dilute solutions is caused solely by tlie electrical

field effect, and not to any chemical reactions between the ions. Cases of

ionic interaction are not covered. One consequence of this theory, in the
concentrated solutions and in cases of simple ions where no reactions take place

between the ions, is that marked additivity relationships should be observed
among the partial free energies. That this is proba])ly the case for the simplest
ions will be shown later when we come to consider the direct determination
of the activity coefficients of the individual ions. Any evidence of this kind
is indeed strong support for the theory of complete dissociation.

The Activity Coefficients of Electrolytes in Mixtures

The activity coefficient of an ion of an electrolyte has l)(‘cn defined as the ratio

of its activity to the molal concentration of the ion. In a 0.

1

molal solution of sul-

[)huric acid, the activity coefficient of the hydrogen ion equals
0.2

and of the sul-

phate ion^ . This we shall call, after the nomenclature of Bronsted,^ the stoi-

chiometrical activity coefficient. The activity coefficient of an ion in a solution

containing other electrolytes may according to this usage be defined by the
ratio of its activity to its stoichiometrical concentration. The activity coeffi-

cient of a uniunivalent electrolyte will then be equal to the square root of the
product of the activity coefficients of the ions. In general, if an electrolyte

dissociates into cations and v~ anions, its activity coefficient in the mixture,

7 ,
will be equal to (7+7*::) where 7+ and 7^ are the activity coefficients

of the ions. According to this definition, the activity coefficient of 0.1 molal

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc,, 46, 555 (1924). See also Noyes, ibid., 46, 1098 (1924).
^ J. Am. Che?n. Soc., 42, 761 (1920); Kgl. Danske Videnbkab. Selskab. Math.-fys. Medd.

II, 10 (1919).

2—4
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hydrochloric

Vo.i i.i)

acid in a 0.5 molal strontium chloride solution will equal

;
the activity coefficient of 0.1 molal hydrochloric acid in a

molal sodium sulphate solution will equal
/ cfH_acn\

VO.l 0.1 )
L.^e in

£ciV
ay)

while the activity

coefficient of the 0.5 molal strontium chloride in the above solution containing

/«sr
0.1 molal hydrochloric acid will be I

^ ^

The activity coefficient of one electrolyte in the presence of another may be

computed either from measurements of electromotive forces of suitable cells,

or by measuring the solubility of a salt in salt solutions. The electromotive

force method, if not complicated by secondary reactions, permits the determina-

tion of the activity coefficient of an electrolyte at all available concentrations

in the presence of another electrolyte at all available concentrations. On the

other hand, the measurement of the solubility of one electrolyte in a solution

of another is always limited to the saturated solution of one of the electrolytes.

The electromotive force method, although more general, is not applicable to

the study of all mixtures, because of the fact that suitable cells are not always

available. For example, it is possible to determine by a direct method the

activity coefficient of hydrochloric acid in solutions of chlorides by means of

cells of the type

HjIHCI (c), KCl (c)|AgCllAg,

but, owing to secondary effects, the activity coefficient of sodium chloride in

solutions of potassium chloride cannot be directly determined by the cell

Nax
Hg NaCl (ci), KCl (c) AgCl|Ag.>

The Activity Coefficient of Hydrochloric Acid in Solutions of Chlorides:

It has already been shown (Table VIII) that by measuring cells of the type

H 2 |HCl(c,)|HgCllHg

and
HjIHCI (ci), MeCl, (c)

|

HgCl
|

Hg,'“

the free energy decrease attending the reaction

HCl (ci).[MeClx (c)] = HCl (ci)

may be computed. This decrease in free energy is equal to the difference in

partial molal free energies of the acid in pure acid solution and the salt solution,

and, therefore, according to equation (49)

(- A?) = - (Fi - Ftu-)) = (49)

^mciPcM
1 Unpublished nicasurcnients—Harned.

2 Silver-silver chloride electrodes may also be employed, and, in fact, are much more

reliable in dilute solutions.
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where aH(s) is the activity of the hydrogen ion in the salt solution. Con-

sequently, if the activity product, of the pure acid at a con-

centration Cl is known, the activity product of the hydrogen and chloride ions

in the mixed solutions may be calculated. The activity coefficient of the

hydrochloric acid in the solution may readily be calculated from the activity

product of the ions according to

‘4
Ci(c + Cl)

Measurements of those cells, principally, at 25° C., containing varying

salt and constant acid concentrations, and containing both varying salt and
acid concentrations at constant total concentration have been made by a

number of investigators.^ From the data of Harned, and Earned and Brum-
baugh, the activity coefficients of 0.1 molal hydrochloric acid in solutions of

varying quantities of uniunivalcnt and unibivalont chlorides and of 0.01 and
0.001 molal hydrochloric acid in solutions of potassium chloride have been
computed. These values are given in Table XIX. The activity coefficients of

the acid at 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 molal concentrations have been taken to be

0.824, 0.924, and 0.971, respectively (Table XTT). The second column contains

the activity coefficients of pure hydrochloric acid. The activity coefficients

of the acid in the different salt solutions are denoted y (KCl), y (NaCl), etc.

The Ionic Strength: In Fig. 9, the activity coefficient of O.l molal hydro-
chloric acid in potassium chloride solutions has been i)l()tted against the total

molal concentration (curve No. 1), and also the activity coefficient of 0.1 molal
acid in calcium chloride solutions against both the total molal (curve No. 2)

and weight equivalent (curve No. 3) concentrations. There is a wide departure
from uniformity between these curves. This is caused in part, at least, by

T|

i.r

10

09

0.8

0.7L — ,

2.0 3.0 ConcVi

Fig. 9. Concentration Plot of Activity Coefficients of Hj'drochloric Acid in Halide Solutions

1 Harned, J. Am. Chem. Soc,, 38, 1986 (1916); 42, 1808 (1920). Loomis, Es.sex and
Meacham. J. Am. Chem. *Scc., 39, 113.3 (1017). Ming Chow, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 497
(1920). Harned and Brumbaugh, J. A7tt. Chem. Soc., 44, 2729 (1922).
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the fact that the concentrations have been expressed in units which do not

eliminate the change in properties of the solution when a unibivalent chloride

is substituted for a uniunivalent chloride. For the purposes of calculation,

it would be a great convenience to eliminate any differences caused by a differ-

ence ill electrostatic field intensity in going from the uniunivalent to a uni-

bivalent solution. One way by means of which this may be done is by ex-

jiressing the concentration in a unit such that, at equal values of this unit,

all electrolytes are subject to the same electrostatic forces. Lewis and Randall

have suggested for this purpose a unit which the3^ have called the ionic

strength” and denoted fx. To obtain a value for this unit of an electrolyte

or a mixture of electrolytes, multiply the stoichiometrical concentration of the

ion by the square of its valence. Add uj) these quantities for all the ions in

the solution and divide by two. The result will be the ionic strength. As an

example, consider a mixture of 0.1 molal hydrochloric acid in 1 molal barium

chloride. fjL will equal
[0.1 + 2.1 + 4]

9
or 3.1. When the added salt is

uniunivalent, ix is equal to the total concentration. The values of /x for the

acid salt mixtures are given in Table XIX.
If, now, the activities of the 0.1 molal acid in the salt solutions be plotted

against /x, as shown in Fig. 10, the curves are all uniform and approach the

Fkj. 10. Ionic Strength Plot of Activity C Coefficients of Hydrochloric Acid in Ilnlido Solutions

0.1 molal value uniformly. It is important to note that each of these curves

has a minimum, and possesses a form similar to a similarly drawn curve for

pure hydrochloric acid. Further, the activity coefficient of the acid is greater

in solutions of the electrolytes which have the higher liydraticm values, or

which, when alone in aqueous solutions, have the higher activity coefficients.
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In the more dilute solutions, the activity coefficient of the acid in the salt

solutions nearly equals that in the pure acid solution of the same ionic strength,

which point is well illustrated by Table XIX. These considerations led Lewis

and Randall ^ to the empirical rule that *'in dilute solutions, the activity

coefficient of a given electrolyte is the same in all solutions of the same ionic

strength.'^ That this rule is approximately true in the dilute solutions may
be seen from the similar plots of the activity coefficients of 0.01, and 0.1

molal hydrochloric acid in potassium chloride solutions shown in Fig. 1 1. This

Fia. 11. Activity Coefficient of Hydrochloric Acid of Different Strengths in Potassium

Chloride Solutions

rule is to be taken as an approximation, only within the error of experiment in

very dilute solutions, since these curves exhibit a pronounced difference of

curvature in the more concentrated solutions, and it is not likely that they

become identical in the dilute solutions.*

The activity coefficients of the acid in 0.001 molal hydrochloric acid con-

taining potassium chloride are in all cases higher at the same ionic strength

than those in the 0.01 molal solutions. According to these results, it is clear

that, at constant total molality, the activity coefficient of the acid will pass

through a minimum.
An Approximate Calculation of the Activity Coefficients of Hydrochloric

Acid in the Uniunivalent Chloride Solutions: It was found that the activity

coefficient of an electrolyte in aqueous solution and at constant temperature

and pressure could be computed by an empirical equation, which was

log y z=z CLC — )3c“'. (85)

It is a matter of considerable interest to find out whether this equation may
be adapted for the calculation of the activity coefficient of one electrolyte in

J J. Am, Chem. Soc„ 43, 1112 (1921).

*Br6nsted, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 877 (1922). Lewis and Randall, Thermodynamics,

McGraw-Hill Co., pp. 363-369.
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the presence of another electrolyte. An attempt in this direction was made by
Harned and Brumbaugh, and, although their calculation is admittedly approxi-

mate, it serves to illustrate the complicated behavior of mixtures. Equation

(85) when adapted for the mixtures is

log 7 = Qjci - Pfi"' + a"(ix - ci), (105)

where a, jS and a' are the constants used in computing the activity coefficients

of the pure acid, and o:" is another constant which functions in the equation

for the mixtures in a manner similar to a in equation (85).

In Table XX, the values of 7 of the acid in the uniunivalent chloride mix-

tures, computed by means of equation (105), are compared with the observed

values taken from Table XIX. a, jS, a' are the same as those previously

employed in calculating the activity coefficients of pure hydrochloric acid.

The a" values employed for each mixture are also included in the table.

TABLE XX

Observed and Calculated Activity Coefficients of Hydrochloric Acid
IN Salt Solutions

a = 0.20; /8 = 0.288; a' r= 0.450

0.1 MHCl (0.01 MHCl)

7 (KCl)

(a" = 0.150)

7 (NaCl)

(a" = 0.178)

7 (LiCl)

(a" = 0.215)

y (KCl)

[a" = 0.160)

(Obs.) (Calc.) (Obs.) (Calc.) (Obs.) (Calc.) (Obs.) (Calc.)

0.1 0.824 0.827 0.824 0.827 0.824 0.827 mKSM
0.2 0.795 0.786 0.797 0.791 0.799

0.3 0.772 0.763 0.774 0.774 0.782 0.786 0.11 0.808 0.813

0.5 0.754 0.750 0.763 0.759 0.794 0.786 0.31 0.761 0.753

1 0.760 0.740 0.788 0.780 0.846 0.842 0.51 0.733 0.732

2 0.847 0.816 0.950 0.922 1.093 1.084 1.01 0.739 0.729

3 0.978 0.962 1.195 1.159 1.489 1.484 2.01 0.800 0.809

4 1.154 1.169 1.496 1.502 2.069 2.095 3.01 0.915 (0.951)

The agreement between the observed and calculated values is good, particularly in the

case of the lithium chloride solutions. The values of 7 of the acid in potassium chloride

solutions at both 0.01 and 0.1 molal may be calculated with a fair degree of accuracy by
employing the same constants. That the problem is very complicated, however, becomes

evident when it is necessary to employ a fourth constant, a", which differs considerably from

the value of a for the individual salt, and seems to have no simple relation to it. Further,

another effect appears when the acid is very dilute and the salt-acid ratio is very high,

which makes equation (105) useless for calculations in solution.s containing very dilute acid.

This phenomenon can best be considered by observing the variation of the activity

coefficient of the acid in solutions of constant total molality. Loomis, Essex and Meacham
found that, in solutions of 0.1 total molality containing potassium chloride, the activity

coefficient of hydrochloric acid was somewhat greater in solutions which contained the larger
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quantity of hydrochloric acid. They extended their results only to solutions as dilute as

0.01 molal acid strength. Ming Chow, from measurements of a hydrogen'Calomel cell,

found no deviation greater than 1.3 per cent in solutions of 0.1 molal total strength. In

Table XXI are given the values computed from the results of Ming Chow at 0.1 molal
total concentration, and from the results of Harned and Brumbaugh at 3, 1, and 0.1 molal
total concentrations.

TABLE XXI

Activity Coefficient of Hydrochloric Acid in*Solutions of Potassium
Chloride at Constant Total Molality

Cl

(Acid)

7
(Total 3M)

7
(Total IM)

7
(Total O.IM)

(Ming Chow)

7
(Total O.IM)

3 1.343 —
1 1.175 0.810 — —
0.1 0.973 0.759 0,824 0.824

0.01 0.915 0.739 0.818 0.808

0.001 0.973 0 756 0.825 0.814

From these results, it would seem that the value of y has a minimum in the

neighborhood of 0.01 molal acid concentration, although at 0.1 molal total

concentration it is barely noticeable. This behavior was thought by Harned
and Brumbaugh to indicate that in those mixtures of dilute acid in which the

salt to acid ratio is high, there is an effect on the activity coefficient which is a

function of this ratio.

The Activity Coefficients of Salts in Salt Solutions from Solubility Data:

We have found as a general principle that, when a system of more than one

phase at constant pressure and temperature is in equilibrium with another

phase, the activity of any component is the same in each phase. If, then, we
have a salt in equilibrium with its saturated solution, the activity of the solid

equals the activity of the salt in the saturated solution. At constant pressure

and temperature, the activity of the solid will be a constant, k. Conse-

quently, under these conditions for a uniunivalent electrolyte,

k = a2= (106)

where 02 is the activity coefficient of the salt in the solution, which by definition

equals the activity product of its ions. From this equation we find that

k = 7+c+T-C- = 7+7-C+c_, (107)

in all solvents, where c+ and c- are the stoichiometrical concentrations of the

ions. It will be found convenient to divide solutions of mixed electrolytes into

two classes; solutions containing electrolytes which have no ion in common
which we term hetero-ionic, and solutions of electrolytes possessing a common
ion which we denote homo-ionic, according to the usage of Bronsted.^ In a

1 J. Am, Chem. Soc„ 42, 761 (1920).
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hetero-ionic solvent,

c+= S,

where S is the solubility, and, therefore,

7 = (7+7-)^'^ ~ •
(108)

In a homo-ionic solvent, either or may equal S, and the other ion concen-

tration equal the sum of its stoichiometrical concentration for both electrolytes.

If the anion is common to both electrolytes,

k = 7+7_5c«

In a similar manner if the cation is common to both electrolytes,

(109)

(109)

By means of equations (108) and (109) it is possible to determine the activity

coefficient of a salt in a mixture if the activity coefficient of the pure salt in

its saturated solution is known. If this is not known, it is then possible, if

sufficient experimental data are avjvilable, to extrapolate graphically by plotting

1 / 1 V ( 1
,

^ ,
or

^
I 1

against some root of the concentration or the

ionic strength. For, when /x equals zero, 7 equals 1
,
and

( 1

(

- -
I

will equal the reciprocal of the proportionality factor.
\>S!C+ /

or

The most complete scries of measurements of a simple sparingly soluble

salt in salt solutions was carried out by Bray and Winninghoff ^ on the solubility

of thallous chloride. Lewis and Randall ^ have extrapolated their data by the

method mentioned above and obtained —
^
for the factor of proportionality.

If we let c =fc equal the square root of the product of the stoichiometrical con-

centrations of the thallous and chloride ions, 7 will equal in all of the
70.3 X

salt solutions. By this means, the activity coefficients of thallous chloride

have been calculated directly from Bray and Winninghoff^s results and com-
pile d in Table XXII. The concentrations are expressed in equivalents per

liter. No correction has been employed to convert them to the 1000 g, scale.

1 J. Am, Chem. Soc., 33, 1663 (1911).

* J. Am, Chem, Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).
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TABLE XXII

Activity Coefficients of Thallous Chloride in Salt Solutions at 25° C.

c

(Equivalents

per Liter of

Added Salt)

7

KNO? KCl HCl TlNOs BaCL TI2SO4 K2SO4

0 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885

0.829 (0.843) (0.836) (0.829) 0.803

(0.819) 0.831 0.833 0.825 0.814 (0.789) (0.787)

0.779 0.784 0.788 0.759 0.763 0.726 0.733

0.1 0.725 0.701 0.713 0.678 0.683 0.643 0.666

0.2 (0.655) 0.610 0.628 — 0.595 — (0.588)

0.3 0.615 — — — — — 0.547

1 0.463 — — — — — 0.417

(The values in parentheses were obtained by graphical interpolation.)

In Fig. 12, the activity coefficients of thallous chloride in the different salt

solutions are plotted against the ionic strength. The curves at the higher

dilutions approach the value of pure thallous chloride in a similar manner.

No such uniformity would have been observable if the values had been plotted

against the equivalent concentrations. This is a further illustration of the

value of employing the ionic strength, or some similar quantity in studying

the behaviors of mixtures. It appears that all of these curves obey an equation

of the same form.

Fig. 12. Activity C^oefficieiits of Thallous Chloride in vSalt Solutions

The curves show that the influence of one electrolyte on the activity coefficient of

another is a problem of great complexity. Each mixture exhibits individual behavior even

in solutions of^ionic strength as low as 0.03. In fact, Bronsted ^ has pointed out many

1 /. Am, Chem, Soc., 44, 877 (1922).
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examples of salt mixtures which exhibit even greater individual effects than those just

considered.

We shall conclude the present discussion by reference to some of the important recent

contributions to the study of the solubility of salts in salt solutions. The classic investigations

on this subject begun by A. A. Noyes, ^ and followed by the papers of Noyes and Bray,®

Bray and Winninghoff,® Harkins and Winninghoff,^ Harkins and Paine, ^ and Harkins and
Pearce ® have been exhaustively discussed by Lewis and Randall.^ Important contributions

to this subject have been recently made by Bronsted.® In the first of Bronsted’s papers,

it was shown that the general nature of the solubility of salts in both hetero- and homo-ionic

solutions could be predicted in dilute solutions from considerations involving the activity

function and the variation of the activity function with the concentration in the mixtures.

Bronsted and Petersen studied the solubility of many compounds of a higher order in salt

solutions, and found many and varied specific behaviors. In the last of the articles, entitled
“ The Principle of the Specific Interaction of Ions,” the specific behaviors have been con-

sidered on theoretical grounds. These investigations have added much to our knowledge
of the thermodynamics of salt mixtures.

The Mass Action Law and the Inner Equilibrium op Solutions of

Electrolytes. Bjerrum^s Theory of Ionic Hydration

The preceding dLscussioii, with the exception of what has been said concerning

tlxe significance of the different coefficients and the conductance ratio, rests

on thermodynamic reasoning and to this extent is exact. Although it is im-

possible by pure thermodynamics alone to prove what molecular and ionic

species are present in a solution and how these interact, it is possible l)y the

introduction of assumptions outside the domain of thermodynamics to account

for certain observed behaviors. We may cite, for example, the theory of van
der Waals, which, within certain limits, accounts satisfactorily for the Joule-

Thomson effect, and other behaviors of gases at high pressures. When we
come to consider such com])licatcd systems as solutions, some partially success-

ful hypotheses regarding the eciuilibria between ions and molecules have been

proposed. Although these give a somewhat vague picture of what must be

the true condition of a solution of an electrolyte, their importance as a hint

toward the solution of this most difficult problem cannot be overestimated.

If the conductance ratio be taken as a measurement of the true degree of

dissociation, then, upon applying the law of mass action to the dissociation

of a uniunivalent electrolyte, we obtain the well-known Ostwald dilution law:

1 Z. phyaik. Chem, (1890).

2/. Am. Chem. Sac., 30, 1643 (1908).

^J. Am. Chem. Soc., 33. 1663 (1911).

^ J. Am. Chem. Soc., 33, 1827 (1911).

* J. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 1165 (1919).

« J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 2679 (1916).

’ J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).

Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 761 (1920); Bronsted and Petersen, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43,

2265 (1921); Bronsted, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 877 (1922).
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where K is the dissociation constant of the electrolyte. This equation is valid

for solutions of many weak electrolytes. For instance, Kendall ^ has shown
that it is valid for solutions of acetic acid from 0.0005 to 0.07 normal. Above
this latter concentration there is a departure from the law. Strong electrolytes

in aqueous solutions show no agreement with the Ostwald dilution law except
possibly in extremely dilute solutions.^ The dissociation of strong electrolytes

in non-aqueous solvents appears to conform with the law in dilute solutions.*"*

This law has therefore been regarded as a limiting law for solutions of all types
of electrolytes in all solvents.

As against this point of view, many investigators consider the difference

between the behavior of strong and weak electrolytes as a difference of kind
and not of degree, and have regarded strong electrolytes to be completely
dissociated. But this point of view has not thrown any further light on the
inner equilibria which very probably exist between the ions and molecular

species, for example, the solvent molecules in solutions.

If we assume that the dissociation of a uniunivalent electrolyte is repre-

sented by

CA ^ C+ -t- A-,

we have shown that according to the general law of equilibrium the dissociation

constant, K, will be given by

a2

Owing to our lack of knowledge of the concentration of the undissociated

molecule, the convention was adopted that K equals unity, and, therefore,

0/2 “

All values of activity products and activity coefficients of electrolytes previously

recorded arc in accord with this convention.

Let us now assume that the equilibria of a solution of a strong electrolyte

are represented by the following reactions:

(a) CA ^ C+ + A-,

(5) c+ + m20^c+.m20,
(c) A--i-in20 ^A~.yH20 ,

where C+.^H20 and A'.jILO arc the ion hydrates. If we let a/t, Oj equal

the activities of the water molecule, and the two ion hydrates, respectively,

we obtain for the equilibrium constant of all three reactions

OfiO j

(110 )

^ Med. Veten. Akad. NobcUnstiivt, 2, No. 38 (1913).

2 Weiland. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 40, 131 (1918).
® Kraus, Properties of Electrically Conducting Systems, Chaps. Ill and IV, Chemical

Catalog Co.
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or

K = (Xjidj

( 111 )

since a 2 equals a constant times a+a_. Equation ( 111 ) could have been ob-

tained from the chemical equations (h) and (c) which would represent the
equilibria on the theory of complete dissociation. If, as before, we adopt the

convention that K equals unity, we obtain for the activity of the electrolyte

or the activity product of the ions of the electrolyte

This equation has been employed by Bjerrum ^ for the purpose of computing
ionic hydration values from activity data in concentrated solutions. Bjerrum^s

theory is based on the assumption of complete dissociation, and the assumption
that the electromotive force method measures the activiti('s of the non-hydrated
ions. The above deduction is more general than Bjerrunds, since equation

( 112 ) will be valid on either the theory of complete or incomplete dissociation,

providing that the chemical equations (6) and (c) or (n), {b) and (c) represent

the equilibria in the solution.

Taking the logarithm of equation (112), we obtain

log a+a^ = log anaj - (h + j) log (113)

Substituting the activity coefficients,

log yc = log 7'c ~ log Ou; (114)

is obtained, where 7 ' is the square root of the activity coefficient product of

V
the hydrated ions. Since a«; = —

,
we find that

Po

1 1 / + i)
log 7 = log y' log— • (115)

2 Po

According to equation (97),

1 Po ^ r *nlog- = —
-W

p 55.0
(97)

and equation (115) becomes

log 7 = log 7 ' + ^
)

55.5
(116)

According to equation (116), the second member on the right becomes
negligible in dilute solutions, and 7 and 7 ' become identical. Therefore, in

dilute solutions,

log 7 = log 7' = —

I Z. anorg, Chem., 109
, 275 (1920).

(117)
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Now, let the assumption be made that equation (117) expresses the activity

coefficient of the hydrated ions in the more concentrated solutions.^ Then,

equation (116) becomes

+ (118)

This equation has been employed to compute the following values of the

activity coefficients of uniunivalent electrolytes, and a' have been assigned

the values in Table XIV. The values of H have been computed from the

values of 70 in Table XVII. The values of (h + j) assigned to the different

electrolytes are given in the table.

TABLE XXIII

Observed Activity Coefficients Compared to Those Calculated by
Means of Equation (118)

HCl KCl NaCl LiCl

c (h +i) = 11 ih+j) =4 {h +j) - 6 ii+

7 (obs.) 7 (calc.) 7 (obs.) 7 (calc.) 7 (obs.) 7 (calc.) 7 (obs.) 7 (calc.)

0.924 0.903 0.898 0.906 0.920

0.05 iISM 0.816 0.821

0.1 0.814 0.779 0.775 0.791 0.804

0.6 0.762 0.767 0.669 0.654 0.682 0.682

1 0.823 0.613 0.592 0.652 0.776

2 1.032 (1.186) 0.566 0.659 0.672 0.679 0.936 (1.14)

3 1.35 (2.15) 0.575 0.567
1

(0.781) (2.13)

The agreement between the observed and calculated values is excellent up to 1 molal

concentration for the lithium chloride and hydrochloric acid, to 2 molal for sodium chloride,

and to 3 molal for potassium cliloride. Above these concentrations the calculated values

become increasingly greater than the observed with increase in concentration. The values

4, 6
,
12 for the hydration values of potassium, sodium and lithium chlorides, respectively,

are in fair agreement with the values computed by Washburn * from transference measure-

ments at 1 molal concentration. The value of 11 for hydrochloric acid is not in accord

with that derived from these transference measurements.

There are other factors which should be mentioned in connection with this theory. It

is not necessary that these hydration values should equal whole numbers, because of the

1 Bjerrum makes this assumption but includes a factor for the change in number of solvent

molecules in the solutions of different concentrations. Thus, Bjerrum employs the expression

log 7' - + log
55.5

55.5 4- 2c - + j)c

This factor will be omitted, and, therefore, we shall obtain somewhat different values from

Bjerrum’s for the hydration of an electrolyte.

* J, Am, Chem, Soc,, 31 , 322 (1909) ; Washburn and Williams, ibid., 35
, 75 (1913) ; Wash-

burn and Millard, ibid., 37 , 694 (1916).
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possibility of an ion possessing two or more hydrates in equilibrium with each other. It is

also probable that the assoeiated water molecules would react with the ions, in which case
the observed hydration values would be less than the correct ones. The mean hydration
values would also be a function of the concentration.

This theory affords an explanation for the minima in the activity coefficient-concentra-

tion plots of these simple electrolytes in concentrated solutions. As ijresented above, it

leaves unexplained the variation of the activity coefficient with the concentrations in dilute
solutions which may be a function of either the electrical field intensity or an equilibrium
between the ions and the undissociated molecules, or both. The theory of complete ioniza-

tion which Bjerrum has employed excludes the latter possibility, and makes the variation of

7 in dilute solutions, represented by log 7 = — a function of the electrostatic forces.

In very dilute solutions, then, the activity coefficients of all electrolytes of the same type will

approach the same value. Any differences in concentrated solutions are to bo ascribed to

the ionic dimensions and to ionic hydration. Further appli(;ations of this theory are to be
found in the papers of Schreiner.^

Activities and Homogeneous Catalysis

From considerations regarding any reaction in equilibrium in solution

such as

tiiA 1 + 712^4 2 + • • • ^ UiA I + 712^

A

2 + • •
•

,

it has been shown that the equation

K =
"Ai«A2

(47)

is valid at constant temperature and pressure. Now, since such an equilibrium

is a dynamic one with the opposing velocities equal, it is very probable that

in the neighborhood of the equilibrium condition, the velocities in the two
directions, v and v'j will be

V = kial\a% • •
•

,
1

v' = kia%a%”-.
J

(119)

This suggests that reaction velocities should be proportional to activity and
activity products and not concentration and concentration products.

Indeed, before the activity function was employed, vaiiT Hoff ^ from
thermodynamic considerations regarding reaction velocities in liquid systems

showed that, if the solubility of the reacting substance is taken as a unit of

concentration measurement, the reaction velocities in different solvents will

be independent of the nature of the medium. These conclusions, accordingly,

made the reaction velocity a function of what has later been called the activity.

More recently, Bugarsky ^ studied the velocity of reaction of bromine and
ethyl alcohol, and attempted to evaluate the activities by measurement of

1 Zlanorg, Chem., 115, 181 (1921); 116, 102 (1921); 121, 321 (1922).
2 Lectures on Theoretical and Physical Chemistry, Arnold, London, 1898, Part I, p. 221.
» Z. physik. Chem,, 71, 705 (1910).
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the partition coefficients. Since 1918, numerous investigators ^ have employed

activities and not concentrations in attempting to compute reaction velocities

in aqueous solutions. The present discussion of this subject will be limited to

the application of the theory to a comparatively simple case.

It is a matter of considerable difficulty to obtain a reaction catalyzed by
ions which is sufficiently free from secondary influences to permit an accurate

test of this principle. A reaction which has been found to conform to this

theory without the introduction of any further assumptions is the conversion

of acetyl-chloro-amino-benzene to para-chloro-acetanilide. This reaction is

catalyzed by hydrochloric acid in aqueous solutions, and its velocity has been

studied by Rivett,^ Harned and Seitz, ^ and Akorlof.'* According to the investi-

gations of Orton and Jones, ^ its mechanism is probably well represented by the

following two reactions:

{a) C6H5NCICOCH 3 + 11+ + Cl- C6H5NHCOCH 3 + CI 2 ,

(6) C6H6NHCOCH 3 + CI 2 7>C6ll4ClNnCOCIl3 + H+ + Cl-

Reaction (a) is slow and measurable, reaction (/;) is very rapid, and, conse-

quently, the hydrochloric acid concentration will remain practically constant.

If this mechanism is correct, the velocity of the reaction will be

V = (120)

where a^, an and are the activities of the acetyl-chloro-amino-benzene,

the hydrogen ion and the chloride ion, respectively. During the course of a

given experiment, the concentration of the hydrochloric acid remains constant,

and, therefore, v = ka^. If is proportional to the concentration of the

acetyl-chloro-amino-benzene, the reaction will correspond to the first order

equation. Consequently, from these equations, at any acid strength, we obtain

K= , (121)

where k is the observed unimolecular velocity constant at constant temper-

ature, pressure and acid concentration, and iv is a constant at constant temper-

ature and pressure and is independent of the acid strength.

That equation (121) holds with exactness for this reaction may be seen from Table

XXIV. Column (1) contains the molal acid concentrations; column (2), the observed

velocity constants from the data of Harned and Seitz; column (3), the velocity constants

1 Harne \ J. Am. Chem. Soc., 40, 1462 (1918); Jones and Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 117,

1120 (1920); Akcrlof, Z. physik. Chem., 98, 260 (1921); Scatchard, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43,

2387 (1921); 45, 1580 (1923); Moran and Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 121, 1613 (1922); Fales

and Morrel, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 2071 (1922); Harned and Pfanstiel, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,

44, 2194 (1922); Bronsted, Z. physik. Chein., 102, 169 (1922); Livingston and Bray, J.

Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 2048 (1923).

2 Z. physik. Chem., 82, 201 (1913).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 1475 (1922).

* Medd. K. Vetenskapsakad. Nobclinstitut, 6, No. 2 (1922).

® Kept. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., p. 85 (1910).
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divided by the square of the acid concentration; column (4), the activity coefficient of the

acid computed from the electromotive force data of Ellis; ^ column (5), the square of the

activity coefficient; and column (6), K of equation ( 121 ). The initial concentration of the

acetyl-chloro-amino-benzene was approximately 0.02 molal. The measurements were carried

out at 25°.

TABLE XXIV

Velocity Constant-Activity Relation of the Reaction*

Acetyl-chloro-amino-benzene--** p-chloro-acetanilide

( 1 )

c

(2)

k

(3)

k

c2

(4)

7

(6 ) («)

K

0.1 0.000467 0.0467 0 822 0.676 0 0692

0.2 0.001718 0.0430 0.790 0.(>23 ().0(i90

0.3 0.003756 0.04175 0.777 0.604 0.0691

0.4 0.00666 0.0416 0.773 0 598 0.0695

0.5 0.01040 0.0416 0.773 0.598 0.0695

0.6 0.01505 0.0418 0.778 0.605 0.0692

0.7 0.02104 0.04295 0.785 0.616 0.0697

0.8 0.02800 0.0438 0.795 0.632 0.0693

0.9 0.03660 0.0448 0.807 0.651 0.0694

1 0.0465 0.0465 0.820 0.672 0.0692

The constancy of the values in the last column of the table are a complete corroboration

of equation ( 121).

2

It is important to note that the values of k/c^ as well as y and 72 i)aHS

through minimum values at identical acid concentrations. E(|uation ( 121 ) holds in the

ranges of acid concentrations from dilute solutions to 1 molal and above.

The above example shows that the activities should serve as a basis for the calculation

of reaction velocities in li(iuid systems and homogeneous catalysis. 4'he problem becomes

much more complicated for reactions other than the simi)le one just discussed, because most

reactions in solutions are catalyzed by the individual ions. In order to obtain a knowledge

of individual ion activities, we are confronted with all the difficulties accompanying the

elimination or calculation of licjuid junction potentials. Other factors which may cause

departures from the simple theory have been discussed in the interesting recent investigations

of W. C. McC. Lewis and his colleagues, Bronsted, Scatchard, and others, to whom reference

has been made.

Cells with Liquid Junctions. Calculation of Transference Numbers.

Liquid Junction Potentials

The cell without liquid junction is the only type which has been considered,

and it has been shown that from measurements of such cells the activity

products and mean activity coefficients may be computed with exactness.

We have yet to consider the very difficult and important problems of the cell

with a liquid junction.

The electromotive force, E, of the cell

Li;,Hg |LiCl (c') |LiCl (c")
I
LiJTg

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 737 (1916).
2 This does not constitute a proof of the reaction mechanism given above, which is one

of a number of possible mechanisms from which equation ( 121 ) might have been deduced.
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where c" is greater than c', is equal to the sum of the two electrode potentials

and the potential at the liquid junction of the two solutions. Therefore,

+ (122 )

where a' and a" are the activities of the lithium ion at concentrations c' and c",

respectively, and Ei is the liquid junction potential. If, therefore, Ei could be

evaluated, it would be possible to determine the activity of the lithium ion.

There are no a priori reasons nor any facts which would indicate that the

activity of the lithium and chloride ions should be identical in a lithium chloride

solution of a given strength. The electromotive force method would be a

powerful means of investigating individual ion activities, if the problem of

liquid junction potentials could be adequately solved. Although almost all

purely thermodynamic calculations can be made from a knowledge of ion

activity products, and not individual ion activities, the determination of the

individual ion activities is of paramount importance for the theory of solutions.

Thermodynamics offers valuable aid in the study of liquid junction potentials,

but it is not possible by thermodynamic methods alone to evaluate liquid

junction potentials, since a knowledge of individual ion activities would be

required. We are thus confronted with the interesting perplexity that it is

not possible to compute liquid junction potentials without a knowledge of

individual ion activities, and it is not possible to determine individual ion

activities without an exact knowledge of liquid junction potentials. For the

solution of this difficult problem, it is necessary to go outside the domain of

exact thermodynamics.

Liquid junction potentials are produced by the process of diffusion. Con-

sider the boundary

HCl (cone.) |HC1 (dil.).

There will be a tendency for the acid to diffuse from the concentrated to the

dilute solution, and, since the hydrogen ion has a higher mobility than the

chloride ion, an excess of hydrogen ions will diffuse into the dilute solution

until a sufficient electromotive force is set up to retard enough hydrogen ions

and accelerate enough chloride ions to equalize the diffusion rates. The net

result will be an electromotive force from the more concentrated to the more

dilute solution. Similar reasoning may also be applied to the boundary

LiCl (c) |HC1 (c).

Since the hydrogen ion has a higher mobility than the lithium ion, the lithium

chloride solution is first charged positively to the hydrochloric acid solution,

and, in consequence, an electromotive force will be set up which is directed

from the hydrochloric acid to the lithium chloride solution.

Concentration Cells with Liquid Junction: For the purpose of concreteness,

let us consider the cell

Hg IHgCl |HC1 (c') |HC1 (c") IHgCl |Hg.
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Let 1 Faraday of electricity pass through the cell. 7ic gram equivalents of

hydrogen ion will pass in one direction, and gram equivalents of chloride

ion will pass in the other direction across the boundary where ric and Ua are

the cation and anion transference numbers, respectively. The decreases in

free energy of the cation and anion at the boundary will be, respectively, during
such a reversible change,

I dE\ = iicRT
I
Jc"

7iaY
I

r/Ei = — 7faRT I dlna^.
Jc" Jc"

(123)

Since (ric + no) equals unity, the sum of these will be

/»C'

F I dEi = 7}cRT
I

dlna^ — riaRT I dlna.,
•J cf* c/c" t/c"

whence the liquid junction potential may be obtained by integration. There-
fore,

a«)

which is a general formula for the liquid junction potential for tliis type of cell.

The total electromotive force will be according to (122)

^ RT
,
aJ

^ ^
aJ'

(122)

F
+ (1 — 71 a)hi

a^^aJ

RT2nc

,

ln—==rz:
F Va+"a_"

(125)

This is the exact equation for a concentration cell of the above type with liquid

junction.

The equation for the electromotive force of concentration c(dls without

liquid junction has been shown to be

E = 2RT, yla+'aJ--- In —

^

F 4a^"aJ'
(49)

when the solutions contain uniunivalent electrolytes. By combining this

equation with (125), we obtain the exact and simple equation

Er = ricE. (126)
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This equation may be very successfully employed for the determination of

the average transference number between the concentrations c' and c".

If it be assumed that the cation and anion activities are equal, equation

(124) becomes

^ ,
RT

El == {vc ~ ria)— In —-
, (127)

Jb

which becomes

RT
^

c‘— In
F c'

/

//

»

(127a)

in very dilute solutions. This last equation, which was first obtained by

Nernst,^ rests on the assumption that both ions have equal activities and that

the activity ratio equals the concentration ratio. It can, therefore, only be

valid as a limiting law in very dilute solutions.

On the assumption that the cation and anion activities are equal, and from

equations (124) and (125), it is found that

From these d(*ductions, many of the difficulties in calciilatinK liquid junction potentials

Ixjcome obvious. Equation (124), which is exact, cannot be employed without a knowledge

of individual ion activities. Equation (128) is based on an arbitrary assumption that the

cation and anion activities are equal in a solution of a uniunivalent electrolyte of a given

strength. The Nernst formula involves the difficulties accompanying the determination of

the ion concentrations of strong electrolytes, and only approaches validity as the concentration

approaches zero.

The Determination of Transference Numbers from Electromotive Force

Measurements: As a result of these derivations, it was found that equation

(126) is an exact expression which may be used to obtain the mean transference

numbers between two concentrations from measurements of concentration

cells with and without liquid junctions.® The method has been recently

employed with considerable success by Macinnes and Parker ^ in the case of

potassium chloride solutions, Macinnes and Beattie ® for lithium chloride

solutions, and Pearce and Hart ® for potassium bromide solutions. However,

since the transference numbers of most ions vary considerably with change in

concentration, it is more desirable to obtain the transference number at a

given concentration. To accomplish this, we may differentiate (126) and

obtain

d&T = ncdE, (129)

1 Z. physik. Chem., 4, 129 (1889).

2 Macinnes, J, Am, Chem, Soc,, 37, 2301 (1915).

3 First suggested by Helmholtz, Ges, AbhL, 1
, 840; 2, 979.

Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 1445 (1915); also Beattie, J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 42, 1128 (1920).

« J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 1117 (1920).

8/. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 2483 (1921).
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If Et be plotted against corresponding values of E, of concentration cells of

which one concentration is fixed and the other varied, the slope of the curve

obtained will be the cation transference number. By employing a similar

method, Macinnes and Beattie determined the transference numbers of

lithium ion from measurements of the cells

Ag lAgCl ILiCl (ci) ILiCl (C 2) lAgCl |Ag

and

Ag lAgCl ILiCl (Cl) |Li,Hg ILiCl (C 2 ) |AgCl |Ag.

In Table XXV are given their values, which arc compared with values obtained

by the Hittorf method.^

TABLE XXV

Tkansference Numbers of tub Lithium Ion in Solutions of Lithium Chloride

r He Tic

(E.M.F.) (Hittorf)

0.001 0.359 —
0.005 0.341 —
0.01 0.334 0.332

0.02 0.327 0.328

0.05 0.318 0.320

0.1 0.311 0.313

0.2 0.304 0.304

0.3 0.299 0.299

0.5 0.293 —
1 0.286 —
2 0.276 —
3 0.268 —

The agreement is very striking. It seems probable from this and other

similar results that the electromotive force method, when applicable, is the

most accurate way available for the determination of transference numbers.

Further Considerations of Liquid Junction Potentials: Equation (127a),

which is a limiting law, valid in very dilute solutions, for the licpiid junction

potential between two solutions of the same electrolyte at different concentra-

tions, was deduced by Nernst ^ from his osmotic theory of the cell. On the

basis of the osmotic theory of Nernst, Planck ® deduced a general equation for

any kind of liquid junction potential. One feature of Planck’s deduction

was that he assumed an initially sharp boundary between the solutions, as a

result of which the mixing could only take place by diffusion. Henderson *

also deduced a general equation but on the assumption of an initial mixing at

the boundary. The Henderson eciuation for this reason gives for most types

of boundaries values different from the Planck equation.

^ Noyes and Falk, J, Am, Chem, Soc,, 33, 1436 (1911).

physik. Chem., 2, 613 (1888); 4, 129 (1889).

« Wied. Ann., 39. 161 (1890); 40. 561 (1890).

*Z, physik. Chem., 59, 118 (1907); 63, 325 (1908).
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These formulas of Planck and Henderson, because of the doubtful nature
of the assumptions from which they are derived, could only yield approximate
results even in dilute solutions. Ionic concentrations and ionic mobilities

occur in their equations, and the values of these quantities arc not known in

solutions at all concentrated.

Planck and later Henderson obtained the same equation for the liquid

junction potential between two solutions of different electrolytes having a

common ion and at the same concentration. The Planck equation is

^ U/ + Ua

+ Ua
(130)

for the case of a common anion. Lewis and Sargent ^ modified this equation
by substituting the molecular conductance ratio for the ratio of the sums of

the mobilities. Such a procedure would undoubtedly diminish an error caused
by a change in the mobilities with a change in concentration. They accordingly

obtained for uniunivalent electrolytes

E, = j- In- (131)

for the caHC of the common anion, and

„ RT, A,

ill case the cation was common to both electrolytes.

A simple deduction of Lewis and Sargcnt^s formula which has recently

been made by Maciniics and Yeh^ illustrates the kind of reasoning and the

types of assumptions which have led to liquid junction potential formulas,

and this deduction will be reproduced here. Consider the boundary

HCI (c) |KC1 (c),

which is representative of any boundary between uniunivalent electrolyte

solutions with a common anion. We shall make Hendorson^s assumption,

that at the boundary, where the two solutions meet, there will be a layer in

which the concentrations vary from pure potassium chloride to pure hydro-

chloric acid Imagine a plane in this layer. If x equals the concentration

of the hydrochloric acid in this layer, then (c — x) will be the potassium chloride

concentration. In a plane at a distance dl from this plane, (a; + dx) will be

the acid concentration, and c — {x + dx) the chloride concentration. The
decrease in free energy accompanying the passage of one Faraday will be

(— AF) = FdEi = — Rl\nj^dlna^ + Hndlnajj^ — UQ^dlna^ji), (133)

J J, Am, Chem, Soc., 31, 363 (1909).

* J. Am, Chem. Soc., 43. 2563 (1921).
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^ci the transference numbers; Uk* ^iii ^ci the activities of the

ions denoted by subscripts. Let the assumption be made that the chloride

ion in the acid solution has the same activity as it has in the salt solution at the

concentration c. Then, dlna^i equals zero. The transference numbers in the

plane will be

-A.

-Ah+^—HAk+Ac,
c c

and

(—>«
y

,

^
+ ^C1

where Ah, A^, and A^j, arc the equivalent conductances of tl)c ions. Further,

let ~~ If and, consequently, -

—

c c

'flu =

and

= 1—1, whence

+ (I —

(1 ~ DAk

/Ah + (1 — /)Ah +

(134)

Now, let the approximate assumption be made that, at low concentrations,

(/h proportional to x and is proportional to (c — x). Then

dhian = dlnl = y
i

dlnaj^ = — dln{l — 1)
= dl

(1-0
Combining equations (133), (134), and (135), we obtain

RT(An - Aj^^dl

(135)

FdEi =
/(Aj ^k) + Ak + a,

(13G)
Cl

Let Ah — A^ = a, and A^ + A^ji = P, and integrate between I
= 0 and

1=1, We obtain

RT
F
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or

El
Ah + Aci

Ar + Aci

which is Lewis and Sargent's formula.

(131 )

Many difficultica are encountered in the nioaanrcnient.s of liquid junction potentials.
In the first place, the values observed by different investigators differ, because of the different
methods employed in establishing the liquid junctions. Little difficulty has been encountered
in reproducing the electromotive forces of cells in which the liquid junction is between two
solutions of the same electrolyte at different concentrations. The situation is quite otherwise
with many cells in which the liquid junction is found between solutions of different electrolytes.
A careful investigation of the methods of establishing liquid junctions was made by Lewis,
Brighton and Sebastian.^ They finally employed a method whereby the two solutions were
joined by dipping a tube containing one solution into a wider tube containing the other solu-
tion, and observed that, although the licpiid junction potentials varied during the first few
seconds, they soon reached a constant value. Lamb and Larson 2 have shown that many
factors affect luiuid junction potential measurements, and have found that a junction formed
by two flowing solutions gave much more reproducible results than any other kind of junction
yet investigated. The flowing junction may have a potential somewhat different from the
stationary junction. The magnitude of this difference and the applicability of Lewis and
Sargent s formula are illustrated in Table XXVI in which are included some of the measure-
ments by Maclimcs and Yoh » and Lewis, Brighton, and Sebastian i on cells of the type

Ag
I
AgCl

I

MCI (c)
I
M'Cl (c)

I
AgCl

|

Ag,

whore M and M' are univalent cations. If the activities of the chloride ion are the same
ill the two solutions, it is clear that the total electromotive force of the cell is equal to the
liquid junction potential. Macinnes and Yeh (M. and Y.) employed the flowing junction
method, while the observations of Lewis, Brighton and Sebastian (L., B. and S.) were made
on stationary junctions. In the last column are given the values computed by Lewis and
Sargent’s formula.

TABLE XXVI

Potentials in Millivolts at Junctions op Uniunivalent Chloride
Solutions at 25®

Junction

E.M.E. (Obs.)

(M. and Y.)

Flow ing

E.M.F. (Obs.)

(L., B. and S.)

Stationary

E.M.F. (Calc.'i

Lewis and Sargent’s

Equation

HCl (0.1)|KC1 (0.1) 26.8 27.8 28.4
IlCl (0.01)1 KCl (0.01) .... 25.7 27.2 27.4
IICl (0.1)|LiCl (0.1) 34.9 — 35.8
HCl (O.l)lNH.Cl (0.1). . .. 28.4 — 28.6
KCl (O.DlNaCl (0.1) 6.4 — 4.9
NaCl (O.l)lLiCI (0.1) 2.6 2.5
HCl (0.01)jNH4Cl (0.01). . 27.0 — 27.4
HCl (0.011 |Li(n (0 .01 ) 33.8 34.2
KCl (O.Ol)iNH.Cl (0.01). . 1.3 — 0.05

^ ./. Am. Chem. Soc., 39
, 2245 (1917).

2 J. Am. Che7ti. Soc., 42
, 229 (1920).

3 J. A?n. Chem. Soc., 43
, 2563 (1921).
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A comparison of the results obtained the flowing and stationary junctions

shows of how great importance is the method of forming the junction. The
values computed by Lewis and Sargent's formula agree well with the observed

values obtained by Macinnes and Yeh except in the cases where potassium

chloride solutions were used. This peculiar behavior has not yet been ex-

plained. It would appear from these results that the Lewis and Sargent

formula may be relied on to give results which will ])robably not be in error

by over one millivolt in dilute solutions.

In an attempt to surmount the numerous difficulties, it has been customary

to interpose at the liquid junction a saturated solution of some electrolyte

whose ions have as nearly as possible the same mobility. Of these ^^salt

bridges," a solution of saturated potassium chloride has proved the most

successful. All determinations of hydrogen ion activities, or of pn values,'

recently employed very extensively in bio-chemical studies, have been obtained

by employing a hydrogen electrode and a saturated i)otassium chloride bridge.

By this means the liquid junction potential is considerably reduced, but it is

not eliminated, and remains undetenniiied.*^ Although only results of un-

determined exactness may be obtained by this method, it is possible by ob-

taining a largo number of results of many cell combinations to arrive at certain

important but approximate conclusions regarding the individual activities

of some of the ions.

Individual Ion Activitiks

From measurements of freezing point lowerings, of concentration cells

without liquid junctions, or of vapor pressure lowerings of the solutions of

electrolytes, it is i)ossible to compute only the products of ion activities, or

the mean activity coefficients of the electrolytes. Such measurements give

no information regarding the individual activities or activity coefficients of

the ions. A knowledge of the individual ion activities is of no value in thermo-

dynamic calculations which involve an entire cell reaction. On the otlier hand,

such a knowledge is very important in fields of in' -c"’ Elation, like hydrogen ion

catalysis, which involve specific ionic action. a>

In most of the earlier calculations of the tht'''» pi'odi properties of

solutions, it has been tacitly assumed without jiroof thermodynamic

coefficients of two ions of a uniunivalent electrolyte in u^lj[iven solution were

identical. Both the ions, for example, were assumed to liave the same van't

Hoff coefficient, as long as this quantity was assumed to measure a ('''^j-ree of

dissociation. It is clear from the relation between the activity and t 'Vt

(pn=lo«-5-=log^). V
\ «H [H] /

2 Recent accurate studies of cells containing saturated potassium chloride for the elimi-

nation of liquid junction potentials have been made by Bjerrum, Z. j)hysik. Chem., 53, 429

(1905); Z. Elektrochem., 17, 58, 389 (1911), Harned, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 37, 2400 (1915),

Fales and Vosburgh, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 40, 1302 (1918), Fales and Mudge, J. Am. Chem.

Soc., 42, 2434 (1920), Akerldf, Medd. K. Vetenskapsakad. Nobelinstitut, 6, No. 2 (1922), and

others.
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Hoff coefficients that if the activity coefficients of the ions of an electrolyte

differ in a given solution, then the van^t Hoff coefficients would also differ.

Since we would not consider either the partial volumes, partial specific heats,

or partial heat contents of the ions of an electrolyte at a given concentration

to be equal, there is no a priori reason for considering their partial free energies

identical.

The properties of dilute solutions of strong electrolytes are strikingly addi-

tive. The additivity of the refractive indices, rotatory powers, specific heats,

and partial volumes is well known. As pointed out by Lewis,^ this striking

additivity of the properties of the ions, along with the identity of the heat of

neutralization of strong acids and bases, may be used as an argument for the

theory of complete dissociation of strong electrolytes. More recently, Mac-
Innes * has pointed out some other striking additivity relationships, particularly

of the ionic conductances. In Table XXVII are given the values of the ionic

TABLE XXVII

Ionic Conductances of the Chloride Ion in Solutions op Uniunivalent
Chlorides at Different Concentrations and 18°

0.01 0.1 0.2 1

c

nciA WC1
A17

O .7 WciA WciAi?®*^ nci.\ nciA7;0-7 wciA WciA7/0-7

HCl .. 01.67 61.67 56.6 56.8 54.4 54.8 46.95 48.6

CsCl. 61.89 61.89 56.6 56.5 — — — —
KCl 61.68 61.68 5C.45 50.4 54.4 54.3 49.50 48.8

NaCl 61.55 61.55 56.67 57.0 54.2 54.8 45.9 48.6

LiCl.. 61.46 61.48 56..35 56.95 53.8 54.9 43.9 48.5

conductance of the chloride ion in solutions of hydrochloric acid, caesium,

potassium, sodium and lithium chloride solutions calculated by Macinnes at

concentrations from ^ E.b 1 molal. is the chloride ion transference

number, A th^ ^ conductance and rj the viscosity. At the lower

concentrations, conductance of the chloride ion without the viscosity

correction, iJ/jiA, i.
^

v^ry nearly the same in solutions of all these electrolytes.

At the higher concentrations, Macinnes has introduced an empirical viscosity

correction, which makes the ionic conductance, in a solution which has unit

relat^<> 1 ^ viscosity, equal values of these corrected ionic con-

ducV^ ' ]es of the chloride ion are llie same in solutions as concentrated as 1

normal.

From such considerations, Macinnes adopted the plausible assumption

that, in dilute solutions of potassium chloride and hydrochloric acid at the

same molal concentration, the chloride ion will have the same activity. This

1 Z. physik. Chem., 70, 212 (1909).
* Ain, Chem. Soc., 41, 1086 (1919); 43, 1217 (1921).
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is simply an extension of the principle of the additivity of ionic properties to

include the partial free energies of the ions, or the logarithms of the ion activ-

ities. Macinnes further assumed that in a dilute solution of potassium

chloride at a given strength the potassium and chloride ions possess identical

activities. If the additivity principle and this latter assumption arc valid,

then it will be possible to compute the individual ion activities.

Any evidence for or against these assumptions should be obtained from

thermodynamic data. It was shown in the last section that the difficulty of

determining individual ion activities and activity coefficients from electromotive

force data depends on the present lack of accurate methods of computing liquid

junction potentials, and, consequently, the best method at present available

is to employ a saturated solution of potassium chloride for the purpose of

diminishing the liquid junction potential.

From measurements of cells of the type

H 2 IMeCla; (c) + HCl (0.1)
I
(sat.) KCl |calomel electrode,

where MeCl* was an alkali or an alkaline earth chloride, Earned ^ obtained

evidence that the hydrogen ion activity of the acid was increased by the addi-

tion of the salts. Let Eo(l) and E(l) equal the electromotive forces of this

cell when c equals zero, and c equals a positive value, respectively. Now, if

the difference in liquid junction potentials at the boundaries

HCl (0.1) |sat. KCl and KCl (c) + IICl (0.1) |sat. KCl

is zero, then

E' = Eo(l) - E(l) =^ln , (138)
F ajj(o.i)

where %(«) is the activity of the hydrogen ion in the salt solution. From

measurements of cells of the type

H 2 IMeCl (c) + HCl (0.1) IHgCl |Hg,

where Me represents potassium, sodium, or lithium, the product aH(s)flci

the solutions may be calculated. Thus, if Eo(2) and E(2) are the electromotive

forces of this latter cell without and with salt present, respectively, we obtain

E" = E„(2) - E(2) = ~ln • (139)

From these two equations, it follows that

E» = . (140)
E ^ci(o.i)

This equation could only be exact if the liquid junction potentials mentioned

1 J, Am. Chem. Soc., 37 , 2460 ( 1915).
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above are zero. We have already found that, in a solution of the same con-

centrations of lithium, sodium and potassium chlorides,

^Ll^Cl ^ ^Na^Cl ^ ®K^Cn
*

where a^, ^ci ^^e the activities of the ions denoted by subscripts.

Thus, if (E" — E') is the same in the mixtures, we have good evidence that

the chloride ion activity is the same in all the solutions, and that, consequently,

^L1 ^ ®Na ^

in solutions of the same molal concentrations of the chlorides. In Table

XXVIII are given the results Ilarned obtained from cells of the above types.

TABLE XXVIll

Evidence fhom Electromotive Force Data that the Chloride Ion Activity

IS THE Same in Solutions of Uniunivalent Chlorides
AT A Given Concentration

Added Salt
/n^A
\ liter /

E" E' , «Cl(c+0.l)
„ In
F «ci(0.i)

KCl 0.2 0.0247 0.0003 0.0244

0.5 0.0416 0.0012 0.0404

1 0.0587 0.0033 0.0554

2 0.0828 0.0104 0.0724

3 0.1026 0.0192 0.0834

NaCl 0.2 0.0252 0.0011 0.0241

0,5 0.0431 0.0030 0.0401

1 0.0618 0.0070 0.0548

2 0.0888 0.0176 0.0712

3 0.1121 0.0300 0.0821

LiCl 0.2 0.0264 0.0020 0.0244

0.5 0.0452 0.0052 0.0400

1 0.0661 0.0106 0.0555

2 0.0966 0.0248 0.0718

2.5 0.1110 0.0773 («)

3 — — (0.0826)

(a) Falls on E.M.F.—c plot of potassium and sodium chloride results.

(h) Extrapolated graphically.

The agreement of the results in the last column is striking even in solutions of very

high concentrations. The maximum deviation is 1.3 millivolts which would correspond to

approximately a deviation of 4 per cent in the activity coefficient of the chloride ion. It

seems probable from these results that the chloride ion has the same activity in solutions of

the same concentration ol hlorides of the same type.

By the same method, Hhrncd and Brumbaugh ^ obtained similar results for the activities

of the chloride ion in 0.1 molal hydrochloric acid solutions containing calcium, strontium

and barium chlorides, from which they concluded that in solutions of these biunivalent

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 2729 (1922).
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chlorides at a given concentration tho chloride ion activity is the same up to 1 niolal concen-

tration. The activity of the chloride ion in the uniunivalent chloride solutions is greater

than in the biunivalent chlorides at the same equivalent weight concentration. It should

be pointed out that these conclusions will not be strictly true if it can be shown that the liquid

junction potentials involved are of an order of magnitude greater than 1 millivolt. The
assumption of the equality of the activity of the chloride ion and the assumption that these

liquid junction potential differences are nearly equal to zero are equivalent. To sum up
the matter, it seems probable from this series of results that this postulate which MacTnnes
introduced for dilute solutions is very exact in dilute solutions of chlorides, and may
become less valid in concentrated solutions. It is also probable that it can be extended to

dilute solutions of other electrolytes.

From the mean values in the last column of Table XXVITI, a test may be

made of the assumption that in a solution of potassium chloride at a given

concentration the potassium and chloride ion activities are equal. Thus,

RT ^(01)~ In ^ will equal one half the electromotive force of cells without
F «ci(o.i)

liquid junction of the type

Ilg iHgCl !KC1 (c + 0.1) IHg.K |KCl (0.1) IllgCl |Hg,

if equals Oq at a given concentration. The electromotive force of this cell,

Ekcp is given by

Fkci
r. r 1 f*K(c40.1)^Cl(C+0.l)
0.05915 log

OKi0A)(^C\(.0-i)

at 25®, and, if equals

Ekci = 0.05915 X 2 •

Oci(o.i)

Therefore, if the values of ^Ekci equal the corresponding value in the last

column of Table XXVTII, evidence will be obtained for the equality of and

aCl in a solution of a given concentration. Tho results obtained by Harned are

given in Table XXIX. The column headings require no further explanation.

TABLE XXIX

Evidence for the Identity of the Activities op the Potassium and
Chloride Ions in Solutions of Potassium Chloride

(C + 0.1)

mols

liter

FT «ci(c+o.i)

F «ci(o.i)

(Table XXVIII)
Diff.

0.3 0.0243 0.0250 0.0007

0.6 0.0402 0.0412 0.0010

1.1 0.0552 0.0557 0.0005

2.1 0.0718 0.0720 0.0002

.3.1 0.0827 0.0825 -0.0002
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The small magnitude of the differences in the last column is evidence that

and aci are the same, or nearly the same, at a given concentration even in

solutions of high concentrations. The differences in the last column might

very easily be caused by an error made regarding the liquid potential differences

involved.

There are no other electromotive force data of this kind at present available

on other mixtures which may be employed to throw further light on this inter-

esting subject. As far as these data are concerned, evidence has been obtained

for three useful postulates.

1. In solutions of electrolytes, the activities of the cation and anion, respectively, may
differ in a solution of a given concentration.

2. In solutions of uniunivalcnt chlorides at a given concentration, the chloride ion activ-

ities are the same. In solutions of calcium, strontium, and barium chlorides at a given con-

centration, the chloride ion aijtivities arc the same.

3. Ill a solution of potassium chloride of a given concentration, the activities of the

chloride and potassium ions are identical.

On the assumption of those postulates, Lewis and Randall * have computed

the individual ion activity coefficients of many ions of different types up to an

ionic strength of 0.1. Harned^ has computed the individual ion activity

coefficients of the uniunivalent chlorides and hydrochloric acid by the use of

these postulates even up to high concentrations, and also the hydrogen ion

activities of 0,1 molal hydrochloric acid in solutions of uniunivalent and uni-

bivalent chlorides. According to these latter calculations, the hydrogen ion

activity of the 0.1 molal aedd is increased by all of these salts, and the increase

is greater in lithium chloride than in sodium or i)otassium chloride solutions.

In the earlier investigations, and according to the classic theory of elec-

trolytes, it was always assumed that in a solution of a strong electrolyte at a

given concentration the cation and anion have the same activity coefficient.

This assumption seems to be inadequate to account for either the simplest

behaviors of electrolytes or their mixtures. The postulate that the activity

coefficients of the cation and anion may differ in a given solution, and con-

sequently their vaiiT Hoff and osmotic coefficients, has found support in the

work of a number of investigators. ^ One result of the theory of complete

dissociation as developed by Debye and Hlickel is that the partial free energies,

logarithms of the activities, and the osmotic coefficients of ions of a given

valence type in solutions of electrolytes of the same valence type should be

additive. This is the ease if these thermodynamic quantities are functions of

the electrostatic field strength and ionic dimensions onl3^ It will not be the

case if reactions of any kind take place between the ions. From the results

just recorded, it would appear that, for the very simple ions, very marked

1 J. Atn. Chem. Soc., 43, 1112 (1921).

2/. Avi. Chem, Soc., 42. ISOS (1920); 44, 252 (1922).

® Maolnnos, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 1086 (1919); Harned, .7, Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 1808

(1920); Pearce and Hart, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 2483 (1921); Lewis and Randall, .7. Am.
Chem. Soc

, 43, 1112 (1921); Broinstcd, .7. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 877 (1922); Oorran and Lewis,

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 1G73 (1922).
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additivity of the partial free energies is observable, even in the concentrated

solutions. The second of the above postulates would appear to hold for the

ions of the alkali metals and halide ions in solutions of uniunivalent halides;

and the alkaline eartli metal ions and halide ions in solutions of biunivalent

halides with great exactness in the dilute solutions, and to be an unexpectedly

close approximation in the concentrated solutions. On the other hand, this

principle is not valid for the nitrate ion and other complex ions. This point

has been emphasized by Bronsted.^ The equilibria resulting from the presence

of undissociated molecules, secondary dissociation of complex ions, or ^^second-

ary electrical interactions’^ between the ions may be the cause of the departure

from the principle of additivity of partial free energies.

The most extensive investigations of the action of ions on the activity

coefficients of other ions has been made by Bronsted - who has found many
varied specific behaviors in dilute solutions of complex electrolytes of various

valence types in solutions of other electrolytes. These studies have led him
to propose a general theory of ionic interaction that '^in a dilute salt solution

of constant total concentration, ions will be uniformly influenced by ions of

their own sign.” The theory upon which this principle rests is that in dilute

solutions specific electrical reactions take place between the ions. In dilute

solutions, only those ions of unlike sign would approach closely enough to

each other to produce such an effect. The equations dcducible from this

princijfle have been shown by Bronsted to agree in a very striking manner with

many varied experimental results in dilute solutions.

As a result of these different investigations, it would appear that the

activity coefficient of an ion at constant temperature is a function of its con-

centration, its valence, its dimensions, its complexity, and its interaction

with the other ions in the solution containing it. At higher concentrations,

the effect -of hydration becomes prominent as a factor which probably causes

the thermodynamic behaviors of the ions to differ.

All those who have been engaged in this field recognize the great diffioultioH and the

conjectural nature of the assumptions and values obtained. The investigations mentioned

in this discussion represent the most determined attempt to unravel this complicated question.

The conclusions are to be regarded tentatively, and subject, if necessary, to change, as a

result of further accumulation of evidence or now methods of attack. Finally, it should bo

emphasized that many of the problems of solutions, in the fields of homogeneous catalysis,

studies of single electrodes, solubilities of salts in salt solutions, and lifiuid junction potentials,

await for their answers upon a more accurate knowledge of the thermodynamic properties

of the individual ions. Such studies have merely begun.

Standard Electrode Potentials

On account of the very important properties of the free energy, the de-

termination of the free energies of chemical substances and the free energy

increments of reactions constitutes one of the most important and useful de-

1 Bronsted, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 2S98 (1923).

2 Bronsted, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 701 (1920); 44, 877 (1922); etc.
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velopments in chemistry. It has previously been shown that measurements
of the electromotive forces of galvanic cells under conditions of reversibility

afford a very important means of obtaining the free energy changes of cell

reactions. In order to collect the accurate available data in a convenient and
useful system, and thus make them part of the general systematization of free

energy data, it has been customary to divide cells into two electrode parts,

and construct a table of electrode potentials.

Since 1889, when Nernst developed his osmotic theory and his well-known
formula for the concentration cell, the importance of obtaining standard elec-

trode potentials has been realized. In 1900, Wilsmore ^ published a table of

electrode potentials. In 1911, Abogg, Auerbach and Luther,^ published a
more comprehensive table of similar data. The development up to that time

may bo regarded as the extensive period. In later years, many electrode

potentials have been determined with greater precision. The principal ad-

vances during the last ten years have been made with few exceptions by G. N.
Lewis and his colleagues. The chief factors leading to these recent develop-

ments are the more precise measurements of the activities of electrolytes, the

ingenious and accurate method of Lewis and Kraus for obtaining the potentials

of the alkali metal electrodes, and the use of metals in a finely divided form as

electrodes. These interesting measurements and the calculations of the elec-

trode potentials have been discussed in detail by Lewis and Randall who have
also compiled a table of the standard molal electrode potentials at 25°.® The
present discussion will be confined to the consideration of the necessary con-

ventions, and to the discussion of some methods of calculation.

Conventions and Nomenclature, and Table of Standard Electrode Poten-

tials: ^ According to equation (45), wo found that for any chemical reaction

a change in free energy referred to a normal state is given b}'^

^F - AFo = RTln
^Ai

a

a

n'2 ...
A'2

02 ...
A2

(4.'5)

By adopting the convention that the electromotive force of the cell is positive

when the positive current flows from left to right, we found that a decrease in

free energy, (— AF), ecpials NEF, and, therefore, (— AFo) equals NEqF, where

Eo is a standard electromotive force. From these considerations, we obtain

E — Eo
NF

In-

‘Ai

a
o'2

. . .

A^2

a02
, . .

A2
(141)

This equation is true for any cell reaction. Now, we choose as a normal state

the condition that the activities equal unity, under which condition E will

equal Eo.

1 Z. 2^hysik. Chem., 35, 291 (1900).
2 “ MpsMinRcn elektroniotorische Krafte galvunischer Ketten,” Abhandlungen der

dcutschcn Biinsengesellschaft, No. 5. Halle, 1911.
* Lewis and Randall, Thermodynamics, McGraw-Hill Book Co. (1923).

Lewis, J. Am, Chem. Soc., 35, 1 (1913),
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Any cell reaction may be broken up into two parts, and the electromotive

force of the corresponding cell may be divided into two electrode potentials.

For example, the reaction

|Zn + H+(1M) = -|Zn+-^(lM) F ^112

may be split up into

(a) iZn = -JZn++ + 0; (b) 11+ + 0 = >112

or

(a) §Zn = >Zn++ + 0; (c) iH 2 = H+ + 0,

where 0 represents one Faraday of electrons. The same convention is adopted
for the single electrode potentials as for the cells, namely, that its electromotive

force is positive when positive current flows from left to right. For the above
electrode processes, then, we obtain

(a)

(h)

(c)

RT
— Eo

jj, ,

RT ni/2

E — Eq — hi “

F Oh>'

TT — IT _ ”h'
^ F ni/2’

(142)

where p is the hydrogen pressure.

No method is known for the evaluation of the absolute potential of an
electrode, and, for this reason, a standard reference potential must be chosen.

It is customary at the present time to refer all electrodes to the hydrogen
electrode at one atmosphere pressure in a solution of hydrogen ions of unit

activity. Thus, for the hydrogen electrode, Eo = 0, at all tempcTatures. By
referring all electrodes to the hydrogen electrode, either by direct or indirect

comparison, the tables of standard electrode pot(‘ntials at 25° have been com-
piled. In Table XXX, Part I, are given the values obtained by Lewis and
Randall, taken for the most ])art from the investigations of Lewis and his

associates. References to the original literature are given ])elow the table.

The electrode reactions are so arranged that the values for the free energies

are equal simply to (— EoF). In Part II of the Table are given some values

for the electrode potentials of other elements taken from the compilation of

Abegg, Auerbach, and Luther. These values are of a far less order of accuracy.

Some Calculations of Standard Electrode Potentials: In order to illustrate the methods
of evaluating standard electrode potentials, we shall consider two typical calculations made
by Lewis and Randall.

The Hg| HgCl (s)
|
Cl” Electrode. Many measurements of the cell

H 2 IHCI (0.1)|HgCl|Hg

by different investigators give 0.3989 for E. By equation (141), since the activities of the
solid phases are unity,

RT
E = Eo “ lna-QaQ\ = Ec — 0.1183 log cy.

2—

5
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TABLE XXX

Part I

Standard Electrode Potentials at

Electrode Electrode Reaction Eo

1. Li|Li^ Li=Li'' + « 2.!)o7K

2. RblRl.'- HI) = Hb+ + O 2.!)242

3. K|K+ K=K++e 2.!)221

4. NalNai- Na = Na-* +0 2.7125

5. Zn|Zn++ JZn = 5Zn<-+ + t) 0.75S1

(). Pe|Ko+'' ^Ee = jEe^*- + 0 0.4tl

7. Cd|Cd++ JCd = JCd++ +() 0.3i»7G

8. Tl|Tr Tl=TP+0 <).3:i()3

SnlSii"- JSn = 5Sn'^+ 4-0 0.136

10. rb|Pb^^ ll’l) = + <> <>-122

11. Ee|Ee<^++ JEe = >Fe+^<^-|-0 0.045

12. PtlHalH* 1112 =H' -f O 0

13. (lu|(’un lOu = JCu+t -f 0 - 0..3448

14. Hg|HK2+^ Hg = -JH«2++ + O *“ 0.7t)S(>

15. AglAg*" Ag = Ag+ + 0 — 0.7995

IG. Pt|S“' |S (rhomb) . . .aS"* = (rhomb) + 0 0.51

17. rt|0H-|02 OH = IO 2 + imo +0 - o:,mc>

18 . rtil-|l 2 (s) 1 - - JI 2 (8) +0 - 0.5357

19. Pt|Br-|Br (1) Br" - jBr2 (1) + B - 1.0G59

20. PtlCU-ICU (k) . . . . C\- = ^Cl2 (g) + O - 1.3594

21. HglngCl|(3- Hg + C\- - HgCl + 0 - 0.2700

22. Ag|AgCl|Cl- Ag + Cl- = AgCl + B - 0.2245

23. IIg|Hg2S04|iS0r'. Hg + .lvS04— - JIteS04 + B - 0.G213

24. Pt|Ho|OH- 5112 + on- = H 2O (1) + O 0.8280

25. lIg|HgO|OH- 5Hg + OH- = jHgO + jHsO + B - 0.09S4

Refekences to Part I, Table XXX

(1) (.3) Lewis ami Koyos, J. Am, Chem, Soc., 34, 119 (1912); 35, 340 (1913).

(2) Lewis and A\rgo, ibid., 37, 1983 (1915).

(4) Lewis and Kraus, ibid., 32, 1459 (1910).

(5) (7) Horsdi, ibuL, 41, 1787 (1919).

(8) Lewis and von Ende, ibid., 32, 732 (1910).

(9) Noyes and Toabe, ibid., 39, 1537 (1917).

(13) (23) Lewis and Lacy, ibid., 36, 804 (1914).

(14) Linhart, ibid., 38, 2350 (191G).

(L5) Noyes and Braun, ibid., 34, 1016 (1912).

(10) Samnict, Z. physik. Chem., 53, G41 (1905); Maitland, Z. Elckfrochcm ., 12, 203 (1900).

(19) Lewis and Storch, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 2544 (1917).

(20) Lewis and Rupert, ibid., 33, 299 (1911).

(21) Lewis, Brighton and Sebastian, ibid., 39, 2245 (1917).

(23) Randall and Cushman, ibid., 40, 393 (1918).

(24) Lorenz and Bohi, Z. physik. Chem., 66, 733 (1909).

(25) Bronsted, Z. physik. Chem., 65, 84 (1909); 65, 714 (1909). Ming (4iow, J. Am.

Chem. Soc., 42, 488 (1920).
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Part II

Electrode Electrode Reaction Eo

1. Ra|Ra+<- Uhi = jBn++ + O 2.8

2. Sr|Sr++ ^Sr = i.Sr++ + 0 2.7

3. Ca|Ca++ jCa = Jra++ + O 2.5

4. Mg|Mg++ iMfr == JMg++ + () l.r,.5

5. Mn|Mii++ iMn = + () 1.0

G. C^r|Or*^^ ^ jCr == J(-r^++ + () 0.5

7. In|ln+++ Jill = JIn+++ + O 0..35

8. Co|Co++ iCo = JCo++4 O 0 20

9. Ni|Ni++- jNi = 5Ni^+ + O 0.22

10. Sbjsi)+^^- jSh = 5S1)+++ 4-0 - 0.1

11. Bi|Ri+++ ’Ri = iRi+++ 4- t) - 0.2

12. As|As+++ iAs = jAs^'+^ + f) - 0.3

13. Pd
I
Pd I.Pd = lPd^»^ 4-0 - 0.S2

14. Au|Au*’ All = Aii+ 4“ O — 1.5

15. Pt|F-|F2 F- = JF2 4- O - 1.0

Lewis and Randall take the activity coefficient of the acid to Ix' O.SI 1 at 0.1 inolal. Using

this value, Eo ciiuals 0.2700, which is the ele(‘troinotn e foice of the cell wlnai both ajj ami
equal unity, or the standard electromotive foice of ihe cell. If the cell is divided into

(a) Pt|H 2 |n+ and (5) I1 k| Jfgf 3
1

ri"

then it is obvious that 0.2700 = E (n) — E (5), and since E (a) = 0,

HgllTgClICl”; Ea == ~ 0.2700.

From this value, the electromotive force of the electrode ]Ig|Jign| K(3 (O.l) may be com-

puted by the eiiuatioii

E = Eo
RT

^ 1—- /a— .

F acA

Lewis and Randall take 0 0794 as the activity of the chloride ion (V^^K^Cl) b-1 molal

potassium chloride, and obtain

llg|lIgCl|KCl (0.1); E = - 0.3351.

Tha Sodiutn Elfctrodc. Lewis and Kraus measured the cell

Na (s) |NaI in C2irBNIl2|0 200 per cent Na-arnalgam

and obtained 0.8153 for its electromotive force. I’hey found that the sodium eh'ctrode

under these conditions was far more reproducible than any other metal 'dectiode. Consc-

quently,

Na (s)
I

Na (0.200 per cent amalgam); E = 0.8453.

In their investigation, Lewis and Kiaus emjdoyed cells with liquid junctions. Lewis and
Randall, in a more recent calculation, ha\e •jhown that these liquid junetion.'* mav be avoided.

Thus, from the results of Allmand and Polack,’ Lewi.s and Randall obtained by inteipolation

Na (0.206 per cent amalgam)
|
NaCl (1.022)

|
IlgCl

|

ITg; E = 2.1582

and, therefore, by combination

Na (s)
I
NaCl (1.022) i HgCI |

Hg; E = 3.0035

» J. Chem. Soc., 115 , 1020 (1919).
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The activity coefhciont of 1.022 molal sodium chloride is taken to be 0.G50, whence

Na (.sOlNa^ (1)1 ICl" (l)lHgCl|ng; Eo = 2.9825.

It has already boon found that the electromotive force of the standard calomel electrode is

— 0.2700, and, consequently,

Na (s)|Na+; Eo = 2.7125.

This ingenious method, which has more recently been applied in determining the other

alkali metnl electrodes, constitutes the most important advance made in the last decade in

the determination of standard electrode potentials.

Electrode Potentials and Equilibrium Constant: From equation (45) it

follows that at equilibrium, since AF = 0,

AFo = - RTlnK,

where K is the equilibrium constant, and, therefore,

Eo
NF

,
.. 0.05015

InK — -log A.
N

(143)

This important ccpiation permits the direct evaluation of the equilibrium

constant of a reaction from the table of standard electrode potentials.

(a) The Ionic Product of Water at 25^ C,; From Table XXX wo find that

JII 2 - + (); Eo « 0

and

ill 2 + OH- =:= H 2O (0 + O; Eo = 0.8280.

Subti acting the s('cond of these e(iuations from the first, we obtain

II 2O (/) - 11+ + on-; Eo - - 0.S280

and, by eiiuatioii (113), since the Ihiuid has unit activity,

- 0.S2S0 = 0.05915 log Ouaon = 0.05915 log /vu„

whence

Kxo = 1.005 X 10-1+

at 25°.

(5) Solubility Product. Fiom the 'rablc ^^e find that

Ag + Cl- = AgCl -b t); Eo = - 0.2245

and

Ag - Ag+ -f O; Eo = - 0.7995,

whence

Ag+ + Cl- = AgCl, Ec = 0.5750.

11.V etiuation (1 13), we obtain

Irom which

0.5750 0.05015 log—
«Ag«Cl

0.05915 log
I

S

at 25°.

= 1.91) X IO -+0
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(c) Replacement Equilibrium: From reactions (5) (12) in Table XXX, we find that

jZn + n+ = iH 2 + jZn^+; Eo - 0.7581

and by equation (143)

0.7581 = 0.05915 log A' = 0.05915 log

from which we find that

K = (>.45 X 10^^.

If we had a solution containing zinc and hydrogen ions at unit activity, and immersed in it

a strip of pure zinc, it may b(‘ calculated from this value of the c<|uilibrium constant (hat

a pressure of 2.53 X 10“‘‘ atmo.spherc'S would be required to i)r(‘vent tlu‘ formation of hydrogen.

Effect of Pressure on Electromotive Force: Tlio prossurc coofficitMit of free

energy of a system at constant composition and jit constant temp(‘rature Inis

been sliown to b(j in general

where V is the volume of the system. For a variation of tin increment in free

energy of a proc(»ss, we olitain

(H4)

where AV is the volume change of the process. In an electrode or a cell process

involving the passage of one Faraday, AF = — EF, and, therefore,

(145)

Let us now apply this equation to the cell

n2|IICl (0.1M)|IIgCl|ng,

which possesses a gas electrode, subject to large changes in volume. The cell

reaction, corresponding to the passage of one Faraday, is

+ HgCl = IICl (0.1) + Hg

and the total change in volume is

AF = ( Fhc. + F„,) - a Fh. + F„,cn). (146)

1 . -r
For small pressures, and small changes in pressure, ~ I

neglect the volume changes of the solids and solutions which are small compared

to that of the gas,

dE = ^dlnp (147)

is obtained by means of equation (145). The change in electromotive force,
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NEj produced by a change in pressure from one atmosphere to j) atmospheres is

rRT RT

AE at low pressures is really the change in electromotive force at the hydrogen
electrode. If the process at the hydrogen electrode is reversible, then E should

vary with the hydrogen pressure, p, according to this equation. Measure-
ments of this variation with i)ressiire afford a simple means of testing the

reversibility of hydrogen or other gas electrodes. Lewis and Randall,^ Ellis,

^

and Loomis and Acrec ^ have found that for small changes of pressure this

ecpiation is valid. Equation (148) has been employed for correcting electro-

motive forces of cells with a hydrogen electrode to one atmosphere hydrogen
pressure.

More recently, llaiiisworth and MacTnnes ^ have measured the electro-

motive force of the hydrogen-calomel cell at different pressures up to 400

atmospheres. They employed the equation of state of Keyes ^ for the hydrogen

|H’ossure, and took into consideration the factors involving the changes in

^Hci) ^Hgci with the pressure. Their calculated results agreed very

closely with the observed results up to 50 atmospheres hydrogen pressure, above

which a slight uniform deviation appeared, which they attributed to the

solubility of hydrogen.

The effect of high pressures on the electromotive forces of many cells not

containing gas electrodes forms an important part of the ‘‘Piezochemical

Studies
”

of Cohen and his colleagues ®

Some General Considerations: A j»:lanre at th(5 table of standard electrode potentials which

represents tlie best results of many investigators during the last thirty yeais will show that

it is far from being very comproheusive. Apart from the deteriniiiatioii of the standard

electrode potentials, there remaiius the study of the variation of the electrode potentials

with the concentration, the pressuie and the tcnii)erature. The recent accurate studies of

coiuvntratioii C(dls, fiecziiig point lowerings, etc., have furnished the data of the type necessary

for computing the variation Avith the concentration. This work has been discussed in detail.

The temi>oraturc variations of both activities ami electrode potentials constitute a very

important field for investigation. Although the methods arc well known, there are not

sufficient accurate data available to warrant a systematization. Further development

awaits data on partial specific heats, and heat contents of the ions and their variations with

the temperature; the electromotive forces, the heat content changes of cell reactions and

their variations with the temperature Sucdi data will lead to a more and more complete

knowledge of reversible processes involving solutions, of cell reaction ctiuilibria, and the

inner equilibria in solutions. On such a firm foundation, we may then proceed with greater

seemity to the more inexact, difficult, and conjectural fields of electrochemistry w'hich involve

irreversilile processes.

1 /. Am. Chem. Soc., 36, 1900 (1914).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 737 (1916).

3 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 2391 (1916).

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 1021 (1922), 46, 1437 (1924).

^Proc. Nat. Acad. ScL, 3
, 323 (1917); J. Am. Chem. Soc., 46, 589 (1919).

® These contributions occur in Z. physik. Chem. from 1909 to the present time. We
may cite “ Piezochemischc Studien XX,” Cohen, Ishikawa, and Moesveld, Z. physik. Chem.,

105 , 155 (1923).
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Theories of Electrode Processes

Thermodj^namics alone yields no knowledge regarding the inner constitution
of a system. In order to apply thermodynamic equations to a system, it is

necessary to have an equation of state for that system, and, if such an equation
is to be other than purely empirical, it must rest on a knowledge or hypotheses
regarding the inner constitution of the system. Nor docs thermodynamics
give the desired information regarding the inner mechanism of reactions, or
the nature of processes occurring at electrodes. It will be of interest now to

consider briefly some theories outside the domain of exact thermodynamics
which have been employed to account partially for the production of galvanic

electricity and the mechanism of electrode processes.

Standard Electrode Potentials of the Elements and Atomic Numbers:
That the standard molal electrode potential is a fundamental property of an
element becomes evident upon inspection of Fig. 13, wherein the values of the

electrode potentials of the elements given in Table XXX are plotted against

the atomic numbers. Well-marked periodicity is observable. The result is

approximate owing to the many variables involved, and to the somewhat
arbitrary manner in which unit activity of the electrolytes has been defined.

In Table XXX, the electrode reactions have been written as a reaction

involving the formation of electrons. Since the free energy decrease of the

reaction: Li = Li+ + 0 is greater than that of the reaction: Ag = Ag+ -f 0,
we may say that lithium has a greater tendency to form ions and electrons

than silver.^ Similarly, the bromide ion has a greater tendency to form

* It must be borne in mind in the present discussion that the ions are in a<iueous solution

and at unit activity.
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electrons and the element than the chloride ion. In plotting these results,

elements which form cations have been compared to the anions, and not to

the elements which form anions. That is to say, all electrode processes are

taken in the direction of electron formation. Considered in this way, the

halogen and sulphide ion electrode potentials fall into well-defined positions.

Viewed from the standpoint of atomic theory, we are in this way comparing

the tendency of electron shells to give off electrons.

The mor(‘ electropositive the element, the greater its tendency to form

ions and (‘lectrons. The more electronegative the element, the greater its

tendency to react with an electron to form the anion. If these simple equations

represent the true (‘h'ctrode processes, tlien the electrode potentials are a

relative measure of the free energy decrease or affinity of these reactions.

This idea was embodied in the theory of ^^electro-affinity’^ of Abegg and

Bodliinder.^

The Electrical Double Layer and Osmotic Theory: From the preceding

considerations, it appears that all metals have a tendency to go into solution

to form cations. Nernst ^ regarded such a tendency as being caused by the

^^electrolytic solution pressure” of the metal. When a metal such as zinc

is immersed in water or in a solution of a salt, its electrolytic solution pressure,

which may be very high, tends to form ions of the metal in the solution. In

so doing it carries positive charges into the solution which becomes positively

charged, and, consequently, leaves the metal negatively charged. This elec-

trical double layer of negative charges on the metal surface and positive charges

in the solution near the metal sets up an electrostatic field of great intensity

wliich retards further passage of the metal into the solution. This layer is

regarded as being the underlying cause of contact differences of potential at

such surfaces.^

When a metal is immersed in a solution containing its ions, the factors which

determine the electromotive force at the boundary are, according to Nernst,

the electrolytic solution pressure of the metal ami the osmotic pressure of the

metallic ions. Thus, if the solution pressure is greater than the osmotic pres-

sure, the electrode will be charged negatively to the solution, and, vice versa,

if the osmotic pressure of the ion is greater than the solution pressure of the

metal. From these postulates, Nernst showed that the electrode potential

of a metal would bo given by the equation

^ Rl\ P
£ == — In — f

NF TT

where P is the solution pressure of the metal and tt is the osmotic pressure of

its ions.

J Z. anorg. Chern., 20, 453 (1899).

^Z. physik. Chem., 4, 150 (1889).

* The electrical double layer theory liad been employed by Lipprnann {Pogg. Ann., 149,

547 (1873); Wied. Ann., 11, 316 (1S80), and by Helmholtz (Helmholtz, Ges. Abh., 1, 925)

ill order to explain capillary electrical iihenomena.
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Smits* Theory of Electrode Equilibrium: The net effect of an electrode reaction of a
metal is given by the reaction:

Me = + vO.

This represents a process but gives no insight into the nature of the state of the system when
the metal is in eciuilibrium with a solution of its ions. In accord with the theory of Nernst,
it has usually been supposed that the heterogeneous equilibrium bt*tween the metal and the
solution would be represented by the simple equation

Me* Me^*'^ + pQ,

where is in the solution phase, and Me, is the solid metal. The true nature of the state
of such an equilibrium is at present a matter of speculation.

As a part of the development of his theory of allotropy, Smits ^ has proposed a theory
of electromotive force of metal-solution boundaries, which, although highly conjectural,

is of particular interest when irreversible electromotive forces ar(^ considered. In general,

the fundamental proposition of Smits’ theory is that all phases, even a phase of one com-
ponent, such as orthorhombic sulphur, or red phosphorus, is itself complex, or composed of

two or more “psoudo-compononts” which may be molecules, ions, electrons, etc. These
pseudo-components may or may not be in stable equilibrium in the phase. The behavior of

the phase will depend on its inner e(juilil)rium, and the extent to which this inner ctpiilibrium

may be displaced. This idea will become clear when \vc (‘onsider its application to the
supposed inner eciuilibrium which exists between a metal and a solution containing ions of

the metal.

The choice of the pseudo-components of a metal phase is somewhat arbitrary. Of the
many possible kinds of inner eciuilibiia of the solid metal phase, we may select

Me« Me/+ -}- pO,

where the ])seudo-compononts are metal molecules or atoms, metallic ions, and electrons.

The subscript “.s” refers to the solid'state, and, consequently, the above e<iuation nipresonts

a homogeneous reaction. When the metal is brought into contact with the solution, all of
these pseudo-components are assumed to exist in the solution, and an ociuihbriiim will bo
established between the two phases which will be r(‘pre.>,(‘nteil by

Me, Me/*- 4- pO,,

I I I
Mn,^ Mc,*'+ + pO,,

whore the symbols with the subscript I refer to the solution. Such an equilibrium rcfiuires

the equality of the partial free ciic*rgies, or activities of each psoudo-compouciit in the solid

and liquid phases. Smits has enqiloyed this equation to represent the electrode equilibrium,

and, on this basis, has developed mathematical equations for reversible electrode potentials,

concentration cells, etc. Some metals may have a greater phase complexity than above
represented. For example, the pseudo-components of iron may bo Fe^+, Fc, and 0.

When stable etiuilibrium exists between the pseudo-components in the metal, in the
solution, and between the metal and the solution, the electrode will be reversible and its

potential will have its corresponding value. If, on the other hand, the inner eriuilibrium of

the system be disturbed by electrolysis, or by some chemical means, the potential may vary
far from its normal value. This will also be the case if the inner equilibrium of the metal

1 Smits, Versl. Kon. Akad. v. Wet., 22, 642 (1913); 27, 1 (1918); 27, 981 (1919); 27,

1470 (1919).

Smits and Aten, Z. physik. Chem., 90, 723 (191.*)); 92, I (1016).

Smits and llyvoet, Versl. Kon. Akad. v. Wet., 27, 311 (1918).

For a complete development of the theory, see Smits, The Theory of AWdropy, English
Translation. Longmans, Green & Co. (1922).
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surface be displaced. On removinR the disturbing cause, the potential will return to its

normal value as inner cquilibriinn is again established. This latter process may take place
with different degrees of rapidity and may depend on the presence of positive and negative
catalysts.

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTROLYSIS AND POLARIZATION PHENOMENA
Imagine the electromotive force of a galvanic cell to be exactly balanced

at a given instant by a constant external electromotive force. The cell will bo
reversible if every substance composing it is in a stable state, and if a very small
increase in the applied external electromotive force will cause reactions which
will be exactly reversed by a very small decrease in the external electromotive

force. As long as these conditions prevail, the electromotive force of the cell

will remain constant, and will correspond to the free energy decrease of the
cell reaction.

If, on the contrary, any actual process brought about by chemical reaction

or by electrolysis is taking place in the cell, the system will be undergoing an
irreversible change and its electromotive force will vary with the time. In
the following discussion, such irreversible changes produced at electrodes by
electrolysis will be considered.

Electrolysis and Reversible Electrode Potentials, Counter Electromotive
Force, Decomposition Potential, Polarization, and Overvoltage: Let E repre-

sent the electromotive force of the cell

Pt
I
Ih (1 atm.)

I

HCl (c)
|
CI 2 (1 atm.)

]
Pt

of which the cell reaction is

^Il2 + ICU = IICl (c).

E is measured by balancing as nearly as possible with an opposing external

electromotive force, whereby only a very small current passes in cither direction

through the cell. The reverse of the above reaction rei)resents the electrolysis

of the solution, from which it at once becomes apparent that in order to elec-

trolyze the solution between platinum electrodes, an electromotive force, e,

greater than E must be applied. Under these conditions, E is a counter elec-

tromotive force, and is equal to the decomposition potential of the electrolyte,

or the minimum electromotive force which must be applied in order to produce
electrolysis.

During electrolysis, then, according to Ohm\s law, we have

e - CR, (1)

where C is the current and R the resistance of the system. If e is only very
slightly greater than E, the current density, or the current per unit of electrode

area, will be ver^^ small and E will very nearly equal the reversible electromotive

force of the cell. When e is considerably greater than E, and, consequently,

the current density higher, considerable electrolysis will take place, wdiich will

produce physical and chemical changes in the system, and cause E to vary from
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its reversible value. Under these conditions, the cell and the cell electrodes

are said to have undergone polarization. In general, polarization is any

change produced at an electrode by electrolysis or by some other means which

causes its potential to differ from its reversible or normal value.

The difference between the potential of an electrode which has undergone

polarization and its reversible electrode potential in a solution of the same

concentration of electrolyte we shall denote as the overvoltage^^ of the elec-

trode. Thus, the overvoltage of the hydrogen electrode in the above cell

would equal the electromotive force of the irreversible cell

Pt
1

1X 2 (depositing)
|

HCl (c)
[

H 2 (reversible)
j

Pt.

Concentration Polarization: In all measurements of the electromotive force

of reversible cells, so little current is allowed to flow that any concentration

changes in the neighborhood of the electrodes are negligible. If, on the other

hand, a considerable flow of electricity takes place either by discharging or

charging the cell, concentration changes will take place in the neighborhood

of the electrodes which may considerably alter the electromotive force of the

cell. If the electrolyte is not stirred, these concentration changes can only

be adjusted by the slow process of diffusion of the electrolyte.

At the beginning of the electrolysis of a copper sulphate solution between

copper electrodes, the counter electromotive force is zero since the electrode

potentials of the anode and cathode are equal. In order to electrolyze the

solution, the applied electromotive force would only have to bo sufficient to

overcome the resistance of the solution. During electrolysis the copi^er ion

concentration at the anode and at the cathode will increase and decrease,

respectively. The net effect will be the production of a counter electromotive

force equal to tliat of the concentration cell iiroduced by the electrolysis. This

counter electromotive force will be greater the greater the current density;

it can bo much reduced or eliminated by stirring.

When charged, the lead accumulator is

PblPb02 |H 2S04 (c)lPb

and when completely discharged it is

Pb
I

PbS04 1

H

2SO 4 (c')
I

PbS04
1

Pb.

The cell reaction ^ has usually been thought to be

Pb + Pb02 + 2112804 (c) = 2PbS04 + 211 2O.

A lead accumulator containing 20.9 per cent sulphuric acid has a normal elec-

tromotive force of 2.010 volts at 15°. On charging the partially discharged

cell, its electromotive force rapidly rises to 2.1 volts, then more slowly to 2.2,

and then rapidly to 2.6. If the cell is then allowed to stand without charging,

1 That this may not be the correct cell reaction has been suKKc.sIcd by Fery, J, Phys.,

6, 21 (1916). See also Macinnes, Adler, and Joubert, Trans, Am, Electrochem, Soc,, 37,

641 (lO'k)).
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its electromotive force soon changes to its normal value. During discharging,

the electromotive force drops rapidly to 1.9, then slowly to 1.8 volts, and finally

decreases more rapidly. If left undisturbed, the electromotive force rapidly

rises to its normal value of 2.01 volts. These observations are due to Dolezalek^

who has made a very comprehensive study of this cell. These variations of

the electromotive force from its normal value are supposed to be almost if not

entirely caused by concentration polarization. Sulphuric acid accumulates at

both electrodes during charging and the process of diffusion is retarded by
the porous lead dioxide.

Decomposition Potentials at Low Current Densities: In general, when a

solution is placed between two platinum electrodes and an external voltage

applied, a small current is first produced which drops and remains almost at

zero until the decomposition potential is reached, and then, if the applied

electromotive force be increased further, electrolysis will take place and the

current will thereafter increase proportionally to the applied electromotive

force. Under these conditions, the decomposition potential is equal to the

counter electromotive force of the reversible or irreversible cell made up of

the solution, the electrodes, and the products of the initial electrolysis.'

Decomposition potentials may be measured by determining the break in

the curve obtained by plotting the applied electromotive force against the

current, or electrolyzing the solution by a definite external potential until the

electrodes arc charged with the decomposition products of electrolysis, inter-

rupting this circuit, and then short circuiting the electrodes through a high

resistance circuit containing a voltmeter or a high resistance potentiometer.

The principal investigations of decomposition potentials of acids, bases,

and salts, in aqueous solutions, between platinum electrodes, and at low current

densities, were made by Le Blanc.^ Table XXXI contains some of the values

for normal salt solutions.

TABLE XXXI

Decomposition Potentials of Normal Salt Solutions

Decomposition Decomposition

Electrolyte Potential Electrolyte Potential

(volts) (volts)

ZnS04 2.35 NiCU 1.85

NiS04 2.09 ZnBr2 1.80

CdS04 2.03 C0CI 2 1.78

Cd(N08)2 1.98 Pb(N03)2 1.52

C0SO 4 1.92 AgNOs 0.70

CdCU 1.88

At the cathode, the counter electromotive force will be produced by the

boundary of the deposited metal and its ions, and will correspond to the reac-

’ Theory of the Lead Accumulator. English Translation by von Endo. Wiley & Sons,

(1910).

^ Z, physik. Chem., 8, 299 (1891); Text-book of Electrochemistry, Le Blanc. English

Translation by Whitney and Brown.
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tion, Me = Me*'"’* + The anode reactions are more complicated and
obscure. At very low current densities, if the metal is deposited in a stable

condition, Jhe counter electromotive force at the cathode should equal the

reversible electrode potential of the metal. Under these ideal conditions, the

decomposition potential is a minimum. That this is roughly the case for the

above experimental results may be seen from the following examples. The
difference between the decomposition potentials of zinc and cadmium sulphate

is 0.32 volt while the difference between the rnolal electrode potentials of

zinc and cadmium is 0.36 volt; and the difference between the decomposition

potentials of cadmium and silver nitrates is 1.28 volts while the difference be-

tween the molal electrode potentials of cadmium and silver is 1.20 volts.

The decomposition potentials between platinum electrodes of some acids

and bases as determined by Le Blanc are given in Table XXXII.

TABLE XXXII

Normal Decomposition Potentials of Acids and Babes

Decomposition Decomposition
Electrolyte Potential Electrolyte Potential

(volts) (volts)

H2SO 4 1.67 HCl .... 1.31

IINO3 1.69 HI .... 0.52

H 3PO 4 1.70 NaOH 1.69

CH 2CICOOH 1.72 NH 4OH . ... 1.74

HCIO4 1.65 N(C2He)40H (0.125M) . ... 1.74

There is much less variation in the decomposition potentials of most acids and bases than
in those of the salts. Most of the valuc.s were found to be between 1.65 and 1.75 volts.

Le Blanc pointed out that those acids and bases with a decomposition potential in the neigh-

borhood of 1.70 volts deposited hydrogen and oxygon at the electrodes, and that 1.70 volts

equalled approximately the decomposition potential of water on platinum electrodes. The
potential of the reversible oxygen-hydrogen cell is about 1.2 volts. The difference between
this and 1.7 volts is caused by polarization effects. The decomposition potentials of normal
hydrochloric and hydriodic acids are nearly equal to the electromotive forces of the reversible

cells

Pt
1
H2

1 HCl (M) 1 Ch 1 Pt
and

Pt I ID I
HI (M)|I (s)|Pt,

which arc 1.36 and 0.53 volts, respectively. In normal solutions of these acids, therefore,

chlorine and iodine arc deposited. Le Blanc found that if the hydro(;hloric acid solution

be diluted, its decomposition potential will increa.se, and hydrogen and oxygen will be evolved.

Thus, a 0.03N hydrochloric acid solution was found to have a decomposition potential of

1.69 volts.

Cathode Potentials during Metal Deposition: The magnitude of the varia-

tion of the electrode potentials of metals with a change in current density

differs considerably with the different metals. In Table XXXIII are given

some values of the cathode potentials at round current densities, read off plots

of the results of Foerster and his collaborators.^ These potentials are referred

1 Foerster, Abh. Deutsch. Bunsengesellschaft. No. 2 (1909); Schweitzer, Z. Elektrochem.,

15 . 602 (19091.
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to the normal hydrogen electrode, and were determined at 20®. All the salt

solutions were normal. The copper sulphate solution contained 0.01 normal
sulphuric acid, and the other salt solutions contained 0.5 per cent of boric acid.

TABLE XXXllI

Cathode Potentials of Metals at Different Current Densities

Current /10”'‘ amperes\
Cathode Potentials

Density \ Cm.^ /
CUSO 4 Fe804 NiS04 CoCU

0 - 0.303 0.465 (0.220) 0.290
1 - 0.294 0.580 0.445 0.370
5 - 0.28.'’) 0.619 0.524 0.415

10 - 0.275 0.630 0.546 0.430
20 - 0.270 0.645 0.559 0.440

40 - 0.260 — 0.570 0.459

80 - 0.240 — 0.590 0.495

The variation of the electrode potential of copper is very much less than

that of the metals of the iron group. Further confirmation of this point is

found in some more recent determinations of metal overvoltage. According
to the definition, the metal overvoltage during metal deposition will equal the

electromotive force of the cell

Me (depositing)
|

Me*'+
1

Me (reversible)

Newbery,^ by employing an intermittent, instead of a direct, current, obtained

0.02, 0.00, 0.02, 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, 0.82, 0.30, 0.46, for the overvoltages of copper,

silver, zinc, lead, cadmium, thallium, nickel, iron, and cobalt, respectively,

at a current density of 100 niilliamperes per sq. cm.

One plausible explanation of this behavior, employed by Foerster, is that

the electrode process, §Me‘'+ + J'O —> 2Me, proceeds more slowly in the cases

where there is a high degree of polarization. Such a retardation would set up
a potential opposite in direction to the external electromotive force, and,

consequently, a higher applied electromotive force would be required in order

to produce the same current density.

Much more pronounced polarization effects are observed when a metal is

deposited from a solution of a complex compound than from a solution of a

simple salt. A solution containing a complex ion such as Cu(CN) 2
""^ would

contain few Cu*^, and these would be removed almost immediately by elec-

trolysis. The electrode potential might then depend on the rate at which the

complex ion decomposed into the metal ion. The slower this velocity, the

greater would be the polarization, and the more pronounced the observed

change in cathode potential.

^ Mem. Proc. Manchester Lit. Phil. Soc. 61, Parts U and III, Mem. No. 9 (1917).
3 Spitzer, Z. Elektrochem,, 11, 345 (1905).
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Nature of Metallic Deposits: The physical state of cloctrolytically de-
posited metals varies widely with the nature of the electrolyte, the currert
density, and other factors. By varying the conditions of electrolysis, the same
metal may be deposited in a crystalline form or in the condition of a spongy
mass. The difference of potential between two electrodes of the same metal
in such different physical states in a solution of a salt of the metal may be as
high as a few tenths of a volt.

That this is true has been shown by numerous investigators. Lewis and
his associates have shown that the most reproducible metal electrodes are

those of the alkali metals. Lewis and Brighton i found that sticks of lead six

years old had the same potential as a lead tree freshly precipitated by elec-

trolysis. Lewis and Lacey ^ found that finely divided electrolytically precipi-

tated copper gave reproducible results. On the other hand, the potential of

iron in dillerent states of division differed very considerably.^ Reproducibility
of the iron potential may be obtained by employing a finely divided metal.
Similar phenomena have been observed in the case of the nickel electrode.'*

Lewis and Brighton conclude ^^tliat the lack of reproducibility in electrodes of

solid metal is due solely to conditions of strain in the solid surface. In the
case of metals which flow readily, like lead, or sodium, or potassium, these

accidental strains almost immediately disappear and the solid metals form
entirely reproducible electrodes.'^

If a metal is deposited in a highly strained condition, it will tend to change
into a more stable form, or tend to contract. This phenomenon is therefore

closely associated with the peeling of electrolytically deposited metals. That
there is a tendency for such deposits to contract has been strikingly shown by
Kohlschutter and Vuilleuinicr,*^ and Viiilleumier,® who measured the degree of

contraction of electrolytically deposited metals by means of a contractometcr
devised by them. This instrument consists of a thin platinum foil cathode to

which is attached a glass pointer 30 cms. in length. The metal is deposited

on one side of the foil, and, when contraction of the metal takes place, the foil

is bent, and the movement of the point read off the scale. Definite contraction

of the metals was observed. The contraction effect was relatively small for

copper and silver, and large for nickel and iron. These facts are in agreement
with the conclusion of Lewis and Brighton, according to which very little con-

traction would be observed in the cases of electrolytically deposited soft metals
such as lead, sodium, or potassium.

Overvoltage of Hydrogen: In accord with previous considerations, we may
define the overvoltage of hydrogen as the difference of potential between a
reversible hydrogen electrode and an electrode in the same solution upon which

1 J. Am. Chem, Soc., 39. 1906 (1917).
2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 36, 804 (1914).

3 Richards and Behr, Z. physik. Chem., 58, 301 (1907).
^ Euler, Z. anorg. Chem., 41, 93 (1904) ;

Schoch, Am. Chem. J., 41, 208 (1909); Schweitzer,
Z. Elektrochem., 15, 607 (1909).

Elektrochem., 24, 300 (1918).

® Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc., 42, 99 (1922).
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hydrogen is being deposited from hydrogen ions. The overvoltage will equal

the electromotive force of the cell

Me (H2 depositing)
|

H2SO4 or NaOH, etc.
|

H2 (reversible)
|

Pt

and will be positive.

There has been considerable controversy recently in regard to the correct

method of measuring hydrogen overvoltage. In the earlier work of Caspari,^

Tafel,^ Muller,3 and others, the overvoltage was measured while a continuoug

current electrolysis was taking place. Newbery,'* who has made the most

extensive investigation of overvoltage, has employed a rotating commutator

by means of which the applied voltage circuit as well as the reference electrode

circuit breaks and makes about 2,500 times a minute. Results obtained

by the commutator and intermittent current are invariably lower than

those obtained by the continuous current method. That this is the case

may be seen from the results in Table XXXIV, taken from a recent investiga-

tion of Glasstone." Three series of results arc given, the first series (C.C.) are

for a continuous current; the second (I.C.) are for a nearly perfect unidirectional

intermittent current, obtained by employing a rectifier and bulb, and corre-

sponding to a commutator making 3600 revolutions a minute; and the third (N)

are those obtained by New})cry.® The first column gives the current density

in milliampores per sq. cm.

TABLE XXXIV

IIydkogen Ovekvoltages from V-Suli>huric Acid

Amperes 10~*
C.C. I.C. N.

Cm.'^

Lead

150 1.23 1.05 0.56

50 1.18 1.01 0.64

10 1.11 0.98 0.71

Nickel

150 0.49 0.39 0.19

50 0.39 0.33 0.18

10 0.33 0.28 0.18

Newbery contends that the true counter electromotive force is only measured by the

commutator method, and that when a continuous current is employed a film of hydrogen

1 Z. physik. Chem., 30, 89 (1899).

50. G41 (1905).

ilhid., 65, 226 (1909).

4 Newbery, J. Chem, Soc., 105, 2419 (1914); 109. 1051 (1916); 109, 1066 (1916); 109,

1107 (1916); 109, 1359 (1916); 111, 470 (1917); 119, 477 (1921); 121, 7 (1922); Mem.

Proc. Manchester Lit. Phil. Soc., 61, Parts II and III, Mem. No. 9 (1917).

fiGlasstone, J. Chem. Soc., 123, 1745 (1923).
fij. Chem. Soc., 109, 1051 (1916); 109, 1066 (1916).
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is formed at the electrode which cannot diffuse away, and which causes an electric resistance,

called “transfer resistance,” to the flow of the current. This transfer resistance is thought

to be the cause for the difference between the electromotive forces measured by the two
methods. The transfer resistance varies greatly with change in current density, and is of

physical origin. The electromotive force measured by the commutator method is the true

chemical overvoltage, and varies little as a rule with change in current density. This point

of view has also been adopted by Sand, Weeks, and Worrell.

^

The existence of any appreciable transfer resistance at low current densities

has been questioned by Maclnnes,^ Dunhill,^ and others,^ who attribute the

observed difference to a potential which rapidly decreases wlicn the current is

interrupted. Glasstone ascribes the difference in electromotive forces measured

by the two methods partially to an alternating induced current set up by the

make and break of the intermittent current. It is well known that an alter-

nating current superimposed on a direct current lowers the overvoltage at

gas electrodes.®

Although considerable confusion arises from these experimental difficulties,

it is possible, by measuring overvoltages by one experimental method, to arrive

at some important but approximate conclusions regarding the relative over-

voltages at cathodes of different elements (principally metals). If the com-

mutator method be employed, Newbery found that, in the majority of cases,

the overvoltage varied remarkably little for a change in current density from 2

to 2,000 milliamperes per sq. cm. cathode surface, while the direct current

method gave very large variations. In Table XXXV are given a few charac-

teristic measurements of hydrogen overvoltage at different current densities

taken from Newbery^s compilation.®

TABLE XXXV

Chakacteristic* Overvoltage Data at Different Current Densities

Current
V.H 2SO 4 V-NaOH

Density
Zii Ni Ir (a) Ir (b) Ni Zn Ir

2 0.68 0.16 0.01 0.18 0.18 0.59 0.43

10 0.69 0.18 0.03 0.18 0.20 0.60 0.44

50 0.71 0.18 0.04 0.18 0.21 0.59 0.44

100 0.71 0.19 0.05 0.18 0.21 0.59 0.45

1000. 0.72 0.17 0.05 0.14 0.21 0.56 0.64

2000 0.72 0.15 0.08 0.12 __ __ 0.63

1 J. Chem. Soc., 123
, 456 (1923).

2 J, Am, Chem, Soc., 42 , 2233 (1920).

3 /. Chem, Soc„ 119 , 1081 (1921).

* Tartar and Keyes, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44 , 557 (1922).

® Grube and Dulk, Z. Elektrochem., 24
, 237 (1918); Goodwin and Knoble, Trans. Am.

Electroc}iem. Soc., 37 , 617 (1920).

8/. Chem. Soc„ 109
,
1051 (1916); 109

, 1107 (1916).
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The values of the overvoltage of hydrogen on both zinc and nic^kel are roughly the same
in both the sulphuric acid and sodium hydroxide solutions. This was found to be the case

with the many other electrodes examined. The results with iridium cathodes are particularly

interesting. The four distinct values, 0.18, 0.06, 0.45, and 0.67, were found by Newbory.
The same phenomenon was observed in the case of electrodes of other elements which possess

more than one valence. The direct current method does not give these discontinuities.

Table XXXVI contains the hydrogen overvoltages for all the elements measured by Newbery,
arranged according to the groups of the periodic system.

TABLE XXXVI

HyDROOKN OVEltVOLTACJES OF ELEMENTS

Group Element Overvoltages

I Cu 0.34

Ag 0.30

All 0.36 (0.12)

II Mg 0.70

Zn . ... 0.72

Cd . . . 0.66 (0.50)

Hg 0.70 (0.53)

Ill A1 .... 0.50 (0.19)

T1 0.52

IV . . C (graphite) 0.35 (0.64)

Sii ... . 0.45 (0.66)

Pb 0.42 (0.69)

V Sb ... . 0.43 (0.67)

Ta 0.42

Bi . .. 0.42 (0.76)

VI Cr 0.38

Mo . ... 0.32

W 0.30

VII Mn 0.33 (0.57)

VIII .... . Fc .. ..0.27 (0.35)

Ni . . ..0.24

Co . ..0.26 (0.69)

Kh... .. . . 0.02 (0.08)

Pd . . . 0.07 (0.58)

Ir 0.18 (0.04) (0.45)

Pt .... 0.18 (0.06) (0.45)

The values which are not in brackets are taken by Newbery to be the principal over-

voltage of the group, while the others are secondary. Each group of the periodic

system has its definite overvoltage, a result which is hardly fortuitous, and which, as pointed

out by Newbery, seems to link the overvoltage of hydrogen with the valence of the element

employed as cathode.

Theories of Hydrogen Overvoltage : Many theories have been proposed to

account for hydrogen overvoltage. These theories may be divided into three

classes, which in turn attribute the cause of hydrogen overvoltage to purely

physical factors, to chemical changes on electrodes, and to the velocity of

electrode processes.
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Let us first consider the purely physical factors which have been regarded

cither partially or completely to determine the overvoltage. Haber ^ proposed

that the phenomenon is caused by a poorly conducting hydrogen layer of vary-

ing thickness. In more recent studies, such a layer is thought by some in-

vestigators to produce a transfer resistances^ but not to account for all the

overvoltage. Muller ^ found that overvoltage depends on bubble formation.

That this is the case, to some extent at least, during continuous current elec-

trolysis has been interestingly shown by Macinncs and Adler ^ who deter-

mined the overvoltage of hydrogen on platinized platinum at very low current

densities. They noticed a distinct periodicity of the overvoltage, which rose

and fell between the limits of 1.6 and 1.9 millivolts, as the electrolysis pro-

ceeded. Every time that the overvoltage reached 1.9 millivolts, a bubble had
separated at one point on the electrode leaving a small nucleus. As tliis nucleus

grew in size, the voltage dropped, and then rose rapidly when the bubble again

sei)arated. Each rise and fall was associated with the formation and evolution

of a single bubble. It is a matter of considerable importance that the forma-

tion of a minute bubble can determine the potential of an electrode many
thousand times the area of the bubble.

On equating the molal electrical energy, obtained from the electromotive

force measurement, with the energy necessary to form one mol of hydrogen

bubbles of radius r, Macinnes and Adler obtained the equation

E = QRT

where E is the overvoltage, p the pressure, 7 the surface tension, the other

symbols having their usual significance. They determined the bubble radius

by a microscopic method, and found that the values of E, calculated by the

above equation, agreed approximately with the observed results. The effect

of pressure on the overvoltage could also be predicted by means of this equation.

As a result of this investigation, Macinnes and Adler ^ have proposed the

theory that hydrogen overvoltage is caused by a layer of supersaturated solu-

tion of dissolved hydrogen in the immediate neighborhood of the electrode.

If an electrode adsorbs hydrogen, this layer cannot reach a high degree of

supersaturation and the overvoltage will be low. Metals which do not adsorb

hydrogen readily will have a high overvoltage.

Other factors of a physical nature have been found which may influence the

hydrogen overvoltage to an unknown extent. For instance, Newbery found

that electrodes after prolonged use as cathodes exhibited rough surfaces on

microscopic examination. Tiny craters were formed on the surface, a fact

which indicated that the hydrogen entered the metal, developed a high pres-

sure, and produced surface disintegration. Any increase in pressure of the

1 Z. Elektrochem., 8, 539 (1902).

^Z. physik, Ckem., 65, 226 (1909).

® /. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 194 (1919).
* Also Macinnes and Contieri, J. Am. Chem, Soc., 41, 2013 (1919).
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hydrogen in or on the electrode would increase the overvoltage. Further, the

gas which escapes during electrolysis is ionized. Newbery suggested that the

ionized gas probably produces an electromotive force by induction. His in-

vestigation of this effect indicated that this electromotive force was opposite

in sign to the overvoltage.

There is only one chemical theory of hydrogen overvoltage. Newbery
contends that hydrogen overvoltage, (the true counter electromotive force,

after the effects caused by transfer resistance, etc., have been eliminated), is

primarily caused by the formation of unstable hydrides of high electrical con-

ductivity on the electrode surfaces. The overvoltage corresponds to the free

energy of formation of these hydrides. The nature of the hydride depends on
the valence of the element employed as cathode. Multivalent elements have
more than one hydride, and, consequently, have more than one overvoltage.

This explains the dependence of overvoltage on valence, which is illustrated in

Table XXXVI. As further evidence of this theory, Newbery points out that

stibine may bo formed at an antimony cathode by electrolysis of both sulphuric

acid and sodium hydroxide solutions. Under similar conditions, hydrocarbons

form at a carbon cathode. The formation of stibine under these conditions

has been recently investigated comprehensively by Sand, Weeks, and Worrell.^

Some evidence was likewise obtained by Newbery for the existence of hydrides

at some metallic electrodes such as magnesium, cadmium, and copper. In

connection with this theory, it is possible that the electrolysis might produce

an adsorbed layer of hydrogen atoms, orientated on the electrode surface. In

other words, the 'Tiydrides^^ would not necessarily have to be in a truly molec-

ular condition.

Many theories have been proposed which assign the cause of overvoltage

to the retardation of electrode processes. If wc suppose that the reaction

H+ + e 4H2

represents the electrode process, it is clear that any factor which would retard

this reaction would increase the overvoltage. Nernst suggested that such a

retardation would be effected by the slowness with which an electrode which

had adsorbed the gas could come in equilibrium with the surroundings.

According to Bancroft ^ and Bennett and Thomson,'^ monatomic hydrogen

is formed during the process, which combines to form molecular hydrogen

according to the mechanisms

(1) H+ + 0 H and (2) 2H •-> H 2 .

If reaction (2) is slow, hydrogen atoms will accumulate and give rise to a greater

counter electromotive force. It is possible that the metal electrodes might

have specific catalytic effects on these reactions, thus producing different over-

» J, Chem, Soc., 123, 456 (1923).

2Ber., 30, 1547 (1897).

» J, Phys. Chem., 20, .396 (1916).

* Ibid,, 20, 296 (1916); Trans, Ajn. Klectrochem, Hoc., 29, 24 (1916).
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voltages. Rideal ^ has suggested another theory of these processes. Mona-
tomic hydrogen is first formed but immediately reacts to form molecular

hydrogen. Overvoltage is a measure of the free energy or work necessary to

remove the molecular hydrogen from the metal surfaces.

Smits’ Theory of Polarization Phenomena: The application of Smits’

theory of electromotive equilibria to polarization phenomena differs to a con-

siderable extent from any of the theories just discussed. Indeed, Srnits ex-

plains cathode polarization and anode polarization of metals and gases in general

by postulating a disturbance of the inner equilibrium of the metal or gas phase.

Let us first consider what may occur at the cathode and anode when, for

example, a solution of copper sulphate is electrolyzed between electrodes of

copper. To simplify matters, let it be assumed that the copper ion concentra-

tion remains the same throughout the solution. Before electrolysis takes place,

the heterogeneous equilibrium at each electrode surface will be

Me. ^ Me/+ + i;0.,

jr s jr

Mqi ^ Mez*'^ + vQi.

Smits assumes that the heterogeneous equilibria. Me. Me/, Me/^ Mez*'+,

and vOs ^ *^0/, will always be established instantaneously. During elec-

trolysis, electrons will be supplied to the cathode from the external circuit,

and metallic ions will be deposited. Metal atoms will form according to the

scheme

:

vO

i
Me,’+ + vB, —> MOj.

t
Mer+

If the homogeneous reaction

Me/+ -f vOs -> Me.

takes place so rapidly that disappears to form Me. as rapidly as vO enters

the cathode, the inner equilibrium concentrations will bo maintained, and the

potential of the electrode will not change. But, if this latter reaction takes

place slowly, then the metal surface will contain an excess of electrons and ions,

and Me/+ will be greater than Me/^L The electrode will then possess a

greater tendency to give off ions and its potential will bo more positive. We
have already found that metals such as iron, cobalt, and nickel, when deposited

electrolytically, have a higher potential than in the normal state. Indeed,

the overvoltage of these metals was found to be a function of their i)hysical

state, which would in turn depend on the extent to which the inner state of

the system is displaced from the stable cciuilibriuin state. According to the

theory of Smits, the above homogeneous solid reaction would be slow in the

cases of iron, cobalt, and nickel, and rapid for copper, lead, etc.

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 94 ( 1920).
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Just the opposite occurs at the anode where electrons are drawn into the

external circuit. The anode process will be

i;0

t
Mes''+ + vO, Mo,.

I
Mcj’'+

If Mea will supply electrons as rapidly as they are removed, polarization will

not occur. If the reaction

Moa Mea'^ + ve

is slow, the anode surface will contain less electrons and ions than correspond

to inner equilibrium, and the metal to solution electrode potential will become

more negative. These homogeneous reactions may be influenced by catalysts.

The presence of oxygen gas, according to Smits, retards, the presence of hy-

drogen gas or the chloride ion accelerates this last reaction.

The electrolytic overvoltage of hydrogen is due to the same cause as metal

cathode overvoltage. In depositing hydrogen, the homogeneous reaction in

the gas phase

2H/ + 200 -> Ihg

takes place. If this reaction does not occur as rapidly as electrons are supplied,

the gas will contain more ions and electrons than under inner equilibrium condi-

tions. As with metal deposition, since will be greater than Hz'**, the

hydrogen electrode potential corresponding to such a disturbance will be more

positive.

Anodic Overvoltage during Gas Deposition: The phenomenon of over-

voltage which was found to occur during the deposition of hydrogen and metals

likewise occurs during the deposition of other gases. The overvoltage of

chlorine from normal hydrochloric acid will equal the electromotive force of

the cell

Me (CI 2 depositing)
|

HCl (N)
|

CU] Pt; E = negative value,

where ChIPt is the reversible chlorine electrode. Chlorine overvoltages have

recently been investigated by Newbery.^ Carbon, rhodium, iridium and

platinum are unattacked by the chlorine. Gold and palladium are attacked

readily at low current densities. When higher current densities are employed

(200 milliamperes per sq. cm. for gold and 50-100 milliamperes per sq. cm. for

palladium), reaction of chlorine on the metal stops, chlorine gas is evolved

freely, and the potential changes more than 0.5 volt. Under these conditions,

the metals are in the passive state and are not attacked by the chlorine.

For the metals in the passive state or for the non-corrodible electrodes,

Newbery found that the overvoltage of chlorine had the same value as the

» J. Chem. Soc., 119, 477 (1921).
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overvoltage of hydrogen. He concludes that chlorine overvoltage as well as

hydrogen overvoltage is a function of the valence of the clement. Platinum
shows three distinct overvoltages which are 0.0, 0.18, and 0.45 volt. Inter-

mittent current electrolysis was employed throughout this investigation.

The overvoltage of oxygen is equal to the electromotive force of the cell

McfOa depositing)
I

NaOH or H2SO4 etc.
|

O2
1

Pt; E = negative value,

where O2
1

Pt is the reversible oxygen electrode. In Table XXXVII arc given

some of the values of oxygen overvoltages obtained by Newbery by the inter-

mittent current method. The direct current method yields somewhat higher

results.^ Normal solutions of sodium hydroxide and sulphuric acid were

employed.

TABLE XXXVII

Oxygen Overvoltages

Metal Overvoltage = (
— E) Metal Overvoltage = ( — E)

Cu 0.62 Co 0.55

Ag 0.71 Pd ... 0.05

Zn 0.93 Ir 0.48

Pb 0.94 Pt 0.86

Ni 0.57 Mn 0.92

These anode overvoltages compared to the oxygen electrode are invariably

higher than the hydrogen overvoltages in the case of a given metal electrode.

Passivity of Metals and Anodic Polarization: The fact that after iron is

dipped into strong nitric acid it resists the action of dilute acids has been known
for a long time.^ The nitric acid changes the surface of the iron and renders it

passive.’^ Ordinary or active iron possesses an electrode potential 0.390

volt more positive than co])per and 0.845 volt more positive than silver, and,

therefore, will replace both these metals from solutions of their salts. When
iron becomes passive, its potential becomes more negative, or is changed in

the direction of the potential of the noble metals. In the passive state, iron

will not precipitate copper or silver from solutions of their salts. The same
is true of cobalt, nickel, and chromium. If passive iron is washed with pure

water, alcohol, and ether, and dried in the presence of air, it remains passive.

In a vacuum, it becomes active. Passive iron has never been obtained in the

absence of air.

Metals may be caused to lose their passivity in many ways. This may be most strikingly

demonstrated by rendering passive, by dipping into strong nitric acid, a clean and well-

polished sheet of iron, hold by a glass hook. The surface is then covered with a copper sul-

phate solution by immersing in a sf)liition of that salt. No copper will be precipitated.

If any part of the metal be scratched with a piece oi glass, copper will be precipitated at

the scratch and the precipitation will proceed from the scratch over the entire surface very

rapidly. A blow will bring about the same result. Contact with active iron, or any metal

such as nickel, cobalt, or magnesium, which has a higher electrode potential, will produce

1 Glasstone, J. Chem. Soc., 123, 1745 (1923).
2 Keir, Phil. Trans., SO, 374 (1790).
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the same result. Noble metals such as gold or platinum will not cause activation. As a

matter of fact, their jjresence in contact with the iron is thought to help to induce passivity.

The same type of phenomena occurs when a silver nitrate solution is employed instead of a

copper sulphate solution. In this case, the activation spreads more slowly over the surface,

and may be clearly seen to proceed from the areas disturbed by the contact. Nickel and
cobalt behave in a similar manner.

Passive metals may be rendered active by contact with solutions containing halogen ions.

Thus, if the tip of the passive iron sheet, covered with the copper sulphate solution, be im-

mersed in a solution containing the chloride, bromide, or iodide ion, activation will proceed

from the iniiTicrsed part over the entire surface. Usually, in this case, there will be a short

induction period, which is probably due to the time required for the halogen ions to diffuse

through the copper sulphate solution. Passive metals are also rendered active by increase

in temperature.

When certain metals are made the anode in acid or basic solutions, passivity

is brought about by electrolysis, and when the change from the active to the

passive form takes place, it is accompanied by a large increase in counter elec-

tromotive force. In some cases, it seems obvious that passivation is due to the

formation of an oxide. Thus, lead passivates readily in acid solutions at low

current densities, and at the same time becomes coated with a layer of the

dioxide. At low current densities a silver anode remains active. A current

density of 50 milliamperes per sq. cm. causes passivity and the counter elec-

tromotive force changes by more than a volt in a few seconds. If the current

density bo lowered to 20 milliamperes per sq. cm., the anode slowly regains its

activity. At a current density of 40 milliamperes per sq. cm., a periodic rise

and fall of the counter electromotive force is observable. In thirty seconds

the rise is about O.G volt, and a corresponding fall takes place in about two

and one half minutes.^ In sulphuric acid solution nickel becomes passive at

a current density of about 100 milliamperes per sq. cm. At 50 milliamperes

there is a periodic change iu the potential of the electrode. The potential

changes about 1.1 volts and the period of fall or rise is about six seconds.

When iron, cobalt, or nickel are rendered passive by electrolysis or by con-

centrated nitric acid, there is no visible change of appearance of the metallic

surface.

Another interesting example of periodic passivation has been carefully

investigated by Smits and de Bruyn - who used a photographic method to

record the i)henomenon. The electrolyte consisted of a solution containing

ferrous, sulphate, and chloride ions. The chloride ions will render passive

iron active, and the electrolysis will cause passivation. The net result is a

periodic passivation and activation with a corresponding periodic change in

anode potential of 1.74 volts. The duration of successive periods of fluctua-

tion is about 6 seconds.

Theories of Passivity: Alany investigators ® have supported the view that

passivity is caused hy the presence of an oxide film on the surface of the metal

1 Newbery, J, Chem. Soc., 109 , 1066 (1916).

2 Vcrsl. Koii. Akad. v. Wet. AiuHtordam, 24 , 745 (1915); 27 , 159 (1918).

® Faraday, Phil. Mag., (3) 9
, 122 (1836); Haber and Goldschmidt, Z.^Elcktrochcm.^ 12 ,

49 (1906); Bennett and Burnham, Traris. Am. Electrochem. Soc., 29 , 38 (1916); Newbery,
J. Chem. Soc., 109

, 1107 (1916); 109
, 1359 (1916).



CHAPTER XIII

ELECTROMETRIC METHODS IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

BY N. HOWELL FURMAN.

Ansintajit Professor of Analytical Chemistry, Princeton University

One of the most ])romiiieiit developments of the analytical chemistry of

the present century has been the study and ])erfection of numerous and varied

a])plications of physico-chemical measurement to the solution of analytical

])roblems. The foundation of the majority of these methods is the electrolytic

dissociation theory of Arrhenius, toj^ether with the subsequent brilliant develo])-

inents in the field of electro-chemistry.

Consequently, methods of electrical measurement, with their attendant

ease, rapidity, and precision, have been shown to be especially adapted to the

study of analytical, as well as other processes which occur in aqueous solution.

We shall turn our attention first to perhaps the most important single factor

in nearly all of these processes, namely degree of acidity as represented by

hydrogen-ion concentration measurements.

The Measurement of Hydrooen-Ion Concentration

General Relations of Acids and Bases : If we represent the electrolytic

dissociation of an acid by the equation:

( 1 ) HA ^ H+ + A-

the equilibrium relations in sufficiently dilute aqueous solution at constant

temperature arc expressed by the Mass Action relation: *

(2 )

[n"][A-] _
[HA]

where [H+], [A“], and [HA] represent molecular concentrations of hydrogen

ion, anion, and undissociated molecule respectively.

Ill general the value of the dissociation constant, /Va, docs not vary much

with moderate changes in temperature. The order of magnitude of the con-

stant is a characteristic and important property of each acid. Weak and

extremely weak acids (A„ varies from 2 X for the former to about 10“^®

for the latter) give well-defined constants over a large range of dilution. The

1 See Chapter VIII for the theoretical development of the Law of Mass Action.

2 Ostwald, Z, physik. Chem., 2, 278 (1888), was the first to apply the Mass Law con-

siderations to the phenomena of electrolytic dissociation,

823
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moderately weak and moderately strong acids give fairly well-defined constants

over limited dilution ranges. Tlie highly dissociated acids (HCl, HNO3, HBr,

HI, H 2SO 4 ,
etc.) do not yield constant values even over limited ranges in

quite dilute solution. This is due to the disturbing influence of various factors

—hydration of ions, electrostatic effects, etc.™ whose exact effect is not yet

fully understood.^

Polybasic Acids : Acids whicli contain more than one replaceable -hydrogen

atom per molecule exhibit two, three, or more dissociation steps, each of which

possesses a characteristic dissociation cfuistant, Ka. Each step corresponds to

the ionizing tendency of one of the variously bound hydrogen at{)ms. In the

case of oxalic acid, for example, the equilibria are:

(3)

and

(4)

[ir+][ii(^.o,-] ^ j.

1^1120204]]

[H+][C204-] _
[nc2()4-]

Combining (3) and (4) we have:

(Ai = 1.0 X lC-0

(/V 2 == 4.1 X 10-6).

Ch+J[C204“]

[^1120204]]

= KiX K-2 = A^

In general as in this instance the value of the first constant is greater than

that of tlie second. Tor tribasic acids the relative order of magnitude of the

constants is /vi > K 2 > Kz, etc.

Bases: Entirely analogous relations hold true in the case of basic sub-

stances. If we represent the electrolytic dissociation of a base by the equation:

(5) BOH ^ B+ + OH-

the equilibrium expression is

(6 )

[B+][OH-]

[BOH]
= Kb.

Highly dissociated bases do not yield a constant Kb value.

Dissociation of Water: “ The dissociation of water into hydrogen and

hydroxyl ions, although extremely slight in magnitude, is a factor of great im-

portance in many of the reactions which occur in aciueous solution. The mass

law relation:

(7)
[H+][OH-] __

[11,0]

^ Sec AnoiiHily of Strong Electrolytes, Chapter XI.
* For various methods of measuring this dissociation see Chapter XI. The dissociation

of hydroxyl ion into oxygen and hydrogen ion is of interest in considering the nature of

oxidation potential.
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may be replaced by the simpler expression:

(8) [H+][0H-] =

because the concentration of molecular water may be regarded as unchanged

by this extremely slight ionization.

At temperatures from 20 to 25° C. = 1.0 X 10“*^ (approx.). It is a

fact of extreme importance for liydrolytic reactions that the value of in-

creases some sixty-fold when the temperature is increased from 20° to the

boiling point. In water, or in any neutral aqueous solution at room temper-

ature :

[11^] = [on-] = 10-7.

We may therefore speak of the hydrogen- or hydroxyl-ion concentration of

any solution however acidic or basic it may bo, since the product of these con-

centrations is always equal to Am,.

The Hydrogen-Ion Exponent Scale: In order to single out and emphasize

the importance of liydrogen-ion concentration, Scirensen * suggested tJiat the

numerical values of the negative exponents of hydrogen-ion concentration

values be adopted as the basis of a CH+] scale, lie recommended the symbol

Pii^. We shall employ the simpler symbol, pH, which Clark proposed/-^ The
general relation is therefore:

(9) pH = log
CH+]

or CJa) [11+] = lO-**".

In a solution which is 0.0001 N with respect to hydroxyl ion, we have:

10“14

[H+] = = 10--10.

^ 10-^

Hence pll == 10. Table I will serve to illustrate the relationship further.

TABLE I

The Bklationhhip Between pH and [Hq Values.

Hyclroxyl-ioii cono 1()-" !()-» 10 ^ 10 -f> 10 ’ 10 *

Hydrogen-ion cone 10“* 10~* 10“® 10~^ 10“* 10~** 10"*^

pH ! 1 3 5 7 9 11 13

All hydrogen-ion concentration values may thus be expressed upon an ex-

ceedingly simple continuous scale. It is sometimes convenient to refer to the

pOH values of solutions. pH -f pOH = 14.

The Hydrolysis of Salts. The degree of hydiolytic action in a salt solution

depends upon the nature of the salt and upon the temperature. If we represent

the general reaction by:

^Biochem. Z., 21, 131 (1909).
2 Clark, “The Determination of Hydrogen Ions/’ 2d Edition, p. 35 (1922). Williams

and Wilkins Co., Baltimore, Md. A comprehensive monograph of 480 pp. containing an

extensive bibliography.
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(10) BA + H 2O BOH + IIA,

then the equilibrium expression is:

(11)
[iiA][Borr]

[BA]
= Khyd*

The niolecuhir concentration of water is regarded as constant. By substituting

the respective equilibrium values for [HAj], [BOll], and [BA], we have:

(12)
[HA][BOH] ^ KnAKu>

[BA] KaKi,

This general expression is of little utility because of the difficulty of de-

termining the various concentrations, and because strong electrolytes do not

yield mass law constants. Special equations may be derived from
( 12 ) by

making assumptions to fit individual instances. We shall consider the most

important speeijd cases.

() Salts of strong acids and bases are not hydrolyzed to any appreciable

degree. The hydrogen-ion concentration of such solutions lies close to

in general, and will equal this value in the event that Ka =
( ) If one constituent of the salt is derived from a weak, and the other from

a strong, acid or base, we have a cavse which is of general interest and of especial

importance from the standpoint of neutralizations, precipitations, etc. Repre-

senting the reaction for the salt of a strong base and weak acid by:

(13) B+ + A- + H 2O + OH- + HA,

the equilibria which must be simultaneously satisfied are:

[H+][A-]

[HA]
^ = K„ and [H+][01I-] = A'.„.

If we define the degree of hydrolysis (7 ) as the fraction (of the total salt taken)

which has undergone hydrolysis, it is evident that:

(14) [HA] = yC

(C being the total amount of salt per unit volume, i.e., liter),

(14a) [OH-] = abjC

(aft being the degree of dissociation of the base),

(14b) [A-] == afta(l ~ y)C.

The combination of these five relations yields the formula:

(15 )

abCy-

«6a(l - 7 )

K.IO

Ka
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In making approximate calculations we may assume that ah = Juul that

(1 — 7 ) is not sensibly different from 1 . The equation then becomes:

(16)

If the salt were one of a strong acid and weak base, equation ( 10 ) would apply

upon substituting Kh for Kn-

Bjerrum ^ has derived equation (16) in a slightly different manner, to calcu-

late moderate degrees of hydrolysis (loss than one per cent), the hydroxyl-ion

concentration being > 10"®. Bjerrum (l.c.) also derived the following ex-

imjssions (17 and 18) for very weak, or for very marked, degrees of hydrolysis

respectively:

Assuming that for salts of tlie weak acid-strong base type 7 =
[Oil-]

and for the reverse type of salt 7
[H+]

C
he finds for instances of very slight

hydrolysis (less than one per cent), the hydroxyl-ion concentration being less

than 10~®:

(Or for a salt of the strong acid-weak base type, substitute Kh for Kn^ and

read hydrogen-ion concentration less than 10 '®.)

In instances of very considerable hydrolysis, i.e., greater than one per cent,

the hydroxyl-ion concentration being greater than 10 ~®, he derives the equation:

(For a salt of a strong acid-weak base, substitute Kh for Kay and read hydrogen-

ion concentration being greater than 10~®.)

With the aid of equations (16-18) Bjerrum calculated the degree of hy-

drolysis as affected by the dissociation constant (of the weaker constituent of

the salt) and the degree of dilution at room temperature {Kw = lO"^"*). These

values have been transferred to the pH scale by Michaelis.^

1 Bjerrum, Ahiens Sammlung, 21, 12 (1915). A monograph of 128 pages entitled “Die

Theorie der alkalimctrischen und azidimetri&rhen Titrierungen.”

“ Mit^haelis, “Die Wasserstoffionen Konzentration,” I, p. 77. 2d Edition (1922). Julius

Springer, Berlin. (A 262 page monograph.)
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TABLE II

Degrep: of Hydrolysis at Various Concentrations

The imiiibcrs arc pi I values for the salts of weak base-strong acid type,

or pOH values for the salts of weiik acid-strong base type

Dissoc. Const, of the wc.akcr
Normality of Solution

constituent

1.0 0.1 0.01 0.001

00 7 7 7 7
10-2 6 6.5 6.9 7
10-4 5 5.5 6.0 7
lo-* 4 4.5 5.0 6
io-« 3 3.5 4.0 4.5

10 10 2 2.5 3.0 3.6
10-12 1.02 1.6 2.2 3.0

(These values as well as those of Bjerruni arc rounded values.) By interpola-

tion any desired dissociation constant may be considered. For example, let

us calculate the deg;ree of hydrolysis of 0.1 N sodium acetate solution. Ka
== 1.8 X 1()~^ By graphic interpolation, plotting — log K against pOH, we
find pOH to be 5.1 (approx.). Hencej

^ = 10-4.1 = 0.74 X 10-^
' 10-1

Shields i found oxjiorimontally 0.008 per cent (or 0.8 X 10"^).

(c) Salts, which arc derived from acids and bases which are both weak,

undergo a rather extensive hydrolysis; the reaction of the solution remains

close to neutral, however, since the dissociation constants are often nearly

equal, and the degree of dissociation slight. The general hydrolysis equation

(12) reduces in this instance to the form:

( 19 )

Obviously,

[BOIIJHA] _ Ku,

A6a[BA] KaKh

/V6a[BA] = [B^][A-],

and, if we make the assumption that the salt is completely dissociated, (19)

becomes

:

As a first approximation, salts of this type give a constant degree of hydrolysis

regardless of the degree of dilution.

1 Z. vhysik, Chern,, 12, 167 (1893).
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The Hydrogen Electrode

The most precise experimental method for the study of the relation of

hydrogen-ion concentration to various chemical processes consists in the

measure of the electromotive force of a cell composed of a hydrogen electrode

and a suitable reference electrode, both of which are in electrolytic contact

with the solution und(?r examination.^ This method of attack yields im-

portant information regarding various analytical problems, for example, the

determination of exact conditions of precipitation, the general course of

neutralizations, the choice of indicators, the study and control of electro-

deposition processes.

The reference electrode is usually cither the 0.1 normal, the normal, or the

saturated calomel electrode. The normal, or 0.1 normal hydrogen electrode

may also be used as a reference standard. The observed difference of potential

for a cell composed of a reference electrode and a hydrogen electrode may bo

regarded as the sum of two differences of potential, viz., (1) between the

reference electrode and a normal Jiydrogon electrode, and (2) between the

normal hydrogen electrode and the hydrogen electrode which is immersed in

the unknown solution.

Observed E.M.F. -s

] ^rof. (Usually calomel electrode.)

f oEh (N hydrogen electrode.)

l /)2

j Eh (Electrode in solhi. of unknown pll.)

The first difference, Di, is a constant for any given reference electrode at

constant temperature. The second, £>2 ,
is expressed by the familiar Nernst

formula

:

oEh — Eh =
RT

In
1

nF Const. nF Const.

Upon substituting the values of R^ n, and F in electrical units, and at the same

time converting to common logarithms (Briggs' system), we have the following

equation for relating observed electromotive force, hydrogen-ion concentration,

and pH:

(21) Eo^„ = Constant + 0.0001987’ log
J , ^

= Constant 4- 0.000198T pH.

At 25° C. the constant has the values 0.3359, 0.283, 0.245, or 0.0000, respec-

tively, if an 0.1 normal, or saturated calomel, or N hydrogen electrode is used

as the standard of reference.^ Equation (21) does not take into account the

^ The general theory of electrode potentials is discussed in Chapter XII.

2 These values are derived from the results of Fales and Vosburgh, J. Am. Chem. Soc.,

40
, 1291 (1918), Fales and Mudge, ibid., 42 , 2434 (1920). The fixing of the standard of

reference involves the assumption of a degree of ionization of an acid solution. For a dis-

cussion of the present status of the standardization of hydrogen-ion measurements, see (;iark,

doc. cit., p. 276 and ff.

2—6
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liquid junction potential between the solution of the reference electrode and
the solution under examination. The interposition of a concentrated ^‘salt

bridge'^ may minimize, or virtually eliminate, this difference of potential.

The hydrogen must be supplied at atmospheric pressure.

The Nernst electrode potential formula applies only to ideally dilute solu-

tions. By employing the Lewis activity concept ^ the correlation between

observed and calculated values for the activity of the hydrogen ion may be

extended to solutions as concentrated as three molar in many instances. The
relations which are of significance from the analytical standpoint would not

be altered by employing the activity concept; in what follows, therefore, we
shall assume that equation (21), with corrections for liquid junction potential

and variations of hydrogen pressure from one atmosphere, gives a valid inter-

pretation of the electromotive force measurements.

The Course of Neutralizations: Methods for the precise measurement of

electromotive forces have been discussed in Chapter X.

Fig. 1. Aijparatus for Potentiomctric Titra-

tion, or for Dctorminiition of Hydrogen-Ion
Concentration.

may be made to represent equal subdivisions

upon proper adjustment of R, By means of t

For analytical purposes a simple poten-

tiometer will ordinarily suffice, since liquid

potential errors and slight temperature

variations do not obscure the general rela-

tionships. Fig. 1 illustrates a convenient

apparatus. The hydrogen cloetrodo, A, is

of the type devised by Hildebrand.® The
platinized foil, /, is half immersed in the

solution. The cell is completed by means
of the side tube of the calomel cell [F)

which dips into the beaker. CD is a slide

wire of uniform cross-section. A suitable

fall of potential is maintained from C to D by

means of a Imttery B and the rheostat, R,

Equal divisions of the length of the wire

•f a volt, as hundredths, thousandths, etc.,

e switch, S, either the unknown E.M.F. or

the standard cell may be connected with the potential divider, CD. The unknown E.M.F.
is determined from the proportion: E.M.F. : Total voltage drop C to D as distance CE : CD.

We may measure the E.M.F. in this manner upon successive small additions

of acid or alkali in a titration. Upon plotting the E.M.F. values as ordinates

(or preferably the pH values derived by the use of equation (21)), and cubic

centimeters of reagent as abscissae, we obtain titration graphs (Figs. 2, 3, 4

and 6) which throw much light upon the general nature of acidity. Fig. 2

serves to contrast the behavior of a strong with that of a weak acid. The
titration graph of any strong acid with a strong base consists of a relatively

flat portion (a) until the equivalent point is approached, because the hydrogen-

ion concentration does not change in order of magnitude rapidly in this region,

owing to the high degree of dissociation of the acid. As the last traces of

1 See Chapter XII for methods of calculating liquid potential values.

2 Lewis, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 34
, 1631 (1912) and other papers. Sec Chapter XII.

® Hildebrand, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 35 , 849 (1913).
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hydrogen ion arc neutralized, its concentration passes very rapidly through
ten-fold changes in value, and the curve exhibits an almost vertical rise (6)
whose mid-point is very closely pH = 7. As excess of alkali is added, a second
relatively flat portion (c) follows. Weak acids, on the other hand, undergo
rapid changes in hydrogen-ion concentration upf>n successive small additions
of alkali at the start, because of the initial slight dissociation of the acid. The
salt which is formed exerts a significant mass action and causes a flattening
out of the curve. At the etpiivalent point, there is a nearly vertical rise, wliich
is shorter in this instance. The position of the mid-point of the rise depends

Fig. 2. Titration of 25 fc. of acetic acid Fig. S. d'itratioii of 50 cc. NaOH hoIu-

and of 30 cc. of hydrochloric acid with tiou (1), 25 cc. NuafU).-? solution (2), and
alkali of equivalent strength. Note. The 10 cc. borax solution (3), with acid sohi-

curves in this and subseciuent fimiros arc tions of equivalent stroiiKth.

plotted from the author’s data, unless

otherwise noted.

upon tlie degree of hydrolysis of the salt, and therefore lies in the alkaline

region above the neutral point.’’

Some typical graphs of titrations of alkaline solutions are given in Fig. 3.

Dibasic acids, or mixtures of a strong with a weak monobasic acid, give

curves analogous to that for ])hosphoric acid, curve 3, Fig. 6. The advtintage

of the hydrogen electrode method in the determination of the acidity of dark-

colored solutions is obvious. The curve for acetic acid. Fig. 2, is analogous

to the titration graph of a specimen of very dark vinegar.

Study of Analytical Precipitations. Precipitation reactions arc frecfuently

caused by, or accompanied by, changes in hydrogen-ion concentration. In
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certain instances it is possible to determine the end-points of volumetric

precipitation reactions by means of the hydrogen electrode. Hildebrand and

1lamed ^ proved that a rapid and reasonably accurate determination of

magnesia in the j)resence of lime, ferric oxide, etc., as in dolomite, could be

made in this manner. A typical titration graph is given in Fig. 4. The
distance, a — h, represents the amount

of approximately normal alkali which

was required to precipitate the magne-

sium hydroxide. The position of h was

determined from the maximum of the

rate of change of pTI ^niax. value
^

,

as suggested by ITostetter and Roberts."

Beyond b there is a second rather ob-

scure inflection (not shown in Fig. 4)

which corresponds to the end of the re-

action:

Fks. 4. DotorniiiuitioM of MaKin‘sia in

Dolomite. Taken 1.0005 dolomite;

Koumi 10.2S%. A s(;eond (lot(Tmiiiatkm

Kav(* 10.130%. 'Fotal tim<‘ 4 Iiouph. The
iivoriiKe of sev(‘tal ^2:ravim(‘trio determina-

tions was 10.07%.

CaClo + 2Na()H Ca(OH )2 + 2NaC3.

The sharp rise at the start of the titra-

tion coiTes])onds to the neutralization

of the excess of acid whitdi was used to

dissolve tlie dolomite, and the precipita-

tion of ferric hydroxide.

It seems quitti certain that an increasingly important use of the hydrogen

electrode will consist in the study of the limiting ranges of ])1:I which arc

suitable for analytical precipitations and separations. Hildebrand {lor. rit.]

lias pointed out its applicability for such purposes. Fales and Ware*** have

made an exhaustive study of the conditions for the precipitation of zinc lu

sulphide in this manner. They established i)H, 2-3, as the optimum precipifa

tion range, which they maintain by a buffer mixture (vide infra) of ammoniun

citrate, sulphate, formate, and formic acid. Redatively few investigations o

this extremely useful type have thus far been made.

Buffer Solutions: It is almost impossible to prepare a solution of constain

pH value by adding acid or alkali to pure water, since carbon dioxide from tin

air, or alkali from the glass vessels, rapidly alter the original value. On tin

other hand, buffer solutions, which are mixtures of acids or bases with an excesi

of alkali salt, jxissess the property of maintaining a stable hydrogen-ion con

centration which is but little affected by additions of acid or alkali, or b]

1 Oripiiial Communicution, ^th Internal. Congress Applied Cheni., 1, 217 (1912). Sei

also Hildolmmd, Uw. at.

27 . J/H Chan. Sac., 41, 1311 (1919).

3,/. Am. Chem. iSoc., 41, 487 (1919).
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dilution. The resistance to cliaiige in hydrogen-ion concentration is called

buffering, or buffer action.^

A comparison of curves (2) and (3), Fig. 5, with the dotted curves AC and

AB will serve to illustrate the relative stability of buffer mixtures upon adding

acid or alkali.

The tipproximate constancy of pll value upon dilution may be seen from

the following observations of Micliaelis (loc. n't.): The pTI value of a mixture

which was 0.1 N with respect to both acetic acid and sodium acetate was

measured; the solution was then diluted five-fold and the iiK^asurements

repeated.

Original value [IF^J == 2A2 X 10"^^ or pTT = 4.015;

After dilution = 2.10 X 10“^ or pH = 4.005.

An approximate calculation of the hydrogcm-ioii concentration of a mixture

of an alkali salt with (uth(‘r an ac-id or base may be made from the mass law

expressions, equations (2) or (0). If we assume that the concentration of the

undissociated acid is not appreciably different from the original acid concentra-

tion, and that the anion concentration is e(iual to the total salt concentration,

equation (2) becomes:

(22 ) [irq Ka
[]Acid]]

j^SaltJ

Equation (22) although serviceable in very dilute solutions fails to reproduce

the electromotive force measurements in solutions wliich are far from con-

centrated (0.1 normal for example). If we correct for the degree of dissociation

of the acid and introduce the d(*gree of dissociation of the salt, ajja, we have:

rTT+n _ A'
C'l’otal Acid] - [H+]

(23)

and upon solving for [II^]:

(Xha [Halt]] +
_j_(24) [H+] = - “ aba [Halt] + Ka

-h Ka [Acid].

Equation (24) is a fairly useful approximation formula for dilute solutions

of weak acids. I^xpressions which are analogous to (22-24) may be derived

for hydroxyl-ion concentrations of mixtures of bases and salts.

The choice of suitable buffer mixtures may be made by an inspection of the

titration curves, for, when [Acid] = [Halt], [H"^] = Providing that we
employ the usual concentration units, a mixture of salt and acid in equal pro-

portions will give a buffer mixture whose [H"*"] is numerically equal to the

dissociation constant of the acid. Conversely, the half titration point gives

an approximate indication of the degree of dissociation of the acid.

1 Clark (loc. cit.) slat os that tho term buffer is derived from the German word Puffer

(tampon).
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The standard method for establishing the pH values of buffer mixtures
consists in the use of the hydrogen electrode. Equation (21) with a correction
for liquid junction potential, and for deviations of hydrogen pressure from one
atmosphere, is used in calculating the hydrogen-ion concentration. In this

manner a graded scries of mixtures of known pH is prepared. Fig. 5 gives the

Fig. 5. Values of pll of Standard Buffer

Mixtures

1. 50 ec. 0.2 N plus X ee. 0.2 N H(M, di-

luted to 200 ce.

2. 50 cc. 0.2 M plithalate plus X ce. 0.2 N HCl,

diluted to 200 ec.

3. 50 ce. 0.2 M plithalate plus X ee. 0.2 M
NuOH, diluted to 200 cc.

4. 50 cc. 0.2 M KH2PO 4 plus X ec. 0.2 M
NaOH, diluted to 200 ce.

5. 50 cc. solution 0.2 M with respect to both

II 3BO3 and KVl plus X cc. M NaOU,
diluted to 200 cc.

0. Mixtures of M/20 boric acid (No. 2) and M/5
solution of HaBOd and NaC’l (No. 1).

7. Mixtures of 20 ce. N sodium acetate (No. 2)

and 1.0 N IlCl (No. 1), diluted tt) 100 cc.

Note. The scale for curves 0 and 7 is at

the top of the figure.

gra])li of the relation between pll

values and composition of sonic

typical standard buffer mixtures.

The dotted curves, .lf7 and AB^
represent respectively the calcu-

lated values for pll of 0 to 10.0 cc.

of 0.1 normal hydrochloric acid or

sodium hydroxide, after dilution

in each ctise to 200 cc. with dis-

tilled water. Chirves (1-5) are

plotted from the data of Clark

and Lubs,^ (0) from work of Pal-

itzsch,^ and (7) of Walpole.® So-

rensen and others ^ have investi-

gated a large number of buffer

mixtures at various temperatures.

These mixtures are essential to the

indicator method of measuring

hydrogen-ion concentration (vide

infra). A few instances of buffer

action in analytical precipitations

and separations are:

Acetate—Acid mixture.s in the sep-

aration of feme, alimiiiiium, or chromi'*

ion from manganese, zinc, cobalt, «)r

nickel. (Basic acetate method.) The
separation of aluminium, titanium or zir-

conium from iron (ferrous).

Ammonium chloride—Ammonia mix-

tures in the separation of ferric iron,

aluminium, etc., from calcium and mag-

nesium. The separation of calcium from

magnesium.

Ammonium phosphate—ammonium
salt—Ammonia mixtures in the ]>recipi-

tation of magne.siimi, zinc, manganese,

etc., as double phosphates.

1 J. Btol. Chem., 25, 479 (1916).

^ Compt. )fnd. Cai'lshcru, 11, 199 (1916). See also Wallmm, Biochcm. Z., 107, 219 (1920).

ay. Chan. Soc., 105, 2501 (1914).

*Biochem. Z., 21, 1,31 (1909).

^ For comprehensive review and discussion see Prideaux, The Theory and U.se of Indi-

cators, Cffiap. V (1917), D. Van Nostrand Co.; also Clark, loc. cit., Chapter VI.
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The use of these, and many other similar mixtures, has been developed

empirically; exact knowledge of pH ranges which are permissible, although

highly desirable, is still lacking in the majority of instances.

Indicatohs

The analytical determination of the equivalent point in a neutralization

reaction is usually made with the aid of an organic substance which possesses

one color in alkaline solution and a different color in acid solution. Such

indicators arc very feebly acidic or basic in character. Their action is the

more sensitive the smaller the hydrogen-ion concentration range to which the

visible color change is limited. This range should coincide as closely as

possible with the hydrogen-ion concentration at the equivalent point, which

in turn is determined by the degree of hydrolysis of the salt which is formed in

the titration. Equations (16-18) and Table IT will serve for the calculation

of the transformation point as a function of strength of acid or base, and of

concentration.

Ostwald 1 advanced the theory that indicator action is due to ionization,

the undissociated molecule being of a color dilTerent from that of its ions.

Phenol phthalein is weakly acidic in properties, and, according to the theory,

may exist” entirely—to all practical i)urposes—in the form of the undissociated

molecule (which we will symbolize by IlPh), in the ])revsence of a very slight

concentration of hydrogen ions. When the salt of the indicator is formed,

however, extensive ionization occurs, and the ])ink anion (Ph ") imparts its

color to the solution. In the titration of a weak acid with sodium hydroxide

the successive reactions are:

(a) HA + Na+ + 011“ = Na+ + A" + H^O;

(b) HPh + Na^' + OH- = Na+ + Ph- + H^O.

Colorless Pink

(a) is virtually complete before {b) commences, because of the slight con-

centration of HPh and its extremely small dissociation constant {Ka = about

2 X 10-10).

The fact that phenol phthalein is unsuitabh* for the titration of weak bases,

for example, ammonia, is explained by the hydrolysis of the salt of the indicator.

At the equivalent point of the titration we would begin to have formed the

salt NH 4Ph. Hydrolysis prevents the formation of a visible amount of Ph"
ions, thus:

NH 4
+

-f- Ph- + HoO ^ HPh + NH 4OH.

The solution remains colorless until a very considerable excess of ammonium
hydroxide has been added.

In an analogous manner we may explain the fact that a weakly basic indi-

cator, for example, methyl orange, is suitable for the titration of a weak base,

^ Ostwald, Scientific Foundations of Analytical C’/hemistry, 124. 2d E<litioii (1900).

Macmillan & Co., London.
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but valueless for the titration of a weak acid because of the hydrolysis of the
indicator salt.

Tlie titration of a concentrated solution of a strong acid with a strong base,

or vice versa, may be made with any indicator whose color change occurs in

the pH range 4~ 10, because hydrolysis is practically negligible (see Table V for

dependence of pH range upon concentration).

Ostwahrs theory is essentially in accord with the facts. It is now known,
however, that the color change is due to intra-molccular rearrangement rather
than to simple ionization. In general, indicator solutions consist of ecpiilibrium

mixtures of two, or more, tautoimjrs, one of which prevails in a more acidic,

the other in a niore basic, rang(‘. There may be two or more color changes
which occur at widely different pH ranges. (See Table IV, and thymol blue.

Table VI.) The color change of plienol phthalein is ascribed to rearrangement
in the sense of the reaction;

/C^JHOH* /C5H4OH*
(\l\4 - 0 CAli - C

I
|\(V.H4()H*

I

"^061140

C O C - OH*

o o

I. Colorloss. II. Rose Colored.

TJie hydrogen atoms which are marked with asterisks have acidic properties.

The color of (II) is ascribetl to the chromophoric grouping, = rbH 4 = O.^

Acree ^ and Noyes ^ have formulated mass action expressions for tautomeric

equilibria. Noyes derives the following expressions for an acidic indicator

having tautomers, lllii and HIui:

(26)

Hln Hlni and

[Il+JIn-]

[Hln]
= A', uiul

(25)
[II In]

— Kt;

[Illn.]
= Ao.

Upon multiidying (27) by (25) and adding (26) to the product, and replacing

Hln by its value:

[Hill] + [iiiui]

1 + Kt

which is derived from (25), we have:

[Hill] + [Hill,] 1+Kt
1 For a oomplote disousaion of the evidence see Thiel, Ahretis Sammlung, 16, 353 and fT.

(1911).

2 Am. Chem. J., 38, 1 (1907); 39, 529 (1908).

5/. yiwi. Chem. Soc., 32, S15 (1910).
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If the indicator is a basic substance (InOH ^ IiuOH), the equilibrium
expression is;

/no \
rOH~J(Cln'*']] + [lui"'']) KtKr + K\

[InOH] + [IiqOH] ~
I + Kt

~

Noyes calls Kta or Kjb the ‘^apparent dissociation constant.” From an
inspection of equations (28) and (28a) it is evident that the dominant factor

in determining which tautomer shall prevail is the hydrogen-ion concentration.

A strict mathematical treatment must include a consideration of the fact that

many indicators are poly-basic or -acidic.' We may use equation (28) in the

simpler form

:

[n-irin-]
,,

[HIn]
“

wlierein [Illn] denotes the sum of the concentrations of substances in the

acidic form and [In-] the sum of those in the basic. Tlierefore we may
write

:

(29a)
[inn] _ ,,

^^^ [In-]
~[H+]=

(1 - l>)

arsh

The quantity b is the concentration of tlie basic, and (1 - h) of the acidic

forms, a IS is the degree of dissociation of the indicator salt. For a basic

indicator:

(20b) [H^]=
A at 0

and if we regard the degree of dissociation of the imlicator salt as unity, both
equations (29a and b) are of the form:

(20) [H^]=
^

The right-hand member is the indicator function” of Noyes.

When the indicator is half transformed from acidic to basic form, we have
the important relation Ki = This simple relation is of great im-

portance ill determining the hydrogen-ion concentration of solutions by the

indicator method (colorimetric method, vide infra), or conversely in the

determination of apparent dissociation constants of indicators. The latter

determination is made as follows: Two tubes containing equal concentrations

of indicator and in one case enough acid to produce the full acidic color, in the

other an equivalent amount of base, are superposed. The resultant color is

matched in a suitable colorimeter by an equivalent amount of indicator added
to an appropriate buffer mixture. The buffer mixture tube and a tube of

water are superposed in the same manner as those containing acidic and basic

indicator solutions. In this manner the pH value of the iioint of half trans-

' Acree, loc. cit., Rosenstein, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 34, 1117 (1912).
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formation of the indicator is found; this value is numerically equal to the

dissociation constant.

From the standpoint of the general theory of titrations the value of the

indicator function is more important than that of the constant, since we titrate

to the point of most clearly perceptible change, rather than to the point of

half transformation, acidic to basic color. Various factors, such as color per-

ception, color memory, and the relative brilliance of the two forms of indicator,

need to be considered.

Table III contains a summary of indicator function values and suitable

indicator concentrations. This table is derived from the results of Noyes,

Bjerrum, and Prideaux {loc. cit.).

TABLE III

Indicator Functions

Indicator Indicator Function

Indicator

Concentration

per 100 cc.

pH of the

Trans.

Point

Color Change

Dimethyl amino azo

benzene 0.1 Ki 7 X 10-6 0.1 cc. 1% sol. 4.0 First visible

Methyl Orange 0.1 Ki 5 X 10-6 0.1 cc. 1% sol. 4.3

change,

yellow-red

First visible

Methyl Red 0.3 Ki 3 X 10-« 0.1 cc. 1% sol. 5.5

change,

yellow-red

First visible

Rosolic Acid 0.1 Ki 3 X 10-® 1 cc. 1% sol. 6.5

change,

yellow-red

Brownish to

Phenol Phthalcin 20 Ki 4 X 10-» 0.7 cc. 1% sol. 8.0

reddish

Faint pink

3 Ki 6 X 10-1" 0.4 cc. 1% sol. 9.0 Faint pink

Those indicators serve for most of the titrations which are encountered in

quantitative analysis. It is possible, however, to select an indicator whose

color change occurs between any two desired pH units. Table IV contains a

selection of such indicators from an extensive chart compiled by Thiel {loc,

cit.).

Since the pH value of the equivalent point is determined by the hydrolysis

of the salt in question, it is obvious that an indicator which is useful in con-

centrated solutions may be unsuited for the same titration in very dilute

solution. Assuming that the error from this source alone should not be greater

than one per cent, Bjerrum {loc. cit.) has calculated the permissible range of

color transformation for varying dilutions as a function of the dissociation

constant of the weaker constituent of the salt.
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TABLE IV

CoLOB Tkansformation Banges of Indicators

Indicator pH

Tropaolin
Flesh

Color

Mauvein Green

1 10 11 12 13 14

Yellow

!b1uc
Grcni-

blue

Methyl Violet Green-blue Blue]

Tropaolin 00 I

Violet
I

color

Congo Bed

Methyl Bed

Violet

Yellow

The vertical portions of the

step-like line, and the short

vertical lines indicate well-

defined color changes.

Blue

Sodium Alizarin Sulphoiiate
^

green

Violet
I
Scarlet

Yellowish red

Bed

Bose

Cochineal

Bosolic Acid

Litmus

Phenol Phthalein

Yellow
Bed-

brown

Lilac
I

Violet

Lilac

Brown Bosc| Bed

«<!C1 ‘I'”'-
Violet let

Jiluo-

violet
Blue

Coloilessless jllosel Bed

Bjerrum points out that:

Only those intervals above the lines of the table are great enough to satisfy

the demands of careful titration. TJiose within the lines may be located by
electrometric or colorimetric methods. Those below the lines are so small
that no known experimental method gives a satisfactory end-point. An inspec-

tion of the table shows that an acid of constant 10~« could be titrated with the

aid of a single indicator from N to 0.01 N solution (salt at end-point) since the
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TABLE V

Bjerrum’s Table of Titration Intervals for a Desired Accuracy of 1 Per Cent

Ka Titration to N Salt To 0.1 N Salt To 0.01 N Salt To 0.001 N Salt

P3r p-intorval vt
1

p-iiitcrval Pi’ p-interval P T p-interval

00 7 3-11 7 4-10 7 5-9 7 6-8
10*2 8 5-11 7.52 5.04-10 7.15 5.14-9 7.02 6.04-8
10-4 9 7-11 8.5 7-10 8.0 7-9 7.52 7.04-8.04
10“® 10 9-11 9.5 8.96-10.04 9.0 S.S-9.2

p 8.5 8.43-8.57
1()-* 11 10.79-11.21 r 10.5

1

10.43-10.57 10.0 9.98-10.02
f 9.5 9.5 ±0.006

lO-io
1

12 11.98-12.02 f 11.5 11.5 ±0.006 10.98 10.98 ±0.002 10.43 10.43 ±0.0006
10-12 12.98 12.98 ±0.002 12.47 12.47 ±0.0006 11.79 11.79 ±0.0(102 10.96 10.96 ±0.00006

Note. The incoiTiplotc dissociation of the salt has not been taken into

account. Hence the figures at the greater concentrations need a correction

factor.

titration intervals have the pH range 9.0-9.2 in common. For the next lower

constant (10“^), a different indicator would have to be selected for each of the

dilutions.

The considerations wliich wo have discussed thus far apply at room temper-
atures, i.e., 18°“-25° C. Increase in temperature affects Kw to a greater degree

than the constants of the acid and of the indicator. Bjerrum\s general theory

of titration errors leads to the relation: Ka > Kw X 10” in order that an acid

may be titrated with an accuracy of one jier cent. The value of n depends upon
the dilution, being S for 0,02 N salt at the end-iioint. For this dilution at 20^

V. an acid of constant greater than 10 ® could be titrated, while at 100° C.

the constant would have to bo greater than O.G X 10"'^. The transformation

intervals of indicators arc shifted to varying extents by rise in temperature to

the boiling point. Titrations at or below room tem])erature are to be recom-
mended whenever possible.

In practical instances, the presence of colloidal particles, filter fibers, or

precipitates must be considered, since the tautomeric equilibrium may be

disturbed by adsorption at the surfaces of these substances, one tautomer
being more readily adsorbed than others. In colorimetric work this type of

error is called the ^‘p.otein error.'' When such an error is anticipated, the

titration may be iieiformed with several indicators of widely different chemical

nature, which change color at about the same pH iioint. In many instances

the indicator method must be abandoned in favor of the potentiometric or

conductance method.

Salts exert an effect beyond that wliicli would be expected from simple mass
law considerations. Two solutions which give the same pll value with the

hydrogen electrode when treated with the same amount of an indicator may
give different shades of color. Since the hydrogen electrode is the standard.
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the abnormality is ascribed to the indicator. In general, acidic indicators give

positive salt errors and basic indicators give negative ones. For normal con-

centrations of alkali salts the error is of the order of 0.2-0.3 pH, and is not serious

for the majority of titrations. (See Table V.) The indicators of Table III

are among the least sensitive to salt action (excci)t phenol phthalein).

The Hydrogen Electrode in Choice of Indicators: The significance of ti-

tration graphs for the choice of indicators is at once evident. The visible

color change must fall in the pH region where the ratci of change is a maximum

• The method of choice is indicated in Fig. 6, which gives
/ApH_
V AF

max.
j

titration curves of a number of acids together with a plot of the per cent

transformation of se^ral indicators from full alkaline to acid color as a function

of pH. The horizontal shaded re-

gions give the region of sharply visi- pH

ble change, which practically never

coincides with the half transforma-

tion point. In order to check the

correctness of the choice made in

this manner, it is well to perform

the potentiometric titration with

the indicator present because of

the uncertainty caused by salt ef-

fects, etc. (Hildebrand, loc. ciL).

The Indicator Method of Meas-
uring Hydrogen-Ion Concentration:

The shaded portions of the indicator

transformation curves at the right

of Fig. 6 represent useful ranges of

color change. By employing proper

buffer mixtures, a succession of

color standards is developed, each

of which corresponds to a pH value

slightly removed from the next,

say by 0.2 pH. A volume of the

unknown solution equal to that of

the standard is treated with an

equivalent amount of indicator.

This solution will have a color be-

tween those of two of the standard

comparison tubes. With suitable

colorimetric techniciue the pPI value may be accurately estimated to 0.1 pH.

Clark and Lubs ^ recommend the following carefully selected series of

indicators as being especially adapted to the colorimetric method in connection

with their series of standard buffer mixtures, curves 1-5, Fig. 5.

5 JO 15 eo 25 30 35

C C Alkali— 0 25 50 75 100

/^Conversion

Acid to Alkaline form

Fkj. 0. Curvo (1). 30 c*c. of sulplmric acid

titrated with sodiuin hydroxide of oiiuivahait

strength. (2) 25 cc. of acetic acid titrated with

NaOll of equivalent normality. (3) Titration

of 40 cc. of 0.0711 M phosphoric a(;id with 0.2

N NaOlI. Davis, Oakes, and Salisbury, Itul.

Kitg. Chem., 15, 182 (1923). (4) and (5) Re-

sults of van Lieiiipt, Z. anoru. Chem., Ill, 151

(1920), curve (4) being the titration of boric

acid alone, and curve (5) of an equivalent

amount of boric acid plus 10 g. of inannite, the

]iori<; acid being thus converted into a relatively

strong acid.

1 J. Bad., 2, 1 (1917).
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TABLE VI

Clark and Lubs Selected Indicators

Indicator
Concen-

tration
Color Change pH Range

Thymol sulphon i)hthaloin (thymol blue) acid range 0.04% Red-Yellow 1.2-2.8

Tctra hromosiilphoii phthaleiii (broni phenol blue) . .

Ortho carboxy benzene azo dimethyl aniline (methyl

0.04% Yellow-Blue :lo 4.G

red)

Di bromo ortho cresol sulphon phthalein (]>rom cresol

0.02% Red-Yellow 4.4-6.()

purple)

Di bromo thymol sulphon phthalein (brom thymol

0.0-1% Yellow-Purple 5.2-G.8

blue) 0.04% Yellow-Blue 0.0-7.6

Phenol sulphon iihthaleiii (phenol red) 0.02% Yellow-Red 0.S-S.4

Ortho cresol sulphon i)hthalcin (cresol red) ...

Thymol sulphon phthalein (thymol blue) alkaline

0.02% Yellow-Red 7.2-8.8

range 0.04% Yellow-Blue 8.(>-9.6

Ortho cresol sulphon phthalein (cresol phthalein) . . 0.02% Colorh'ss-Red S.2-9.8

POTENTIOMETRIC TiTRATIONS ^

We luive briefly considered the analytical uses of the hydrogen electrode,

which might be classified as: (1) The measurement of exact hydrogen-ion con-

centrations by the application of the concentration cell principle; and (2) The
indication of end-points, or progress of reaction, in titration processes. In

similar manner any other electrode which depends upon the reaction between

an element and its ion might be capable of these uses. Electrodes other than

the hydrogen electrode have occasionally been used in the solution of special

processes of ion concentration measurement, e.g., the silver concentration cell

in the measurement of the solubility of silver cliloride.^ From an analytical

standpoint, however, the use of such electrodes in the determination of end-

points is more important.

General Theory of Potentiometric Titrations: Every electrode process is

an oxidation-reduction reaction, since it involves loss or gain of electrons by
atoms or ions. For convenience we may divide electrode processes into three

fairly distinct classes:

(a) The transfer of electrons between an element and its ion, e.g.:

Zn ^ Zn+’‘' + 2 c,

;F=i H+ + 6,

ICE + € ^ C1-.

The symbol c, the electron equivalent, denotes the electronic charge associated

with one gram equivalent, c = — Faraday = — 96,500 coulombs.

^ Variously known as electrometric titrations, electrometry, electro-titrametric methods,

etc.

® Goodwin, Z. physik, Chem,^ 13, 645 (1894).
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{h) Processes which involve electronic transfer by increasing or decreasing
the valence of an ion

:

re++^ Fc+++ + c,

Fe(CN)r ^ Fe(CN)6^'' + e,

Mn04“ ^ MnOr + €.

(c) Processes which involve electronic transfer with alteration in the oxygen
content of the ion:

Mn++ + 4H 2O Mn04 '- + 8H+ + 5e,

VO++ + 3H2O ^ VO4 + 6H+ + €,

Cr+++ + 4HoO ^ HCr04- + 7H+ + Se.

Expressions for the electrode potential due to each of these three types of

processes have been derived by Nernst/ Peters,^ and Crotogino,*** respectively.

Huber,^ and Bancroft ^ have shown that the logical derivation of a common
expression for all types of electrode processes is from the van^t Hoff equation
for the reaction isotherm, as follows: If the process is arranged to take place
electrically, the maximum work A = nFE. The vanT Hoff equation:

(30)

then becomes:

(31)

A = RTlnK^
Vi

E = — lnK^,
nF p 2

where pi refers to the partial pressures of the substances consumed, and p 2

to those of the substances produced. Therefore, if concentrations are pro-
portional to partial pressures:

(32) E — — Inh
nF

RT C 2-—In— -

nF Cl

The first term is obviously equal to the electromotive force, Eo, at unit con-
centration of all reacting substances. The equation may then be written:

(33) E = Eo
RT

,
C2— In — •

nF Cl

The sign of the electromotive force is positive when the reaction is written so

that negative electricity flows from right to left across the phase boundaries

1 Z. phyaik, Chern,, 4. 129 (1889).

phyaik, Chem., 26, 193 (1898).

’ Z, anorg, Chem,, 24, 225 (1900).

*Z, Elektrochem., 7, 1046 (1901).

^ Trana, Am. Electrochem. Soc.y 28, 357 (1915).
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within the cell.' For example, the cquatioihs for some typical processes are:

RT
Zn, Zn++ : Zn Zn++ + 2f, E = -— fn[Zn++];

2F

RT rFe+++1
Pe+++ re++, Pt : Fe^'^ ^ + €; E = qE In^ •

’ F [Fe++]

The value, o^, for each process at normal concentrations of all reacting

substances is referred to the value of the normal hydrogen electrode (= zero)

as a standard.

If we re})rcHent the general oxidation-reduction reaction by:

(34) aA + h'B' ^ a'il' + hB,

where A and B represent higher, and A ' and B' lower, oxidation stages, we may
divide the reaction into two opposed partial reactions with their characteristic

electromotive force expressions:

RT r
(1) aA+xe = a'A'; Ea = oEa +^ Wr ^

xF [^J“

RT r
(2) b'B' ^hB + xe; En = oEs -^ hi •

xF [/i'J*

At equilibrium Ea equals Eb and therefore we have:

(35)

Whence

The logarithmic expression on the right is the usual mass action constant

of the reaction (34). Upon converting to common logarithms and siibstitutiiig,

for R and F, their values in electrical units, and assuming a temperature of

298° A, we have:

rr rr
0.059

(36) oEb - qEa = log A.
X

This equation is of use in calculating equilibrium potentials and ^^breaks^^ in

the potential curves at the end-point, as well as in the customary calculations

of equilibrium constants from electromotive force data, etc.

The calculation of equilibrium potential is of interest because its value

corresponds to the analytical end-point of the reaction. In simple special

1 Lewis, J. Am. Omn. Soc., 35, 20 (1913), suggested this convention regarding sign.

xF [A]“
= Jin -

RT
,
[Bj

xF

p ,,
_RT rA'YlBj
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cases the calculation is not difficult. Muller ^ gives the following methods of

calculation for two cases which include the majority of analytical titrations.

Case 1. The coefficients of A and A', and also of B and /i', are equal.

a = a';h = 6'.

At the end-point of a given reaction the residual concentrations of A and /i'

are not unrelated, but stand in the ratio a : 5', since the two substances react

in this ratio. In similar manner, A' and B will be present in the ratio a' : h.

Therefore, at equilibrium.

(37) m a

v’
and

Upon dividing (38) by (37) we have:

(39)

and hence:

We may therefore write:

b\^A'2 _

LAI LB'-]

or (40)
LA] m

Substituting these values for these concentration ratios in (35), the equilibrium

potential is:

(41) „Ea + - -— -4-7 log K = oEh
X a + h

^59 h

X a + b
log K.

Upon substituting fo ---log K its value from equation (30),
X

we have for

equilibrium potential in terms of normal potentials:

(42)
anBn + b{)EA

a + 6

With the aid of this equation we may calculate end-point potentials.

These values are of considerable service in applying the first and second methods

of the practical determination of end-points, which will be described (vide

infra). As an illustration of the use of (42) let us calculate the end-point

potential of the interaction between ferrous iron and broniatc ion, assuming

that the hydrogen-ion concentration is normal and the temperature is 25° C.

The reaction is:

1 Muller, Klektroinetrisehe Miissanalyse, 22 and ff. (1921). Th. Steinkopf, Dresden

and Leipzig.
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BrOr + 6H+ + 6Pe++ Br- + SH^O + 6Fe+++

and the partial reactions are:

(1) l(BrOr + 6H+) + 66 ?=* l(Br- + SHaO);

a a'

(2) 6Fe++?^6Fe+++ + Ce;

b' b

Therefore

„ _ (1 X - 0.75)+ (6 X - 1.420) _

— 1.420 volts

(Here a = a' = 1),

qEb = — 0.75 volt

(b = h' = 6).

1.324 volts.

This value is the internal E.M.F. of the cell. In practice a normal calomel

cell is used as a reference standjird. The external, or observed, E.M.F. of the

cell: calomel electrode | solution
|

Pt electrode would then be — 1.324 + 0.284
= — 1.040 volts.

Case 2. Precipitation Reactions. The coefficients a and a' or h and h' arc

in general different. The product of the concentrations of A and B' is constant

(solubility product).

= ky and 6'CA] =

upon eliminating [B'] we have:

In precipitation reactions wc may so formulate the partial processes that [A '3

and constants whose values are included in those of oEa and qEh.

Substituting the value of [A^ from (43) in equation (35), the eciuilibrium

expression is:

(44)
— oEa —

a 0.059

a + ^ ^

For example in the precipitation reaction:

Ag+ + 1“ = Agl, k = 10~^® (solubility product).

The partial reactions may be written:

(1) Ag+ + € ^ Ag; o^Ag = “ 0.80 volt.

(2) Ag + 1“ ^Agl + e; and a = a' = 5 = 5' = a; = 1.

^eq.
= - ~ I 0.059 log 10-i« = - 0.80 + 0.472 = - 0.328?;.

The value referred to the normal calomel electrode would be — 0.046?;. If we
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substitute the value of
0.059

X
log K from (36) in equation (44), the latter

becomes

:

(45)
(IqEb + 5^

0Da

a + N ~
ah' 0.059, b'—r-r, log -

a + y X a

(Note. In the derivation of equation (45) we assume that the partial

reactions have been so written that the constant of the reaction is l/ky where k
is the solubility product.)

The potential corresponding to the second partial reaction in the precipita-

tion of silver iodide is 0.14 volt. Hence from

(45) - 0.00 = - 0.330 volt.

The discrepancy of 2 millivolts in the results of the two methods of calculation

is due to slight inconsistency between the K.M.F. and solubility data.

From the normal potentials of the partial reactions it is possible to calculate

the magnitude of the “ break in the potential curve near the end-point.

Muller (loc. cit.) has developed the following expressions for the potential
“ break.

(a) For Precipitation Reactions,

0 050
Potential ''Break'' = oEa - oEn - ’

‘

log [^initial]® X Const.,
X

assuming that we always titrate to a final excess of B' whose value is expressed
by the constant. Replacing {^Eb - qEa) by its value from (30), and employing

j as the constant of the reaction, where k is the solubility product, we find

:

k

(46)

Potential “Break” = - ^ -'’-logi - ^‘^'-log X Const.
X k X

The numerical value of the potential rise or fall is greater the smaller the

solubility product, and the greater the initial concentration of the ion to be
precipitated.

{h) Reaction in which no insoluble substance is involved,

(47) Potential “Break” = ,>Ea - oEb = ^^log-
X K

if the "break" is reckoned from the point of half titration, i.e., [R] = [R'],

to a constant slight excess of reagent.

Methods of Determining End-Points

Method 1. We have considered the most general method—that of de-

termination of course of reaction—in the special case of neutralization reactions
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whose progress was followed by the hydrogen electrode as an indicator elec-

trode. The end-point was marked by an inflection in the curve. This method
is perfectly general provided that an electrode can be found which will indicate

correctly the relative changes in concentration of some one of the reactants.

It is not necessary that the electrode process be truly reversible if we arc

interested mei’cly in the determination of the equivalent point with ordinary

analytical accuracy.

By way of illustration, let us consider the reaction between ferrous iron and

potassium bichromate. Hildebrand (loc. cit.) presented a few results which

brought out clearly the influence; of acid concentration upon the sharpness of

the,potential break at the end-])oint. Curves 1 and 2, Fig. 7, illustrate the

C.C.KzCrzOr—

-

Fig. 7. (1) 20 vc. of approx. 0.1 N fcrrou.s

Kulphato solution titrated witli O.l N biehroniato.

About .'i per e(Mit (by volume*) of H(M, sp. per. 1.2,

pr<\sent at start. (2) Repetition of (1) with 50
per eent of HCl present. (t3) Curve ob-

tained by IIo.stetter and Roberts upon siib-

stitutinp: a palladium for the platinum eloetrode.

C.C.FeS04 Solution—

^

Fig. 8 . 25 oe. 0.1 N biehromate solu-

tion titrat(Hl with approximately 0.1 N
ferrous sulphate. For (1) the acid added
was sulphuric, for (2) hydro(;hlorie.

Fig. 8A. Illustrates the nature of the

end-point obtained by Willard and
Fenwick in the rever.so titration using a

polarized platinum-tungsten electrode

system.

influence of acid concentration. Hostetter and Roberts ^ have made a critical

study of this method. Their results prove that it is one of the most accurate

of volumetric processes.

W, Am. Chem. Soc., 41. 1337 (1919).
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The reverse titration is of considerable interest. Forbes and Bartlett ^

found that there was an anomalous rise in potential shortly preceding the

equivalent point, in the absence of chloride ion. In hydrochloric acid solution

the anomalous rise does not occur; the curve is hardly a normal one, however.

(Compare curves 1 and 2, Fig. 8.) Fppley and Vosburgh ^ have studied the

method further. They found that the determination is strictly accurate over

a limited range of acidity and bichromate concentration. The anomalous rise

in potential is followed by a sudden violent drop at the end-point, which

enables one to use a sudden deflection of a rather insensitive galvanometer as

an indication of the end-point. Kelley and his collaborators ^ have shown that

this procedure greatly simplifies the determination of chromium, vanadium,

and manganese, in steels and ferro-alloys.

Method 2. A suitable indicator electrode and an electrode which duplicates

the conditions at the end-point are joined by the solution under examination.

The end-point is distinguislK'd by a sudden fall of the potential difference to

zero. A capillary electrometer, galvanometer, or even a sensitive voltmeter,

serves to indicate the end-point. For instance, the cell:

Ag, solution of unknown [Ag'"]], KNO3 saturated with Agl, Ag

would serve for the determination of silver with potassium iodide.

This method is obviously not limited to any i)articular type of reaction,

and the apparatus is extremely simple. Its chief disadvantage lies in the

necessity of ])reparing a different end-point electrode for each reaction.

Method 2A. Pinkhoff {loc. rlt.) has described what may bo regarded as

essentially a modification of the above method. An E.M.F. equal to that

developed at the end-point iE^^) is opposed to that develojXMl by the cell:

Pt, Unknown solution. Reference electrode.

A sudden reversal of polarity marks the end-j)oint. A v(;ry simple potenti-

ometer may be used. The chief disadvantage is the difficulty of compensating

for the effect of foreign salts, variable concentrations, and temperature changes.

Method 3. In many precipitation reactions it is inconvenient or impracti-

cable to use an electrode of the metal in question. This difficulty may i)e

avoided in some instances by using a cathodically polarized platinum electrode

in conjunction with a standard half cell.^ Enough of the metal is deposited

to give its characteristic electrode potential. The apparatus is indicated in

Fig. 9. Tlie rather complicated set-up and the unsatisfactory nature of the

results detract from the value of the method. Under favorable conditions,

1 /. Am. Chem. Soc., 35, 1527 (1013).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44 2148 (1922).

3 Kelley and Coiiant, J. Am. Chem. 3oc., 38, .341 (1016); ,T. Ind. Enn. Chem., 8, 710

(1016). Roe also J. Ind. Euf/. Chem., 9, 7S0 (1017); 10, 19 (1918); 13, 0.30, 1().'')3 (1021).

* This procedure was developed principally by Pinkhoff, Dissertation, Arnsterdam (1010),

and by Treadwell, and Treadwell and Weiss, Hclo. Chim. Acta, 2, 672, 680 (1019).

® This device was proposed by Dutoit and von Weisse, J. Chim. Phys., 9, 578 (1911).
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however, it enables one to determine a number of metals by successive precipita-

tion with appropriate reagents.

The three methods which have been described depend more or less closely

upon reversible electrode effects. Equations (36, 42, and 44-47) give reliable

values only when the approach to true

reversibility is very close. In every

case where irreversible effects are in

evidence, e.g., the titration of bichrom-

ate with ferrous iron, a special study

must be made to determine whether

the potential break corresponds to the

equivalent point.

The following method depends pri-

marily upon certain transitory effects

which appear at extremely small con-

centrations of active oxidizing or reduc-

ing agents.

Method 4- The Use of Polarized Bi-

Metallic Electrode Systems. Hostetter

and Roberts {loc. ciL) made the in-

teresting observation that a palladium

electrode in conjunction with a stand-

ard half cell did not give a rise in poten-

tial at the end-point of the titration

of ferrous iron with bichromate. (Compare curves 1 and 2, Fig. 8.) They
suggested that the palladium electrode might replace the usual calomel half

cell with consequent simplification of apparatus. Willard and Fenwick ^ have

made a thorough study of a large number of bi-metallic systems. Platinum

with some other metal of its group (other than palladium), or with tungs-

ten, furnished the most effective systems. The course of the titration curve

is radically different from the usual curves with the platinum electrode-

standard half cell system. There is zero difference of potential during most

of the titration, or if tungsten is one of the metals, there is a gradual rise of

about 50 millivolts; in every case the end-point is marked by an abrupt

break of 100 to 200 millivolts. The “break” is generally limited to a

range of about. 0.5 cc. of 0.1 N titrating reagent. The break may be followed

by rising, falling, or nearly stationary potential, depending upon the nature

of the system.

The pre-treatment of the electrodes has a profound influence upon their

behavior during the titration. Willard and Fenwick studied the polarization

of one or both electrodes as a means of standardizing the pre-treatment. In

highly acid solutions the anodic polarization of one electrode gave an improved

break, as was predicted from theoretical considerations. Finally it was found

that a system of two pure platinum wires of identical properties, the one

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44
, 2504, 2516 (1922).

Fig. 9, Apparatus of Dutoit and von

Weisse. 5, cathodirally polarized platinum

electrode; a, auxiliary platinum electrode.

The polarizing current was generally about

1 X 10”'* amp. maintained constant with

the aid of battery, B, resistance, 11, ammeter,

A, and switch, S, P represents a poten-

tiometer, (1, a galvanometer.
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anodically, the other cathodically polarized with a current of about 0.5 X 10~®

amperes, gave the sharpest break of any system.

Willard and Fenwick explain the operation of the bi-metallic s3’'stems on

the basis of the Nernst ^ hypothesis that oxidation and reduction potentials

are due to definite pressures of oxygen or hydrogen with which the electrode is

charged. This idea has been elaborated further by Peters^ and Fredenhagen.®

The phenomenon of the break or end-point difference in potential between two
unattackable electrodes is explained by Willard and Fenwick as follows:

“When the concentration of oxygen ion or of hydrogen ion becomes vanishingly small,

the osmotic pressure is too low for a saturation of the electrodes with the corresponding

gas. The two elements receive the charge in accordance with the distribution law, and a

difference of potential develops which is at its maximum with minimum concentration of

the corresponding ion, and which falls rapidly as this ion concentration rises to a value in

excess of that required for the saturation of both electrodes.”

The character of the end-point with a polarized bi-metallic system is

indicated in Fig. 8^1.

The list of reactions which may be followed with analytical accuracy by
the potentiometric method is large and is rapidly increasing. Table VII

contains a list of some of the reactions which have been submitted to detailed

study.
TABLE VII

Reactions which Give Accurate End-Points by the Potentiometric Metikjd

(A) Precipitation Reactions

Reaction

Ag^ + Br^
^

I AgBr]^
cither halogen or silver

A^ + I-==lAgI
^

j

Ag+- + CNS- = lAgCNS
Ag+ + K+ + 2CN- = KAg(CN)2 ®

2Ag^--fS’" = lAg^S

Hg+ -f Cl- = 1
HgCl

Hg+ + Br- = 1
HgBr

Mg++ -h 2(OH)- = 1
Mg(OH)2

Zn+^-l-S =lZnS
3Zn++ + 2Kre(CN)6 ' = 1

Zn3K2[Fe(CN)6]2

End-Point Investigators

Method
r 2 Behrend.

3 Dutoit & von Weisse.

I 1 Lieblich.

1 Behrend.

1 Treadwell (1).

2 Miiller et al. (1, 2, 3).

2 Treadwell (2).

4 Willard & Fenwick (1).

Behrend.

1 Hildebrand & Ilarned.

2 Pinkhoflf (1).

1 Hcdrich.

Knauth.
Treadwell (2).

von Bischowski.

1 Nernst, “Theoretical Chemistry,” p. 702, Gth Edition flOll), Macmillan & Co., London.

2 Loc. cit.

2 Z. anorg. Chem., 29, .396 (1902).
* Some instances of stable complex formation are included.

® This reaction has been used for the determination of Ni, Co, or Zn; a known excess

of potassium cyanide is added. Back titration with silver nitrate gives a measure of the

excess.

® The addition of a small amount of fcrricyanide enables the end-point to be deter-

mined with an oxidation potential set-up, the partial reactions being:

(A) 3Zn++ d- 2KFe(CN)«“ + 2€^ K2Zn3lFe(CN)6l2

(B) 2KFe(CN)e"“^2KFe(CN)6“-l-2e
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Copper and cadmium enter into analogous reactions.

2Pb++ + Fe(CN),- = 1
Pb2Fe(CN)t MaUer & Gablor.

(Lead and zinc may be determined in the same solu-

tion.)

(B) Oxidation-Reduction Reactions

Halogens. The problem of the potentiomctric determination of the halogens has been
subjected to a considerable amount of study. Total halogen is determined by precipitation

with silver ion.

Reaction End-Point Investigators

Method
Iodide in presence of Cl~ or Br"* is oxidized by an 1 or 4 Willard & Fenwick (2).

excess of hypobromitc. The excess is estimated with
standard arsenlte solution.

Selective oxidation of bromide: 1 Willard & Fenwick (2).

2Mn04- 4- 16H+ + 5Br“ + 5CN-
= 2Mn++ + 8H2O + 5BrCN

(Iodide enters into a similar reaction.)

Oxidation of Iodide Ion:

BrOa" + + 61- = Br" + 3H 2O + 312 1 Kolthoff (1) ;
Hendrixson (1).

2HCr04“ + 14H+ + hi ' = 2Cr’ + 8H2O H- 3I 2 1 Hendrixson (1).

lOa" + hll^ -f- t51- = 2 I 2 -|- 3H 2O 1 Kolthoff (1).

2Mn04“ -|- 16H^ -} 101" = 2Mn^ ^ + 8H2O + SH 1 Crotogino; Hendrixson (1).

Various Reactions.

Kolthoff (2).

2CU'’"’' + 41^ = 2CnI -f- I2 1 Ostorheld & Honegger.
I2 + 2S2O3 = S4O8 + 21" 4^. A 1 or 2A
BrOa" -f 6H+ + 3Sb^ = Br" + 3H2O -f 3Sb\y 1

BrOa" + 6H*- + 3As^ = Br' + 3H 2O + ;3As^ ++ f 2.4 Ziiitl & Wattenberg (1).

BrOa" + OH + 3T1 = Br" + 3H2O + 3TF J

BrOa" + GH+ -|- 6Fe++ = Br" + 3H2O -f 6Fe++^ I Kolthoff (2).

Behrerid, Z. phgsik. Cheni,, 11, 485 (1893).

B(3ttger, ibul.^ 24, 253 (1916).

Crotogino, loc. cit.

Dutoit & von Weisse, loc. cit.

Ewing & Eldrcdge, J. Afti. Chem. Soc., 44, 1484 (1922).

Forbes & Bartlett, loc. cit.

Furman, J. Am. Chem. Soc.^ 44, 2685 (1912). Trans. Am. Ehxtrochem. Soc., 43, 79 (1923).

Haber <Sr Klemencicwicz, Z. physik. Chem.^ 67, 385 (1909).

Hedrich, Dissertation, Dresden (1920).

Hendrixson, (1) J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1309.(1921). (2) Ibid., 45, 2013 (1923).

Hendrixson & Verbeck, ibid., 44, 2382 (1922).

Hildebrand, loc. cit.

Hildebrand and Harned, loc. cit.

Hughes, J. Am. Chem. Hoc., 44, 2860 (1922).

Kelley & Conant, loc. cit.

Knauth, Dissertation, Dresden (1915).

Kolthoff, (1) Rec. trav. chim.. 3g, 208 (1920). (2) Chem. Weekbl., 16, 450 (1919). (3) Rcc.

trav. chim., 40, 532 (1921). (4) Ibid., 41, 343 (1922). (5) Ibid., 42, 186 (1923). Sec

also Biilman, J. Soc. Leather Trades Chem., 5, 27 (1921); also Sorensen ct al., Ann.
chim., 16, 283 (1921).

Licblich, Dissertation, Dresden (1920).

(1) Muller & Lautcrbach, Z. anal. Chem., 61, 457 (1922).

(2) Muller & Lauterbach, ibid., 62, 23 (1923).
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0.5 to 0.8 per cent with a conductance set of moderate precision (0.2 per cent). By us-

ing a weight burette, an accurately controlled thermostat, and a more sensitive conduct-
ivity set, a much higher order of accuracy is obtainable.

Ill general, if conductance values, or, more simply, bridge readings, with a
constant comparison resistance, are plotted as ordinates, against cc. of reagent

as abscisste, we obtain a titration graph which consists of two intersecting

straight lines. The abscissa of the point of intersection is the equivalent

point.

The accuracy of the method is greater the more acute the angle of inter-

section, and the more closely the points of the graph lie upon straight lines.

If the lines are to be straight, it is theoretically necessary that the volume of

the solution shall not change during the titration. This condition is regarded

as being satisfied in practice if the total volume of reagent does not exceed one
to two per cent of that of the unknown solution. The reagent should therefore

be as concentrated, and the solution as dilute as feasible.

Fig. 11. Titnition of a Strong Acid with a Fkj. 12. Titration of Acids of Various

Strong Base Strengths, with u Strong Base

Other important factors which affect the accuracy of the method are:

(a) The degree of electrolytic dissociation of the various substances; (5)

The ionic conductances; (c) Hydrolytic action; and (d) The solubility of

precipitates, or the stability of complexes. We shall consider the influence of

these factors upon the more important individual types of conductance de-

terminations.

Thesis, Lausanne (1908). Dutoit, Bull. Boc. Chim., 7 (1910). An address of 39 pp. which

gives a resum6 of his work upon neutralization, displacement, and precipitation reactions.

A brief bibliography is included. See also Dutoit, J. Chim. Phys., 8, 12 (1910); Dutoit

and Mojiu, ibid., 8, 27 (1910). Thiel and Roemer, Z. physik. Chem., 63, 711 (1908). Van
Suchtelen and Itano, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 36, 1793 (1914). Harned, ibid., 39, 252 (1917).

^Z. anorg. Chem., Ill, 1, 28, 97 (1920); 112, 155, 165. 172, 187, 196 (1921).

Z. analyt. Chem., 61, 171, 229, 332, 369, 433 (1922); 62, 1, 97, 161, 209 (1923).
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(A) Neutralization Reactions: (a) Titration of a Strong Base with a Strong

Acidj or vice versa. The graph of such a titration consists of two straight

lines intersecting at an acute angle, Fig. 11. Accurate results may be obtained

even at extreme dilutions. The line AB represents the progress of the neutral-

ization; it is a composite of OBj which represents the conductance of the salt

formed, and AD which is that of the acid. The line BC represents the con-

ductance due to salt formed plus that due to excess of reagent.

Other tilings being equal, the accuracy is greater the lower the conductance

of the cation of the base.

(6) Titration of a Moderately Strong or Weak Acid ivith a Strong Base. A
series of neutralization curves is represented in Fig. 12. A'B represents the

titration of a moderately strong acid with a strong base. As we deal with

progressively weaker acids the curve tends finally to approach the salt line

A'^'B, and finally OB); extremely weak acids give titration graphs of

the form OBC. In general there is a minimum in the curves for moderately

strong acids (as at 5, curve A"B).

Upon the assumiitioii that the equivalent point may be accurately de-

termined, i.e., that the neutralization curve coincides with the salt line, if the

conductance due to acid is not more than one per cent of that due to salt at

75 per cent neutralization, Koltholf finds that the titration of a moderately

strong acid gives accurate results:

In 0.1 N solution ii the dissociation constant, is less than 5 X

In 0.01 N “ “ “ 5 X 10~^

In 0.001 N 5 X 10-6.

For the calculation, eciuation (2) is written in the foim:

x{a + x)

5 — (a + .r)

== KaX 103,

where x is hydrogen-ion concentration, h the original acid concentration, and

a that of alkali added, all expressed in milli-equivalents per liter. If we
assume that

:

AII^ + A^, = 350, and Ab+ + A^- == 80,

then

:

— X —
100 350

X 75 0.172,

b = 100, and a = 75, whence:

0.172(75 + 0.172)
Ka =

103[100 - (75 -t- 0.172)]
= 5 X 10“^

In a similar manner the lower limit of the dissociation constant of a weak

acid may be calculated. In this instance, the hydrolysis of the salt which is

formed is the determining factor. Kolthoff assumed that the neutralization
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curve would coincide with the salt line, or would at all events be straight from
the point of three-fourths neutralization to the end-point, if, at this instant,

the conductance of hydroxyl ion due to hydrolysis did not exceed I per cent

of the total. He calculated that for an 0.1 N solution Ka must be equal to or

greater than 2 X and for an 0.01 N solution, e(|ual to or greater than
2 X 10~®. (Calculation made by using equations (13a and b), assuming A^-
= 35, Aqjj- = 174, and that:

1 QK

[OH] = X X conc’n].)

Accurate results were obtained in the titration of 0.1 N boric acid, phenol,

hexamethylene tetra-amine, etc., whose dissociation constants lie between
10~^‘^ and 10~^. With 0.01 N solutions, however, the accuracy is scarcely

satisfactory.

Considerations similar to the above are applicable, rnutntifi imdandU^ to

the titration of moderately strong or weak bases with strong acids.

(c) Titration of a Weak Acid toilh a Weak Base, or vice versa. Hydrolysis

is iT factor of much less significance in this instance than in the preceding case.

Upon the assumption that 1 per

cent hydrolysis at 00 per cent neu-

tralization will not interfere with

the attainment of analytical ac-

curacy, Kolthoff derives 3 X 10

as the minimum values for disso-

ciation constants of both acid and

base. ((\‘il ciliated with the sub-

stitution of api)ropriate numerical

values in ecpiation (10).) His

results in the titration of acetic

and oxalic acids with ammonia are

presented in Fig. 13. It will be

noted that oxalic a(;id, in common
with the majority of dibasic acids,

gives a graph which is precisely

like that of a mixture of a fairly

strong with a much weaker acid.

(d) Displacement Reactions. These reactions involve the question of the

partition of an acid between twm bases, or vice versa. We may determine the

(uid-point of the displacement of ammonia from ammonium chloride by sodium
hydroxide, of acetic acid from sodium acetate by hydrochloric acid, of pyridine

from pyridine acetate by sodium hydroxide, etc. The titration graphs arc

analogous to those which represent the titration of very iveak acids with strong

bases.

The special advantages of the conductance method applied to neutralization

and displacement reactions depend upon the applicability of the method to

Fk5. 13. Results f.f KoUhoff, Curve I.

Titration of 10 rr. 0.107 N aretk* acid, (^urvo

II. Titration of 10 vv. 0.100 N oxalic acid.
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the examination of extremely dilute solutions, and especially to the determina-

tion of substances whose degree of dissociation is extremely slight. The dis-

placement reactions are of especial significance in the examination of urine and

other physiological liquids. The advantage of the conductance method in the

analysis of colored solutions is obvious.

(B) Precipitation Reactions: The conductance method is particularly

suitable for the determination of the end-points of analytical precipitations,

since a degree of solubility which would vitiate ordinary gravimetric results

is often without influence upon the accuracy of this method. Let us consider

the general precipitation reaction: BA + CD = BD + CA,

Suppose that 100 cc. of an 0.001 N
solution of BA are titrated with a nor-

mal solution of CD. The graph is

represented in Fig. 14. Assume that the

volume of the solution is not changed

(ill reality it is 100.1 cc. at the equiva-

lent point). Then let A/?, A^i, Ac, and

Ad represent the ionic conductances.

The ordinate OR (Fig. 14) represents

the original conductance and is equal to

0.001 (A/?+ Ayi). Assuming a com-

pletely insoluble precipitate, the ordi-

nate VB is equal to 0.001(Ac + A^i).

Similarly V'T is equal to 0.001(2Ac

The tangent of the angle, a, may be derived from those of

and UBT. If we let OF = FF' == Af, and the normality of

Flo. 14. Giuph of II Precipitation Reaction.

+ A^ + Ad)
angles RBU
the original solution A, we have:

tan a = (Aji + Ad)M
+ N^{Ac — Aij)(Ac + Ad)

From this relation it follows that:

1. The angle a, and hence the sharpness of the end-point, is independent

of the nature of the anion A.

2. a decreases as Ad increases.

3. a increases as Ac increases.

4. a increases as M increases.

Dutoit derived the above relationships, and from them a number of practical

rules, which Kolthoff has studied, and somewhat modified, as follows:

1. The nature of the original anion is almost without influence when a

cation is to be precipitated, and vice versa. On account of their great mobilities

hydrogen and hydroxyl ions must be excepted. It is a matter of indifference

whether we precipitate barium as sulphate from a solution of chloride or

acetate. A solution of barium hydroxide would not be satisfactory.

2. The sharpness of the end-point will be greater in proportion as the con-

ductance of that ion of the reagent which enters into the precipitate is greater.
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For example, it is possible to use a sulphate, carbonate, or chromate, to pre-

cipitate barium ion. Since the mobility of the sulphate ion is highest, its use

is most satisfactory.

3. The smaller the conductance of that ion of the reagent which docs not

enter the precipitate, the greater will be the accuracy of the method. In

general, cations are best precipitated by adding lithium salts, and anions by
adding acetates. It is not possible to obtain a satisfactory conductance

determination of barium by adding sulphuric acid. Lithium sulphate, how-
ever, gives excellent results.

Harned (loc. cit.) has developed what may be regarded as a logical extension

of this rule. lie chooses conditions so that two insoluble substances are

formed. Thus, both ions of magnesium and various other sulphates arc

precipitated by barium hydroxide. This method gives a very rapid and

excellent determination of magnesium in the presence of calcium.

4. The reagent must be at least ten times as concentrated as the unknown
solution. The latter should be at least as dilute as N/40. When the solubility

of the precipitate is slight enough, excellent results are obtained in 0.001 N
solutions. A good average working range is. 0.01 to 0.02 N.

5. Foreign salts which do not react with the precipitating solution do not

affect the end-point even when present in rather large excess over the con-

centration of the ion which is to be precipitated.

The operation of the above rules is considerably modified in practice by
the following disturbing influences:

Solubility of Precipitates. The effect of solubility is to give a rounded

portion of the curve near the equivalent point. The dotted line aftc. Fig. 14,

indicates the effect of solubility of precipitate. Providing that a suitable

distance of both curves Rah and hcT is straight, an accurate determination of

the end-point is obtained by producing these straight portions until they inter-

sect. The distance Bh is a measure of the solubility of the precipitate. There

is a fairly definite relationship between order of solubility of precipitate and

degree of dilution, which must be satisfied if the results are to be accurate.

Dutoit states that the conductance of the soluble product of the reaction must

be 50 to 100 times that of the ions of the precipitate. Kolthoff derives the

relation as follows:

Assuming that the results are satisfactory, if the conductance due to pre-

cipitate is not greater than 1 per cent of the total when half of the stoichio-

inetrical amount of CD has been added, for an 0.1 N solution of AB^ since

[Z)] = 5 X 10~'‘, and fAj = 0.05 X (5 X 10 2
), the solubility product must

be equal to or less than 2.5 X 10~^ The solubility of the precipitate must

be less than 0.005 N approximately. For a 0.001 N solution, the solubility

could not exceed 0.00005 N. This indicates that silver or chloride ion may be

determined by the conductance method in 0.001 N solution since the solubility

of AgCl is 1.05 X 10-5 at 20° C.

Adsorption. The effect of true adsorption is to give irregular conductance

values. The approximate point of inflection does not correspond to the true
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equivalent point. This effect is not to be confused with a temporary retention

of reagent by the precipitate. In this latter case the conductance increases to

a definite maximum in 2 to 3 minutes; the results are accurate, although the

process is tedious. Where true adsorption occurs accurate results cannot be

obtained.

IncomlaTiry of Com/posilion of Precipitate. Obviously such a factor renders

the method useless. Harned found that copper could not be determined with

sodium hydroxide since the end-point varied with the dilution, etc., the general

average end-point ])eing at about six-sevenths of the theoretical quantity of

alkali. In general precipitations with alkali hydroxides arc not satisfactory.

Slow Precipitation. This tendency is connected with the phenomena of

colloidal behavior. In general the presence of acid during the precipitation

of multivalent cations, or of alkali in case of anions, increases the rate of

precipitation.

The addition of alcohol or of other organic solvents modifies solubility,

conductance, and rate of precipitation. In many instances such an addition

makes the apidication of tlie conductance method possible.

Formation of Undissociated Substances. When a slightly dissociated com-

pound is formed in a reaction, the end-point maybe determined by the con-

ductance rnetliod. (considerations similar to those relating solubility of pre-

cipitates to degree of dilution determine the limitations in this case. Mercuric

perchlorate reacts with many organic acids to give slightly dissociated mercuric

compounds. For example, acetates or formates may be accurately determined

in O.l N solution by this method.

ELK(TiioMETurc Recordin(} and Control of Reactions

It is obviously desirable to have a continuous automatic record of the

progress of a reaction, or to be able to control a process by automatic additions

of appropriate reagents. Electrometric methods arc highly satisfactory for

such purposes. Tlie point of balance of a potentiometer or Wheatstone bridge

may bo found automatically, and continuously recorded upon a chart. An
alternate method is to allow the system to remain unbalanced and to record

or indicate the degree to which it is unbalanced as a function of progress to

the reaction. Automatic instruments of the types which have been developed

for recording temperatures, as indicated by thermo-couples, serve equally well

in recording acidity, salt concentration, and the like. The recording instru-

ment may be made to operate valves for addition of reagents, or alarm signals,

at definite limits of pH or conductance.^

A novel suggestion for the continuous indication of hydrogen-ion concentra-

tion has been made by Goode, who employs a three-electrode electron tube,

or ^‘audion ” tube. The device whose essential features are indicated in Fig. 15

1 Kot'lor, J. Imi. Eng. Cfion., 14, 395 (1922); Power, 55, 126, 768 (1922), has described

some of the applications of automatic potential and conductance methods. Rideal, Chem.

Age {Lojidon), 5, 232 (1921), has outlined the possibilities of electrometric control in chemical

industries.
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may be regarded as a direct reading sensitive voltmeter which draws no current
from the titration cell; the readings may therefore be made continuously.'
The plate current, Ip, is regarded by Goode as being the sum of a current, /o,
which is constant for a given tube under properly regulated conditions, and
the current {Ip — /o), which is a

function of the grid potential, and
hence of the hydrogen electrode po-

tential. If the effect of 7o is bal-

anced out by an opposed current,

the galvanometer, G, gives direct

readings of {Ip — /o) and hence a

measure of pH. The current /o is

balanced by adjustment of the re-

sistance, R\ so that the galvano-

meter reading is zero. By proper

adjustment, the galvanometer scale

may be calibrated to give pH read-

ings directly.

With this device, titration curves

Fig. 15. Goode’s Continuous Reading Elec-
tro-Titration Apparatus. C, calomel cell, H,
hydrogen electrode, Bi, six volt battery, B2 ,

22.5 volt battery, Ri, resistance, about 0.6 ohm.
Ra, 25 ohms. R', variable high resistance. G,
galvanometer, p, f, g, plate, filament, and grid
of electron tube.

were obtained which wore in all respects similar to those of Figs. 2-4.

('lark (op. cit.) suggests that the electron tube may be used as an amplifier
in causing electrode potential differences to control industrial processes.

The electrometric method is by no means limited to ordinary solutions;
many applications of the method have been made to the analysis and control
of the composition of gas mixtures. Naturally, indirect methods are employed,
although Rkleal {loc, cit) has suggested the direct analysis of certain gas
mixtures by applying them to one electrode of a gas concentration cell, the
other electrode being surrounded by a pure gas, or a mixture of known com-
position. The potential difference would then measure directly the partial

pressure of the active component.

Electrolytic conductivity measurement has been apiilied to the analysis of
gaseous mixtures. The method consists in the absorption of a component of

the mixture by a suitable solution whose variation in electrical conductance is

then a measure of the per cent of the substance in the mixture.^ For example,
the amount of carbon dioxide may be determined by the alteration in con-
ductance of barium hydroxide or ammonia solutions which results upon ab-
sorption of the carbon dioxide. The method may be utilized in the determina-
tion of a number of components of a mixture either by using a series of reagents
or by alternating conductance measurements and preferential catalytic com-
bustion of some substance. For example, carbon monoxide, dioxide, and
methane might be determined in a mixture by the latter process.

1 Goode, J. Am, Chem. Soc., 44. 26 (1922). Subsequently, Calhane and Cushing, Ind.
Eng, Chem., IS, 1118 (1923), have applied the method to a precipitation reaction.

2 Taylor, G. B., and Taylor, H. S., J, Ind, Eng. Chem., 14, 1008 (1922). A constant
ratio of gas mixture and solution flow is necessary to the success of the method. An ingenious
mechanical device for maintaining this ratio is described.

2—7
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Electrical thermometry has been applied in various ways to the analysis

of gas mixtures. Lamb and Larson ^ have described two electro-thermomctric

methods for the determination of carbon monoxide in air: (a) The mixture is

first passed over a platinum wire heated to redness; part of the carbon monoxide

is burned, heating the wire further. The residual carbon monoxide is removed

by hot copper oxide, and the gas is brought to its original temperature; it is

then passed over a platinum wire which is identical in properties with the first,

and heated by the same current. The resultant relative change in the re-

sistance of the two wires is calibrated in terms of per cent carbon monoxide by

means of a series of mixtures of known composition, ih) The electrically

measured rise in the temperature of a catalytic mass of platinized platinum,

at whose surface the carbon monoxide burns completely, is calibrated in terms

of per cent carbon monoxide. Obviously these methods are capable of numer-

ous further applications.

The Thermal Conductance Method: A very general motliod for the con-

tinuous analysis of gaseous mixtures depends upon the fact that the thermal

conductivities of the individual gases differ widely. When an electrically

heated wire is surrounded with a gas flowing in a tube whose walls are at

constant temperature, the dissipation of heat, and hence the eq\iilibrium

temperature of the wire, dej)ends primarily ii])on the thermal conductivity

of the gas, if conditions are properly chosen. The resistance of the wire is a

function of the temperature, and hence of the composition of the mixture.

CopperEza Brass § Ebonite EE3 Rubbens3

Fid. m. The Shake.speiir Katharomotcr. B, batteiy, R, resistance, A, ammeter, C,

l)iid«e contact., G, galvanometer, a, a, coppei wires which support the platinum wires b, b

and briiiK them into electrical contact with the copper block, D. c, c, openings for gas to

be analyzed. Size of block D, l^V x ij inches.

In practice a differential method is employed. Two platinum wires of as

nearly as possible identical properties form two of the arms of a Wheatstone

bridge. The wires are placed axially in two similar tubes in a metal block,

which is kept at constant temperature. One wire is surrounded with the un-

known mixture, the other with a reference gas, or with the mixture after the

component to be determined has been removed. A previous calibration of

the apparatus with mixtures of knowui composition enables one to read the

1/. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 1908 (1919).



CHAPTER XIV

REACTION VELOCITY IN HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS

BY FRANCIS OWEN RICE, D.Sr.,

Assistant Professor of Physical Cheinislry, New York University

If we add a solution of iodine to a solution of sodium thiosulfate, the reaction

wliich takes place is practically instantaneous even in the most dilute solution,

and this reaction is typical of a whole host of others occurring in inorganic

chemistry; occasionally in this field we find a reaction such as the catalytic

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by the iodide ion ^ which proceeds at a

measurable rate; but, the great bulk of the reactions in inorganic chemistry

proceed at a rate too fast to be measured. The rate of such reactions is de-

termined by the rate at which the substances can bo mixed, since the mixing

is followed by a practically instantaneous combination. On the other hand,

we find that the great bulk of the reactions occurring in organic chemistry

proceed at a measurable rate; if we add a solution of methyl iodide to a solu-

tion of sodium thiosulfate, we find that, instead of occurring instantaneously

as in the iodine-thiosulfate reaction, it takes several hours to go to completion.

We can therefore make an empirical generalization by saying that reactions

between the polar or ionized compounds of inorganic chemistry arc usually

instantaneous, b^ that, when one_.or morej)^ the compounds is a non-polar

substance , thi^reaction proceeds at a slovv.jxiLeasurq,b\(^
tliere are relatrv^y

few exceptions to this rule.

We may make a second empirical generalization by saying that most of

these “slow’^ reactions are catalytic in charact^ so that the study of reaction

velocity inay almost be said to be a study of catalysis; then* arc a few exceptions

to this rule but it is possible that such reactions may prove ultimately to be

catalytic in character. Most of the studies of reaction velocity have been

made with the reacting substances in dilute solution; obviously this simplifies

the problem, because we can apply the various laws that hold in dilute solution

and which would not apply in concentrated solution or with the pure sub-

stances. There have been some measurements made of the reaction velocity

in gaseous mixtures since, in some cases, such as the combination of nitric

oxide and oxygen, the reaction proceeds with measurable velocity; however,

in nearly all such cases there is the suspicion that the walls of the containing

vessel affect the reaction, in which case it would really be heterogeneous; con-

sequently reactions in gaseous mixtures will not be treated in this section.

1 Bredig and Walton, Z. physik. Chem., 47, 185 (1904).
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Classification of Reactions

It is convenient to divide the study of these “slow’^ reactions into two
divisions: (1) Isolated reactions. In these cases we have a single reaction to

consider without the complication of any secondary reaction taking place at

the same time. (2) Siinultaaeous reactions. In these cases we may have the
products of the reaction recombining to give a back reaction, or we may have
them reacting to produce new substances giving succes>sive reactions, or we
may have the reactants combining in more than one way to give side reactions.

It is also convenient to divide reactions into orders: (1) Reactions of the

first ordcTj or unimolccnlar reactions^ in which a single molecule changes into

one or more molecules. (2) Reactions of the second order, or himolecular reac-

tions, in which two molecules react to give one or more resulting molecules.

Similarly, reactions of the third, fourth and up to the eighth order have been
studied, but reactions of the higher orders arc very rare. The great majority
of chemical reactions are of the second or third orders.

Each order has a characteristic c([uatiou connecting the velocity of the

reaction with the concentration of the reactants, so that, usually, we can easily

tell from experimental data to which order a reaction belongs. The study of

rate of reaction is based on the Law of Mass Action; suppose the following

general equation represents a reaction taking place in a homogeneous system:

niA + n^B + n^iC + • • • = any number of resultants.

Then the rate of reaction cc [R]”S etc., where [A], [R], etc., represent

the concentration of A, B, etc. The rate of the complete reaction varies

therefore as the product of these quantities, that is, «: [A]"^ X X [C]”®
• • • . The application of this principle to the various classes of reactions will

now be considered.

Isolated Reactions

First Order Reactions ; The stoichiometric cipiations for these reactions

would be of the form

A ’—> By
or, more generally,

A~>7i + C + i) + -- -.

Applying the principle of the mass action law we can state that the rate of

change of the concentration of A at any instant is proportional to its concen-
tration at that instant. It is evident therefore that the velocity of the reaction

will vary continuously, starting with the highest value and tending finally to

zero. Stating this mathematically we have:

d(a — x)

dt

o: {a — x)

or

dx/dt cx (a — x),
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where a = number of moles of A originally present in 1 liter, and x = number

of moles of A which changed to resultants in t minutes; (a — x) rej)rosents the

concentration of A after t minutes. Hence,

dxldt = ki(a — x)y

where the constant ki is known as the velocity constant. It has a charac-

teristic value for each reaction and is a measure of the rate of the reaction.

]iy placing x == 0 and a ~ 1 we obtain the physical meaning of A;i, which may
be described as the (calculated) number of moles of disappearing per minute

from one liter of solution containing one mole of A; the concentration of A is

supposed to be kept constant at its initial value of one mole per liter. In-

tegrating the expression

dxldt — ki{a — x)

and putting in the condition that, when t == 0, x = 0, we obtain

k= i /I In —^ •

a — X

Fig. 1 shows the curve obtained when the initial concentration of A is 0.1 mole

per liter and when k has the valiu} 0.23; all isolated reactions, iiulependently

of the order, have a curve of this form, in which the concentration of the re-

actants falls rapidly at first, gradually diminishing and tending finally to zero.

Fig. 1

The rate of the reaction at any point is given by the tangent at that point and

inspection of the curve will show that the tangent has the highest value at the

beginning of the reaction and falls jiroportionatcly to the concentration of A
until when t becomes infinite, the value of the tangent is zero; obviously if we

plot values of the concentration of A against corresponding values of the

tangent, we obtain a straight line, because this line simply expresses the fact

that the rate of change of A at any moment is proportiona' j its concentration

at that moment. A reaction which follows this equation would never reach

completion but in practice the concentrations soon fall to negligible amounts;
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in the example just quoted where the initial concentration is 0,1 mole per

liter and k is 0.23, after 300 minutes the concentration of A falls to 0.1 per cent

of its initial value.

A peculiarity of unimolecular reactions should be noted here, namely, that

the concentration terms cancel out, and k would have the same value whether

we considered one mole dissolved in one liter or in ten liters; therefore in the

case of unimolecular reactions we may define k as the (calculated) number of

moles of A disappearing per minute from a solution containing one mole of A,

Throughout this section. the unit of time used will be the minute, and the

unit of concentration moles per liter; on this basis k for most reactions that

have been measured is a very small fraction.

If by some device the concentration, a, of the reacting substance be kept

constant and equal to one mole per liter, the equation for the reaction velocity

becomes

X = kuit.

If the time for .r to become e(iual to one mole be set ecpial to it follows that

= 1/L

Under such circumstances, T becomes an inverse measure of k, McBain ^

has suggested that the constant t' be used as the characteristic constant for

the velocity of a chemical reaction.

Amongst the great number of lueasurements of velocity of chemical reac-

tions there are none in which we are reasonably sure a unimolecular reaction

is occurring; most of the examples given in the literature and in textbooks as

unimolecular reactions are really pscudo-unimolecular reactions, which are

treated in a later section.

Second Order Reactions : The stoichiometric equations for these reactions

would be of the form

2A —> one or more resultants,

or generally

A + ^ > one or more resultants.

Applying the principle of the mass action law in the first case, we can state

that the rate of change of the concentration of A at any instant is proportional

to the square of its concentration at that instant. Hence,

— d{a — x)ldt oc (a — xY
or

dxjdi oc (a — xYi

where a is the number of moles of A originally present in one liter and x is the

number of moles of A which changed to resultants in t minutes; (a — x) repre-

sents the concentration of A after t minutes. We have then

dx/dt = k 2{a — xY

' Trans. Farad. Soc., 13 ,
1 (1917); Chem. News^ 116 ,

315 (1917 ).
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the integrated form of which is

A;, =
t a{a ~ x)

This equation also applies when there are two reactants provided the initial

concentrations are the same. Following the same reasoning in the second case

we obtain: rate of the reaction after t minutes,

dx/dt oc (a — x){h — x)f

where a and h are the number of moles per liter of A and B originally present,

and X is the number of moles per liter of A or B which changed to resultants in

t minutes; {a — x) and (6 — x) therefore represent the concentrations of A
and B respectively after t minutes. We have therefore

dx/dt = k(a ~ x)(b — a;),

which on integration gives

k — — Ifi *

t{a — h) a(b — x)

The velocity constant k is the (calculated) rate of disappearance of A or B
in moles from a liter of solution containing one mole of A and one mole of B^

the concentrations of A and B being supposed to be kept constant at their

initial concentrations.

When the initial concentrations of A or B have values not far apart, a small

error in either a or b becomes greatly magnified in the final result k] this may
be avoided by using the equation in the following form:

^
1

I

.r a + b x^ (\? + id) +
t I

(db'^ 2 aV 3

obtained by expanding the logarithm and collecting the terms; for the early

skiges of the reaction, this series converges sufficiently rapidly to be used for

calculating k, but usually it is better to have the initial concentration of one

of the reactants at least twice that of the other, or have the concentrations

equal and use the simple equation

7
1 .r

Jc = • — •

t (i(a — X)

In these equations the velocity constant k is no longer independent of the

unit of concentration employed for the reactants; using moles per liter and

moles per cc. as our units of concentration, we shall obtain two velocity con-

stants ki and kc respectively, where ki = kc/lOOO, It should be noted that

when using the equation

h - _L_7
t{a - b) a(6 - x)
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any convenient arbitrary unit of concentration may be used for calculating the

h{a — x)
because its value is independent of the unit employed; the termterm

a{b — x)

(a — h) should be calculated using moles per liter as the unit of concentration

so that the velocity constant obtained is the (calculated) rate of disappearance

of yl or in moles from a liter of solution containing one mole of A and one
mole of the concentrations of A and B being supposed to be kept constant

at their initial concentrations.

A number of bimolecular reactions have been studied among which is the

action between sodium thiosulfate and alkyl halides ^ in dilute aqueous solu-

tion; the equation representing the change when methyl iodide is used is

CH3I + S2O3— = CH3 S2O3- + 1“

so that the velocity is proportional to the concentration of the methyl iodide

and to the concentration of the thiosulfate ion; the assumption is made that in

dilute solutif)!! the sodium thiosulfate is almost completely ionized. The
method of calculation will be illustrated by an example taken from Slator^s

work.

TABLE I

Reaction between Methyl Iodide and Sodium Thiosulfate at 25°,

WITH AN Excess of Bodium Thiosulfate

Time 0 4.7.5

(NaaBA).!) 35.85 30.5

(CHsl) . . . 1<S.25 13.4

h(a — x) — 1.1751
a(5 - X)

k — 1.972

10 20 35 55 00

27.0 23.2 20.3 18.6 17.1

9.9 6.1 3.2 1.5 0

1.4080 1.9635 3.2751 6.4017

1.988 1.961 1.970 1.961

The reaction was followed l)y withdrawing 10 ec. portion.y of the solution and titrating

with 0.01 01 N iodine, so that the concentration.s of the reactants arc first obtained in terms
of the arbitrary unit “cc. of 0.0101 N iodine per 10 cc. of the reacting .solution”; 35.35

tluircfore expresses the initial concentration a of the sodium thiosulfate in terms of this arbi-

trary unit and the figures that follow are values of {a — x) in terms of the same unit: the
final figure 17.1 rcpre.sents the concentration of sodium thiosulfate when all the methyl
iodide has reacted so that the initial concentration h of the methyl iodide is 35.35 — 17.1

= 18.25 expressed in terms of the same arbitrary unit and values of (5 — x) are obtained
by subtracting 17.1 from the values of (a — .r). From these data we can calculate values for

^
;

the value of (a — h) in terms of the arbitrary unit is 17.1, wdiich, on conversion,
a{b — .r)

gives 0.0101 X 17.1 10 = 0.0172 mole per liter, so that wg have all the necessary data
for calculating the value of k from the formula

,
2.303

,
h{a - t)

k = log :

/(a — h) a(b — x)

the average value of k is 1.97 which means that 1.97 moles of methyl iodide or .sodium Ihio-

sulfate react per minute in one liter of an afiueous solution containing one mole of methyl
iodide and one mole of sodium thiosulfate, the concentrations of these two reactants being

» Slator, J. Chem, Soc., 85, 1286 (1904).
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suiiposed to be kept eonstant at their initial eoneeiitrations of one mole jicr liter; the solution

from which this result was calculated contained initially 0.0357 M sodium thiosulfate and
0.0184 M methyl iodide. Slator showed that the same velocity constant was obtained when
the methyl iodide was present in excess provided that the reaction occurred in dilute solution.

There are several special (^ases of bimolecular reactions which are usually

found when one of the reactants is a catalyst; sui)pose we have a reaction

between two substances A and By the substance A beinj? a catalyst; its con-

centration throughout the reaction will be unchanged so that we will have:

rate of the reaction

dx/(U = ^%cf(6 — .r)

or

/
1

7
^

/i/*2
== — In 9

at h — X

where a and b are the initial concentrations of .1 and B n'spectively, and x is

the number of moles of B which react in t minutes. This equation also holds

even if the substance A is not a catalyst provided its concentration is at least

ten times that of B; in this case, we may consider the concentration of A to be

constant because even at the very end of the reaction its concentration can

only be reduced by 1/10. The hydration of acid anhydrides is an example
of such a reaction, which may bo represented in the case of acetic anhydride '

by the following equation:

(Cn,CO)20 + H 2O - 2(dr3COOTT;

if the reaction is in moderately dilute solution, the concentration of the water

will not vary ai)preciably. The isomeric change of nitrocamphor to the

pseudo-form under the influence of hydroxyl ions is another example, for the

concentration of the catalyst remains constant throughout the reaction.

When a reaction is autocatalytic such as A + B ~ 2

A

-f C in which the

substance B under the influence of the catal3^st A breaks up into a substance

C and the catalyst, we obtain

(lx /(It = k 2{a + x){b — x)y

whence

, 1 ,
b{a 4- x)

K2 — tn f

t{a 4- h) n{b — x)

where a and b are the initial concentrations of A and B resi)ectively and x is

the amount of B which reacts in t minutes; (a 4- x) and (6 — x) represent the

concentrations of A and B after t minutes. This equation has been used in an

investigation of the action between acetone and iodine ^ in aqueous solution.

Third Order Reactions : The stoichiometric equations for these reactions

would be of the form

34 = R\ 4“ R'i 4“ • •

'

^Wilsdon and Sidgwick, ,/. Chem. Soc
, 103, 1959 (1913).

2 Lowry and Magson, J. Chem. Soc., 93, 119 (1908).

® Rice and Kilpatrick, J. Am. Chem. <Soc., 45 , 1401 (1923).
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or generally

A+B + C=R, + R^, + ---.

Applying the principle of the mass action law as before, we have, in the first

case,

— d{a — x)ldt oc (a — xY
or

dxjdt cc (a — xYy

where a is the number of moles of A originally present in one liter and x is the
number of moles of A which changed to resultants in t minutes, (a — x)

represents the concentration of A after t minutes. We have then

dx/dt = k(a — xY

the integrated form of which is

^ = 1 . 1

1

1 - 1 1 .

t 2 (a — xy^

Following the same reasoning in the second case, wo obtain the rate of the
reaction after t minutes,

dx/dt oc (a — x){b — x)(c — x)y

where a, h and c are the number of moles respectively of A, B and (! originally

lu'osent per liter, and x is the number of moles per liter of A or B whicli changed
to resultants in t minutes, (a — a*), (h — x) and (c — x) therefore represent

respectively the concentrations of A, B and C after t minutes. We have then

dx/dt = k{a — x){h — x){c — x),

which on integration gives

k = In — r " Ifi

act a — X ab't b — x

I

1 , C
+ -In }

bet c — X

where a' = (a — b)y b' = (b — c), e' = (c — a). The velocity constant k is

the (calculated) rate of disappearance oi Ay B or C in moles from a liter of

solution containing one mole of A, one mole of B and one mole of C, the con-

centrations of A, Z? and C being supposed to be kept constant at their initial

concentrations; when calculating ky the terms (a — 6), (b — c) and (c — a)

must be expressed in moles per liter, but the other concentration terms may
bo expressed in any convenient arbitrary unit. If the initial concentrations

of A and B are equal or if the stoichiometric equation/ has the form 2A + C
= one or more resultants, we have

dx/dt = k{a — xYic — .r).

k
t (c — aY [

a(o ~ x) a(c — x)

whence
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The reaction between ferric chloride and stannous chloride is claimed to be a
trimolecular reaction/ since the equation which represents the change occurring
in dilute aqueous solution can be written

2hV++ + Sn^+ = 2Fe++ + Sn++++;

as with other trimolecular reactions, secondary reactions take place and, when
the conditions are varied, the constancy of k is not very satisfactory. As with
bimolecular reactions, the velocity constant is dependent on the unit of con-

centration employed for the reactants; using moles per liter and moles per cc.

as our units of concentration, we will obtain two velocity constants ki and ko

respectively, but, in this case, ki = kc/(1000)\ We can generalize this by
stating that ki = A;c/(1000)"~^, where n is the order of the reaction.

Reactions of higher order than the third are very rare, and usually the

velocity ^‘constants” are far from satisfactory; the methods to be followed are

exactly similar to those for reactions of lower orders.

When the initial concentration of one of the reactants A does not vary
appreciably during the course of a reaction, the velocity e(iuation becomes

dxjdt = ka(b — x)(c — x)

which on integration gives

k =
1

ta{b — c)(c — a)
In

c{b — x)
^

b{c — x)
^

this occurs if A is a catalyst or if A is present in concentrations at least ten
times as great as B or C. When the initial concentrations of two of the re-

actants A and B do not vary appreciably during the course of a reatdion, the

equation becomes

whence
dx/dt = kab{c — .t),

k = — In
tab c —

this occurs if A and B are both catalysts or if their concentrations are relatively

great compared with C, An example in which A and B are both catalysts is

the conversion of acetyl-chloro-ainino-benzene into parachloro-acctanilide ^

which is catalyzed by the simultaneous presence of hydrogen and clilorine

ions as shown by the following equation:

+ H+ + Cl' =

CINCOCH3

+ + Cl';

/
HNCOCH3

* Noyes, Z, physik, Chem., 16, 546 (1895).

2Rivett, Z. physik, Ghent,, 82 , 201 (1913).
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in this case the concentrations of the hydrogen ion and of the chlorine ion,

the a and b terms, arc equal so that the equation becomes

c — X

Pseudo-unimolecular Reactions : Consider the reaction

-d -j- i? == (7 -f* etc.j

if the substance 7? is a catalyst or if it is present in high concentration as com-
pared with Ay its concentration will not change appreciably throughout an
experiment. In such cases, it has been found that the results of a single ex-

periment give a constant value for k if substituted in the unimolecular equation

k = - In—-

—

t b — X

Based on this fact, the custom has grown up of referring to such reactions as

unimolecular; that one or more of the reactants happens to be present in

constant concentration is a mere accidental circumstance and in no way affects

the true order of the reaction: the classification of reactions should be based

on the actual chemical equations which represent the change, so that attention

is directed to essential similarities or differences rather than to non-essentials.

The recent work of Kurt Meyer ^ has shown that the enolic form of aceto-

acetic ester may be kept unchanged and even distilled, if quartij vessels are

used so that no trace of alkaline catalyst is present; the equation for the isomeric

change of aceto-acetic ester should therefore bo written

CH3COH : CHCOOC2H5 + OH- = CH3COCH2COOC2H6 + OH-

and the reaction is properly classed as bimolecular. The formation of para-

chloro-acetanilide from acetyl-chloro-amino-bcnzene is catalyzed by the simul-

• taneous presence of hydrogen and chlorine ions so that the reaction is probably

trimolecular as shown by the equation already given in the preceding paragraph.

In the equation A A- ^ = O + — ,if the substance B is a catalyst, or

if it is present in liigh concentration compared with A, we have

dx/dt oc (a — x)hy

where a is the number of moles of A and B respectively originally present,

and X is the number of moles of B which changed to resultants in t minutes,

(tt — x) and b therefore represent the concentrations of A and B respectively

after t minutes. We have, therefore,

dx/dt = k'zbia — x)y

which on integration gives

1 Ber,, 53 , 1410 ( 1920).
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if we arc dealing with such a change and we substitute the results in the uni-
molecular equation

ki = — Ifi 1

t a — X

we will obtain a constant; this constant {hih) is not of course characteristic

of the reaction, for, without a knowledge of the concentration of the substance
B, the measurement would be valueless. The true bimolccular constant for

the reaction may be obtained in such a case by dividing the “ pseudo-uni-
molecular constant {k^h) by 6, the concentration of the substance B,

If the substance B is in high concentration compared to yl, the equation

t(a — b) a{h — x)

readily reduces to

because we can write (approximately) b — x = b and a -- b = — b. In the
same way the equation for a trimolecular reaction reduces to

k = • In
tab c — X

when the reactants A and B are present in relatively high concentration com-
pared to the reactant C; by using these equations we obtain a constant which
is truly characteristic of the reaction rather than a ‘‘ constant which depends
on the concentration of one or more of the reactants.

Summary: In all the equations given below a, 6, c, • • • represent the initial

concentrations in moles per liter of the reactants A
,
B, • •

•
,
and x represents

the number of moles of A which react in t minutes.

(1) For unimolecular reactions, A = Z? + C + • •
•

,
we have:

d{a — x)

dt
ki{a - x);

a

a — X

(2) For bimolecular reactions, A B == C + D + • •
•

,
we have:

1 b{a — x)
dxidt = k'iia - x){b - x); k^ = —In— : •

/(a — b) a{b — x)

The following special cases may occur:

(a) When the initial concentrations of A and B are equal or when the

stoichiometric equation has the form 2

A

= C + Z> + • •
•

,
we have:

dxidl = k>2{a — x); k2
1 X

t a{a — x)
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(b) When the substance ^4 is a catalyst or when its concentration is more

than ten times that of we have:

1 a
dxjdt — k 2(a — x)b; ^2 = In •

tu CL X

(c) When the reaction is autocatalytic, A + B = C + 2^1, we have:

1 b{a + x)
dxidt = Ua + a-)(6 - x)

:
A:. = In •

(3) For trimolecular reactions, A + -^ + C = 7) + • •
•

,
wc have:

dx/dt = ^•
3(^ ~ x)(b — x)(c — x);

1 a 1 b 1 c

ks — "777 “1“
‘7177 I + 77^ >act a — X abt b — x bet c — x

where a' — (a — &), fe' = (6 — c) and c' = (c — a).

The following special cases may occur:

(tt) When the reactants have all the same initial concentration or when

the stoichiometric equation has the form 3A = Z) + • •
*, we have:

Ilf 1 1 ]

dxidt =Ua-xy; ^’ = 7-51(777;--.)*

(6) When two of the reactants have the same initial concentration or when

the stoichiometric equation has the form 2

A

+ C = D + A" + • •
•, we have:

X 1 c(^a x')

dx/di = Un - xnc - X)
; h = '

(c) When the substance A is a catalyst or when its concentration is more

than ten times that of B or C, we have:

1 c(6 — x)

dx/dt = ksciib - x){c - x); - c)(c - a)ln •

(d) When A and B are both catalysts or when their initial concentrations

are more than ten times that of we have:

1 c

dx/dt = kiubic — x); kz = r~7 ln •

tao c X

(4) For quadrimolecular reactions, A + B + C + D = •••,we have

:

dx/dt — k^iia — x){b — x){c ~ x)id — x).

In the special ease in which the initial concentrations of all the reactants are

the same, this becomes:

Ilf 1 1 I
dx/dt = A’4(a - o:)^; ~

‘

3 | (a ~ a^J
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Simultaneous Reactions

Opposing Reactions : The simplest example of such a reaction would be
represented by -4 ^ R, where we have two simultaneous reactions occurring

in the reacting system, the direct change and the opposed reaction

B A; the net velocity of the reaction at any moment will be given by the

difference of these two velocities. The concentration of A, and hence the

velocity of the direct reaction, is greatest at the commencement of the change,

and both diminish as the reaction proceeds; the concentration of R, and hence
the velocity of the reverse reaction, is least at the commencement of the change,

but both increase as the reaction proceeds; it is evident therefore that finally

the rates of the two opposed reactions will become equal and we shall have a

state of equilibrium. It may be noted that our classification of isolated reac-

tions is really artificial for no reactions go to completion: our “isolated^' reac-

tions finally reach a state of equilibrium, but the equilibrium point is very near

to one side because the velocity of the reverse change is negligibly small.

The principle we apply in the treatment of such simultaneous changes is

that we can apply the Law of Mass Action to each reaction independently of

any other reactions occurring at the same time; thus, in the above reaction

A ^ R, the rate of change of A at any instant is proportional to the concentra-

tion of A at that instant; this statement is not affected by the fact that the

rate of change of R into A at any instant is proportional to the concentration

of R at that instant. We have then: the velocity of the direct reaction,

A R, after t minutes is proportional to (a — x) or equal to ki(a — x); the

velocity of the reverse reaction, B-^A^ after t minutes is proportional to

(b + x) or equal to ^’2(6 + x); therefore, the velocity of the total change after

t minutes is given by the equation

— x) dx

where a and b are the number of moles respectively of A and B originally

present in one liter, and x is the number of moles of A which changed to B in t

minutes, (a — x) and (6 + x) rei)resent the respective concentrations of A
and R after t minutes. Integrating, we find that

where

1 A
ki + k2~ rhi 1

t A — a;

A = {kia — W)/(/ci + k^)*

Consider the reaction at the equilibrium point when the velocities of the two
opposed changes are equal; we can then write

ki{a - = k^ib +
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where the subscript e signifies equilibrium concentrations. Then

(a — k 2
'

where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction. We cannot apply these

equjitions because, at present, we have no examples of unimolecular chemical

reactions which proceed with measurable speed; the examples of opposing

unimolecular reactions usually quoted are biniolecular or trimolecular reactions.

The simplest examples of opposing biinolecular reactions are to be found in

isomeric changes which take place under the influence of acid or alkali. The
stoichiometric equation for such a change in alkaline solution is: A + OIT"
= B + 011'“. ]iy following the same method as before we find that the

velocity of the total change at time t is,

dxjdt — ki(a — x)c — k^ib + x)c = c{kia — k 2b) — c{k\ — k 2)Xy

where «, h and c are the number of moles respectively of A, B and hydroxyl

ion originally present in one liter, and x is the number of moles of A which

changes to B in t minutes; {a — x) and {h + x) represent the respective con-

centrations of A and B after t minutes; the concentration of the catalyst is

unchanged. Integrating, we find that

In = fci + ko,

ct A — X

where

. kia — kib
A =

ki + k2

If we consider the reaction at the equilibrium point, we have, as before:

so that

ki{a - .rjc = k2Q) + .rjc,

h + ‘Te __ ki

a — Xf k2

where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction. The concentration of the

catalyst disappears from the equation in accordance with the well-known rule

that, in dilute solution, where the mass action law applies, the catalyst does

not affect the equilibrium point. These equations have been used in several

investigations ^ and, in a semi-quantitative kind of way, the mass action law

has been shown to hold; it seems desirable, however, to investigate a simple

case of isomerism more fully and accurately than has been done. It may be,

however, that even in isomeric changes the simple stoichiometric equations

do not represent the reactions which occur in the solution; this is almost

iKiister. Z. physik. Chem., 18, 171 (1895); Koolichen, ibid., 33, 120 (1900); Trey, ibid.,

18, 198 (1895); Lowry, J. Chem. Soc., 75, 227 (1899).
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certainly the case in the acid hydrolysis of esters; using methyl acetate, the

stoichiometric e^quatioii is

CH3COOCII3 + H2O r CH3COOH + CH3OH,

whereas the actual reaction taking place in the solution consists of at least two
reactions which may perhaps be represented by some such scheme as the

following:

CH3COOCH3 + H2O :;r CH3COOCH3.H2O,
CH3COOCii3.n20 + H+ cHsCOOh + cn30H +

We have therefore at least two succevssive states of ecpiilibrium instead of the

simple equilibrium postulated in the stoichiometric equation; a more detailed

discussion of this will be given later. It is probable that any such discussion

of opposing reactions in solution is quite inadequate if it does not include some
consideration of the combinations between the reactants and the solvent which
})robably occur in all solutions.

Consecutive Reactions: The treatment of consecutive reactions is very

complicated and has been successful only in a few special cases; these will be
used to illustrate the method of treating consecutive reactions. The hydrolysis

of ester by alkali probably consists of two reactions, which may be written for

ethyl acetate and sodium hydroxide as follows:

C1I3COOC2H6 + H 2O 71 CH3C00C2H5.n20, (1)

CHaCOOCans.HaO + OH' CHaCOO- + CsIIsOH + H2O. (2 )

We have therefore two consecutive bimolecular reactions. Hydration reac-

tions usually occur practically instantaneously so that as the hydrolysis pro-

ceeds reaction ( 1 ) will be continually adjusting itself to the changing conditions,

and at all periods of the reaction we can assume that the ethyl acetate hydrate

will be present at the equilibrium concentration; since the affinity of ethyl

acetate for water is probably small, the equilibrium concentration of the

hydrate will be small, so that, at any moment, the concentration of ethyl

acetate hydrate will be proportional to the concentration of the uiihydrated

form and therefore to the total ethyl acetate in the solution, since, in dilute

solution, the concentration of the water will be constant. A study of the

kinetics of the reaction in dilute solution would show that the velocity of the

reaction was proportional to the concentration of the ethyl acetate and to the

concentration of the sodium hydroxide, so that we would be tempted to write

the equation for the change that occurs in the solution as

CH3COOC2H6 + NaOH = CHgCOONa + C2H6OH;

however, when we measure the velocity in stronger solutions or in the presence

of neutral salts, this simple equation fails and it becomes necessary to adopt

some such scheme as shown by equations ( 1 ) and (2).
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In such reactions as the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate which consist of a very
fast reaction followed by a slow reaction, the kinetic equation may not indicate

the existence of the fast reaction at all; this is usually the case in any series of

reactions occurring consecutively, which consist of one slow reaction, the others

being comparatively very fast; the speed of the complete reaction and its order

are fixed by tlie slow reaction, and the fast reactions usually escape notice

altogether, at any rate in dilute solution. It is evident that this often occurs

when the actual reactants are not those represented in the stoichiometric

ecpiation, but compounds with the solvent; for, if the equilibrium conditions

are such that the concentrations of these solvated molecules (the true reactants)

are proportional to the concentrations of the stoichiometric reactants, tlie

stoichiometric equation will appear to represent the change completely. In

strong solution, or when we alter the solvent, the simple kinetic equation
developed for dilute solutions usually fails; this result indicates the presence

of other reactions. It is importiint, therefore, to study reactions under different

conditions so that the true character of the reaction may be determined and
that it may be properly classified.

Sometirncis, even in dilute solution there is an obvious abnormality which
can be explained by the presence of a series of reactions containing only one

slow reaction; the reaction between bromine and acetone in aqueous solution

which was first studied by liUpworth ^ is such an example; as might be expect(*d

from the stoichiometric equation

ClhCOCU, + Br 2 + II-* r CHaCOCTI^Br + Br" + 211+,

the velocity is proportional to the concentration of the acetone and to the

concentration of the hydrogen ions, but the V(‘locity is quite independent of

tlie concentration of the bromine, l.apworth explained this by saying that

the change consists of a series of reactions, the first being the slow change wlios('

velocity is measured, followed by two rapid changes, represented as follows:

CII3COOH3 + 11+ r: CIIsCOlI : CH2,

CIUCOH : (^112 + Br. = Cll 2C(OH)BrCH 2Br,

Cll 3C(()lT)BrCH 2Br - CHaCOCHoBr + HBr.

lie supi)oses that acetone in aqueous solution exists in two forms, keto and
enol in equilibrium; the enolic form reacts instantaneously with bromine and

tlio resulting compound instantaneously splits out hydrobromic acid, but the

ketonic form does not react with bromine: evidently the action of the hydrogen
ions is to convert slowly the ketonic form of acetone into the enolic form and
this is the reaction whose kinetics we are studying, since the velocity of tliis

reaction would bo proportional to the concentrations of the acetone and the

hydrogen ion, but would be independent of the concentration of the bromine.

The hydrolysis of an ester of a dibasic acid by alkali is a more complicated

example of consecutive reactions; the following equations i)robably re])resent

ly. Chem. Soe„ 85, 30 (1904).
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the successive reactions for the hydrolysis of ethyl oxalate:

COOCsHs.H.O
(coocsHs)^ + 211,0 :n:

1
Very fast, (1)

COOCjHb.HjO

COOCjHs.IIsO COOC.H5.IIjO

1
+ 011- =

1 + CjHbOH + II.O Slow, (2)

C00C2H5.H2O coo-

COOC2H6.H2O coo-
1

+ OII- =
1

+ CjIIsOlI + lIjO Slowest. (3)

COO- coo-

Many siuih investigations have been made'; in general the velocity of reaction

(2) is much greater than reaction (3); for ethyl oxalate, ethyl malonate and
methyl succinate the respective ratios ani 20,000, 70 and T). Similar results

have been obtained for the hydrolysis of esters of tribasic acids such as tri-

acetin.2 Many other studies of consecutive reactions have Ix'cn made but in

most eases there is a great deal of uncertainty as to the mechanism of the reac-

tions occurring in the solution; the whole subject of consecutive reactions is

in a very unsatisfactory condition and it is desirable to have a few simple cases

investigated in which we are fairly certain of the mechanism of the reactions

occurring.

Side Reactions : The transformation of a substai)C(' is often accomplished

by a number of independent reactions which furnish different end products,

and which are known as side reactions: usually one of the reactions predomi-

nat(*s and is called the main or principal reaction, the others being called

secondary reactions. The conditions of the ex])eriment determine the relatives

rates of the side reactions; by altering those we can alter the relative rat(*s,

sometimes to such an extent that a secondary nsaction Ixaronuis the main or

principal reaction. The example commonly given of side reactions is the.

decomposition in aqueous solution of hydroxyl amine, which is represented

as follows:

3NJI.,OTI = NiJa + N, + 311^0,

4Nll.,OH = 2NH3 -f N2O + 3II2O.

In studying these reactions, we apply the same principle that we used for other

simultaneous reactions, namely, that each reaction proceeds independently of

the others and the mass action law may be applied to each just as if the others

were not present; for example, in a solution of cane sugar and ethyl acetate

containing hydrochloric acid, the hydrolysis of the ester and the inversion of

1 Skrabal nud Singer, Monntsh., 41, (1920), 40, :iG3 (1919); PiniKiW, Z, Elcklrorhfim

24, 21 (1918); Yainazaki, J. Tokio. Chem. Soc., 40, 19S (1019).

2 Gcitel, /. prakt. dhem., 55, 429 (1897); Meyer, Z. Elcktrocfiem., 13, 485 (1907); Alx;!,

Z. phyaik. Chem., 56, 558 (1906).
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the sugar proeood indopenclently. The method of study of those changes may
be illustrated by reference to the following simple change:

A-^B, (1)

(2 )

The rate of the n^action A -> B after t minutes is proportional to (a ~ ,v) or

etpial to ki{(i - j:); th(‘ rate of the reaction A ~> C after t minutes is propor-

tional to {a — x) or e(pial to k^ia — .x), where a is the number of moles of A
l)cr liter originally present, and x is the number of moles per liter of A which
changed (to B and () in t minutes; {a — x) is therefore the concentration of

after t minutes. Since the rate of decomposition of A, dx/dtj must equal the

sum of the rates of formation of B and (/, we have

dx/dt = ki(a - x) + k^ia - x) = (a - x)iki +
Integrating,

/O, =
t a — X

To evaluate ki and wc must know some other relation between them, which
may be obtained in the following manner:

The rate of formation of B after t minutes ki(a — x)

The rate of formation of C after t minutes k^ia — x)

h
k2

a constant.

If this ratio of the rates is a constant at all stages of the reaction, we must
have

:

The rate of formation of B after t minutes

The rate of formation of C after t minutes

Total amount of B present after t minutes

Total amount of C present after t minutes

The most convenient time to estimate the relative amounts of B and C formed,
and thus determine Aq/A'o, is at the end of the experiment; since we know k\ +
we can (hderniinc each. The principle “that the ratio of the amounts of

substances formed in the side reactions is independent of the time’^ is charac-

teristic of side reactions and is a means of distinguishing them from opposing or

consecutive reactions.^ It should be noted, however, that this holds only

when the side reactions in any experiment are all of the same order; if this is

not the case, it can easily be showm that the ratio of the amounts of the products

is not independent of the time. Reactions of benzene derivatives })rovide

ample oj)portunities for the study of side reactions and several such investiga-

tions have been made."

* WcKschcMcT, Z. phffsik. Chvm., 30, 50.*^ (1S09),
2 Holloman, Z. physik. Chem., 31, 79 ClJ'DO); Wegseheidor, Z. physik. Chim., 34, 290

(1900); Slator, J. Chem. Soc., 83, 729 (1903).
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Order and Mechanism of a Reaction: When discussing the niochanisin of a
chemical reaction it is important to distinguish carefully between the stoichi-

ometric equation of the change and the equation which truly represents the
reaction taking place in the solution. If we have calcium hydroxide and
methyl acetate in dilute aqueous solution, the stoichiometric e(iuation of the

change would be

2ClUCOiKm, + Ca(OH)2 = (Clln(H)0),Ca + 1>(U1,()H,

whereas the equations representing the actual change are jn-ohably:

ciTaCOociT, + IT2O cihcoociu. iioO,

CTIgCOOCHa II2O + OH- = CII3COO- + CllgOll.

The measurement of rate of reaction is a valuable method for finding tin*

mechanism of the actual changes which occur in the solution. The simplest

method of applying the results of a measurement of rate of reaction is to sub-
stitute corresponding values of concentration of reactants and time in the

velocity equation for the various orders; a number of sets of values of k will

then be obtained corresponding to the different velocity equations, which are

sufficiently different so that not more than one velocity equation will give a

constant series of values for k; we can therefore identify the order of the reac-

tion. When using this method it is imj)ortant to do several ex])eriments using

different initial concentrations of the reactants; for example, in the hydrolysis

of methyl acetate in a dilute aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid, if we sub-

stitute corresponding values of the concentration of the methyl acetate in an

aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid, a uniinolecular constant is obtained:

if, however, wo repeat the experiment using a different concentration of hydro-

chloric acid, Avo shall obtain a constant, but it will be different from that

obtained previously, indicating that the reaction is not uniinolecular. If,

however, we substitute the results in the bimolecular equation

where the. a and b terms refer to concentrations of ester and acid resjiecjtively,

we shall obtain a constant since the concentration of hydrogen ion h remains

practically constant during the experiment. So long as the reaction is carried

out in dilute aqueous solution this equation will give a constant value for k

which would indicate that the reaction is bimolecular. If however we do the

reaction in stronger solutions of the ester, the velocity constant begins to drift

and increases as the concentration of the ester increases; finally, it becomes

evident that, to explain the results, we have to assume that the hydrolysis of

the ester by hydrochloric acid occurs by consecutive reactions in some such

manner as the following:

CHaC^OOCHa + H2O (UlaCOOC^IIa.naO Rapid,

CIIaCOOCHa.HoO + 11+ ^ CH3COOII + CliaOII Slow.
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If the methyl acetate is not hydrated to a great extent, the concentration of

the ester hydrate will be proportional to the total concentration of the ester

in dilute aqueous solution; hence, in dilute aqueous solution, the rate of hy-

drolysis will be proportional to the stoichiometric concentration of ester and to

the concentration of hydrogen ion. In stronger solutions of the ester the

proportionality between the total ester and the hydrate no longer holds; the

dissociation of the acid is also affected so that the conditions are very com-
plicated and will be discussed more fully later.

It is evident, therefore, that when studying the order and the mechanism
of a chemical reaction by making measurements of the rate, it is not sufficient

to make measurements under the same conditions; such measurements would

be very likely to lead to erroneous conclusions; only by varying the concentra-

tions of the different reactants over wide ranges and comparing the corre-

sponding velocity constants, can we determine confidently the order and
mechanism of a reaction. Usually, we find these much more complicated

than we would suspect from the stoichiometric equations.

When there are simultaneous reactions, especially o])posed reactions or

consecutive reactions, the method just described is usually not suitable for

investigating the mechanism of a reaction; in such cases it is necessary to

confine the measurements to the early stages of the reaction, because the

opposed or consecutive reactions arc comparatively unimportant during the

early stages; since only small quantities of the reacting substances disappear

during the period of measurement, the precision of k will not be very high

unless great care is taken with the analytical procedure. Instead of mcasurinfjj

k in the early stages of the reaction we may measure the time required for a

certain fraction of the reactants to become transformed to resultants, and by

doing several experiments using different concentrations of reactants we can

find the relation between the time and the initial concentration; in the general

form, this relation is

I cx —

,

where n is the order of the reaction, t is the time recpiired for transformation

of a certain fraction of the reactants and a is the initial concentration. The
time taken to transform say 1/5 of the reactant in a unimolecular reaction is

obtained by substituting x = a/5 in the unimolecular equation

whence

t ^ - In—
k a

/
1

«i/6 = -In
k 4

so that the time of 1/5 change is independent of the initial concentration of the
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reactant; substituting similarly in the bimolecular eejuation

we obtain

t =

^ 1/5 =

at((i — x)

Constant

so that for bimolecular reactions the time of 1/5 change is inversely propor-

tional to the initial concentration of the reactants.

Another useful method for investigating the mechanism of a reaction is to

measure the velocity under conditions such that the concentration of only

one of the reactants A is changing; by having the initial concentration of A
from 1/10 to 1/1000 of the initial concentration of any of the other reactants

we may assume that the (joncentrations of these remain approximately constant

throughout the experiment; in this way we obtain a simplification of the

equation for the reaction and when we find the equation which gives a constant

for k we also determine the number of molecules of A taking part in the reac-

tion. The experiment is then repeated having A present in high concemtration

and another reactant B present in low concentration; the velocity ecpiation

which gives constant values for k now determines the number of molecules

of B taking part in the reaction; and similarly for the other reactants. This

method is limited unless we can measure the rate of the reaction by measuring

the rate of appearance of one of the resultants; if we measured the rate of the

reaction by the rate of disapi)(jarance of the reactants, we would have to develop

an analytical method for each reactant in turn and this would only rarely 1)0

possible.

Reaction Velocity and Temperature : The velocities of chemical reactions,

almost without exception, increase rapidly with rise of temperature; the reac-

tion between acetone and iodine proceeds seventy-fiv(; times as fast at 35° as

it does at 0° and this behavior is characteristic of all reactions whose velocities

can be measured. It has been found that a straight line is obtained by plotting

values of the logarithm of tluj velocity constant of a reaction against 1/7',

where T is the absolute temperature, so that the ecpiation representing the

variation of the velocity constant with temperature would have the form

log k — C — ajTy

where C and a are constants. When the range of temperature is large or the

data are very accurate, the locus will differ slightly but progressively from a

straight line, so that we must add correction terms in the usual manner, ob-

taining

log k = C - ajT -hT - cT^ -

The number of terms to be taken will depend on the range of temperature and

the precision of the data. Differentiating the simple ecpiation

log k = C - al2\
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we obtain

d log hidt = a/T^;

this equation was used by Arrhenius and will be written in the form

dink _ Q 1

where Q is a constant and R is the gas constant. Integrating this equation

between the limits Ti and /t 2,
T2 ,

we obtain

which represents in a fairly satisfactory manner the effect of temperature on
velocity of reaction. The Arrhenius ecjuatioii may be written

llk-dkjdT = AIT\

where IjhdkjdT is the temperature coefficient of a reaction, i.e., the increase

of the velocity per unit velocity per degree rise in temperature; the rate of

increase with temperature of rate of reaction will therefore diminish with rise

in temperature. The custom among chemists is to call the ratio of the velocities

at two temperatures 10° apart the temperature coefficient; usually 35° and 25°

are selected so that k^njkn is usually referred to as the temperature coefficient

of a reaction. Tor the range 35° to 25°, the Arrhenius ecjuation beconn^s

2.3020 loR- = —^ (
— ^

,

ki 1.9804 V2<)8.1 308.1/

SO that

T
ki Q

log — =
k2 42,011

For the hydrolysis of cane sugar by hydrochloric acid the value of Q is 26,000

and ksrjkob is 4.13; for the hydrolysis of methyl acetate by sodium hydroxide,

Q is 10,900 and ku/kzb in l.^S2; these two examples represent the limits of the

variation and it is only very rarely that a reaction has a temperature coefficient

greater than that obtaining in the hydrolysis of cane sugar or less than that in

the corresponding reaction with methyl acetate.

Reaction Velocity and Pressure: In the last century several studies ^ were

made which showed that pressure caused appreciable alteration in velocity of

reaction. Rothmund confirmed the earlier work of Rontgen and showed that

the velocity of hydrolysis of cane sugar decreases about 1 per cent per 100

atmospheres; he also showed that the hydrolysis of methyl and ethyl acetates

by hydrochloric acid increased with pressure, the increase being about 3.7

* Rontgen, Ann. Phys. Chem., 45, 98 (1892); Rothmund, Z. physik. Chem., 20, 108

(1896); Stern, Ann. Phys. Chem., 59, G52 (1896); Bogojawlcnsky and Tammann, Z. physik.

Chem., 23, 13 (1897).
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per cent per 100 atmospheres. Stern and also Bogojawlensky and Tammann
found that pressure increased the catalytic activity of weak acids much more
than strong acids; when weak acids are used as catalysts the rate of hydrolysis

of cane sugar is increased by pressure, and the pressure coefficient of the

velocity hydrolysis of methyl acetate is greater for weak acids than for

strong acids. Cohn and de Boer ^ made a comprehensive study of the in-

fluence of pressure on the rate of hydrolysis of cane sugar and they give a

critical review of the older work; thej’^ show that the reaction velocity is de-

creased 8 per cent at 500 atmospheres, 19 per cent at 1000 atmospheres and

20 per cent at 1500 atmospheres. The work was continued by Cohen and
Valetoii,2 using acetic acid as catalyst; as shown by Stern, the velocity increases

with pressure, but the pressure coefficient diminishes with increase of pressure

until, above 1000 atmospheres, the velocity is almost independent of the

jnessurc. Cohen and Kaiser ^ studied the effect of pressure on the hydrolysis

of ethyl acetate by sodium hydroxide and obtained the following results,

shown in Table II. Moesveld ^ has studied the pressure coefficient of the

TABLE II

EfKK(^T of PJIKSSURE ON THE HyDUOLYSIS OF EtHYL AcETATE BY SoDITTM HYnUOXIOE.
Tempehatuhb 2.40°

V (atmospheres) 1 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500

(per rent increase) . ... .— 3.7 11.1) 1(S.5 25.5 30.0 37.4

velocity of reaction of the change

5IIBr + HBrO., = 3Br2 + 21120.

He shows that it is negative and independent of the temperature; the velocity

of the reaction at 1500 atmospheres is 15.4 per cent less than at 1 atmosphere.

Measurement op Rate of Reaction

The Velocity Constant: When measuring rate of reaction the reactants are

usually present at arbitrary concentrations; in order to have measurements

comparable, it is necessary to calculate the velocity at some standard con-

centration of the reactants by means of the velocity equations already given.

Suppose we have a reaction A + R + HCl, where A and B are two substances

which react under the influence of the hydrochloric acid, the whole reaction

being in dilute aqueous solution; usually, this equation will not rei)resent the

reaction which takes place in the solution because the hydrochloric acid will

dissociate and the substances A and B will often form hydrates or combine with

each other, so that the actual reaction which takes jdacc in the solution is

^ Z. physik. Chem., 84, 41 (1913).

2 Z. physik. Chem., 92, 433 (1917).

^Z. physik. Chem., 89, 338 (1915).

^Z. physik. CAem., 103, 486 (1923).
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quite different from that represented by the stoichiometric equation of the

change. It would be most desirable to write down the equation which repre-

sents the change actually occurring in the solution and then calculate the

velocity per unit concentration of the actual reactants; unfortunately this is not

possible as yet because of our lack of knowledge of homogeneous solution;

the hydrochloric acid is present as undissociated molecule, hydrated hydrogen

ion and unhydrated hydrogen ion and as chloride ion, hydrated and un-

hydrated; there is no general agreement as to whether only one of these is

catalytically active or whether all of them are active; even if we knew which

were active there is no reliable method of measuring the concentration for

strong acids like hydrochloric acid; further, we have no method of measuring

the concentrations of the hydrated forms of A ox B should the reaction include

them. nil these circumstances it is best to give the velocity constant per unit

concerntration of the materials added to the solution; thus, the value of k for

the above reaction would be the (calculated) number of moles of .d or dis-

appearing per minute from 1 liter of a solution containing 1 mole of 1 mole

of B and 1 g. eeiuivalent of hydrochloric acid. The eomidete statement of

the velocity constant should give the value of k calculated in the above manner

and also the actual concentrations of A and B and the hydrochloric acid used

in the experiment: with these data available, it will be an easy matter to re-

calculate k at any time when our knowledge of solution problems is more

advanced.

Errors of Measurement: When measuring velocity of reaction the precision

measure of the result should always be stated because, although the velocity

of a given reaction may be varied widely by altering the conditions, the temper-

ature coefficient is usually only slightly affected, and, from theoretical con-

siderations, a knowledge of the temperature coefficient and its variation is

even more important than a knowledge of the velocity. The reaction between

acetone and iodine will be used as an illustration in the following discussion of

the errors which may arise in measuring rate of reaction.

Ill dilute aciueous solution, acetone and iodine react extreincily slowly but acids catalyze

the reaction, and the velocity is proportional to the concentration of the acetone and the

acid hut is independent of the concentration of the iodine. Therefore, if the solution contains

initially b moles of acetone and a moles of acid per liter, and after t minutes x moles of acetone

have reacted with iodine, the concentration of the acetone is then {h — a) moles ])er liter,

and that of the acid is (a + -f) moles per liter. Therefore,

dxfdt = /c(a + x){b — a*),

which on integration gives

1 ,
?i(a+x)

^ ^

t(a 4- b) a(b — x)

where the velocity constant k is the (calculated) rate of disappearance of acetone in moles

from a liter of solution contiiining 1 mole of acetone, 1 g. equivalent of hydrochloric acid and

about 0.01 g. Cfiuivalents of iodine, since the rate of the reaction is independent of the con-

centration of the iodine, its exact concentration need not he stated. The measured quantities

from which we calculate k are t, a, b and x. To find the error in k caused by a deviation
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in one of the directly measured quantities we must take the partial differential of k with
respect to the quantity and multiply by its deviation.

dk _ 1

dt (a + 6)

dk _ k

da (a + 6)

dk _ k

db (a + ft)

dk _ 1

dx t(a + x)(b

r iog
^^

.

+ ^

L
^ a(b — x) t

[ ^
]
= " ^

(approximately),

r 1
H—-— 1

L bkt(b - x) J
= “ 7 (approximately),

b

x)

Those approximations hold if, in the experiments, a approximates ft, and
xld^kt

—
1 approximately. Hence the deviation in k caused by a deviation

in is

A ^ ft

Similarly, for tlui other quantities.

k^a ba\
a

k^h — 7 7

b
aA* —

aht

Jlencc,

k^ijk — 8 tit; k^u/k — 8a/(t; K^h/k = 8b/b;

,A,//c = 8Jx[f -) =
\ (ibkt /

8x/x (a])i)roximat(ily).

From this we conclude that a percentage error in any one of the quantities
t, a, ft, and x produces the same percentage error in ky the final result. In all

measurements of rate of reaction, the formula used for calculating the velocity
constant should be examined in this manner so that the effect on the final

Hisult of an error in one of the directly measured (piantitics may be found;
the importance of this may be realized by considering the equation for a bi-

molecular reaction

t((i — ft) a{b — x)

When a and ft approach each other in value, a small error in either of them
becomes greatly magnified in the result: this may be avoided by selecting widely
different concentrations of the reactants or by having the initial concentrations
equal when the equation becomes

at{Q — x)
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In tho reaction between acetone and iodine, the precision of k, the final result, depends
iiI>on the errors of certain direct iiieasureinents, which are (1) two titrations of iodine from
which the value of x is obtaiiKid, (2) measurement of the time t during which x molecules

of iodine reacted per lit(T, (2) measurement of a, tho initial concentration of acetone, (5)

measurement of the temperature f)f the reaction. Volatility of one or more of the reactants

is perhaps tho commonest source* of error in measurements of rate of reaction, and affects,

in this leaction, the concentration of the iodine and the concentration of the acetone; this

error is likely to be appreciable in the ordinary iirocedure for measuring rate of reaction which
consists in withdrawing succ(‘ssive portions ot the reaction mixture from a flask and estimating

one of the constituents; the sjaicc above the li(|uid becomes saturated with the volatile

reactants and i).‘irt of the vajiors diffuse away when the flask is o])ened to withdraw samples.

When one of the reactants is a volatile organic substance which is only slightly soluble in

water, the vapor pressure of the acpieous solution will ai)proaeh that of the i)ure substance

and volatilization hisses will be correspondingly great, these aic i)robably the cause of the

jjoor agreement obtained when measuring rate of reaction, using the ordinary technique.

Perhaps the best proc(‘dure for avoiding this loss is that descri})ed in a pai)er * on the esti-

mation of iodine; the reacting solution is made u]) as usual, but is then transferred by means
of a fast running siphon to a number of smallei flasks which are each filled with the reaching

solution; loss of the reactants by volatilization is thereby entirely prevented.

Suppose that we wish to measure the rate of reaction betw(‘en acetone and iodine with

an error not gn'ater than 1 per cent, the total error in k caused by the errors in .r, t, a, h and

in the measurement of the temiierature of the reaction mixture must not be greater than

rh 1 per cent. In certain of these measurements it will be possi})le without any great difHcultv

to reduce the error so that it is less than per cent, in wdiich case, following the usual

rule, tho effect on the final result may be neglected; it is possible to determine tho initial

concentration of tho acetone and the initial concentration of the acid to within 0.33 per cent

without much difficulty; the temperature coefficient of the reaction is such that a change in

tem])erature of 0.01® for the whole time of the reaction changes the velocity 0.13 per cent,

so that if the temiierature of the thermostat is regulated to ± 0.02® the temperature error

would b(! negligible*: in m(‘asuring the time theie are tw’o errors, one in measuring the initial

time and one in measuring the final time, which are probably not greater than d= 5 seconds

in each case so that the total j^rror in / is -f- = 7 seconds; therefore if the erior in I

is to be less tluin 0.3 jicr cent, an exiicriment should extend over a minimum time of 40 minutes.

It remains ther(*fore to measure j* to =fc 1 per cent; all the other errors can then be neglected

and tin* error in k W'ill be rh 1 per cent; if volumetric apparatus is used it wall not be possible

to measure x much more accurately than this because .r is obtained by taking the difference

of two iodine titrations in which the iodine must be estimated much more accurately than

± I per cent, depending on tho amount of iodine that reacts. Finally, when measuring rate

of ri'action the materials used must be purified rigorously since small (luantities of highly

leactive imjiurities w'ould cau.se large eirois; .simph* distillation is u.sually not .suflicn'iit and

“chemical ’’ methods of purification .should be u.sed wdienever po.ssible. In the reaction und(*r

consideration it should not be neces.sary to purify the io<liiie or the hydrochloric acid if the

highest commercial grades are used; the acetone requires special purification wdiich may bo

by the ordinarv bisulfite method or by sodium iodide; ^ acetone or other .saturated ketones

will not percei>tibly decolorize a dilute aqueous solution of j)otassium i)ermanganato in ten

minutes and will not liberate iodine from a solution of hydriodie acid; if the ketone used

has the correct boiling point and meets the.se tests, it is unlikely that it could contain enough

imi)urity to affect appreciably the velocity measurement.

Methods of Measuring Reaction Velocity: Thoro arc a iiunibor of different

methods of measuring velocity of reaction, but, in the most important, the

^ Kice, Kili>atrick and Lemkin, J. Am. Chvm. Snc., 45, 13fil (1923), sec also Price. Ofoers.

of Fcf. Akad. Foth., 9, 034 (1899), Slator, ./. Chem. Soc., 85, 1286 (1904).

2 Shipsey and Werner, J, Chem. Soc., 103, 1255 (1913).
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i
(jiiinge of concniitrfitiQD with time of one of the reactants or resultants is

measured; it is desirable therefore to classify according to the analytical

methods employed. There are however a few methods in which the change of

some ])roporty of the solution as a whole is used to measure the rate of the

reaction. The change in^olume which usually accompanies a chemical change

was used by Duane ' to measure the rate of hydrolysis of cane sugar; the

solution is kept in a spiral glass tube ending in a graduatcnl capillary tube and

the change in volume is measured by the movement of the meniscus along the

capillary tube as the reaction progresses: assuming that the volume of the

solution is an additive function of the constituents, the changes in volume

should be proportional to the quantities of cane sugar left in the solution. The
temperature of the thermostat must be very accurately regulated because^he

volume change of the s(dution is very small. Benrath ^ measured the ejumgg

of density of liquid systems during chemical reactions; he obtained fair velocity

constants for the following reactions using this method: hydrolysis of cane

sugar, hydrolysis of methyl and ethyl acetates, rate of esterification of various

acids in alcohols and the rate of hydration of acetic anh 3ulride. Usually the

density changes by 1 to 2 parts per 1000 during the course of a reaction so that

if the density is measured to about 1 part in 100,000 the deviation of the velocity

constant is 1 to 2 per cent.

The change m refractive index has been used to measure rate of reaction by

Duane; ^ a photographic method was used, and by assuming that the density

and the specific index of refraction are additive functions of the constituents,

the rate of hydrolysis of cane sugar is meaf^ed.

Dunstan and Mussell ^ showed that viscosity coefficients varied suffieiently

in a number of reactions to permit the calculation of the velocity from such

measurements.

When the number of molecules changes in the course of a chemical reaction,

all those properties depending on the molecular concentrations su(;h as osmotic

pressure, rise in boiling point or lowering of freezing point will show a corre-

sponding change. Trevor and Kortright ^ measured the rate of inversion of

cane sugar by measuring the change of boiling point of the solution; Kalilen-

berg, Davis and Fowler ® made similar measurements using the freezing point

lowering of the solution.

Change of Color: In many reactions there is no convenient analytical method

for estimating any of the reactants or resultants; in such cases, if one of the

reacting substances is highly colored, we have a method for estimating the speed

of the reaction which avoids all the difficulties of analytical measurements.

Lapworth ^ in a study of the addition of hydrocyanic acid to camphorquinone

1 Am. J. Sci., 11, 349 (1901); see also Koeliehcii, Z. phyaik. Chem., 33, 129 (1900).

^^Z. physik. Chem., 67, 501 (1909).

* Loc. cil.

‘J. Chem. Soc., 99, 505 (1911). See also von Sehroeder, Z. physik. Chem., 45, 75 (190.3),

and Berk, Trietsehe and EbbiiiRhaus, Z. physik. Chem., 58, 425 (1907).

'^Z. physik. Chem., 14, 149 (1894).

« J. Am. Chem. Soc., 31, 1 (1899).

TJ. Chem. Soc., 83, 995 (1903).
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states: was decided to resort to a method of investigation in which the
speed of reaction could be roughly gauged by means of a color change, and
for this purpose, advantage was taken of the fact that camphorquinone has a
bright yellow color, which is perceptible even in very dilute solutions, whilst
its cyanohydrin is almost, if not quite, colorless.’’ A similar method was used
by Harcourt ^ in a study of the reduction of ferric chloride by stannous chloride
in presence of potassium sulfocyanide; by suitable standards of comparison the
rate of fading of the blood-red color and hence the rate of reaction of the ferric

ion was measured. When iodine is one of the reactants or resultants, colori-

metric observations could also be used to measure the velocity of the reaction.

By using an apparatus in which the intensities of two colors could be accurately
compared, it is probable that this method could be developed to give results

comparable with those obtained by the usual analytical procedure. Edgar
and Wakefield ^ used this method to measure the rate of conversion of creatine

to creatinine under the influence of hydrochloric acid; at noted time intervals

a measured portion of the reaction mixture was taken and neutralized to stop
the reaction. The solution was then analyzed for creatinine by Folin’s method,

^

which makes use of the red color developed when creatinine is treated with
picric a(5id and sodium hydroxide; a standard solution of creatinine was treated
with picric acid and alkali in exactly the same way as the unknown solution,

and the color was compared in a Duboscq type of colorimeter; the authors
believe that the method gives the concentration of creatinine to ±: 1 per cent.

Optical Rotation: When an optically active substance changes in concentra-
tion during the course of a reaction, the polarimetcr provides a convenient
method of measuring the rate of the reaction. This method has been applied
more especially in the study of sugar hydrolysis. A resum6 of the work up to

1906 is given by (hildwell,'‘ in which it is stated that, up to that time, 140
papers were published on the hydrolysis of cane sugar. The velocity of

inversion was first successfully measured by Wilhelmy ^ by means of the
polarimeter; since the change in the optical rotation on passing from cane

= + 66 to invert sugar fa:]/) = — 28 is so large, accurate measure-
ments may be made with a comparatively rough polarimetcr. The technique
may be illiistrate<l by the method described in a recent paper.®

Pokiriincter tubes 10 cm. Iouk W’crc used surrounded by jiickets Ihroush which water
:it 25*^ rfc 0.1 WHS circuliitod; 25 cc. of standard hydrochloric acid solution was added to
2.5 cc. of a 20 per cent solution of sucrose, both solutions hciriK at 25° C., and immediately
the mixture was placed m the obsen'ation tube; the rotation ott is noted at eonveiiiont time
inteiwals and the final rotation ofog is measured after at least 48 hours from the start of the
reaction. If wo assume that the hydrolysis of cane sugar is represented by some such scheme
as the following:

C 12H 22O 11 -|- II 2O = (Rapid),

Ci2H220n.H20 -f- H ^ = CeHisOe + CellieOe + H+ (Slow),

^PhiL Tram., 212A, 187 (1913).
- J. Am. Chem. iioc., 45, 2242 (1923).
3 Foliii, .Iw. J. Physiol., 13, 48 (1905).
* Brit. A.^so€. Adv. Set. Rep., 351 (190(>).

^PoutJ. Avn., 81, 41,3, 499 (1850).
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we can conclude that the velocity of the slow reaction will be proportional to the concentration

of the cane sugar and to the concentration of the hydrochloric acid, if the reaction takes

place in dilute solution. The velocity equation will be, therefore,

where a is the initial concentration of the hydrochloric acid which remains constant during

the experiment, h is the initial concentration of the cane sugar and (Jt — x) is its concentration

after time t. The ratio hjih — j-) is independent of the particular unit of concentration

used so that if the rotations are additive we can replace hjijb — .r) by — ^
,
where ofo is

at — aao

the initial rotation and o?oo is the final rotation. Rosanoff, Clarke and Sibley ^ showed that

the specific rotation of the solution is an additive function of its composition and also gave

a method for calculating ao; a slight error in the value of ao will be greatly magnified in the

value of k calculated for the earlier stages of the reaction, so instead of trying to obtain ao

by direct observation they extrapolated to t = 0 the straight line obtained by plotting values

of t against corresponding values of log (at — aoo); this gives far more reliable values of

log (ao ~ aoo) than can be obtained by direct measurement.

The optical rotation of mixtures of sugars has been the subject of a number
of recent investigations Hudson has pointed out that strict proportionality

between change in rotation and the amount hydrolyzed would be possible only

if the specific rotation of sucrose, glucose and fructose docs not change with

concentration, a condition which is only approximately fulfilled in the case of

the pure sugars. Vosburgh notes that for sucrose and glucose the variation

is negligible but in the case of fructose it is appreciable in magnitude and the

variation is in such a direction as to cause an ai)parent increase in the velocity

coefficients when the latter are calculated by the unimolccular equation, an

effect noticed by several observers; on the other hand. Nelson and Beagle

found .hat the specific rotation of fructose is affected by the presence of sucrose,

but the effect is in such a direction as to compensate partly for the variation in

specific rotation with concentration in the case of the hydrolysis of sucrose.

Vosburgh gives a complete discussion of these errors and concludes that the

polariscopic determination of the per cent of sucrose replaced by invert sugar

gives a velocity constant about 0.4 per cent too high when sodium light is used;

by using light of wave-length X = 546.188, obtained from a mercury vajmr

lamp, the error is appreciably less.

Conductivity

:

When a reaction occurs which involves a change in concen-

tration of an electrolyte, conductivity measurements provide a convenient

method of following the course of the reaction. This method has been applied

to the measurement of the rate of hydration of acid anhydrides; ® it is not

possible to measure the rates of these reactions by titrating the acid produced

by alkali because the reactions are extraordinarily sensitive to traces of alkali.

Previous attempts by Meuschutkin and Vasilieff,* and }>y Lumifere and Barbier ^ in which

other methods were used were unsuccessful and Rivett and Sidgwick state: “We have

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 33, 1911 (1911).

^J. Am. Chem. Soc., 32, 885 (1910); Nelson and Beagle, ibid., 41, 572 (1919); Vosburgh,

ibid., 43, 219 (1921).

3 Rivett and Sidgwick, J. Chem. Soc., 97, 732, 1677 (1910).

6 Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc., 21, 188 (1889).

^Bull. Soc. chim., 35, 625 (1906).

2~-8
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endeavored to determine the constant with greater accuracy by means of the conductivity.
If we start with a solution of the anhydride in water, the conductivity at any moment is due
solely to the amount of acetic acid formed; and the only way in which the presence of the
unchanged anhydride is likely to affect it is by its influence on the viscosity of the solution.”
The only drawback to this method appears to be the somewhat uncertain viscosity correction.

Recently Skrabal ^ has devised an ingenious method for measuring the velocity of hydration
of acetic anhydride by conducting the reaction in presence of sodium iodide and iodate,
the acetic acid liberating an equivalent quantity of iodine which can bo estimated in the
usual way. By having thiosulfate and starch present, the change of color when all the
thiosulfate had reacted could be used for measuring the velocity.

Walker 2 has used conductivity measurements for measuring the rate of

hydrolysis of esters by caustic alkalis.

‘‘The chief conditions for the convenient application of the method are: first, that there
should be a considerable difference in conductivity between the initial and final systems,
and second, that the change in conductivity should be proportional to the progress of the
reaction. It occurred to me that these conditions would be well fulfilled in the saponification
of an ester by a caustic alkali. The conductivity of the alkali, say sodium hydroxide, is

much greater than that of the sodium salt produced by the saponification, owing to the high
velocity of hydroxide ion as compared with the salt anion. Since, too, sodium hydroxide
and sodium sails of monobasic acids are approximately equally ionized under the same
conditions, the ionization in dilute solution remains practically the same throughout the
saponification, and thus the alteration in the conductivity is almost exactly proportional to
the progress of the reaction.”

Measurements of the hydrolysis of methyl acetate and ethyl acetate by
sodium hydroxide gave constants, the maximum deviation of which from the
mean value in any series was less than 2 per cent; further, the results agreed
with those obtained by Warder ^ and by Eeicher.^ Walker and Kay ® used
conductivity measurements to follow the rate of decomposition of ammonium
cyanate in dilute aqueous solution; the equation representing the change is

NH4+ + CNO- = C0(NH2)2.

Other workers ® have also used the conductivity method.
Gas Evolution: The measurement of velocity of reaction by the rate of gas

evolution has been carefully studied by a number of workers. Recently
Harned ^ has studied the catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by
the iodide ion; measurements of the amount of oxygen evolved after definite

time intervals gave the necessary data for calculating the velocity constant.

It is necessary to agitate the solution to prevent supersaturation wdth the

oxygen formed in the decomposition and this is done by means of a rapidly

revolving glass stirrer sealed from the outside by the well-known mercury
seal method; ® since the stirrer is rotated between 1000 to 1500 revolutions per

» Monatsh., 43, 493 (1923).

^Proc, Roy, Soc., 78A, 157 (1906).

3 -4m. Chem, J., 3, 203 (1881).

* Liebig. Ann., 228, 257 (1885); ibid., 232, 103 (1886).

^J. Chem. Soc., 71, 489 (1897).

•Cohen and Kaiser, Z. physik. Chem., 89, 357 (1915).

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 40, 1461 (1918).
• Sec also Holn and Oreciibank, J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 15, 1134 (1923).
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minute, the apparatus must be carefully constructed, but it has the advantage
that it could be used for any type of reaction in which a relatively insoluble
gas is evolved. Preliminary experiments showed that, when there was no
iodide ion present, the decomposition of the hydrogen peroxide by the stirring

apparatus was negligible; excellent results were obtained and the results of

experiments could be duplicated to within ± 1 per cent. Francis and his

co-workers * have used this method to investigate the decomposition of nitro-

sotriacetonamine by alkalis into phorone and nitrogen; the following equation
represents the reaction:

/cm . C(CH8)\ /CH : CCHj
CO N.NO + OH-= HsO + Nj-l-CO -f OH".

\CH8.C(CH3)/ \CH;CCH,

In their later work they designed a special apparatus in which the pressure of

the evolved nitrogen was measured; this gave a much higher degree of accuracy
without lengthening the time of an experiment. A list of other publications

in which gas evolution is used to measure reaction rates is given below.*

Acidimeiry and Alkalimetry: These methods are commonly used in the

study of hydrolytic reactions and may be illustrated by the hydrolysis of methyl
acetate by hydrochloric acid.

The oriKinal method devised by Ostwald ^ for measuring the volority has been used by
most inv'Cfltigators with slight modifications; a known amount of standard hydrochloric
acid is added to a small flask and then sufficient water so that when the ester is added*
the total volume is 50 cc.; the flask is then placed in the thermostat for thirty minutes, and
the required amount of ester added at a noted time; thus, for each experiment, the concen-
tration of each constituent is known. From time to time 2 cc. portions of the solution are
withdrawn by means of a pipette and added to about 40 cc. of water and the total acid esti-

mated by standard baryta; the deviation of measurements made by this method is probably
2-3 per cent. A similar procedure was followed by Iloichcr ^ in a careful study of the rate
of hydrolysis of esters by alkalis; measured portion.^ of the solution were added to standard
sulfuric acid and the oxcCvSS acid determined by titration with baryta water.

lodimeiry: The application of iodimetry in the study of rate of reaction may
be illustrated by the isomeric change of acetyl-chloro-amino-benzene to p-

chloro-acetanilide under the influence of hydrogen ions and chloride ions

the course of the reaction was followed by adding a measured quantity of the

reacting solution at definite time intervals to a solution containing an excess of

iclibbins and Francis, J. Chem. Soc., 101, 2358 (1912); Francis and Geake, ibid., 103,

1722 (1913); Francis, Geake and Roche, ibid., 107, 1G51 (1915).

^Lamplough, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 14, 580 (1908); Walton, Z. physik. Chem., 47,

185 (1904); Fraenkel, ibid., 60, 202 (1912).

* Ostwald, J. prakt. Chem., 28, 449 (1883).

*Ann., 228, 257 (1885).

®Rivett, Z. ph^sik. Chem., 82, 201 (1913).
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potassium iodide. The following reaction takes place:

I I

+2H+ + 2I~ =

CINCOCH 3

\
+ I 2 + H+ + C1-.

\/
HNCOCH3

The p-chloro-acetanilide does not react with the iodide. The free iodine is

then titrated with standard sodium thiosulfate using starch as indicator.

Lapworth ^ studied the rate of addition of chlorine and bromine to acetone
under the catalytic influence of various acids; here, the reaction may be followed

by adding a measured quantity of the reacting solution to a neutral buffer con-

taining an excess of potassium iodide; the buffer solution stops the reaction

and the chlorine or bromine lil)erates iodine in equivalent quantity which
may then be estimated by standard thiosulfate.

Measurement of Very Rapid Reactions: ^ In connection with the measure-

ment of velocity of reaction there are in general two problems: (1) To arrange

that the chemical system under investigation be made initially unstable in a

period of time that is negligibly short in comparison with that taken by the

chemical reaction. (2) To record from time to time the points reached by the

unstable system by means of methods which take a negligibly short time in

comparison with that taken by the chemical reaction. In the case of slow

reactions both these requirements can easily be met, for the initially unstable

system can be made by mixing the reactants, an operation which takes only

a few seconds; this can be neglected if the reaction takes many minutes or

hours to reach equilibrium. Since the dynamical study of slow reactions has

thrown so much light upon the general mechanism of chemical reactions, the

value of a method for measuring the velocity of rapid reactions can hardly be

questioned; however, in the case of reactions so rapid that equilibrium is

reached within perhaps a second, the methods used for slow reactions break

down completely, and it is necessary to search for new modes of attack. In

one method, the initial unstable condition was obtained by passing light

through a system photochcmically reversible; by cutting off the light, the

concentrations of the reactants return to their previous dark values. The
procedure used is to pass the solution through a tube, a section of which is

exposed to a strong beam of light (which displaces the system from its dark

equilibrium)
;
sections of the tube further along are then examined by a suitable

optical method to obtain the concentrations of the reactants at these points.

This method was not developed because comparatively few reactions are

photochemically reversible and in addition there is the uncertainty as to

whether the effects of the light upon the system disappear at the instant at

which the light beam is interrupted. Instead, a mixing process was devised

which can be completed before any appreciable degree of chemical action can

» J. Chnn, Soc„ 85. 30 (1904).

* HartridRe and Roughton, Proc, Roy. Soc., 104A, 376 (1923).
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take place. The principle of the method consists in causing the fluids to be
mixed to come together at a high velocity within a special type of mixing
chamber; the two streams of fluid having met one another and mixed very
completely then pass down an observation tube and at measured points the
concentrations of the reactants are determined by a suitable optical method,
which may involve measurements of (a) opacity, (b) color, (c) absorption in

definite spectral regions, (d) wave-length of absorption bands, (r) rotation of

the plane of polarization, (/) refractive index. The necessary time measure-
ments are obtained from a knowledge of the rate of flow down the observation
tube and the distance between the cross-sections where determinations are
made. Ilartridge and Roughton find ^ that the velocities of reactions with a
half period of only 0.03 sec. may be measured by this method; they have
applied the method to the measurement of the rate at which ox3’^gen dissociates

from its combination with haemoglobin.

Measurement of Temperature Coefficients: This is usually done by meas-
uring the velocity at two temperatures, the ratio giving a measure of the
effect of temperature on the velocity; the method however is laborious and
time-consuming, for it requires two separate exact experiments; also, the error

in the temperature coefficient is much greater than in a single velocity measure-
ment being given by where ci and are the errors of the two velocity

measurements. Recently a method for measuring temperature coefficients

has been devised ^ which requires only one experiment and gives a high degree
of precision in the result. The principle of the method is shown I

>

3
’^ the following

description of the procedure followed when measuring the t(*mperaturo coeffi-

cient of the reaction between acetone and iodine in aqueous solution.

“We had two theriiiostatH working .side by .side, one at h and the other at /a, and eaeh
regulated to ± 0.003°. We filled a liter bottle with a Holution of acid and iodine of a]>i)roxi-

mately the .streiigth.s used in a velocity deterniiiiatioii. The bottle was then filled with a
titrating .siphon and the iodine accurately e.stimated in the u.sual manner with thiosulfate.

After removing the .sijihon, we w'cighed the bottle and content.s and, by .subtracting the weight
of the empty bottle, w'e obtained the weight of the solution. W(‘ then i)laced the bottle in

the thermostat of lower temperature (h), and when it had attained tliis temperature we
started the reaction by running in the required ciuantity of acetoncj from a pipet, iinmodi.atcly

agitated the bottle, fitted it with a quick-running .siphon and filled four 100 cc. gla.s.s-stoppered

reaction tubes with the .solution. Tw^o of the tubes were placed in tlie tlKTinostat at ti,

and two in the other thermostat. We noted carefully the time at which we added the acetone
and also the time at which the tw^o tubes w'ere placed in the thermostat at ti. After a suitable

time, usually 3-4 hours, we fitted the tubes wdth a titrating .siphon and d(*ferniin(‘d the iodine
as in a velocity experiment. From these data we could obtain the rate of lo.ss of iodine in

each set of tubes expres.sed in terms of cc. of thio.sulfate per minute. No correction is nocc.s-

sary for the re.sults at h, .since the tubes were at this temperature all the time. A small
correction is neces.sary for the re.sults obtained at < 2 , since the reacting solution was at ti

for a short time (usually 2 minutes) and also the solution took some time to attain tlie tem-
lierature t2 after being tran.sferred to the bath of higher temperature. A further correction

is necessary because the solution diminished in density when rai.sed to the higher temperature.
The total of these corrections, however, is very .small and amounts u.sually to less than 1

per cent.”

1 Ibid., 104A, 396 (1923).
^ Rice and Kilpatrick, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 1410 (1923).
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It is evident that the ratios of the corrected rates of loss of iodine at the

two temperatures gives the temperature coefficient of the reaction; these rates

may be expressed in terms of cc. of thiosulfate per minute, so that it is not

necessary even to standardize the thiosulfate. Temperature coefficients de-

termined in this manner agree with those determined from the results of two
separate experiments.

Theoretical

The rapid increase of the rate of reaction with temperature is one of the

outstanding difficulties in the theoretical treatment of this subject; there are

a few reactions which show only a slight increase of velocity with temperature;

Slator ^ showed that there is practically no reaction in a dilute solution of

chlorine in benzene, but, in presence of a trace of iodine chloride, chlorobenzene

and benzene hexachloride are formed at measurable rates; thn value of k 25lkn
is 1.05 where k is the rate of disappearance of chlorine. Dushman ^ and also

Skrabal ® have studied the rate of formation of free iodine from the iodide ion

and the iodate ion, another reaction which has a very small temperature

coefficient; photochemical reactions usually have small temperature coefficients.

However, with ordinary chemical reactions which proceed with measurable

velocity, such behavior is quite exceptional and the increase in velocity per

10® rise in temperature is usually from 200 to 400 per cent. On kinetic con-

siderations we can account for a 2-3 per cent increase in velocity for a 10® rise

in temperature, because the rise in temperature will increase the velocity of

the reacting molecules and diminish the viscosity of the solvent; for reactions

of a low order these influences probably tend to increase the rate of collision

of the reacting molecules, but, for more complicated reactions, the rate of

collision may actually be diminished j-'there appears to be little hope of account-

ing for the temperature coefficients of chemical reactions on the basis of kinctie

theory.'^

There is also another difficulty .quite as groat in connection with reaction

rates. A mixture of iodine and sodium thiosulfate even in the most dilute

solution, say 0.00001 A, reacts practically instantaneously and the same is

true of a mixture of barium chloride and silver sulfate in very dilute solution; a

very great number of such
**

instantaneous reactions are known. If, however,

we make up a solution of acetone, iodine and acid such that the concentrations

of the reacting molecules arc: 0.1 M acetone, 0.1 A hydrogen ion and 0.01 N
iodine, we find that this reaction goes at a very slow rate and takes over an

hour for one half of the reactants to disappear. From experiments with such

reactions as that between iodine and sodium thiosulfate, it follows that, even

at concentrations as low as 0.00001 A", the number of molecular collisions is

sufficient to permit a reaction to be practically instantaneous ;'^e are forced

to conclude, therefore, that, in slow reactions, only a very small proportion

1 J. Chem. Soc., 83, 729 (1903).

Phys. Chem., 8, 453 (1904).

^Monatsh., 32, 815 (1911).
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of the collisions result in chemical interaction or else the reaction occurring

in the solution is not that represented by the stoichiometric equation of the

change:^ It is of course possible that reacting molecules may have to collide

at definite portions of their surfaces,^ and it is conceivable that, in the special

case of reactions between complicated organic compounds, this factor might

account for the existence of slow reactions; however, it is hardly possible that

it is a general explanation.

Another difficulty ^ will be realized by considering a reaction between two
different molecules A and B; ordinarily, we state that the velocity of the

reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of A and B, which

postulates that the rate of the reaction simply depends on the probability of A
and B coming into contact with one another. If, however, the velocity de-

pended only on the probability of collision, we might expect the velocity to

be independent of the specific nature of the reactants, and to be determined

simply by the temperature, the mean free path, and the speed of the molecules;

owing to the highly specific nature of reaction velocity,'lt is evident that re-

activity depends on other factors as well.'^ The hypotheses which have been

put forward to meet these difficulties will now be considered.

The Arrhenius Hypothesis: Most of the explanations for the high temper-

ature coefficients of chemical reactions usually center around the empirical

equation of Arrhenius ^ connecting velocity of reaction and temperature, which

may be written

dink _ Q
It'^ RT^'

where Q is a constant. Arrhenius traced a relation between the variation of

an equilibrium constant with temperature and the variation of the reaction

velocity with temperature. Consider the equilibrium ^ + C ^ A
;
we then

have

p _ [^]

rax[(7j’

where K is the equilibrium constant and [Aj, [5]] and [C] are the equilibrium

concentrations of A, 5 and C respectively at the temperature U The equi-

librium constant K will vary with the temperature and this variation will

depend on the heat of the reaction 5 + C == A; the relation is given by the

van^t Hoff isochore.

dlnK _ Q

1 See Stern, Ann. Physik., 44
, 497 (1914); Dushman, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43 , 397 (1921);

Bjemim, Z. physik. Chem,, 108
, 87 (1924).

2 See Lewis, Brit. Assoc. Adv. Set. Rep., 394 (1915).

3 Z. physik. Chem., 4 , 226 (1889),
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which in the integrated form is

\vhere Q is the heat of the reaction. We can readily calculate that if the

reaction absorbs, say, 20,000 cal. per mole of A produced, then the ratio of

the equilibrium constants at 35° and 25°, Kz 5lK 25 = 3.1 (approximately);

the equilibrium constant varies rapidly with the temperature if the heat of

the reaction is high. The next step is to consider a special case of the equi-

librium, namely, when the equilibrium concentration of A is very small
;
it will

be readily seen that the equilibrium concentrations of B and C will not vary
appreciably with change in temperature so that we can write K oc [A], and,

therefore,

A'35/iV25 = = 3.1.

Considering the hydrolysis of cane sugar by hydrochloric acid in aqueous
solution, Arrhenius suggested that the cane sugar is present in two forms,

active and inactive, in mass action equilibrium; the equilibrium concentration

of the active form is supposed to be very minute and to be attained practically

instantaneously; if K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction active in-

active cane sugar molecules, we can evidently write as before

KzhjKih = E^Qas/E-^D'is;

Arrhenius i)()stulates that only the active molecules undergo hydrol3"sis and
that the high temperature coefficient of the reaction is due almost wholly to

the increase in concentration of the active molecules; for this reaction

is approximately 4 which is also the value for E^Dss/E^Ozs, so that we can

calculate that the heat of the reaction

active cane sugar —> passive cane sugar

is 26,000 cal. per mole. Other temperature coefficients for other reactions

would correspond to other heats of transformation from inactive to active

molecules; for the reaction between acetone and iodine the acetone would be

considered the active molecule and in the solution we would have the equi-

librium

acetone (inacthx) acetone (active)

;

since the value of k^blkob is approximately 3, the heat of transformation from

inactive to active acetone molecule is approximately 20,000 cal. The temper-

ature coefficient of the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate is kz 5lk 2 b
= 2.5 so that the

heat of transformation from inactive to active ethyl acetate molecule is 16,500

cal. (approximately). Arrhenius further extended this hypothesis to explain

catalysis by assuming that the hydrogen ion or other catalyst shifts the equi-

librium to the active side and therefore increases the velocity of the reaction.
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Several objections to this hypothesis are immediately apparent; the assump-

tion that the catalyst increases the rate of a reaction by shifting the equilibrium

between the active and inactive molecules is contrary to one of the conceptions

of catalytic activity, which is that a catalyst does not affect the equilibrium

point of a reaction in dilute solution; further, the assumption that substances

like cane sugar, ethyl acetate, etc., exist in two forms in solution is very artificial

and is without experimental support; indeed, when considering multimolecular

reactions we have nothing to guide us when selecting the reactant which is

supposed to be present in two forms. For the reaction between cane sugar

and water catalyzed by hydrogen ion, we might select any one of the three

entities taking part in the reaction and by saying that it was present in two

forms, active and inactive, we could deduce the Arrhenius empirical equation;

there would perhaps be some justification for saying that the water exists in

two forms, active and passive, for liquid water is ordinarily supposed to be a

mixture of simple water molecules with various polymers; we might therefore

postulate that the simple water molecules are present in very minute concentra-

tion and are the active molecules in the hydrolysis. This would account for

the high temperature coefficients of hydrolytic reactions but it would also

follow on the basis of this hypothesis that all hydrolytic reactions would have

the same temperature coefficient; since this is not the case we cannot derive

the empirical Arrhenius equation by postulating that the water is present in

two forms. The remaining i)ossibility that the hydrogen ion exists in two

forms will be considered later.

The Arrhenius hypothesis can hardly be regarded as anything more than an

ad hoc explanation of the difficulty; from it we can conclude that each chemical

reaction has a unique temperature coefficient depending on the heat of activa-

tion of the active molecules of the substrat but there docs not seem to be any

way of developing the hypothesis so that it can be tested.

The Radiation Hypothesis : The method of development of the radiation

theory is similar to the method of development of the Arrhenius hypothesis;

the usual process used by investigators has been to make up a set of postulates

which enable them to deduce an equation of the same form as the Arrhenius

empirical equation, and on these postulates to develop a theory of chemical

reactivity. Trautz,^ who first suggested that ordinary reactions are produced

by infra-red light, took as his fundamental assumption that a molecule must

be in an active state in order to react; if Q is the heat of activation and a is the

fraction of the molecules which at any temperature T possess this energy, he

deduced the equation

dlna _ Q
~dT “ ^2

‘

In this manner, by assuming that only a definite fraction of each type of

molecule is capable of reacting at any given temperature he showed that the

rate of a bimolecular reaction in gases may be calculated from the frequency of

1 Z. wiss. Photochem., 4, 160 (1906).
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collisions between the active molecules as deduced from kinetic theory con-
siderations. Marcelin^ assumes that the internal energy of the molecules
varies in conformity to the laws of statistical mechanics, and that a spontaneous
transformation or reaction is produced when the internal energy attains a
certain critical value; on this theory therefore it is not the number of activated
rilolecules present at any instant which determines the rate of the reaction,

but the rate at which the molecules acquire this critical energy; he deduces the
equation

dlnkldt = E/RT^,

where E may be called the critical increment, that is, the energy absorbed by
the molecule, in excess of the average energy possessed by all the molecules,
before it becomes reactive. The above equation is of the same form as the
empirical equation of Arrhenius.

It is evident therefore that, from quite different and mutually exclusive

assumptions, the empirical equation of Arrhenius may be developed; the
deduction of this equation from any set of propositions does not justify us in

referring to such propositions as anything more than speculation or at best a

hypothesis 2; it is an experimental fact that the velocity of reaction increases

with rise in temperature and that the temperature coefficient diminishes with
rise in temperature; this is sometimes quoted as evidence of the correctness

of one or other of these hypotheses, but actually it proves nothing more than
that reactions follow the empirical Arrhenius equation, which, written in the
form

Idk _ Q
kdT RT'^'

states plainly that the temperature coefficient of a chemical reaction is in-

versely proportional to the square of the absolute temperature. The develop-
ment of one of these hypotheses by the application of the concept that radiation

plays an essential part in chemistry was made by W. C. McC. Lewis ® and later,

though independently, by Perrin.**

As pointed out by Perrin, the existence of such reactions as A 2 2A shows
the necessity of considering some agent besides molecular collisions. On the

1 Ann. phys., 3, 120 (1915); idem, Compt. Rend., 158, 161 (1914).
* It may be noted that the method used in deducings; the Arrhenius equation has been

questioned in certain cases. Perrin, 7>ans. Farad. Soc., 17, 555 (1922), states: “Trautz . . .

has developed ideas which are certainly cognate (but which I have not quite understood)
and to which I would refer the reader.’’ Tolman (J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 76 (1922)) states:

“Thus Marcelin, in his important contribution to the theory of physical kinetics {Ann.
Phys., 3, 120 (1915)), has made use of a relation between free energy and a quantity occurring
in the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law which the present writer believes to bo incorrect.

An article attempting to justify Marcelin’s procedure has recently been published by E. P.

Adams (J . Am. Chern. Soc., 43, 1251 (1921)) but the present writer cannot agree with Adams’s
conclusions.”

® Lewis and co-workers, J. Chem. Soc., 1914-1923.
* Perrin, Ann. phys., 11, 1 (1919).
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molecular scale this reaction consists in the sudden appearance of a molecular

grouping 2

A

at a spot where there was the group A 2 ;
when we consider that

the fraction of ^4.2 dissociating at any instant at any given temperature is

independent of the actual number of molecules of A 2 present in unit volume
we must conclude that the probability that a molecule of A 2 will dissociate is

independent of the number of collisions with other molecules and must con-

sequently depend upon some process occurring within the structure of the

molecule itself. Perrin concludes that the agent which can break up and
remake a molecule, even in a vacuum where there are no collisions and make it

conform to temperature, is the same which imposes a definite temperature

upon a thermometer suspended in a vacuum; it is, in the most general sense

of the word, radiation, isothermal under stationary conditions, which fills the

enclosure at each instant and in which the molecule remains immersed.

Lewis 1 takes as his initial assumption that temperature effect must be

due to some influence on, or connected with, the internal structure of the

molecules taking part in the reaction, since the increase in velocity cannot

be explained from the mere increase in kinetic movement; further, he assumes

that the same influence underlies the phenomenon of catalysis in homogeneous
solution so that catalysis is due to some influence on, or connected with, the

structure of the molecules. He concludes: Owing to the generality and com-
parability of catalysis in homogeneous solutions, as, for example, the approxi-

mate proportionality between the velocity of the reaction and the concentra-

tion of the catalyst on the one hand, and the generality of the temperature

coefficient which is of the same order for a whole series of widely varying

reactions, on the other hand, one is tempted to seek for some physical basis

which would apply equally to both.’’ He then adopts the Trautz conception

that ordinary chemical reactions are due to infra-red radiation and suggests

that the mechanism of homogeneous catalysis is essentially the absorption by
the reactants of infra-red radiation emitted by the catalyst; when the internal

energy of a molecule reaches a certain critical value it becomes chemically

reactive; since any system will have a normal radiation density in virtue of its

temperature, this may happen in the absence of a catalyst, its only function

being to increase the density of the particular kind of infra-red radiation ab-

sorbed by the reactants. The effect of temperature on the other hand is to

increase the total infra-red radiation density throughout the system, and there-

fore increase those particular regions which the substance is capable of absorb-

ing. This is the material mechanism supposed to underlie the transformations

considered by Marcelin; the critical increment E, that is, the excess energy

over the average possessed by a molecule necessary to bring it to the chemically

active condition, is supposed to be obtained by absorption of infra-red energy

of a particular wave-length by the reactants.

Measurements of the rate of hydrolysis of sucrose ^ over the range 25® to

35° show that /j36/^25 = 4.13; substituting this in the integrated form of the

1 Lamble and Lewis, J, Chem. Soc., 105, 2330 (1914).
2 Lamble and Lewis, J, Chem. Soc., 107, 233 (1915).
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Marcelin equation

ln^=-( — L\
^25 R V 298 308 /

Ve obtain for E the value 26,000 cal. per mole; dividing this by the Avogadro
number and converting into ergs we obtain 1.6 X 10“^2 ^j-gg amount of

energy above the average necessary to activate a single molecule of sugar.

The next step is to introduce the important idea of the quantum, which allows
us to state that when radiation of frequency v causes a molecule, isolated in

space, to pass from one stationary state to another stationary state, the internal

energy of this molecule is increased by the quantum hv^ where h is Planck^s

constant (6.55 X 10~27 ergs /sec.); equating hv to E per molecule we obtain
V = 1.6 X X 10~^^ = 2.44 X lO^'^. The wave-length corresponding
with this is 1.23 X 10~^ cm., or 1.23 fx which is in the short infra-red region in

which sucrose shows strong absorption; this earlier work has been confirmed
and extended by more complete studies ^ of the reaction. Perrin commenting
on these calculations states: ^^The result appears very satisfactory and re-

markable even, because we might have obtained altogether unreasonable
values of any order of magnitude, if the theory were arbitrary. The infra-

red absorption spectrum of triethyl sulphine bromide was measured ^ in various

solvents; from the measurements of von Halban ® on its rate of decomposition
in these solvents, the critical increment and hence the characteristic frequency
of the substance in each solvent could be obtained; comparison of the observed
and calculated frequencies showed close agreement in most cases.

The view that radiation is the ultimate source of all energy which makes
chemical reactivity possible is developed by Lewis and his co-workers in a

series of papers from 1914 onward; the basis of the view is that the rate of a

unimolecular reaction is identical with the number of molecules which attain

the critical state per second; in a bimolecular reaction however where two
molecules are simultaneously concerned it is necessary that each reacting

species attain the critical energy before reaction can take place. Active

molecules in unimolecular processes have therefore no real existence, but in

multimolecular reactions it is conceivable that active molecules exist, the rate

of the observed reaction depending on the number of collisions per second which
take place between active molecules of the reactants. Lewis concludes also

that the equilibrium between active and passive molecules is attained prac-

tically instantaneously; his calculations show that the proportion of chemically

effective collisions is an exceedingly small fraction of the total number of

collisions in the same time; this fraction is referred to as the chemical efficiency

of the reaction and increases very rapidly with the temperature.

1 Jones Mild Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 117, 1120 (1920); Moran and Lewis, ibid., 121, 1618
(1922).

* H. A. Taylor and Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 121, 665 (1922).

physik. Chem., 77, 129 (1909),
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Lewis ' has shown that combining these considerations with the kinetic

theory, we may calculate the number of collisions per cc. per second between

active molecules and hence obtain the velocity of a bimolecular gas reaction;

the observed and calculated rates are of the same order for several different

reactions, which is satisfactory agreement because the expression giving the

rate of collision of molecules contains a term involving the square of the distance

within which two molecules approach one another during a collision and nothing

is known of this term beyond the fact that it is of the order of magnitude of the

diameter of a molecule.

A recent discussion ^ of the radiation theory of chemical reaction showed

that there was considerable divergence of views amongst chemists; a number

of objections to the radiation theory were brought forward and these were

met in such an unconvincing manner that it would appear that the radiation

theory at any rate in its present form is not satisfactory. Lowry pointed out

that the two examples of unimolecular reactions selected by Perrin were really

pseudo-unimolecular; that the first case selected, namely the dissociation of

gases, requires the presence of water vapor or a catalyst and that the second

case, one of isomeric change, also requires the presence of a catalyst; he con-

cludes :

“My own experiments on nitroeamphor have shown that even the extraordinarily faeilo

isomeric change which this compound undergoes can be arrested by eliminating the minute

trace of catalyst on which it ordinarily depends. How minute this quantity is njay be judged

from the fact that a notable acceleration in the velocity of isomeric change is effected by the

addition of a single decigram of piperidine to a ton of benzene. From these and other similar

observations, it is probable that even the slight molecular r(‘arrangement which is involved

in the wandering of a mobile hydrogen atom can only be effected by the aid of other molecules

having active cjitalytic properties.”

In replying to this, Perrin admitted that many reactions considered uni-

molecular are really bimolecular but continued:

“On the other hand, novel unimolecular reactions might hav(’ to be taken into considera-

tion, such as the dissociation of a complex intermediate molecule, formed by the catalyst

and one of the products of the reaction. I should add here, though the remark may appear

obvious, that we cannot assume that every reaction reejuires a chemical catalyst. Otherwise

we should have to imagine a second catalyst for the intermediate reactions in which the

first catalyst plays a part, and so on, to infinity.”

On the basis of the radiation hypothesis unimolecular chemical reactions

have a special interest as distinct from reactions of a higher order. The

observed rate of a bimolecular reaction is determined only by the rate of

collision of activated molecules since it is assumed that the primary process

of activation is very rapid; on the other hand, the rate of a unimolecular

reaction is determined by the rate of interaction of the molecules and the

radiation since collisions can play no part in the reaction. The early attempts

to calculate the velocity of a unimolecular reaction gave results far removed

1 J. Chem. Soc., 113, 471 (1918).

2 Trans, Farad, Soc„ 17, 546 (1922).
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from the observed values and a somewhat extensive literature ^ has grown up

dealing with the theoretical aspect of unimolecular reactions. It must be

admitted however that the theory of unimolecular chemical reactions can

scarcely be regarded as placed on a sound basis until unequivocal examples

of such reactions have been found. Practically all those reactions which might

at first sight be considered unimolecular have proved on investigation to be

multimolecular or to be catalyzed by the walls of the vessel: the thermal

decomposition of ozone ^ is homogeneous but bimolecular; the thermal de-

compositions of chlorine monoxide and of phosgene ^ at high temperatures are

homogeneous reactions but the rates depend on the pressure in such a way as

to show that collision effects determine the rates and therefore the reactions are

multimolecular; the thermal decomposition of nitrogen pentoxide which ap-

peared to be an example of a unimolecular change has now been shown to be at

least bimolecular, small traces of the decomposition products being necessary

to secure a constant specific rate of decomposition S* hydrogen peroxide and

sulfuryl chloride ® decompose thermally and these have been shown to be

typical heterogeneous reactions taking place on the walls of the containing

vessel; the possible exception of the thermal decomposition of phosphine ® at

high temperatures has now been shown to be a wall '' reaction at the surface

of the containing vessel.^ Such gas reactions, therefore, proeeed as homo-

geneous multimolecular reactions or are catalyzed by the walls of the vessel.

It would be the strongest possible argument in favor of the radiation hypothesis

if we had even a single example of a chemical reaction which proceeds with

measurable speed and which we were reasonably certain was a true unimolecular

reaction.

Lindemann brought forward the objection that if reaction velocity is pro-

portional to radiation density of a given wave-length then the inversion of

sucrose which has a temperature coefficient of 4.13 for 10° must be determined

by the radiation density of wave-length 1.058 fx; the radiation density of this

wave-length is 5 X 10^^ times greater in sunlight than in the dark, yet the

reaction proceeds at approximately the same rate. Perrin attempted to meet

this difficulty by assuming that the frequency v calculated from the constant of

Arrhenius may be the sum -t* ^^2 + • • • of the really active frequencies; the

1 Lewis, Phil. Mag., 34, 26 (1920); Rideal, ibid., 40, 461 (1920); Langmuir, J. Am.

Chem. Soc., 42, 2190 (1920); Polanyi, Z. physik., 3, 31 (1920); Tolman, /. Am. Chem. Soc.,

43, 269 (1921); Dushinan, ibid., 43, 397 (1921); Lewis and McKeown, ibid., 43, 1297 (1921);

Rodebush, ibid., 45, 606 (1923); Christiansen, Z. physik. Chem., 103, 91 (1922); J. Rice,

Phil Mag., 46, 312 (1923); McKeown, ibid., 46, 321 (1923); Lewis, ibid., 46, 327 (1923).

See Chapter XVI.
* Chapman and Jones, J. Chem. Soc., 97, 2463 (1910).

3 Hinshelwood and Prichard, J. Chem. Soc., 124, 2730 (1923). Christiansen, Z. physik.

Chem., 103, 99 (1922).

< Daniels and Johnston, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 53 (1921); Daniels, Wulf and Karrer,

ibid., 44, 2402 (1922).

*Hinshelwood and Prichard, J. Chem. Soc., 124, 2725 (1923).

•Trautz and Bhandarkar, Z. anorg. Chem., 97, 2463 (1910).

^ Hinshelwood and Topley, J. Chem. Soc., 125, 393 (1924).
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reaction is supposed to take place in successive steps, each step being charac-

terized by one of these active frequencies, so that if the density of any one of the
frequencies is not increased, a great increase of the others would have no effect

on the reaction velocity: besides being somewhat artificial this assumption is

rendered very doubtful by Lewis’ claim to have found a band in many reactions

at a position calculated from the temperature coefficient. Lewis who also

discusses this difficulty claims that since the solvent strongly absorbs infra-red

radiation it acts as a protective screen for the solute so far as direct radiation

is concerned; obviously, therefore, exposing such a solution in a fine spray to

sunlight should greatly increase the reaction velocity but such an effect has
not been observed.^ Lewis also points out that in sunlight one is dealing with
directed radiation and not temperature radiation:

“Since, however, the matter and radiation arc in this case not at the same temperature,

it is unjustifiable to compare the relative effects at all, for the following reasons. Owing to
the lack of temperature equilibrium, when a substance is exposed to high temperature radia-

tion, there is a tendency for the temperature of the matter to rise and that of the radiation

to fall. This is brought about by absorption chiefly of a physical nature, that is, unaccom-
panied by chemical change probably at numerous positions, such absorption occurring in a
layer of moderate thickness, so that throughout the bulk of the system the radiation density

is scarcely altered from its original value prior to illumination, and, consequently, the rate

is not appreciably affected.”

This explanation can hardly be considered adequate in the light of the following

considerations. The term temperature radiation is usually applied to black

body radiation; for example, if we consider a closed space, the walls of which

are at a uniform and constant temperature, the sum of the intensities of the

radiation of all wave-lengths at the center of the space is a constant which

depends only on the temperature of the walls. Temperature radiation is

therefore the integral of the intensities of radiation of all wave-lengths emitted

from a black body, a quantity which is proportional to the fourth power of the

absolute temperature (Stefan-Bolzmann Law). We cannot speak of the

temperature of a monochromatic ray for it is completely defined by its wave-

length and its intensity and neither of these quantities contains the concept of

temperature; monochromatic radiation coming from the sun is exactly the

same as radiation of the same wave-length from a lamp bulb if the intensities

are the same; consequently it is very difficult to see how a molecule absorbing

radiation in a certain section of the spectrum can tell whether the radiation is

temperature radiation or directed radiation. Lindemann ^ made an interesting

suggestion intended to meet this difficulty by pointing out that a molecule

may not dissociate immediately on attaining the critical increment; the rupture

of the molecule may be produced a long time after the internal energy has

attained the critical value. A further discussion of the difficulty is given by
Lewis and McKeown.®

1 T. W. J. Taylor, Nature, 108, 210 (1921), See also Lewis, ibid., 108, 241 (1921).

® Trana. Farad. Soc., 17, 599 (1922).

> J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1303 (1921).
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Langmuir ^ criticized the radiation hypothesis on the basis that the simi-

larity in form between the Arrhenius formula and Wien^s law, which expresses

the relation between the intensity of monochromatic radiation from a black

body and the temperature of the body, is accidental; he pointed out that a

number of properties which can scarcely be attributed to radiation follow a

similar law.

A recent paper ^ dealing with some objections to the radiation theory con-

tains the following:

“The main justification for regarding radiation as the origin and cause of physical and
chemical change . . , lies in the fact that no other idea i)resents itself of sufficient generality

to account for spontjwicous or unimolccular processes, as well as multimolecular processes.

Whatever criticisms therefore may be urged of attemps to apply the concept to thermal

reactions must concern themselves with the mode of apx)hcation, and not with the concept

itself.”

Other Hypotheses : Skrabal ^ has deduced a relation between the temper-

ature coefficient of a reaction and the heats of formation of the various com-

plexes present in the solution; he also gives a number of empirical rules regarding

the relation of the temperature coefficient to the nature and constitution of

the reacting substances, the medium and catalytic agencies. He claims that

the change in the reaction velocity produced by alteration in any of these

variables diminishes as the velocity increases; reaction of small velocity should

therefore have a high temperature coefficient. He also claims that the higher

the order of a reaction the greater is the temperature coefficient. He has

applied these ideas in the study of the reaction between the iodide ion and the

iodato ion, and also the reaction between iodine and the hydroxyl ion; these

reactions are exceedingly complicated and the widest variations of the temper-

ature coefficient were observed, depending on the conditions of the experiment:

in some cases a negative temperature coefficient was obtained.^ The com-

plexity of the reaction between iodine and the hydroxyl ion may be judged by

the statement ® that when the reaction occurs in a solution of sodium carbonate

and hydrogen carbonate, under certain conditions a reaction occurs the temper-

ature coefficient krlkT+io of which is 23 and the reaction is of the 13th order.

In a recent paper ^ a modification of the Arrhenius hypothesis was proposed

to explain the high temperature coefficient of chemical reactions; considering

the hydrolysis of cane sugar, Arrhenius suggested that the cane sugar was

present in two forms and in this way accounted for the high temperature

1 Trans. Farad. Noe., 17, 600 (1922).

2 Lewis and McKcowri, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1288 (1921).

3 Chem. Ztg., 37, 1169 (1913); Monatsh., 35, 1157 (1914); 37, 495 (1916).

* See however von Halban (Z. physik. Chem., 67, 129 (1909)), who concludes that a true

uniniolecular reaction i)ossesses a higher temperature coefficient than a multi-molecular

reaction. Dhar (Z. anorg. Chem., 128, 218 (1923)) gives a summary in which it is claimed

that the temperature coefficient diminishes as the order and complexity of a reaction increases.

Lewis {J. Chem. Soc., Ill, 465, 469 (1917)) also discusses this problem.

^Skrabal and W^eberitsch, Ber., 47, 117 (1914).

6 Skrabal, Monatsh., 32, 815 (1911).

^ Rico, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 2808 (192:3).
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coefficient of the reaction. It has been already pointed out however that there

is no a priori reason for supposing that the cane sugar exists in two forms; we
might select any one of the three entities, cane sugar, water and hydrogen ion,

taking part in the reaction, and by saying that it was present in two forms,

we could deduce the Arrhenius equation; the justification for the particular

selection would of course depend on the further development of the theory.

In the proposed modification it is assumed that the hydrogen ion exists in

two forms, active and inactive, in mass-action equilibrium. The active form

which is present in very small concentration is identified as the unhydrated

hydrogen ion, the hydrated form and the undissociated acid being assumed to

have no catalytic activity; similar assumptions are made for hydroxyl-ion

catalysis. Whereas on both the Arrhenius theory and the radiation theory

every chemical reaction should have a unique temperature coefficient depending

on the heat of activation of the substance undergoing change, it is evident

that this new theory predicts that chemical reactions will fall into comparatively

few classes each having a characteristic temperature coefficient.^^ Some sup-

port is obtained for this view from empirical observations in the laboratory

which show that there is some tendency for reactions to fall into classes; for

example a great many studies have been made of the acid hydrolysis of sub-

stances containing the carbonyl group, and almost without exception the

value of hul^ 2 h lies between 2.2 and 2.5. When we have a reaction in aqueous

solution catalyzed by a strong acid in which the solvent does not enter directly

into the reaction, the following argument is used:

“Assuming that tho strong arid is practically entirely dissociated, the total hydrogen

ion will be present as hydrated hydrogen ion and a minute (juantity as unhydrated hydrogen

ion; in this case the unhydrated hydrogen ion is supposed to b(‘ the only active moh'cuh* so

that all these reactions should have the same temperature (loefficient. This would hold for

any solution in which the hydrogen ion is combined only with water, for the variation with

tem}>erature of the concentration of the unhydrated ion depends on its heat of combination.

Therefore the temperatuie coefficitnit should not be affected by the presence of non-electrolytes

or neutral salts since lh(* affinity of hydrogen ion for water is so great ^ that it is unlikely

that there will be any extensive combination between the hydrogen ion and these substances.

. . . When, however, weaker acids were used as catalysts, that is, w'ben the state of combina-

tion of the hydrogen ion w'as affected, the temperature coefficient fell.” When the solvent

enters directly into the reaction, the following argument is used: “In reactions which are

hydrolytic in character I assume that there is a compound formed between the substance A
undergoing hydrolysis and the w^ater; that, in general, only a small fraction of the substance

A is present as hydrate, and that thi; hydroly.sis takes place by collision of the unhydrated

hydrogen ion with the hydrate. It will b(' seen that the hydrate of the substance A now
becomes an active molecule and the temperature coefficient of the reaction will depend on

whether the heat of hydration of A is positive or negative. Practically all cases of hydrogen

ion catalysis are thus covered and the treatment of hydroxyl ion catalysis is exactly similar.”

The whole basis of this reasoning is the assumption that the mass action

law in its classical form is true, and that its apparent failure is due to using

stoichiometric equations which do not represent even approximately the

1 Born, Ber. physik. Ges., 21, 679 (1919); Fajans, ibid., 21, 549 (1919). A rcsum5 of

this work is given by Taylor, Newer Aspects of Ionization Problems. Trans. Amer. Electro-

chem. Soc., 43
,
Preprint (1928).
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reactions taking place in the solution; when these stoichiometric equations are

replaced by equations which are supposed to represent more nearly the re-

actions actually occurring in the solution, it is shown that certain molecules are

connected with an equilibrium constant in such a way that their concentrations

vary rapidly with the temperature. These are referred to as active molecules,

and it is due to these that slow ”
reactions have a high temperature coefficient.

‘^The temperature coefficient of a reaction is fixed by the number and nature

of these active molecules, and all types of reaction which have the same active

molecules will have exactly the same temperature coefficient. The variation

with temperature of the concentration of the active molecule will depend on

its heat of combination with the solvent or other constituents of the solution

with which it combines. According as this heat of combination is positive or

negative the concentration of the active molecule will increase or decrease with

rise of temperature; an active molecule therefore on this theory has no particular

virtue because of its internal energy content. If we measure the velocity

of a reaction at two temperatures, and substitute the values in the Arrhenius

formula, we shall obtain directly the heat of combination of the active molecule

if its formation is represented by an equation such as B + C A
^
where A

is the active molecule. In other cases the calculated value of Q will usually be

a simple multiple or sub-multiple of the heat of reaction, and in cases where

there are more than one active molecule the value of Q will be the algebraic

sum of these quantities. Since Q is a heat of reaction, it will vary slightly

with the temperature, and this variation could be calculated if the specific

heats of the reactants and resultants were known as functions of the temper-

ature. In those reactions which have the same active molecules, the value of

Q and its variation with the temperature will be the same.

This discussion of the various hypotheses which have been advanced to

explain the high temperature coefficient of reaction velocity points, perhaps,

to the desirability of having more data available on the temperature coefficients

of chemical reactions, especially simple reactions not complicated by secondary

reactions occurring at the same time. Hundreds of investigations have been

made on sugar inversion and other hydrolytic reactions which are probably

consecutive reactions and into which the solvent enters directly
;
in such cases

the necessity for making several questionable assumptions regarding the

mechanism of the reaction seriously diminishes the value of the results for

testing one or other of these hypotheses.

Catalysis

It has been stated at the beginning of this chapter that practically all

reactions that proceed with measurable speed are catalytic in character; con-

sequently it is necessary to consider the nature and mode of action of catalysts.

Since Ostwald ^ introduced his criterion of a catalyst as something which

increases the rate of a chemical reaction without modifying the energy factors,

1 Z. physik, Chem., 15. 705 (1894).
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it has been customary to regard reactions as taking place at a relatively slow

rate in absence of a catalyst, its only function being to increase the rate of a

change which is already taking place. Ostwald regards the catalyst as a

completely foreign substance and the energy used up in adding it to the system

is regained by its removal, or vice-versa; he denies the supposition of Berzelius ^

that there is a special catalytic force and asserts that catalytic action is simply

the hastening of a natural transformation towards equilibrium with the con-

sequent reduction of the free energy of the system. Various popular illustra-

tions of this have been given such as the comparison of a catalyst to a lubricant

which diminishes friction in a machine or to a whip which makes a horse go

faster. There is however another point of view, namely, that the catalyst is

essential and without the catalyst the reaction would not take place. On the

Ostwald view we are tempted to regard the catalyst as comparable with the

crowd which cheers the players in a game, whereas on the second view we must

regard the catalyst as an essential player, perhaps the captain of the team who
directs the plays and without whom the game could not take place. Arrhenius ^

originally put forward the view that chemical action is necessarily preceded

by a process of molecular activation; in spite of many diverse views as to the

mechanism of molecular activation, the idea has received extensive support and

forms the basis of several explanations of the high temperature coefficient of

chemical reactions; most authors arc agreed that the activation is an absorption

of energy by the molecule, so that the activated form has more energy than

the non-reactive form. As pointed out by Norrish,® there is one fact that has

not received^ very much consideration, namely, that even the most reactive

substances become inert on complete desiccation, but regain their lost activity

by the addition of a trace of some polar substance. With very few exceptions

this loss of reactivity on desiccation is a general rule of chemical reactivity

and would appear to necessitate a revision of our views of activation; the resting

form of a molecule must be a far more inert substance than hitherto supposed,

and apparently requires the association of some polar molecule before activation

can take place. Since the main characteristic of a polar molecule is its strong

unbalanced field of force, it is probable that its function as a catalyst is to

weaken, by close association, the intramolecular forces of the resting molecule

and render it more easily disintegrable. Norrish believes that these con-

siderations coupled with the kinetic theory could form the basis for a complete

explanation of all the phenomena of chemical reactivity. Molecular activation

is regarded as a change of configuration or distortion of the molecule brought

about by close association with a polar catalyst; since the molecule is removed

from its stable state, such a change of configuration must take place with the

absorption of energy and thus the activated molecule will be in a more highly

energized state than the resting molecules. Experiments on the combination

of bromine and ethylene support these views; when dry, these two substances

1 Ann. chim. phys., 61
,
146 (1836).

2 Z. physik. Chem., 4
,
226 (1889); 28

,
317 (1899).

3 J. Chem. Soc., 124 , 3006 (1923).
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do not react ^ in the gaseous phase at 0® C. but only on the glass walls of the

container. Norrish showed that when the glass walls are covered with a layer

of paraffin wax the reaction practically ceases; if, however, a polar substance

like stearic acid is substituted for the non-polar paraffin wax, the reaction pro-

ceeds even more quickly than when the glass walls are bare.

The work of Lowry ^ also indicates that activation by a suitable catalyst

is necessary for a reaction to proceed; a study of the isomeric change of nitro-

camphor in a number of carefully purified solvents showed that the velocities

observed are not characteristic of the particular solvent but are due to minute

traces of, alkaline impurities which are still present even after the most rigorous

purification. When all traces of aminic impurities are removed, and when
the solution is kept in a silica flask to prevent contamination by alkali from

the glass, the velocity of isomeric change is practically zero. Similar con-

clusions may be drawn from the experiments of Meyer and his co-workers on

aceto-acetic ester the remarkable ease with which the forms change to the

equilibrium mixture is shown to be a catalytic phenomenon which does not

take place in absence of the hydroxyl ion
;
thus, in the vapor state the two forms

are stable and do not undergo isomeric change; it is only when one of the

isomers is in contact with glass or when there is some other source of hydroxyl

ions present that the isomer changes to the equilibrium mixture; similar results

are obtained for other keto-enol isomers. It must be admitted however that

the question is far from being settled, since a commonly accepted criteria of

catalytic action is that a catalyst is incapable of starting a reaction and can

only modify the velocity of a reaction already taking place. The foregoing

discussion has been given to justify the viewpoint adopted in this section that

activation by a catalyst is necessary for a reaction to proceed. Rideal and

Taylor ^ point out the difficulty of making an experimental test: “ The analytical

detection of an extraordinarily slow process in the absence of an unlimited

time factor is a matter of extreme difficulty; secondly, in view of the universality

of catalytic action it would be difficult to devise an experimental test in which

all catalytic agencies were excluded, since, as is frequently the case, even the

walls of a containing vessel may exert a considerable catalytic influence.^'

In a recent discussion of catalytic criteria based on the radiation hypothesis

Lewis ® emphasizes an important point; if we ascribe a definite stoichiometric

molecular mechanism to the action of the catalyst, then it may be said to

render a reaction possible by supplying the necessary matter; otherwise it

merely accelerates a reaction already proceeding by increasing the radiation

density of that region in which the substrat absorbs
;
since the ordinary thermal

radiation present contains all wave-lengths or frequencies, a reaction which

does not require compound formation with the catalyst would proceed slowly

even in complete absence of a catalyst.

1 Stewart and Edlund, J. Am. Chcni. Soc., 45, 1014 (1923).

2 J. Chem. Soc., 75, 211 (1899); Lowry and Magsoii, ibid., 93, 107, 119 (1908).

2 Meyer and Schoeller, Ber., 53, 1410 (1920); Meyer and Hopff, ibid., 54, 579 (1921)*
* Catalysis in Theory and Practice, p. 27. Macmillan, 1919.

Kf. Chem. Soc.. 115. 1360 (1919).
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The criteria which have been suggested as characteristic of catalytic reac-

tions in general are the following: ^

(1) The chemical composition of a catalytic agent is unchanged on com-
pletion of the reaction process; hence minimal amounts of a catalytic agent

are adequate for the transformation of large quantities of reacting substances.

(2) A catalyst modifies the velocities of two inverse reactions to the same
degree and therefore cannot affect the final state of equilibrium.

(3) A catalytic agent is incapable of starting a reaction; it can only modify

the velocity of a reaction already taking place.

The application of these criteria to catalysis in homogeneous systems may
now be considered. Criterion (1) does not seem to be very satisfactory when
considered in relation to homogeneous systems; for, consider the addition of

hydrochloric acid gas at concentration Ci to an aqueous solution of cane sugar,

the transformation of the cane sugar to a mixture of fructose and glucose and

then the removal of the hydrochloric acid to its original gaseous condition at

concentration Ci; it hardly seems possible that the free energy change when
the hydrochloric acid goes into solution is equal and opposite to the free energy

change when it is removed from the solution at equilibrium and that this is

a general rule for all reactions; consequently in homogeneous reactions we
cannot say that the catalyst is unchanged on completion of the reaction.

Indeed, if we adopt the double compound theory of catalytic action and apply

it to the hydrolysis of methyl acetate in aqueous solution by hydrochloric acid,

at the beginning of the reaction the catalyst is partly in combination with the

methyl acetate but at the end of the reaction is partly in combination with

acetic acid and methyl alcohol. We can get over this difficulty by considering

the reactants and resultants and the catalyst contained in a van't Hoff equi-

librium ])ox, the whole system being of course at equilibrium; now if we conduct

the reaction reversibly by adding the reactants at their equilibrium concentra-

tions and simultaneously withdrawing the resultants at their equilibrium

concentrations, we leave the catalyst unchanged and this process can be con-

ducted indefinitely. If we change the concentration of the catalyst in the

equilibrium box, there is no thermodynamic reason for assuming that the

equilibrium point of the reaction is unchanged; however, by postulating that

the catalyst is present in very dilute solution, we may apply the mass action

law and assume that the rates of the opposed reactions are altered in the same

ratio, leaving the equilibrium point unchanged. Therefore, when postulating

the criteria for catalysis in homogeneous systems, we may omit criterion (3)

and make only the following two statements:

() In a system at equilibrium a catalyst can bring about the transformation

of reactants into resultants indefinitely without being itself changed in the

process.

() In systems containing only small amounts of a catalyst, it modifies

the velocities of the two inverse reactions to the same degree; consequently

the equilibrium point in such systems is independent of the concentration of

the catalyst.

1 Compare Rideal and Taylor, ibid.. Chap. 2.
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In a discussion ^ of criterion (2) on the basis of the radiation hypothesis,

the conclusion is reached that this is not true in general; in homogeneous
systems it approximates more closely to experiment the smaller the heat
^effect accompanying a reaction.

Hydrogen Ion and Hydroxyl Ion Catalysis: Since the great majority of

reactions in homogeneous systems are catalyzed by these ions, it seems well to

discuss catalysis with reference to such reactions. The fact that the catalytic

activity of acids in aqueous solution is approximately proportional to the
degree of dissociation as determined by electrolytic measurements led to the

identification of the hydrogen ion as the active catalyst
;
indeed the well-known

experiments of Arrhenius ^ on the inversion of sucrose by weak acids in presence

of the corresponding salt gave results which furnished the most convincing

evidence in favor of the view that, apart from a small neutral salt effect, the

catalytic activity of an acid is determined by the concentration of the hydrogen
ion in the acid solution; the simple hydrogen ion theory of acid catalysis rests

very largely on the evidence afforded by these measurements. About this

same time it was found ^ that the rate of inversion of sucrose by weak acids

was greatly augmented by the addition of the neutral salts of strong acids;

for example, the presence of 0.125 N potassium chloride increases the catalytic

activity of 0.025 N acetic acid by about 12 per cent. Arrhenius therefore

proposed a modification of his dissociation theory by postulating that dissolved

salts increase the dissociation constants of weak acids present in solution;

presumably the water acquires a greater dissociating power or the salt itself

acts as a dissociating medium. This view was generally accepted for about
twenty years. During this time however results were accumulating which
indicated that the undissociated molecule of the catalyzing acid might be
catalytically active, and that there was a general relationship between the
catalytic power of the undissociated acid and its dissociation constant; since

the undissociated molecule in the case of strong acids appeared to be more
active than the hydrogen ions, it soon became obvious that these results might
explain the anomalous neutral salt action observed by Arrhenius without
adopting the hypothesis that the dissociating power of the medium was altered.

The view that the catalytic effect represents the result of two simultaneous

changes in which the active agents are the hydrogen ion and the non-ionized

acid was developed by a number of workers * and became known as the dual

theory of acid catalysis. The work of Goldschmidt on ester formation in

1 Lewis, J. Chem. >Soc., 115, 1362 (1919).
* Z. pkysik, Chem., 5, 1 (1890).

* Arrhenius, Z. phystk. Chem., 31, 197 (1899).

^Senter, J. Chem. Soc., 91, 460 (1907); Lapworth, ibid., 93, 2197 (1908); Siiethlage,

Z. Elektrochem., 18, 539 (1912); Acree, Am. Chem. J., 1907 to 1913; Goldschmidt, Z. physik.

Chem., 70, 627 (1910); idem, ibid., 81, 30 (1912); Bredig, Z, Elektrochem., 18, 535 (1912);
Taylor, Medd. K. Vetemk. Nobelinst., 2, 35, 37 (1913); Dawson and Powis, J. Chem. Soc.,

103,2135 (1913); Kamstedt, Afedd. JRC. Vetemk. Nobelinst., 3, 1 (1915); Taylor, J. Am.
Chem. Soc., 37, 551 (1915); Lapworth, Chem. Soc., 107, 857 (1915); Dawson and Reiman,
J. Chem. Soc., 107, 1426 (1915).
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methyl and ethyl alcohols led to the conclusion that both the hydrogen ions

and the non-ionized acid are catalytically active since, when sufficient salt of

the catalyzing acid is added to reduce the ionization of the latter practically to

zero, the reaction still proceeds at a definite rate; the assumption is made that

this is due to a complex of the non-ionized portion of the acid with the reactant.

Snethlage showed that his observations on reactions catalyzed by acids in

ethyl alcohol solutions could be explained on the basis of this theory; he calcu-

lated values for the ratio between the catalytic activity of the undissociated

acid and that of an equal concentration of hydrogen ion, and showed that the

greater the strength of the acid the greater is the catalytic activity, of the

non-ionized portion as compared with the catalytic activity, Ajh, of the hydrogen

ion; for weak acids the ratio kj^/k^ is a very small fraction; but for acids like

hydrochloric acid the ratio is greater than 1. The fact that the rate of hy-

drolysis increases more rapidly than the concentration of the hydrochloric acid

is accounted for on the assumption that in aqueous solution the catalytic

activity of the non-ionized acid is about double that of hydrogen ions in equiva-

lent concentration; similarly the accelerating effect of neutral salts is attributed

to their effect in increasing the concentration of the non-ionized portion of

the acid.

Later developments of this theory ^ postulate that the number of catalyti-

cally active particles is much greater than is ordinarily supposed; instead of

considering the simple equilibrium equation HCl^ + Cl~ in connection

with the hydrolysis of, for example, methyl acetate by hydrochloric acid, we
should realize that this simple equation represents very incompletely the

reactions occurring; really there is a complex series of equilibria between

many different molecular and ionic types so that we have present as well as

the simple hydrogen ion H+, such compounds as (II . H20)+, (II . CIIaCOOCHa)'^,

(HCI.H 2O), (H.CHaCOOH)^, etc. If we ascribe a catalytic activity to the

undissociated molecule, it is only logical to take these other compounds into

consideration also; the problem thus becomes very difficult, for we have at

present no idea of their relative catalytic activities and no method of measuring

even their relative concentrations.

The whole problem may, however, be put on a much simpler basis by con-

sidering the possibility that the simple hydrogen ion may have properties not

possessed by compounds containing it; for example, when the simple hydrogen

ion combines with ammonia, the resulting ammonium radical (H . NHs)'^ has no

catalytic activity and it is quite reasonable to assume that the similar compound
(H.H20)+ has no catalytic activity; indeed, when we consider that the reaction

‘ + nH20 = (H.nH20)+

evolves 262,000 cal. per mole,^ it seems quite unreasonable to ascribe a similarity

in catalytic powers to the two substances and (H.nH20)+. Lapworth *

1 See Kendall, Proc, Nat. Acad. Set., 7, 56 (1921).

* Fajans, Ber. phys. Ges., 21, 709 (1919).

® Fitzgerald and Lapworth, J. Chem. Soc., 93 , 2163 (1908); Lapworth, ibid., 93
,
2187

(1908).
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and his co-workers first put forward the view that the hydrated hydrogen

ion has little or no catalytic activity; they examined the following widely

different examples of hydrogen ion catalysis in organic solvents, and showed

that small quantities of water produce a marked retardation in all cases; the

decomposition of diazoacetic ester, the esterification of carboxylic acids, the

change of hydrazobenzene into benzidine and the bromination of ketones.

Those reactions which occurred in both water and alcohol were found to go

enormously faster in alcohol, and minute quantities of water in the alcohol

produced a great retardation of the velocity. Lapworth accounts for this

by supposing that the water causes a reduction in the number of non-hydrated

hydrogen ions, which he supposes to be the active catalytic agent. He con-

cludes: ^^The proposition that free hydrogen ions are responsible for the

catalytic activity of acids leads to the conclusion that they must be relatively

few in number in aqueous solution. On the other hand, the original conception

of hydrogen ions was applied to explain the conductivity of acids in aqueous

solution, so that the terms are not synonymous. In the latter case, they must

be complex ions, probal)ly of the form (1120.11)^.^^ Dawson,^ from experi-

ments on the reaction between acetone and iodine in water and water-alcohol

mixtures, also supported this view; 0.5 per cent of water reduced the rate to

one fifth and 1 per cent of water reduced the rate to one tenth of its value in

pure alcohol; further, in alcohol solutions containing small quantities of water,

the reaction velocity is proportional to the concentration of the acetone, but

is not proportional to the concentration of the acid catalyst; in such solutions

the velocity increases much more rapidly than the concentration of the acid

catalyst. For example, in an alcoholic solution containing one half per cent

of water, an increase of the concentration of the sulfuric acid catalyst from

0.03 M to 0.15 M increases the velocity nearly ten times. He concludes:

“ By coniparison of the observations in aqueous with those in alcoholic solution, we are

led to the conclusion that the ionic component responsi}>le h)r the catalytic effect is the free

hydrogen ion, and that the effect of the hydrated ion is relatively unimportant. The con-

centration of the free hydrogen ions is very small in comparison with the totJil ion concen-

tration, and, in order to produce the observed effects, it must be assumed that their specific

catalytic activity is very great. Since the ratio of the free hydrogen ion to the total hydrogen

ion concentration is so small, the electrical conductivity of the solution is mainly determined

by the corn])lex ions, and the catalytically active ions are of little consequence in so far as

the conductivity of the acid solution is concerned.”

The surprising variations obtained in hydrogen ion catalysis by changing

the solvent and the catalyzing acid are illustrated by some results obtained by

Dawson and Powis: ^ in an alcoholic solution of hydrochloric acid the reaction

between acetone and iodine is approximately one thousand times as fast as in

an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid of the same concentration; in aqueous

solution the reaction proceeds at the same rate when catalyzed by equal con-

centrations of hydrochloric acid and trichloracetic acid, but in alcohol hydro-

chloric acid is 200 times as active catalytically as trichloracetic acid. Mono-

^J, Chem. Soc., 99, 1 ( 1911 ); Daw’son and Powis, 'ibid., 105, 1093 (1914).

^Ibid., 103 , 2135 ( 1913).
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chloracetic acid and dichloracetic acid which are moderately strong acids in

water have practically no catalytic activity in alcohol.

The view that only the unh^^’drated hydrogen ion is catalytically active

has many advantages and it appears probable that further development of

this view will permit of a quantitative explanation of all the abnormalities in

the catalytic activity of acids; this has already been done by Lapworth for

the effect of small quantities of water on hydrogen ion catalysis in alcohol

solution, and the treatment is quite as satisfactory as that of Goldschmidt,^

who assumes that the active catalytic agent of the esterification process is an

alcoholate (02116011.11)+; this reacts with the acid present to give the ethyl

ester. On Goldschmidt^s view, the water diminishes the rate of the reaction

by formation of the hydrogen ion hydrate, since he regards both this and the

free hydrogen ions as being inactive catalytically. It is evident that the Gold-

schmidt view must be modified to meet every different reaction, whereas the

Lapworth view docs not require this modification. This discussion may be

closed by a brief reference to neutral salt action; since the ions of these salts

are heavily hydrated, it is evident that their addition to an aqueous solution

will increase the concentration of free hydrogen ions and therefore increase the

catalytic power of an acid; this gives a qualitative explanation of neutral salt

action; further, the more highly hydrated an ion the greater should be its

neutral salt action, which is in agreement with experiment. The fact that

neutral salt action is independent of the substrat ^ supports the view that this

effect is connected with the catalyst rather than with the substrat as suggested

by Arrhenius and later by Euler.^

Catalysis by Metallic and Non-metallic Ions: The decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution is accelerated by the presence of iron

salts ^ in the solution, and both the molecules (jf the ferric salt and the ferric

ions appear to catalyze the reaction; the rate of evolution of oxygen in presence

of a mixture of iron and copper salts is much more rapid than the rate which

may be calculated on the assumption that each salt acts independently; a

small amount of a copper salt greatly accelerates the decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide by iron salts in acid solution, whereas other metallic salts do not

appear to have this promoter effect. The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide

by the bromide ion has been studied by Bray and Livingston ^ and the de-

composition by the iodide ion has been studied by Walton ® and by Harned.^

The concentration of the iodide ion remains constant and all the peroxide

oxygen is evolved; the velocity is proportional to the concentration of the

1 Z. Elektrochenu, 12
, 432 (1906).

2 Taylor, Medd. K. Vetensk. NohelinsU, 2, No. 34 (1913).

3 Z. physik. Chem., 4
, 226 (1889); ibid., 32 ,

348 (1900).

^von Bertalan, Z. physik. Chem., 95 , 328 (1920); Duclaux, Bull, soc, chim., 31 , 961

(1922); Mummery, J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 32 , 889 (1913); BohiiHon, J. Phys. Cham., 25 ,
19

(1921); Bohnson and Robertson, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45 , 2493, 2512 (1923).
5 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45 , 1251, 2048 (1923).
6 Z. physik. Chem., 47

, 185 (1904).

7 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 40 , 1463 (1918).
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hydrogen peroxide and to the concentration of the iodide ion. Walton repre-

sents the mechanism of the reaction in the following way:

H 2O 2 + r = H 2O + 10', (1)

H 2O 2 + 10' = H 2O + O 2 + I'. (2)

(1) is a slow measurable reaction followed by (2) an extremely rapid reaction.

Clayton ^ has shown that hydrogen peroxide is extremely sensitive to the

presence of small quantities of impurities and only by observing many pre-

cautions can the velocity of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in pure water

be obtained. The possibility of the decomposition being also partly a wall

reaction is discussed in the succeeding chapter (p. 963).

Slater ^ has studied the kinetics of the reaction between benzene and chlorine

when catalyzed by ferric chloride, tin tetrachloride and iodine chloride; the

reaction is remarkable in that the temperature coefficient with iodine chloride

as catalyst is unusually low whereas with other catalysts the normal value

is obtained.

The catalytic effect of mercury salts has been studied for a number of

reactions; using mercuric nitrate as catalyst, oxalic acid in almost pure condi-

tion may be prepared ® from acetylene and nitric acid; similarly, acetaldehyde

may be prepared from acetylene and water by using mercuric sulfate in sulfuric

acid solution; ^ benzene and its homologues may be converted into a variety

of nitro derivatives directly by nitric acid under the catalytic influence of

mercuric nitrate. ® Mercuric sulfate is a most effective catalyst for the oxidation

of naphthalene to phthalic acid,® and a mixture of mercuric sulfate with copper

sulfate has a greater catalytic effect than would be expected from the single

effects."^

Water as a Catalyst: Unless special precautions are taken, every chemical

reaction takes place in presence of water; this is due largely to the presence of

water vapor in the air and also on the surface of the glass vessels containing the

reactants. If we exclude all traces of water from chemical reactions, the

results obtained are very interesting and unexpected
;
thus, we find that sodium,

even if heated to dull redness, will not combine with dry chlorine, and many
other metals ® such as magnesium, zinc and Dutch metal will remain un-

tarnished over a period of months in the dry gas; introduction of a trace of

moisture causes rapid action, in some cases with incandescence. Sodium or

potassium may be distilled ® in dry oxygen without action occurring; similar

1 Trans, Farad. Soc., 11, 164 (1915).
2 J. Chem, Soc., 83, 729 (1903).

3 Kearns, Heiser and Nieuwland, J, Am. Chem. Sac., 45, 795 (1923)

.

^ Vogt and Nieuwland, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 2071 (1921).

® Davis, Worrell, Drake, Helmkamp and Young, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 594 (1921).

« Groebe, Ber., 29, 2806 (1896).

^ Bredig and Brown, Z. physik. Chem., 46, 502 (1903).

* Wanklyn, Chem. News, 20, 271 (1869); Cowper, J. Chem. Soc., 43, 153 (1883).

® Holt and Sims, J. Chem. Soc., 65, 432 (1894).
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results ^ are obtained with carbon, sulfur, boron and phosphorus but selenium,

tellurium, arsenic and antimony react with equal readiness in moist or dry
oxygen. In the experiment with carbon, Baker heated a rod of dry charcoal

by passing a current through a coil of fine platinum wire surrounding the

charcoal.

“The carbon did not catch fire, and the glow disappeared directly the current was stopped.
With a stronger current, the platinum was heated nearly to whiteness; the carbon showed
visible combustion for two seconds after which the glow died out. ... A similar experiment
was tried with a rod of carbon in moist oxygen. On raising the temperature to dull redness
by means of the heated wire, the carbon caught fire, and, although the current was imme-
diately broken, there was no cessation of the combustion until the rod was entirely consumed.
Such combustion as did occur in dry oxygen produced mainly carbon monoxide.”

Many similar examples of loss of reactivity have been observed, such as

the non-reactivity ^ of dry hydrochloric acid with sodium, aluminium, silver

nitrate and Iceland spar; also, the non-reactivity of dry hydrogen sulfide ®

with mail}’' oxides and salts which react with great rapidity when moist. In

connection with homogeneous catalysis the subject was first brought promi-

nently into notice by Dixon ^ who, in the course of some experiments on mix-

tures of carbon monoxide and hydrogen with insufficient oxygen to burn them
completely, found that dry carbon monoxide and dry oxygen do not combine
when sparked; he found that drying with phosphorous pentoxide for only one
hour makes the gases moderately non-rcactive, and the greater the degree of

dryness reached the more inert are the gases; traces of hydrogen, pentane,

hydrogen sulfide or hydrogen chloride make the carbon monoxide-oxygen

mixture inflammable even if the substance added is quite dry.

We have now a large number of examples of loss of reactivity when all

traces of moisture are removed from substances which ordinarily react readily;

Baker * has shown that hydrogen and oxygen when dry do not combine, even

at a temperature of about 1000° C., obtained by melting a coil of silver in the

gaseous mixture; a platinum wire, however, just on reaching visible redness

causes an explosion of the dried gases. The reaction is a very sensitive one;

the gases must be very pure, and the containing vessel must be of hard glass

and must be very carefully cleaned and dried. Ammonia and hydrochloric

acid do not react ® when dry; a trace of water, however, causes dense white

fumes and rapid contraction; Kahlenberg^ has shown that if dry ammonia is

passed into a dry solution of hydrochloric acid in benzene, reaction occurs;

moreover, the benzene vapors are sufficient to cause the reaction to occur.

1 Baker, Phil. Trans., 79A, 583 (1888).

2 Cohen, Chem. News, 54, 305 (1886); Hughes and Wilson, Phil. Mag., 34, 117 (1892);

Hughes, ibid., 35, 531 (1893).

3 Hughes, Phil. Mag., 33, 471 (1892).

*Phil. Trans., 175A, 617 (1884).

Chem. Soc., 81. 400 (1902).

® Helmholtz and Richards, Ann. Phys. Chem., 40, 161 (1890) ; Hughes, Phil. Mag., 35,

531 (1893); Baker, J. Chem. Soc., 65, 611 (1894).

TJ. Phys. Chem., 6, 13 (1902).
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Other pairs of gases which do not combine when dry are: nitric oxide and
oxygen/ cyanogen and oxygen/ hydrogen and chlorine/ and ammonia and
carbon dioxide. ** There arc a number of substances which, when moist and
in the vapor state, are largely dissociated but do not dissociate when dry:

Baker showed ® that this occurs with ammonium chloride, nitrogen peroxide

(N2O4), nitrogen trioxide (N 2O 3), mercurous chloride (Hg2Cl2) ® and phos-

phorous pentachloride. Finally there are the remarkable experiments of

Baker ^ in which he showed that a number of common liquids when dried over
a period of years boil at temperatures from 14 to 60 degrees C. higher than the

undried liquids.

The commonly accepted explanation of these phenomena is that the water
acts as a catalyst and brings the different molecular species to equilibrium;

a mixture of ammonium chloride, ammonia and hydrochloric acid without
water present would be similar to a mixture of sulfur trioxide, sulfur dioxide

and oxygen without a platinum or other catalyst present; in either case,

changing the conditions does not alter the relative proportions of the substances

even though the concentrations are far removed from equilibrium. Dixon *

suggested a mechanism for the oxidation of carbon monoxide based on the

intermediate compound theory of catalysis.

“vSince it has already been shown that carbonic oxide is oxidized by steam at a hijjh

temperature, it seemed possible that carbonic oxide is iiicap.able of direct union with oxygen,
but is burnt indirectly by steam with liberation of hydrogen. The steam would act as a
carrier of oxygon to the carbonic; oxide by a process of alternate oxidation and reduction

somewhat analogous to that undergoue by nitric oxide in the sulfuric acid chamber.”

Traube ® suggested an alternative mechanism for the catalytic action of

the water by postulating the formation of hydrogen peroxide, the water vapor
simply acting as a carrier for the oxygen. Smits^® has recently put forward

the view that the inactivation of substances by intensive drying is due to the

existence of two types of molecules, the drying process causing a shift of the

equilibrium between these two types in the direction of formation of the in-

active molecules. He applies this explanation when discussing the observa-

tion^^ that moist ammonium chloride is almost completely dissociated but

when dry is not appreciably dissociated in the gaseous condition. G. N.

1 Baker, loc. cit.

2 Dixon, J. Chem, Soc., 49, 3S4 (1886).

3 Pringsheini, Ann. Phjjs. Chem., 32, 384 (1887); Dixon and Harker, Man. Lit. Phil. Soc.,

3, 118 (1889); idem, ihid., 4, 1 (1890); Baker, J, Chem. Soc., 65, 611 (1894); Mellor and
Russel, ibid., 81, 1272 (1902).

* Hughes and Soddy, Chcjn, New.n, 69, 138 (1894).

Chem. Soc., 65, Gll (1894); ibul., 77, 646 (1900); ibid., 91, 1862 (1907).
® Sec also Smith and Menzies, Z. physik. Chem., 76, 713 (1911).
27 . Chem. Soc., 121, 508 (1922).

^Phil. Trans., 175A, 617 (1884).

^Ber., 26, 1471 (1893).

Proc. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam, 26, No. 3 (1923).

» Rec. trav. chim., 42, 826 (1923).
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Lewis ^ has criticized this view and supports the more rational view that the

trace of water acts as a catalyst; he points out that ammonia, a substance very
similar to water, acts as a catalyst for the interconversion of the two forms of

sulfur, S\ and and in absence of ammonia the two forms remain in their

initial state without reaching equilibrium even under extreme change of

condition.

The hypothesis that water is a catalyst in these reactions cannot, however,

be a complete explanation of the facts; Baker ^ has pointed out that the water
formed by the combination of hydrogen and oxygen will not catalyze the

reaction between the gases; further, there is the remarkable experiment® in

which dried benzene with a boiling point of 106° C. can be poured on to water
and the water boiled through it without the benzene undergoing change;

it is not until the benzene is in contact with the water for several days that it

regains its original boiling point of 80° C. These experiments suggest either

that Smit\s view is correct or that the water is not the actual catalyst; possibly

the water partly combines with the reactants or with the walls of the vessel

to produce the actual catalyst.

Negative Catalysis: A number of reactions have been studied which are

sensitive to the presence of foreign substances in such a way that the velocity

is sometimes increased and sometimes diminished; thus, Bigelow^ found that

the rate of oxidation of aqueous sodium sulfite by atmospheric oxygen is

greatly affected by the presence of organic compounds; the results for the

different compounds are very erratic, for example, oxalic acid and tertiary

butyl alcohol have no effect, propyl alcohol and acetone have a marked effect

and benzyl alcohol has an enormous effect; most aromatic compounds reduce

the velocity greatly. Similar results were obtained by Young ® who studied

the rate of oxidation of stannous chloride by atmospheric oxygen; in this

reaction, h^'^drogen sulfide is such a powerful catalyst that its presence at a

concentration of 0.000005 N increases the velocity of the reaction about 25

per cent; on the other hand, salts of manganese and chromium, various alka-

loids, mannite, aniline and potassium cyanide greatly reduce the velocity.

Young ® also studied the rate of oxidation of aqueous sodium sulfite and found

many astonishing examples of inhibition; in alkaline solution, 0.000005 M
brucine hydrochloride reduces the velocity to one hundredth of the normal

rate and its effect can still be detected at concentrations about 0.0000001 M;
similar effects though not quite so great are obtained with other alkaloids,

with cane sugar and with ammonium chloride. Young concludes from his

own and Bigelow^s results that this inhibiting effect is shown in some degree

by all organic compounds. Titoff ^ has a comprehensive memoir on negative

1 J, Am, Chem, Soc., 45, 2836 (1923).

2 J. Chem. Soc., 81, 400 (1902).

3 Baker, J. Chem. Soc., 121, 568 (1922).

4 Z. physik. Chem., 26, 493 (1898).

^ J. Am. Chem. Soc., 23, 119, 450 (1901).

8 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 24, 297 (1902).

7 Z. physik. Chem., 45, 641 (1903).
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catalysis in homogeneous systems in which he made a further study of the

oxidation of aqueous sodium sulfite; the rate of oxidation is very slow in

absence of added catalyst; it is a reaction of the first order, the rate being

proportional to the concentration of the sodium sulfite but independent of

the concentration of oxygen. Many salts of heavy metals accelerate the

reaction, notably copper sulfate, which even at 0.0000000000001 N produces a
measurable acceleration. Mannitol and stannic chloride diminish the rate

of oxidation, and from experiments on the simultaneous effect of the positive

catalyst (copper sulfate) and a negative catalyst (mannitol or stannic chloride)

he supports the view that a negative catalyst diminishes the velocity by
suppressing the activity of a positive catalyst.

Senter ^ has shown that nitric acid is a negative catalyst in the reaction

between silver nitrate and halogen aliphatic acids in alcoholic solution; for

brom-acetic acid the following equation represents the change:

CHsBr.COOH + AgNOa + 2C 2H 6OH
= CH 2 (0C 2H 6)C00H + AgBr + C 2H 5NO 3 .

This is accompanied by another change,

CH 2Br.COOAg + C 2H 5OH = CH 2(OC 2H 5)COOH + AgBr,

since an equilibrium must be established according to the following equation:

CH2Br.COOH + AgNOa CHoBrCOOAg + HNO3.

The change is further complicated by the fact that the silver bromide formed is

catalytically active, so that the mechanism of the negative catalytic effect is

still somewhat uncertain. Senter has also shown that, when halogen-sub-

stituted acids are hydrolyzed, both the undissociated acid molecule and the

acid anion undergo hydrolysis; retardation by the halogen acid formed occurs

when the rate of hydrolysis of the ion is faster than that of the undissociated

acid molecule. Evidently the retardation is due to an increase of the less

active undissociated acid molecule at the expense of the more active anion.

The mathematical representation of negative autocatalysis given by
Ostwald 2

is

~ = ki{a — x) — kzx^a — x),
dt

where the symbols have their usual significance, x being the concentration of

negative catalyst formed after time t; possibly because of complicating simul-

taneous reactions this does not represent experimental results and an empirical

equation * of the form

dx - a — X= ^
dt X

1 J. Chem. Soc., 99 , 95 (1911); Senter and Porter, ibid., 99 , 1049 (1911).
2 Allgemeine Chem., 2, 11, 270.

* See Senter, loc. cit.; Miiller, Z. physik. Chem., 41
, 483 (1902).
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is ordinarily used. On Titoff's view, the rate of reaction is proportional to the
concentration of positive catalyst; the negative catalyst can affect the reaction

only by combining with the positive catalyst. We can represent this as

follows

:

C + N^NC,

where C is the positive catalyst, N is the negative catalyst and iVC is an inert

compound. The mass action law states that

Lc1 = k Lnc2

[w]
'

Now, if the concentration of NC is high compared to C or N, then the rate of

the reaction will be inversely proportional to the concentration of the negative
catalyst.

There are undoubtedly many examples in which the negative catalyst

acts by suppressing the activity of a positive catalyst; it is readily conceivable

that 10“^ M brucine hydrochloride could appreciably reduce the rate of oxida-

tion of sodium sulfite since the rate is appreciably accelerated by jy copper
sulfate. Similarly, the reduction in the catalytic activity of a weak acid by
one of its salts, and the inhibitory power of water on acid-catalyzed reactions

in alcohol can be explained as a reduction in the concentration of catalyst

brought about by the weak acid salt or the water.

In a recent memoir on the subject of negative catalysis,^ Taylor points out
that a negative catalyst may also react with one of the constituents of the
reaction under investigation; on such a basis a satisfactory explanation may
be found for a number of reactions for which, hitherto, no adequate explanation

has been forthcoming. The following list consists of such reactions: the
inhibitory powers of a wide variety of substances, organic and inorganic, in

the autoxidation of various organic compounds such as benzaldehyde, styrolene,

oils, fats, rubber, resins and animal tissues; the inhibitory power of other on
the slow oxidation of various magnesium alkyl halides of the Grignard type;

the inhibitory power of water on the decomposition of oxlSic acid in sulfuric

acid solutions,^ on the velocity of conversion of acetophenoxime to acetanilide

in concentrated sulfuric acid solutions, and on the decomposition of tri-ethyl

sulphine bromide in acetone. These examples of inhibition may all belong

to a type of negative catalysis in which the inhibitor combines with one of the

reactants to form a molecular compound which subsequently decomposes,
regenerating inhibitor and reactant unchanged. For marked inhibition to

occur, the rate of reaction between inhibitor and reactant must be rapid as

compared with the rate of the inhibited reaction; the r61e of the inhibitor in

all these reactions would therefore be that of a competitor for one of the

molecular species undergoing change.

1 /. Phys, Chem., 27, 322 (1923).

2 Bredig and Lichty, J, Phys. Chem,, 11, 255 (1907).
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Perhaps the most striking aspect of these reactions is the profound modifica-

tion of the velocity by minute traces of inhibitor; Taylor cites an example in

which under a given set of conditions a sample of redistilled benzaldehyde

absorbed 2 cc. of oxygen per minute; the same amount of benzaldehyde con-

taining 0.001 M hydroquinone absorbed less than 0.005 cc. per minute under

the same conditions. The 2 cc. represents approximately 5 X 10^^ molecules

of oxygen or the equivalent number of benzaldehyde molecules reacting per

minute. The total amount of hydroquinone present was about 0.005 g. which

represents 3 X 10'® molecules approximately; therefore, sufficient hydro-

quinone molecules are present to form an equimolecular compound with all

of the benzaldehyde molecules normally proceeding to reaction in one half

minute. This is regarded as providing an explanation of the negative catalysis,

for the rate of molecular compound formation is known to be so rapid as to be

beyond our present methods of measurement, and therefore, even with such

low concentrations of inhibitor as above indicated, there is an adequate number

of molecules of inhibitor present to interact in stoichiometrically simple ratios

with the molecules which would have reacted normally in the same time

interval.

The hypothesis of molecular compound formation between inhibitor and

one of the reactants as an explanation of the inhibitory power receives con-

siderable support from the fact that in many cases such compounds have been

isolated; phenolic substances, trichloracetic acid and stannic chloride which

are all inhibitors of the autoxidation of benzaldehyde also form isolable double

compounds with it; furthermore, inhibitory power often parallels capacity to

form a double compound with a reactant. However, extent of compound

formation alone is no criterion of inhibitory power because many examples are

known in which a powerful inhibitor shows a less degree of compound formation

than a w'eak inhibitor. This is explained in the following manner: suppose

that the inhibitor B combines with one of the reactants A, giving the compound

AB; we have then

A +8’:^ AB

and the equilibrium constant is

K = —
[A] X [B]

For successful inhibitory power, it is postulated, firstly that the value of K
be fairly small so that the equilibrium concentration of A is large and secondly

that the rate of the reaction A + B shall be very rapid; these two factors

determine the inhibitory power. On the basis of these views Taylor has ex-

plained the negative catalytic effect of water on reactions occurring in strong

sulfuric acid.

More recently another explanation ' for negative catalysis has been given,

based on the postulate that the examples discussed are really chain reactions,

1 Christianson, ./. Phys. Chem., 28, 145 (1924).
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that is, that the heat of the reaction between two reacting molecules is possessed
by the resultant molecules and these very hot molecules can activate mole-
cules of the reactants at the first encounter. When these react, the resultants in
their turn can activate, and so on; the inhibitor is supposed to act by breaking
these chains,^

Christiansen gives a preliminary discussion of the mechanism of bimolecular
reactions based on the radiation hypothesis; the first condition for a reaction
to occur is a collision between two molecules; for reactions which proceed
with measurable speed only a minute fraction of the colliding pairs of molecules
react, so that the number of effective collisions is equal to the product of the
total number of collisions multiplied by the probability for a pair of molecules
to have the required energy. This is expressed by the equation

V =

where E is the critical increment. On this basis the explanation given by
Taylor is denied, for it is assumed that a small quantity of a foreign gas cannot
alter appreciably either the total number of collisions or the energy distribution

of the colliding molecules. According to Christiansen the reactions in question
are really chain-reactions in which the occurrence of one elementary reaction
gives rise to a whole series of such reactions; evidently the velocity of a chain-
reaction is equal to the number of chains starting per second multiplied by
the number of links in each chain; the number of chains starting per second is

of course the number of effective colisions per second and is not influenced

appreciably by the presence of foreign molecules, but the number of links in a
chain depends on the probability of breaking a chain, and this i)robability can
be altered considerably by the presence of minute quantities of foreign molecules
which can take up the energy from the '' hot molecules or react with them in

some way. This is a plausible explanation of negative catalysis from which
it is possible to conclude that when homogeneous reactions are inhibited by
minute quantities of a foreign substance they are probably chain reactions.

We have therefore three possible explanations for the mechanism of negative
^catalysis, first, that the inhibitor combines with a positive catalyst; second,
that the inhibitor combines with one of the reactants, and third, that inhibited

reactions arc really cliain reactions in which the inhibitor acts by breaking the

chairis; it is not possible at present to decide between the views.

Hydrolysis and Esterification: In spite of the large number of studies made,
the mechanism of these reactions is not yet known with any degree of certainty.

In this section, the following mechanism will be used although other suggested
mechanisms will be discussed. It is assumed that these reactions are really

examples of successive reactions and that the active catalyst is the unhydrated
hydrogen ion; therefore, on this basis the following equations represent the

hydrolysis of ethyl acetate in aqueous solution:

CH3COOC2H6 + H2O CH3COOC2H6.H2O, (i)

CH3COOC2H5.H2O + H+ = CH3COOH + CsHsOH + H+. (2)

1 See Bodenstein, Z. physik. Chem., 85, 346 (191.3); idem, Z, Elektrochem., 22, 63 (1916);
Weigert and Kellermann, ibid., 28, 456 (1922); Gohring, ibid., 27, 511 (1921).
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Reaction (1) is supposed to be extremely rapid and (2) is supposed to be a

slow reaction proceeding at a measurable rate; the equilibrium concentration

of the ethyl acetate hydrate is assumed to be very small. If we consider the

reaction catalyzed by hydrochloric acid, we must consider also the following

equilibria

:

HCl + nH20 ::: (H . aH20)+ + (Cl . 6H2O)- (3)

(H . aH20)+ H+ + aH20. (4)

It is evident that the observed kinetics of the hydrolysis may be explained

on the basis of these equations: in dilute aqueous solution the equilibrium

concentration of the ethyl acetate hydrate will be proportional to the total

concentration of ethyl acetate at any moment and similarly the concentration

of the unhydratcd hydrogen ion is proportional to the total acid concentration;

consequently, in dilute aqueous solution the velocity *of the slow reaction (2)

will be proportional to the concentrations of total ethyl acetate and total acid.

In more concentrated solutions these simple proportionality factors will

evidently no longer hold and new velocity constants will be obtained for con-

centrated solutions; it will not be possible to predict the amount of this change

without some independent method of measuring the concentrations of ethyl

acetate hydrate and dry hydrogen ion. Ostwald ^ found that, using 1.6 N
hydrochloric acid as catalyst, the velocity constant for methyl acetate increased

from 19.9 in dilute solution to 24.2 when the concentration of methyl acetate

was about 1.5 M. The mechanism suggested in the foregoing discussion may
be applied to hydrolytic reactions generally such as the hydrolysis of sugars,

esters or amides. Stieglitz 2 suggests the following mechanism for hydrolytic

reactions: he postulates that the ester, which is regarded as a weak base, first

forms an oxonium salt with the catalyzing acid before undergoing hydrolysis;

this salt ionizes, and the positive ion is the reacting substance; the catalytic

action of the acid is due to the formation of larger amounts of the ion, since

the salt would ionize more extensively than the weak base. Stieglitz studied

the hydrolysis of imido-esters, in which the imido group ( : NH) replaces the

oxygen atom of the ordinary esters. The following equations represent the

action for methyl imido-benzoate:

CeHfiCC : NH)0CH3 + HCl [CeHfiCC : NH)OCH3.HCl],

[CeHsCX : NH)OCll3.HCl] [CeHsCC : NH)OCH3.H]+ + Cl"

[C6H5C( : NH)0CH3.H]+ + H2O CeH^COOCHg + NH4+.

Recently attempts have been made to replace volume concentrations of the

reactants by their activities or thermodynamic concentrations ® (Chap. XII).

1 J. prakt. Chem., 28, 449 (1883).

2 Am, Chem. 39
, 29, 402 (1908) ; J. A7n. Chem. Soc., 35

, 1774 (1913).

® Jones and Lewis, J. Chem. <Soc., 117 , 1120 (1920); Clarke, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43 , 1759

(1921); Scatchard, ibid., 43
, 2387, 2406 (1921); 45

, 1580, 1716 (1923); Fales and Morrell,

ibid., 44
, 2071 (1922); Moran and Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 121, 1613 (1922); Akerlof, Z. physik.

Chem., 98 , 260 (1921).
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These calculations, however, depend on the particular mechanism selected and
we are by no means certain of these, as is shown by the great variety of mecha-
nisms selected by different workers. Fales and Morrell studied the hydrolysis
of cane sugar and showed that the velocity of inversion by hydrochloric acid
is proportional to the thermodynamic concentration of h3^drogen ion only
between O.Ol-.OOl M HCl. Moran and Lewis in a similar study obtained con-
stant velocity coeflficients for the hydrolysis of sucrose over the range 0.3-2.0 M
by assuming that the velocity is proportional to the activities of the sucrose,

water and hydrogen ion participating. It was necessary, however, to assume
that the sucrose is present in the solution mainly as a tetrahydrate and that
the reactants are a sucrose dihydrate and the hydrogen ion; the activity of the
hydrogen ion is assumed to be largely influenced by the viscosity of the medium.
Scatchard concludes that the inversion df sucrose is of the sixth order with
respect to water and that the speed of the reaction is independent of the vis-

cosity of the solution.

The fact that the hydrolysis of esters of strong acids is not catalyzed by
hydrogen ions is discussed in a recent paper esters of inorganic acids such as

phosphoric acid, sulphonic acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric and nitric acid are
not hydrolyzed by hydrogen ions. Experiments on the rate of hydrolysis of

benzyl chloride, monochorhydrin, butyl chloride and ethyl nitrate showed that
hydrogen ions have no effect on the rate and this behavior is common to all

esters derived from strong mineral acids. Additional experiments showed
that this was true for esters of strong organic acids because hydrochloric acid

only feebly accelerated the rate of hydrolysis of methyl trichloracetate.

Senter ^ has shown that the hydrolysis of chloracetic acid is not catalyzed by a
strong acid; Sudborough ® has shown that esters of strong acids are fairly

easily hydrolyzed by water. Olivier and Berger conclude that the stability

of strong acid esters is due to their inability to form the oxonium salts postulated

by Stieglitz.

The esterification of strong acids shows similar abnormalities, since Sirks

has found * that weak organic acids esterify more quickly than stronger acids

in presence of hydrochloric acid, but the opposite occurs when there is no added
catalyst.

A large number of studies have been made on the acid hydrolysis of fatty

acid esters and it is noteworthy that they ^ have approximately all the same
temperature coefficients, ^35/^25 = 2.4.

The hydrolysis of substituted fatty esters has been very completely studied;

the acid hydrolysis of the halogen substituted esters may be represented by

^ Olivier and Berger, Rcc. trav. chim., 41, 637 (1922).
2 J. Chem. Soc., 91, 460 (1907).

3/. Chcm. Soc., 101, 1236 (1912).

*Rec. trav. chim., 27, 248 (1908).
3 Ostwald, J. prakt. Chcm., 28, 449 (1883); do Hemptinne, Z. physik. Chem., 13, 561

(1894); Lowenherz, ihid., 15, 397 (1894); Kastlc and Keiser, Am. Chem. J., 15, 471 (1893);

Lambic and Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 105, 2330 (1914); Griffith, Lamble and Lewis, ibid.. Ill,

389 (1917); Taylor, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 551 (1915); Harned and Pfanstiel, ibid., 44,

2193 (1922).
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the following equation in the case of ethyl chloracetatc

:

CH2CICOOC2H5 + H2O r: CH2CICOOH + C2H5OH.

Preliminary experiments showed that there was no appreciable splitting of

halogen either from the ester or the acid during the course of the experiment.^

The introduction of a halogen in the ct position lowers the rate of hydrolysis:

taking the rate of hydrolysis of ethyl acetate at 25° C. as 100, chloracetic ester

is 64 and bromacetic ester is 76; the introduction of the halogen in all cases

diminished the velocity, the diminution being greater in the jS substituted

compounds; the temperature coefficient of the ct substituted esters is 2.0 and
of the jS substituted esters is 2.4, the same as the unsubstituted esters. The
hydrolysis of ethyl cyanacetate and its homologues in acid solution gave results

similar to the lialogens but ^ the reduction in velocity was greater; unlike the

halogens, the a cyanogen group retards the velocity more than the jS cyanogen
group; the temperature coefficients are all about 2.4. The action in acid

solution is represented by the following equation:

CH2CNCOOC2H5 + II2O r: CH2CNCOOH + C2H5OH.

The acid hydrolysis of hydroxy-acid esters and alkyloxy acetic acid esters

showed that, in practically all cases,® the effect of substitution was to diminish

the velocity; substitution in the jS position produces greater retardation than
in the a position; the temperature coefficients were about 2.4 in all cases.

The alkaline saponification of ethyl acetate seems to have been measured
first by Warder 4; this study was followed by a series of very accurate and
comprehensive measurements by Reicher.^ He determined the relative effects

of various bases and also showed that the effect of the alcohol radical in the

ester is practically constant. Methyl esters decompose most rapidly and the

velocity decreases as the ester becomes more complex. The differences, how-
ever, are exceedingly slight beyond about the first three members. Reicher’s

experiments with the esters of different acids pointed toward a decrease in

velocity with increasing molecular weight. The temperature coefficient for

the alkaline hydrolysis of esters is = 1.82 as compared with 2.4 for the

acid hydrolysis. The effect of substitution of hydroxy and alkyloxy groups is

to increase greatly the rate of saponification by alkali ®; taking ethyl acetate

to be 100, the following results were obtained at 25° C.: ethyl glycollate 1000,

ethyl methyloxy acetate 1950, ethyl ethyloxy acetate 990, ethyl propionate 90,

iDnishel and Hill, Am. J. Sci., 30, 72 (1910); Drushel, Am. J. Sci., 34, 69 (1912);
Bevan, Proc. Camh. Phil. Soc., 13, 269 (1906).

2 Drushel, Am. J. Sci., 33, 27 (1912); 37, 514 (1914).
2 Drushel and Dean, Am. J. Sci., 34, 293 (1912); 35, 486 (1913); Drushel, ibid., 39,

113 (1915).

<Ber., 14, 1361 (1881).

6 Ann., 228, 257 (1885); 232, 103 (1886).
« Dean, Am. J. Sci., 35, 605 (19i:i); 37, 331 (1914); Findlay and Turner, J. Chem. Soc.,

87, 747 (1905); Findlay and Hickmans, ibid., 95, 1004 (1909).
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ethyl lactate 997 and ethyl glycerate 870. The temperature coefficients were
all about 5.3 for k 2blko which gives Q = 10,800 as compared with 10,950 for

the alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl acetate.

A number of investigations on the hydrolysis of amides have been made ^

but the results are not in good agreement; from Crocker's results we obtain

kz5lk2b = 3.14 for the acid hydrolysis of acetamide; Salo Kilpi confirmed this,

but Euler and Rudberg obtained the value 2.4; Peskoff and Meyer obtained

erratic values for different amides, the mean being 2.86. For the alkaline

hydrolysis of amides Crocker obtained kzzlk 2 h
— 1.5 (calculated) whereas

Peskoff and Meyer obtain a mean value of 2.65. Reid ^ measured the rate of

hydrolysis of benzamide by alkali at 100° and 25° C.; from his results the value

of Q is 14,800 whence kzblk 2 z = 2.25; he also found that with the homologues
of benzamide, substitution diminishes the rate of hydrolysis in acid solution,

ortho substitution having the greatest effect; in alkaline solution, substitution

produced a much wider range of velocities, ortho substitution usually diminish-

ing the velocity. The esterification of amides in absolute alcohol is interesting

because, when an acid catalyst is present, the reaction rate is greatly diminished

by small amounts of water. The matter is not comjdicated by the formation

of water during the reaction since the following ecjuation represents the reaction

in the case of benzamide:

C6H5CONH2 + C2H5OH r: C6H5COOC2H5 + mu.

Reactions of Halogen Substituted Organic Compounds : The alkyl halides

react in a number of ways at a measurable rate and several of these reactions

have been studied carefully; however, in spite of their importance in organic

chemistry, the literature is not very extensive, especially when compared with

that on ester hydrolysis or sugar inversion. Alkyl halides and sodium thio-

sulfate react in dilute aqueous solution ^ and the action using ethyl iodide may
be represented as follows

:

021161 + S 2O 3
-- = C 2IT 5 .S 2O 3

- + I-

Slater showed that the reaction is practically complete in the direction indicated

and is substantially free from secondary reactions; it is bimolecular, the velocity

being proportional to the concentration of the halide and to the concentration

of the thiosulfate ion. A puzzling exception to this is shown by certain ethylene

derivatives, with some of which (0211412 ,
C 2H4lBr, C 2H4Br 2) the change pro-

ceeds as a bimolecular reaction, whilst with others (C 2H4BrCl, C 2H4ICI) the

reaction appears to be unimolecular, the velocity in this case being independent

of the thiosulfate concentration. He also showed that neutral salts containing

a common ion diminish the velocity, the opposite effect to that obtained in

1 Crocker, J. Chem, Soc., 91
, 593, 955 (1907), Salo Kilpi, Z. physik. Chem., 80 , 165 (1912);

Peskoff and Meyer, ibid., 82
, 129 (1913) ;

Euler and liudbcrR, Z. arwrrj. Chem., 127
, 244 (1923).

2 Am. Chem. J., 21, 284 (1899); 24, 397 (1900).

3 Slater, J. Chem. Soc., 85 , 1286 (1904); 87 , 481 (1905); Slater and Twiss, ibid., 95 ,

93 (1909)
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acid catalysis; it is significant that in all the cases investigated the temperature

coefficient of the reaction between alkyl halides and sodium thiosulfate is 3

within experimental error. The iodide ion catalyzes the decomposition of

alkyl halides ^ according to the following equation:

C2H4I2 + 1“ = C2H4 + I2 + 1
“

The velocity is proportional to the concentration of the halide and to that of

the iodide ion and the temperature coefficient hzhlk 2 h = 2.5.

Alkyl iodides also react with organic bases as represented by the following

equation

:

C2H5I + (C 2H 6) 3N = (C 2H 5) 4NI .1

The temperature coefficient has been measured in very few of the studies, but

appears to have approximately the same value in all cases, namely, ^’
35 //c 23

= 2.2; the average deviation from this value is usually 4-5 per cent and the

maximum deviation is very rarely 10 per cent; since the analytical difficulties

in this work arc great, the variations observed are probably within experimental

error. Hawkins measured the velocity and temperature coefficients of the

reaction between allyl bromide and pyridine in seven solvents; from his results

we obtain a mean value for = 2.10. Preston and Jones who studied the

reaction of allyl bromide with dimethyl aniline and tri-isoamylamine obtained

a mean value for kzf^lk^h = 2.28.

The reaction between silver nitrate and alkyl iodides is still very puzzling

in spite of several comprehensive investigations 2; this is partly because the

reaction is not the simple one represented by the following equation:

C2H5I + AgNOa = Agl + C2H5NO3

but is complicated by at least two other reactions:

AgNOs + C2H5I + C2H5OH - Agl + (C2H5)20 + HNO3,

AgNOs + CaHfil + H2O = Agl + C2H5OH + HNO3.

The reaction is bimolecular and since the velocity constant is increased either

by increasing the concentration of silver nitrate or by the presence of alkali

nitrates, it is probable that the noii-ionized silver nitrate is the reactant; the

products of the reaction, nitric acid, ethyl nitrate and ether have no effect on

the velocity.

The reaction between a-bromo fatty acids and silver nitrate has been

studied by Senter; ^ the equation representing the change is:

CHaCHBrCOOH + AgNOs + H2O = CH3CHOHCOOH + AgBr + HNO3.

^ Menschutkin, Z. physik, Chem.,S^ 589 (1890); Menscliutkin and Vasileff, /. i2wss. phys.

Chem. Soc., 22
, 346 (1892); Clarke, J. Chem. Soc., 97

, 416 (1910); Long, ibid., 99
,
2164

(1911); Preston and Jones, ibid., 101, 1930 (1912); Hawkins, ibid., 121, 1170 (1922).

2 Lengfeld, A?n. J. Sci., 11 , 40 (1S89); Burke and Donnan, /. Chem. Soc., 85 , 555 (1900);

ibid., Z. physik. Chem., 69 , 148 (1909); Donnan and Potts, J. Chem. Soc., 97 , 1882 (1910).

3 J. Chem. Soc., 97 , 346 (1910).
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He made the remarkable observation that reactions of this type are markedly

accelerated by the silver halide. He appears to assume that the whole of the

precipitated silver halide is active catalytically: “Unfortunately an accurate

investigation of the effect is rendered very difficult by the fact already men-

tioned, that the precipitate soon coagulates and is withdrawn from the sphere

of action by rising to the top or sinking to the bottom of the solution.^’ It is

possible, however, that the minute quantity of dissolved iodide ion catalyzes

the reaction between ethyl iodide and silver nitrate and it would be desirable

to know whether those influences which affect the velocity, affect also the

solubility of the silver halide.





CHAPTER XV

REACTION VELOCITY IN HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS

BY HUGH S. TAYLOR, D.Sc.,

Professor of Physical Chemistry^ Princeton Uniocrsity

The study of reaction kinetics in heterogeneous systems is concerned with

the rate of processes occurring at the interface between two phases. All types

of such study are known at solid-solid, solid-liquid, liquid-liquid, liquid-gas

and solid-gas interfaces. The rate of solution of a solid in a liquid, with or

without chemical reaction, is an example of the solid-liquid type. Pronounced

differences in reaction rate have been observed. Cadmium sulphate crystals

dissolve very much more slowly in water than do zinc sulphate crystals under

like experimental conditions.^ Zinc dissolves much less rapidly in hydro-

chloric acid solution than it does in the same solution containing dissolved

nitrobenzene or benzaldehyde.^ Measurement of the rate of hydrolysis of

insoluble esters in cither acid or alkaline aqueous media is an example of liquid-

liquid interface phenomena studied by Lowenherz, Goldschmidt and others.®

The rate of evaporation of a licpiid is perhaps the simplest example that could

be studied of a liquid-gas interface phenomenon. The rate will be dependent

on the nature of the liquid surface and on the gas pressure in the gas space if

not on other variables. Similarly, evaporation from a solid surface is a simple

example of a process occurring at a solid-gas interface. To this latter class,

however, belong many of the very important reactions obtaining in the subject

of contact catalj^sis. The dissociation of a solid to yield a gas and a solid

dissociation product can be shown to be a phenomenon occurring at a solid-

solid interface. Many reactions between gases and solids similarly occur at

solid-solid interfaces. The study of the kinetics of such varied processes is,

therefore, of the utmost importance in the determination of mechanism in a

large number of familiar phenomena of theoretical and practical interest.

It will be evident as the result of a little consideration that two factors are

always involved in the velocity of such heterogeneous reactions. The net

velocity of reaction will be dependent on the rate at which the chemical or

physical change itself occurs in the interface region and also on the rate at

which the products of the process are removed from the interface region into

the surrounding medium. This latter is determined by the rate of diffusion

of the reaction products from the interface region into the surroundings. Now,

1 Observation of Professor G. A. Hulett, Princeton University.

^ Proc. K. Akad. Weten. Amsterdam, 23, 1449 (1921).

3 Lowenherz, Z, physik. Chem., 15, 389 (1894).

Goldschmidt, Z. physik, Chern,, 31, 235 (1899).
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since the net tempo of a whole process consisting of successive stages is de-

termined at the steady state by the tempo of the slowest stage, it follows that,

in the kinetics of heterogeneous reactions, different features will be met accord-

ing as the actual chemical or physical process is faster or slower than the

diffusion of the reaction products away from the interface. If the chemical

process be faster, the diffusion process will set the reaction speed. If the

chemical process be slower, the chemical reaction will be the determining factor.

It is necessary therefore in analyzing the kinetics of reaction in heterogeneous

systems to consider in some detail the laws governing diffusion and those

obtaining for chemical reaction at an interface.

The Laws of Diffusion: Graham enunciated the law of diffusion for gases.

Gases diffuse at rates which are inversely proportional to the square roots of

their densities, a conclusion which has already been shown to be in harmony
with the kinetic theory of gases. Hydrogen therefore will diffuse away from
an interface four times more rapidly than oxygen, provided the concentration

gradient in the two cases is the same. This law holds true irrespective of the

fluid medium through which the gases diffuse. Thus, Carlson ^ determined

the ratio of the diffusion velocities of carbon dioxide and oxygen in water by
measuring the velocity of solution of these gases in water under comi)arable

conditions. He obtained a value of 1.158 in good agreement with the theo-

retical value

H02

Deo 2 4
44
^ == 1*173
32

and with a direct measurement of the rate of diffusion of the two gases in water ^

which gave the quotient 1.166.

The diffusion coefficient of one gas in another gas is calculable according

to the kinetic theory of gases. Into the details of this calculation we have not

here space to proceed. Reference must be made to the larger texts on the

subject.® Meyer’s formula for the diffusion coefficient is

D = {uilifl2 W2^2^l)
3n

where D is the diffusion coefficient, n the number of molecules per cc., rii and
712 the numbers of each species, ui^ and the mean square velocity, h and I 2

the mean free path of the respective molecules.

Prom this formula it may be deduced that the coefficient is inversely pro-

portional to the pressure since D oc i . Further, since u\ and U2 are propor-
n

' Medd, VetrAkad, Nobel hist, 2, No. 5 (1911).
^ Medd. VetrAkad, Nobel InsU, 2, No. 6 (1911). See also: Stefan, Sitzber, Wien. Akad.^

77, 37 (1878); Hufner, Wied. An7u, 60, 134 (1878).

® O. E. Meyer, Kinetische Theorie der Gase (1877), 1895, § 95.

Kuenen, Ostwald-Drucker, Handhuch d. Allgemein Chem., Ill, 1919, pp. 1-139. Leipsic.

The following data are drawn from this source.
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tional to T^^^ and n is proportional to T~^j D should therefore vary as T^^^, The
formula implies that D varies also as the composition of the mixture, i.e., as

rii and 712 vary, which is not confirmed by experimental investigation. Kuenen ^

has suggested a modification of the Meyer formula which decreases the vari-

ability of D due to variation in composition.

From another standpoint entirely Stefan ^ has formulated the dependence

of D on the kinetic magnitudes by means of an equation

T. 3 1 1 mi + m 2
jj = . — •

f

16 ncr^ yTrh rriim^

where a is the distance of the centers of the two molecules at collision and is

therefore equal to ^(^1 + S2)y where S is the molecular radius,

-2 4
miWi^ = 7)12112^ = —

Trh

and mi and 7712 arc the respective masses of the molecules. In this formula D
is independent of n\ and n 2 in agreement with experimental results.

Experiment in general ^ has shown that D is inversely proportional to the

pressure. Loschmidt ^ found the following values for D at atmospheric pressure

by means of the formula

n “^obs. ^ Pobs.
^760 »

Vm

where the observations were made on several gases at varying pressures. The
data will also serve to give an orientation into the magnitude of the diffusion

velocity.

TABLE I

Diffusion Coefficients op Gases in Mixtures

Gas Mixture

Dim from Dots, OpcratiuK Pressures of

760 510 360 310 mm.

C02-Air 0.142 — 0.144-0.146 0.142-0.143 cm./sec.

CO 2—

H

2 0.556 0.551 —
H2-O 2 0.715 0.715 —

The most accurate experiments show a small variation of D with gas com-

position, ni/n 2 . The influence of temperature is generally expressed by means
of an equation

D cx T^,

^ Loc. cit., pp. 41, 42.
2 Wien. Sitz. her., 65, 323 (1872): Kuenen, loc. cit.f p. 43.

3 For literature see Kuenen, loc. cit., pp. 121-129.

« Wien. Sitz. her., 61, 367; 62, 468 (1870).
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The exponent x varies considerably. It is approximately 1.7 for gases (Theory

requires For vapors it approaches 2.^

Graham's studies of diffusion in aqueous solutions established the de-

pendence of the rate of diffusion on the substance diffusing. He furthermore

showed that diffusion increased strongly with increase of temperature. In

dealing with the physical factors controlling the reversibility of chemical

reactions, Berthollet had expressed his belief ^ that the rate of diffusion was

determined in part by the concentration gradient of the substance diffusing

in the solution. The exact mathematical relationship involved in this process

was formulated by Fick^ and tested experimentally. According to Fick's

Law, the quantity of substance dS which passes in time dt through a diffusion

dc
cylinder of cross section q under a concentration gradient — (i.e., a concentra-

dx

tion c of the cross section at a point x and one of c + dc at x + dx) is given by

the equation

dc
dS=- - Dq-rdt.

dx

i) is a constant for a given substance and may be termed the diffusion coefficient.

As to the nature of the force determining diffusion in solution, Nernst ^ i)ointcd

out that it was essentially the same force which, in the theory of solutions,

we term the osmotic pressure; that diffusion in solutions was comparable with

gaseous diffusion, but enormously slower, owing to the enormous resistance

friction. From the value of the mechanical force obtainable by osmotic

pressure measurements in the case of cane sugar and from the measured rate of

diffusion of cane sugar through water, Nernst was able to show that the re-

sistance friction was so great that it requires a force equal to 4.7 X 10^ kg.

weight to drive one gram molecule of cane sugar through water with a velocity

of 1 cm. per second.

With salts dissociated in solution into ions the problem is somewhat more

complex. At first, it might be thought that independent diffusion of the ions

might occur. If this were possible, fast-moving ions such as hydrogen ions

would diffuse more rapidly than slower ions such as chloride ions, since, as

conductivity measurements reveal, these ions have different mobilities. The

separation of ions set up as a result of such differing rates of diffusion would,

however, bring about the production of electrostatic forces which would tend

to retard the faster moving ions and speed up the slower ions. The opposing

forces of diffusion and electrostatic attraction result in the ions diffusing

through the solution at equal rates. With the aid of this concept, Nernst was

able to show that the amount of salt diffusing in a given time could be expressed

1 For tables of diffusion coefficients at various temperatures see Landolt-Bornstein

Tabellen, 1912, pp. 136 -138.

2 Chemical Affinity, 1805.

^ Pogg. A7UI., 94, 59 (1855).

4 Z, physik. Chem., 2, 613 (1888).
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in terms of the mobilities of the ions, the cross-sectional area of the diffusing

medium and the concentration gradient. In a diffusion cylinder of cross section

q containing a dissociated electrolyte of concentration c, let the osmotic pressure

be p; in the diffusion process let the concentration be c — and the osmotic

pressure p — dp at a distance dx from the solution of concentration c. The
volume q-dx then contains cq-dx gram mols. The force acting upon this salt

1 cIt)

is q-dp. Hence the force per gram mol. is - • — • Let us assume the ions to
c dx

migrate first under the influence of osmotic pressure alone. The quantities

of the two ions migrating in time dt through a cross section of the diffusion

cylinder, for two ions of mobilities U and F, are respectively

The electrostatic forces which come into play as a result of such osmotic

diffusion will be respectively per gram ion

dE
, ^

dE

dx dx

where E is the electrostatic potential. The migration through the cross

section as a result of these forces of attraction and repulsion will be respectively

— Uqc—dt and + Vqc~dL
dx dx

Now, with equal rates of diffusion for the two ions under the combined in-

fluence of osmosis and electrostatic attraction, it follows that

Uqdt

. . , dE
whence, by elimination of— j

dx

\ dx dx J \dx dx )

and, since p = cRT^

2UV dp
z= q (It,

U+V^dx

Comparing this equation with that expressing Tick's Law for non-electrolytes,

it follows that the diffusion coefficient, D, for an electrolyte is given by the

equation

D =
2UV
u+v RT,
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A similar equation has been developed by Noyes and published by Haskell ^

for the general case of a salt dissociating into ric + ria cations and anions.

The most comprehensive study of diffusion coefficients of salt solutions has

been carried out by W. Oholm ^ in a wide concentration range and for a variety

of salts. The appended table illustrates the agreement of the experimental

values for D and those calculated on the basis of the Nernst theory. The
data apply to solutions at a concentration of 0.01-normal, at which concentra-

tion, in the case of all the substances quoted, with the exception of acetic acid,

dissociation is approximately complete.

TABLE II

Diffuhion of Electrolytes

Substance D 18° ohs. D 18° calc. Substance D 18° obs. D 18° calc.

KCl 1.460 1.460 KOH 1.903 2.109

NaCl 1.170 1.173 NaOH 1.432 1.558

LiCl 1.000 0.994 KI 1.460 1.467

HCl 2.324 2.431 CHaCOOH . .

.

0.93 1.37

Oholm\s results show that the rate of diffusion increases with increasing

dilution. Thus, for a 1-normal KCl solution, D (18®) = 1.330; for a 0.01-normal

solution, the value has increased to 1.460. In the later work, the substitution

of a brass diffusion apparatus for the glass vessels hitherto used permitted

the examination of diffusion in solutions of great viscosity differences. Thus,

for 1-normal KCl in 1.5-normal sugar solution, the value for D decreases to

0.42 while in a 2-normal sugar solution, the diffusion coefficient sinks to 0.22.

Similar reductions in the rate of diffusion are obtained with glycerine as the

viscous medium.

A recent publication by Cohen and Bruins ^ records a refinement of experi-

mental procedure in the investigation of the velocity of diffusion in solutions,

applicable alike to aqueous and non-aqueous solutions. The process is suited

to experiments in a wide temperature interval. It yields “true^^ diffusion

coefficients because, during an experiment, the change in concentration is

small. The reproducibility of the results attained has been improved so that

differences of a few tenths of one per cent in aqueous solutions are usual as

contrasted with the 2 per cent variations more usual hitherto. An absolute

accuracy of 0.3 per cent is claimed for the results. The analysis of the diffusion

layers is effected by means of a Zeiss-Rayleigh-Lowe water-interferometer

adapted when necessary to solutions in organic solvents. The paper contains

a critical survey of the general literature of the subject of diffusion.

The Temperature Coefficient of Diffusion Processes: With lowering of

working temperature the rate of diffusion falls. For strong electrolytes

^Phys. Rev., 27, 145 (1908).

physik. Chem., 50
, 309 (1904); 70 , 378 (1910); Medd. Vet-Akad. Nobel JnsL, 2 .

Nos. 23, 24, 26 (1912).

^Z. physik. Chem., 103 , 349 (1922).
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Oholm showed that the fall was approximately 2.5 per cent per degree lowering

of temperature, a value in good agreement with that demanded by the Nernst
theory. With substances having a higher resistance to diffusion, or, in other

words, a lower rate of diffusion, which obtains with organic molecules of high

molecular weight, the influence of temperature seems to increase and the

temperature coefficient attains greater values. Thus, for sugar solutions, a
temperature coefficient of 3.2 per cent per degree was obtained; for dextrin

solutions the corresponding value attained 3.5 per cent.

Collecting a variety of experimental data on all types of aqueous solutions

of electrolytes and non-electrolytes, Oholm compiled the following table for

the approximate values of a, the temperature coefficient per degree, at various

ranges of values of the diffusion coefficient D.

D = 2.4 2.0-1.8 1.6-1.4 1.2-1.1 0.8-0.7 0.4-0.3 0.2-0.1,

a = 0.0018 0.020 0.022 0.025 0.029 0.035 0.040.

The temperature coefficient a was calculated from two measurements of the

diffusion coefficient at two temperatures by means of the equation

Ui

The temperature coefficient is apparently some function of the diffusion coeffi-

cient, a feature observed also by Kohlrausch' in the relationship of ionic

mobility and its temperature coefficient. The greater the ionic mobility the

less is the temperature coefficient. As far as solutions of electrolytes are con-

cerned. the temperature coefficients of the two quantities are approximately

the same. The magnitude of the temperature coefficient in both cases is

apparently to be associated with the greater or less extent to which the motion

of molecules or of ions is influenced by the concomitant motion of solvent

molecules—for similar features occur in the investigation of non-aqueous

solutions. In alcohol, for example, glycerine diffuses slowly and has a high

temperature coefficient; chloroform and bromoform, much heavier molecules,

diffuse much more rapidly and have low temperature coefficients. This

points to extensive association of glycerine molecules with alcohol and relative

freedom of the halogen compounds.

In the study of reaction kinetics it is more usual to express the temperature

coefficient of reaction velocity as the fractional increase per 10° rise in temper-

ature. Thus, in the preceding chapter, temperature coefficients of 2-4 per

10° rise have been frequently indicated for reactions in homogeneous systems.

Now, since the criterion of temperature coefficient will be employed in the

succeeding pages to test the nature of certain heterogeneous reaction velocity

measurements with a view to determining the mechanism of the process, it will

be useful to transpose Oholm^s results to the 10° scale. Thus Oholm^s a

^ Z. Elektrochem., 14, 129 (1908).
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= 0.025 per degree is transformed to a coefficient

= 1.28.
Dt

This value is materially less than that characteristic of the temperature coeffi-

cients of the homogeneous reaction velocities previously discussed. The

following data present the transposition of temperature coefficients of diffusion

rates from the 1° to the 10° basis for the extremes and the mean temperature

coefficients listed, according to Oholm, in the preceding table.

D = 2.4 1.2-1.

1

0.2-0.

1

a = 0.018 0.025 0.040,

-^+“1.20 1.28 1.48.

Dt

For gaseous diffusion, the temperature coefficient per 10° rise will be even

smaller than this, as a consideration of the equation developed for the mean

velocity of a gas molecule (Chap. Ill, p. 75) will indicate. The following table

gives values so calculated ^ for the mean velocities of a few gases at 0° and

20° C.

TABLE III

Mean Velocity of Gas Molecjulks

Gas Mean Velocity X 10"® cm. X sec."^

0° 20°

H2 . . l.«3S 1.904

O 2 0.4013 0.4778

N 2 0.4928 0.5106

Air 0.4849 0.5023

Hg 0.1842 0.1908

CO 2 0.3933 0.4070

CO 0.4933 0.5109

Such low temperature coefficients arc in agreement with Oholm’s generaliza-

tion in reference to the more viscous liquid media. High diffusion rate is

accompanied by low temperature coefficient.

It is therefore evident that, in the examination of the temperature coefficient

of reaction velocities in heterogeneous media, the occurrence of low values

between 1 and 1.5 will tend to indicate that the predominant factor in deter-

mining reaction rate is the diffusion factor. On the other hand, high temper-

ature coefficients will, in agreement with previous indications, point towards

the chemical processes at work as the factor determining the rate of reaction.

The implications of such a viewpoint will emerge in succeeding paragraphs.

Diffusion and Molecular Motion. The Stokes-Einstein Law Applied to

Solutions: Assuming the independent motion of the several constituents of a

1 Dushman, High Vacuum, p. 9. Gen. Electric Rev. (1922).
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mixture, the relationship between molecular motion and diffusion is given by
means of the equation

Z) = — •

2t

Here, D is the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing substance, A^ is the mean
square of the displacement which takes place in a given direction in time L

If one further assumes that the particles possess the same mean kinetic energy

as a gas molecule at the same temperature, then the Einstein equation

A2
2RT
N

Bt

holds.^ In this equation, R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature,

N the Avogadro number, B the mobility coefficient, that is, the velocity of

motion of the given particle moving through the solution under the influence

of unit force. By combining the above equations.

Now, according to Stokes’ Law, for spherical particles large compared with

the molecules of solvent

= -J
Gwrjr

where rj is the viscosity of the solvent and r the radius of the solute molecule.

Combining these equations we obtain

D =^ 1

N CTTTyr

an equation the applicability of which to suspensions and emulsions is given in

the chapter on colloids, the experimental results thereby obtained constituting

strong evidence for molecular reality. Efforts have been made to apply this

equation to diffusing molecules. Direct proof of the applicability of the

equation in such cases is not possible. There are, however, several alternative

methods of test: (a) In the same solvent, at the same temperature, with a

variety of diffusing substances, the equation reduces to

D • r = constant.

whence, from the experimental measurements and values of r obtained in other

ways, the equation may be tested. (6) At constant temperature a given

substance diffusing in a variety of solvents gives a number of equations which

all reduce to

Dtj = constant.

^Ann. Physik, (4) 17 ,
549 ( 1905); 19 , 371 (1906); Z. Elektrochem., 14

,
235 (1908).
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Alternatively, one can use such determinations to ascertain whether the

molecular radius remains constant, (c) Finally, by assuming r independent

of temperature,

Dri = KT,

whence, from measurements of diffusion and viscosity over a temperature

range, the Stokes-Einstein equation may be tested. All these methods of test

have been applied.^

The results of these investigations all point to the applicability of the

Stokes-Einstein formula so far as the first approximation is concerned. In the

latest research of Cohen and Bruins, the velocity of diffusion of tetrabrom-

ethane in tetrachlorethane as solvent was carefully studied in a temperature

interval from 0 to 50° C., the viscosities being also obtained. A small deviation

from the Stokes-Einstein law was observed which exceeds, however, the ex-

perimental error by at least three times. The deviation is such that the

temperature coefficient is somewhat smaller than would be expected from the

equation. The following table shows the results of such a test by Cohen and

Bruins.

TABLE IV

Diffusion and the Stokes-Einstein Law

Temp. D obs.
D calc.

Stokes-Einstein

r X 10«

Stokes-Einstein

0® C 0.300 (0.300) 2.15

10 0.385 0.385 2.15

15 0.429 0.431 • 2.16

25 0.527 0.531 2.17

35 0.633 0.643 2.18

50 0.811 0.833 2.21

REACTION VELOCITIES AT SOLID-LIQUID INTERFACES

Velocity of Solution: Guldberg and Waage in their classical studies on

chemical affinity ^ investigated the rate of solution of metals in hydrochloric

acid in an effort to associate mass action with reaction speed. They showed

that increase of temperature brought about an increase in reaction velocity,

the rate at 18° C. to that at 0° C. increasing with increasing acid strength.

HCl 1.3 2 2.6 4 8 normal

RisoIRqo 1.58 1.68 1.70 2.44 3.25

1 (a) V. Wogan, Ann. Physik (4), 23, 345 (1907); The Svedberg, Z. physik. Chem., 67,

105 (1909) ;
The and A. A. Svedberg, Z. physik. Chem.^ 76, 145 (1911) ;

Oholm, Medd. Vetens.

Akad. Nobel Inst, 2, Nr. 23 (1913).

(6) The Svedberg, loc. cit; Oholm, Medd. Vetens. Akad. Nobel Inst., 2, 24 (1913); 2,

26 (1913); Dumnier, Z. anorg. Chem., 109, 31 (1919).

(c) Scheffer, Proc. Kon. Akad. Weten. Amsterdam, 19, 148 (1916); Cohen and Bruins,

Z. physik. Chem., 103, 404 (1923).

2 OstwahPs Klassiker, No. 104, p. 52.
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Spring,^ investigating the rate of solution of iceland spar in hydrochloric acid,

noted that the velocity was dependent on the surface exposed, whether the

natural plane of cleavage or a surface parallel to or perpendicular to the principal

axis. The temperature coefficient, moreover, was higher in the latter case

than with the natural plane of cleavage.

The first theoretical treatment of importance of the problem of reaction

velocity at solid-liquid interfaces is due to Noyes and Whitney ^ who chose for

study the simple cases of solution in water of the two substances benzoic acid

and lead chloride. Cylinders of the substances were rotated rapidly in water,

measurements of the solute content being made at definite time intervals from
the start. Noyes and Whitney postulated that around the surface of the

cylinder a film of saturated solution was continually present and that the

solution process was achieved as a result of diffusion of the solute from this

layer into the solvent medium. Now, since the rate of diffusion is proportional,

according to Fick^s Law, to the concentration gradient between the saturated

layer and the surrounding solution, it follows that this rate and, consequently

that of the solution process, must be determined by the difference in concentra-

tion between the saturated layer and the solution. In other words, if S be the

concentration of the saturated solution, x that of the bulk of the solution at

time tj the rate of solution at time t is given by the equation

;

at

where C is the constant of proportionality. It follows that on solving for C

C = -In j

t S — X

which is an equation identical in form with that of a unimolecular reaction.

The form of the equation, however, is no index of the order of the reaction,

since, as pointed out, it was derived on the assumption that the rate of diffusion

determined the total reaction rate. Noyes and Whitney’s experimental

results gave good confirmation of the correctness of their theory, the mean
velocity constants obtained with benzoic acid and with lead chloride being

indicated in the following table.

Though irregularities in the value for C for various samples are manifest,

the similarity in the results for two such widely divergent substances as benzoic

acid and lead chloride was regarded by Noyes and Whitney as full justification

of their theoretical treatment.

Brunner and St. Tolloczko ^ amplified the work of Noyes and Whitney,

making use of a wider variety of substances, both organic and inorganic, and

paying particular attention to the definition of the surface area. More.

1 Z. physik. Chem., 2 . 13 (1888).

physik. Chem., 23
,
689 (1897).

^Z. physik. Chem., 35
,
283 (1900).
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TABLE V

Velocity Constants op Solution Processes

Sample No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

CceHsCOOH 112.1 16.3.1 112.7 102.5

109.1 157.1 117.4 102.8

107.5 160.1 110.9 94.3

CpbCh 71.4 119.0 88.2 56.0

75.0 125.4 95.2 62.3

72.7 120.9 80.9 59.2

measurements in each experiment were made and a constant rate of stirring

was achieved. These workers observed that, starting with carefully smoothed

surfaces of known area, 0, the reaction velocity was expressible by the equation

h =
S

S — X

throughout the experiment, using the initially determined value for 0 even

though its value must have changed owing to uneven erosion of the originally

plane surface. This evidence points to the layer of saturated solution as the

real interface between the solid and the solution, its effective area being un-

changed throughout an experiment. Temperature coefficients of the order of

1.5 to 1.8 per 10° rise were obtained pointing to the predominance of diffusion

factors over chemical processes.

Nernst attempted a general theory of reaction velocity in heterogeneous

systems ^ based upon the assumption of extremely rapid reaction in the inter-

facial layer and on slow diffusion of the reactants and resultants from the layer.

That this is true in certain cases is evident from the work already recorded and

from the experimental work of E. Brunner ^ in Nernst's laboratory and many

others. The assumptions, however, are by no means universally valid as

subsequent discussion will reveal. Chemical reactions may be slow or fast

as compared with the velocity of the diffusion process. Nernst emphasized

the factor of the thickness of the interfacial layer in such processes as have

already been discussed. Thus, in considering the rate of attack of hydrochloric

acid on, for example, magnesia, the quantity of hydrochloric acid dx diffusing

in time dt, into a layer of thickness, 5, in contact with an area 0, is given by

the equation

dx =
OD a — X

dt,

where D is the diffusion coefficient per unit area per second per unit concentra-

1 Z, physik. Chem,, 47, 52 (1904).

physik. Chem., 47, 56 (1904).
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CL CC

tion difference, —

-

the concentration of hydrochloric acid in the bulk of the

solution of volume V, Now since, as shown by Noyes and Whitney,

dx = k(a — x)dtj

the magnitude k is given by the equation

k =
OD.
V8 ’

or, in case k is measured, 0, D and V known, 8 the thickness of the layer can be
deduced. Brunner found that the value of k was proportional approximately
to the two-thirds power of the frequency of the stirring; the stirring therefore

diminished the thickness of the interfacial layer. With a variety of reactions,

for example, the rate of solution of benzoic acid in water, of magnesia in benzoic,

acetic and h5'^drochloric acids, of marble in hydrochloric acid and magnesium
chloride, of magnesium in benzoic acid and of silver acetate in water, the

calculated thickness of the interfacial layer at constant stirring was found to

vary only between 20 ja and 50 fi while the velocity of reaction under the same
conditions varied as much as 1 : 7. It was found that the rate of reaction

bore no relation to the strcngtli of the acid employed. The rate of solution

of magnesia in acetic acid is more rapid than the rate in benzoic acid although
the latter is the stronger acid. Acetic acid, however, has the higher diffusion

rate and hence the greater rate of reaction.

Convincing proof of the applicability of the diffusion layer theory is ob-

tainable from the experiments of Van Name and Edgar ^ on the velocity of

interaction of various metals with iodine dissolved in an excess of potassium
iodide solution. Mercury, cadmium, zinc, copper and silver were all shown to

have practically the same rate of interaction under like conditions, as the

following table shows.

With zinc, cadmium and mercury an agreement to within 2 per cent was
attained under similar conditions. With copper and silver there are variations

up to 5 per cent, attributable in great part to the partial adherence of solid

iodide at the interface. The rate of reaction was approximately proportional

to the 4/5 power of the stirring velocity. Increase of iodide concentration

increased the rate of reaction, an influence ascribed to the higher diffusion

velocity of the potassium tri-iodide in stronger potassium iodide solutions, a'

fact which was demonstrated by qualitative experiment by Van Name and
Edgar. A quantitative study of the velocity of diffusion of iodine in potassium

iodide solutions was made by Edgar and Diggs.^ Increase in concentration

of the potassium iodide causes a marked increase in the rate of diffusion of the

iodine, the amount of increase being distinctly of the same order of magnitude
as the increase in the velocity constants, in good accord, therefore, with the

1 Z. physik. Chem., 73, 97 (1910).
2 J. Am, Chem. Soc., 38, 253 (1916).
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TABLE VI

Velocity Constants for Reaction between Iodine and Various Metals

Revolutions
Concentration of KI in grams per liter

per Minute
100 200 400 800

170 6.43 (Hk)

6.36 (Cd)

7.21 (Hg) 8.15 (Hg)

7.95 (Cu)

180 7.03 (Zn) 8.23 (Ag)

210 8.54 (Hg)

240

8.81 (Hg)

8.69 (Cd)

8.64 (Zn)

9.65 (Hg)

9.56 (Cd)

9.64 (Zn)

10.48 (Hg)

9.98 (Cu)

9.93 (Ag)

10.27 (Cu)

300 11.12 (Hg)

diffusion theory of heterogeneous reactions. Mercury reacts with bromine in

potassium bromide solutions more rapidly than in the iodine solutions; it

reacts much more slowly in copper bromide. The ratio of velocities in the

three cases is approximately 12.3 : 11.0 : 6.9. It is to be anticipated that

bromine would diffuse more rapidly. The low velocity of diffusion of copper

salts in comparison with potassium salts is in agreement with the results with

copper bromide. Additional studies of the rate of metal-iodine reaction were

also carried out by Van Name and Bosworth * and by Van Name and Ilill.^

These several researches probably represent the most complete experimental

study yet made of a solid-liquid reaction velocity involving the diffusion

process as the determinant of reaction rate.

Criticisms of the diffusion theory have been made by Ericson-Auren,^

Palmaer ^ and Meyer Wildermann ^ in reference to solution processes. The

latter claims that the assumption of a diffusion layer is unnecessary since the

same velocity equations can be derived without its use. He further shows

that the velocity of solution of gypsum is dependent on the physical properties

of the material and varies with different faces of the crystal. On a simple

diffusion theory, this could not be true. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized

that the properties of the diffusion layer will certainly depend in part on the sur-

face exposed, since, as is now well known, adsorption differs at different faces. In

Auren and Palmaer’s experiments on the velocity of solution of metals in acids,

a variety of difficulties might arise. Gas evolution is undoubtedly a complicat-

1 Am. J. aSci., 32, 207 (1911).

2 Am. J. Sci., 36, 543 (1913).

3Z. anorg. Chem., 18, 83 (1898); 27, 209 (1901) .

* Z. physik, Chem., 56, 689 (1906).

physik. Chem., 66, 445 (1909).
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ing factor in such experiments as some recent work by Prins ^ demonstrates.

The velocity of solution of a variety of metals in acids was shown to be markedly

influenced by such additions as nitrobenzene and benzaldehyde. Most marked
accelerations were noted, especially under such experimental conditions as

eliminated or minimized the hydrogen evolution. It is possible that the in-

fluence of such additions may be in part catalytic though the mechanism has

not been established.

Velocity of Crystallization: That the Noyes-Whitney-Nernst theory of

heterogeneous reaction velocity is not adequate for all solid-liquid reaction

systems is evident when a study is made of the results of Marc ^ on the velocity

of crystallization from aqueous solutions. Marc shows that the process of

crystallization is relatively slow and easily measurable; that, in contrast to

solution, it is independent of the rate of stirring when this is sufflciently in-

tensive. Foreign substances, adsorbed by the crystal, reduce the rate of

crystallization most markedly, which points to the existence of an adsorption

layer in which the essential process of crystallization occurs. The existence

of this layer is indicated by an initial rapid fall in supersaturation during the

first half minute after the crystals have been added to the supersaturated

solution, after which time interval a normal crystallization velocity is obtained.

The diversity of solution and crystallization phenomena is shown by the

observation that the substances which markedly inhibit crystallization do not

influence the rate of the solution process. The order of reaction varies with

the temperature in an unexplained way. At low temperatures (circa 0® C.)

the velocity is approximately proportional to the square of the supersaturation;

at 25° C., the velocity is unimolecular.^^ The temperature coefficient of the

second order reaction is approximately 1.5, that of the first order reaction

approximately 2.0; there is no well-marked change from one to the other order

of reaction.

The work of Marc indicated that when a crystal is introduced into a satu-

rated solution there is an initial rapid formation of an adsorption layer; the

crystal growth occurs at a measurable rate at the expense of the molecules in

this layer which, however, is maintained by further adsorption from the

solution. Foreign substances which are adsorbed but which cannot enter the

crystal lattice impede the velocity of crystallization, the mechanism of the

inhibition being undoubtedly like that of a catalyst poison in heterogeneous

catalysis, the diminution of active reaction area as a result of preferential and

more or less irreversible adsorption. The accompanying diagram shows the

influence of a dissolved dyestuff on the rate of crystallization of potassium

sulphate. Curve I showing the uninhibited rate of crystallization. Curve II

that with 0.03 g. Quinoline yellow in 100 ccs. of solution. Curve III shows

the rate of saturation of an unsaturated solution with potassium sulphate with

dyestuff present (points indicated by crosses in circles) and with dyestuff

’ Prnc. K. Akad. Weten. Amsterdam, 23, 1449 (1921).

‘Z. physik. Chem., 61 , 385 (1908); 67 ,
470 (1909); 68 , 104 (1909); 73 , 685 (1910).
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absent (circles only). The velocity units are arbitrary and express degree of

supersaturation and unsaturation respectively; time is expressed in minutes.

That adsorption is an im-

portant factor in the process

is further evident from the

fact that only those dyestuffs

which color the crystals inhibit

the velocity of crystallization.

Bismarck brown, Ponceau red

and Quinoline yellow all color

potassium sulphate and retard

its rate of crystallization.

Methylene blue does not color

this salt; it exerts no effect on

the velocity of crystallization.

Freundlich ^ calls attention

to the widespread importance
Fio. 1. Velocities of De-Saturation and Saturation of the subject of crystallization

of Potassium Sulphate Solutioua in Presence
presence of for-

and Absence of Dye-btufFs , _

eign substances. The retard-

ing influence of impurities accounts in part for the use of charcoal purification

and decolorization of solutions in preparative chemistry. The various crystal

formations in living matter, e.g., pearls, probably owe their particular forma-

tion to the presence of foreign materials during formation. The multitudinous

forms of crystalline configuration of one and the same substance are in part

due to this presence of foreign materials. Valeton - has discussed the relation-

ship between crystal growth and the lattice structure as determining, for

example, the differences between cubic and octahedral crystals of sodium
chloride. When crystallized from solutions containing urea, octahedra are

formed. Cubic crystals form from the pure solutions.'^ The growth of crystals

in colloid media is another phase of the same problem. The influence of

foreign substances is not, however, confined to organic substances. Marc
showed that substances such as the chloride, nitrate and carbonate of potassium

all influenced the velocity of crystallization of potassium sulphate. Some
diminished the velocity of crystallization. Potassium chloride doubled the

rate.

Crystallization from Melts: Tlie fact that crystals are polyhedra shows

that the rate of growth of a cr3"stal differs at different faces. Were this not

so, all crystals would be spherical. The earliest work by Gernez ^ on crystal-

lization from a melt is’concerned, however, with the so-called linear crystalliza-

tion velocity". Gernez studied the motion of the visible interface between

* ICapillarchcmie, 2d Edition, Leipzig, 1922, pp. 457-465.

Phynk., 21, 606 (1920).

SRitzel, Z. Krist. Miner., 49, 152 (1911); Z. physik. Chem., 76, 584 (1911).

* Compt. Raul., 9S, 1278 (1882).
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solid crystal and melt as it extended from the end of a tube through the melt.
Gernez employed sulphur and phosphorus and studied the rate of growth of
rhombic sulphur and the yellow form of phosphorus. He showed that, with
increasing extent of supercooling, the velocity of crystallization steadily rose.

Moore ^ showed subsequently that the velocity was independent of the diameter
of the tube within the limits of 1 to 7 mm. in the case of supercooled phenol
and acetic acid. The subject was studied more comprehensively by Tammann
and his students ^ who extended the temperature interval over which the
measurements were made. It was found that the velocity was largely a func-
tion of the extent of supercooling With slight supercooling, the velocity was
extremely slow. With decreasing temperature, the velocity rose until a
maximum value was reached which then was maintained more or less constant
over a considerable temperature interval, beyond which a decrease in velocity

would be observed. The accompan5dng diagram, Fig. 2, reproduces the
general behavior observed. Ordinary glass illustrates a part of this behavior
readily. At normal room temperatures, far below the crystallization point,

the velocity of crystallization (devitrification) is excessively slow. Tiiat it

occurs slowly, howeve’^ may occasionally be observed in old panes of window
glass. Crystal growth is increased in velocity by raising the temperature,
a familiar phenomenon to anyone who has experimented much in the art of glass-

blowing. Tammann is of the opinion that the form of the curve is determined
in large part, not by the velocity of crystallization, but by the rate of heat loss

from the system. Since crystallization is an exothermic ])rocess, Tammann
holds that the heat evolution at the interface exercises a marked influence on
the rate of crystallization, by causing the liquid contiguous to the interface to

become heated above the melting temperature, thus giving a lower velocity of

change than would obtain with true tem-
perature equilibrium. With increased

supercooling, tJiis factor becomes less

and less imi)ortant until, in the region of

constant velocity, the conditions of heat

loss are such that the interface is

exactly at the melting temperature. At
still lower temperatures, the interface?

is also lower in temperature than the

freezing point. The velocity of crystal-

lization falls, however, as do other reac-

tion velocities with decreasing tempera-

ture, and as crystallization would,
according to Tammann, even at low

degrees of supercooling, were the other factors not simultaneously operating

in the less supercooled fluids.

In Table VII are indicated some measurements of the maximum linear

velocity of crj^stallization in a few supercooled fluids, which show a wide

1 Z. physik. Cfiem., 12, 545 (1893).

2 Kristallisieren und Schmelzcn, Leipzig, 1903, pp. 131 ct seq.

Temperature of Supercooling

Fig. 2. Velocity of Crystallization

from Melts
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variation of this magnitude. No relationship is known connecting this velocity

with the properties of the various substances. A wide variation is, however,
observable.

TABLE VII

Maximum Velocities op Crystallization

Substance M. P. ° C.
Bath
Temp.

Velocity

mm. min.
Observer

Phosphorus 44° 25° 60000 Gernez
Water 0 - 9.1 6840 Walton and Judd ^

Butylphenol 98.1 70 1117 Jendrychowski 2

Picric Acid 122 85 858 Bogojawlensky ^

Azobenzol 67.1 37 600 Friedlander and Tammann^
Benzil 94.8 60 433 Bogojawlensky ^

m-Dinitrobenzoic Acid . .

.

140 120 31 Bogojawlensky ^

Salol I 42 20 3.46 Tammann 2

Salol II 38.8 20 1 Tammann 2

These measurements relate to linear velocity of crystallization, which
certainly is a composite quantity. A determination of true velocity of growth

of individual crystal faces has finally been realized by Nacken ^ whose researches

on the subject throw some doubts on Tammann^s interpretation of the previous

diagram. Nacken observed microscopically the crystallization of crystals

growing under cover glasses and was able to notice very diverse rates of growth

at various faces, varying from one another relatively greatly with temperature.

Furthermore, by regulating the temperature loss or gain to crystals attached

to metals he was able to maintain any temperature of crystal desired. In this

way he showed it to be possible to regulate the form of the growing crystal.

As long as the heat of crystallization was greater than that of heat loss, the

melting point temperature was maintained at the interface and hemispherical

or ellipsoidal solids were formed, the former from crystals of the regular series,

the latter from other crystal systems. If the heat loss is greater, however, than

the heat of crystallization, crystallization starts first at the surfaces with the

smallest velocity of crystallization, with formation of a surface on the rounded

solid. With the heat loss somewhat greater, crystallization starts at surfaces

having greater velocities of crystallization. If Tammann^s theory were

correct, these phenomena should only be observable at temperatures at which

the maximum linear velocities obtain. For, only at such temperatures, ac-

cording to Tammann, does the melting temperature prevail at the crystal

surface. Nacken showed however that this formation of crystal faces com-

mences for Salol (cf. Table VII) some 1° or 2° below the melting point. Nacken

1/. Phys. Chem., 18, 722 (1914).

* Cited from Kristallisicren u-Sohmelzen, pp. 146-147.
» Z. physik. Chem., 27, 686 (1898).

* ZerUratbl. f, Min. Geol. u. Pal., 191 (1917). Neues Jahrbuch f. Min. Geol. u. Pal., 2,

133 (1916).
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such work, attention must be directed to an analysis of the temperature
influence on the individual stops of the composite process which the determina-
tion of reaction velocity measures. Thus, while experiment should undoubtedly
be directed to a test of Denham’s views, it should simultaneously be ascertained
what is the effect of temperature on the extent of adsorption by colloidal and
by massive materials. The data available to give even an orientation in such
a question are most scanty. If, however, the decrease in amount adsorbed
with a given temperature rise is very much more pronounced in the case of a
massive, poorly adsorbing surface than with a colloidal surface, this would
result in a lower temperature coeflicient for the reaction at a massive surface.

It is probable that this somewhat difficult problem will be more easily ap-
proached by a study of gaseous adsorption at catalytic surfaces since, under
such conditions, experimental procedure would be simplified. Such data must
be accumulated before satisfactory elucidation of the problem of temperature
coefficient in catalyzed reactions in solid-liquid systems can be obtained.

It is necessary in concluding this general survey of catalyzed reactions at

solid-liquid interfaces to add some observations concerning the nature of the
concentration of reactants at the interface. The modern point of view in this

regard is gravitating to a position midway between two extreme viewpoints
which were earlier held. Starting with the observations of Faraday ^ on the
power of metals to adsorb gases aild to compress and concentrate gases by
such adsorptive power, the one school has viewed the mechanism of concentra-
tion at the interface as due to a purely physical force of adsorption. Chemical
action was supposedly enormously accelerated by such compression and con-
centration, the contact agent or catalyst playing a very subordinate, if not
negligible, r61e. This point of view was dominant in the researches of van’t
Hoff ^ on the decomposition of gases at the surfaces of the containing vessel.

It finds expression in numerous researches by a variety of capable investigators,

among whom may be mentioned Bredig and Findlay, ^ J. J. Thomson,^ Spring,®

Bodenstein,^ Euler, ^ Henri,® Bayliss,® and Denham, Bancroft “ has recently

summarized the material relative to the adsorption viewpoint.

Side by side with this physical concept, the chemical view of definite though
unstable intermediate compounds has received much consideration and support.

It was first put forward by de la Rive and Marcet and has since that time
received continued support in various directions. Their concept of an inter-

1 Experimental Researches in Electricity, 1849, 1, 165, Gth series. Nos. 504-659.
2 Physico-Chemical Studies, Vol. I (1898).
8 Anorganische Fermente, p. 92.
* Applications of Dynamical Statics, pp. 206, 236.
® Bull, Acad. Beige, (3) 30, 27.
« Z, phyaik. Chem., 60, 1 (1907).

’ Ofvers. Svensk Akad, Forhand., 267 (1900).

Elektrochem., 11, 790 (1905).

® Nature of Enzyme Action, p. 14 (1908).

physik, Chem., 72, 684 (1910).

J, Phys. Chem., 21, 767 (1917); Tram. Am. Electrochem. Soc., 37, 31 (1920).
^2 Ann. Chim. Phys., (2) 39, 328 (1828).
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mediate platinum oxide as a stage in catalytic oxidation was extended by
Bcrthelot ^ to hydrogen peroxide decomposition. Haber ^ re-emphasized

this view and Bredig, from his researches on the catalytic activity of colloidal

platinosols, concluded that this was the most convenient explanatory assump-

tion. Bredig and von Antropoff ^ actually revealed the intermediate formation

of mercuric peroxide in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide at a mercury

surface, the mercury peroxide forming a film which then breaks down, only to

form again. This peroxide phenomenon represents an extreme case. Under
ordinary circumstances the formation and decomposition succeed one another

extremely rapidly and are impossible of detection. Intermediate peroxide

formation may account in some cases for the similar activity of various oxides

as catalysts for hydrogen peroxide decomposition. In other cases as, for

example, at powdered glass and quartz surfaces, such peroxides are not easily

assumed and in such cases adsorption is suggested. Sabatier ^ expounded

the point of view of intermediate compound formation in reference to catalytic

hydrogenation of organic compounds at metal-liquid and metal-gas interfaces,

reasoning from the capacity displayed by the platinum metals to absorb

hydrogen, with the possible production even of hydrides. In his view, hydro-

genation is carried on by double decomposition between the metal hydride and

the unsaturated organic compound. Armstrong and Hilditch’’^ have supple-

mented Sabatier^s idea relative to a metal-hydrogen association by emphasizing

the primary importance of the metal-organic compound association. Their

researches, which will be detailed at length in the subsequent examples,

demonstrate that hydrogenation at the surface of a catalyst is explained by

primary interaction between catalyst and unsaturated compound (an action

produced by chemical forces, but not necessarily giving a stable isolable com-

pound), the complex so formed being decomposed by hydrogen. The hydrogen

is also to be regarded as coupled with the nickel used as catalyst, both hydrogen

and unsaturated compound being considered as having some affinity for the

nickel.

The newer work on adsorption at surfaces is supplying the necessary

material which will enable such extreme points of view to be brought together.

The field of adsorption ranges between these two extremes. At one time

thought to be practically purely physical and non-specific, adsorption is now
being shown to be composite of varied phenomena, many of which are ex-

tremely specific and akin to purely chemical phenomena. Langmuir’s re-

searches ® on the behavior of oils spread in uniniolecular layers ^ on water

surfaces are evidence in favor of the view that molecules may be held to a

1 Ann. Chim. Phys„ (V) 21, 170 (1880).

^Z. anorg. Chem., 18, 39 (1898); Z. physik. Chern,, 34, 575 (1900).

3Z. FAekirochem., 12, 581 (1906); J. prakt. Chern,, (2) 77, 273 (1908).

^ Catalysis in Organic Chemistry, Sabatier-Reid, pp. 51-53. D. van Nostrand Co. (1922).

»Proc. Roy. Soc ,
1919-1923.

8 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 2221 (1916); 39, 1848 (1917); 40, 1361 (1918).

7 Rayleigh, Proc. Roy. Soc., 47, 364 (1890). Hardy, Proc. Roy. Soc., 86A, 631 (1912);

88A, 303 (1913).
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surface by forces which arc not readily distinguishable in effect from
‘

‘chemical ’ ’

forces or affinity. It is such molecules at the contact surface which enter into
catalytic changes. It is undoubtedly true, however, that not all adsorption
at a contact surface leads to catalytic change. Specificity on the part of the
contact agent is still a striking factor which must be remembered. Copper is

a useful agent for the hydrogenation of ethylenic compounds but is not used
for the hydrogenation of the aromatic nucleus, although it undoubtedly ad-
sorbs benzene and its derivatives. Similarly, carbon monoxide is adsorbed by
copper but is not hydrogenated in its presence. Tliis diversity of behavior
will undoubtedly be accounted for by a more penetrating analysis of the nature
of the association between catalyst and reactant, with a view to distinguishing
the extent of intra-molecular change suffered by reason of the association.
In the meantime, the tendency of catalyst and reactant to form compounds is

a rough index of such intra-molecular change. Langmuir’s work has already
revealed that the adsorptive force, chemical in nature, determines the orienta-
tion of molecules at the interface between two liquids, and the concept of
orientation is definitely transferable to solid-liquid and solid-gas interfaces.
This molecular orientation undoubtedly accounts in part for the efficacy or
otherwise of a contact agent in promoting change, as the experiments of
Kruyt and van Duin* reveal. They find that the following reactions are
retarded by charcoal although the reacting substances are adsorbed by it: the
saponification of ethyl acetate and of sodium methyl benzoate p-sulphonatej
the addition of bromine to the acid sodium salt of p-sulfo-cinnamic acid; the
removal of bromine from the neutral and the acid sodium salts of p-sulphonic
dibromohydro cinnamic acid by means of potassium iodide. On the other
hand, the removal of bromine from o:/3-dibromopropionic acid by means of
potassium iodide is accelerated by the presence of charcoal. In tlfis latter
case there are three polar groupings, Br, Br, COOH, in the acid and, according
to the theory of oriented adsorption, the chain of carbon atoms takes up a
position parallel to the boundary carbon surface with the three polar groups
turned to the water, in a favorable orientation for reaction. In the other
cases, unfavorable orientations result. 8uch examples must be multiplied by
further experimental test.

Exemplification of the many points raised in the general discu-ssion of these
catalytic processes at solid-liquid interfaces may now be given.

Apparent Zero Order Reactions: Among the most convincing studies of the
reactions occurring at rates independent of the concentration of the reacting
species (Case I of the previous disenssion) are those of Armstrong ® on the rate
of hydrolysis of sugars in presence of enzymes. The following table shows the
results with concentrated solutions of milk sugar and lactose in which the
amount of enzyme present was quite small. It will be seen that the absolute
amount of sugar hydrolyzed is independent of the concentration within a wide

> Rec. Trm. Chini., (4) 2 . 249 (1921).

* Proc. Roy. Soc., 73
, 500 (1904).

2—10
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limit of variation. The reaction velocity equation is therefore of the form

where S is the sugar concentrated at the surface of the enzyme and which,

under the stated experimental conditions, is apparently constant.

TABLE VIII

Hydrolysis of Concentrated Sugar Solutions

Concentra-

tion of Sugar

Solution

Per Cent

24 Hours 46 Hours 144 Hours

Amount
Hydrolyzed

Per Cent

Absolute

Amount
Hydrolyzed

R.

Amount
Hydrolyzed

Per Cent

Absolute

Amount
Hydrolyzed

K.

Amount
Hydrolyzed

Per Cent

Absolute

Amount
Hydrolyzed

g-

10 14.2 1.42 22.2 2.22 33.4 3.34

20 .. .. 7.0 1.40 10.9 2.18 16.9 3.38

30 4.8 1.44 7.7 2.21 11.0 3.30

When the ratio of enzyme present to sugar was relatively high, the above

conditions no longer held and the following table shows that, on increasing the

amount of sugar present, there was a nearly proportionate increase in the

amount hydrolyzed, though the proportion hydrolyzed as well as the constant

K for a unimolecular reaction (Case II previously) remained constant.

TABLE IX

Dilute Sugar Solutions

Milk Sugar

per 100 cc.

1.0 g. . . .

0.5 g. .

0.2 g

Amount changed

in 3 hours

. .0.185

.0.098

0.0416

K (Unimol.)

0.0296

0.0298

0.0337

In the most dilute solution a marked rise in K is to be noted. This evi-

dently is to be ascribed to the operation of the factors enumerated in Case III.

Experiments on the influence of enzyme concentration showed that the hy-

drolysis was approximately proportional to the amount of enzyme, provided

that the amount was not too large and that the comparison was made during

the earlier stages of the hydrolysis. This is the result to be expected on the

basis of a surface effect when it is remembered that the reaction products do

eventually exert a marked influence on the rate of reaction. Similar results

to those obtained by Armstrong have been obtained by Hudson ^ with cane

1 J. Am Chem. Soc., 30, 1160, 1564 (1908).
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sugar and invertase and by Nelson and his coworkers in the studies previously

cited.

In the realm of solid-liquid interface reactions at metallic surfaces, the

studies of Armstrong and Hilditch ^ on the rate of hydrogenation of unsaturated

compounds at the surface of a nickel catalyst are both comprehensive and
convincing. Several workers, such as Fokin,^ Moore, Richter and van Arsdel,®

Ueno,^ Ubblehode and Svanoe ^ and Thomas, have observed an approximation

to a unimolecular action in hydrogenation of liquid systems at a nickel surface.

Employing as pure materials as could possibly be obtained and working under

mechanical conditions favoring maximum contact of the gaseous, liquid and

solid components of the system, Armstrong and Hilditch found that unsaturated

glycerides containing mixtures of olein and less saturated glycerides gave

characteristic curves, more nearly a series of two straight lines than a com-
bination of two unimolecular curves. The first (almost linear) segment

corresponded to the portion of the process in which analysis of the product

has shown that the main action is the transformation of less saturated glycerides

to olein and the second portion (not so straight) covers the part of the action

in which olein (with the iso-oleins also formed in this action) is passing to

stearin.

Later, Armstrong and Hilditch extended the study to suitable unsaturated

organic individuals which could be obtained in a state of greater purity than

the non-volatile glycerides. The linear character of the absorption of hydrogen-

time curves became very definite. It was also shown how the linear curves

could be transformed into unimolecular curves (i) by the ])resence of a substance

which slowly combines with the catalyst to form a permanent compound
(permanent catalyst poisoning) or (ii) by the accumulation of gaseous im-

purities in the gas-space above the acting system (thereby altering the other-

wise constant concentration of hydrogen above the liquid). A further possi-

bility resulting from this latter effect is that such gaseous impurities may have

been preferentially adsorbed by the nickel catalyst and thus exercised a re-

tarding influence on the reaction more than proportionate to their actual

concentration in the gas phase. The linear curves obtained by Armstrong and
Hilditch in these studies undoubtedly indicate that the chosen experimental

conditions gave a catalyst surface which was, initially and for a prolonged

period of time, completely saturated with reactants. The deviations from

linearity in the later stages of the reaction are also to be ascribed in part to

competition of reaction products for the nickel surface, since it has been shown ^

that even saturated hydrocarbon systems, e.g., ethane, cyclohexane, are

strongly adsorbed by catalytic metals.

iproc. Roy. Soc., 96A, 137 (1919); 98A, 27 (1920); 100^1. 240 (1921).

2 2r. angew. Chem., 22, 1451, 1492 (1908).

3 J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 9, 451 (1917).

Chem, Ind. Tokio, 21, 749 (1918).

^ Z. angew. Chem., 32, 257, 276 (1919).

6 J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 39, 120 (1920).

^ Pease, J. Am. Cheyn. Soc., 45 , 1196 (1923). Dougherty and Taylor, J. Phys. Chem.,

27, 533 (1923).
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Throughout the preceding work the operating pressure of hydrogen gas

was maintained constant. In a subsequent contribution, Armstrong and

Hilditch ^ discussed the influence of variation in the hydrogen pressure. In

this investigation, the greater complexity of the bimolecular reaction at an

interface reveals itself quite definitely.

(i) Normal: In the absence of substituent groups of the kind discussed

below, (hi), and in presence of sufficient nickel (in general, so long as at least

0.1 per cent of nickel is present) the ethylenic union is hydrogenated at a

rate which is in almost exact proportion to the absolute pressure of the hydrogen.

(ii) Subnormal: At very low concentrations of catalyst (say 0.01 to 0.02

per cent of nickel reckoned on the organic compound) the increase in rate of

hydrogenation becomes less than proportional to the increase in pressure. The
compounds which absorb hydrogen most readily are in general more prone to

show this subnormal elToct when the catalyst concentration is diminished and

it is especially marked in the case of multi-ethylcnic compounds such as

derivatives of 1 inoleic acid or linolenic acid or with citral.

(iii) Abnormal: If the unsaturated compound contains another group

which has affinity towards nickel (but is not open to hydrogenation), it is

found that increase in hydrogen pressure causes an increase in the rate of

hydrogen adsorption in more than simple proportion to the altered concentra-

tion of hydrogen. This has been observed with unsaturated alcohols and un-

saturated carboxylic acids. Unsaturated aldehydes or ketones on the other

hand show normal or subnormal behavior.

The results are broadly, then, that increase in concentration of hydrogen

causes a directly proportionate increase in the rate of hydrogenation providing

there arc no disturbing factors; and that the increase in rate of hydrogenation

becomes abnormally large if other groups active towards nickel but not open

to hydrogenation arc present. In other words, the nature of the organic

compound has a determining influence on the effect of hydrogen concentration.

By analogy with results of Pease, subsequently to be discussed (p. 9S9), on

the mechanism of hydrogenation of ethylene at a gas-solid interface, the pro-

portionality between rate and pressure in the normal case is to be ascribed to

the fact that the extent of association between nickel and organic compound is

large as compared with that between nickel and hydrogen. The accessibility

of the hydrogen to free nickel surface (which will be small) varies directly as

the hydrogen pressure. In the subnormal cases it is apparent also that the

low concentration of nickel means a still lower accessibility of hydrogen to

free nickel surface, the reduction in catalyst quantity being less unfavorable to

the more strongl}'' associated reactant, the unsaturated body. In the case of

abnormal variation with pressure, the abnormality apparently lies in the

secondary association of nickel with the unsaturated body at the second group

which is not subject to hydrogenation. If it be assumed that this is a position

of stronger association with nickel than the unsaturated linkage which can be

hydrogenated, it follows that the influence of increased hydrogen pressure will

1 Proc, Roy. Soc., 100i4, 240 (1921).
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be greater than in the case where only one type of association between nickel

and unsaturated body is possible. It will need careful and painstaking re-

search to verify such a point of view quantitatively. The work of Langmuir
and Hardy previously cited is a beginning in that direction. Progress, how-
ever, may come more rapidly by the study of mechanism in vapor phase
hydrogenation reactions, where, as Pease has

shown, it is possible more easily to follow the i

variation of interfacial concentration.

The temperature coefficient of such hydro-

genation processes may be judged from the

curves given in Fig. 3. Actual calculation

gives a temperature coefficient of 1.2 per 10°

rise in the case shown. In view of what has

preceded, it is evident that this temperature

coefficient is composite of the influence of

temperature on (a) the velocity of the chem-

ical reaction, (h) the extent of complex for-

mation between nickel and unsaturated organic

compound, and (c) the association between

nickel and hydrogen. Of these, the first doubt-

less increases with the temperature, the two
last, on the contrary, undoubtedly decrease.

Pseudo-U711 molecular Reacti()7is: A wide variety of catalytic reactions at

solid-liquid interfaces conform to the iinimolecular velocity equation, (Jase II

of the preceding discussion. The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide solu-

tions is perhaps the oldest and most often studied. This reaction was used by
Bredig in conjunction with Muller von Berneck and Ikeda ^ to demonstrate

the analogy existing between ferments and colloidal metals, such as platinum,

prepared by the Bredig method of passing an arc between two pieces of the

metal under water. Bredig and von Berneck showed that such colloidal

platinum behaved similarly to platinum black but far more efficiently. It

was shown that it was possible to study the kinetics of the reactions quanti-

tatively and to obtain reproducible results. Platinum in a dilution of 1 gram
atom of metal in 70 million liters was found to have a marked accelerating

action. In alkaline media, one mol. Mn02 in 10 million, C02O3 in 2 million,

CuO in 1 million and Pb02 in 1000 liters of water had marked catalytic prop-

erties. In acid solutions, the effectiveness of these oxides was less. With
constant amount and condition of the platinum colloid the decomposition

was shown to give good unimolecular constants.

In alkaline media, on the other hand, some results indicated a reaction

velocity of the zero order.

15

Time in Minutes

Ficj. 3. Variation of Reaction

Rate with Temperature

1 Z. physik. Chem., 31, 258 (1899); 37. 1 (1901).
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TABLE X

Pt, 36 Days old;— Na 2HP04 ;
— H 2O 2

31,500 2000 48

Time in Mins. a — X ^unl.

0 22.0

10 17.2 0.0107

20 13.5 0.0106

30 10.6 0.0106

40 8.2 0.0107

50 6.5 0.0106

similar to those already discussed in the preceding section. This only hold,

however, in special cases and was not general. It was found that the reaction

velocity increased rapidl^^ with increasing concentration of sodium hydroxide,

to a maximum at approximately 0.03.V. NaOH, beyond which the velocity was

rapidly diminished until, in IN. NaOH, it was slower than in water solution.

It may be observed that such behavior was also found by Jacobson ^ in the

study of hydrogen peroxide decomposition by organic ferments in presence of

varying proportions of alkali. The most striking parallelism between the

colloidal metal and ferments was found in the “poisoning” action of a wide

variety of substances. These “poisons” were studied intensively by Bredig

and Ikeda in the second of the researches cited above. The various poisoning

actions were attributed to one or other of four causes, the principal cause being,

as is now well known, the change in surface and adsorption capacitj" of the

colloidal surface for hydrogen
.
peroxide owing to preferential adsorption of

the “poisons”. The bearing of these conclusions on much of the preceding

work was fully dealt with in these two comprehensive monographs.

In a subsequent study of hydrogen peroxide decomposition at massive

platinized platinum surface, Bredig, in conjunction with Teletow,- attempted

to demonstrate that the reaction was comparable with the studies of Nernst-

Brunner on the velocity of solution, namely, that the reaction measured was

essentially a diffusion process. The reaction was shown to be apparently

unimolecular, the constant of which, at constant rates of stirring, was inversely

proportional to the volume of the solution containing unit quantity of hydrogen

peroxide. Thus, the following table shows the unimolecular constants ob-

tained for various dilutions at approximately constant rates of stirring.

TABLE XI

Rate of Stirring Volume ^uui*

Revs, per Min. in Ccs.

255 450 .0067

235 450 .0060

245 675 .0046

250 1350 .0020

' Z. physiolog. Chem., 16, 349.

2Z. Elektrochem., 12, 581 (1603).
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The rate varied as the 2/3 power of the stirring rate. It was concluded

that it was not the actual surface, but the “Brunner-quadratic surface, namelj'',

the diffusion layer, which determined the reaction speed.

Senter ^ studied the kinetics of the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide

solutions catalytically accelerated by the enzyme haemase in blood. He
showed that in sufficiently dilute solutions a constant, unimolecular with

respect to the peroxide and directly proportional to the enzyme concentration,

was obtained.

_ dCn^o, ^ ^ „
A/OH2O2 ^ '^Enzyme*

The reaction was found to go relatively more rapidly, however, in the more
dilute solutions, which fact i)oints to the operation of factors of the type dis-

cussed in Case III previously. The temperature coefficient is 1.5 per 10° rise.

It was shown in the second communication that a wide variety of substances

inhibited the decomposition in a manner entirely analogous to that observed

by Bredig and Ikeda with colloidal platinum. The parallelism as to “poison-

ing’^ action was not absolute, however. Some specificity of the two adsorbents

is manifest in comparing results. Senter, in a succeeding communication,^

suggests that the Nernst theory of heterogeneous reactions is the plausible

explanation of the reaction velocity results.

A more recent study of the peroxide decomposition by Elissafoff ^ provides

very definite proof that, at least in some cases, the catalytic activity is de-

termined by tlie quantity of peroxide adsorbed. Elissafoff studied the action

of glass wool and heavy metal salts on the velocity of decomposition, both

singly and in conjunction with each other. Elissafoff showed that, together,

the glass wool and heavy metal salt effected a much more rapid decomposition

of the peroxide than would be anticipated on the basis of additive effects.

Thus, with a decomposition velocity of 0.86 in i)resence of 0.5 g. glass wool in

20 CCS. of peroxide, and one of 1.63 in presence of a 1.54 millimolar solution of

copper sulphate without glass wool, a solution with the same copper sulphate

concentration plus 0.5 g. glass wool in 20 ccs. gave a decomposition velocity

of 10.8; all the velocities are expressed in arbitrary units. The concentra-

tion of hydrogen peroxide was 12 millimolar. This phenomenon, which the

student of catalysis terms “promoter action,” is quite frequently encountered ^

but has been little understood. In this case, at least, the mechanism is ap-

parent. It is known that the decomposition of peroxide takes place at the

glass surfaces. It is probable that the copper salt is concentrated at the glass

surface and so exercises greater effect. That this is so, the following observa-

tions indicate clearly. The unimolecular constants for two copper ion con-

centrations of 1 and 10 millimols per liter were 0.0013 and 0.0023 respectively,

1 Z. physik. Chem., 44, 257 (1903); 51, 673 (1905).

2 Z. physik. Chem., 52, 737 (1905).

3 Z. EUktrochem., 21, 352 (1915).
* See Pease and Taylor, J. Phys, Chem., 24, 241 (1920).
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in the ratio, therefore, of 1 : 1.77. The amounts of copper salt adsorbed from
these solutions by Jena glass powder of the same glass were in the ratio of

1 : 1.73. It is apparent that the decomposition velocities are proportional to
the amounts of adsorbed copper salt. The velocity measured in this case is

certainly therefore a reaction velocity at the surface and not a diffusion velocity.

nWere it possible to make adsorption measurements, other modes of decom-
position of hydrogen peroxide would doubtless be found to be of the same type.

Several catalytic oxidation processes at solid-liquid interfaces apparently
obey the unimolecular reaction velocity equation. Ernst ^ showed that the
combination of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures in stoichiometric proportions at
the surface of colloidal platinum suspended in water was directly proportional
to the amount of colloid and to the total gas concentration. An excess of

one or other gas apparently behaved as a diluent. Numerous researches have
indicated the catalytic influence f)f platinum surfaces in oxidation-reduction
phenomena. Jablczynski ^ noted the oxidation of chromous to chromic salts

in presence of acids:

Cr + H* = Cf * + II.

Chilesotti noted the reducing effect of hydrogen on molybdic acid in presence
of platinum

;
Manchot and Herzog * recorded the accelerating action of platinum

on the reaction,

(Co(CN)6)"" + H* = (Co(CN)6)"' + H.

Oberer ® observed increased oxygen evolution from a solution of cobaltic

sulphate when a piece of platinized platinum was inserted in the solution.

Baur and Glassner ® noted slight evolution of oxygen when ceric salts were
similarly treated. Spencer and Abegg ^ showed the oxidation of thallous ion

to occur at an anodically polarized platinized platinum electrode. Diethelm ®

observed the catalytic oxidation at a platinum surface of trivalent titanium

to the tetravalent stage. This latter reaction was studied in detail by Den-
ham ®; it is probably typical of a large class of such oxidation reduction changes.

Denham showed that the reaction

Ti”^ + H' = Ti^^ + II

is catalyzed in both directions by platinum surfaces and that the reaction is

pseudo-unimolecular. At a constant acid concentration, a definite equilibrium

is reached. The temperature coefficient of the reaction at the platinized

platinum surface was 1.29 per 10° rise, indicating a diffusion velocity. Temper-
^ Z. physik. Chem., 37, 448 (1901). See also, Hofmann, Ber., 49, 2369 (1916); 53,298

(1920) 55, 273 (1922).

2 Z. physik. Chem., 64, 748 (1908).

8Z. Elektrochem., 12, 146 (1906).

*Ber„ 33, 1742 (1900).
® Diss. Zurich (1903).

« Z. Elekirochem,, 9, 534 (1903).
7 Z. anorg. Chem,, 44, 379 (1905).
* Z. physik. Chem., 62, 129 (1908).

»Z. physik. Chem., 72, 641 (1910).
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ature displaced the equilibrium towards the Ti*'^ side. The reaction velocity

was independent of the hydrogen pressure between 76 cm. and 10 cm. mercury

pressure.^ The velocity of the reaction was, within experimental error, the

same with the chlorides as with the sulphates. The equilibrium positions in

the two cases were markedly different. The reaction appears to be a suitable

one with which to perform experimental work on adsorption with a view to

deciding definitely whether the velocity measured is a diffusion velocity or

that of a chemical reaction.

Reaction Velocities Conforming to Case III: In several of the reactions dis-

cussed in the two i)receding sections there is evidence that the proportionality

between concentration of solution and that at the interface is determined, over

a portion of the concentration range, by the adsorption isotherm equation of

Freundlich,

a =

whence a velocity equation of the form

may be deduced. This equation is likewise applicable to the decomposition

of formic acid solutions at a surface of rhodium, studied by Blackadder.^ In

its integrated form, the expression becomes:

h = —— (Co*-*/" - C,

1 --t
n

Special conditions are necessary before the equation holds. Weak acid con-

centration is necessary so that addition of sodium formate favors the reaction.

The sodium salt does not increase the adsorption of the formic acid. In

alkaline media no decomposition occurs. It follows from this that the velocity

of decomposition must show a maximum in weakly acid solution. The
presence of oxygen or sulphur apparently favors the decomposition, since one

or other of these substances must be present. Presumably these elements

form the surface of the catalyst and the formic acid is adsorbed on them.

The temperature coefficient of the reaction is 2, which indicates that a chemical

reaction velocity is being measured, with little temperature influence on the

concentration of adsorbate.

The decomposition of sodium hypophosphite at a surface of palladium

sponge

NaHaPOa + H2O = NaH2P03 + II2

1 See Pollard, J. Phys. Chern., 27, 365 (1923). The adsorption of hydrogen gas by

platinum is independent of the partial pressure of hydrogen in approximately this pressure

range at 0° C.
2 Z, physik, Chem.^ 81, 385 (1912),
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is a reaction which, according to Sieverts and Peters,^ conforms to the equation

given above. It also shows a high temperature coefficient, 2 for a 10® rise.

The velocity is directly proportional to the amount of palladium used.

REACTION VELOCITIES IN LIQUID-LIQUID SYSTEMS
Kinetic studies of reactions occurring in systems composed of two liquids

or solutions are comparativel 3
’’ few. They are none the less of interest theo-

retically and of very considerable importance in applied chemistry. The
velocity factor is employed in all extraction processes making use of solvents

for the concentration of a desired product from a dilute solution; it is the

fundamental factor in the hydrolytic processes of the soap and candle industries;

in nitration, sulphonation and many other operations of the organic chemist,

in the laboratory and in industry, the velocity of reaction in liquid-liquid

systems is of first importance in determining the relation between time of

operation and working conditions. The problem in this case is somewhat
more complex than that just treated in the case of solid-liquid systems. In

the latter, reaction is confined by the nature of the solid phase mainly to the

interface between the two phases. In liquid-liquid systems, where mutual

solubility and solution of other reactants in the two liquids may occur, the

kinetic study may extend beyond the interface into the two solutions. The
net result in such case may be due to a multiplicity of individual reactions each

with their own characteristic and independent kinetic properties.

The Velocity of Mutual Solubility of Liquids and of Distribution between

Two Liquids: No considerable body of experimental evidence exists as to these

two factors which are both of importance in extraction processes. It is known,

however, that both processes are rapid, probably too rapid to be readily

measured and dependent in large degree on the efficiency with which the two

phases are brought into intimacy of contact by mechanical means. Berthelot

and Jungfleisch ^ in experiments on the distribution of bromine and iodine

between water and carbon disulphide suggested that equilibrium was attained

in a few hours. Nornst,^ on the other hand, denies this, expressing his “astonish-

ment at the rapidity and certainty with which the equilibrium state was

reached.^'

Reaction Velocity in One Liquid Phase Only: The simplest case of reac-

tion velocity in liquid-liquid systems is that in which the reaction occurs in

one liquid phase only or in which the velocity in the second phase is negligibly

small. A case of this type is the rate of hj^lrolysis of an ester in aqueous

solution when the ester is onl}^ partialh' miscible with water and is present in

excess. Such a case was studied by Lo^venherz.** In this case, the reaction

in the ester phase is negligible as compared with that in the water phase more

especially if the latter contain a catalj^tic accelerant. AVith excess of the ester

1 Z. physik. Chem., 91 . 199 (1916).

‘^Ann. Chim, Phys., (4) 26 , 396, 408 (1872).

physik. Ckem., 8, 119 (1891).

*Z. physik. Ckem., 15, 3.9 (1894).
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and therefore a constant concentration of ester, namely, the saturation con-

centration, in the aqueous layer, the reaction velocity equation becomes

dx

dt
^'^ester^cat.y

where (7<.at. is the concentration of catalyst. If the latter is an acid and there-

fore unchanged in concentration throughout the reaction process, the equation

becomes quite simply

dx/dt = K,

A constant amount of ester is changed per unit of time. With alkaline hy-

drolysis, in which the concentration of alkali is constantly diminishing as a

result of reaction, the equation becomes

(h/dt =

The equation is, therefore, in this case, iinimolecular in form. These two

cases represent the main velocity considerations in the hydrolytic splitting of

fats by strong acids and by bases in the soap and candle industries.

A case studied by Goldschmidt and Messerschmidt ^ represents a more
complicated case of the same type. They studied the hydrolysis of an ester

distributed between an aqueous acid solution and benzene. They assumed

the distribution of the solutes between the two phases to })e very rapid and

neglected the possibility of a measurable reaction nite in the benzene phase.

Let a represent the absolute amount of ester, Vi and V 2 the volumes of the

aqueous and benzene layers respectiA’ely. At time t let b be the amount of

ester in tiie water layer, x the amount hydrolyzed. Let the distribution

coefficient of the ester be C and therefore equal to

Hence,

= C.

b =
ViC

To + ViC
{a - .r).

The differential equation thus becomes

= k
ViC

V2 + ViC
(a - x),

which, on integration, gives

k
1 V2 + ViC\ n

log
t ViC a-

1 As a first approximation. See preceding chapter for detailed discussion of the factors

in saponification in homogeneous media.

2Z. physik. Chem., 31, 235 (1899).
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or for the case Vi = V2

k
1 1 + C

t C a — X

' It is easily seen that the reaction in this case must go more slowly in hetero-

geneous system than in homogeneous system, more slowly the smaller the

value of C, or the less the ester concentration in the aqueous layer. This

provides a convenient method for slowing down a reaction which proceeds

rapidly in a given medium. It is only necessary to add a large volume of a

second solvent, immiscible with the first and giving a distribution coefficient

of favorable magnitude. The following table shows the results of an experi-

mental test of the formula.

TABLE XII

9.86 cc. of 1.0305 normal HCl; 9.86 cc. of 1 normal Ethyl Acetate in Benzene.

C = 0.079

t a — X k kz

2 hours 92.35 0.00326 0.000465

4 “ 86.9 313 450
6.25 “ 81.73 297 430
8 “ 75.59 328 481

14.25 “ 64.78 292 439
15.25 “ 6:1.4 287 424

20.1 “ 55.1 287 455

22.5 “ 52.48 278 450

The third column gives the values of k calculated from the preceding

equation. A slight drift in the values is discernible. Goldschmidt and

Messerschmidt finally located the reason for this in the reversibility of the

reaction. Ordinarily, in aqueous solution, the reverse process of esterification

is negligible as compared with the hydrolytic process. With a benzene phase

present, on the other hand, since the bulk of the ester is to be found in the

benzene phase and relatively little in the aqueous phase, the reverse process

becomes more important. Correction for this was introduced. The mathe-

matical treatment is complex but the result is shown under a reasonable

constant, free from drift, being obtained.

In a similar manner, Goldschmidt and Messerschmidt studied the alkaline

hydrolysis of ethyl acetate with a benzene phase present, using aqueous

baryta solution. The reaction in the aqueous layer is bimolecular with respect

to the ester and the baryta. The modified reaction equation in such case is

as follows:

,
1 C+1 X I= - . •

,

t C (a — x)a

1 Of. Treatment of Bimolecular Reactions, preceding chapter.
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where a denotes respectively the ester and the baryta concentration. With
different concentrations, respectively a and 6, the equation becomes

1 C + 1 1 ,
6(a - a;) 1

t C a — b a{b — x)

Goldschmidt and Messerschmidt neglected entirely the velocity in the

benzene phase. This was undoubtedly justified owing to the slight solubility

of water in benzene and to the distribution of hydrogen chloride between

benzene and water which acid is certainly mostly in the aqueous layer. Such

conditions may not always hold. Some experiments by Taylor and Close

on the velocity of transformation of 7-hydroxy acids to lactones showed that the

rate of conversion in wet ether solutions, 0.1 normal with respect to hydrogen

chloride, was vastly more rapid than the rate of conversion in aqueous solutions

of the same strength of catalyzing acid. It is apparent therefore that, in such

a two-phase system, ether-water, the transformation of hydroxy acid to lactone

would occur in both phases. The net rate would be composite of the rates in

the two phases, and these would depend on the distribution of the hydroxy

acid and catalyst between the two solvents and on the rates of reaction under

the conditions set by such distribution.

Of reactions occurring in the main at the interface between two liquid

phases the hydrolysis of a fat with the aid of ^‘Twitchelhs reagent^^ is a good

example. Twitcheirs reagent ^ is a sulphonic acid containing both an aromatic

nucleus and a long hydrocarbon chain of the aliphatic type. Such acids act

undoubtedly by virtue of their dual nature. The acidic grouping is soluble in

water, the aliphatic hydrocarbon grouping in the oil. The aromatic stearo-

sulphonic acid will therefore be concentrated at tlie interface between the oil

and water, bringing these two reactants into mutual contact in a common
complex, interaction being thereby facilitated. This may be looked upon as

an increase of solubility of the fat in water acidified with the reagent. In

such case, one would be dealing with a simple esterification in homogeneous

medium. The mutual solubility may however be limited to simple molecular

complexes and, as such, the reaction would be a reaction at an interface. The
aromatic sulphonic acids, being strong acids comparable with hydrochloric

acid, are therefore good catalytic agents for hydrolytic processes. They
operate efficiently at temperatures in the neighborhood of 100° C., thereby

enabling the splitting of the fat to be accomplished in open vessels with the

use of live steam as the heating agent. A certain auxiliary efficiency of the

Twitched reagent is secured as a result of the emulsifying action of the

reagent on oil-water mixtures, the emulsification increasing the effective area

of interface. Lewkowitsch® cites the following data to illustrate the actual

1 Cf. Treatment of Bimolecular Reactions, preceding Chapter.
2 U. S. P. 628503 (1899); J. Am. Chem. Soc., 22, 22 (1900); J. Am. Chem. Soc., 28, 196

(1906): 29. 566 (1907); J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 9, 194 (1917).

2 Chemical Technology and Analysis of Oil, Fats and Waxes, Vol. I, sixth edition, p. 90.

1921.
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fat-splitting efficiency of the naphthalene, anthracene and phenanthrene

stearo-sulphonic acids in 1 per cent concentration on a neutral cotton seed

oil heated in a current of steam.

TABLE XIII

Reaction Rate with Twitchell Reagents

Sulpho-atearo Aromatic

Compound of

Hydiolysi.^ after

(>2 hra. 13 hrs. 19 2 hr.s. 26 hrs. 322 hrs. 39 hrs.

Naiihthalene . . 146.7 190.7 201.4 211.4

Anthracene

.

2.5 21.8 76.3 170.7 186.5 190.7

Phenanthrene 45.7 1-25.7 177.7 183.6 194.1 201.2

The naphthalene compound shows itself in these experiments as the most

efficient reagent.

REACTION VELOCITIES IN SOLID-GAS SYSTEMS

Vaporization of solids, condensation to the solid state, decomposition of

solids to yield solid-gas systems, reactions between solids and gases and between

gases at solid surfaces acting as catalytic agents are all examples of reactions

which may be included in the general study of reaction velocity in lietero-

geneous solid-gas systems. The most striking advances in this field have been

accumulated recently, mainly as a result of the investigations of Langmuir

into the behavior of tungsten filaments heated in high vacua ' and his more

recent deductions ^ concerning the nature of the forces operative at an inter-

face between the solid and the gaseous pha.se. The theoretical treatment which

follows is largely drawn from the publications of Langmuir, frequently in his

own words.

The Velocity of Vaporization: When a filament of platinum, or tungsten, or

other metal is heated to a sufficiently high temperature in vacuum, the material

evaporates. If the metal is placed in a uniformly heated enclosure, the evapora-

tion from the surface will be gradually offset by the return of atoms of metal

from the vapor which accumulates in the space. Finally, an equilibrium is

reached in which the rate of condensation of the vapor is equal to the rate of

vaporization.

Now the rate at which the saturated vapor comes into contact with the

metal may be readily calculated from the principles of the kinetic theory when

the vapor pressure is known. The calculation is similar to that of effusion of

gases through small openings.®

1 J. Am, Chem. Soc., 1912-1910.

^Phya. Rev., 2 , 331 (1913); 8 , 149 (1916). ./. Am. Chem. Soc., 38 . 2221 (1916). Trans.

Farc.d. 17, 607, 621 (1921).

3 Cf. Meyer’s Kinetic Theory of Gases, German Edition, 1899, p. 82.
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Consider a unit cube of the vapor one side of which is bounded by the
metal. Half of the molecules in this unit volume are moving towards the
metal and the other half are moving away from it. If p be the density of the
gas, the mass of the gas moving towards the metal is fp.

Let 12 be the average (arithmetical) velocity of the molecules. It can
readily be shown that the average component of the velocity in any given

direction is Jl2. Hence the average velocity with which the molecules in the
mass, Jp, are approaching the metal is Jl2. The mass of gas, which strikes

against the unit surface of metal per second is, therefore,

in = Jpl2.

Assuming the gas laws,

“ RT’

( 1 )

(2 )

where p = pressure, M = molecular weight, T = absolute temperature and
R = gas constant = 83.2 X 10® ergs per degree. The average velocity is given
by the relation,

whence

fi =

(3 )

(4 )

Substituting (2) and (4) in (1), we get for the rate at which the vapor comes in

contact with the metal

ni ==
V;

M
2wRt‘

(5)

Expressing p in bars and placing R — 83.2 X 10® egs per degree, this equation

reduces to

m = 43.74 X 10“®
p, (6)

where m is expressed in grams.

If we can assume that every atom of the vapor which strikes the metal
condenses, the equations (5) and (6) give the desired relation between the

vapor pressure and the rate of evaporation in vacuo. If, however, a certain

proportion, r, of the atoms of the vapor is reflected from the surface, then the

vapor pressure will be greater than that calculated from the equations in the

ratio 1 : (1 - r). As long ago as 1882, Hertz ^ pointed out theoretical con-

siderations similar to those used above.

Experiments with many different metals have shown close agreement
between the vapor pressures determined from the rate of evaporation in this

way and the vapor pressures measured by processes which involve the forma-

^AnruPhysik, 17, 177 (1882).
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tion of saturated vapors. Kniidsen ^ has made careful experiments of this

kind with mercury vapor, while A. S. Egerton ^ has carried out determinations

upon cadmium and zinc. Their results indicate that every atom of vapor

condenses when it strikes the metal surface. An exceedingly careful investiga-

tion by Volmer and Estermann ^ confirms this result for liquid mercury surfaces.

For solid mercury surfaces, the value of the accommodation coefficient,^ a
== 1 — r, is somewhat less than unity (0.9-1.0) and dependent on temperature.

For solid sulphur, phosphorus and bcnzophenone values of a between 0.2 and

0.5 were said to have been obtained by Volmer and Estermann, but no experi-

mental details were given.

Knudsen ® and Soddy and Berry ® have shown from measurements of the

heat conductivity of gases at low pressures that the number of molecules of

a gas which are reflected from a smooth surface (i.e., do not reach thermal

equilibrium with the surface) is as much as 70 per cent in the case of hydrogen

but very much less with gases of higher molecular weight. The following

table gives some of their results.

Gas

Hydrogen
Carbon Dioxide .

.

Hydrogen . .

.

Carbon Dioxide

.

TABLE XIV

Surface a

. . . Polished Platinum 0.36

. . . Polished Platinum 0.87

. . Platinized Platinum 0.71

. . Platinized Platiniim 0.98

For gases of high molecular weight and for metal vapors in contact with a

surface of the metal it is probable that the accommodation coefficient is in

most cases unity.

Variation of the Rate of Evaporation with Temperature: The Clapeyron-

Clausius formula gives the relation between vapor pressure and temperature:

X = - Vo).
dT

Neglecting the volume Vo of the solid in comparison with that of the vapor,

V, and applying the gas laws, this equation becomes

dlnp _ X

'ltT~Wr^
’

The heat of vaporization X

» Ann. Physik, 29, 179 (1909).

^Phi/. May., 33, 33 (1917).

3 Z. Physik, 7, 1 (1921).

^ This term was suggested by Knudsen to indicate the fraction of the molecules which

condense on striking.

3 Ann. Physik, 34, 593 (1911).

6 Prnr. Ron. Snr.. 84. .57ft nOlD.

5 a function of temperature such that

= c, - c..
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Here, C^ is the specific heat per mol. of vapor at constant pressure and C, that
of the solid per mol. For a monatomic metal vapor

For tungsten,

Hence

Cg = 2.98 + -R = 4.96 calories per gram atom.

C, = 6.8.

X = Xo ~ 1 .8 T.

Substituting this expression for X in the Clapeyron-Clausius equation and
converting to common logarithms, we obtain

log p = A
a218 >^
-rf- — 0.9 log Tf (7 )

where A is a constant of integration. Taking the logarithm of equation (5)

in the preceding section, we obtain

M
log m = logp + llog;— - § log r. (8)

Combining equations (7) and (8), we therefore find

where

1 A /
O.2 I8X0 1^1 mlog m = A' 1.4 log T,

A' = A + ? log
M

_

27rR

(9)

Equation (9) gives us the rate of evaporation of tungsten as a function of the

temperature. Two empirical constants are to be determined from the experi-

ments, namely. A' and Xo. Experiments by Langmuir^ at temperatures

ranging from 2440° K. to 3136° K. showed that the rate of evaporation of

tungsten in a vacuum over this temperature interval of 700° increased in the

ratio 1 : 15,000. The vapor pressures were calculated and were found to agree

excellently with the thermodynamical relations developed. The latent heat

of vaporization of solid tungsten was found to be

X = 217,800 — 1.8T calories.

The rate of evaporation at any temperature in a perfect vacuum is given by
the equation

47 440
log m = 15.402 1.4 log T,

1 Phys. Rev., 1 . 329 (1913).
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where m is the rate of evaporation in grams per square cm. per second. Simi-

larly, the vapor pressure is given by the equation

47 440
log p = 15.502 - - 0.9 log T.

Similar determinations on platinum and molybdenum were subsequently

published by Langmuir and Mackay.^ Other data on silver, gold, iron, copper

and nickel are promised, those for silver being checked by another method due

to von Wartenburg.

Rate of Sublimation in Air : The evaporation of small spheres of iodine

in quiet air has been studied experimentally by H. W. Morse.^ The experi-

ments indicated that the particles remained spherical in shape throughout the

experiment and that the rate of loss of weight was proportional (within an

average error of one per cent) to the radius of the sphere and not to its surface.

Langmuir has analyzed this remarkable result from the theoretical standpoint.^

In a study of the convection of heat from small wires in air and other gases

Langmuir ^ found that the heat loss by ‘^convection^^ consists essentially of

conduction through a film of relatively stationary gas around the wire. Ac-

cording to the theory developed, the heat loss w is given by the equation

W = S(<pi - (P2)f

nT2

where s is the shape factor of the gas film, and (pi -- (p 2 is equal to I kdT,
*JTi

where k is the heat conductivity of the gas and T^ and Ti are the temperatures

of the wire and surrounding gas respectively. Good agreement between ex-

periment and theory was found with a large number of gases at wire temper-

atures between 100° C. and the melting point of platinum. Applying the

process of reasoning thus developed to the evaporation of small objects in air,

Langmuir obtains an equation,

dm
--—=sfDdp. (1)

Here — dmjdt is the rate of loss of weight, s the shape factor, D the diffusion

coefficient, p is the partial density of the vapor of the evaporating substance.

For the low concentrations of vapor in question D will be assumed independent

of p which may be expressed in terms of the gas laws by the equation

P =
pM
'rt ’ (2)

1 Phys. Rev., 4, 377 (1914).

* Proc. Am. Acad. Arts Sci., 45, April, 1910.

3 Phys. Rev., 12, 368 (1918).

* Phys. Rev., 34, 401 (1912); Proc. Am. Inst, Elec. Eng., 31, 1011 (1912); Trans. Am.
Elec. Soc., 23, 299 (1913).
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For a spherical shell, the shape factor is
^

47ra6
""

b - a ’

where b is the outside radius of the film of gas and a is the radius of the evapo-

rating sphere. If a is small and negligible compared with 6,

s = 47ra. (3)

Substituting this together with (2) in (1), we get

dm AiraDMp
~ dt~' RT ’

a result in direct agreement with the experimental observation that the rate

of loss is proportional to the radius of the sphere. Calculating the diffusion

coefficient from Morsels data, Langmuir found a value,

D = 0.053 cm. per sec.

for iodine vapor in air at 20° C. No published data on the diffusion coefficient

of iodine vapor in air appear to be available. The value is, however, a reason-

able one when compared to other substances of high molecular weight. For

carbon dioxide (M = 44) in air D = 0.164; acetic acid {M = 60), D = 0.122;

butyric acid {M = 86), D = 0.061; benzene (ilf = 78), D = 0.086. The
iodine molecule is heavier but of smaller cross section. The above value for

D = 0.053 is also probably somewhat low, as the sphere was resting on a flat

surface during the experiment, free diffusion in all directions being thereby

hampered.

The results support the theory that the evaporation of small spheres is

determined simply by the rate of diffusion through the surrounding air and

that no allowance needs to be made for air currents. The results indicate

also that the air in contact with the iodine surface is always saturated and that

the actual rate of exchange of molecules between the solid iodine and its

surrounding vapor is very rapid compared with the rate at which the vapor can

diffuse away through the air. The theory can probably be applied to evapo-

ration from all very small objects. In the case of larger objects experimental

data must be obtained as to the thickness of the film through which diffusion

occurs just as has been done in the case of convection. Rough experiments

seem to indicate that the thicknesses of these relatively stationary films are

practically the same for diffusion phenomena as for convection.

In amplification of this theory of Langmuir it may be observed also that

as the rate of diffusion varies inversely with the pressure of the surrounding

air in accordance with the equation

O’jm —
Dp

760
’

* See Trans. Am. Electrochem, Soc.f 22, 55 (1913).
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the velocity of sublimation of small spheres should increase progressively with

diminution of pressure. This is frequently observed experimentally in the

case of substances subliming more or less readily at ordinary temperatures.

The Velocity of Condensation: In the discussion of the velocity of vaporiza-

tion, an equation was developed which gives both the velocity of vaporization

and condensation in its dependence on the vapor pressure, provided that the

accommodation coefficient of the condensing molecules (or atoms) is unity

m = «Y
M

2wRt‘^’

where a is now used to designate the accommodation coefficient. It was

shown that, as this equation gave the correct values for vapor pressure in the

case of a number of metals, the accommodation coefficient must in such cases

be unity. The equation given above is therefore the general equation for

velocity of condensation in its dependence on the pressure of the condensing

vapor.

Knudsen and R. W. Wood independently arrived at the conclusion that

mercury or cadmium atoms condense on a glass surface only if this surface is

cooled below a certain critical temperature. Below this temperature, practi-

cally every atom is supposed to condense, while at temperatures materially

above this critical point not one atom, out of thousands which strike the surface,

condenses. This conclusion is not only inherently improbable in many ways,

but is not capable of accounting for numerous experimental facts. Wood's

and Knudsen's experiments are better explained by assuming that all the

atoms of cadmium and mercury which strike a glass surface, even at high

temperature, condense on the surface, but that at temperatures above the

‘^critical temperature," the atoms re-evaporate before they have a chance to

be struck by other atoms of the vapor. Langmuir has discussed this question

in detain and subsequently carried on experiments with cadmium vapor ^

which demonstrate conclusively that cadmium atoms evaporate rapidly from

a clean glass surface at room temperature. There is no real reason for believing

that cadmium may not also evaporate from glass at temperatures only slightly

above the critical temperature of — 90® C. cited by Wood. Since molten

cadmium does not wet glass, it is clear that the forces between a cadmium

atom and a glass surface are much less than those between cadmium atoms,

and the rate of evaporation should therefore be much higher than from a

cadmium surface.

In most cases of adsorption we are dealing with a solid surface having a

strong field of force, or a high potential energy per unit area, while on this

solid is condensed a substance whose molecules possess a rather weak stray

field of force. These are the conditions when ordinary gases condense on

cooled surfaces of glass or metals. The forces which might tend to hold a

^Phys. Rev., 8, 149 (1916).

iProc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 3, 141 (1917).
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second layer of molecules are so weak that evaporation from the second layer

occurs at a rate high compared with that from the first. Only with nearly

saturated vapors, then, can a second layer form.

With cadmium and mercury vapors condensing on glass, however, we have
a case in which the evaporation from the second layer takes place much more
slowly than from the first layer. We see, therefore, that a kind of instability

necessarily results. There is considerable difficulty in getting the first layer

to form, because the atoms tend to evaporate before the others are able to

condense on top of them or beside them. If the first layer ever does form,

then the evaporation practically ceases and successive layers are then formed
with ease. This view seems to give a clear picture of the mechanism of the

formation of nuclei on which condensation occurs. The formation of frost

crystals on a greasy window pane, or Moser's breath figures on glass, are

illustrations of effects of this kind.

Volmer and his coworkers ^ have amplified this method of treatment of

condensation processes and have made interesting studies of the method of

crystal growth from vapors by condensation. Volmer employs Langmuir's

equation in the form

PI = a - -L^ (pd - Pk),
V2irfl >17’

where pd is the saturated vapor pressure, pk that of the condensate in contact

with the vapor, the other symbols having their previous significance. Now,
since

m
t;

r= —

,

5

where s is the specific gravity of the condensed substance and v is the rate of

growth normal to a surface of unit area on which in grams per second are

deposited, the equation may be written

v = ~a- L— JE (po - pk),
s y2irR XT’

or, where pk is negligible compared with pdj

1 I (m
v = -a - ^j~PD^

s S2TrR

Volmer and Estermann have employed this equation in an analysis of the

growth of mercury crystals on a glass surface cooled to — 63° C., the vapor

being supplied from liquid mercury in a high vacuum and at a temperature

of — 10° C. Under these conditions no separation of mercury is observed in

the first minute after cooling the condensing surface to ~ 63° C. After a

1 Z. Physik, 5, 31, 188 (1921). Z. Physik, 7, 1, 13 (1921). Z. physik. Chem., 102, 267

(1922).
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minute, however, single small crystal flakes become visible, which microscopic

observation shows to be extraordinarily thin hexagonal leaflets the thickness

of which is, at a maximum, 1 X 10”'* of the diameter of the hexagonal face.

An interesting feature of the growth in the earlier stages is that the flakes are

seen to vibrate in irregular movements, which are quite independent of any

external vibrations and appear to be due to molecular collisions between vapor

molecules and the leaflets, analogous to the Brownian movement. The
leaflets attain a breadth of about 0.3 mm. before they seem to increase notice-

ably in thickness.

The extraordinary growth in two directions while the thickness of the

plates remains so small, might seem at first to indicate an extremely low value

for a, the accommodation coefficient, along one face. That this cannot be

true, however, is evident when it is remembered that direct experiment has

shown that a for all faces of solid mercury in this temperature interval is

between 0.9 and unity, so that but few molecules can be reflected from all

faces.

The explanation of the discrepancy comes as a result of the quantitative

application of the above equation. Employing pn for mercury at — 10° C.,

it can be calculated that the maximum value for v is 2.5 X 10”^ cm. per second.

Hence, in one minute, the maximum growth in any dimension with mercury

at — 10° C. should be 2 X 60 X 2.5 X 10"^ cm. = 3 X 10”^ cm. per minute,

since growth may occur on two opposite faces. Actually, the leaflets attain

an observed breadth of 3 X 10”‘^ cm. per minute or in other words, 1000 times

greater than the calculated growth. This observation definitely disproves

the assumption that the crystal growth is merely a question either of condensa-

tion or reflexion of impacting molecules. Volmcr is led therefore to the con-

clusion that along the face of the leaflets, the molecules condensing are held

temporarily in the force field of the surface, retaining, however, their motion

until they either (1) evaporate or (2) are attracted to and held at the edges of

the surface or (3) through contact with other molecules form the nucleus of

another lattice layer. The probability of (1), (2) or (3) occurring must depend

upon the vapor density and on the size of the surface. The probability of (1) is

in any case very small, for reasons already cited. The probability of (2) will

be greater the smaller the breadth of the crystal plate. As this breadth in-

creases, (3) will be more important, which appears to be true when the leaflets

have attained a length and breadth of 0.3 mm., for then the plates begin more

rapidly to increase in thickness. Quantitative studies of the rates of crystal

growth are promised. What has been accumulated already, however, demon-

strates clearly that crystals are obtained from directed streams of vapor

molecules and that the growth of crystal faces from vapors is a somewhat

complex process.

Velocity of Chemical Reactions between Gases and Solids: Langmuir's

studies of the behavior of gases at low pressures in contact with tungsten at

high temperatures in filament lamps are instructive *as to the mechanism of

such reactions. At low gas pressures, the equation previously developed
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(equation (6) page 971) may be used in a slightly modified form to express

the number of gram molecules, of any gas of molecular weight M striking

unit surface per second,

M = 43.74 X 10-* -

.

SMT
s nee

m

If the accommodation coefficient be again a, the rate at which the gas condenses

on the surface will be

aju = 43.74 X •

yMT
That the effective surface for such condensation was not the total surface area

of the filament was obvious however from Langmuir’s experiments on the

electron emission from heated tungsten filaments in the best available vacua.

Oxygen or water vapor, even at temperatures as high as 1900° K., decreased

the emission many thousandfold by i)ressures of oxygen as low as one bar

(one dyne per sq. cm., or approximately 1 X lO'® atmospheres). This un-

doubtedly indicates that the larger part of the surface is covered with an

extraordinarily stable film of combined oxygen which ])ersists at these high

filament temperatures even in a high vacuum. The film is not a film of

tungstic oxide, WO 3 ,
since, above 1200° K. in a vacuum, this oxide distils

off as fast as it is formed.

When the filament is heated to 3300° K. and a pressure of oxygen of a few

bars is admitted to the bulb, the rate of disappearance of the oxygen shows
that about 50 per cent of all the oxygen molecules which strike the filament, as

calculated by the equation previously cited, react with the filament to form

WO 3 which distils on to the bulb. Since there are three atoms of oxygen in

the molecule of this compound and only two in the oxygen molecule, it is clear

that at least one half of the tungsten surface, even at this high temperature,

must be covered with oxygen in some form. The remarkable stability of these

oxide films, as well as the complete change in the chemical properties of the

oxygen (the oxygen film on the tungsten surface is quite inactive towards

hydrogen even at 1500° K.), gives reason for believing that the surface is

covered with individual oxygen atoms chemically combined with the under-

lying tungsten atoms. The film cannot be regarded as consisting of an oxide

of tungsten, nor as atomic oxygen, in the sense in which we think of free oxygen

atoms. The oxygen atoms are probably held to the surface by four pairs of

electrons, just as the oxygen atom is held to the carbon atom in CO 2 . The
oxygen atoms are thus chemically saturated, but the tungsten atoms are not

saturated, so that they are held by strong forces to the tungsten atoms that

lie below them. This kind of structure is quite in accord with the conception
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of the structure of solids to which we are led by the work of the Braggs on

crystal structure.

Work with other metals has shown that stable films of the kind we have

just been discussing are of very common occurrence. Oxygen forms a similar

film on carbon, and carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen sulphide,

phosphine, and arsine form stable films on platinum. It is probable that all

substances that have a poisoning effect on catalytic surfaces form films of this

kind, of greater or less degree of stability.

This concept of the behavior of a tungsten filament surface towards oxygen

at low pressures was shown by Langmuir to be in complete agreement with his

results on the reaction of oxygen with such heated filaments. The velocity

of reaction was shown to be proportional to the pressure of oxygen, in agreement

with the equation for the rate at which the oxygen reaches the surface. Fur-

thermore, by dividing the rate at which ^^clean-up’^ of oxygen occurred by the

rate at which the oxygen reached the surface at a given pressure, it was possible

to determine what fraction, E, of all the molecules striking the surface reacted

with the surface. The following table shows the value of E, calculated from

the reaction measurements at different temperatures and found to be inde-

pendent of the pressure at a given temperature.

TABLE XV

Temperature K.

0 00 1270° 1470° 1570° 1770° 2020° 2290° 2520° 2770°

E 0.00033 0.0011
1

0.0053 0.0094 0.0255 0.049 0.095 0.12 0.15

Experiments were made with the bulb cooled by liquid air and also heated

to 300° C. in an oven. The rate of reaction was found to be independent of

the bulb temperature.

The reaction between carbon filaments and oxygen at low pressures was

similarly studied. Again, evidence for the formation of stable oxygen films

on the surface of the carbon was obtained, the film being produced either from

oxygen or carbon dioxide. At high temperatures, e.g., 2200° K., in good vacua,

the oxygen thus combined leaves the filament as carbon monoxide. In the

lower temperature regions, 1200-1700° K., the oxygen clean-up was accom-

panied by the formation of some carbon dioxide and some oxide film, the

production of which materially slows up the disappearance of oxygen.

Study of the kinetics of reaction between tungsten and nitrogen, tungsten

and carbon monoxide, molybdenum and nitrogen, platinum and oxygen

showed definitely that the reaction in these cases was between metal vapor

and gas. The gas disappears at a given temperature at a rate which is inde-

pendent of the gas pressure. With nitrogen, a compound WN 2 was formed.

The reaction velocity increased with temperature at a rate equal to that of
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the increase in the rate of vaporization with temperature. By operating at

low pressures, it was established that the coefficient E was unity, or, in other

words, practically every collision between a tungsten atom and a nitrogen mole-
cule resulted in the formation of the compound. With carbon monoxide a
peculiarity was observed. With the bulb at room temperature the gas behaved
like nitrogen. With the bulb in liquid air, however, the rate of clean-up was
five times as fast as with the bulb at room temperatures. This set of observa-
tions is distinctly worthy of further investigation.

Reactions at Solid-Solid Interfaces: Faraday observed that a perfect crys-

tal of sodium carbonate decahydrate or sodium sulphate decahydrate re-

fuses to effloresce until the surface is scratched or broken and that the

efflorescence then spreads from the injured place. Similar phenomena have
been observed with other crystals. It is especially noteworthy in the case

of cadmium sulphate crystals, which are readily obtained in large, perfect

form. The crystals, in this condition, lose no weight for weeks on standing

in a moisture-free space. In such cases it is necessary to assume that the

reaction (dehydration) occurs only at the boundary between two phases.

Langmuir 1 has analyzed the general problem of the kinetics of a reaction

occurring with separate phases of constant composition, for example, the dis-

sociation of calcium carbonate. From kinetic considerations one would expect

that the rate of decomposition of a surface layer of calcium carbonate would
be proportional to the fraction 62 of the surface occupied by the calcium

carbonate. Similarly, the formation of calcium carbonate would be determined

by the carbon dioxide pressure and by the fraction Oi of the surface covered

by calcium oxide. At equilibrium, equating these two rates, we should obtain

pOi = Kd2, ( 1 )

where K is the eciuilibrium constant. These assumptions therefore would
make p dependent on the ratio, 0i/02, which is contrary to experimental fact.

The above result, however, is what would be expected in the light of the Phase

Rule if there were a single solid phase of variable composition, instead of two
solid phases of constant composition. It would apply to the dissociation of

ferrous-ferric oxide studied by Sosman and Hostetter ^ who found ^‘a con-

tinuous series of solid solutions from FC2O3 to a point very near Fe304.^^ The
assumptions made in the above derivation are obviousl}^’ not consistent with

a dissociation involving two distinct solid phases. In order that calcium

carbonate may dissociate and form a phase of calcium oxide (instead of a

solid solution) it is necessary that the reaction shall occur only at the boundary

between two phases. Thiel,^ treating the same subject, accepts Equation (1) and
hence concludes that 61/62 is necessarily constant at a given temperature even

for two solid phase systems. Experimental evidence, however, is at variance

with this assumption. The dissociation pressure of a pair of salt hydrates

» /. Am. Ckem. Soc„ 38, 2263 (1916).
2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 807 (1916).
3 Sitz. Oes. Bef. gesamt. Naturwiss., Marburg, 1913.
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is not a function of the relative amounts of both present. Langmuir is there-

fore led to the conclusion that the building up or breaking down of a solid

phase in such systems occurs only at the interface between the two phases.

He shows that this viewpoint is in good agreement with what is now known
a^ to the orientation of the atom groupings in the crystal lattice..

Enhanced activity of this type at solid-solid interfaces is really quite

common as a study of the literature and experimental work by Taylor and his

coworkers ^ has revealed. Thus, in a determination of the dissociation pressure

of sodium bicarbonate, Lescoeur ^ observed that the development of pressure

occurs slowly at first, then more quickly toward the end. ... It has seemed

to me that the final equilibrium was obtained more rapidly the more the

proportion of dissociated salt increased. The dissociation of silver oxide,

studied by G. N. Lewis ^ is a parallel case, it being observed that the rate of

dissociation increased with increasing production of silver. The different

nature of the dissociation process when such interfaces are not set up is well

illustrated in the case of mercuric oxide studied by Hulett and G. B. Taylor.^

In this case, at temperatures where dissociation becomes marked (500° C.),

the mercury formed is also vaporized. No interface results and no accelera-

tion of the dissociation is observed. As a result, passage of nitrogen gas for

twenty-four hours over pure mercuric oxide at 500° C. gave concentrations of

oxygen corresponding to only a few mm. pressure, whereas the true equilibrium

pressure at that temperature was upwards of one atmosphere. When inter-

faces were produced by the addition of foreign substances, iron oxide, manga-

nese dioxide and platinum, true equilibrium pressures were at once established.

Recent researches of Kendall and Fuchs ^ on the accelerated decomposition

of silver oxide, mercuric oxide and barium peroxide in presence of other oxides

is also illustrative of the effect produced by the deliberate creation of inter-

faces. The investigations of Hinshelwood and Bowen ® on the rate of oxygen

evolution from various salts, of Hinshelwood ^ on the stability of trinitrophenyl-

methylnitroamine, of Sieverts and Theberath ® on the kinetics of the decom-

position of silver permanganate, in all of which a reaction velocity autocatalytic

in nature is obtained, are further evidence of this phenomenon of interface

activity. The reaction is negligibly small at the outset, but as the area of

interface grows, the velocity increases accordingly. In the work by Fry and

Otto ® on the rate of decomposition of potassium perchlorate, the reaction is

interpreted by them as a unimoleciilar reaction but is in reality an auto-

accelerated reaction of the interface type.

1 Taylor, J. Franklin Inst., 197, 1 (1922).

2 Ann. Chim. Phys., (6) 25, 430 (1892).

3 Z. physik. Chem., 52, 310 (1905),

4 J. Phys. Chem., 17, 567 (1913).

^J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 2017 (1921).

8 Phil. Mag., (G) 40, 569 (1921).

- J. Chem. Soc., 119, 721 (1921).

* Z. physik. Chem., 100, 463 (1922).
» J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 1138 (1923).
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The rate of reaction between a solid and a gas may also be determined by
the establishment of interfaces between the initial solid phase and that pro-

duced by the reaction. This is well illustrated in the study of Pease and
Taylor ^ on the rate of reduction of copper oxide by hydrogen, and of Jones and
Taylor ^ on the reduction by carbon monoxide. It has been shown that low
temperature reduction by these gases is negligible until copper nuclei are

established in the reaction mass. Subsequent reaction is then confined to the

boundaries between the copper and copper oxide as can be demonstrated
visually by the ever-increasing area of the red copper extending outwards
from the original nuclei. The amounts of water vapor and carbon dioxide

produced per unit of time as a result of such reduction increase steadily with

increasing extent of interface; they attain a maximum and then steadily

diminish as the reduction of the oxide is completed. Nickel oxide, NiO, and
vanadium pentoxide show the same phenomenon. In the latter case, the

interface is visible owing to the change from a red-brown to a blue-black oxide.

Oxides which form, with a lower oxide, a continuous series of solid solutions

should not, on the basis of this theory, show an accelerating rate of reduction

at a given temperature.

Gas Reactions at a Solid Catalyst Surface : The pioneer investigations in

this branch of the subject of reaction kinetics are due to Bodenstein and his

coworkers in the early years of the present century. Reactions of this type
form the most important of the technical catalytic reactions and include the

contact sulphuric acid process, the synthesis of ammonia from the elements,

the oxidation of ammonia to nitric oxide, the Deacon chlorine process, surface

combustion processes and numerous contact oxidation, hydrogenation and
dehydrogenation processes in the vapor phase. The problem of mechanism
in such reactions is therefore of first importance and the approach to this

problem via a study of reaction kinetics is undoubtedly the surest.

The researches of Bodenstein and his coworkers established quite definitely

that such reactions at solid surfaces are not of the reaction order which would
be deduced from the stoichiometric equation. Thus Bodenstein and Fink ^

showed that the reaction,

2SO2 + O2 = 2SO3,

occurring at a platinum surface, was not a trimolecular reaction. On the

contrary, the reaction was, in the majority of experiments, proportional to

the sulphur dioxide concentration, independent of the oxygen concentration,

and inversely proportional to the square root of the sulphur trioxide concentra-

tion under various conditions of gas concentration. The reaction equation

became, therefore,

d(S03
) ^ (SO 2 )

dt
’

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43
,
2179 (1921).

2 J. Phys. Chem., 27 , 623 (1923).

2 Z. physik. Chem., 60 , 1 (1907).
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Bodenstein and Ohlmer ' similarly found that the reaction between oxygen
and carbon monoxide in contact with quartz glass takes place at a rate pro-

portional to the pressure of the oxygen and inversely proportional to the

pressure of carbon monoxide. In contact with crystalline quartz, however,

the reaction followed the ordinary stoichiometric equation. Bodenstein and
Kranendieck^ found that the rate of decomposition of ammonia by heated

quartz glass is proportional to the square root of the pressure.

In seeking an explanation of such experimental facts, Bodenstein and Fink

were led to propound a modified form of the Nernst theory of heterogeneous

reactions. They assumed that what in reality was being measured was the

rate of diffusion of the reacting gases through a film of gas adsorbed on the

surface of the catalyst. They considered that the film varied in thickness with

variation in the partial pressure of the gas in contact with the solid. Thus,

in the case of sulphur trioxide formation, the reaction was supposed to occur

by diffusion of sulphur dioxide through a film of adsorbed sulphur trioxide the

thickness of which was proportional to the square root of the partial pressure

of the sulphur trioxide present in the gas phase. The oxygen, which was

without influence on the reaction, was assumed to diffuse rapidly through this

layer as compared with the sulphur dioxide. Similarly, in the case investigated

by Bodenstein and Ohlmer, the oxygen was assumed to diffuse through an

adsorbed layer of carbon monoxide the thickness of which layer was propor-

tional to the square root of the partial pressure of carbon monoxide. In

verification of this theory, Fink measured the amount of sulphur trioxide ad-

sorbed by the platinum per unit area. It is significant, in view of later work,

that he found it to be of the order of magnitude of a single layer of molecules.

This last fact, if adequately realized at the time, might have suggested the

inherent difficulty of assuming that the thickness of the film could vary in

proportion to the square root of pressure over wide variations of pressure.

That adsorption of reacting gases on the catalyst surface was of primary

importance in determining the reaction rate at such surfaces was very decisively

demonstrated by the interpretation by Stock and Bodenstein ^ of the results

of Stock, Gomolka and Heynemann ^ on the rate of decomposition of arsine,

AsIIa, on arsenic surfaces. The reaction velocity was representable by an

equation of the form.

the exponent of c, the gas concentration, indicating a distribution between

gas space and surface following the ordinary Freundlich adsorption isotherm.

The data presented previously on the phenomena of evaporation from and

condensation on solid surfaces as interpreted by Langmuir leads to a very

» Z, physik, Chem., 53. 175 (1905).

2 Nernst Festschrift, p. 99.

3 Ber„ 40, 570 (1907).

^ Ber., 40
, 532 (1907).
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definite interpretation of the phenomenon of adsorption. From Langmuir's
viewpoint, adsorption is the result of the time lag between condensation and
evaporation. The rate of evaporation is determined by the nature of the
forces operative at the surface between solid and gas. These forces are es-

sentially chemical in nature and determined by the unsaturation of the surface
atoms ill the solid body. Furthermore, these forces are limited in range to

distances of the order of molecular thickness. The present conception of

atoms consisting of electrons arranged in space about a positively charged
nucleus, giving as a whole an electrically neutral unit, leads inevitably to the
conclusion that the field of force surrounding the neutral atom or molecule
must decrease in intensity with a very high power of the distance from the

center. Born and Lande have calculated that the electric force around a
group of eight electrons arranged at the corners of a cube and surrounding a

nucleus having an equivalent positive charge is inversely proportional to the
tenth power of the distance between them. Debye, from another viewpoint,
deduces that the force of attraction between molecules is inversely propor-
tional to the eighth power of the distance between them. Such data lead

directly to the conclusion that appreciable forces cannot be transmitted in

space through distances much greater than molecular diameters. A surface

covered with a layer of gas molecules should show, therefore, little tendency
to accumulate a second layer of such a gas. In Langmuir's view, a surface

covered with oxygen molecules should show little more tendency to form a

second layer than there would be for these molecules to remain in the surface

of liquid oxygen at the same temperature. Only with saturated vapors
should films of gas molecules ever be obtained. The evidence obtained by
a study of oil films on water strengthens the argument for the unimolecular

film theory and suggests also that in all cases of adsorption the possibility of

orientation of molecules must be considered.

The surface of a catalyst is, on this view, to be regarded as an area containing

a definite number of elementary spaces, in which some of the spaces are vacant
while others are covered by atoms or molecules. The activity of the surface

is conditioned by the nature of, the arrangement and spacing of the atoms in

the surface layer, and relatively independent of the atoms below the surface.

The velocity of reaction on such surfaces depends on the fraction of such
surface which is covered by adsorbed substances, and this in turn depends on
the velocity with wliich the molecules strike the surface and on the rate of

evaporation of the molecules therefrom. This concept can be developed to

yield a quantitative formulation of the kinetics of such catalytic gas reactions

at solid surfaces. Langmuir has developed two cases of such in detail.

First Case: Surface only covered to small extent: Consider a single gas under-
going a chemical change in contact with a solid body. Let 6 be the fraction

of the surface unoccupied and di be the fraction occupied by adsorbed atoms or

molecules. If each molecule condensing requires only one elementary space,

the rate of condensation will be

aSfiy
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where the several symbols have the significance already ascribed to them in

earlier equations. If a molecule requires two spaces for condensation, the

rate will be

for, the chance that one space is vacant is B, but the chance that two given

spaces will be simultaneously vacant is B^, In general, therefore, the rate of

condensation will be

aB^liy

where n is an integer indicating the number of spaces in the surface occupied

by one adsorbed molecule. Similarly the rate of evaporation will in general

be proportional to 0i” or equal to kiBi^, where ki is the proportionality factor.

With a surface covered to only a slight extent, B is essentially equal to unity

and so, at equilibrium, when vaporization is equal in rate to condensation,

oiifii = kiBi^.

Now, the product of the chemical reaction is formed from the adsorbed film

by the combination of the substance from m adjacent spaces. In the case

of a dissociation rn will be unity. If v represents the velocity of the chemical

change,

V = k2Bi^.

Combining these two equations,

The velocity of the reaction thus varies with the 7n/nih power of the pressure

of the gas since ju is directly proportional to the pressure.

The equation corresponds directly to many cases already studied. In the

dissociation of hydrogen molecules by a heated wire, m = 1 and n — 2. The
velocity of dissociation should therefore be proportional to the square root of

the pressure of molecular hydrogen. The recombination of hydrogen atoms
in contact with a heated wire, however, takes place in proportion to the square

of the pressure of the atomic hydrogen. Langmuir verified these conclusions

experimentally. The results of Bodenstein and Kranendieck on ammonia and
of Stock and Bodenstein on arsine previously detailed are similarly interpretable,

assuming that one ammonia or one arsine molecule occupies two elementary

spaces. Bodenstein and Chimeras observation that the reaction between

carbon monoxide and oxygen in contact with crystalline quartz is inversely

proportional to the square root of the oxygen concentration and directly to

the carbon monoxide concentration is also in accord with the theory. For,

if we assume carbon monoxide occupies one elementary space and an oxygen

molecule two spaces (i.e., present on the surface as atoms), we obtain

oLifii = kiBiy

Oi2lJ>2 ~ k2B^y
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where the subscript 1 refers to carbon monoxide, 2 refers to oxygen, 3 refers

to carbon dioxide. These equations give

kill

where k is a constant involving ai, a 2, Vi, etc.

Second Case: Surface nearly completely covered: Consider a reaction in which

two gases are in contact with a solid body. One of the gases (subscript 1) is

present in such quantity and evaporates so slowly that the surface remains

nearly completely covered by an adsorbed film of this substance. A second

gas (subscript 2) undergoes a chemical change when its molecules come in

contact with the uncovered surface. The rate at which the first gas will

condense is where n is the number of elementary si)aces occupied by
each molecule which condenses. Therefore, for equilibrium,

== kiy

since Bi will be small and constant. The rate at which the second gas will

enter into the reaction will be proportional to In general, the exponent

m will be unity. It may however be integral or even fractional. Assuming

m = 1, we get for the velocity of reaction

V = k'zByi^'

Combining the^e equations, we find

The velocity of reaction is thus proportional to the pressure of the gas 2 and

inversely proportional to the ??th root of the gas 1

.

It will be observed that this solution is that obtained by Bodenstein and

Fink for the oxidation of sulphur dioxide at platinum surfaces, in which case

n — 2 for sulphur trioxide. It holds true for Bodenstein and Ohlmer^s work

on carbon monoxide oxidation in contact with quartz glass in which the rate

was inversely proportional to the pressure of carbon mont)xide. Hence for

carbon monoxide on quartz n —
Langmuir ^ has given a very comprehensive and detailed analysis of the

theory embracing many more cases than those discussed above. He has

applied this analysis to his own experimental work on the mechanism of

oxidation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen at platinum surfaces. The

following paragraphs summarize his conclusions.

Carbon Monoxide and Oxygen: When mixtures of carbon monoxide and

oxygen at pressures up to a few hundred bars (0.1 mm.) are brought into con-

tact with a smooth platinum surface at 500° to 700° K., they react at a rate

proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen and inversely proportional to

1 Trans, Farad. Soc., 17, 621 (1921).
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the pressure of monoxide. The reaction velocity increases rapidly with the

temperature, about 1.6 fold for 10° at 600°.

With the platinum at 750° to 1050° K., the velocity* is practically inde-

pendent of the temperature, being limited largely by the rate at which the

gases can come into contact with the surface. With an excess of oxygen, the

velocity is proportional to the pressure of monoxide, while, with an excess of

monoxide, the rate is proportional to the pressure of the oxygen.

A theoretical quantitative analysis of the experimental results leads to the

following conception of the mechanism of the reaction. Every oxygen molecule

which strikes a dean platinum surface condenses on the surface in the form of

single atoms combined with separate platinum atoms. This chemical union

is so '^rm that there is no appreciable evaporation of the oxygen atoms from

the surface even with the platinum at 1500° K. These adsorbed oxygen atoms

are in a very active condition in regard to their ability to react with monoxide;

for, every molecule of carbon monoxide which strikes an adsorbed oxygen atom
reacts with it to form dioxide. When monoxide molecules strike a clean

platinum surface, every one condenses on the surface, being held by chemical

union between the carbon atom and two platinum atoms. An adsorbed film

of monoxide thus consists of a unimolecular layer of oriented molecules.

These adsorbed molecules are not as firmly held to the surface as oxygen atoms,

for they evaporate at an appreciable rate at temperatures as low as 500° K.

Because of their orientation the monoxide molecules are very inert chemically

towards oxygen. At 500° K. only about one oxygen molecule out of 10^^

which strike a surface covered with adsorbed monoxide reacts wth the monox-

ide. The heat of evaporation of adsorbed monoxide is 31,^0 calories per

gram molecule; and, at 700° K., with a pressure of one bar of monoxide, at

least half of the platinum surface is covered with adsorbed monoxide.

In the low temperature range, the surface is nearly completely covered by

a monoxide film, and the reaction occurs only when monoxide molecules strike

oxygen atoms which have become adsorbed in the spaces left vacant by the

evaporation of monoxide molecules.

In the high temperature range, the surface is nearly covered with oxygen

when there is an excess of oxygen, and the reaction velocity is then limited by

the rate at which the monoxide strikes the surface. With an excess of monoxide

the surface is largely bare. The reaction velocity is limited by the rate at

which the oxygen strikes the surface, for every oxygen molecule remains on

the surface (in atomic condition) until struck by a monoxide molecule.

Hydrogen and Oocygen: At low temperatures (300° to 600° K.) rather erratic

results are obtained for the reaction velocity with mixtures of hydrogen and

oxygen, for the velocity depends upon the previous treatment of the platinum.

When the platinum is in a relatively inactive condition, the results are similar

to those obtained with carbon monoxide and oxygen, the velocity being roughly

proportional to the pressure of oxygen and inversely to that of the hydrogen.

At high temperatures (700° to 1900° K.) the results correspond closely to

those obtained with monoxide, the hydrogen having the same function as the
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monoxide. At these temperatures, the reaction is not sensitive to the previous

treatment of the platinum.

These results indicate that the adsorbed oxygen atoms are very reactive

towards hydrogen, every collision between a hydrogen molecule and an ad-

sorbed oxygen atom resulting in combination. Under certain conditions ad-

sorbed hydrogen atoms are relatively inactive towards oxygen molecules, but

the platinum can be brought into a condition which enables the adsorbed
hydrogen to react with oxygen molecules or with the oxygen adsorbed in

adjacent spaces on the surface.

That the mechanism of oxidation of these two gases is quite specific and
may be different in the case of each is very evident from the studies of Pease

and Taylor ^ and Jones and Taylor ^ on the mechanism of these oxidations in

the presence of copper oxide, copper and nickel. With hydrogen and copper

oxide, the mechanism is undoubtedly alternate reduction and oxidation. In

presence of reduced copper, catalysis of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures is also

determined by alternate oxidation and reduction. With reduced nickel, this

is certainly not the case. Reaction at nickel surfaces is apparently the oxida-

tion of hydrogen adsorbed on the nickel, the reaction occurring freely, in

presence of an active catalyst at room temperatures. With carbon monoxide
and oxygen in presence of reduced copper, the reaction is similar to that with

hydrogen and oxygen on nickel, in marked contrast to that obtaining with

these latter gases on copper. The mechanism is not an alternate oxidation

and reduction but an oxidation of adsorbed carbon monoxide, in agreement

with the high adsorptive capacity of copper for carbon monoxide and its low

capacity for hydrogen and oxygen as revealed by the adsorption measurements
of Taylor and Burns.®

The intimate connection between adsorptive capacity and catalytic activity

in gas reactions at solid surfaces is further revealed in the studies of Pease *

on the reaction velocity of the ethylene-hydrogen combination in presence

of copper. In this study, both the kinetics of the reaction and the adsorption

of the several gases singly and in mixtures were measured on the same catalyst.

The study showed that the rate of reaction at 0° C. was determined mainly

by the rate at which the hydrogen reached the catalyst surface, which surface

was, however, largely covered with ethylene. At 200° C. the reaction ap-

proximated to a bimolecular reaction. This work of Pease constitutes perhaps

the most thorough investigation in which catalytic activity and adsorption

have been studied in parallel. There is evidence in this work as well as in

other investigations conducted in Princeton that on a catalyst surface there

are positions of varying adsorptive capacity and catalytic activity. It is

possible to destroy the adsorptive capacity of a sample of copper for hydrogen

without considerably reducing the adsorptive capacity for ethylene. So

treated, however, the surface becomes inactive for the hydrogenation process.

1 J. Am, Chem. Soc., 43, 2179 (1922).

2 Phys. Chem., 27, 623 (1923).

3 J. Am. Chem, Soc., 43, 1273 (1921).

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 1196, 2235, 2296 (1923).

2—11
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Benton's researches ^ on the adsorptive capacity of oxides for carbon

monoxide, hydrogen and other gases illustrate also the effect of adsorption in

determining the relative rates of two reactions. As is well known,^ in presence

of certain oxides, carbon monoxide can be oxidized preferentially by gaseous

oxygen in presence of hydrogen even though the latter be present to the extent

of 99 per cent of the gas mixture. Benton's measurements reveal that carbon

monoxide is adsorbed to a very much greater extent than hydrogen so that,

at the surface of the catalyst, it probably predominates almost exclusively.

These kinetic and adsorption studies do not answer, however, the problem

presented by the well-known specificity of solid catalysts. This is well illus-

trated in the measurements of Taylor and Burns ® and of Gauger and Taylor.**

Nickel, cobalt, iron, palladium, platinum and copper all show marked adsorp-

tion of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The two latter, however, are quite

inactive in the catalysis of the reactions

CO + 3H2 = CH4 + H2O,

2CO = CO2 + C,

whereas the three catalj^sts first named are quite active. Both copper and

nickel adsorb both benzene and hydrogen. Nickel alone is markedly active

in hydrogenation of the aromatic nucleus.®

Langmuir has emphasized in this regard that with more or less complicated

organic molecules the orientation of the molecules and steric hindrance effects

become more important as factors in the mechanism of the reaction. Further-

more, actual distances between the surface atoms of the catalyst are un-^

doubtedly of importance. The changes which a smooth stranded gauze of

platinum undergoes when used as catalyst for ammonia oxidation, which

changes are accompanied by enhanced activity, are probably changes, in

Langmuir's view, involving differences in geometrical arrangements of the

surface atoms favoring higher activity. Similar changes occur in platinum

employed for hydrogen-oxygen catalysis. The increased activation thus

resulting does not, however, change the velocity observed in the reaction be-

tween carbon monoxide and oxygen. Hence, activation for one reaction is not

necessarily activation for another reaction.

In certain cases, however, it is not possible to account for specificity of

contact agent on the basis of oriented adsorption alone. The varying activity

of reduced metals in decomposing ammonia into the elements is a case in point.

A large variety of metals show adsorptive capacity for ammonia, as, for ex-

ample, iron, molybdenum, tungsten, nickel, copper, sodium; the nature of the

^J. Am. Chem. Soc,, 45, 887, 900 (1923).

* Harger and Terry, Brit. Pat. 127609, 1917. Rideal and Taylor, Analyst, 44, 89 (1919).

Rideal, J. Chem, Soc,, 115, 993 (1919). Lamb, Scalione, and Edgar, J. Am, Chem, Soc.,

44, 738 (1922).

8 J. Am, Chem, Soc„ 43, 1273 (1921).

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 920 (1923).

Cf. Taylor, /. Franklin Inst., 197, 1 (1922).
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is uncertain whether in the earlier work the walls of the vessel acted cata-

lytically; also, the abnormal temperature coefficient obtained by Bodenstein,

1.34, between 234® and 283° C. and 1.77 between 310® and 356® C. does not

seem to be in harmony with Bodenstein's conclusion that the reaction is homo-
geneous and confined to the gas phase.

Norrish and Rideal, by employing a dynamic method, have found it

possible to show that the combination of hydrogen and sulphur takes place

^)y way of two reactions, a gaseous and a surface reaction, the former being

predominant, under the conditions of their experiments, at 285° C. and upwards,

the latter being the more important below this temperature. They have

shown, also, that the temperature coefficients of the two separate reactions

were constant but widely different in value.

These conclusions were reached by an analysis of the reaction velocity

measurements. They revealed that the logarithms of the total reaction

velocity plotted against temperature did not yield straight lines. The curves

obtained confirmed Bodenstein’s result of an increasing temperature coefficient

with increasing temperature. From measurements at different temperatures

with two different hydrogen pressures, pi and it was found that a plot of

the logarithms of the differences of corresponding velocities for the two pressures

against temperature gave a straight line. This fact led the authors to the

conclusion that a surface reaction and a gas reaction were proceeding con-

currently and that the former, assumed independent of the gas pressure and

therefore constant, disappeared on taking the difference of the corresponding

velocities. In other words, the straight line obtained as stated is in reality

the graph of the gas reaction velocity occurring at pressure pi — p^. As-

suming that the gas reaction velocity was proportional to the pressure and the

surface reaction independent of the gas pressure, the observed curve for total

reaction was resolved into two straight line curves of logarithm of velocity

plotted against temperature for the two reactions taken separately. From
the slope of these lines the temperature coefficients were obtained. That for

the surface reaction was found to be 1.48, that for the gaseous reaction was

2.26 which, after correcting for the variation of the vapor pressure of sulphur

with the temperature, reduced to 2.19. Corresponding to these coefficients,

by applyir^gfly^^i^henius equation,

d log V ^ A
dT Rr'

where V is the reaction velocity, the values of A, the heats of activation of the

gaseous and surface reactions, were found to be respectively 52,400 and 26,200

calories. Norrish and Rideal call especial attention to the fact that these are

in the ratio 2:1.

By varying the size of the reaction vessel they showed also that the surface

reaction was directly proportional to the internal surface area of the vessel

and independent of the quantity of sulphur in the bulb. The respective
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reaction equations would therefore be:

X Chj X Cs,

^ surf&c6 ^2 Surface area^

where Cua refers to the hydrogen concentration, Cg that of the monatomic
sulphur.

Norrish and Rideal ^ showed also that oxygen functions catalytically in the
union of hydrogen and liquid sulphur. The phenomenon is in reality quitv^

complex. With rise of temperature and increase of oxygen concentration,

beyond 10 per cent at a temperature of 265® C. and beyond 7 per cent at

285° C., the catalytic action becomes a poisoning action. The observed effects

were separated into a strong poisoning effect in the gaseous reaction between
hydrogen and sulphur at all temperatures and a catalytic effect on the surface

reaction which only becomes observable at the lower temperatures (265° and
285° C.) where the surface reaction is of greater relative importance. This
surface catalytic action rises to a maximum with increase of oxygen concentra-

tion in the hydrogen and then falls away again, finally becoming a poisoning

action for concentrations of oxygen beyond 10 per cent. Simultaneously,

sulphur dioxide is formed at a rate directly proportional to the oxygen con-

centration.

From the known velocities of the several reactions occurring, it was deduced
that the effects observed may be quantitatively explained by postulating a

gradual preferential adsorption of oxygen by the sulphur surface, all the

hydrogen being displaced when the gaseous concentration of oxygen has ex-

ceeded 10 per cent, and by ascribing to the oxygen a catalytic activity propor-

tional to the number of molecules adsorbed per square centimeter of surface.

From these assumptions Norrish and Rideal calculate the composition of the

adsorbed gas films in equilibrium with a given atmosphere. It is evident from
this work and that of Pease ^ that experimental determinations of such ad-

sorptions from mixtures would be instructive.

In a concluding section of the paper Norrish and Rideal consider the

mechanism of both gaseous and surface reactions. The thermal value found
from the temperature coefficient of the gaseous reaction, the “critical incre-

ment^^ of the radiation theory, 52,400 cals., is in agreement with Budde^s

value ® for the heat of dissociation of S2 molecules into atoms, and thus corre-

sponds to the energy required to sever two sulphur bonds. The critical incre-

ment of the surface reaction similarly corresponds to the breaking of one sulphur

bend and is equal to that required to sublime a molecule of S 2 from the surface,

which also involves the breaking of one bond. The surface reaction is con-

sidered to take place in two stages: (1) adsorption of the molecule, involving

the breaking of one bond and (2) removal of the molecule of hydrogen sulphide,

involving breaking of the second bond, the critical increment measured corre-

1 J, Chem. Soc., 123, 1689 (1923).
2 /. Avi, Chem. Soc., 45, 1196, 2235, 2296 (1923).
* Z. anorg. Chem., 58, 169 (1912),
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spending to the slower of the two processes. The authors also assume that

the surface contains mainly Ss molecules of which a few are opened by the

rupture of a linkage and thus polarized. The adsorption of the hydrogen and
the oxygen is assumed to occur at these positions. The catalytic effect of

the oxygen is attributed to simultaneous adsorption of oxygen and hydrogen

at the two ends of the ruptured Ss molecule. The strong attraction of the

oxygen for the sulphur at one end of the chain will cause a weakening of the

force by which the sulphur is held at the other end and thus lower the critical

increment of energy necessary to remove the end sulphur atom as hydrogen

sulphide.

More recently the authors have reached the conclusion that the activation

of sulphur molecules is a quantum process and that the critical increment of

52,000 cals, corresponds to the absorption of a quantum of frequency of light

whose wave-length is X = 2750 A. They have shown that the gas reaction

between hydrogen and sulphur is markedly accelerated by ultra-violet light of

this frequency.

The Rate of Solution of Gases in Liquids: The literature of reaction

velocity measurements on the solution of gases in absorbing liquids is relatively

scanty, although the problem is of importance not only theoretically but also

as governing the design of gas scrubbing towers for a variety of purposes.

Donnan and Irvine Masson ^ in a recent contribution to the theory of gas

scrubbers have reviewed this literature. They call attention to the pioneering

work of Hurter,2 who studied in detail the important factor of the area of gas-

liquid interface offered per unit of volume of gas per unit of time; on this basis

Hurter discusses the relative advantages of bubbling, spraying and tower-

packing. Renewed interest has been manifested in the subject recently, more
especially in the direction of determining the effect of the solubilities and other

specific properties of the gases and of the liquids which may be employed.

Adeney and Becker have studied ^ the rate of solution of air, oxygen and

nitrogen in contact with quiescent de-aerated water and when a bubble of the

gas in question is rising through a column of such water. The saturation of a

quiescent de-aerated water with air has been commonly assumed to occur in

two stages
:

(a) a rapid process of saturation of the surface layer under the pre-

vailing conditions and (6) a slow process of diffusion of the dissolved gases

through the mass of the water below the surface layer.^ Adeney ® had already

shown that the second stage is not a simple diffusion process, but that the dis-

solved gases are gravitationally drawn downwards through the lower layers

of the water with comparative rapidity. Temperature and temperature

changes, salinity of the water, humidity of the air, depth of water, and other

factors profoundly influence the rate of the solution process by such quiescent

layers.

1 J, Soc. Chem. Ind., 39. 236, T (1920).

2 J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 4, 639 (1885); 6, 707 (1887); 8, 861 (1889); 12. 227, 789 (1893).

3 Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc., 15. 385, 609 (1918); 16, 143 (1920).
* Ostwald, Solutions, p. 10.

3 Trans. Roy. Dub. Soc., 1914, PM. Mag., 9, 360 (1905).
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With moving bubbles of air in water, when the water was kept thoroughly

mixed and the water-air surface unbroken, Adeney and Becker showed that

the rate of solution took place in accordance with the general equation

dw

dt
a — bWf

in which a represents the initial rate of solution and bw the rate of escape of

the gas from the water, b being a constant depending on the experimental

conditions. The method of experimentation consisted in enclosing a large

bubble of air, of known volume, in a narrow tube containing de-aerated water,

and allowing the bubble to pass up through the water repeatedly until satura-

tion was reached. The pressure in the bubble was measured after each double

passage up the tube by means of a water manometer. From the observed

pressure the absorption taking place could be calculated.

By extending these observations to different sizes of bubbles in a given

tube and by a study of the influence of temperature on the process, Adeney
and Becker were able to show that the above equation could be resolved into

terms dependent on the bubble area and volume, the gas pressure and the

concentration of dissolved gas. The equation so derived is:

--SAp-f-w,

where S is the initial rate of solution per unit area, / is the coefficient of escape

from the liquid per unit area and volume, A is the surface area, V the liquid

volume, p the gas pressure and w the weight of gas dissolved. The significance

of this expression is evident at the saturation state, when dw/dt is equal to

zero For, then

A
SAp = f-w,

w
or, since

y
= c, the solute concentration,

Sp = Sc,

or

V /

Hence, SjJ = the coefficient connecting pressure and concentration for a

gas obeying Henry’s Law.

One other feature of interest can be drawn from the above equation of

Adeney and Becker. When the values of / for any gas are multiplied by the

solubilities, the product gives the initial rate of solutions, since

^ / X s,

5 being the solubility. The experimental results show that S is practically a
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constant over a range of 30 degrees Centigrade for each gas. For different

gases S varies approximately as the solubility.

For a constant area of interface Adeney and Becker^s results may there-

fore be expressed, as pointed out by Donnan and Masson, by an equation of

the form

^ = k 2(km — n),
at

where m is the concentration of absorbable component in a gas phase, n the

corresponding concentration in the liquid, k is the Henry’s Law coefficient

n — km

and k 2 may be termed the dissolution coefficient. The equation is in this

form only applicable to gas-liquid systems obeying Henry’s Law and is an

expression of the fact that the rate of solution at any moment is proportional

to the unsaturation of the liquid at that moment.

By studying the effect of bubble area on the rate of solution, Adeney and

Becker established that different portions of the approximately cylindrical

bubbles had different effective solution rates on the gas. It was deduced

that the conditions holding for the cylindrical sides of the bubble did not hold

for the hemispherical head. The rate at which the water streams past the

head of the bubble is less than that at which it passes down the cylindrical

portion of it; hence, the absorption due to the head of the bubble is greater

than might be expected from its area. By using different bu])ble volumes,

varying the ratio of cylinder area to hemispherical head, this factor could be

corrected for and apparent effective areas employed in place of the observed

bubble areas. This observation emphasizes the dependence of absorption

rate on the dynamics of the gas and licpiid.

For cases in which Henry’s Law does not.hold, Donnan and IMasson suggest

an equation of the form

^ = kiifim) - n),
at

where the equilibrium isotherm has the form

n = /(m).

Under strictly specified conditions the dissolution coefficient, k 2 ^
will be a

constant quantity, but, in general, its value will increase with the degree of

relative motion of gas and liquid and the degree of turbulence in both. The

part played by the very thin '^stagnant layer” in hindering the exchange of

heat energy or of matter between different phases is well known to be a de-

cisive factor in the design of heat interchangers and recuperators, furnaces,

dissolvers, extractors and the like, and the thickness of this layer is diminished

by the increase of relative motion of the phases and by rupture of this layer

due to the splashing of drops. The term k 2 is therefore a dynamical coefficient.
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It is apparent that the term (km — n) in the Donnan-Masson expression

is a potential factor expressing the driving force determining the magnitude

of the absorption. It may be expressed by a slight rearrangement in the form

Driving potential = Cg — ciy

where Cg is the concentration of the solute in the gas phase and ci the corre-

sponding concentration in the liquid phase. In the work of W. K. Lewis ^

and his associates ^ another expression for this driving potential has been

employed. Instead of the concentrations, the partial pressures of the solute

in the two phases have been substituted, the expression becoming

Driving potential — Po — Pi*

It is evident that, for absorption at constant temperature, using a solute which

obeys Henryks Law, i.c., p = kCy the two formulae are identical. For, under

these conditions,

(Pa - Vi) = k'icg - Cl).

The constant Kp connecting rate of absorption with driving potential employing

pressures would be related to that connecting rate with driving potential

employing concentration, /Vc, by the expression

since, on the several assumptions,

^ = Kp(Pt, - Pl) = KciCg - Cl).
at

Whitman ^ has examined the physical significance of these two expressions.

The equation employing pressures implies a concept picturing diffusion through

a gas film, actuated by a difference in the partial pressure of the solute at the

outside of the film (in the main body of the gas) and the inside of the film

(in equilibrium with the liquid). The other concept considers diffusion through

a liquid film on the surface of the main body of the liquid with diffusion con-

trolled by a difference in concentration between the outside of the film (in

equilibrium with the gas) and the interior of the liquid (the true liquid con-

centration).

From information obtained in a study ^ of humidification and de-humidifica-

tion, Whitman has been led to the conclusion that two stationary films, gas

and liquid, are involved in such processes and in gas-absorption processes in

general. He concludes from the experimental data that the relative importance

of the two films varies with the experimental conditions. In humidification

1 J. Ind. Eng. Ghent., 8, 825 (1916).

Whitman and Keats, ibid., 14, 185 (1922).

3 Ghent. Met. Eng., 29, 146 (1923).

^Whitman and Keats, J. Ind. Eng. Ghent., 14, 185 (1922).
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processes the liquid film resistance is eliminated. In certain de-humidification

experiments it amounted to 75 per cent of the total. Furthermore, the effect

of such variables as liquid and gas velocities on the resistances of the separate

films differed to a considerable extent. Whitman has therefore

examined the implications of the dual film theory in processes

of gas absorption.

He assumes a stationary gas film on the upper side and a

stationary liquid film on the lower side of a horizontal surface

of contact between a gas and a liquid as indicated in Fig. 4.

He points out that diffusion through the gas film should be

determined by a partial pressure gradient, 7)1 — 7)2, of the solute and that dif-

fusion through the liquid film should be determined by a concentration gra-

dient C2 — C3. On such an assumption Whitman deduces the following

expression for the rate of absorption:

^ - P2)
= - C3),

dt

1 Gas f

l&lution I

Fio. 4

where kj, is the coefficient of diffusion through the gas films and kc is the coeffi-

cient of diffusion through the liciuid film. The values of kp and kc will depend

on the experimental conditions.

The essential distinction between these equations and those previously

developed, which, expressed on the two-film basis, become

and

dw

dt

dw

dt

= Kpipi ~ ps)

= Kc{ci ~ C3),

is that in the older equations Kp and Kc are overall coefficients from state 1

to state 3; they can only have broad application when the concentration is

directly proportional to the pressure. If the deviations from Henry’s Law are

considerable, or if the temperature range under consideration is considerable,

overall coefficients would have little or no significance.

Whitman attempts to test the two-film theory by experiments on the rate

of absorption of hydrogen chloride in various strengths of aqueous solutions

of hydrochloric acid at 30° C. Several factors governed this choice. Henry’s

Law is not fulfilled by the system. For acid concentrations up to 250 grams

per liter the partial pressure of hydrogen chloride is negligible. Hence, it

follows that, with acids the surface concentrations of which are below this

figure, the gas will be absorbed as rapidly as it reaches the surface. The

equation becomes

dw— = Xp.pi.
dt

Furthermore, Kp is identical with kp in this case.
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At higher concentrations of acid, however, the equilibrium pressure on the

surface becomes relatively large ^ and also changes rapidly with concentration.

Consequently, the absorption of a small amount into the surface brings this

into substantial equilibrium with the gas, thereby preventing further absorption

until the absorbed acid has diffused through the liquid film into the interior.

The available concentration gradient is slight and consequently the rate of

diffusion is slow. This would account for the well-recognized fact that for

the same pressure gradient the rate of absorption into the dilute towers of a

hydrochloric acid system is far more rapid than in those towers containing

strong acid. The data obtained by Whitman are presented in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI

Ahsorption of Hydrooen C^hloridr

Run
dw

dt

711 2>3 P (\ Cz C A'p Kc

mm. Hk g. per liter

1 41.0 225 55 170 425 378 47 0.24 0.87

2 24.0 41 0.3 40.7 308 204 164 0.59 0.146

3 24.1 41 0.0 41.0 368 9 359 0.59 0.067

The data show that neither Kp nor /C, the overall coefficients, are constant.

It will be noted that the second and third values for Kp are constant though

those for Kc differ more than twofold: The conditions of these runs represent

a specific limiting case where the pressure potential alone is a sufficient con-

sideration. It is to be noted that pa in each of these cases is very small.

The data can be treated on the basis of the two-film theory. Thus, since

kp C2 C3
and ^ 'P-

Pi
-

P3

and assuming that Kp = kp = 0.59 from Run 3, where the absorbing liquid

is so dilute that the pressure is practically zero, we can calculate the value

of kc from the data of Run 1 . Thus,

Kp 0.24 225 — P 2

0^^ 225 ~ 55

'

whence.

P 2 — 156 mm.

The corresponding concentration co — 412 grams per liter as calculated from

vapor pressure data. The constant, Av, becomes therefore

kc
wit 41.0

(C 2 - C3)

""
412 - 378

I Dolezalek, Z. physik. Chem., 26, 334 (1893). Bates and Kirschbaum, J. Am. Chem.

Soc.. 41 . 1897 (1919).
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It is possible to check this value for kc in the data of Run 2. Thus,

kc 1.2 pi — Pi 41 — p2

kp 0.59
“

C2 ~ C3
^

C2 - 204

From the vapor pressure data the values for pi and Cz which satisfy this equa-
tion arc found to be pz = 0.6 mm. and r2 = 224 grams per liter. Hence

— = kc{c 2 — Cz) = 1.2(224 — 204) = 24 grams per hour,

a value in good agreement with experiment.

This experiment constitutes, as yet, the sole published evidence in support
of the two-film theory. Further work is promised and is much to be desired.

For, it is evident that the concept of a gas film of the nature indicated in this

treatment is not in harmony with so much of the treatment found valid by
Langmuir in the case of reactions at solid surfaces. On Langmuir’s method
of treatment there should be no gas film of the nature postulated by Whitman.
A unimolecular layer of adsorbed molecules would represent the maximum
film which could be formed. That the application of Langmuir’s unimolecular

hypothesis to liquids is not without experimental basis is evident from the

recent researches of Iredale ^ on the adsorption of methyl acetate vapor on
the surface of mercury droplets, the extent of adsorption being measured by
the change in surface tension of the mercury. Iredale found a rapid change
in surface tension as the pressure of methyl acetate increased to 62 mm. beyond
which it remained constant until the saturation pressure of methyl acetate,

225 mm., at the given temperature, 26° C., was reached. At that pressure
the surface tension changes suddenly to that of mercury in methyl acetate.

Calculation by means of the Gibbs adsorption isotherm at the pressure of 62
mm. showed the mercury droplets to be covered with a single layer of methyl
acetate molecules of the same cross-sectional area as was obtained by Langmuir
from his oil film experiments on water surfaces for the area occupied by a fatty

ester molecule in the films.

For all processes composite of two separate stages, as in this present case,

it is to be remembered that the net tempo of the process at the steady state is

governed by that of the slower stage. Before the steady state is reached,

however, the rate of the process will be determined by the rate of the initial

stage in the process. In the problem under consideration it is evident that
the initial process in the absorption is the diffusion of the absorbable gas to the
gas-liquid interface and this, from the densities of the two media concerned,

would certainly be more rapid than the removal of the dissolved molecules

from the interface into the solution. One vrould expect, therefore, that a
method of ascertaining the rate of absorption of a gas which could record rates

sufficiently rapidly should reveal initial high absorption rates followed by a
continuous fall until a steady state is reached.

J Phil. Mag., 45, 1088 (1923).
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A method capable of recording rates of absorption of gases from gas bubbles

over minute intervals of time from the moment of formation of the bubble has

recently been employed by Ledig and Weaver.^ These authors have deter-

mined the rate of absorption of carbon dioxide from bubbles formed in water,

in sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate and cane sugar solutions. The method
used is very simple in principle. A bubble of the gas is absorbed in a system
open to the air only through a capillary tube. The resulting contraction of

the bubble produces motion in the thread of solution in the capillary tube.

A photographic method is used to obtain a time record of this motion, the

timing being secured by a 54--cycle electrical tuning-fork which opens and
shuts a slit, records of the openings being thus secured on one edge of the

moving paper employed to register the motion of the thread of solution.

The results obtained in this stud}' can best be seen in the absorption curves

for very dilute solutions shown in the accompanying Fig. 5. The absorption

Fig. 5. Absorption of Carbon dioxide by Sodium Hydroxide Solutions

follows a three-stage cycle. The curve is begun by a very high absorption rate

at the newly-formed liquid-gas surface, but as absorption goes on it falls again

very quickly to a rate where an equilibrium condition exists. The authors

state that this rate is controlled by the diffusion of the reagent to the surface

and of the reaction product away from the surface. On the view expressed

1/. Am. Chtm. Soc., 46 , 650 (1924).
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above it is this latter factor which is operative. Tlie third stage in the cycle

begins, in the view of the authors of the method, when the diluting gas starts

to slow up diffusion of the gas to the surface, though they point out that it is

undoubtedly considerably affected by the diminished buoyancy or rate of

rising; as the bubble becomes smaller there is, accordingly, a decrease in the

stirring action which renews the absorbing liquid around the bubble.^

The curves shown are rates of absorption plotted against time, though the

initial points of the curves are arranged to show the concentration relations

of the solutions of sodium hydroxide used. The fact that the rate does not

rise instantaneously to the maximum can be attributed in part to three factors

:

(1) the bubble breaks out of the mercury (in which it is formed) during a

measurable period of time rather than instantaneously; (2) the inertia of the

liquid in the capillary tube and surface tension at the free meniscus require a

definite pressure difference caused by absorption to produce motion; and (3)

the viscosity of the solution itself produces a lag in the rise to the maximum.
These factors seem sufficient to account for the time (about 0.1 sec.) required

to reach a maximum rate in the case of the dilute solutions. The theoretical

shape of these curves would therefore be maximum initial absorption rate

(corresponding to gaseous diffusion aiid condensation on the surface) followed

by a decrease to a steady rate, this latter corresponding to removal of solute

from the interface into the solution. With the more concentrated solutions,

as much as 0.75 second is required to attain the maximum rate. This must
involve some additional factor which has not been fully explained. It is note-

worthy that it occurs with sodium hydroxide solutions whose conductivity

is less than the maximum conductivity given by more dilute (2 normal) solu-

tions. Viscosity may be one of the factors contributing to this delayed

maximum.
The diagram already cited and that reproduced below. Fig. 6, show that

with water as absorbent. Curve 1, no initial high values are obtained. This

would indicate very rapid saturation of the surface when no absorbing agent

is present, certainly within the interval (0.1 sec.) in which initial disturbances

are present. It is to be noted from the former figure that, with increasing

strength of sodium hydroxide solutions up to 2.0 normal, the initial rate suc-

cessively increases. Curves 2 and 3 reproduce absorption rates with aqueous

cane sugar solution and 2.5 normal sodium carbonate solution. The cane

sugar solution was of such a concentration that it had the same viscosity as

the sodium carbonate solution. It is evident that sodium carbonate depresses

the rate of solution even more than can be accounted for on the basis of the

viscosity of the liquid medium. The authors assume the difference to be due

probably ^‘to the mass-action effect of the carbonate and bicarbonate ions in

solution.” On the assumption that the steady state is determined by the

diffusion process in the liquid medium, another possible explanation is forth-

1 Even in case the carbon dioxide introduced into the solution is pure, some other gas

(e.g,, dissolved air) will diffuse into the bubble while it is still large and will become apjjarent

when the size is considerably reduced.
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coming. In the one case the solute diffusing will be hydrogen ions and car-

bonate ions, in the other sodium, hydrogen and carbonate ions. For reasons

given in the earlier sections of this chapter, since the diffusion coefficient of an

eleptrolyte is given (page 937) by the equation.

D = UV
u +v RT,

the acid ions would be expected to grander into the interior of the solution

more rapidly than the ions of the acid salt.

l/o/umc

Fig. 6 . Absorption of Carbon Dioxidts by Water, Aciucons Cane Sugar and Sodium

Carbonate Solutions.

Ledig and Weaver state that this is the first part of a general investigation

of the rates of solution of gases in liquids. Tlie study of numerous additional

examples is especially to be desired. A study of the absorption of hydrogen

chloride bubbles in water and aqueous hydrochloric acid solutions would be

highly interesting, probably decisive as a test of the several points of view

herein set forth. A knowledge of the effect of temperature would also assist

in the understanding of tlie mechanism. Until such data are forthcoming

the speculative nature of much of this present section on the rate of absorption

of gases in liquids should be borne in mind.



CHAPTER XVI

THE QUANTUM THEORY IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

BY SAUL DUSHMAN, Ph.D.,

Research Chemist^ General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

The quantum theory originated in an attempt to account for certain

phenomena in the emission and absorption of radiant energy. It presents

us with an atomistic view of energy transformations that is totally at variance

with the undulatory theory as formulated by Huygens and extensively de-

veloped by Clerk Maxwell into the electromagnetic theory of radiation. In

spite of many efforts to the contrary, the quantum theory has up to the present

been found to be the only reasonable hypothesis by which a large number of

observations can be correlated. These observations, which admit of no ex-

planation in terms of the classical theory, are in fact logically opposed to the

deductions of this theory and yet they are among the most striking that have

been discovered in the whole history of physics and chemistry. The influence

of this new point of view on the development of physical chemistry during the

past decade has been profound. Our whole conception of atomic structure,

of the mechanism of chemical and physical reaction, of the significance of the

laws of thermodynamics—all our previous ideas on these subjects have been

completely revolutionized through the application of the quantum theory.

Indeed, just as in the past we have had in the history of chemistry the period

of the phlogiston theory, that of the dualistic hypothesis and so forth, so the

historian of the future will undoubtedly be justified in designating the present

as the ‘‘Period of the Quantum Theory.''

Classical Theory of Energy Radiation: To understand the nature of the

facts which have led to the development of the quantum theory, it is necessary

to consider briefly the fundamental observations upon which the classical or

wave-theory of electromagnetic radiation is founded. As summarized by R.

A. Millikan ^ these are as follows: (1) the facts of interference of light, (2) the

fact that the speed of light is greater in air than in water, (3) the discovery of

wireless waves, (4) the observation that the speed of light is independent of

the velocity of the source.

By the end of the nineteenth century this theory was apparently firmly

ei\trenched. It was universally accepted that energy is propagated in space

continuously by means of spreading wave-fronts and that this propagation is

adequately and sufficiently represented by the electrodynamical equations of

Maxwell. The doctrine was held that “nature takes no leaps "—natura non

1 Radiation and the Electron, J. Franklin Inst., 184, 337 (1917).

1005
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saltus facit^ and that all phenomena are governed by differential equations

—

that is, equations of continuity.

Origin of Quantum Theory: In 1901 there appeared a paper by M. Planck ^

in which he pointed out that the observations on the law of distribution of

energy in black body radiation could not be reconciled with the classical point

of view. He, therefore, formulated the hypothesis that energy may be emitted

or absorbed discontinuously in multiples of a certain unit or quantum of magni-

tude hvj where v is the frequency of the radiation and is a universal constant

(known as Planck\s, or the quantum constant).

The arguments upon which Planck based his conclusions and theory are

not very easy to follow so that we shall postpone the discussion of these con-

siderations for a subsequent section. This is made possible by the fact that

many other observations have been made since 1900 which lead to a quantum
hypothesis in such an obvious manner that it is not necessary to follow the

historical development in order to understand the new point of view.

Ionization and Electron Ejection by X-Rays: One of the first observations

which threw doubt on the universal validity of the wave-theory of light con-

cerns the ionization of atoms by X-rays. As we know from the investigations

of Laue, Bragg and others. X-rays are propagated in space in the same manner
as ordinary electromagnetic energy. But while, for instance, the visible radia-

tion ranges in wave-length from approximately 3600 to 7700 X 10~* cm., the

wave-lengths of X-rays lie between 100 and 0.1 X 10“^ cm. approximately.

Now it was observed that, when X-rays pass through a gas, they ionize only

about one in a thousand billion of the molecules or atoms which are actually

in the path of the rays. Apparently, the X-rays do not lose any energy what-

ever for quite a distance, while they pass over billions of molecules, and then,

for some unknown reason, one molecule absorbs the energy of a whole train of

X-ray waves and an electron is ejected (this constitutes the process of ioniza-

tion). Furthermore, the velocity with which the electron is ejected bears a

very simple relation to the frequency of the X-rays. ^ If v denote the velocity,

and m the mass of the electron, while v denotes the frequency of the (mono-

chromatic) X-rays, it is found that

= hv. (1)

Thy; is, the energy of the electron is equal to the frequency of the radiation

multiplied by Planck^s constant.*^ Similarly, when X-rays impinge on a solid

body, electrons are emitted with maximum velocities, which are related to the

frequency of the radiation by the same equation. The number of electrons

emitted depends, however, on the intensity of the incident radiation.

These observations are quite unexpected from the point of view of the

ordinary wave-theory of radiation. According to the latter theory, the energy

per unit area of wave-front decreases continually as the waves spread out more

and more. Yet, the X-rays are able to retain their original energy unimpaired

' M. Planck, Ann. Physih, 4 , 553 (1901).

2 A. Einstein, Ann. Physik, 17
,
132 (1905); 20 , 199 (1906).
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for a considerable distance; they can pass over an enormous number of mole-
cules, and then concentrate the whole of the energy into the ejection of an
electron from some one molecule.

Relation between Frequency of X-Rays and Velocity of Electrons : The con-
verse of the above process also occurs. If we direct a stream of electrons

against any solid, X-rays are obtained, and it has been known for a number
of years that the ^^hardness^' of the rays increases with the .voltage applied
to the X-ray tube. The velocity which the electrons acquire in passing from
cathode to anode is given by the relation

Fe,'
(2 )

where V denotes the voltage between the electrodes and e the charge on the
electron.

The X-radiation produced by the incidence of the electrons on the anode
(or target) presents a continuous spectrum in which the intensity varies in a
complicated manner with the wave-
length. Fig. 1 2 shows the spectra ob-

tained at five different voltages from
20,000 to 40,000 volts, with a Coolidge

X-ray tube containing a tungsten

anode. It will be observed that the

intensity is very low for longer wave-
lengths, increases with decrease in

wave-length to a maximum value and
then decreases rapidly to zero at a

certain well-defined wave-length. At
higher voltages there are superposed

upon this continuous spectrum one or

more peaks whose intensity is consid-

erably greater than that of the general

Fia. 1. Variation of Intensity with Wave-
length of X-rays

radiation.

These peaks indicate what are known as the characteristic X-rays, the

wave-lengths of which depend upon the nature of the anode material. While
these radiations also present certain interesting features from the point of

view of the quantum theory, the remarkable feature about the continuous
spectra is the fact that the minimum wave-length (Xmin.) or maximum fre-

quency (j'max.) depends upon the applied potential difference V in accordance

with the relation

he
Fc — hvfxxax, ~ r * (3)

Xmin.

1 It must be observed that, on the basis of the Theory of Relativity, m, the mass of the
electron, increases with the velocity according to the relation

mo
m = *

Vl -

where c ~ velocity of light and mo = mass at very low velocities.

* Fig 1 is Fig. 7 of A. W. Hull’s paper on Roentgen Ray Spectra, Am. J. Roentgenology,

Dec., 1915.
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That is, there exists a linear relation between the kinetic energy of the electrons

and the maximum frequency of the resulting X-radiation. The proportionality

constant is again the quantum constant h. The validity of this relation has

been tested by a number of observers and Table I gives values of h determined

in ^his manner.

Observers Max. V
h X 10*7

(erg. sec.)

Duane and Hunt * 40,000 6.51

Hull* 110,000 6.59

D. L. Webster *

.

44,000 6.53

Blake and Duane * 42,000 6.555

Muller • 28,000 6.58

Wagner ’
. . . . 10,600 6.49

Photo-Electric Effect: The emission of electrons by X-radiation is only a

particular instance of a more general phenomenon which has been known for a

number of years as the photo-electric effect.^

When a negatively charged surface of a metal is illuminated by ultra-violet

light, electrons are emitted. In the case of the alkali metals, the same effect

is produced by visible light, but it has been observed that for each surface there

exists a minimum frequency (^o) of radiation which is just capable of causing

photo-electron emission. As the frequency of the incident (monochromatic)

radiation is increased above this minimum value, the velocity of the ejected

electrons increases continuously, while the number of electrons varies directly

with the intensity of the illumination. On the basis of Planck^s theory,

Einstein concluded that the energy of the electrons must vary linearly with

the frequency of the radiation,^ according to the relation

^mv“ = Ve — hv — hv^. (4)

The similarity with equation (3) is evident. The quantity hv measures the

energy absorbed by the electron from the radiation, hvo is the work necessary

to get the electron through the surface, and is the actual energy with

which the electron is emitted. This energy may be measured by the product

of the electronic charge c and the potential difference V which is required to

retard the velocity to zero.

I Tils table is taken from the excellent summary by Wm. Duane, Data Relating to

X-ray Spectra, Bull. Nat. Res. Council, 1, 383 (1920). The values of h given are calculated

on the basis e = 4.774 X 10“^® electrostatic units.

^Phys. Rev., 6, 166 (1915).

8 Ibid., 7, 156 (1916).

< Ibid., 7, 599 (1916).

6 Ibid., 10 , 624 (1917).

« Physik Z., 19, 489 (1918).

7 Ann. Physik, 57, 401 (1918).

® For the most recent discussion of this subject and references to literature, see the

summary by A. LI. Hughes, Bull. Nat. Res. Council, 2, Part 2, April, 1921.

» A. Einstein, Ann. Physik, 17, 132 (1905); 20 , 199 (1906). See also R. A. Millikan,

The Electron, p. 223, Univ. of Chicago Press (1918).
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The frequency vq is also known as the ‘‘photo-electric threshold^' and may
be expressed in terms of a potential difference Vo according to the relation

Foe = hvo.

Thus, Vo corresponds to the “work function’^ for electrons passing through

the surface.

Equation (4) has been tested by R. A. Millikan and his students for a

number of metals over a wide range of frequencies.^ These investigations

have shown that, within the limits of experimental errors, for any photo-

electrically active surface, the maximum retarding potential V increases linearly

with the frequency v of the incident radiation, and that the slope of this line

is given by h/e. Table II gives values of h obtained in this manner by different

observers, over a fairly wide range of frequencies of radiation.

TABLE II

Metal Observers h X 102-

Sodium . . R. A. Millikan * 6.561

Lithium

.

R. A. Millikan 6.584

Magnesium A. E. Henning and W. H. Kadosch ^ 6.45

Aluminum . . A. E. Henning and W. H. Kadosch 6.41

Zinc .... P. E. Sabine ^ 6.70

Cadium . . . P. E. Sabine 6.57

Copper . . . . P. E. Sabine 6.68

It is important to realize that the magnitude of the energy (piantum var\

with the frequency of the radiation. As a result of a large number of determina-

tions by different methods (which will be discussed in this chapter), the value

of h accepted at present as most accurate is 6.554 X erg. sec.^

On this basis we obtain values of hv for different types of radiation which

are given in Table III.

TABLE III

Type of Radiation Mean Value of v hv (erg) hv (calorie)

Wireless waves W 6.554 X 10-22 1.566 X 10-29

Heat waves 3 X 10i» 19.66 X 10-w 4.721 X 10-21

Visible light 6 X 1014 39.32 X 10-‘» 9.399 X 10-20

X*rays 3 X 10i» 1.966 X 10-« 4.721 X 10-15

Gamma rays 3 X 1019 1.966 X 10-’ 4.721 X 10-14

1 R. A. Millikan, The Electron, Chapter X; Franklin Inst., 184, 337 (1917); also

A. LI. Hughes, loc. cit,

^Phys, Rev., 7, 18, 355 (1916).
« Ibid., 8, 209, 221 (1916).

^Ihid., 9, 260 (1917).

® R. T. Birge, Phys. Rev., 14, 361 (1919); R. Ladenburg, Jahrb. Rad. Elektronik, 17,

93 (1920).
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For purposes of comparison, it may be observed that the amount of energy

corresponding to the formation of 1 molecule of water vapor from its elements

is 3.962 X 10“^^ ergs (= 9.47 X 10"^® calorie).

Mechanism of Quantum Radiation: These observations regarding the rela-

tion between radiant energy and energy of motion of electrons are remarkable

when we consider them in the light of the classical theory. Sir William Bragg^s

remarks on this point state the contradictions involved in the phenomena in

a very lucid manner.^

“In order to realize,” he writes, “the full significance of these extraordinary results

»

let us picture the double process as it occurs whenever we use an X-ray bulb. By the impo-

sition of great electrical forces we hurl electrons in a stream across the bulb. One of these

electrons, let us say, starts a wave where it falls. This action is quite unaffected by the

presence of similar actions in the neighborhood, so that we can fix our minds upon this one

electron, and the wave which it alone causes to arise. The wave spreads away, it passes

through the walls of the bulb, through the air outside, and somewhere or other in its path in

one of the many atoms it passes oxer, an electron springs into existence, having the same speed

as the original electron in the X-ray hulh. The equality of the two speeds is not necessary

to the significance of this exLraordinary effect; it would have been just as wonderful if one

speed had only been one half or one quarter or any reasonable fraction of the other. The
equality is more an indication to us of how to look for an explanation than an additional

difficulty to be overcome.

“Let me take an analogy. I drop a log of wood into the sea from a height, let us say,

of 100 feet. A wave radiates aw'ay from where it falls. Here is the corpuscular radiation

producing a wave. The wave spreads, its energy is more and more widely distributed,

the ripples get less and less in height. At a short distance, a few hundred yards perhaps,

the effect will apparently have disapi)cared. If the water were perfectly free from viscosity

and there were no other causes to fritter away the energy of the waves, they 'would travel,

let us say, 1000 miles. By which time the height of the ripples would be, as we can readily

imagine, extremely small. Then, at some one point on its circumference, the ripple en-

counters a wooden ship. It may have encountered thousands of ships before that and

nothing has happened, but in this one particular case the unexpected happens. One of the

ship’s timbers suddenly flies up in the air to exactly 100 feet, that is to say, if it got clear

away from the ship without having to crash through parts of the rigging or something else

of the structure. The problem is, where did the energy come from that shot this plank into

the air, and why was its velocity so exactly related to that of the plank which was dropped

into the water 1000 miles away? It is this problem that leaves us guessing.

“Shall wc suppose that there was an explosive charge in the ship ready to go off, and

that the ripple pulled the trigger. If we take this line of explanation, we have to arrange

in some way that there are explosive charges of all varieties of strength, each one ready to

g^off when the right ripple comes along. The right ripple, it is to be remembered, is the

one whose frequency multiplied by the constant factor is equal to the energy set free by the

explosion. The ship carries about all these charges at all times, or at least there are a large

number of ships each of which carries some of the charges, and externally the ships are exactly

alike. Also we have to explain why, if we may drop our analogy and come back to the

real thing, the ejected electron tends to start its career in the direction from which the wave

came. This is a very marked effect when the waves are very short.

“Dropping the analogy, how do the electrons acquire their direction of movement from

waves whose energy and momentum have become infinitesimally small at the spot where

they are affected, unless the atom has a mechanism of the most complicated kind? And if

the intervention of the atom is so important, why is it that in these effects a consequence

of the intervention does not depend upon each atom itself—whether, for example, it is oxygen

or copper or lead?

1 Scientific Monthly, 14, 153 (1922).
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“We may try another line of explanation and suppose that the energy is actually trans-

ferred by the wave from the one electron to the other. If it is the atom which pulls the trigger

and causes the transformation, then how does it happen that the whole of the energy collected

by the wave at its origin can be delivered at one spot? Rayleigh has told us that an electron

over which a wave is passing can collect the energy from an area round about it whose linear

dimensions are of the order of the wave-length. But any explanation of this kind is entirely

inadequate. Whatever process goes on, it is powerful enough on occasion to transfer the

whole of the energy of the one electron to the other. Nor can there be any question of

storing up energy for a long period of time until sufficient is acquired for the explosion. For

it is not diffi,cult to show that when an X-ray bulb is started and its rays radiate out, the actual

amount of energy which can he picked up by an atom a few feet away would not be sufficient for

the ejected electron, though the tube were running for months; whereas we find the result to be

instantaneous,

“I think it is fair to say that in all optical questions concerned with the general distri-

bution of energy from a radiating source the wave-theory is clearly a full explanation. It

is only when we come to consider the movements of the electrons which both cause waves

and are caused by them that we find ourselves at a loss for an explanation. The effects are

as if the energy were conveyed from place to place in entities, such os Newton*s old corpuscular

theory of light provides. This is the problem for which no satisfactory solution has been provided

as yet; that at least is how it seems to me.”

The wave-theory thus meets with two difficulties in attempting to account

for the ejection of electrons by X-rays and ordinary radiation. First, a wave-

motion is defined by frequency and amplitude of vibration, while the electron

emission is defined by the number and speed of the electrons. The relation

between the two is very simple. The number of electrons is proportional to

the amplitude of vibration, while the energy of ejection is proportional to the

frequency. That the speed of the electron is independent of the intensity is

an extraordinary result from the point of view of the wave-theory. The second

difficulty encountered by the latter occurs when we attempt to account for

the observation that the radiation can apparently pass over so many atoms

and then cause ejection of an electron from some one atom at the very instant

that the radiation strikes it. There is no time lag whatever; there is no

opportunity for the atom to store up the energy for subsequent conversion into

kinetic energy of the electron.

Such considerations led Einstein in 1905 to formulate a semi-corpuscular

theory of quantum radiation. According to this theory the energy emitted

by any radiator keeps together in bunches or quanta as it travels through

space, the magnitude of each quantum being given by hv. Another form of

the same hypothesis was suggested by Sir J. J. Thomson. He assumed that

the ether possesses a fibrous structure and pictured ‘'all electromagnetic energy

as travelling along Faraday lines of force conceived of as actual strings ex-

tending through all space.'' ^ But there are very serious objections to both

these theories. Not only the phenomena of interference are completely in

contradiction with such views, but the fact that the electro-dynamical equa-

tions of Maxwell have been found to be in satisfactory agreement with all

ordinary electromagnetic phenomena makes it apparently inconceivable that

a “pill" theory can take the place of the classical wave-theory.

» R. A. Millikan, /. Franklin Inst,, 184, 337 (1917).
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Lenard has suggested that the incident radiation catalyzes, as it were,

the ejection of the electron. If this were true, then the nature of the atom
should make a difference—which is not the case. We must, therefore, conclude

that the energy required to expel the electron from the atom originates in the

radiation itself.

“When, howev’’er, we attempt to compute on the basis of a spreadinj; wave-theory how
much energy a corpuscle can receive from a given source of light, we find it difficult to find

anything more than a very minute fraction of the amount which the corpuscle actually

acquires.

“Thus, the total luminous energy falling per second from a standard candle on a square
centimeter at a distance of 3 m. is 1 erg. Hence the amount falling per second on a body
of the size of an atom, i.e., of cross-section 10“^® cm.^, is 10”^® ergs, but the energ3'^ /ij'with

which a corpuscle is ejected by light of wave-length 500 mm (millionths millimeter) is 4 X 10"^*

ergs, or 4000 times as much. Since not a third of the incident energy is in wave-lengths
shorter than 500 /x/i, a surface of. sodium or lithium which is sensitive up to 500 fx/x should
require, even if all this energy were in one wave-length, which it is not, at least 12,000 seconds
or 4 hours of illumination by a candle 3 m. away before any of its atoms could have received,

all told, enough energy to discharge a corpuscle. Yet the corpuscle is observed to shoot out
the instant the light is turned on. It is true that Lord Rayleigh has recently shown that
an atom may conccivablj^ absorb wave-energy from a region of the order of magnitude of

the square of a wave-length of the incident light rather than of the order of its own cross-

section. This in no way weakens, however, the cogency of the type of argument just pre-

sented, for it is only necessary'’ to apply the same sort of analysis to the case of 7-rays, the

wave-length of which is of the order of magnitude of an atomic diameter (10“* cm.), and
the difficulty is found still more pronounced. Thus Rutherford estimates that the total

7-ray energy radiated per second by one gramme of radium cannot possibly be more than
4.7 X 10^ ergs. Hence at a distance of 100 meters, where the 7-raj's from a gramme of

radium would be easily detectable, the total 7-ray energy falling pcjr second on a square
millimeter of surface, the area of which is ten thousand billion times greater than that either

of an atom or of a disc whose radius is a wave-length, would be 4.7 X 10^ 47r X 10^“ =4
X lO""^ ergs. This is very close to the energy with which /S-rays are actually observed to

be ejected by these 7-rays, the velocity of ejection being about nine tenths that of light.

Although, then, it should take ten thoiLsand billion seconds for the atom to gather in this

much energy from the 7-raj\s, 011 the basis of classical theory, the /S-ray is observed to be
ejected with this energy as soon as the radium is put in place. This shows that if we are

going to abandon the Thomson-Einstein hypothesis of localized energy, which is, of course,

competent to satisfy these energy relations, there is no alternative but to assume that at

some previous time the corpuscle had absorbed and stored up from light of this or other

wave-length enough energy so that it needed but a minute at the time of the experiment to

be able to be ejected from the atom with the energy

^ Whatever the interpretation of Einstein'is relation, the observed facts lead

to the conclusion that the emission of energy by an atom is a discontinuous or

explosive process. The constant h is the ‘‘explosive constant, i.e., it is the

unchanging ratio between the energy of emission and the frequency of incident

light.'^

Quantum Theory of Radiation

Black-Body Radiation
|
As mentioned previously, the quantum theory was

originally formulated by rfanck in 1901 in order to account for the observations

on the distribution of energy in the radiation from a black body. Careful

^ R. A, Millikan, loc, cit.
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measurements on the energy distribution had been made by 0. Lummer and
E. Pringsheim in the previous years (1879-99), but all attempts to bring these

observations into accord with the deductions of classical dynamics ended in

failure. For a proper understanding of the fundamental basis of the quantum
theory it is, therefore, necessary to review briefly the nature of the actual

experimental data and then discuss their theoretical significance.

The total energy radiated from any solid and
the distribution of energy with wave-length de-

pend in general not only upon the temperature,

but also upon the nature of the radiating surface.

However, at any temperature, the energy radiated

is a maximum for a so-called black body or full

radiator. This has the property that, for any
monochromatic radiation of wave-length X, the

energy emitted per unit area at any temperature

is equal to that absorbed. Some materials, such
as lamp black, approach the ideal surface very

closely, while platinum and white oxides possess

low coefiicients of emissivity. (By this coefficient

is meant the ratio between energy emitted and
that absorbed.) As was pointed out by Kirchhoff,

it is possible to determine the laws of black-body
radiation from observations on the energy radia-

ted from an enclosure that is maintained at a

definite temperature.

Such experiments were carried out during the

years 1897-1901 by Lummer and Pringsheim.

Their results are shown in Fig. 2. The ordinates

correspond to the intensities or emissive powers

and the abscissae are wave-lengths. (1 jx =
10“'* cm.)

These curves show that at 723° K.,^ the \vave-length having the maximum
energy is 4.08 /x, but there is sufficient energy even at 0.76 fx or slightly lower

wave-lengths to affect the eye. Thus, a body at this temperature shows a

red color. As the temperature increases above 723° K., the position of the

maximum is continually shifted towards shorter wave-lengths until, at 1646° K.,

it is at wave-length 1.78 jx. At the same time, as the intensity of the energy

in the shorter wave-lengths increases, the color of the radiation varies from red

through cherry red and orange up to a bright white heat,
f

Intensity of Radiation: For the proper understanding of the laws of black-

body radiation, it is necessary to examine further the physical significance of

the energy distribution curves shown in Fig. 2.

Let us denote by E the total energy radiated per unit area per unit time

by a full body radiator. This energy is composed of radiations of wave-

1 Absolute temperatures will be designated by ° K. (Kelvin).

Fkj. 2. Energy Distribution

in the Spectrum
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lengths varying from X = 0 to X = oo . Furthermore, the intensity of each
of these monochromatic radiations which constitute the total radiation is not

the same. If we denote by E\ the emissive power corresponding to wave-
length X, we obtain the obvious relation

E =
( 1 )

Thus, E\ is the differential-coefficient of E with respect to X. This is the physical

significance of the ordinates used in Fig. 2. The total energy radiated at any
temperature is given by the area under the corresponding distribution curve

in this figure.

The infinitesimally small amount of energy E\d\ represents the energy flux

per unit area for a spectral region between X and X + dX. Corresponding to

this energy flux there exists a specific intensity of radiation of the surface, which

we shall denote by and it follows from very simple considerations that for

unpolarized radiations

E^ = 27r/u. (2)

Thus K\ designates the ‘^brightness of the surface, and in fact there is a

similar relation between E\ and K\ as exists between the terms “lumens^' and
“ candle-power used in photometry.^ The total lumens, L, emitted by a

lamp having a mean hemispherical candle-power C is given by the relation

L = 27rC,

when we consider only the light emitted in one hemisphere. (On the other

hand, the total lumens is 47r(7, where C corresponds to the mean spherical

candle-power.)

If instead of the energy distribution curve with respect to wave-length we
consider the distribution curve with respect to frequency, then

E = C Eydv,
J 00

But

V = c/X,

yhere c = velocity of light. Hence,

dv = (3)

1 K\ may also be defined as follows: Consider an infinitesimally small surface from which

the energy radiated at wave-length X is E\dK per unit area and per \mit time. Then, the

energy passing per unit time through unit area at unit distance from the radiating surface

E\d\
is evidently , which corresponds to K\d\,

27r

In this connection it should be observed that in Planck’s book the symbol E\ is used

with the same significance as K\ in this chapter.
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and

E^=^-E,. (4)

Also, corresponding to equation (2), we have

Ey = 27riv„,

where Ky designates the specific intensity of unpolarized monochromatic radia-

tion of frequency v.

Radiation Pressure and Energy Density: Since radiant energy is propa-

gated in space with finite velocity, it is evident that there must be, in any

given volume, a definite amount of energy, that is, there must exist a certain

density of radiant energy, and this radiation in space must be in thermal equi-

librium with the walls of the enclosure. A relatively simple calculation shows

that the density Hp of radiation of frequency v is related to Kp by the equation

M.= — A\, (5)
c

where c is the velocity of light.

The existence of radiation density necessarily leads to the conclusion that

radiation must exert a pressure. For, energy per unit volume has the same

dimensions as pressure per unit area. This theoretical deduction was actually

confirmed by the experiments of Nichols and Hull.^ According to the electro-

magnetic theory, the magnitude of the radiation pressure, p, corresponding to

the energy density of the total radiation, u, at any temperature is given by

Evidently the last relation may also be expressed in terms of Ey the total

energy radiated, by the relation

4 r* 4
P = - E,dy = -E. (7)

3c oc

Stefan-Boltzmann Law: About 1879, Stefan concluded^ from certain

measurements of Tyndall that Ey the total energy flux from a surface, varies

with the fourth power of the absolute temperature. This relation is not true

for any surface, but was subsequently deduced for black-body radiation by

Boltzmann.® In his derivation, the latter made use of the fact that, corre-

sponding to any temperature of a black-body enclosure, there exists a radiation

1 Phys. Rev., 13, 293 (1901); 17. 26, 91 (1903), Ann. Phyaikf 12. 225 (1903).

2 Wien. Sitz. Ber., 79, 391 (1879).

8 Wied. Ann., 22, 33, 291. 616 (1884).
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pressure of magnitude given by equation (7). By applying the second law of

thermodynamics he then deduced the result

E = (tT^

or

u = aT^
(8)

where <r and a are constants. It follows from equation (7) that

a = “ O'. (9)
c

Wien’s Radiation Law: A further advance in the theoretical treatment of

this subject was made by W. Wien ^ by assuming the following cycle

:

Imagine the black-body enclosure filled with radiation at a certain temper-

ature to be provided with a movable piston. The radiation will exert a

pressure on the piston according to equation (6). We now perform a cyclic

process in which the radiation is expanded adiabatically and then compressed

very slowly. Taking into account the fact that, according to Doppler’s

principle, the color of any monochromatic radiation (that is, the frequency)

is altered by reflection from a moving surface, and applying the second law of

thermodynamics, it follows that

where the form of the function F still remains undetermined.

It was also deduced that, as the temperature increases, the frequency {vm)

at which Ky has the maximum value varies directly as the absolute temper-

ature. That is,

Vm — const. X T (llct)

or

= (116)

where A is a constant.

The constant A has the value 0.2883 cm. deg. Hence, for = 0.55 fj.

(t^^ wave-length for which the human eye is most sensitive), T = 5240° K.

approximately. This would, therefore, be the temperature at which a black-

body radiator would emit light of the same distribution as is actually emitted

by the sun at a somewhat higher temperature (about 6000° K.).

By making use of e(iuation (3), equation (10) may evidently be expressed

in the form

A\ = -Ff—V (12)
\\tJ

^

1 Wied. Ann., 52, 132 (1894). M. Planck, Theory of Radiation, Eng. Trans, by Massius.
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Combining this relation with equation (116) and differentiating, it follows that

= B.TK (13)

That is, the maximum intensity of a black-body radiator varies as the fifth

power of the absolute temperature.

The next problem that presented itself was the determination of the func-

tion F, In order to accomplish this, Wien introduced two additional assump-

tions of a questionable nature regarding the mechanism of radiation and

deduced the relation

A', =^ (14)

where a and ^ are constants. Expressed in terms of wave-lengths, this relation

becomes

Ax = (15)

This form of Wien\s Radiation Law is the one most generally used and Ci and Cz

are referred to as the constants in Wien's equation.^

A comparison of this equation with the measurements of Lummer and

Pringsheim showed, however, that there is agreement only for low values of XT.

Thus Wien's equation is perfectly satisfactory for frequencies in the visible

and ultra-violet regions, even at the highest temperature, but fails completely

when applied to heat waves and radiations of longer wave-length.

On the other hand. Lord Rayleigh and Jeans, basing their arguments on

the classical theory, derived a distribution law which has been found to be in

agreement with the observations for high values of XT (that is, longer wave-

lengths) but breaks down completely when applied to the spectral region in

which Wien's equation is valid. Since the Rayleigh-Jeans equation involves

no additional assumptions except that of the validity of Newtonian dynamics

when applied to radiation, it is necessary to discuss the fundamental principle

on which this equation was based. This is all the more essential because the

quantum theory represents a complete severance from this apparently well-

founded principle which is known as that of the equipartition of energy.

Principle of Equipartition of Energy : According to the kinetic theory of

gases, the average kinetic energy K of the molecules of a gas at any temperature

T is given as

3i2:T

where N = number of molecules per mole = 6.061 X 10^^, k = Boltzmann's

gas constant= 1.372 X 10“^® erg/deg., and R = 8.315 X 10^ erg/deg. per mole,

= 1.987 cal./deg per mole.

1 A complete discussion of Wien’s equation and a comparison with the data of Lummer

and Pringsheim are given by W. Wien and O. Lummer in Rapports du Congres International

de Physique^ 2, 23-99 (1900).
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The direction of the motion corresponding to this translational energy can

be represented by three space-coordinates, and if —
,
—

,
and ~ represents the

dt dt dt

velocity-components along three rectangular coordinates, the average kinetic

energy of motion is given by the relation

%kT = = \m

where v is the velocity along the direction of motion, and m is the mass of the

molecule. It is evident that, in a mass of gas, the average kinetic energy along

each of the three coordinates must be the same. Thus, we arrive at the con-

clusion that the average kinetic energy of a molecule is \kT for each of the

three directions in which it can move.

Now let us consider the bearing of this conclusion on the problem of specific

heat of gases. If in the case of a monatomic gas we assume that the only

effect of an increase in the temperature of a mass of the gas maintained at

constant volume is to increase the kinetic energy of agitation of the molecules^

then the heat capacity per mol. at constant volume {Cv) ought to be ^Nk = ^R,

that is, 2.98 calories. Furthermore, in the case of any perfect^' gas, the

energy absorbed per mol. in expanding at constant pressure is R calories per

degree. Consequently the specific heat at constant pressure (Cp) for a mona-

tomic gas ought to be ^R. These deductions have actually been found to be

valid and the conclusion is therefore drawn that any rotational energy which

the molecules of a monatomic gas may possess is of no importance in regard

to the heat capacity.

In the case of diatomic gases, Boltzmann considered the molecule as having

a dumbbell sort of structure, with fixed distance between the atoms. On
collisions with other molecules it is assumed that the atoms are set in rotation

about an axis passing through the center of the line joining them. To describe

this rotation requires two coordinates, viz., the inclination of the axis of the

dumbbell to that of rotation and the angular velocity about the axis of rotation.

Hence, a diatomic molecule should possess altogether five degrees of freedom,

three to describe the translational motion of the molecule as a whole and two

to correspond to the rotation of the atoms.

• If the average kinetic energy of a molecule is ^kT for each degree of mova-

bility, more generally known as degree of freedom^ the heat capacity per gram-

molecule of a diatomic gas ought to be fJ?. This deduction was again found

to be in agreement with experimental data.

But not only was Boltzmann able in this manner to calculate the specific

heats of gases, he also applied the same considerations to solids and thus

arrived at an explanation of the Dulong and Petit law. According to this law

the product of specific heat and atomic weight in the case of elements in the

solid state is a constant which has a value of about 6 calories. This law was

derived empirically at the beginning of the nineteenth century; but until
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Now for a number of years a gradually increasing number of facts had led
many physicists to question the general validity of the principle of cqui-
partition of energy. For one thing, while the law of Dulong and Petit is

pretty generally true, the number of exceptions to it had been accumulating
during the past century. Thus, it was known that carbon, boron, and silicon

have atomic heats lower than 6; but it was also observed that the atomic heats
of these elements increase with temperature, and at high enough temperatures
they behave '' normally.’' Furthermore, the molecular heats of some diatomic
gases like chlorine and bromine are nearly a calorie too high even at ordinary
temperatures, and they become even greater at higher temperatures.

To explain these facts it would be necessary to assume that the number of

degrees of freedom of a carbon atom or chlorine molecule increases gradually
with the temperature. But, the Boltzmann concei)t leaves no room for such
a transition stage. An atom or molecule must possess a certain integral

number of degrees of freedom; a degree of movability in any definite manner
is either absent or present. There can be no gradual acquisition by any body
of a degree of freedom. The conception of integral degrees of freedom thus
presents many difficulties. Furthermore, it has been shown above that, in

the realm of radiant phenomena, similar difficulties are present. The principle

of equipartition of energy cannot, therefore, be of as general validity as hitherto

assumed. But this principle was deduced from the fundamental laws of

dynamics, and is, therefore, just as valid as the latter. Here then was a
Gordian knot that appeared as difficult to untie as the one of classical fame.
It remained for Planck to apply to this case a similar remedy.

Planck starts out with a denial of the general validity of the principle of equi-
partition but makes use of the fundamental electro-dynamical equations in

deducing his radiation formula. Doubt may be cast upon the theory, there-

fore, because of its assumptions
;
but that the conclusions from his assumptions

are in excellent accord with experiment is undeniable. Furthermore, the
fact that his arguments have })een successfully extended into regions undreamt
of when the theory was enunciated gives the latter the most prominent place

in contemporary physics.

Planck's theory of black-body radiation contains three groups of assump-
tions: Firstly, he assumes that there exists in the enclosure linear oscillators

similar to those used in the production of Hertzian waves but of molecular
dimensions, so that the frequencies of the harmonic vibrations emitted by
them are of the order of magnitude of those present in the radiation from a

black body. As in the previous section, the relation between Ay, the intensity

of the radiation of frequency v and the mean energy of the oscillator U^ is given

by equation (16),

L\ = - K,. (16)

If there are present in the enclosure N oscillators of frequency y, each
having a mean energy t/y, the total energy is NUp,

2—12
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Now, as we have seen above, the principle of equi-partition of energy would

demand for each oscillator an average energy of kT (cf. equation (17)), and the

combination of this with equation (16) leads to the Rayleigh equation. This

equation would ascribe to each oscillator an average energy greater than that

found experimentally. The fact, however, that the Rayleigh equation holds

for large values of T shows that the average energy approximates more and

more to kT as the temperature is increased.

This circumstance leads Planck to make the second of his assumptions:

that an oscillator cannot take up energy continuously, hut discontinuously in

multiples of a unit quantum 8 . As the temperature increases, the value of

this multiple, n5, approximates more and more nearly to kT. The problem

therefore to be solved is this : What is the average energy of an oscillator when

it can take up or give out only a definite fraction,— of this at any instant?

The theory of probability leads to the relation

l\ = (21 )

Combining this with equation (16),

A\ = (22 )

For 5 = 0 this equation becomes the same as the Rayleigh equation, as

we would expect, since the theory of Planck differs from that of Rayleigh in

the fact that the former assumes a discontinuous variation of energy in an

oscillator, while Rayleigh assumes the variation to be continuous.

The similarity of equation (22) with Wien's formula leads to the third and

last assumption made by Planck. He assumes that the unit quantum which

the oscillator can emit or absorb is proportional to its frequency, v; that is,

6 = hv, (23)

where /i is a universal constant.

Substituting hv for 5 in equation (22) leads to the Planck equation which

may be written in the form

hv
(24)

(25)~ ^ch,k\T _ 2

4 ^ 8rhv^
(26)"

c
“ ~ - 1)
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The obvious weakness in this argument is the fact that while Planck denies

the validity of the principles of equi-partitions of energy and, consequently,

of the fundamental dynamical equations upon which this principle is based, he
yet assumes the validity of the electro-dynamical equations, which are also

deduced from these fundamental equations.

In deriving the radiation formulae of Rayleigh and Planck it has been
assumed so far that the radiation is due to linear oscillators each vibrating

with a definite frequency v and emitting or absorbing radiation of the corre-

sponding frequency. As this assumption may appear to be quite arbitrary,

it is of interest to show that the same results are obtained if we confine our
attention to the radiation alone and apply to this the principle of equi-partition.^

For this purpose it is necessary to assign to the radiation itself degrees

of freedom. Such a concept is certainly not very easy to grasp physically,

but from ordinary electro-dynamical considerations it may be shown that

the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to radiation between the

Stt
frequencies v and v rJv is— • v-dv per unit volume. Apjdying the principle of

^.3

equi-partition, wc must ascribe to each degree of freedom a kinetic energy

^kT and since the average kinetic energy is equal to the average potential

energy, the total energy density per unit volume must be

Stt
ii^dv = — kTv^dv ergs per cm.^.

From equation (5) it follows that

K^=-kT,
( 18)

That is, we obtain the Rayleigh-Jeans equation, and as has been shown
already, this leads to the conclusion that the total radiant energy per unit

volume in eciuilibrium with matter should be infinite, whereas actually we
know it to be finite.

It is this phenomenon that leads to the discarding of Newtonian mechanics
as applied to radiation.

“Assuming for the moment,” Jeans states,^ “the truth of this as an experimental fact,

we may try to illustrate its physical bearings. To make the question as definite and as
simple as possible, let us fix our attention on an enclosure with perfectly reflecting walls in

which there is a mass of, say, iron at 0° C., and let us suppose that there is a state of equi-

librium inside this enclosure. The iron is continually radiating energy out from its surface

into the surrounding ether inside the enclosure, and is also absorbing energy from the ether.

From the condition of equilibrium, the rates of exchange must just balance. If we assume^
for additional simplicity, that the iron is coated with a perfectly absorVwng paint, then in

point of fact each square centimeter of surface emits 3 X 10^ ergs of radiation per second

1 The derivation of Planck’s equation from this point of view is given in a very simple

form by J. Rice, An Elementary Account of the Quantum Theory, Trans. Farad. Soc., 11,

Part 1. p. 1 (1915).

2 Report on Radiation and the Quantum Theory; London, 1914.
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into the ether; and also alisorhs 3 X 10^ ergs i>or second of radiation falling on to it from
the ether. The energy in the ether is of density 4 X 10“'’ ergs per cubic centimeter; the
heat energy in the iron is of the order of 8 X 10* ergs per cubic centimeter. The heat energy
of the iron resides in the oscillations of its atoms, each atom moving with an average velocity
of about 30,000 cms. per second.

“A very little consideration will show that this state of things is different from what
might be expected by analogy from other systems which are known to obey the ordinary
dynamical laws. Consider, for instance, a tank of water (to represent the ether) in which
is floated a system of coiks (to rejiresent atoms of matter) connected by light springs or

elastics so that they can oscillate relatively to one another. Suppose that initially the
surface of the water is at rest. Let the system of corks be set into violent oscillation and
placed on the surface of the water. The motion of the corks will set up w^aves in the water,

and these waves will spread all over the surface of the water, undergoing reflection

when they meet the w'alls of the tank. We know that ultimately the corks will be reduced
to rest; the energy of their motion will be transformed first into the energy of waves and
ripples on the surface of the water, and then, owing to the \'iscosity of the water, into heat
energy in the water. A final state in which the corks continue to oscillate with extreme
vigor while the water has almost no energy is untliinkahlc

;
we expect a final state in which

practically all the energy has found its w^ay into the water.”

In a similar manner we find that “in all known media there is a tendency for the energy
of any systems moving in the medium to be tran.sferrcd to the medium and ultimately to

be found, when a steady state has been reached, in the shortest vibrations of which the
medium is capable. This tendency can be showui to be a direct consequence of the Newtonian
laws. This tendency is not observed in the crucial phenomenon of radiation; the inference

is that the radiation phenomenon is determined by law^s other than the Newtonian laws."

Einstein’s Derivation of Planck’s Radiation Law: Objection has been made
to Planck’s arguments, since he uses the results of the electro-magnetic theory

in deriving a relation between radiation don.sity for any frequency and the

energy of the corresponding oscillator while he completely discards the principle

of equi-partition when dealing with the distribution of energy among the

oscillators. It is, therefore, of interest to point out the manner in which

Einstein has arrived at the same result as Planck by means of totally different

considerations.^

In order to understand Einstein’s discussion, it is necessary to refer briefly

to what is known as Boltzmann’s principle. Suppose we have an atomic or

molecular system of which the individual atoms or molecules are capable of

existing in a number of different states, Zj, Zo, • • • Z^ • • • Z„. Let Ei, Ei,
• • • Enc * • • Eji denote the corresponding energies of the molecules in these

states. By this quantity, E, must be understood the potential energy of the

molecule in any one state. When a molecule passes from any state Z^ to any

other state Z„, the energy difference involved is given by En — Em- Ac-

cording to Boltzmann’s principle, if N denote the total number of molecules,

the number of molecules Nm^ which are present at any instant in state Zm at

temperature is given by the relation

N.
(27)

where k = Boltzmann’s gas constant, and pm denotes a constant which is

characteristic of the state Zm and independent of T.

1 Ber, deut. phys. Ges., 18. 318 (1910); also Phys, Z., 18, 121 (1917).
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It has appeared to the writer that this relation may be derived in a relatively
simple manner by combining; the deductions of the kinetic theory with those
of the second law of thermodynamics.

Let us consider a reaction of the type

Z\

The velocity of the reaction Zi —> Zo is given by

V\ — A’'[[Zi2,

where [Zi] = concentration of molecules Zi. Similarly, the velocity of the
reaction Zo Zi is given by

Co = ^‘"[Zo].

•The constants h' and A*" have the dimensions of a frequency and denote the
fraction of Zi or Zo which is undergoing a transition per unit time.

At equilibrium, the velocities of the opposing reactions are equal and
hence

[Z.] k"
= K,

where K denotes the equilibrium eonstant of the reaction.

According to the-second law of thermodynamics, we have the relation

dbiK ^ AE
(fT kr^’

where is the total energy change in the reaction per molevule of Zi or Z 2 .

Assuming ^E to be independent of the temperature, the last relation may
also be expressed in the form

dhiK _ AE
dd /T) T ’

Integrating this equation, we obtain the relation

where Kq is an integration constant.

Hence,

A;"

If we denote the energy of the molecule in state Zi by Ei and in state Z2

by Eoj we can evidently write

K.
k" C^i]’

Consequently

[ZJ =
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and

[ZJ =
where v^lvi = Kq,

We may now return to the discussion of Einstein's derivation of Planck's

relation.

Let us consider a gas whose molecules are in equilibrium with radiation at

a certain temperature. According to classical theory, the energy per molecule

can vary continuously from zero to infinity in accordance with the Maxwell-
Boltzinann distribution law. However, we must postulate as the fundamental

assumption of the quantum theory that such a continuous variation in energy

content is impossible. Each ynolccule is capable of existing only in a series of

discrete states Zi, * • * Zm * * * Zn, for which the correspondiiig energies are

Eij Eij etc.

Every energy change in such a system including the emission or absorption

of radiant energy occurs because of the transitioli of molecules from one of

these states to some other. Bohr, to whom we owe the introduction of this

postulate into the quantum theory, has designated Zi, Z2 ,
* • • Zm, ’ • • Zn as

“stationary” states of the system.

The relative number of the molecules wdiich are present at any instant in

any given state Zn will evidently be given by Boltzmann's equation (27).

We shall assume that the energy Em ~ En is emitted when the molecule

passes from state Zm to state Zn- Hence the same amount of energy is ab-

sorbed when the reverse reaction occurs. A molecule can pass from state Z,n

to Zn in two ways. Firstly, there may be a spontaneous transition, such as

is undergone by radioactive elements.

The rate at which this reaction occurs is given by

(28)
dt

where Am^ is a constant characteristic of this reaction. It is evident that

1/Am” corresponds to the so-called average life of the atom Zm under these

conditions where only spontaneous transitions can occur.

Since, however, the molecule is present in an environment which is filled

with radiation corresponding to the temperature T, the reaction Zm ^ Zn is

also influenced by this radiation. Let denote the density of the radiation

corresponding to frequency v. We assume that the reaction Zm Zn occurs

with simultaneous emission of monochromatic radiation of frequency and that

the reverse reaction occurs with absorption of radiation of the same frequency.

The rate of the reaction in either direction depends upon the value of u^. Con-

sequently

and (29)

dNn

dt

= Bn^Nna,.
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Again, the constants and Bn^SiYe of the same nature as the constant Am”.
It is important to realize fully the significance of the assumption involved

in equations (29). It is assumed that the molecule Zm or Zn may be stimulated

by radiation of frequency v which is characteristic of the reaction Zm ^ Zn, and
while it is relatively easy to understand how the reaction Zn Zm can occur
by absorption of energy from the environment, it is not so obvious that the

reverse reaction may occur with emission of energy to the environment. Such
an assumption is at variance with our classical conception of the law of con-

servation of energy. However, the opinion has been growing among a large

number of physicists that the law of conservation of energy is only true sta-

tistically, that is, for a large number of molecules.^

Furthermore, we shall find that this assumption is absolutely essential in

order to account for photo-electric phenomena, photo-chemical reactions and
possibly unimolecular thermal reactions.

Now, at equilibrium, the velocities of the two reactions Zm Zn are equal.

Consequently

Am^Nm + Bm^^Nmlfu = Bn^NnU,, (30)

Substituting from e(iuation (27), it follows that

that is,

(31)

At infinitely high temperatures the exponential factor obviously tends

towards unity. Also Up increases to infinitely large values at the same time.

Since, however, is a finite quantity independent of T, it follows that

Bfi^'Pn ~ Bm^pm (d2)

and, if we denote the ratio by amn, we can replace (31) by the equation

(33)

In order to derive Planck^s law from equation (33), it is necessary to com-

pare the latter with the deductions arrived at by Wien and also by Rayleigh

and Jeans.

As shown by Wien, it follows from the application of the second law of

thermodynamics that

Hence

OLmn = OLV^ (35)

^ See, for example, D. L. Webster, The Present Conception of Atomic Structure, Nat,

Rea. Bull,, Vol. 2. Part 6, p. 354 (1921).

* See equations (5) and (10) of preceding sections.
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and

Em - En= hv, (36)

where h and a are constants.

On the other hand, we know that the eqiii-partition law and the Rayleigh-
Jeans relation deduced on the basis of this law are valid at very large values

of T.

Under these conditions,

(37)

But, from equation (33), it is also evident that for extremely high values of

jljj jjj

Tj —— is a very small fraction and consequently^ the equation may be
rC 1

written in the form

av^* kT
Vu

{Em - En)

av^'kT

hp
(38)

Comparing (38) with (37), wc obtain the relation

SttH
a = —

and hence the final expression for the radiation law may be written in the

form

^tJip^ 1

- 1
* (26)

Equation (36) which has been derived above by introducing Wien's dis-

placement law was first postulated by N. Bohr in connection with his theory

of atomic structure in the following form: If we assume an atomic system such

as that discussed already, in which the molecules or atoms can exist only in

a series of ^‘stationary" states, then the radiant energy emitted or absorbed in

any transition is monochromatic and the frequency v is determined by the

condition

Em — En = hp,

that is, equation (36).

These two postulates, viz., that of the existence of stationary states and

that governing the transitions between the different states, form the most
important guiding principles for the application of the quantum theory to

chemical and phy^sical phenomena.

Radiation Constants : The very large number of investigations carried out

in recent years on the determination of the value of h has been summarized by
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R. T. Birge ^ and R. Ladenburg.^ The former arrives at the value h = (6.5543

± 0.0025) X 10“27 erg sec., while Ladenbiirg concludes that the most probable
value is 6.54 X 10~^^, Using the value h = 6.554 X 10'^^, it is possible to

derive the values of the radiation constants involved in the equations given in

the preceding sections.®

The factor 27rcVi in equation (25) is usually designated as C or often as Ci/
while ch/k is denoted by Co.

Substituting in these factors the values

c = 2.9986 X 10^“ cm. sec.~^

and

k = 1.372 X 10”^® erg deg.~b

we obtain the values

Cl = 27rcVi = 3.703 X 10~® erg cni."^ dog.“^,

C 2 = ch/k = 1.433 cm. deg.

If we differentiate equation (25) with respect to X and equate the result

to zero, we obtain the value of the wave-length Xm, at which E\ is a maximum.
The resulting equation may readily be reduced to the following form:

~(ch;k\,nT)
1 +

ch

bk\mT
• = 0 .

This equation may be solved graphically and leads to the result

that is,

ch

kXnT
4.9651,

\mT = ^— = 0.2885 cm. deg.
4.9651A;

The value of E\ corresponding to \m i« given by the relation

^ 27rA:®(4.9651)5T^

^
3
/^

4
(^

4.9651 __ 1 )

= 1.301 X 10“^r® erg cm.~® sec.'h

To calculate the constant a in the Stefan-Boltzmanii relation, it is necessary

to perform the integration corresponding to the relation

E = E^d\ = (t(T^ - To*).

^Phys. Rev., 14, 361 (1919).

2 Jahrbuch d. Elektronik, 17, 93 (1910).

* The values given here are those adopted in the International Critical Tables.
* Unfortunately many writers, when referring to Planck’s and Wien’s equations, use the

expression for Kp and Ky,; others use the relations for Ep and E\. Consequently the values

of Cl differ by the factor 27r according as one or the other form is used.
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The integration leads to the following value for

127r X 1.0823^*
<T == p

= 5.709 X 10"® erg cm.”^ sec.~^ deg.“^.

This value of a is in good agreement with the most recent experimental de-

terminations.^

Finally, corresponding to equation (8) for u, the total radiation density,

we have according to equation (9)

4
ce = -(7 = 7.616 X 10~^® erg. cm"®, deg

c

Quantum Theory and Velocity of Chemical Reactions

The Einstein Photo-chemical Equivalent Law: As mentioned in connection

with Einstein^s derivation of Planck^s radiation law, the relation

AE = Nhv (1)

is of fundamental importance in all of the applications of the quantum theory.

In this equation ^E denotes the difference in energy (per gram-molecular

weight) between two different states of a system and v is the frequency of

monochromatic radiation absorbed or emitted during the transition from one

state to the other.

The application of equation (1) to the photo-electric effect and the inverse

phenomenon has been discussed in a previous section. In these cases, the

energy AE referred to the change in kinetic energy of an electron when emitted

or absorbed by an atomic system. In other words, in all the applications of

equation (1) considered in the preceding, it has been a question of the inter-

action between radiation and electrons.

Since, according to our present views, all chemical reactions involve some

changes in the configurations of the electrons in the reacting atoms, it would

be expected that, at least under certain conditions, equation (1) might be

applied to even purely chemical reactions.

A step in this direction was taken by Einstein when he suggested his photo-

chemical equivalent law.® According to this law, the amount of energy ab-

sorbed per gram-molecular weight of a photo-sensitive substance is Nhvt), where

Vo corresponds to the frequency of the luminous or ultra-violet radiation which

^ For complete details regarding the mathematical methods used in carrying out this

integration and also the differentiation in connection with the evaluation of XwT, the reader

may consult the comprehensive treatise by K. Jellinek, entitled Physikalische Chemie der

Gasreaktionen (Leipzig, 1913), pp. 351-350,

2 W. W. Coblcntz, Scientific Papers, Bu. Stand. No. 405 (1921). This contains a complete

bibliography of the previous investigations.

» Ann. Physik, 37, 832 (1912).
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is absorbed by the reacting substance. Bodenstein and Dux' showed that

this law is approximately valid for a number of reactions which they designate

as primary reactions. In other cases, the primary photo-chemical reaction is

probably masked by secondary phenomena so that no experimental test can

be obtained of the validity of Einstein’s law.

In deriving his law, Einstein assumed that the velocity of a photo-chemical

reaction is proportional to the density of the radiation of frequency vo present

in the system. M. Perrin and W. C. McC. Lewis have attempted to extend

this idea to cover purely thermal as well as photo-chemical reactions. Although

this suggestion has been found to be untenable, nevertheless it merits con-

sideration because it has led to a great deal of interesting discussion regarding

the actual mechanism by which molecules are made capable of entering into

chemical reaction.

Velocity of Chemical Reactions and Statistical Mechanics; Before dis-

cussing this theory, which is known as the radiation hypothesis of chemical

reactions, it is necessary to point out that, as shown in a previous section, it is

possible, on the basis of van’t Hoff’s equation, to derive an expression for the

velocity of a chemical reaction as a function of the temperature. If ki and k 2

denote the velocity constants of the two opposing reactions leading to equi-

librium, then

(IInk 2 A 2

(IT RT^
and - (2)

iUnL\ _ El

(IT

where Eo — Ei Q, the heat of reaction, and k 2/ki == iv, the equilibrium

constant. For the purpose of calculation by ordinary logarithms, these rela-

tions may be expressed in the more convenient form

(I log k E

Thus if E = 10,000 calories (a rather low value, as will be seen from the

subsequent considerations), it follows from equation (3) that ki or k 2 will

increase about 71 per cent when the temperature increases from T = 300

to r = 310.

In general, as has been known for a long time, the velocity constant of a

thermal reaction doubles or trebles with a rise of temperature of 10° C., thus

corresponding to rather large values of E.^ It is the existence of this extra-

ordinary temperature-coefficient of reaction velocity that has proven extremely

J Z. physik. Chem., 85. 297 (1913).

• For illustrations the reader is referred to the clavssieal discussion of this topic in van’t

Hoff’s Die Chemische Dyiiamik, 2d Ed. (1901), pp. 22fr-231, and to Chapter XIV.
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difficult to underytand. S. Arrhenius ‘ suggested that in any system of mole-
cules at a given temperature only a certain fraction of the molecules are “ac-
tive/' that is, capable of reacting, and as the temperature rises, the fraction of

molecules in the active state increases. Furthermore, Arrhenius showed that

equation (2) must necessarily express the relation between velocity constant
and temperature.

By applying the considerations of statistical mechanics, Marcelin^ and
Rice ^ arrived at a relation which is the same as that expressed by equations

(2) above. They assume that E corresponds to the energy necessary to convert
1 mole of normal molecules into the active state. According to Boltzmann's
distribution law, the fraction, /, of the molecules which will be in the activated

state (that is, possess an energy content which exceeds that of normal molecules

by E cal. per mole) at temperature T is given by

j _
^-<EIRT)

Hence

dlnf _ E
dT ~ RT^

(4 )

and since the velocity is proportional to /, equation (2) follows as a necessary

consequence.

According to this theory, therefore, Ez and Ei in equations (2) denote the

heats of activation for the molecules taking part in the corresponding reactions,

and the total energy change (which is the thermally measured heat of reaction)

is the difference between the activating or “critical" energies.

Radiation Theory of Chemical Reactions: ^ It is obvious that the discussion

in the previous section offers no explanation as to the actual mechanism by
which molecules become activated. As is often the case in any scientific

speculation regarding an unexplained phenomenon, we think we have arrived

at an understanding of it when we have labelled it by another name.

However, M. Traiitz ^ and subsequently J. Perrin ® and W. C. McC\
Lewis ^ have advanced the hypothesis that “possibly the infra-red radiation

which is necessarily i)resent throughout any system in virtue of its temper-

ature may be the active agency in promoting chemical change of the ordinary

or thermal type, such changes including not only the so-called uncatalyzed

reactions, but catalyzed reactions as well, in so far at least as these are met
with in homogeneous systems.

1 Z. physik. Chetn., 4 , 226 (1889).

2 Compt. rend., 157, 1119 (1913); 158, 116, 407 (1914). Ann. Physique, (9) 3, 120 (1915).
3 Brit. Ass, Rep., 1915, p. 397.
* An excellent discussion of this theory has recently been published by H. S. Hariied,

J, Franklin Inst., 196, 181 (1923).

® A summary of his work with references to earlier papers is given by Trautz in Z. anorg.

Chem., 102, 81-129 (1918), and 106, 149 (1919).
« Ann. Physique, (9) 11, 5-108 (1919).

7 J. Chem. iSoc., 109, 796 (1916) ; 111, 389. 457, 1086 (1917). Phil. Mag., 39, 26 (1920)

;

also Quantum Theory, pp. 138-143 (1919 Edition).
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‘‘Briefly the hypothesis is, that the increase in internal energy which a

molecule must receive before it is capable of reacting (that is, the critical

increment E) is communicated to it by infra-red radiant energy present in the

system, the addition of energy being made in terms of quanta of the absorbable

type.” 1

Perrin has stated the hypothesis in the following form: ‘‘All chemical

reaction is provoked by radiation; its velocity is determined by the intensity

of that radiation and depends only on the temperature in the measure that the

intensity depends upon it.” ^

Thus, the radiation-hypothesis represents an extension of Einstein\s law

of the photo-chemical equivalent to thermal reactions. In accordance, there-

fore, with this hypothesis, the chemical action depends upon the absorption

of a nearly monochromatic radiation of frequency v given by the relation

Ec = Nhv, (5)

where Ec denotes the critical increment or energy necessary to activate 1 mole.

Furthermore, it follows that the increase in velocity of the reaction with

temperature must be due to the increase in radiation density Uydv of this

radiation, and therefore the temperature-coefficient of the velocity constant

should be the same as that of the energy density Uydv.

The range dv would correspond, according to this point of view, to a narrow

region of the spectrum which is absorbed by the molecules taking part in the

reaction.

Substituting for xiydv the relation derived by Planck, it follows that the

velocity constant of a reaction is given by a relation of the form

k = .. hv
,

where C is a constant.

Replacing Planck’s relation by Wien’s (which may be done in this case

without introducing any appreciable error), it is evident that the velocity

constant may be expressed as a function of the temperature by the relation

and

dink _ Nhv (6)

where k^ corresponds to the limiting value of the velocity constant at infi-

nitely higher temperatures.

1 W. C. McC. Lewis, J. Chem. Soc., 109, 796 (1916).

2 Quoted by H. S. Harned, loc, cit., p. 184.
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Also if vi corresponds to the activating frequency for the reaction in one
direction and to the activating frequency for the reverse reaction, then

Q E’i — El = Nh(v2 — vi) "

dlnK _ Nh{v 2 - vi)

' dT RT-

(7)

where Q and K have the significations mentioned previously.

In accordance with this theory it would be expected that the frequency v

calculated from the tempcrature-coefificient of the velocity constant should

be the same as that absorbed by the reacting molecules, or at least there

should be an absorption band which includes the radiation of frequency v.

For the purpose of calculating this frequency, it is convenient to write

equation (5) in the form

= X 4. LSI X 10^
^ ~ Nh~ 6.062 X 1023 X 6.55 X lO'^^ (8)

= 1.048 X W^Ec,

where Ec is expressed in calories per gm.-mol. and may be calculated from the

temperature-coefficient of the velocity constant by equation (3).

It is worth noting in this connection that equation (7) had been previously

deduced by F. Haber ^ and applied by him to the formation of halide salts

from their elements. But, as shown in the present section, it follows logically

from Einstein^s photo-chemical equivalent law if we assume that similar

considerations are valid for thermal reactions.

As support for the radiation theory, both Perrin and Lewis have pointed

out that, for a number of reactions, the frequency v calculated from Ec corre-

sponds to a wave-length in an observed absorption band. On the other hand,

there arc also a large number of cases for which this is not true. This point,

however, is discussed more fully in a subsequent part of this chapter.

Velocity of Bimolecular Reactions: By taking account of the fact that only

a definite fraction of each type of molecule in a reacting system is capable of

reacting at any given temperature, Trautz and W. C. McC. Lewis have shown

that the rate of a bimolecular reaction in gases may be calculated from the

frequency of collision between active molecules.

Let us consider a bimolecular reaction of the type A + B ^ AB in a

gaseous phase.

Let Qa and Qb denote the heats of activation per mole of A and B re-

spectively. If Ha and 71b denote the total number of molecules per unit volume

of each of these gases respectively, then the number of active molecules of A
per unit volume is

^ Ber, deutsch. phyaik. Ges., 13, 1117 (1911); K. Jellinek, Physikalische Chemie der

Gasreaktionen (1913), p. 440.
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and a similar expression must be valid for the concentration of active molecules

of B.

Now let us assume that a molecule AB results at every collision between

active molecules of A and B. Then the velocity of formation of AB is given by
the number of collisions, Z, between active molecules of A and B per unit time

and unit volume. According to the kinetic theory ^ of gases,

z = f -^ +iV (9)
> \ Ma Mb )

where Ma = molecular weight of A, with corresponding notation for 71/^, and

(j denotes the average molecular diameter of A and B,

Hence the velocity of formation of AB^

dUAB ^ ^
dt

Comparing this with the ordinary expression for the rate of a bimolecular

reaction,

where square brackets denote concentrations in gram-mols, per cm.^, it follows

that

= Na^ JsttRT f + 4- V ( 10)

> V Ma Mb J

where N = 6.062 X 10^^.

Also it is evident that the total heat of activation Qa + Qb is given by

the relation

dlnjk^NT) _ (Qa + Qb)
,

d{llT) R
' ^

W. C. McC. Lewis, and subsequently S. Dushman,^ have tested the validity

of the above relations for a number of bimolecular reactions in gases and found

very good agreement between the observed values of ko and those calculated

by means of equation (10). As an illustration, we shall cite the case of the

reaction

H2 + I2“>2HI,

which has been investigated by Bodenstein.^

The values k2 actually observed at different temperatures are given in the

table. Plotting the values of log {k2/V T) against 1/T, it is found that the best

straight line which can be drawn through all the points corresponds to a value

1 J. H. Jeans, The Dynamical Theory of Gases, 1916, Chapter X.
2 J, Am, Chem. Soc., 43, 397 (1921).

2 Bodenstein, Z, physik. Chem,, 29, 295 (1899).
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Qh2 + Qii^ calculated from equation (11), which is equal to 42,000
calories.

For <r the value 3.26 X 10“® cm. was used.

Since every collision between active H 2 and I 2 molecules yields 2HI, it is

necessary in this case to multiply kz as calculated by means of equation (10)

by the factor 2.

Thus the equation for ^’2 may be expressed for the reaction under considera-

tion, as follows:

42 000
log ^'2 = “ — + 0.5 log T + 13.62.

4 . 0/1

Table IV gives a comparison between observed and calculated values of

log ^'
2 .

TABLE IV

Rate of Formation of HI
T Log k2 (obs.) Log k 2 (calc.)

006 0.647-2 0.46-2

579 . 0 . 120-1 0.13-1

599 . . 0.737-1 0.67-1

629 . 0.402 0.41

617 . . 0.718 0.83

666 1.151 1.23

683 .. 1.391 1.58

700 . 1808 1.91

716 .. 2.146 2.22

781 .. 3.126 3.30

The velocity of the inverse reaction 2HI —> H 2 + I 2 has also been measured

by Bodenstein over the same range of temperatures, and a calculation of the

velocity constants based on the collision-frequency hypothesis gives results

which are in good accord with the observed values.

Similar calculations have been carried out for a number of other reactions

by W. C. McC. Lewis and also S. Dushman ^ and in nearly all cases the agree-

ment with observed values is found to be good enough to show that the theory

is at least very plausible.^

Velocity of Unimolecular Reactions: It is evident that the success attained

in connection with the theory of bimolecular reaction velocities is not to be

regarded as a confirmation of the radiation hypothesis. For there are involved

in the former theory only two assumi)tions
. (1) that only a fraction ot the

molecules are in a so-called active state, that is, capable of reacting, and (2)

that reaction occurs whenever two activated molecules collide. There is no

1 Loc. cit,

2 The argument, however, is not entirely free from objection. It assumes, for example,

that the reactions are entirely bimofecular gas reactions. Unpublished researches by H. A.
Taylor show that the decomposition of hydrogen iodide is markedly accelerated by glass

powder. Bodenstein’s measurements may therefore be in part “wall" reactions. Also,

adjustment of the value for a, which can only be assumed, materially affects the agreement
between theory and experiment.—Editor.
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need of postulating any mechanism by which the molecules become activated.

We merely introduce an assumption that active molecules exist in equilibrium

with normal ones and apply to this condition the Boltzmann distribution law.

The case of uiiimolecular reactions is, however, more difficult to understand.

Let us consider, for example, a uiiimolecular reaction such as the decom-
position of PH 3 according to the equation:

2PH3->2P + SHo.

The velocity of this reaction was studied by M. Trautz and Bandharkar ^

and it was shown by them that the reaction is apparently uncatalyzed by the

walls. The rate of such a reaction is given by the equation

- = kiX, (12 )
at

where x denotes the amount of substance present at any instant and A:i is the

velocity-constant.

This equation is quite similar to that which expresses the rate of dis-

integration of a radioactive element. Integrating equation (12), we obtain the

familiar relation

X = (13)

where Xo denotes the amount present at ^ = 0.

Now the most interesting fact about a uiiimolecular reaction is that the

rate is inde'pendent of the dilution and depends only on the temperature. The

constant hi denotes the relative decrease in the total amount of the reacting

substance per unit time, while the reciprocal of this constant, that is, Ijkij may
be interpreted, as in the case of radioactive atoms, as the average life’^ of a

molecule of the substance which is dissociating.

Hence in the case of a uiiimolecular reaction the life of a molecule must

be independent of the dilution and this leads to the conclusion that the life

cannot be influenced in any direct manner by collision with other molecules.

The fraction of the total amount present which is decomiiosed at the end of

one second is always the same as long as the temiicrature is maintained constant.

[It must, however, be observed in this connection that there is, as yet,

no unequivocal experimental evidence for the existence of uiiimolecular re-

actions (cf. Chapter XIV). It is to be expected that if such exist they will

be found among gas reactions. Reactions in solution vary in velocity to a

considerable degree with variation in the solvent, which fact points to the

intervention of the solvent in the reaction and, therefore, to the absence of

uiiimolecular reactions. Of the gas reactions suspected of being unimolecular

the most discussed have been (1) the decomposition of phosphine, which

was asserted by Trautz and Bandharkar ^ to be unimolecular in the gas phase

between certain temperature limits and (2) the dissociation of nitrogen pen-

1 Z. anorg. Chem.^ 106, 45 (1919).

2 loc. rit.
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toxide. Recent work by Hinshelwood ^ has shown that the former is not a

gas reaction but is a typical wall reaction occurring at the surface of the con-

taining vessel. The dissociation of nitrogen pentoxide was thought, as the

result of the investigations of Daniels and Johnston ^ to be unimolecular.

It is now known that it is a catalyzed reaction, nitrogen tetroxide being the

catalyst. Hinshelwood and Prichard ^ have shown that other possible uni-

molecular reactions are not really unimolecular. This fact should therefore

be borne in mind in reading the material of the following pages. The various

proposals for the representation of such reaction velocity measurements can

only be adequately tested when true unimolecular reactions are found and

their velocities are measured.]

If unimolecular reactions exist, we must apparently assume either (1)

that the molecules receive the energy necessary for dissociation through the

mechanism of collisions, or (2) that tlie molecules are decomposed by some

external agency such as the black-body radiation with which any material

system at a given temperature is in equilibrium. The first hypothesis is not

permissible for the reasons already given. The second hypothesis was pos-

tulated by both Perrin and Lewis because it seemed to be the only possible

explanation of the source of energy in unimolecular reactions. On this basis,

as mentioned in a previous section, they derived the relation given in equation

(6) in which the frecpiency of the activating radiation is given by the Pfinstein

relation Qa = Nhv,

Lewis has attempted to go one step further and deduce kiin terms of the

radiation density at temperature T,^ According to the radiation hypothesis,

the velocity constant should be obtained by dividing the rate of absorption

of radiation of frequency v by the quantity hvj the latter being the amount of

energy required to decompose one molcculc.^^ However, on this basis the

expression for the velocity constant is found to lead to a value which is only

about one ten-millionth of that actually observed in reactions hitherto as-

sumed to be unimolecular but now doubtfully so.

Trautz has assumed that the dissociation of a molecule is due to collisions

between the constituent parts within the molecule; but the resulting expression

for the velocity constant leads to values which are about one thousand times

too great.®

There is an empirical method of deriving an expression for ki which has

been suggested by Herzfeld.'^ At equilibrium the velocities of the opposing

reactions are equal. Let us consider the dissociation H 2 2H. The velocity

of dissociation may be assumed to be unimolecular with a velocity constant ^i,

while that of recombination must be bimolccular. The velocity constant, k^y

1 J. Chem, Soc., 125, 130 (1924).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43. 53 (1921).

2 /. Chem. Soc., 128, 2725, 2730 (1923).

^ Editor’s insertion.

Phil. Mag., 39, 26 (1920); also ibid., 46, 327 (1923).

« R'. C. Tolman, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 209 (1921). S. Dushman, loc. cit.

^ Ann. Physik, 59, 635 (1919).
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of the latter may be calculated on the basis of the kinetic theory as described

already. Herzfeld assumes that every atom of hydrogen is in the active state,

so that the rate of formation of H 2 is given by the rate at which hydrogen atoms
collide. On the other hand, the equilibrium constant K = ki/k^ may be

obtained from thermo-dynamical considerations and the Sackur-Tetrode for-

mula for the chemical constant. In this manner Herzfeld has deduced the

relation

(14)

where va i« the vibration frequency of the atoms as derived from the specific

heat data and Q is the heat of dissociation.

But the values of va thus calculated are found to vary from 4 X 10^^ to

9 X 10^^ and therefore correspond to ultra-violet frequencies, whereas the

vibration-frequencies deduced from specific heat data by Bjerrum and others

vary from 10^^ to 10^"^. Since NhvA is ordinarily very large compared to R7\
Herzfeld’s expression may be reduced to the form

Hence

or

/ci
^-QIRT

Nh

ki
1.987y X 4.184 X 10^

6.062 X 1023 X 6.554 X lO-^^?

^-QIRT

= 2.093 X

log ki = 10.3208 + logT
^ 4.571 r

(15)

(16)

For the dissociation of PH3 at T — 948, ki observed is 1.2 X 10~2^ while Q,
as determined from the temperature-coefficient of the velocity constant, is

found to be 72,750 cal.^

Substituting in equation (16), we obtain for ki the value 3.22 X lO"'*, that

is, a much smaller value than that observed.

A rather simple expression for the velocity constant of a unimolecular

reaction has been suggested by S. Dushman 2 and has been found to agree

much better with observed values than any of the other relations.

The considerations from which this expression is derived are as follows:

The velocity constant of a unimolecular reaction is independent of the

volume and has the dimension of or a frequency. Combining this fact with

the suggestion that the velocity depends upon the fraction of the molecules

in the activated state, we obtain the expression

ki = ( 17 )

where v denotes a frequency.

1 S. Dushman, loc. cit.

2 Loc. cit.
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Introducing the generalized form of Einstein’s photo-chemical equivalent

law, we can write

Qa = NhvA,

where va represents a frequency.

As mentioned previously, this relation expresses the hypothesis that in all

processes in which energy absorption or emission occurs the energy transfer

occurs in multiples of a unit quantum, which is hvA in this case.

Now the frequency v denotes the rate at which active molecules dissociate.

It seems reasonable to expect that in some manner this frequency ought to be
related to the potential energy of the constituent atoms, that is, to the heat of

activation. Dushman therefore assumes that

V = VA = QaINK,
so that

ifc,
= = 9Af-<lAiKr

Nh
‘

Substituting for N and we obtain, as in case of equation (8), the relation

ki = 1.048 X
or

log ki = 10.0203 + log Qa - • (20)
4 . 0

1

11

This equation has been found to be in very good agreement with available

data on the velocity of unimolecular reactions. Table V shows the nature of

the results obtained when the equation is applied to the data of Trautz and

Bandharkar on the velocity of dissociation of PH3.

In this table, Qa was calculated from the value of ki (graph) by means of

equation (20). From the average of these results, Qa = 72,750, the values of

ki given in the last column have been calculated.

TABLE V

(18)

(19)

T lO^Aii (obs.) 103/:i (graph.) Qa (calc.) Wki (calc.)

950 22; 11; 22 18.3 72,760 17.5

953 15; 11 15.0 72,740 15.2

948 17; 10; 10; 11 12.0 72,710 12.4

945 8; 5 10.2 72,760 10.8

942 17 9.1 72,780 9.6

940 13; 14 8.3 72,740 8.9

936 2.7; 3; 8.3; 7.6; 8.7 7.1 72,730 7.6

933 12 6.3 72,600 6.6

929 5.6 5.5 72,610 5.6

923 4.4 4.6 72,560 4.4

918 3.6 3.8 72,520
1

3.5

845 0.54 69,920 0.113
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R. C. Tolman ^ has also applied the various expressions for ^’l to the data

on the rate of dissociation of NaOs as determined by Daniels and Johnston ^

and finds that while all the other equations yield values which are considerably

different, there is much better agreement with the observed value when equation

(20) is used. Thus, for the velocity constant at T = 338°, the observed value

is 4.87 X 10~3, whereas that calculated by means of equation (20) is 19 X 10~3.

Commenting upon these results, Tolman has pointed out “the theoretical

improbability that the energy of activation, can always or even usually

be regarded as a constant quantity corresponding to a single frequency of

radiant energy. It is well known that photo-chemical reactions are often

brought about by radiant energy having a wide range of frequencies and it is

also probable that molecules having themselves different internal states may
require different quantities of energy for activation.^^

Dushman has also attempted to apply the relations deduced above for

and ^2 to the calculation of equilibrium constants. Thus, let us consider the

reaction H 2^ 2H. We assume that the dissociation is a unimolecular reaction

and that the formation of molecules is a bimolecular reaction, in which com-

bination occurs at every collision between hydrogen atoms. Therefore the

heat of activation for the unimolecular reaction must be equal to the heat of

dissociation as calculated from the temperature coefficient of the eciuilibrium

constant by means of van't Hoff^s equation.

The following table illustrates the results obtained for different reactions

of the type

7L2— 2A.

For the exact details of the calculation the reader is referred to the original

paper. The last column in the table gives the value of Q calculated by means

of vanT Hoff^s equation from the slope of log {Kyl^jT) against 1/T, while the

next to the last column gives the value of Q calculated from the individual value

ofKp.

Langmuir and Dushman have also suggested two other applications of

equation (19) which are rather important. The first application relates to

the phenomenon of evaporation.^ In a vapor which is in equilibrium with

the solid (or liquid) phase, the rate of evaporation from the solid (or liquid)

must be equal to that of condensation from the gas phase. According to the

kinetic theory, the rate at which gas molecules at pressure p and temperature

T strike a surface is given by the relation

IH =
,

^ -
. (21 )

y2xMRT

where nj denotes the number of mols. per cm.^ per sec. If we assume that

1 Loc. ciL

^ Journ. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 53 (1921).

3 Full details of this will be published in a joint paper in the near future.
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TABLE VI

Reactions op Type A 2 2A

Reaction <r X 10» T Log Kp Q (calc.) Q (obs.)

Ho ^ 2H 1 2.0 1200 0.3617-9 93,500 —
1800 0.8195-4 95,450 —
2300 ().2041--1 98,800 90,000

3000 1.2095 101,500 —
log Kc

1 2 v-‘ 21 2 4.52 1073 0.1106-7 36,290 —
1173 0.692(4-7 36,460 34,530

1273 0.1987-6 35,790 35,830

1373 0.6395-6 36,560 36,540

1473 0.0086 5 36,690 35,570

log Kp
Brs^ 2Br ^ 3.74 1000 0.336-5 46,620 —

1500 0.866 2 46,970 47,220

cu-.-t2r\* 3.30 1940 0.0004-4 88,300 —
2270 0.0043-2 82,490 120,000

1 2610 0.5228-1 77,230 118,500

log K'p

P 2 2B ^ 2.85 1073 0.5441-2 49,050 —
1173 0.3801-1 49,330 46,960

1273 0.0792 49,450 46,540

1373 0.6812 49,900 46,800

H73 1.2041 50,500 47,520

Aso 2As « 2.70 1073 0.2041 1 46,840 —
1173 0.9085-1 47,570 39,400

1273 0.4983 46,550 39,080

1373 1.0086 49,110 39,470

1473 1.1472 49,820 39,160

1 L Langmuir. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 418 (1915).

- Slock ami Bodenstein, Z. Elektrochcm., 16 , 961 (1010). The value for a is that given

by Sackur, Ann, Phy.^iik, 40
, 87 (1913).

’ Bodenstein. Z. Elcktrochem., 22, 327 (1916). The original article has not been available;

log Kp has therefore been eah’ulated from the interpolation formula as iriven in the abstract,

which is as follows;

log Kp = - ^

+

I 75 log T - O.OUOinor + 4.726 X lO'^T^ + 0.54S.

< M. Bier, Z. physik. (lu-m., 62 ,
3S5 (1908), The values of Kp are calculated from his

data on the degree of dissociation at the three temperatures given in the table. The value

of (T is that given by Sackiir (/or. cit.).

’ G. Preuner and I. Brockmoller. Z. physik. Chem., 81 , 129 (1913). These values of <r

are calculated from the density of red phosphorus (p = 2.20).

® G. Preuner and I. Brockmoller, lor. cit. Values of <r calculated from density (p = 5.73).
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there is little or no reflection of gas molecules,^ then n 2 in equation (21) must

correspond to the rate of condensation.

With regard to the rate of evaporation, we assume that the number of

active molecules per unit area of surface is given by where Wo is the

actual number of molecules per unit area of surface and L is the latent heat of

evaporation at temperature T. Consequently, the rate of evaporation in

mols. per cm.^ per sec. is given by

0 —LIRT
rii — — P€

N
iVo L ^-LlRT .

N Nh

Equating tii and 712
,
we obtain the vapor pressure relation

(22 )

log p = log
(
— ) + - log {2TrMRT) (23)

J 2
^

2.30/23’

By means of this equation, it is obviously possible to calculate L from any

individual value of p. On the other hand, L may be calculated from the slope

of log {'pj-ylT) against IjT. In the following table, the latter value is given

under L (obs.), while the next column shows for comparison the value of L
(calc.) for a value of T which is within the range of temperature for which

L (obs.) was determined from the slope. The last column gives the value of

No used in the calculation.

TABLE VII

Element or

Compound
Range of Values

of T L (obs.) L (calc.)
T for

L (ealc.)
N« X 10-“

H2. . 14.9 20 2 212 228 18.1 5.51

He .1.28 5.2,5 32.0 30.1 3.97 11.4

A 67.7-78.9 1.864 1,778 67,7 7.8

Br2 2.56-Sa2 8,100 8,210 266 .5.17

Hg 28;i-42;j 14,700 16,400 333 11.2

W 2000 209,400 200,400 2000 15.85

HoO . 22.3-27.3 11,960 9,640 258 9.72

NH3 19.3-24.3 5,.52.5 .5,.530 212 7.92

UFe. . . .3 15 -.330 10,360 8,5.50 321 4.02

CeHe .. . 263-393 7.484 8,428 313 3.60

The agreement is much better than that obtained by applying Trouton's

law or any modification of this law. It is rather remarkable that the relation

expressed by equation (23) should be found applicable to such widely different

substances as helium and tungsten, even though the agreement is not exact in

either case.

It will be observed that Dushman’s theory is essentially an attempt to

accomplish the same end as that obtained by the use of chemical constants in

* I. Langmuir has brought forward a great deal of e\ idence in favor of this view. See,

especia^b^ Phya. Rev., 8 , 149 (1916).
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connection with Nernst’s Third Law of Tliorinodynamics. In both cases, the
ol)ject is to evaluate the integration constant 7 in the relation

As shown by Nernst, the calculation of I may iii all cases be reduced to the
determination of the so-called chemical constants^' which enter into the
vapor tension relation

log p =
1 rg

4.571 Jo 7"-
(IT + C.

O. Sackur ^ and Tetrode ^ showed that for a monatomic substance

(25)

c = log (26)

In this expression, M, tlic molecular (or atomic) weight, enters to the three-
halves ])owor- On the other hand, in equation (23) which was deduced from
I)ushman\s theory, M enters to the one-half power. Furthermore, R. C.
1 olman ^ and 1. A. Idiideinann ^ have shown, on the basis of dimensional
considerations, that M must enter into the constant C (or I) with the three-
halves power. Hence tlie fact that the unimolecular reaction velocity theory
does not lead to a result in accord with well-founded conclusions regarding the
dimensions of M in the chemical constant—this failure must be regarded as
casting considerable doubt on Dushmau’s relation and the conclusions derived
from it.

Rodei)Ush has recently suggested ^ a iuodificath)n of the relation for the
velocity of unimolecular reaction of the following form:

kn = 1 Iq-ht

Ml V tt

^ (27)

Denoting the value of k in equation (19) by kv, it follows that

kji

ko

Consequently, the greater the ratio Q T, the greater the difference between
the values of k calculated by both methods. Rodebush finds that equation

(2

1

) is in very good agreement with the data on the velocity of dissociation of

NviOs and the rate of evaporation of mercury. The data on the velocity of

dissociation of PH3 are considered as too inaccurate, but if we apply the equa-

* Ann. Physik, 40 , 67 ( 1913 ).

> Ibid., 38 , 434 ; 39 . 255 ( 1912 ).

3 Loc. cii.

* PhiL Mag., 39 , 21 (1920).

Am. Ckan. Sac., 45 . 600 ( 1923).
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tion to these data, we obtain values of k which are much smaller than those

observed.

However, the same objection must be raised against eciuation (27) as

against equation (19). Neither is in accord with the Sackur-Tetrode formula
for the integration constant of monatomic substances.

A most important contribution to the discussion of this problem of uni-

molecular reaction velocities has been made by Christiansen.^

Applying the method of a priori probabilities used by hlinstein in deriving

Planck^s radiation equation, “Christiansen assumes that the process of activa-

tion corresponds to the passage of a molecule by absorption of radiant energy

from the normal state n to the activated state in, the difference of energy

contents of these states being E„i — En = hv. If this difference be great, the

number of molecules in the activated state under eciuilibrium conditions may
be written

V.iV • — € ,

P» n

where N is the total number of molecules, and Pn, Pm denote the respective

a priori probabilities of the states in question. When chemical change is

possible, an activated molecule may either revert by einis.sion to its normal

state n, or may pass by emission to another state /<', the latter passage being

identified with the chemical decomposition. Th(‘ states m and n' are also

connected by the Bohr relation

Em - En> = hv\

“According to Einstein, the probability of the change in iC may be

written equal to (A,,”' + where the first term is th(^ probability of

spontaneous emission, and the second is the probability of the change occurring

under the action of the thermal radiation field. Hence the rate of chemical

change, which is controlled by this proce.ss, is

r n

or, using Einstein’s expression for

r> 4 n'

I.
^ -hvltT

Christiansen now assumes that the term Am”' which denotes the probability of

the spontaneous change m —> ii' may be written equal to v', the frequency

characteristic of the change. With this substitution the equation reduces to

^’1
-hv kT, ^

Pn 1 -
(28)

1 Z. physik. Chem^ 103
,
91 ( 1922).
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‘‘For the case of small values of hv'jkT this formula approximates to

A:i =
kT -hvIkT

comparable with the Herzfeld expression. For large values of hp'jkT Chris-

tiansen shows that the formula reduces to

A-i
-hvikT

Pn
(29)

which bears a close formal resemblance to that of Dushman, the frequency v'

being, however, essentially different from that occurring in the exponential.” ^

According to Christiansen’s theory, the radiation of frequency p' which is

effective in causing the transition from activated molecule to dissociation

products is not necessarilj^ the same as that frequency p which corresponds
to the change from normal to activated molecules. That is, there is no rela-

tion, on the basis of this theory, between the velocity of dissociation and the

temperature-coefficient of the velocity of dissociation. On the other hand,
since radiation of frequency p' is effective in causing the dissociation, it would
seem a logical consecjuence that the reacting substance should exhibit an ab-

sorption band for radiatioTi of this frequency. That this conclusion is, how-
ever, not in accordance with the observations will be pointed out in a sub-

sequent section.

A. C. McKeown - has modified Christiansen arguments by omitting the

assumption of the separate existence of activated molecules. Considering the

two reactions n and ni —> /q and aj)plying to these reactions Einstein’s

arguments, McK(‘own arrives at the relation

(30)
^n

This equation differs from (19) only in the factor PmIPn which may be

greater or less than unity. Since it is not possible at present to derive from
other considerations tlie value of this ratio, equation (30) may obviously be
brought into satisfactory agreement with any given set of observations.

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the problem of unimolecular

reactions is still far from solved, and the only method which seems to offer a

solution is that suggested bj^ Christiansen and McKeown, which is based on
Einstein’s theory of a priori probabilities.

Criticism of Radiation Theory : Before concluding the discussion of the

relation between quantum theory and chemical reactivity, it is necessary to

mention the objections which have been raised by Langmuir, Polanyi and
others against the radiation theory of chemical reactions as formulated by
Perrin, Lewis and Trautz.

' Quoted from the paper by A. C. McKeown, Phil, Mag,, 46, 321 (1923).
2 Loc. cit.
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Langmuir has stated these objections as follows; ^

“There are two eonsequenees of the radiation hypothesis which should serve as a test
of its validity. In the first place, it is necessary that the reacting substance shall absorb
the radiation which causes the reaction. Therefore, there must be an absorption band which
includes the radiation. In the second place, the total amount of energy absorbed from the
radiation must be suflficient to activate the requisite number of molecules. Before any
molecule can undergo reaction it must become activated and this requires the absorption of
energy hv or QjN, an amount which can be determined experimentally for any given reaction
from the temperature-coefficient of the reaction velocity." Now while Trautz, Perrin and
Lewis have shown that in some cases the frecjuencies calculated from equation (5) agree
with those of absorption bands or with the natural frequencies fo\ind from the specific heats,
there are a very large number of cases in which there is no such correlation whatever. “ For
example,” Langmuir points out, “according to Lewis’s calculation, the critical frequency for

the dissociation of hydrogen into atoms corresponds to a wave-length of 325 fifj, which is in

the ultra-violet region just slightly beyond the visible. There is, however, no measurable
absorption of light of this frequency by hydrogen. The hesits of activation for the dissociation

of PHa and NO are 73,000 and 65,000 calories respectively. These values correspond to

the w’ave-lengths of 392 fifi for PIL and 437 for NO, w'hich, according to the radiation hy-
pothesis, should lie Avithiii absori)tion bands. It is evident that this conclusion cannot be
correct, for the above wave-lengths are in the visible .spectrum, while the gases are all colorless

and, therefore, do not ab.sorb perceptible amounts of radiation in this rang(‘.”

Turning to the second test, Langmuir uses the data on the rate of dissocia-

tion of PH 3 . At a temperature of 948® K., the velocity constant is 0.012 per

second, that is, 1.2 per cent of the phosphine present at any instant decomposes
within the next second, or the average life of a molecule of PH3 at this temper-

ature is 83.3 seconds. One cm.'^ of PH3 at atmospheric pressure and 948® K.

contains 1.27 X 10~^ gram-mols. The amount that dissociates in one second

is, therefore, 0.012 X 1.27 X 10~^ = 1.52 X 10"^ gram-mols.

The heat of activation (as obtained from the temperature-coefficient of

the velocity) is 73,000 calories. Hence, the energy which must be supplied

per cm.-’ per second is 0.0111 calorie, or 465,000 ergs.

According to Wien’s radiation law, the energy radiated per em.^ per sec.

between frequencies v and v + dv is given by the relation

Epdv =
27rAy»

_

The value of v calculated from the energy 73,000 calories is 7.632 X 10^^

corresponding to 393.1 ijljjl.

Now, while the radiation hypothesis merely assumes that the radiation is

to be approximately monochromatic, Langmuir finds that even when it is

assumed that all the energy below 400 /z/x is available for activating molecules,

the energy radiated is only 1.3 X 10”® erg per see. per cm.^. 'Hn other words,

a black body at 948® K. radiates so little energy in the neighborhood of 393 nn
that this energy would only be sufficient to activate molecules of PH 3 in a

layer having a thickness not greater than 3 X 10”“ cm., even if all the radiation

were absorbed within this layer

N

^J, Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 2090 (1920).
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Another objection raised by Langmuir is that, according to the radiation

theory, dissociation of a gas should decrease the heat conductivity, whereas
actual observation shows that the heat conductivity is increased several-fold.

Since the radiation theory fails to account for the observed rate of dissocia-

tion of PHs, it might be assumed that the energy required for dissociation is

supplied by collisions. Leaving aside for the moment the fact that, by defini-

tion, the rate of a uniniolecular reaction is independent of the pressure, it is

easily shown that collisions could not supply the energy required for dissocia-

tion. In the case of the dissociation of PH 3 at 948° K., the proportion of

active molecules as given by the factor 987^*^^ 1.6 X 10“^^ Therefore,

only one collision out of 6.2 X 10^® could result in the formation of an active

molecule. But, at atmospheric pressure and 948° K., each molecule of PH3
makes only 4.2 X 10® collisions per second with other molecules. Consequently,

any one molecule would become active only once every 1.5 X 10^ seconds (170

days). “The average life of a molecule of PH3 is, however, only 83 seconds

(the reciprocal of the reaction velocity). The equilibrium between active and
inactive molecules must, therefore, be brought about enormously more rapidly

than is possible by the direct action of collisions.

^

W. C. McC. Lewis and McKeown answer Langmuir’s objections thus:

It sconis to ua that Langmuir is tacitly assuming photo-cheiiiioal conditions throughout.

Even although he makes the temperature of the gas equal to that of the external radiation

causing the reaction, he is implicitly dealing with an effect X)erfectly analogous to the action

of radiation at a high temperatuio on a cold system, because he assumes that no modification

is introduced as a constHpKuico of the temperature of the gas itself. The concei)t of matter
and radiation being at one and the same temperature means that as a result of alisorptioii

and emission among the molecules the system as a wdiole maintains a certain distribution

of energy among all the freciuencies. If by some means a set of freciueneies were removed,
the system would tend to make good the defieiency at the expense of all the other fiC(iueneies.

The occurrenee of a chemieal process in the system is equivalent to the removal of a certain

small range of fiequeiicies, the removal being made good completely, provided it is physically

possible to maintain the system (e.g., by means of a thermostat) at a constant temperature,

i.e., provided the leaetion is not too lapid. The reactions considered here belong to this

class, as otherwise to speak of ii velocity constant would bo meaningless. Langmuir regards

the velocity of a clicmical process as being defined by the rale of emission of radiation from
the surface of a black bodv, given by the expression ItJy dv. This would certainly be all the

energy that one w’ould draw upon under strictly photo-chemical conditions. Under thermal

conditions, liowever, the removal of a certain type of energy tends immediately to be made
good by the system a.s a whole, and conseiiuently it would seem more correct to regard the

integral of Ev dv between the limits zeio and infinity as the great attainable rate at which
the deficiency can be made good. Numerically, for the case of phosphine cited, this is a

large quantity, of tlie order 10' ergs per second. That the actual rate of the chemical reaction

is not governed by the rate of emission from a given surface, but is governed by the radiation

density in the system, is showm on the ba.sis of the following considerations. Langmuir
postulates that the reaction in a oiie-ceiitimeter cube of gas is to be attributed to the radiation

emitted by one centimeter square of black body. If the centimeter cube of gas be distorted

in such a way as to have thickness 1 lx and face-area x square centimeters, the above postu-

late necessarily means that now the black body surface is x square centimeters, and hence

the available energy for the cubic centimeter has been increased x times by adjustment of

1 See R. 0. Tolman, /. Am. Chem, Soc.y 42, 2056 (1920), for further discussion of these

objections.
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the linear dimensions of the volume. Such a conclusion that the amount of thermal reaction

in a given volume should depend on the special configuration of the volume is evidently

fallacious.

M. Polanyi ^ has also reached the same conclusions as Langmuir regarding

the untenability of any radiation hypothesis and makes the suggestion that

the energy must be transmitted to the dissociating molecules by some other

process.

“It seems plausible to us,” ho writes, “to represent this now mode of transmitting energy

thus: According to our present point of view, emission of radiation consists in the coupling

of a quantum transition (Quantenspnmg) made by an electron with a quantum transition

in the ether. Similarly also, a quantum transition in a material system might be coupled

with a corresponding quantum transition in another material system; for instance, a quantum
change which leads to the formation of a molecule of N 2O4 might be couiilcd with the quantum
change which leads to the dissociation of another molecule of N2O4.''

A somewhat similar suggestion for solving the difficulty presented by the

unimolccular dissociation has been made by Langmuir:

“Unless w’e are to assume some now and unknown agency by which energy may be

transmitted to isolated molecules, or are willing to 1enounce the conservation of energy, it

seems necessary to conclude that each molecule mu.st contain within itself the energy required

for its own dissociation. This must be true no matter what the temperature may be. We
arc thus forced to assume a ‘ Nullpunktsoncrgie’ or zero temperature energy. The difTerence

between the active and inactive molecules is thus not one of total energy content, but lies

rather in the availability of the internal energy for the purposes of chemical action. The
exponential factor of equation (4) must then represent the probability that the energy is in

a form that renders the moleeulo active.

“We must thus conceive of a thermal eciuilibiium between the electrons or other parts

of a molecule, brought about by the collisions between molecules. This thermal agitation

inside the molecule will presumably be governed by statistical laws and by (luantum relations

and will not even approximately be in accord with the equipartitiori law, and, therefore,

the energy will be relatively small in amount. The distribution of this energy among th(i

different parts of the molecule determines, however, the availability of the comparatively

large store of zero temperature or latent energy within the molecule. According to this

view it is not surprising that r, the ijerhjd during which the molecules remain active, should

be small oven when compared to 10“^^ seconds.

“As far as I am aware, the above reasoning ha.s not i>reviously been applied to chemical

reactions, although it resembles in many points some of the physical theories of radiation,

l)hoto-electric effect, etc. For example, in the theory of heat radiation it has been necessary

to conceive of temperature us applying to the oscillations of single electrons in atoms. The
velocity of electrons emitted in the photo-electric effect is independent of the intensity of

the light, so that it has seemed necessary to assume, at least for low intensities, that the

energy must have resided in the atom, and that the elTeet of the light is to render the energy

available to the electron by some sort of trigger action. In this case, radiation plays a part

analogous to that of the collisions in chemical reactions. Thus ir» the photo-electric effect,

the energy of the electron emitted by any atom may he very great compared to the, radiant energy

absorbed by that atom, although the total energy of the electrons emitted by any large surface is

always less than the total energy absorbed. Similarly, in a chemical reaction, the energy required

to activate a molecule may be very great compared to the energy that is transferred to that

molecule by a collision, although the total energy required for the chemical reaction in a

mass of gas is always less than the total energy that is transferred by collisions, but is usually

enormously greater than the total energy transferred by radiation. Both in the photo-electric

1 Z. Physik, 1, 3.37 (1920); 2, 90 (1920); 3, 31 (1920).
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effect and in chcynical reactions, it is necessary to assume a kind of trigger action by which an
energy of low intensity is able to control the disposition of an energy of high intensity.

“The difficulties of explainiriK the photo-electric effect have seemed nearly insuperable.

Planck and, later, Nernst^ have assumed a ‘ Nullpunktsenergie ’ in order to help explain

this and other phenomena. The conco])tion of Nernst bears many resemblances to that

which has been developed in the present i^aper. Nernst assumes, however, that the zero

temperature energy owes its origin to a zero temperature radiation of great intensity which
passes through all bodies without absorption, except insofar as it can be rendered available

by a trigger action depending upon certain thermal changes in bodies. It hardly seems
necessary to assume this zero tem])eiature radiation to explain chemical reactions. But by
doing so, we would have a new radiation hypothesis for chemical action which would be

free from the objections that we have raised against the old one.

“As an illustration of the difficulties that have arisen in connection with the photo-

electric effect, 1 may refer to a recent paper by D. L. Webster,^ in which it is proposed to

abandon the conservation of energy except as a statistical result, in order to explain some of

these difficulties. Webster’s i(‘asoning can be applied with nearly equal force to the case of

chemical reactions, but it seems that the assumption of a zero temperature energy which we
have made above is preferable to an abandonment of the conservation of energy. The
problem, however, is by no means solved, but it seems probable that the final solution will

clear iq) both the chemical and the i)hoto-elcctric problem.”

It luis been considered worth while to quote Langmuir rather fully because

he has expressed so clearly a problem which is presented not only b}” the

phenomena of uniniolecular reactions but also by those of photo-electron

emission. In fact, the difficulty extends beyond these phenomena to thos(j

presented by spectral lines, and we shall, therefore, have occasion to come
back to these ideas in connection with Bohr’s theory of atomic structure and

the origin of spectral series.

Concluding Remarks on Unimolecular Reaction Velocities: As men-

tioned curlier in this chapter there is, as yet, no absolutely certain evi-

dence for the existence of the unimolecular reactions. Nevertheless it is

extremely difficult to conceive of the impossibility of such reactions. Let us

consider a large mass of hydrogen in space (e.g., as a stellar atmosphere) at a

definite temperature which is sufficiently high to produce a measurable amount
of dissociation, as calculated from the equilibrium constant. In this case the

hydrogen molecules cannot receive energy from any walls.” Yet, if we
accept the kinetic point of view of equilibrium phenomena, we must assume

that there exists a definite rate at which hydrogen molecules dissociate and

that this is equal to the rate of combination of the atoms. In other words,

a hydrogen molecule in space has an average *4ife” which is fixed by the

temperature of the environment.

Some experiments by R. W. Wood may have an interesting bearing on

this problem. As has been known for a long time, hj^drogen in a discharge

tube exhibits two kinds of spectra, the first a band spectrum which is white,

due to molecular hydrogen, while the second is a line spectrum, which is purple

and is due to atomic hydrogen. This is known as the Balmer series. Now
Wood finds that the band spectrum is brought out by the presence in the

I Verh. deni. Physik. Ges., 18
, 83 (1916).

^Phys. Rev., 26
, 31 (1920).
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discharge tube of substances whicli catalyze the recombination of atomic

hydrogen. If such catalysts are carefully eliminated, a very intense Balmer
spectrum is obtained. This means apparently that a catalj’^st is essential to

induce the recombination of atomic hydrogen and therefore we must conclude

that in the absence of such a catalyst not only would there be no formation of

molecular hydrogen but there would be no dissociation.

That catalysts are essential for all chemical reactions seems to be a view

that is gaining strength among chemists.^ The insensitivity of dried gases to

reaction, the fact that no uncatalyzed uniniolecular reaction has been found,

and the difficulties in the way of applying any radiation hypothesis to explain

the existence of a unimolecular reaction if such a reaction ever is discovered

—

all these considerations would lead us to conclude that unimolecular reactions

are inconceivable, a mere figment of the imagination!

Even the phenomenon of evaporation which has been regarded as a true

unimolecular reaction may not actually be so, as the observations on the rise

in boiling point of dust-free liquids would tend to show.

But what about the phenomenon of thermal ionization? We know from

spectroscopic evidence and the recent Avork of Megh Nad KSaha,^ H. Norris

Russell,^ and others that in stellar atmospheres a large number of atoms are

dissociated into ions and electrons, as for instance in the reaction

Na-^ Na'^ + O.

This dissociation obeys the laws of ^‘chemical equilibria in the same
manner as if the electron were a monatomic gas. What about the rate of

ionization at any definite temperature? It certainly cannot be anything else

than unimolecular.

The whole i)roblem of unimolecular reaction velocities is still open. Per-

haps some light will be thrown upon it by considerations based on Einstein’s

theory of a priori probabilities such as have recently been suggested by E. A.

Milne ^ and R. H. Fowler ^ in their discussion of the mechanism of ionization.

It is of interest to point out that if their conclusions are applied to thermal

dissociations we are led to velocity constants which are much less than those

actuallj^ observed in the gaseous unimolecular reactions. It may therefore be

that the values calculated are true for the uncatalyzed reactions while those

observed are larger because of catalytic effects.

Theories of Atomic Structure

The problem of atomic structure is obviously one which may be approached

from two different angles, according as the emphasis is laid on the purely

* Third report of National Research Council Committee on Contact Catalysis. II. 8.

Taylor, etc.

^Phil, Mag., 40 , 472 (1920); ih., 40 . 809 (1920); Proc. Roy. Soc., A. 99
, 135 (1921).

^ Astrophys. Journal, 55, 119 (1922).

*PhiL Mag., 47 , 209 (1924).

^Phil. Mag., 47
, 257 (1924).
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physical or on the chemical phenomena. It is therefore not surprising that

the past decade has witnessed the development of two apparently different

theories of atomic structure. One of these, the Lewis-Langmuir theory, has

evolved from a consideration of the chemical properties of the different ele-

ments; the other, that of Bohr, represents primarily an attempt to account for

the observations on spectral series, hut has gradually been developed and
made applicable to chemical phenomena as well. Both theoricis have this

however in common, that they assume as fundamental hypothesis Rutherford's

nuclear theory of atomic structure.

The work of J. J. Thomson and others had led to the conclusion that there

exists within the atom an even more fundamental unit—the electron. It had
been shown ^ that the charge on the electron is negative and has the same
magnitude as that carried by a hydrogen ion in electrolysis. Thus the total

electric charge per gram-eciuivalent weight of any ion in electrolysis has been

accurately determined as 96,500 coulom])s (amperes X seconds). Since we
also know from kinetic theory considerations that the number of molecules

per gram-molecular weight (or ions per gram-eciuivalent) is 6.062 X 10^*, we
obtain the value of the charge on the electron,-^

^ ~ ~ 1.591 X 10~^® coulombs,
6.062 X 1023 ^

= 1.591 X 10
"2o electromagnetic units,

= 4.774 X 10“^® electrostatic units.

Furthermore, since the ratio of the charge to the mass (e/7n) was found to

be equal to 1.766 X lO'^ coulombs/gm., whereas in the case of a hydrogen ion

this ratio is 96,500, it follows that the mass of the electron must be much smaller

than that of a hydrogen atom; the most accurate determinations lead to the result

that for the electron in — 9.01 X 10"28 or of that of a hydrogen atom.
1845

Since electrons are detached by X-rays from all kinds of neutral atoms,

they must be common constituents of all atoms. We also find that a number
of metals and oxides emit electrons when they are raised to incandescence and
simultaneously made cathodes in a vacuum discharge. (Phenomenon of

thermionic emission.) Furthermore, as mentioned in connection with the

photo-electric effect, certain metals are able to emit electrons when illuminated

by ultra-violet or even visible light.

The electron being thus a universal constituent of all atoms, the problem

arises regarding the number and arrangement of the electrons in different

atoms.

Scattering of a- and jS-Particles by Matter and the Nuclear Theory of

Atomic Structures: During the process of disintegration, radioactive elements

1 For a full account of these investigations the reader should consult R. A. Millikan,

The Electron.

2 Actually, the charge on the electron was measured directly and the value of N was
determined from the ratio 9t),o00/t'.
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emit high velocity charged particles which are known as a- and /3-rays respec-

tively. It has been shown that the a-particles are identical in mass with
helium atoms, but differ from the latter in carrying two units of positive

electricity. On the other hand, the jd-particles are extremely high speed
electrons, the velocity ranging from one-tenth to nine-tenths that of light.

Observations by C. T. R. Wilson showed that when a- and /3-particles are
shot out from a radioactive element through a gas they travel in straight lines

for fairly large distances—so large, in fact, that they must, according to all

our notions based on the kinetic theory of gases, collide with an extremely
large number of molecules on the way. The paths of the a- and /3-particles

have been photographed by C. T. R. Wilson and other observers by a very
ingenious method and these photographs lead to the conclusion that jS-particles

must pass right through the atoms in their path until they come near enough
to an electron in some atom to detach it and thus produce an ion. Similarly

the a-particles traverse a large number of atoms before they are deflected,

and from the observations on the directions and distribution of the paths of

the deflected particles it has been shown that the cause of the deflection must
be a strong field of force produced by a positive charge, which is situated with-
in the atom, but is yet so small that the chance of being struck by an a-particle

is extremely low, even though there are millions of atoms in the path of the
particle.

These observations led to the view that the electrons and positive con-
stituent or constituents of the atoms must occupy an extremely small fraction

of the total volume of the atom. Practically the whole of the space occupied
by an atom must be empty to an a- or /3-particle.

More quantitative results regarding the actual dimensions of the positive

and negative constituents of the atom were obtained as a result of experiments
carried out by Geiger and Marsden in 1909-11. They observed that when
«-rays are allowed to fall on a thin film of gold the majority of the particles

pass through with little absorption, but occasionally, approximately one out

of 20,000, a single particle is thrown back through an angle of more than a

right angle. ''Taking into consideration,'^ Rutherford writes,^ "the great

energy of motion of the a-particle, such a result is as surprising as it would be

to a gunner if an occasional shot at a light target was deflected back towards
the gun. It was found that these large deflections must result from an en-

counter with a single atom. If the forces causing the deflection were electrical,

it was at once evident that the electric field within the atom must be exceed-

ingly intense. The distribution of positive electricity assumed in the Thomson
atom 2 was much too diffuse to produce the intense fields required. To over-

come this difficulty the writer inverted the role of positive electricity. Instead

1 The Constitution of Matter and the Evolution of the Elements, Smithsonian Report
for 1915. pp. 167-202.

* According to the theory developed by J. J. Thomson some years previously, the atom
was considered as consisting of a uniform sphere of positive electrification throughout which
the electrons were distributed uniformly.

2—13
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of being distributed through a sphere comparable in size with the sphere of

action of the atom, the positive electricity is supposed to be concentrated in

a very minute volume or nucleus, and the greater part of the mass of the atom
is supposed to be resident in this nucleus. The latter is supposed to be sur-

rounded by a distribution of negative electrons extending over a distance com-
parable with the diameter of the atom as ordinarily understood. On this

point of view the a-particle is the minute nucleus of the helium atom, which

has lost its two external electrons. In this type of atom the large deviations of

the a-particle take place when it passes through the intense electric field close

to the nucleus of the colliding atom. The nearer it passes to the nucleus, the

greater the deflection of the particle. Assuming that the forces between the

a-particle and the nucleus of the colliding atom are mainly electrical and vary

according to an inverse square law, the a-particle describes a hyperbolic orbit

around the nucleus, and the relative number of a-particles deflected through

different angles can be simply calculated.’^

Rutherford thus assumes that the scattering is due to a positive charge of

magnitude Ne (where e is the unit charge of positive electricity and N is the

number of these present on the nucleus) situated at the center of the atom;

and that this nucleus is surrounded by N electrons uniformly distributed within

a sphere of atomic radius. Furthermore, assuming the validity of the inverse

square law, as mentioned already, it is possible to calculate not only the relative

distribution of the a-particles for the different angles at which they are de-

flected, but also the minimum distance, 6, corresponding to the sum of the radii

of the a-particle and the colliding atom.

Geiger and Marsden showed that the actually observed distribution is in

accordance with the conclusion based on the assumption of the inverse square

law. Also, from their results, it may readily be shown that the radius of the

nucleus of the gold atom cannot exceed 3 X 10“^^ cm.—which is about one

ten-thousandth part of the diameter of the atom. In the case of the scattering

of a-particles by hydrogen, where the mass of the nucleus is only one fourth

that of the a-particle, we would expect to find, from ordinary dynamical con-

siderations, that some of the hydrogen atoms could be made to recoil four

times as far as the penetrating distance (or range) of the a-particles. Marsden
has shown that this actually occurs, and it can be calculated that, in this case,

the centers of the nuclei must approach to within 10~^® cm. of each other.

This is a smaller distance than even the diameter of the electron, which, if

we assume its whole mass to be electromagnetic, is 1.88 X 10“^'^ cm.

Thus the nucleus, which contains practically the whole mass of the atom,

is nevertheless infinitesimally small as compared with the diameter of the

atom. From the observations on the disintegration of the radioactive ele-

ments during the course of which both a-particles and extremely high speed

electrons arc ejected, wc are driven to the further conclusion that the nucleus

itself is an extremely complex structure constituted of negative electrons and

positive units of electricity. The simplest hypothesis and one which is in

accord with all our observations is that the ultimate unit of positive electricity
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is the hydrogen nucleus itself, and it has been designated in recent literature
as the proton^

According to this view of atomic structure each element has a different
nuclear charge. The scattering experiments led to the conclusion that the
nuclear charge N (measured with the electronic charge as unit) was about half
the atomic weight for the lighter elements, and rather less than half for the
heavier. Earlier observations of C. G. Barkla on the scattering of X-rays
were also found to be in accord with this conclusion. In 1913, van den Broek
suggested that N probably represents also the ordinal number which determines
the position of the element in the periodic table, while in 1914 Rydberg pointed
out that the properties of the elements are determined not by the atomic
weight, but by a number, which represents the position of the element in the
periodic table. We shall, however, postpone for a subsequent section the
discussion of the significance of the periodic table from the point of view of
atomic structure.

It remained for Moseley (1913-14) to point out a method by which
N, the nuclear charge could be determined. As the voltage over an
X-ray tube is raised above a certain definite value, the anti-cathode is observed
to emit an X-radiation which is characteristic of the material of the target
and which is much more intense than the continuous radiation. For each
element it is thus possible to obtain a series of monochromatic X-radiations.
These rays as shown in Fig. 3 (which is a typical spectrum) are classified
according to their wave-lengths into X, L, M, etc. Moseley carried out an
investigation in which he measured the wave-lengths of the lines in the K and
L series for most of the elements. He found that the spectra of the different
elements, beginning with that of aluminum, and ending with that of gold,
could be arranged in the same order

as in the periodic table, and that Sa rag ^
under these conditions the wave- T
length of any one characteristic line 1

of the K or L series decreased regu- /-“—j

1 1 1

j
—

Uj
j

larly with increase in the ordinal ^ ^ ^ 3 ie s e ? xio-^cm

number of the element in the table, -j li- r .

Ti/r 1 /. 11 jC', Af, etc., Senes
Furthermore, Moseley found that

if he assigned to each element a number, iV, corresponding to its place in the
periodic table (A1 = 13, Si = 14, etc., as far as Au = 79), there exists for each
type of radiation a simple relation of the form .

= a(N - Ao), (1)

where v is the frequency, and a and No are constants.

These measurements have been repeated and extended by de Broglie,

A. W. Hull, and M. Siegbahn.^ Fig. 4 shows the K series for some of the
elements between As and Rh as photographed by the latter. The dark line

* M. Siegbahn has reviewed the observations on X-ray spectra and their relation to
Moseley’s law in Jahrb. d. Rad. u. Elcktronik, 13, 296 (1916).
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on the extreme left hand corresponds to a wave-length zero. The first line in

each spectrum is found on closer examination to consist of two lines very
close together. These are known as the and oli lines of the K series. The
darker lines to the right may also be separated into two lines, known as the

0
y3 aa'

V V

33 As

34 So

35 Br

37 Kb

38 Sr

41 Nb

45 Rh

Fig, 4. K Series for Elements As-Rh

jSi and 182 lines of the K series. Now the significance of Moseley’s law is this:

If we plot the square roots of the frequency, or (what amounts to the same

thing) the values of Vl/X for any one of these lines, as ordinates against the

ordinal number iST, we obtain a straight line for each of these characteristic

radiations, as shown in Fig. 5. The value of N thus determined is known as

the atomic number. That this number also corresponds to the charge on the

nucleus, has been proved definitely as a result of recent investigations in

Rutherford’s laboratory,^ in which N was determined directly from careful

observations on the scattering of a-particles by different substances.

1 J. Chadwick, Phil Mag., 40 , 734 (1920).
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Atomic Numbers and the Periodic Arrangement of the Elements: The fact

that such a relation exists which enables us to determine the atomic number,

N, for each element and that this atomic number coincides in all cases with

the order in which the element must be placed in the periodic table in ac-

cordance with its physical and chemical properties, must be regarded as one

of the most important discoveries of the past decade.

To the chemist, the periodic arrangement which was first expressed clearly by Mendelejeff

has been the most important guiding principle in all speculations upon atomic structure.

No matter what property is considered, whether it be atomic volume, compressibility, melting

point, valency, or electro-positivity (and electro-negativity), we observe a periodic variation

in this function as we pass from the elements of lowest atomic weight to those of highest.^.

That, however, the position of any element in the periodic table is not governed primarily

by the atomic weight was a belief that gained greater and greater credence as the number
of exceptions to the rule increased. Thus the relative positions of argon and potassium,

tellurium and iodine, cobalt and nickel as determined by their chemical and physical properties

are in the inverse order of their atomic weights. Furthermore, the discovery of isotopes

by Aston and others has also served to emphasize the relative unimportance of atomic weight

as compared with atomic number. As well known, it was first shown in the case of radio-

^ W. D. Harkins and R. E. Hall have written an interesting and full discussion of the

periodic system in J. Am, Chem. jSoc., 38, 169 (1916).
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active elements and subsequently found to be also true for a number of other elements that
we may have elements of the same atomic number but different atomic weights. Such
elements, since they occupy the same place in the periodic arrangement, are known as isotopes.

In all their chemical properties and all physical properties (except these which depend upon
mass and radioactive properties)

,
the isotopes corresponding to any given atomic number are

identical, yet the atomic masses are different.

Those facts lead to the conclusion that the charge on the nucleus, or atomic number,
governs all the physical and chemical properties of the atom (except, of course, the radioactive
and gravitational properties which depend upon the structure and mass of the nucleus itself).

Furthermore, in order to account for chemical combination and periodic

properties, we must assume that the electrons arranged around the nucleus
possess different functions according as they belong to the outer or inner set.

The outer electrons are active in chemical combination and conduction of

electricity through metals. They also must give rise to the ordinary emission
spectra which we know are similar for elements of the same group in the
periodic arrangement. The number of electrons in this outer set must undergo
periodic change in distribution and number as N increases.

On the other hand, the inner electrons are unaffected by ordinary chemical
operations, but high velocity electrons (such as cathode rays) may stimulate
them and thus produce the high-frequency spectra observed by Moseley and
others. As pointed out by Kossel,^ the fact that for any one type of mono-
chromatic X-radiation (such as the Kai line) the frequency varies in a regular

manner from elements of low atomic number to those of highest shows that

the periodicity observed in the outer electrons does not extend to the innermost.
Atom Model of Lewis and Langmuir: ^ As mentioned previously, this

theory is based on evidence furnished by a study of the chemical properties

of the elements and their relationships as shown by the Periodic Table. To
the chemist, the most striking phenomenon exhibited by the different atoms
is the periodic change in valency and electron affinity. The old belief in the

existence of bonds,” an idea which has been found so extremely useful in the

domain of organic chemistry, has necessarily governed the fundamental
assumptions of the new theory. With electrons located in definite arrange-

ments in the atomic structure, it is possible to account in a simple manner for

chemical data. As to whether such a static atom (in contradistinction to

Bohr^s dynamic atom) is electrically stable, is not a matter of primary con-

sideration from the chemist \s point of view.®

“ Cubical ” Atom of G. N. Lewis. Nature of Chemical Bond: In 1916, G.
N. Lewis ^ suggested ^^what may be called the theory of the cubical atom.”
The main features of this theory are as follows

:

* Ann. Physik, 49 , 229 (1916).
2 For review of earlier theories of atomic structure and references to these the reader is

referred to the paper by S. Dushman, Gen. Electric Rev., 186, 397 (1917).
8 Langmuir has, however, attempted to postulate laws of force between the electrons

and nucleus which lead to some of the more striking quantitative relations deduced by Bohr.
Reference to this is made in a subsequent section.

*J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 762 (1916). The ideas contained in this paper have since been
expanded by Prof. Lewis in his book on Valence and the Structure of Atoms and Molecules,

The Chemical Catalog Co., 1923.
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Assuming Rutherford’s conclusions on the nuclear structure of the atom and
that the number of electrons in each atom corresponds to the ordinal position

of the element in the periodic table, it is further postulated that groups of

two or eight electrons are exceedingly stable. This accounts for the chemical

inertness of the elements of Group 0. The atom of helium contains two
electrons; that of neon consists of a pair of electrons (as in helium) inside a

cube of eight electrons. In the case of argon, the eight additional electrons

arrange themselves at the corners of a cube which is external to the neon cube.

Furthermore, the atom of every other element tends to take on or give up
electrons so as to resemble either helium or one of the other elements of the

inert group. Thus, lithium, wliich contains one electron outside the helium

pair, tends to give up this extra electron and is, therefore, electro-positive in

its chemical properties, while fluorine, since it lacks only one electron to form
a cube like that of neon, is extremely electro-negative. Hence, when lithium

reacts with fluorine, an electron is transferred from the former to the latter,

resulting in the formation of Li+F“. Similarly, the atom of sodium tends to

form Na'^ by giving up the electron which is external to the neon cube.

But the tendency of every atom towards an arrangement of electrons with

eight in the outermost shell is satisfied not only by the transfer of an electron

from the shell of one atom to that of another, it is also satisfied by the sharing

of one or more pairs of electrons by two atoms.

As Lewis states,^ ^‘The discovery that these electrons, which are held jointly

by two atoms, always occur in pairs led to the realization that the ^rule of two'

is even more fundamental than the ^rule of eight.' We see, at the beginning

of the periodic table, that helium with its pair of electrons has the same qualities

of stability that characterize the remaining ra^e gases which possess outer

octets. Hydrogen may form hydrogen ion with no electrons, it may form

hydride ion by adding one electron and thus completing the stable pair,^ or

finally two hydrogen atoms may unite to form the hydrogen molecule, in which

each atom shares with the other a pair of electrons.

called particular attention (in the 1916 paper) to the remarkable fact

that, when we count up the electrons which are comprised in the valence shells

of various types of molecules, we find that, of some hundred thousand known
substances, all but a handful contain an even number of such electrons. It is

therefore an almost universal rule that the number of valence electrons in a

molecule is a multiple of two."

After pointing out that the odd molecules, that is, those containing an

uneven number of valence electrons, are mostly intensely colored and highly

paramagnetic, Lewis gives the following definition of the chemical bond in

terms of his theory:

'^Two electrons coupled together, when lying between two atomic centers,

and held jointly in the two atoms, I have considered to be the chemical bond.

1 Valence, p. 79.

2 Lewis refers here to the interesting obsers^ation (Bardwell, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44
,

2499 (1922)) that electrolysis of a hydride causes the evolution of hydrogen at (he anode.
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We thus have a roncrete picture of that physical entity, that ^hook and eye’

which is part of the creed of the organic chemist.”

Thus, two chlorine atoms in forming a molecule share one pair of electrons,

while two oxygen atoms share two pairs, and in the case of methane, the

carbon atom shares four pairs of electrons with the hydrogen atoms.

On the basis of this theory Lewis has been able to account satisfactorily for

the existence of 'polar and non-polar types of chemical substances. Potassium

chloride is typical of the extremely polar, while methane may be regarded as a

representative of the non-polar compounds.

^^The pair of electrons which constitutes the bond may lie between two
atomic centers in such a position that there is no electric polarization, or it

may be shifted toward one or the other atom in order to give to that atom a

negative, and consequently to the other atom a positive, charge. But we can

no longer speak of any atom as having an integral number of units of charge,

except in the case where one atom takes exclusive possession of the bonding

pair, and forms an ion.

^^For example we may suppose that the normal state of the hj^drogen

molecule is one in which the electron pair is symmetrically placed between

the two atoms. In sodium hydride, on the other hand, we may regard the

bonding pair as lying nearer to the hydrogen than to the sodium, making the

hydrogen negative; while, in hj^drochloric acid, the bond is shifted toward the

chlorine, leaving the hydrogen with a positive charge. In the presence of a

polar solvent the chlorine assumes full possession of the bonding pair, and we
have complete ionization. I attempted to represent these displacements of

electrons by such formulae as

H : H, Na : H, H : Cl : ,
[H+] + [ : Cl :

~].i

^^Even a symmetrical molecule like that of H2 or I2 may, from time to time,

become polarized in one direction or the other, as a consequence of the dis-

turbance due to thermal motion. When iodine vapor is heated to a high

temperature, the molecule breaks in such a way as to sever the bonding pair,

and forms two uncharged iodine atoms. On the other hand, in liquid iodine,

a few of the molecules break apart in another manner. The bonding pair

remains intact but remains the exclusive property of one atom, forming I"^

and I~. These two tyi)es of dissociation may be represented as follows

:

: I : I : = : I . + . I : : I : I ; = : I + : I :

In other molecules, some displacement of electrons may occur without full

ionization, thus making the molecule more or less polar.

” Bromine, chlorine, fluorine and hydrogen, in the order named, show a

diminishing tendency toward either of the above types of dissociation. We
* In this and subsequent electronic formulse, only the outermost electrons are indicated.
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say that the bond in the iodine molecule is looser than the bond in the chlorine

molecule. We also say that iodine is a more polar substance than bromine.

“The two ideas are not synonymous, but, as a rule, the molecule is less

polar the tighter the bond. Professor Branch has called my attention to a

certain ambiguity in this regard. When we speak of a polar substance or

a polar molecule, we imply either that the molecules are largely polarized

or that they are readily capable of polarization. In other words, we imply
that the bonding pair is either displaced in one direction or the other, or that

it is easily displaceable, in which case we may say that the pair is mobile. The
two things ordinarily go together, but this is not invariably so. The molecule

of sodium chloride is highly polarized, but the electron i)air is so tightly held

by the chlorine atom as to possess little mobility.^’

Langmuir’s Extension of Lewis’ Theory: While Lewis had confined his

attention mainly to the elements of lower atomic number (the first 35 approxi-

mately), Langmuir has extended the same conception to the other elements of

the periodic table.^

“Ill attempting to determine,” Langmuir states, “the arrangement of

electrons in atoms, we must be guided by the numbers of electrons which make
up the atoms of the inert gases

;
in other words by the atomic numbers of these

elements, namely, helium 2, neon 10, argon 18, krypton 36, xenon 54, and
niton 86.”

Rydberg ^ has pointed out that these numbers are obtained from the series

W = 2(1 + 22 -b 22 + 32 + 32 -f 42 +).

Presumably, therefore, there is something about an arrangement involving

2 X 32 or 2 X 42 electrons which makes this just as stable as the cube in the

case of neon and argon. Therefore, Langmuir assumes that the outer shells

of the atoms of krypton and xenon each contain 18 electrons, while 2 X 42 = 32

electrons are required to complete the outer shell of the niton atom.

Langmuir has presented his suggestions on atomic structure and chemical

combination in the form of eleven postulates. The first seven of these deal

with atomic structure, and the last four with the formation of chemical com-

pounds. He assumes that the electrons are distributed through a series of

concentric shells, and, in the case of the inert gases, the electrons are arranged

in each shell symmetrically about a plane passing through the nucleus.
.
The

first or innermost shell contains two cells, the second contains 8, the third 18,

and the fourth 32. Furthermore, while each of the innermost cells can contain

only one electron, each of the other cells is capable of holding two. The
existence of the factor 2 in Rydberg's series necessitates the assumption of

symmetry about an equatorial plane, while the fact that 22 and 32 each occur

twice leads to the assumption that two electrons may occupy one cell. Lang-

muir states “we may assume that two electrons occupying the same cell are

at different distances from the nucleus. Each shell, containing its full quota

1 J. Am. Chern. Soc., 41 , 868 (1919), and subsequent papers.

^Phil. Mag., 28, 144 (1914).
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of electrons, thus consists of two layers.’^ These layers are referred to by the
symbols I, Ila, Ilb, Ilia, Illb and IVa, where the Roman numerals denote the
shell containing the layer.

On the basis of these postulates, Langmuir derives the atomic structures

for the different elements, shown in Table VIII.^

TABLE VIII

Arkanobment of Elkctkons in Atoms (According to Langmuir)

1 The form of the table differs somewhat from that given by Langmuir (/. A?n. Chetn.

Soc., 41 , 874 (1911))). Furthermore, in the ease of the rare earths, use has been made of the

revised arrangement as given by N. Bohr and D. Coster, Z. Physik, 12,342 (1922), also

Niiturwisscmchaften, 11, 606, 567 (1923),
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The different elements are arranged so that elements with outer electrons

in the same layer occur in the same column. Lewis and Langmuir have dis-

tinguished between the shell or valence layer of electrons in an atom and the

kernel. The kernel consists of the nucleus and the inner electrons, which do

not play any rdle in chemical combination. Thus, lithium atom consists of a

shell of one electron and a kernel of unit positive charge (nuclear positive

charge of three less the negative charge on the two electrons in layer I). Simi-

larly magnesium atom consists of a shell of two electrons and a kernel of net

positive charge of two units.

Although more recent developments have led to considerable modification

in our conceptions of the arrangement of electrons in the kernels of elements of

higher atomic number (above Ca, N = 20), nevertheless, it is worth while

discussing, to some extent, Langmuir^s views on the structures of the different

elements.^

Arrangement of Electrons in First 18 Elements: In the case of the first 18

elements (hydrogen to argon) the structure of the atom is governed by the

generalization which, as mentioned already, Lewis emphasized, that groups of

two electrons or eight electrons are extremely stable. Thus helium forms a

kernel about which are built up the next eight electrons until neon is reached.

This in turn forms a kernel about which eight more electrons can be arranged in

a third shell until the stable arrangement is reached which corresponds to

argon. The elements intervening between helium and neon either give up
electrons (Li, Be), in which case they revert to the stable structure of helium,

or take up electrons (0, F), in which case they assume the same structure as

that of neon. Carbon forms an octet by sharing its four electrons with other

atoms, and the four ‘M)onds’^ are represented by four pairs of electrons arranged

around the kernel, which, in the case of the elements of this period, is repre-

sented by the two electrons in the first layer and the nucleus.

With sodium, we begin a third layer and the kernel may be represented by

the electronic arrangement (2, 8). Hence, sodium resenil)les lithium in having

a single electron in the outer shell, and shows the same electro-positive prop-

erties. The remaining elements of the period resemble, in regard to the

structure of the outer shell, the corresponding elements of the lithium-neon

period.

First Long Period : The distribution of electrons in argon is represented by

2, 8, 8, and, reasoning by analogy with the elements of the preceding period,

we would expect to find that potassium resembles lithium and sodium, that

calcium resembles beryllium and magnesium, and so forth. Actually, we find

that this resemblance extends strictly only to the first three elements, that is,

up to and including scandium (AT = 21), The explanation, according to

Langmuir, is that it requires eighteen electrons to complete each of the layers

Ilia and Illb, and, consequently, certain new factors have to be taken into

account. ^‘The electrons in the outside layer tend to line themselves up (in

1 In this discussion we have followed rather closely the remarks by Langmuir in his

original psiper {J. Am. Chem. Soc., 41, 868 (1919)).
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a radial direction) with those of the underlying shell because of a magnetic
field probably always to be associated with electrons bound in atoms. This

attraction may be more or less counteracted by electrostatic repulsion between
the outside electrons and those in the underlying shell. The electrons in the

outside layer also repel each other and thus tend to distribute themselves among
the available cells so as to be as far apart as possible. The actual positions of

equilibrium depend on a balance between those three sets of forces together

with the attractive force exerted by the nucleus.

^‘When the number of electrons in the outside layer is small, the magnetic

attraction excited by the electrons of the inner shells tends to predominate

over the electrostatic rei)ulsion, but, when the atomic number and the number
of electrons in the outside layer increase, the electrostatic forces gradually

become the controlling factor. As a result, when there are few electrons in

the outer layer, these arrange themselves in the cells over those of the under-

lying shell, but, where the outside layer begins to approach its full quota of

electrons, the cells over the underlying electrons tend to remain empty.

^‘The electro-positive character of the first three elements of this period

(K, Ca, and Sc) is determined by the case with which they revert to argon.

Elements like vanadium, chromium and manganese, however, cannot form
positive ions by reverting to argon, for they would have to give up completely

5, 6, and 7 electrons, respectively. The large electrostatic forces involved

prevent the formation of ions with such large charges. The electro-positive

character of these elements must manifest itself, therefore, by the formation

of ions with fewer charges.”

In the case of iron only eight out of the eighteen outside cells are occupied

by electrons. This atom, therefore, does not have the same stability as neon

or argon, and there is little tendency for the elements of lower atomic weight to

take up electrons. These elements form oxides in which the electrons are

shared with oxygen atoms.

The structure which we can assign to iron on the basis of the above con-

siderations is as follow^s: Owing to the magnetic forces between electrons in

the outer layer and those in the layer underneath, the electrons will tend to

arrange themselves symmetrically along the corners of three concentric cubes

with two electrons (corresponding to the helium structure) in the center. ^^In

cobalt and nickel whose atomic numbers are, respectively, one and two units

larger than that of iron, the extra electrons can no longer be arranged over those

in the underlying shell.” Therefore, they go into the polar axis of the atom.

‘^The present theory thus explains in a perfectly satisfactory way the

anomalous position of iron, cobalt and nickel in the periodic table. We shall

see that it also accounts for their unusual magnetic properties.

‘‘The ordinary chemical properties of these three elements resemble those

of chromium and manganese, except that they have lost most of the acid-

forming properties, because they are so far removed from argon that they

cannot revert to it. Thus, these three elements never show valences of 8, 9,

and 10 and do not form acids corresponding to chromates and permanganates.
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They form, predominantly, salts in which they exist as divalent or tervalent

cations, and for the same reasons as those discussed in connection with va-

nadium, chromium and manganese. The colors of their salts are even more
marked than those of the chromium and manganese cations which indicates

that their electrons are even more loosely bound. With nickel the number of

electrons is so great that the electrostatic forces seriously oppose the magnetic
forces. The introduction of the electrons in the polar axis also tends to force

the other electrons away from their positions over the underlying electrons and
thus still further weakens the magnetic forces. The effect is thus to bring

about a rearrangement of the electrons so that the square containing the four

electrons in each hemisphere tends to revolve 45° about the polar axis. This

arrangement, which we may call the jS-form, has a higher degree of symmetry
than the a-form previously considered, in that all the electrons in the jS-form

are as far from the underlying ones as possible, while in the a-form one electron

was far from, and the other four were close to, the inner ones.

“The jS-form of the nickel atom has a symmetry which exceeds that o

any other atom between argon and krypton, with the possible exception of

iron. Thus the atoms of the elements above nickel in giving up electrons tend

to revert to either nickel or iron. But, by the time we get to elements above
nickel, the large nuclear charge causes the electrostatic forces to predominate
over the magnetic, so that the tendency to revert to iron is eliminated.

“As a matter of fact, we find that copper (cuprous) has a valency of 1,

zinc has 2, gallium 3, etc,, right up to selenium, 6. These elements therefore

all tend to give up electrons in such a way that their atoms revert back to the

symmetrical jS-form of the nickel atom. It must be remembered that after

these atoms have given up their extra electrons their outside layers contain

the same number of electrons as the nickel atoms but they differ from the

latter in that the charge on the nucleus is greater and therefore there is a much
greater tendency for the /3-form to be the more stable form.

“In the case of copper we find that the ability to form an ion having an
a-form is now wholly lost. Thus, copper forms divalent ions. The cupric

ions form a continuation of the family of similar elements which extended from
vanadium to nickel, but the cuprous salts form a radical departure from this

series. The electrons are given up in the formation of cupric ions not because

there is any inherent stability in the cobalt atom to which it reverts but for

the same reason that chromium, manganese, iron, nickel and cobalt form
divalent ions. It is interesting to note that the cupric salts are highly colored

and in many ways resemble nickel salts. The cuprous salts on the other hand
resemble those of no element thus far considered. It is true the atoms have
the same valences as those of the alkali metals and that the ions are colorless

in both cases, showing that all electrons are firmly held. But the solubilities

of the salts are very radically different. Now, this is just the kind of difference

we should expect from the difference between the structure of Nifi and the

atoms of the inert gases. The atoms of these gases are characterized by weak
secondary valence forces (low boiling points, etc.), whereas atoms having only
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about half of the cells in the outside shell filled have strong residual fields of

force. The properties of the alkali metals are therefore determined almost

wholly by the electrostatic charges on their ions, but with ions like that of

univalent copper there is, in addition, the residual field of force due to the large

number of unsaturated electrons. The cuprous ion thus tends to form in-

soluble solid salts and many addition products.

With zinc we have completely broken away from the tendency to variable

valence. The salts are now all colorless. The tendency to form molecular

compounds (secondary valence) still distinguishes this element from the more

purely electro-positive metal like calcium.

^‘Germanium is interesting since it begins to acquire an electro-negative

character because of its ability to assume the form of krypton by taking up 4

electrons. It thus resembles carbon and silicon in forming a volatile hydride

whereas such a tendency is absent in case of titanium.

^‘In arsenic, selenium, and bromine, because of the proximity of krypton,

the electro-negative character predominates and these elements thus closely

resemble phosphorus, sulfur, and chlorine. But their tendency to form in-

soluble secondary valence products distinguishes them from these other

elements.^'

Second Long Period and “ Rare Earth ’’ Group : When we come to the

second long period (rubidium to xenon), we naturally find a repetition of the

atomic structures assigned to the atoms of the preceding period, so that pal-

ladium has two electrons in the polar axis and exhibits a- and j^-forms as in

the case of nickel.

After xenon, the fourth shell begins and, since there are thirty-two cells to

be filled by electrons, wo should expect to find a large number of elements with

very similar properties and similar valencies. The first four elements show

electro-positive character because of their tendency to revert to xenon. As

more electrons are added they tend to arrange themselves symmetrically over

the eighteen electrons in layer Illb and it is interesting to observe that the

eighteenth element from xenon corresponds to the last element of the “rare

earth group, hafnium, which was discovered within the past two years by

D. Coster and von Ilevesy.

Thus, Langmuir^s theory accounts satisfactorily for the exact number of

the rare earth elements and their properties. “Since the forces holding these

eighteen electrons are predominantly magnetic and since the constraints are

not of the rigid kind characteristic of the inert gases, we should expect these

elements to be paramagnetic. As a matter of fact, the rare earths are the most

strongly paramagnetic of any of the elements except those from manganese

to nickel.

“By the time the eighteen electrons have been added, the electrostatic

forces have begun to oppose the magnetic attraction to a marked degree.

Therefore, when, in tantalum, an additional electron is added, the whole outside

shell tends to rearrange itself so that the empty cells will come opposite the

electrons of the underlying shell. The most symmetrical arrangement of this
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kind will occur when there are eighteen empty cells opposite tne eighteen under-
lying electrons. The atomic number of niton (radon) in which the fourth
shell is complete is 86—therefore an element having eighteen empty spaces
in the fourth will have an atomic number 68 corresponding to erbium. The
structure of this i3-form of erbium has the same kind of stability for large

nuclear charges that we found in the cases of jS-nickel and jS-palladium. We
may therefore expect that the atoms beyond holmium will show a marked
tendency to revert to jS-erbium. Thus tantalum with an atomic number 73
tends to lose five electrons and tungsten to lose six. The properties of tantalum
and tungsten thus resemble those of columbium and molybdenum, but, because
of the complexity of the atom to which they revert, and in general because of

the large numbers of electrons in their outside shell, their secondary valence

forces are more highly developed.

“The i3-form of the erbium atom contains eighteen empty cells arranged
over the eighteen cells of the third shell. When electrons are added, as we
pass to elements of large atomic number the first eight of them naturally tend
to arrange themselves at the corners of a cube, because of the magnetic attrac-

tion of the eight electrons in the second shell. The next two electrons, for

reasons of symmetry, then arrange themselves in the polar axis. We thus
have the three * eighth group’ elements osmium, iridium and platinum. Be-
cause of the weakness of the forces acting between the fourth and the second
shell we should not expect strongly developed magnetic properties in these

elements. As a matter of fact, osmium and iridium have susceptibilities nearly

equal to zero, but there is a small but sharp rise at platinum making this

element about one fourth as paramagnetic as palladium. The next elements
gold, mercury, etc., are distinctly diamagnetic. The same sharp break occurs

here as we found between nickel and copper, palladium and silver, lutecium and
tantalum, although its magnitude is much less. We may therefore assume
that beyond platinum the electrons tend to rearrange themselves in a j3-form

in which the ten electrons, that have been added since erbium, endeavor to

get farther away from those of the underlying electrons. The eight empty
cells tend to take symmetrical positions in the atom probably at corners of a

cube, and the cells containing electrons space themselves as best they can.

The fact that an arrangement of this kind does not have nearly the symmetry
which we found for the ^-form of the nickel atom is probably the explanation

of the fact that the tendency of the succeeding elements to revert to this in-

form of platinum is much less marked than we observed in the cases of reversion

to nickel, palladium and erbium. Thus, we find that gold and mercury have
variable valence, differing in this respect from silver and cadmium. Thallium
forms univalent and tervalent ions whereas indium forms only tervalcnt.

Lead only exceptionally is quadrivalent, while this seems to be the normal
condition of tin compounds. Thus, stannous salts are strong reducing agents,

but divalent lead salts are not. Bismuth is normally tervalent and forms
only a few very unstable compounds in which it is quinquivalent. Antimony,
on the other hand, has about eoual tendencies to be tervalenf nr miinquivalent.”
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Lewis-Langmmr Theory of Valence and Chemical Combination: Mention
has already been made of Lewis’s conception of the nature of the chemical

bond. The stability of two electrons in helium and of eight electrons in neon

and argon is considered by both Lewis and Langmuir as of fundamental im-

portance in governing the formation of chemical compounds. The latter has

designated the stable group of eight electrons the octet” and the theory of

chemical combination which we shall discuss in the following section is known
as the octet theory of valence.”

Langmuir has stated this theory in the form of the following four postulates

Postulate 1, The very stable arrangements of electrons corresponding to

those of the inert gases are characterized by strong internal but unusually

weak external fields of force. The magnetic and electrostatic forces are each

very nearly internally balanced. The smaller the atomic number of the

element the weaker are these external fields.

^'Postulate 2. The pair of electrons in the helium atom presents the most

stable possible arrangement. A stable pair of this kind forms only under the

direct influence of positive charges.

^^The positive charges producing the stable pair may be:

(a) The nucleus of any element.

**{h) Two hydrogen nuclei.

(c) A hydrogen nucleus together with the kernel of an atom.

{(I) Two atomic kernels.

“These are listed in the order of their stability.

Postulate 3, After the very stable pairs (Postulate 2) the next most

stable arrangement of electrons is the group of eight such as forms the outside

layer in atoms of neon and argon. We shall call this stable group of eight

electrons the octet. Any atom up to argon having more than two positive

charges on its kernel tends to take up electrons to form an octet. The greater

the charge on the kernel the stronger is this tendency. In exceptional cases,

the octet can form about a complex kernel, that is, about a structure containing

the kernels of two atoms bound together by a pair of electrons (Postulate 2).

^^Postidate i. Electrons Held in Common .—Two octets may hold one, two

or sometimes even three pairs of electrons in common. A stable pair and an

octet may hold a pair of electrons in common. An octet may share an even

number of its electrons with one, two, three or four other octets. No electrons

can form parts of more than two octets.”

It will be recognized that these postulates form a logical extension of the

conceptions at which Lewis had arrived in considering polar and non-polar

compounds. Applying these postulates to chemical combination, Langmuir

derives a theorj" of valence which he states as follows

:

“Let c be the total number of available electrons in the shells of the atoms

forming a given molecule. Let n be the number of octets formed by their

combination and let p be the number of electrons held in common by the

1 These are Postulates 8-11 in the original paper.
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octets. For every pair of electrons held in common there is a saving of 2 in tiro

number of electrons needed to form the octets. Thus we have

e = 8n - 2p. (2a)

^'For most purposes it is more convenient to use this equation in the form

p = |(8n - e). (26)

‘‘When a hydrogen nucleus holds a pair of electrons in common with an
octet, this pair should not be counted in determining the value of p, since it

does not result in any saving in the numbers of electrons required to form the

octets.'^

Now, let us see how these equations apply to different cases of chemical

combination.

Water (H^O): In this case n = 1, c = 8 (6

for the oxygen and one for each hydrogen).

Hence p = 0. “This means that no electrons

are held in common between octets, which must
obviously be the case for any molecule contain-

ing only one octet. The fact that we found

p == 0 thus shows that the compound H 2O can

exist. The two hydrogen nuclei attach them-

selves to two pairs of electrons forming the fiq. e. Diagram of the Water
octet. The arrangement is presumably as illus- Molecule

trated in Fig. 6. The hydrogen nuclei are rep-

resented by the + signs and the electrons in the octet by the small circles

while the nucleus of the oxygen atom is shown as a black circle.’’

We may also represent this molecule two-dimensionally by the formulae

H : 0 : H, or H : 0 : H.

In the second mode of representation we merely show that the oxygen

atom shares two pairs of electrons with hydrogen atoms. Thus, the pair of

electrons takes the place of the single bond in the conventional formula

H - 0 ~ H.

Oxygen and Ozone: For every oxygen atom we must have an octet. Let

us therefore assume n = 2, then since e = 2 X 6, it follows that p == 2. Hence

O 2 will be represented by the formula 0=0, showing that two pairs of

electrons are held in common. In the case of ozone, O3, n = 3, and since

e = 3 X 6, p = 3. The formula

0 = 0-0
shows that three pairs of electrons are held in common by the three octets.

Presumably we could obtain a molecule O — 0 = O — O, but, as well known,

this is not stable.
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• In these formula3 it is to be remembered that each bond represents a pair

of electrons held in common by the two octets. It has only a formal resem-

blance with the classical formulae in which each bond corresponds to a single

valency. The two methods of representation agree in certain cases, like that

of O2 and H 2O, and CO2, CH4 and organic compounds in general. But the

main value of the octet theory consists in the fact that it gives a rational explanation

for the structures of a large number of inorganic compounds without recourse to

the assumption that the same atom inny exhibit different valencies in different

compounds. This point will be illustrated better by the cases discussed below.

Carbon Dioxide {CO 2): Since n = 3, and e == 4 + (2 X 6), p = 4. Hence,

the formula is

0 = C = 0.

Langmuir has shown how the theory applies to hydrocarbons by attempting

to deduce on the basis of the octet theory what substances of the general type

CjjHy can exist. Since in all octet compounds there must be an even number
of electrons (otherwise p would be a fractional number), it follows that in all

hydrocarbons there must be an even number of hydrogen atoms, and hence

the general formula may be represented by C«H 2y.

In Table IX, the first column gives the empirical formula of the hypothetical

compound. The values of n and c are given in the next two columns, while p,

calculated by equation (2), is given in the fourth column. The last column

gives the resulting structural formula which may be assumed to represent

the molecule.

In all these cases, the old theory gives the same structures as those given

by the new theory. However, it must be noted that the old theory of valence

was developed around the chemistry of carbon compounds. It is when we
come to discuss such cases as those of the compounds of nitrogen and oxygen

that the valence theory fails while the new theory becomes a safe guide in

deducing the possible compounds. Since nitrogen has five electrons in its

shell and oxygen has six, it is evident that the compounds must have the

general formula N 2OZ. Applying the octet theory, we obtain the series shown

in Table X.

Structure of Nitrogen Molecule, Carbon Monoxide, Nitric Oxide, and

Hydrocyanic Acid : ‘‘If we apply the octet theory to the nitrogen molecule,

by placing n — 2, e — 10, we find p = 3, We are thus led to the formula

N = N for the nitrogen molecule. Now, in acetylene we have an illustration

of two atoms holding three pairs of electrons in common. Such a substance

is endothermic, forms additional products easily, and even by itself is relatively

unstable. A structure of this kind could not possibly account for the properties

of nitrogen."

Langmuir points out that in most of its properties elementary nitrogen

resembles argon. Its freezing point lies between those of argon and oxygen,

while its boiling point lies below those of either of these gases. The nitrogen

molecule must, therefore, have a weaker external field of force than either that
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TABLE IX

n e P Constitution

CH 2 1 6 1 Impossible

H
1

CH 4 1 8 0
1

H-C-H
1

H
CHe 1 10 -1 Impossible

CsH, 2 10 3 H-C-C-H
H H

1 1

C 2H 4 . 2 12 2
1 1

C-C
1 1

H H
H H

1 1

C 2H 6 2 14 1

I 1

H-C-C-H
1 1

H H
C 2H 8 2 16 0 CH44-CH4

C 3H 2 . ... 3 14 5 Possible only in ring

H H
1 1

C 3H 4 3 16 4
1 1

c=c=c
1 1

H H
H H

1 1

C 3H 6 . 3 18 3
1 1

C=C-C~H
1 1 1

H H H
H H H

1 1 1

CsHs 3 20 2
1 1 1

H-C-C-C~H
1 1 1

H H H
C 4H 2 . - 4 18 7 HCsC-CsCH

H H
1 1

C 4H 4 4 20 6
1 1

C =C =*C =C or as ring

1 1

H H

of oxygen or argon. This suggests a very stable structure and Langmuir

assumes accordingly that in the formation of a nitrogen molecule the ten

electrons of the two kernels enter to form a single octet by pushing the two extra

electrons (since there are ten electrons in the kernels of two nitrogen atoms)

inside the octet, as shown in Fig. 7.
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TABLE X

n e P Structural Formula

N20 . . .

.

3 16 4 N=0=N or N=N=0
N202 4 22 5 0=N-N=0
N203 5 28 6 0=N-0-N=0 or 0=N-N=0

I

0
0 0

1 1

N204 . .

.

6 34 7 0 1! 1 0
0 0

N205 7 40 8 0 II 10 1 II0

Fig, 7. Model of Nitro

gen Molecule

^^This structure of the nitrogen molecule/^ Lang-
muir writes, explains in a perfectly satisfactory way
all the remarkable properties of elementary nitrogen

previously mentioned. The high heat of formation of

nitrogen molecules from the atoms accounts for the

great number of endothermic and explosive nitrogen

compounds. It is also evident why elementary nitro-

gen is so unusually inert, while in its compounds it is

one of the most active of the elements.

Carbon monoxide resembles nitrogen in most of its physical properties,

such as freezing point, boiling point, critical pressure, viscosity, etc. The
molecule of CO also contains ten electrons in the kernels of the two atoms.

It therefore seems reasonable to conclude that the structures of the carbon

monoxide and nitrogen molecules must be similar. In both molecules there

is an imprisoned pair of electrons within the octet held as a stable pair by the

two kernels.

Langmuir also suggests that the nitric oxide molecule (NO) probably has

a structure similar to those of nitrogen and carbon monoxide. Since the

molecule of NO contains one more electron than either of the two other mole-

cules, it is assumed that the extra electron is held within the octet.

Finally, the fact that hydrocyanic acid (HCN) also has fourteen electrons

(the same as in nitrogen and carbon monoxide) suggests that here again we
have an octet with two electrons held inside. ‘‘The total charges on the

kernels of nitrogen and carbon is 9 instead of 10 as in the nitrogen and carbon

monoxide molecule. This somewhat decreases the stability and at the same
time gives a negative charge to the CN radical so that it must combine with a

hydrogen nucleus, or form a negative ion. Two such ions can combine by
sharing a pair of electrons, thus releasing the electrons and leaving the un-

charged cyanogen molecule (CN) 2 . It is well known that cyanogen has a

very close resemblance to chlorine in many ways. The theory of the con-
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stitutioii given above indicates that this resemblance is not accidental, nor is

it merely due to the fact that both ions are univalent. It depends on the fact

that both the cyanogen ion and the chlorine ion have outside shells that

consist of a single octet.’’

It is only fair to state that Lewis ^ disagrees with Langmuir’s proposed

structures for these four molecules and believes that the molecules should be

represented as follows:

:N:::N:, : C : : : 0 : ( : C : : : N : )

Valence, Coordination Number and Covalence: Langmuir distinguishes

three different types of valence:

1. Positive Valence: the number of electrons an atom can give up.

2. Negative Valence: the number of electrons an atom can take up.

3. Covalence: the number of pairs of electrons which an atom can share

with its neighbors.

Thus, lithium has a positive valence of one, while fluorine has a negative

valence of one in most of its compounds. On the other hand, in F 2 it has a

covalence of one. Carbon has a covalence of 4 in all its compounds, while the

covalence of nitrogen may bo 4, 3, or 2. The maximum covalence for nearly

all the elements is 4, although, in certain exceptional cases which are discussed

below, this rule is no longer valid.

In a large number of cases the covalence corresponds to Werner’s co-

ordination number, so that ^Hhe octet theory then corresponds exactly to

Werner’s theory just as for organic compounds it is eciuivalent to the ordinary

valence theory.” A number of illustrations of this correspondence will be

found in Langmuir’s original paper.

While the elements of the first short period never have a coordination

number greater than 4, we find that in the second period silicon has a co-

ordination number 6 in HaSiFe and in a few other compounds. Similarly in

PCU and SFfi, phosphorus and sulphur apparently have coordination numbers

greater than 4.^

This tendency to form compounds with a coordination number 6 is specially

strong in the elements from titanium to nickel and the corresponding elements

in the subsequent periods. Lewis has suggested^ that in such cases ‘‘the

electron pairs do not lie in the primary valence shell of the central atom, but

in a secondary valence shell.” Langmuir, on the other hand, assumes that in

such a compound as H 2SiFo, “the silicon atom docs not share any pairs of

electrons with the surrounding atoms but holds these by electrostatic forces.”

Thus the six fluorine atoms are located at the corners of an octahedron, forming

an ion SiFe which is capable of attaching to itself two hydrogen ions to

form HiSiFe

1 Valence, p. 127.

2 See Lewis, Valence, pp. 101-2, for a discussion of these case .

® Valence, p. 115.
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Isosterism and Ismorphism : In the previous discussion, mention has been

made that, on the basis of the octet theory, N2O and CO2 have similar struc-

tures. In both cases the molecule may be represented by three octets. Again,

N2, CO, NO and HCN are regarded by Langmuir as similarly constituted.

Such molecules have been designated by Langmuir isosteres or isosteric com-

pounds.^ The term is, however, not restricted to chemical compounds but

is also applicable to chemical radicals or to groups of atoms which hold pairs

of electrons in common. The remarkable similarity in the physical properties

of the isosteres of N2 has already been discussed. Langmuir concludes that

such similarities may be expected in all cases where we have groups of isosteres.

The following table (Table XI) gives a list of isosteres of different types which

may be expected on the basis of the octet theory:

TABLE XI

List op Isosteres

Type

1

H-. He, Li+

2

O”, F- Ne, N^i^

3

S— .
Cl- A, K+, Ca++

4

Cu+Zn++

5

. . Br-, Kr, Rb+, Sr++

6..

. . Ag+Cd++

7..

.. I-Xe, Cs+Ba++

8

N 2 , CO, CN-
9 ... . CH 4 ,

NH 4
+

10 CO 2 , N 2O, N 3-, CNO
11 . . . . . .... NO 3-, CO 3

--

12

.. . . . NO 2-. O 3

13

. HF, OH-
14.. . . . CIO 4-, SO 4— . ro4

—

15.. . . . . CIO 3
- SO 3

--, PO 3
—

16..

.. . . ... SOs.POa-
17

..

. . . . S206“, P2O 6

18.. . S 2O7— ,
P 2O7

19. . . .... SiH4, PH 4
+

20 ... . . . . . . . . Mn04-, Cr04—

21

. . SCO 4
—

,
As04

—

Langmuir points out that while the observed differences between the

ordinary properties of the different isosteres of any one type are to be accounted

for because of the differences in electric charge, “there is one property, namely,

crystalline form, which should depend on the arrangement of the electrons in

substances rather than upon the magnitude of the forces between their atoms.

By a comparison of crystal form it should therefore be possible to obtain direct

evidence of the similarity of the arrangement of the electrons in isosteric sub-

stances even if charges on the molecules are different.’^

Thus, since the ions O— ,
F”, Na'^ and Mg++ are isosteric, we would expect

that MgF2 and NaiO should be isomorphous.

» Am, Chem. Soc., 41, 1543 (1919).
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Since the nitrate and carbonate ions are isosteric, we should expect NaNOs
and MgCOs to be isomorphous. As a matter of fact, this is actually found to

be the case. A large number of other illustrations are discussed in detail by
Langmuir. Table XII gives a list of typical cases of isomorphism based on
isosterism and an examination of the crystallographic data shows that in all

these cases the crystal structures are remarkably similar.

TABLE XII

Type Table XI

2 . .

3 .

5 .

7

8 .

10

n
14.

15

17

18

20

21

Typical Cases of Isomorphism Based on Isosterism

(a) NaF-MgO; (h) MgF2~Na20
(a) KCl-CaS; (5) CaCl2-K 2S
(a) Rl)Br~SrSe; (c) SrBr2-Rb 2Se

(a) CsI-BaTe; (c) Bal 2'Cs2Tc
N 2-CO
KNCO-KN3. etc.

(a) NaNOs-CaCOa; (6) KNOa-SrC^Os
(a) KCl04~SrS04; (h) NaHS04-CaHP04; (c) KHS04-SrHP04
(a) NaClOs-CaSOa; (h) KHSOr-SrllPOa
Na2S206—Ca2P206

Na2S207-Ca2P207

RbMii0i-BaCrO4
Mn8c04 2H20-FeAs04 2H2O

According to the ordinary valence theory, sulfur in sulfites and carbon in

carbonates have the same valency, 4. It has, therefore, been concluded that

these two classes of salts should be isomorphous. On the other hand, the same
theory fails to predict the cases of isomorphism which do exist. The octet

theory does not fail in either of these ways.^

While Langmuir has found his views to be strictly confirmed by the observa-

tions on isomorphous crystals, A. O. Rankine has shown that these views are

in equally good agreement with molecular dimensions as derived from measure-

ments of coefificients of viscosity of gases. Using the eiiuations derived by
S. Chapman ^ for the relation between coefficient of viscosity and molecular

diameter, and combining these with the values for the atomic diameters of

the rare gas molecules as derived by W. L. Bragg,^ Rankine ^ concludes in

agreement with Langmuir that ^‘the molecules of CO 2 and N 2O behave not

merely as though they had the same size and shape, but as if each of them had

1 For a discussion of the further applications of the octet theory the reader is referred

to the following papers: (1) Langmuir, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 274 (1920), The Octet Theory
of Valence and its Application with Special Reference to Organic Nitrogcui Compounds;

(2) E. C. Crocker, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44 , 1618 (1922), Applications of the Octet Theory to

Single-Ring Aromatic Compounds; (3) Conant, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43
, 1705 (1921).

2 Phil. Trans., 216 , 279 (1916) ;
also see Chapter III, Vol. I of this treatise and S. Dush-

man. High Vacuum, Chapter I, for a brief discussion of these relations.
» Phil. Mag., 40 , ifeO (1920).

*Proc. Roy. Soc., 98
, 360, 369 (1920).
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an external electron arrangement practically the same as that of three neon

atoms in line and contiguous/^

From measurements on the coefficients of viscosity of ammonia, phosphine

and arsine, A. O. Rankine and C. J. Smith ^ conclude that in passing from neon

to ammonia, argon to phosphine, and krypton to arsine the increases in mean
diameter are approximately equal. This is to be expected since in each case

three hydrogen nuclei have attached themselves to the atoms to complete the

electron arrangement of the corresponding inert atom.

In a similar manner a most interesting confirmation of Langmuir^s views on

the isosteric nature of the nitrogen and carbon monoxide molecules has been

obtained by C. J. Smith ^ from measurements of the coefficients of viscosity.

From X-ray measurements of the diameters of alkali and halogen ions,

W. P. Davey ® has also reached conclusions which are in accord with those

predicted by Langmuir’s theory with regard to similarity in atomic diameters

of isosteres. Thus Cs“^, Xe, and I~; Rb+, Kr, and Br“; K"^, Ar, and Cl'“, Na'^,

Ne, and F"" are found to form groups such that in each of them the atomic

diameter is constant. An interesting conclusion arrived at by Davey is that

‘Hhe volume of the atom of the inert gas is roughly proportional to the number

of electrons which it contains.”

Generalized Theory of Valency : In a more recent paper which appeared in

1921,^ Langmuir has shown that the rule of eight is essentially a special case

of a much more general law. Before we can, however, proceed to state this

law it is necessary to introduce two new terms.

Firstly, Langmuir designates the incomplete layer of electrons which con-

stitute the valence shell (in contradistinction to the kernel) as the sheath. He
defines this as follows: ^^The sheath of any atom (or atomic ion) consists of

all the electrons in the outside layer provided that this layer is incomplete when
the atom is electrically neutral. Thus atoms of the inert gases (neon, argon,

etc.) and ions such as Na"^, Ca++, etc., have no sheaths for the outside layers

of these atoms consist of electrons which already form a complete layer in the

neutral atom. The sodium atonij however, has an incomplete sheath containing

one electron, while the fluorine atom has an incomplete sheath of 7 electrons.

The fluorine mn, on the other hand, has a complete sheath of 8 electrons.”

Assuming the arrangements assigned by Langmuir to the atoms of the inert

gases, it requires 2, 8, 18, or 32 electrons to form a complete sheath, according

to the period in which the atom belongs.

Now, as mentioned already, a given group of atoms may interact to complete

their sheaths in two ways:

1. By transfer of electrons from one atom to another.

2. By sharmg one or more pairs of electrons.

^Phil. Mag., 42 , 601 (1921 ).

2 Proc. Phys. Soc., 34
. 155 ( 1922).

^Phys. Rev., 22, 211 (1923).

^Science, 54 , 59 (1921 ),
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Such a pair of electrons is designated a duplet. If now we let e denote the

number of electrons in the sheath of any neutral atom, let S denote the number
of electrons in the sheath after the atom has interacted with others, and let

P denote the number of duplets shared within the given group of atoms, then

LW = EiS) - 2P. (3)

This is a more general statement of the relation given in equation (2).

Furthermore, since positive valence differs from negative valence only in

algebraic sign, Langmuir includes both under the term electrovalence

,

which is

designated by the symbol Ve and is regarded as positive when the atom gives up

electrons.

Hence, the electrovalence of any atom is given by the expression

= e - S. (4)

For electro-negative atoms, S is greater than e, so that Ve is negative.

If now we define the covalence (i^c) of an atom with neighboring atoms, we
evidently have

LW = 2P. (5)

For in adding up the values of Vc for all the atoms in a given group, we

count each duplet {bond) twice.

From (3), (4) and (5) it follows that

E{Ve)+E{Vc) = 0 . (6)

That is, The sum of the elcctrovalenccs and covalences for all the atoms in

any complete compound is zero.

^'If we represent Ve + Vc by v, equation (6) takes the form

L*' = 0 (7)

for any complete compound, and this suggests that the quantity v may have

some simple physical significance.^^

Now let us consider the application of these relations to different classes of

chemical compounds.

1. Complete Compounds: These have completed sheaths, so that the number

of electrons in the outside layer (in contradistinction to the kernel) is 0, 2,

18, or 32. ''Since Vc in equation (6) can never be negative, Ve must be zero or

negative. Therefore atoms having negative valences must always be present

in a complete compound. Thus electro-positive elements do not form complete

compounds with each other.’'

In compounds without covalence, equation (6) reduces to

= 0 .

Therefore, such compounds must consist of positively and negatively charged

ions. As typical of this class of compounds we have NaCl, and similar halides

which arc easily fusible and are good electrolytes; also such compounds as
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AICI3, PCI5, SFe, etc., in which the electrovalency of A1 is + 3, of P, + 5, and
of S, + 6. Owing to the strong electrostatic forces between the positive and
negative ions, the latter surround the former, producing only very weak ex-

ternal fields. These molecules are, therefore, quite stable and inert towards
outside influences. Furthermore, owing to the strong internal forces, these

latter compounds do not exhibit electrolytic conductivity, while the absence
of strong external fields makes them quite volatile.

On the other hand, in the case of compounds without electro-positive atoms,

we must find in accordance with equation (6) that the sum of the negative

valences is equal to that of the covalences. Thus in CH4, the covalence of

carbon is 4, and the electrovalence of hydrogen is — 1. In H 2O, the covalence

of oxygen is two, while in HF the covalence of fluorine is one.

Further consideration of such compounds leads, however, to a very im-
portant conclusion, which we may derive as follows:

If we denote negative valence by Vn, we can write equation (4) in the form

Vn = S — e. (4a)

When one atom shares a duplet with another atom, we may regard the pair

as divided equally between the two atoms. Hence, in accordance with equation

(3), we will have for each atom

Vc — S — e.

It therefore follows that for each atom in such a compound

or

Vn = Vc

V = Vc — Vn Vc + Ve = 0. (8 )

That is, the covalence of each atom is equal to the negative valence of that

atom.

Let us now consider the magnitude of the charge on each atom in such a

compound. Corresponding to Vnj the atom has a residual negative charge

of But since the atom has a covalence Vcy and we have assumed that we
may regard each pair of electrons as divided equally between the two atoms,

the effective charge on the atom is Vn — Vc = 0.

Thus the residual charge on each atom is zero.

Langmuir sees in this conclusion a much more general relation which he

states as a postulate in the following form:

^^The residual charge on each atom and on each group of atoms tends to a

minimumy
Regarding the significance of this law he writes thus: ^'It is felt by the

writer that this postulate is a crude expression of a very important and funda-

mental law. When we understand the repulsive forces between charged

particles better, we shall be able to state the law in a more nearly quantitative

form. The law is of very wide application. The uniformity of distribution

of positive and negative ions in a salt solution is a familiar example of the
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working of this law. In any small finite element of volume the charges of

the positive and negative ions tend to be very nearly equal or the residual

charge tends to a minimum.
^^The preceding postulate expresses merely a strong tendency so that, in

general, the charges of individual atoms are not necessarily zero. When the

atomic charges depart from zero, however, they do so only as the result of a

definite force or action which opposes the tendency of this postulate.

Such forces arise because of the strong tendency for the outside layers to

assume the arrangement corresponding to a completed sheath. This would

account for the existence of such highly positively charged ions as those in

SFe, etc.

As a further illustration of the application of these relationships let us

consider the compound NH4F. In NII3, nitrogen has a covalency of 3 and

its negative valency is also 3. When we form NH4F, the fluorine atom tends

to become negative at the expense of the nitrogen. ^^Thus the covalence of

fluorine decreases to zero while that of nitrogen increases to four. The total

number of covalence bonds has not been changed, they have merely been

distributed differently. But this causes the atoms to become charged and

makes the compound an electrolyte. It should be noted that this theory

indicates definitely in what direction the change of charge occurs. Thus we
should not expect Nila and HF to give a compound consisting of ions NH2”'

and H 2F‘^ although under other conditions these ions might exist.

The main interest in this development of Langmuir’s theory which has

been sketched rather briefly in the preceding sections is that it presents an

attempt to reduce valence conceptions in chemistry to a few laws which can

be formulated algebraically. It represents one more stage in the gradual

evolution of chemistry from a descriptive into an exact science of the same

nature as physics. Although, up to the present, Langmuir has not developed

his ideas any further, his ultimate ideal is best expressed by the concluding

statement of his paper: ^^The writer plans to consider the quantitative aspects

of these valence theories in subsequent papers. It is aimed to put the postu-

lates (stated in the present paper) into a form that will permit at least rough

calculations of the relative stabilities of various substances as measured, for

example, by their heats of formation.”

Bohr’s Theory of Atomic Structure ^

Spectral Series Relations : In discussing the derivation of the radiation

laws, it was pointed out that all solid bodies emit a continuous spectrum when

' The literature on this subject is extensive. While references to detailed aspects are

given in the corresponding sections, the following general reference works will be found

extremely helpful: N. Bohr, The Theory of Spectra and Atomic Constitution, Cambridge

Univ. Press, 1922; P. D. Foote and F. L. Mohler, The Origin of Spectra, The Chemical

Catalog Co., 1922; A. Sommerfeld, Atomic Structure and Spectral Lines, Trans, from 3d

German Edition by H. L. Brose, E. P. Dutton and Co., 1922; W. C. McC. Lewis, Quantum
Theory, Longmans, Green and Co., 1919; N. R. Campbell, Modern Electrical Theory,

Chapter XV, Series Spectra, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1921; Naturwiasenschaften, 11, Heft 27

(1923).
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in the incandescent state. In the case of gases and vapors, we observe that

the spectrum is not continuous but consists either of sharply defined lines

(line^spectra)

y

or bands which extend over certain ranges of wave-lengths

{hand-spectra). The latter are characteristic of molecules, while the former

are due to atoms. Both these types of spectra are observed in a Geissler tube

containing hydrogen, the band spectrum being due to hydrogen molecules,

while the line spectrum is due to atoms.

Now, while the band spectra form an extremely interesting topic and are

becoming of interesting theoretical importance because of the information

which they give us about the arrangement and relative distances between the

atoms constituting the molecule, it is the line spectra which are of fundamental

importance in the study of atomic structure. Since the time of Kirchhoff and
Bunsen it has been recognized that each element possesses a characteristic

line spectrum, and, as is well known, the applications of this fact in the field of

spectroscopy have been extremely numerous and important.

The very existence of line spectra led physicists to conclude that the struc-

ture of the atom must be quite complex in order to give rise to such spectra.

It was only, however, with the discovery of the existence of certain interesting

relations among the lines of any one element that the foundations were laid

for our present views on atomic structure. In 1885 Balmer pointed out that

in the case of the ordinary spectrum of hydrogen there exists an interesting

relation between the different lines. This spectrum (see Fig. 8) consists

6000
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Fici. 8. Spectrum of Balmer Series

of a series of lines known as Ha, H^, H^, Hg, etc., extending from the red into

the ultra-violet region. R. W. Wood ^ has been able to obtain photographs

of this spectrum as far as the 20th line, while in photographs of nebular clusters

the series have been obtained as far as the 33d line. Balmer observed that

the wave-length of each of the lines of the series (then known) could be repre-

sented satisfactorily by the formula

( 1 )

where X denotes the wave-length, n has the values 3, 4, 5, 6, for Ha, H/s, H.y, Hj,

respectively, and A is a constant.

The formula is more usually written in the form

(2a)

» Proc. Roy. Soc., A 97, 455 (1920).
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where R = 109,677.69, n == 3, 4, 5, 6, etc., and Vq is known as the wave-fiuniber.^

This may also be written in the form

(26)

It will be observed, especially from equation (2), that Baimer's formula ex-

presses the frequency as the difference between a consta^it term and a variable term.

Putting = 00
,
we obtain the limiting frequency or head of the series, corre-

sponding to Vq = RjL This is represented in Fig. 8 by the line on the ex-

treme right.

The next great discovery in regard to spectral series was made ])y Rydberg
(1890) who showed that, for a number of elements (alkalis and alkaline earths),

the lines could be arranged in definite series for each of which there exists a

relation similar to Balmer’s formula and involving the same constant R (known
as Rydberg^s constant).® Furthermore, it was shown by Rydberg and sub-
sequently also by Ritz that different series for the same element are connected
by a relation which is known as the Principle of Combination. The significance

of this principle may be illustrated as follows: If in the case of hydrogen, we
have the lines corresponding to

we ought to expect a line of frequency,

y'" = = Rc

and a series of the general formula,

= Kef---)*
VS" nV

Actually Paschen (1909) succeeded in finding such a series in the infra-red

region of the hydrogen spectrum. Also Lyman (1904, 1906) observed a series

in the ultra-violet regions corresponding to

1 The symbol i^o is used to differentiate it from v = cfK, the frequency, where c = 3

X 10^“ cm. /sec.

2 As a matter of fact, this “constant” is not exactly constant, but the differences for

different elements are very small. The explanation for the existence of this variation in

the cause of R was first given by Bohr in connection with his theory of the origin of spectra.
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Quite recently F. S. Brackett ^ has discovered a series still further in the

infra-red corresponding to

V 42 n2
/

Each of these series may be expressed by an equation of the type

\ m2 n2 /

If we multiply each side by Planck^s constant we obtain the relation

Rch(l^-\)-
\ rnr IV )

Since hv corresponds, according to Planck’s theory, to a quantum of energy

of frequency Vj the inference is obvious that each of the terms on the right-hand

side of equation (7) must also correspond to a quantity of energy, so that we

may write

hv^ En- Em, (8)

where En and Em correspond to the energy of the system before and after

the emission of the energy quantum hv. Furthermore, it follows that, apart

from an additive arbitrary constant,

En =
Rch

n2
(9)

It is upon these considerations that Bohr has developed his theory of atomic

structure.

Fundamental Assumptions of Bohr’s Theory: Before proceeding to discuss

this theory it is, however, necessary to renew briefly the essential features in

Planck’s radiation theory. * In deriving the relation for the distribution of

energy in a black-body enclosure, Planck introduced the conception of an

oscillator vibrating with frequency co. By studying the statistical equilibrium

of a number of such oscillators in the field of radiation, Planck was led to the

conclusion that the energy of any oscillator at any instant is equal to a whole

multiple of an energy quantum which is proportional to the frequency o).

Thus the energy of the oscillator is given by the relation

En = nho), (10)

where n is a whole number.

According to classical theory, the frequency of the radiation (j^) emitted

and absorbed by the oscillator is equal to its own frequency, that is, v ^ o).

Hence Planck’s conclusion may be stated thus: An oscillator can emit and

1 Astrophys. J., 56, 154 (1922)
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absorb energy only in quanta of magnitude

AE = hv, (11)

where the energy change is therefore determined by the frequency of the oscillator.

In order to account for the existence of line spectra and their relationships

as exhibited in equation (7), Bohr discards Planck^s idea as expressed by equa-

tion (11) and assumes instead the relation expressed by equation (8). In

other words, he assumes the relation

V = AEjh. (12)

That is, according to Bohr, the frequency of the radiation is determined by the

total energy change.

^'If this law is assumed,’' Bohr states,^ '"the spectra do not give us informa-

tion about the motion of the particles in the atom as is supposed in the usual

theory of radiation, but only a knowledge of the energy changes in the various

processes which can occur in the atom. From this point of view the spectra

show the existence of certain definite energy values corresponding to certain

distinctive states of the atoms. These states will be called the stationary

states of the atoms, since we shall assume that the atom can remain a finite

time in each state, and can leave this state only by a process of transition to

another stationary state.”

Bohr’s assumptions on which he bases his theory of spectral series have been

stated by him in the following form.*

Postulate A, ^^An atomic system can, and can only, exist permanently

in a certain series of states corresponding to a discontinuous series of values

for its energy, and consequently any change of the energy of the system,

including emission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation, must take

place by a complete transition between two such states. These states will

be denoted as the ^stationary states^ of the system.”

Postulate B, That the radiation absorbed or emitted during a transition

between two stationary states is monochromatic and possesses a frequency v,

given by the relation

hv = En ~ Em. (8)

As mentioned already, this leads to the conclusion that

En —
Rch

n*
(9)

where R is the Rydberg constant.

Derivation of Rydberg Constant: Now let us consider the application of

these postulates to the simplest atomic system known, that of hydrogen,

which consists of a nucleus of unit positive charge and an electron. According

to Postulate A this system can exist in a series of stationary states, and while

1 The Theory of Spectra, p. 23.

*On the Quantum Theory of Line Spectra (Copenhagen (1918)), part I, p. 5.
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the transitions between these states are governed by Postulate B, it is assumed
that in any stationary state the laws of ordinary (or Newtonian) mechanics
may be applied.

In view of the existence of a force of attraction between electron and nucleus,

it is necessary to postulate some balancing force, if the atom is to remain stable.

The analogy between Coulomb^s law of attraction and the force of gravity in

celestial systems suggests that the electron in the hydrogen atom must describe

a closed elliptical orbit with the nucleus at one of the foci. Under these condi-

tions the force of attraction is ])alanced by the centrifugal force on the electron,

and it is therefore assumed l)y Bohr that this is what occurs to make the sta-

tionary states of the hydrogen remain stable.

The same result may also })e obtained by postulating the existence of a

repulsive force as has actually been shown by Langmuir,^ in which case the

electrons must assume definite positions of equilibrium in the atomic structure.

While this theory of a '‘static atom'' might at first glance be considered as in

much better agreement with the chemist's ideas of valency, it has, however,
not been as fruitful a hypothesis as that of Bohr.

Let us now consider, from the point of view of Newtonian mechanics, an
electron rotating about a nucleus of positive charge Ne in a circular orbit,

where iV = 1.

Let V = velocity of electron in orbit, 2a = diameter of orbit, o) = frequency
of revolution. Then

V = 2irao).

Force of attraction = f!

.

(10 )

Centrifugal force = = m'a{2'w(j3y, (11)
a

where m' = the mass of the electron.

Since the force of attraction must be equal to the centrifugal force, it

follows from (10) and (11) that

03
^ _£l_.

(12 )

Ej the total energy of the system, corresponds to the energy emitted as

the electron approaches the nucleus. If we denote the total energy required

to remove the electrons to infinity by W, it is evident that

IF = - E, (13)

Furthermore, the energy E is made up of the kinetic energy {Ek) and
potential energy {E^) of the electron in the orbit.

But

1 Science, S3, 290 (1921).

Ek = i»»'(27rcoa)2 = — •

2a
(14)
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this case the total energy of the atom is a minimum when the electron

is in the inmost orbit, quantum number 1. When the electron is displaced to

infinity, or just outside of the sphere of influence of the core, which practically

is a very small distance, the total energy is all potential and is a maximum.

Between these two positions we have many orbits where the electron assumes

intermediate values of the total energy corresponding to the quantum numbers

n = 2j Sy 4, etc. In general, it is more convenient to consider, instead of the

total energy of the electron, the amount of work required to displace it from

an inner to an outer orbit. Hence to the inmost orbit is ascribed the largest

numerical value of the work, this being the work necessary to displace the elec-

tron to infinity. Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 10. The first orbit, n = 1

,

Fig. 10. Energy Diagram for Hydrogen
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corresponds to 215.6 X 10~^* ergs;^ the second to 53.9; the third to 23.95, etc.

That is, it requires 215.6 X 10“^® ergs to completely remove the electron from its

inmost stable position in the hydrogen atom, and 53.9 X 10~^®ergs to remove it

from the second orbit, etc. The various series lines of hydrogen are shown in

this diagram. For example, Ha represents a transition from orbit 3 to orbit 2.

Referring to the energy scale on the right, we accordingly find that this repre-

sents an energy change of 3 X 10'^^ ergs. (This value is obtained by taking

the difference between the energy values corresponding to the head and tail

of the arrow marked a. Note that logarithms of energy are plotted on the

left in order to obtain an open scale.)

Such energy diagrams may be constructed on the basis of the spectral series

for a large number of atoms, and from these it is possible to calculate ionization

and resonance potentials ^ in a similar manner to that employed in the case of

the hydrogen atom.

Modification in the Theory for Atoms of Higher Atomic Number: If we as-

sume that the nuclear charge, instead of being equal to + e, is equal to + JVe,

we obtain the relations

and

general relation

nVi^
(29)

Wn = > (30)

V = Rrmi—- -
)

_ 27r2mVW2 / 1
1 Y

li^ \ rn^ 71^ )
(31)

may be applied to the case of ionized helium (He''"),

= 2. The spectral series of this ion will be given by the

ly
\ J \ 71^ )

(32)

Accordingly, some of the lines of this series ought to correspond to those of

the Balmer series for hydrogen and to a first approximation this is actually

found to be the case.

A closer inspection shows, however, that there is a slight difference between

the frequencies of lines in the two series, and it is one of the remarkable achieve-

ments of Bohr^s theory that it enables us to calculate the exact magnitude of

this difference.

1 The values used by Footo and Mohler are based on slightly different values of the

fundamental constants from those given above.

* See subsequent section for further discussion of ionization and resonance potentials.
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In the preceding arguments the implicit assumption has been made that

the mass of the nucleus is infinite as compared with that of the electron.

Consequently we have considered only the motion of the electron about the

nucleus. As a matter of fact, since the nucleus is not of infinite mass, both it

and the electron move in a circle about their common center of gravity} There-

fore, the energy differences for the different stationary states are slightly

different from those calculated previously. If we denote the nuclear mass by
M, it is found that equation (23) must be replaced by the more exact relation

where denotes the value derived in equation (23).

From the differences in wave-lengths of the He*^ lines and the H lines

Paschen found the values

7?He = 109,722.144 ± 0.04,

= 109,677.691 ± 0.06.

If we introduce these values into equations (23) and (33), it is found that

they lead to the values

^ = 1847 and — = 1.769 X 10’ c.m.u.
7n' vv

These are in excellent agreement with values derived by other methods.

Finally, from Paschen\s values for R^ and R^^ it follows that

R^ = 109,737.11 ±0.06.

Fine Structure of the Hydrogen Lines: We must now consider one other

refinement of the previous calculations. If we compare the motion of the

electron about the nucleus with that of a planet around the sun, we must also

take into account the fact that elliptic orbits are possible as well as circular orbits.

This possibility introduces a modification into the simple theory as outlined

previously so that the energy corresponding to any given orbit of quantum
number n is slightly different from that already calculated.

The essential conclusions obtained by this modified theory have been ex-

pressed most simply by Bohr as follows: ^

^'The calculation given above of the energy in the stationary states of the

hydrogen system, where each state is characterized by a single quantum
number, rests upon the assumption that the orbit of the electron in the atom
is simply periodic. This is, however, only approximately true. It is found

that if the change in the mass of the electron due to its velocity is taken into

1 See Sommerfeld, Atomic Structure, and Foote and Mohler, Origin of Spectra, for further

details on this point.

2 Theory of Spectra and Atomic Constitution, pp. 67-8.
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consideration the orbit of the electron no longer remains a simple ellipse, but

its motion may be described as a central motion obtained by superposing a

slow and uniform rotation upon a simple periodic motion in a very nearly

elliptical orbit. For a central motion of this kind the stationary states are

characterized by two quantum numbers. In the case under consideration one

of these may be so chosen that to a very close approximation it will determine

the energ}^ of the atom in the same manner as the quantum number previously

used determined the energy in the case of a simple elliptical orbit. This

quantum number which will alw’ays be denoted by n will, therefore, be called

the ^principal quantum number.’ Besides this condition, which to a very

close approximation determines the major axis in the rotating and almost

elliptical orbit, a second condition will be imposed upon the stationary states of

a central orbit, namely, that the angular momentum of the electron about the

center shall be equal to a whole multiple of Planck’s constant divided by 2t,

The whole number, which occurs as a factor in this expression, may be regarded

as the second quantum number and will be denoted by k. The latter condition

fixes the eccentricity of the rotating orlht, which, in the case of a simple periodic

orbit, was undetermined.

^^The simplest description of the form of the rotating nearly elliptical

electronic orbit in the hydrogen atom is o})taincd by considering the chord

which passes through the focus and is perpendicular to the major axis, the

so-called ^parameter.’ The length 2p of this parameter is given to a very close

approximation by an expression of exactly the same form as the expression for

the major axis, except that k takes the place of n. Using the same notation as

before, we have, therefore.

2a =
A2

27r2AVm'
2p =

¥
2Tr^Nehn'

(34)

For each of the stationary states which had previously been denoted by a

given value of n, we obtain, therefore, a set of stationary states corresponding

to values of k from 1 to n. Instead of the simple formula (22), Sommerfeld

found a more complicated expression for the energy in the stationary states

which depends on k as well as n. Taking the variation of the mass of the

electron with velocity into account and neglecting terms of higher order of

magnitude, he obtained

E Tif k

27r'X-Cm'
(35)

,
2Te^

where a = •

he

Corresponding to each of the energy values for the stationary states of

the hydrogen atom given by the simple formula (22), we obtain k values differing

only very little from one another, since the second term within the bracket is

very small. With the aid of the general frequency relation (8), we therefore

obtain a number of components with nearU^ coincident frequencies instead of

each hydrogen line given by the simple formula (26).”
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The diagram shown in Fig. 11^ represents an instantaneous aspect of the

orbits of the different stationary states. The first number attached to each

orbit gives the value of k, and the second that of {71 — b). Owing to the

Fkj. 11. Electron Orbit ^ ii/H>diogeii Atom

relativity correction there is im-

posed on each of these orbits a

slow rotation in its own plane

about the nucleus as focus, and

the resulting orbit, therefore, has

the form of a rosette as shown in

Fig. 12.

From Sommerfeld’s formula it

follows that each of the lines of the

Balmer series should possess a fine

structure corresponding to differ-

ent values of k for constant values

of n. Thus the line Ha is made

up of three components which are

indicated in Fig. 11 by dotted

lines. These three lines may be

regarded as a doublet one com-

ponent of which has a satellite. For the frequency difference between the

doublets Sommerfeld calculated the value

^ = IQIO X 1.087, (36)

since n = 2.

1 Foote and Mohler, p. 22.
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Expressed as wave-number, AV = = 0.365 cmr^ Confirmation of
c

this was obtained by Paschen from measurements on the spectrum of ionized

helium for which according to the theory the separation should be four times

as great. More recently, J. C. McLennan has obtained similar agreement in

the case of the doublet separation for the lines of the Balmer series.^

Notation of Quantum Numbers: As stated in the previous section, Bohr
distinguishes between the principal quantum number, 7i, and the subordinate

quantum number k. In the literature on the Bohr theory it will be found that

considerable reference is made to quantum numbers which have a somewhat
different signification.^ In the case of a circular orbit postulate A defines the

orbit by the condition that the angular momentum of the electron must be
equal to n/i/27r, where n is the quantum number. When, however, we deal

with an elliptical orliit, it is evident that the angular momentum is no longer

constant for every point in the orbit. The velocity of the electron at any
point in the orbit may be resolved into a component along the radius vector and
another at right angles to this. It is therefore necessary to introduce two
numbers, the azimuthal quantum number, Uaj corresponding to the latter

motion and the radial (quantum number, nr, corresponding to motion along

the radius vector.

It can readily be shown that Bohr's principal quantum number

n = na + nry (37)

while the subordinate quantum number

k = nrt.

The eccentricity, 6, of the elliptical orbit is defined by the relation

(Ua + Ur)^

(38)

(39)

Also, the ratio of the minor axis, 26, to the major axis, 2a, is given by the

relation

6 _ A: __ Ha

a n 7la + 7lr

(40)

Significance of Quantum Numbers: The significance of the quantum
numbers from the point of view of spectroscopy has been well summarized by
McLennan as follows: ^

^^From the illustrations that have been given in the previous section, it

will be seen that for a given atomic system the quantum numbers define the

stationary states, and the energy values and moments of momentum of the

J Brit. Ass. Rep. (1923), Section A, Presidential address.

^ For instance, Sonimerfeld’s Atomic Structure, also Foote and Mohler, Origin of Spectra.
3 Loc. cit.
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system in these states. Moreover, they define the kinematical character of

the electron orbits in the atomic edifice, and on account of the simple relation

connecting the values of spectral terms in the series spectrum of an element

with the energy of the atom of this element in its various stationary states,

they define these spectral terms and enable us to calculate their values.

^^In the simplest possible treatment of a system such as that of the atom of

hydrogen one quantum number n sufiftces to define the various factors just

mentioned. In the theory of the fine structure of the spectral lines of hydrogen

two quantum numbers n and k were required. In the case of a series spectrum

of single lines two quantum numbers n and k are requisite to define its terms

and the orbits corresponding to them. For a series spectrum consisting of

doublets, triplets or multiplets, three quantum numbers are required, n, k,

and jf to define its spectral terms and the corresponding electronic orbits. In

the case of the resolution of a spectral line by the application of an external

magnetic field a fourth quantum number m is necessary in order to distinguish

the stationary states and to evaluate the spectral terms corresponding to the

Zeeman components.

“Taking the case of the stationary states associated with the outer electrons

in an atom for illustration, the kinematic significance of these quantum numbers
is as follows: n characterizes the orbit forms of these outer electrons. If

n = kj the orbit is circular, but if n > k, it is elliptical, having the greater

eccentricity the greater n is compared with k. The quantum number k, on

the other hand, connotes kinematically a rotation of the perihelion of the

elliptical orbit confined in its own plane, and on account of this turning of the

perihelion the orbit takes on the form of a rosette (as shown in Fig. 12).

The normal to the orbital plane about which the perihelion is progressing is

called the k axis. The quantum number j indicates the total moment of

momentum of the atom. If an atom endowed with the motions described

above be situated in an external magnetic field, the whole system thus in

motion will carry out a rotation, i.e., a Larmor precession about the direction

of the lines of force of this magnetic field. The axis for this rotation is called

the 7n axis, and in is a measure of the moment of momentum about it.

“In spectroscopy it has become customary, in order to distinguish series

of different kinds, to designate singlet systems by the use of capital letters,

doublet series by Greek letters, and triplet series by small letters. Thus: ^

P S D F = singlet systems,

T a 8 <l)
— doublet systems,

p s d f = triplet systems.

“In the same way it has become customary to use the same letters to

designate the spectral terms whose differences determine the frequencies of

the lines in a series. As examples we may cite IS, 2S, &c.; Itt, 27r, &c.; Id,

2d, &c.; and If, 2f, &c.

1 A. Fowler, Report on Series in Line Spectra.
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‘‘Practically all efforts of spectroscopists towards arranging lines into

series have had for their goal, even before the arrival of the quantum theory,

in an unconscious way the establishment of the quantum numbers that define

the various types of spectral terms indicated above. As a result of the progress

that has been made in the last year or two, it is now generally agreed that the

principal quantum number n determines the current number of the series term.

For example, the IS term is defined by n = 1, the 2P term by n == 2, the 3d

term by n = 3, and the 4F term by 7i = 4, &c. The azimuthal quantum
number k indicates the type to which a term belongs. For k = 1 an s, o' or S

term is signified, for k — 2 a p, tt or P term, for k = 3 a d, 5 or D term, and for

k = 4 an f, <^) or F term. A 3i term, for example, would signify a 3s, a 3(r, or a

3S term, and a 42 term would be one which in spectroscopy is usually designated

as a 4p, 47r or 4P term. We have then in the symbol a means of defining a

particular spectral term as well as a particular electronic orbit.”

Arc and Spark Spectra: As a first approximation the frequency of the lines

of many arc spectra can be represented by the Rydberg formula

V = Re
1

in' +
(41)

where n" and n' represent the principal quantum numbers and

are two constants for any series.

By means of this formula we obtain from an arc spectrum

about a series of states for which the energy of the atom in the

the A;th series is given by

Ekin) = — Rch
^

{n + akY

ak' and

information

nth state of

(42)

This is very similar to the simple formula for the energy in the stationary

states of the hydrogen atom.

“As regards the spark spectra
j
the structure of which has been cleared up

mainly by Fowler^s investigations, it has been possible in the case of many
elements to express the frequencies approximately by means of a formula of

exactly the same typo as (41) only with the difference that the constant R,

just as in the spectrum of ionized helium, is replaced by a constant which is

four times as large. For the spark spectra, therefore, the energy values in

the corresponding stationary states of the atom will be given by an expression

of the same type as (42) only with the difference that R is placed by 4i2.

“This remarkable similarity between the structures of these types of spectra

and the simple spectra given by hydrogen and ionized helium is explained

simply by assuming the arc spectra to he connected with the last stage in the

formation of the neutral atom^ consisting in the capture and binding of the iVth

electron. On the other hand, the spark spectra are connected with the last stage

but one in the formation of the atom, namely, the binding of the (N — l)th

electron.” ^

1 N. Bohr, The Theory of Spectra, p. 77.
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An extension of these conceptions has been furnished by the recent work
of Paschen ^ and Fowler ^ on the spectra of doubly ionized aluminum and
trebly ionized silicon. Paschen showed that under strong excitation aluminum
emits a spectrum that can be arranged into series with a Rydberg constant

equal to 9R. Fowler has shown that in the spark spectrum of silicon there

exists a series with a Rydberg constant of value WR. The spark spectrum of

magnesium has been worked out by Foote and Mohler. We thus have a
complete series beginning with neutral sodium, singly ionized magnesium
(Mg+), doubly ionized aluminum (A1++) and trebly ionized silicon (Si++^).

According to Bohr’s theory, sodium is formed by adding one electron to

the neon structure, magnesium by adding two, aluminum by adding three,

and silicon by adding four. We would therefore expect the spectra of Na,
Mg+, A1+'*", and Si+++ to be similar in type. This is confirmed by the observa-

tions on the spectra of these atoms. In a similar manner a series spectrum

has been found in potassium which is similar to the arc spectrum of argon,

and in general the arc spectrum of any element resembles the spark spectrum

of the element of next higher atomic number.

These observations are in agreement with a general law of s])ectral series

which is known as the KosseUSommerfeld Displacement Law^ which will be

referred to further in discussing X-ray spectra.

Selection Principle—Principle of Correspondence: Given two stationary

states of the hydrogen atom for which the principal quantum numbers are

n' and n" and the subordinate quantum numbers k^ and the problem arises

as to the possible transitions between these two states. We may also illustrate

the problem more specifically thus: Suppose we have two stationary states

whose principal quantum numbers are 3 and 4 respectively. What are the

possible transitions? Since there are three orbits of quantum number 3

(corresponding to 3i, 32, and SA and four of quantum number 4, the first

answer would be that there are 12 possible for which the subordinate quantum
number increases or decreases by unity. Actually, only those are possible

for which the subordinate quantum number changes by unity, and if we
tabulate these cases we find that only 5 of these transitions may occur, as

indicated by the arrows:

n = 3 n

following considerations

:

^Ann. Physik, 71, 142, 537 (1923).

2Proc. Roy, Soc„ 103, 722 (1923).

^Ann. Physik, 19, 441, 405 (1918). See also S. Dushman, /. Opt, Soc, Am,, R. S. I.,

6, 235 (1922).
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Riibiiiowicz argues that in the emission of radiation during the transition

of an electron from one stationary state to another there must be equivalence,

firstly, between the amount of energy emitted by the atomic system and that

taken up by the ether as electromagnetic energy (this, of course, follows from

the Law of (Conservation of Energy), secondly, between the decrease in angular

momentum of the electron and the increase in electromagnetic moment of

momentum which can be ascribed to the spherical wave system produced in

the ether. That is, Rubinowicz postulates the laws of conservation both with

respect to energy and also electromagnetic momentum. Calculating the

electromagnetic moment of momentum of the spherical wave by the method of

classical electro-dynamics, he arrives at the conclusion that only those transi-

tions between stationary orbits are possible for which the change in azimuthal

quantum number (or first subordinate number, k) does not exceed unity.

Thus if and kz denote the subordinate quantum numbers for two different

orbits, there are three possibilities and only threcj viz.

:

ki — hz — ill
A"i — Aj 2 = 0 j

(43)

Furthermore, Rubinowicz finds that for A; = ± 1 the light emitted is

circularly polarized. For the case A; = 0, he concludes that the radiation is

linearly polarized, or else there is no emission at all. As has been shown by

Bohr, however, the case A; = 0 is not possible.

Bohr has also deduced a selection principle which, while agreeing in the

main with that derived by Rubinowicz, is more stringent, although derived

from more general considerations. Bohr himself has designated this generaliza-

tion as the Principle of Correspondence, In broad terms, the principle “gives

^xpression,^' according to Bohr,i “to the tendency in the quantum theory to see

not merely a sot of formal rules for fixing the stationary states of atomic

.systems and the frequency of the radiation emitted by transitions between

these states, but rather an attempt to obtain a rational generalization of the

electromagnetic theory of radiation which exhibits the discontinuous character

necessary to account for the essential stability of the atoms.^'

In deriving the value of the Rydberg constant in a previous section, use

was made of the fundamental idea in liohr^s Correspondence Principle, which

is that for the case where the quantum numbers Ui and n 2 are very large com-

pared to their difference,

j/ = An* w, (44)

where w is the average frequency of rotation in the two orbits, and An obviously

has an integral value.

Equation (44) is considered by Bohr to be of fundamental significance, as

it shows that the frequency of radiation is an integral multiple, or harmonic,

of the frequency of rotation. Now, in general, it is possible to resolve a rota-

^ Nature, March 24, 1921, p. 194; also Z, Physik, 2, 423 (1920); The Structure of the

Atom, p. 81.
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tion in an elliptical orbit into harmonics by the method of Fourier series.

According to ordinary electrodynamic theory, these harmonics ought to appear
in the radiation emitted, and the above deduction shows that for large values

of n this conclusion is in agreement with the results derived on the basis of

the quantum theory of spectral series. Thus we find an agreement for these

extreme cases between the results to be expected on the basis of classical electro-

dynamics and those derived on the basis of the quantum theory. Of course,

as pointed out by Bohr, there exists a signal difference in the mechanism of the

radiation in the two cases. While according to electrodynamical theory all

the harmonics ought to appear simultaneously, the quantum theory postulates

that these harmonics appear as the results of transitions between different

orbits not in the same atom and therefore independent of each other.

Now Bohr considers that this correspondence or coincidence in the values

of the frequency of radiation as calculated from the two points of view cannot

be accidental; the coincidence must also extend to amplitude and polarization

of the light emitted. If we consider again the resolution of the frequency v

into harmonic components by the method of Fourier series, it is known that

the coefficients in this series represent the amplitudes of the corresponding

components and therefore their intensities. Hence, the intensity of the

radiation corresponding to any particular frequency v ought to be given by
the corresponding coefficient in the Fourier series for the orbital frequency of

the electron. This means that the prohabilitij of the existence of a certain

value of V in th(i frequency of the light emitted corresponds to the value of the

coefficient of the corresponding harmonic component in the Fourier expansion.

Thus we obtain a criterion for determining the probability of a given transition

between two stationary states. If the harmonic corresponding to certain values

of 712 — Til is absent in the Fourier series for the rotational frequency of the

electron, then it must be concluded that the transition corresponding to the

difference TI 2 — ni cannot occur, and the corresponding lines will therefore be

absent in the spectrum.

This analogy must also extend to the polarization of the light emitted,

since any single harmonic orbit must on the ordinary classical theory radiate

circularly polarized light. Furthermore, Bohr holds that this analogy in

polarization and intensity holds valid not only for low frequencies of orbital

rotation, that is, low frequencies of radiation emitted, but also applies to higher

frequencies.

We thus obtain a rule by which we can calculate the possible frequencies

of radiation emitted in any given case by one or more electrons rotating in

any orbits whatever round a nucleus. Firstly, we study the orbit from the

point of view of ordinary electro-dynamics, and thus obtain a relation between

orbital frequency of rotation of any electron and the various forces to which

this electron is subjected. This orbital frequency is capable of resolution into

harmonics, and from the nature of the coefficients it is possible to determine

the relative intensities and polarization of the different frequencies that will

appear as radiation. Since this calculation also gives the energy in any orbit
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as a function of the rotational frequency, we then apply the quantum theory

relation

hv = W^ - Wf

in order to calculate the corresponding spectral series.

Let us now consider from this point of view a simple hydrogen atom with

an electron rotating in a circular orbit around a nucleus. If the diameters of

the orbits corresponding to two stationary states are taken sufficiently large,

we obtain the relation

V — (ti2 -* ni)a). (44)

which connects the frequency of light emitted with the frequency of rotation.

But for a circular orbit there is no possibility of any harmonic component,

that is, 712 — can only assume the values =b 1. The value r?2 — = 0 is

obviously excluded. Thus we arrive at the Selection Principle derived by

Rubinowicz for azimuthal quantum values of ?i.

Stark and Zeeman Effects :
^ A most interesting application of this Corre-

spondence Principle has been made by Bohr in the determination of the effect

on spectral lines of electrostatic and magnetic fields. The first of these is

known as the Stark effect and the latter as the Zeeman effect.

In 1913 Stark discovered that the lines of the hydrogen spectrum are split

up Mo a number of polarized components when radiating hydrogen atoms are

exposed to strong electric fields (of the order of 100,000 volts per cm.). Sub-

sequent investigations showed that similar phenomena occur in the case of a

large number of other elements.

From the classical point of view the explanation of this effect is very difficult,

but on the basis of Bohr's theory as modified by Sommerfeld through the

introduction of elliptical orbits, a quantitative theory of the phenomenon was

successfully worked out by K. Schwarzschild - and P. Epstein ^ in 1916.

Bohr has shown that the i)roblem of the effect of electrostatic fields on

radiating atoms may be dealt with rather simply on the basis of the Corre-

spondence Principle. If we investigate by the methods of classical electro-

dynamics the effect of an electrostatic field on a simple elliptical orbit (such

as that of hydrogen in state n = 2, k = 1), it is found that superposed upon

the orbital frequency of rotatioji o) there is another frequency of perturbation

<T given by the relation

O' =
ST-m'ao)

(45)

In this relation, F denotes the strength of the field and the other symbols

have the significance assigned previously.

1 N. Bohr, The Effect of Electric and Magnetic Fields on Spectral Lines, Phys. Soc.,

London, 35 ,
275 (1923). L. Page, Dynamical Theories of Atomic vStructiire, Nat, Res.

Council Bulletin^ 2
,
Part 6, 357 (1921).

^ Sitzber. preuss. Akad., April (1916).

3 Ann. physik, 50 , 498 (1916).
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We are therefore led to expect, from considerations similar to those which
led to equation (44), that this frequency <t will appear as a series of harmonic
components in the light emitted when the electron passes from one stationary

state to another. Hence, the frequency of radiation emitted will be given for

small values of both co and cr by the approximate relation

V = {n 2 - 7ii)o) + (A’2 - ki)a, (46)

where no — ni is small compared to either no or ni and the same statement
holds true for k 2 and ki. Furthermore, the intensities and state of polarization

of the components corresponding to each line in the undisturbed state of the

orbits can be derived by investigating the coefficients in the Fourier series

expansion for the orbital frequency of rotation in the disturbed state. The
results obtained in this manner are shown by Bohr to be in complete agreement
with the actual observations.

It is evident that corresponding to any one stationary state of the un-

disturbed orbit there must be a number of stationary states in the disturbed

condition. For the transition from one of these states to another, the change
in energy E corresponding to one of these states in a powerful electrostatic

field will be related to the energy En in the undisturbed state by the relation

E — En "I" kho". (47)

This leads to the following relation for the frequency of the radiation

emitted:

V
27rW'

I
J l_\ ShF

¥ \ re/
(48)

The second term on the right-hand side corresponds to the difference between
the frequency of the line in the normal spectrum and that produced in presence

of an electrostatic field of strength F.

“Ill 1896 Zeeman discovered that the lines of the series spectra are influenced

by magnetic means. In the simplest case there appear instead of one line,

when viewed longitudinally, that is, when the ray is in the direction of the

magnetic lines of force, two lines {Zeeman doublet, longitudinal effect), but when
viewed transversally, that is, when the ray is perpendicular to the magnetic

lines of force, instead of one line, three lines are observed {Zeeman triplet,

transverse effect). Of the latter three lines one occupies the position of the

original unresolved line, and the other two arc displaced by equal amounts to

greater or smaller wave-lengths, and occupy the same position in the spectrum

as the two lines of the doublet in the longitudinal effect. The displacement

amounts to

H
47rc

(49 )

where H = the intensity of the magnetic field.’’ ^

1 A. Sommerfeld, Atomic Structure, 3d Edition, p. 294.
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Bohr treats this phenomenon in exactly the same manner as the Stark

effect. An investigation of the problem from the point of view of classical

electro-dynamics leads to the conclusion that superposed upon the orbital

rotation of the electron there is a uniform rotation of the entire system around

an axis parallel to that of the field. The frequency of this rotation is given

by the relation

He

iirin'c
(50)

This frequency must therefore appear as a harmonic in the spectral lines in

accordance with equation (46), and corresponding to equation (48) for the

Stark effect it is found that the change in frequency due to the magnetic field

is given by equation (49).

A closer study of the effects to be observed shows that the only permissible

values of k 2 — ki are i 1 and 0. Thus, each line in the undisturbed states

of the orbits exhibits three components in the magnetic field, one of which,

the unaltered component, is linearly polarized parallel to the field, .and the

other two are circularly polarized in opposite directions when regarded along

the direction of the field.

Ionizing and Radiating Potentials: In discussing Bohr\s model of the

hydrogen atom attention was drawn to the relation between the frequencies

of lines in the spectral series and the values of the ionization and resonance

potentials.

An excellent discussion of this subject has been given by A. LI. Hughes,^

and the reader is referred to this report for details as to the methods by which

these potentials have been determined in different cases. The following

explanation of the terms is taken from this summary.

^^Wheii a molecule is struck by a moving electron, the collision may, or

may not, be an elastic one. By an elastic collision is meant one in which the

electron rebounds with a negligible transfer of energy. (If the mass of the

molecule were infinite compared with that of the electron, there would be no

transfer of energy.) If there is a transfer of energy to a monatomic molecule,

there may be complete ionization as shown by the production of positive and

negative ions, or there may be 'partial ionization,^ i.e., a disturbance of the

atom, which is not detectable as ionization but is shown by the production of

radiation. In the cases of polyatomic molecules, collisions are more or less

inelastic, the transferred energy presumably being used up in increased motion

of the component atoms relative to each other.

"The ionizing potential is the least potential through which an electron,

starting from rest, must fall, to acquire sufficient kinetic energy to enable it

to ionize a normal molecule on impact. Similarly a radiating potential meas-

ures the least kinetic energy which an electron must have, so that, on impact

* Report on Photo-Electricity including Ionizing and Radiating Potentials and Related

Effects, Bull. Nat. Res. Council, 2, Part 2, p. 84 (1921). See also C. B. Bazzoni, Ionization

and Resonance Phenomena, J. Franklin Inst., 196 , 627 (1923).
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with a molecule, it may emit a monochromatic radiation characteristic of the

molecule. (It is generally agreed that the radiation occurs afterwards as the

molecule returns to its normal state.)
”

In the simplest experimental arrangement the electrons emitted from a

hot cathode are accelerated by applying positive voltages to a grid and the

resulting positive ions are collected by a negatively charged plate situated

behind the grid. It is observed that for any given gas no positive ions are

produced until the electrons attain a certain critical voltage which we will

designate by Vt. At potentials below this value it is, however, often observed

that a photo-electric current is emitted by the collector plate when the ac-

celerating potential exceeds a value Vr. This corresponds to the first reso-

nance potential. Below this point the collision between electron and molecule

is elastic.

The interpretation of these potentials in terms of Bohr’s theory is very

simple. When the atomic system absorbs energy corresponding to FrC, one

of the external (or valency) electrons is shifted from the normal state to a

higher quantum state. The atom is then in a disturbed or excited state and on

returning to the normal state energy is emitted in the form of a monochromatic

radiation whose frequency must be governed in accordance with Bohr’s second

postulate by the relation

hv = F,c. (51)

Thus, the resonance potential corresponds to the first line in a spectral

series of which the limiting frequency is given by a relation analogous to

equation (52),

hv^ = V^e. (52)

These relations are of fundamental importance in connecting spectral

frequencies with critical potentials. They may be expressed in ordinary

units thus:

Energy = 1.59 X lO"'^ ^pgg 'j

F = 4.118 X 10-15 y volts (53)

X = 12,345/F Angstroms J

The different stationary states of an atomic system and their energy rela-

tions may be represented by means of an energy diagram such as Fig. 10 in the

case of hydrogen. For other atoms the diagrams are naturally more complex.

Fig. 13 is a schematic representation of the different frequencies present in the

arc spectrum of sodium.i

The normal orbit of the valency electron is that known as IS^^ corresponding

to the energy level

E = Rch

(1 +
or

R
(I + sy

m
where v' is the wave-number.

1 In this Figure v (Foote and Mohler p. 53) reprof-ents the wave-number, that is, 1/X.

2 The notation adopted in this discussion of spectroscoi)ic data varies with different

authors. In the present case we have used the notation given by A. Fowler, Report on Series
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Fig. 13. ISrlieiuatic Representation of the Arc Spectrum of Sodium

The lines of the Principal Series arc produced by transitions from the mP
levels, where m = 1, 2, 3, etc., to the IS level. They are therefore denoted

by the symbol IS ~ mP. The first line of this series is given by the relation ^

v/ = I
1 1

[ , (55)
1 (1 + S)* (1 + P)M

where vi is the wave-number and viC is the corresponding frequency.

From equation (53) it follows that

^ ^ 12,345 ^ v'
^

X 8102
’

in Line Spectra, Phys. Soc.^ London, 1922. In the case of sodium the S series is really a

doublet system and hence Fowler actually designates the terms as m<r, mir, etc.

^ In the diagram the first level of the P series is denoted as 2P. According to Fowler’s

notation this should be IP (or still more precisely Itt, since the P series consists of doublets).
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Hence the ionization and resonance potentials should be given by the

values

••

8102 8102
[

„ IS - IP Vi’

In the case of sodium, i^oo' = 41,449. Hence Vi = 5.12 volts. Also

vi = 41,449 — 24,489 = 16,960 for one line of the doublet and 16,977 for the

other line. The corresponding value of Vr is 2.10 volts.

The mode of development of the other series is shown by the arrows which

terminate in each case at the convergence frequency (corresponding to for

the IS level). It is obvious from equation (54) that for anj^ one scries the

convergence frequency may be obtained from the series formula by placing the

second term equal to zero. Such an energy diagram as Fig. 13 gives all

mathematically possible series and combination lines which may be obtained

by transitions from one level to any other. The only limitation to the possible

transitions is, of course, the Selection Principle.

In order to indicate the quantum numbers for each stationary state (or

energy level), Grotrian has developed a type of diagram such as shown in

Fig. 14,1 which represents the same series as the previous figure.

Logiarithm V

Fig. 14. Grotrian Diagram for Sodium Series

1 Figs. 13 and 14 are taken from Foote and Mohler’s The Origin of Spectra. The

quotation in the text paragraph is from the same book, p. 59.
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Three coordinates are employed: as abscissa, logarithm of the wave-
number; as ordinate, the azimuthal (Bohr^s subordinate) quantum number,

and a third system, indicated by dotted lines, the sum of azimuthal and radial

quantum numbers (Bohr's principal quantum number). Each point shown by
a small circle represents a wave-number or equivalent energy level. A spectral

frequency is indicated by a straight line between two points and its numerical

value is given by the difference in the wave-numbers corresponding to each

end of this line. By the Bohr principle of selection the change in azimuthal

quantum number = ± 1. Hence all straight lines representing spectral fre-

quencies must terminate in adjacent horizontal lines of constant azimuthal

quantum number." , . .

This identification of energy levels with spectral terms is the guiding

principle of all the recent work on atomic structure. We must now proceed

to present some of the experimental evidence which has served to confirm this

point of view.

A large number of investigators (Foote and Mohler, McLennan, Davis and
Goucher, Norton and Davies, Hughes, Franck and Hertz, K. T. Compton and

others) have measured ionization and resonance potentials for a large number
of vapors and gases.

Hughes has summarized these investigations as follows

:

^^The work of Franck and Hertz in 1914 must be regarded as the starting

point of all work on radiating potentials, for they were the first to demonstrate

that by bombarding the atoms of mercury vapor with electrons the single line

X 2536 appeared as soon as the energy of the electrons exceeded 4.9 volts.

This was the first proof of the quantum relation as applied to the direct pro-

duction of radiation by electron impacts, and, moreover, served to identify

the radiation associated with the radiating potential as monochromatic light

whose wave-length is that of the first line in an important series of the spectrum.

McLennan and Henderson and McLennan extended this investigation to

other metals. It was found that for Hg, Zn, Cd and Mg electrons must

possess a certain characteristic minimum velocity before the single-lined

spectrum of these elements could be called out, and that this minimum velocity

agreed well with the value deduced by the quantum relation from the corre-

sponding wave-lengths. These wave-lengths X 2536 for Hg, X 3076 for Zn,

X 3260 for Cd, and X 2852 for Mg are all first lines of important series. The
first three lines belong to the combination series, being IS — lp 2 ,

while the

Mg line is the IS — IP line. It should be noted here that Mohler and Foote

in their experiments on radiating potentials found that the frequency IS — lp 2

could be excited with Mg just as with the other elements. They state that

their method really measures the points of inelastic impact hitherto taken to

indicate the wave-length of the principal radiation. For Mg and Ca (and

presumably Ba and Sr) the inelastic collision method emphasizes the fre-

quencies IS — lp 2 and indicates the presence of IS — IP while the spectro-

scopic evidence emphasizes IS — IP."

The following table taken from Hughes' report presents values of critical

potentials for a number of metallic vapors as calculated from spectral terms
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TABLE XIII

Metal Series Wave-length

Calculated Potential

Ionizing Radiating

Mercury IS 1187.96 10.392

IS - lp2 2537.48 — 4.865

IS - IP 1849.60 — 6.674

Cadmium IS 1378.69 8.954

IS - 1P2 3262.09 — 3.784

IS - IP 2288.79
i

5.394

Zinc .... . .

:

IS 1319.98 9.352

IS — lp2 3076.88 4.012

IS - IP 2139.33 5.770

Magnesium IS 1621.72 7.612

IS ~ 1P2 4672.65 — 2.700

IS - IP 2853.06 — 4.327

Barium . . IS 2379.28 6.188

IS — lp2 7913.52 — 1..560

IS ~ IP 5537.04 — 2.229

Strontium

.

IS
1

2176.94 5.671

IS - 1P2 6894.45 — 1.791

IS ~ IP
{

4608.61 — 2.679

Calcium IS 2028.20 6.087

IS ~ 1P2 6574.59 — 1.878

IS ~ IP 4227.91 — 2.920

C®sium Icr 3191.37 3.873

1(7 — Itt
r8523.33 —

1r 1.447

118945.82 — [1.378

Rubidium 1(7 2968.70 4.154

1(7 ~ Itt
1

1
7802.39

Jr
1.580

[7949.76 — 1[1.551

Potassium 1(7 2856.76 4.317
1

1(7 ~ Itt
[7666.95 —

Jr
1.608

i[7701.13 — 1[1.601

Sodium 2412.84 5.111

1(7 ~ Itt
[5891.78 __

J
[2.093

1[5897.76 — 1[2.091

Lithium 1(7 2299.67 5.362 —
1(7 — Itt J

[6709.94 —

•

J[ 1.838

1[6710.08 1^1.838
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by means of the general relation hv = Ve. In all these cases agreement has

been found between observed and calculated values.

While ionization and resonance potentials have been determined for a

large number of gases (such as the rare gases, O 2 ,
N 2 ,

Ho, etc.), the relationship

of these to spectral terms has not been so easy to unravel as in the case of

metallic vapors. In this respect the determination of the energy levels in

the helium atom has presented a very interesting problem. The spectrum of

helium consists of two independent sets of series, principal, sharp, diffuse, and

so on, exactly as if the gas were made up of two different atoms. In fact, at one

time it was assumed that ordinary lielium consists of two kinds of atoms, those of

orthohelium and parheliiim, the first being distinguished by a spectrum of

doublets, the latter by one of single lines. The energy relations of these series

are shown in Fig. 15 ^ which represents the conclusions most generally accepted

at the present time.

Fig. 15. Energy Levels in Helium

‘^The facts are these—that the normal atom is the IS state of parhelium,

that in this atom, called the crossed-orbit atom, the two electrons revolve in

very slightly elliptical orbits inclined at an angle of 120 degrees to each other;

that orthohelium is a metastable form, the lowest possible energy state being

the 2s orbit which can be reached from the normal state only by an energy

absorption from impact or ultra-violet radiation corresponding to 20.45 volts.

This is called Hhe transformation voltage.’ In this metastable state the two

electrons revolve in coplanar orbits one outside the other. For this reason

orthohelium is frequently called ‘coplanar’ helium. This 2s state, possessing

as it does considerable stability, serves as the fundamental orbit for the optical

series of orthohelium. An energy absorption of 21.25 volts by the normal

atom will give us parhelium in the 2S state which also possesses some stability

1 Bazzoni, Franklin Inst., 195, 627 (1923). The quotation following this is taken from

Bazzoni’s paper.
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though not as much as the 2s state, and is the fundamental orbit for the optical

series of parhelium. The energy necessary to throw the electron into its 2s or

2S orbit, respectively 20.45 and 21.25 volts, plus that necessary to remove the

electron from those orbits to infinity, respectively 4.75 and 3,95 volts, is taken

to be the ionization energy of the normal atom. It will be seen that ionization

is possible under this scheme with any electron bombardment energies greater

than 20.45 volts but that true ionization by a single impact on a normal atom
ought to require 25.3 volts.

A number of investigators have shown that helium has a resonance potential

at 20.5 volts, another resonance potential at 21.3 volts and an ionization

potential at 25.3 volts. ^^Of these potentials the first, 20.5 volts, is the trans-

formation voltage which ought not to cause any radiation since the atom is

thereby thrown into a mctastable form from which it cannot return directly

to the normal state. The second, 21.3 volts, corresponds to a radiation of

wave-length 585 A. and the third, the ionization potential 25.3 volts, to a

radiation of wave-length 493 A., which, therefore, ought to be the ultra-violet

limit of the helium si)ectrum.^’

Recently G. Hertz ^ has measured the ionization and resonance potentials

for neon and argon and obtained results which are in excellent agreement with

spectroscopic data. The observations of Franck and Einsporii ^ on the various

resonance potentials in mercury vapor should be mentioned in this connection.

If we consider the energy diagram for any element, it is evident that corre-

sponding to every energy level we ought to find a definite critical potential.

Thus in the case of sodium, the first critical point occurs at 2.12 volts, corre-

sponding to the transition IS ~ 2P (see Fig. 13), but we should also find

critical potentials corresponding to the transitions IS — 3P, IS — 4P, etc.,

2P — 3d, etc. Actually Franck and Einsporn found in the case of mercury

vapor 18 critical points between (and including) the first resonance potential

at 4.68 volts and the ionization potential at 10.38 volts, some of these corre-

sponding to definite spectral frequencies while others could not be interpreted

in this manner.

Mention has been made previously of the observation by Franck and Hertz

that by bombarding mercury atoms with electrons the single line X 2536

appeared as soon as the energy of the electrons exceeded 4.9 volts. On the

basis of Bohr's theory, we would expect that as the velocity of the electrons is

increased beyond this point other lines should appear until finally the whole

spectrum appears when the potential reaches the ionizing value. While

previous attempts to confirm this conclusion led to negative results, J. A.

Eldridge ^ has very recently obtained such confirmation in the case of mercury

vapor by adopting a somewhat different technique to that used by other

investigators.

Line Absorption Spectra. Resonance Radiation and Excited Atoms: In

order to bring an atom into a condition in which radiation is emitted, it is

1 Z, Physik, 18 (1923).

^ Z. Physik, 2, 18 (1920). See also Foote and Mohler’s Origin of Spectra, p. 137.

3 Phys. Rev., 23
, 685 (1924); see also Hertz, Z. Physik, 22 , 18 (1924).
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necessary to eject an electron from its normal orbit to an outer orbit of higher

quantum number and therefore of higher energy content. An atom in this

condition is said to be in the excited state, and the properties of such atoms have

recently received a great deal of attention from a number of investigators.^

It is evident that in order to produce such excited atoms the normal atoms

must be subjected either to (1) electrons having a velocity which is not less

than the first resonance potential or (2) radiation whose frequency corresponds

to the first resonance potential. (There are other methods but we shall not

discuss these in the present connection.) In either case the energy Ve = hvi&

communicated to the atom. The absorbed energy is re-emitted with the same
frequency and we thus have the phenomenon of resonance radiation. Thus
R. W. Wood and Dunoyer ^ showed that sodium light passed through sodium

vapor caused the emission of the D lines. More recently Fuchtbauer^ has

shown that mercury vapor stimulated by radiation of wave-length X 2536

emits a spectrum in which there are over thirty lines whose frequencies can

be measured. In this case the absorbed radiation produces excited atoms in

the 2p2 state. By further absorption of radiation, these are raised to the 3D
state. As these excited atoms return to their normal state, radiations of

different frequencies are emitted and a spectrum is obtained.

The most important observation in this connection is that the unexcited

atom absorbs only that frequency of radiation which corresponds to a possible

transition from the zero level to some higher level in the energy diagram of

the atom.

By further absorption of energy, or by electron impact, an atom in the

excited state may be raised to a still higher energy level. This accounts for

the production of arcs in gases at voltages below the ionizing potential.'* The

process of ionization by electron impacts in successive stages is known as

cumulative ionization. This phenomenon and that of energy transfer by radia-

tion depend upon the fact that while the life of an excited atom is small it is

yet of measurable duration. W. Wien has shown that the value of r, the

average life, is 2.3 X 10“* sec. for certain states of the hydrogen atom, while

recent calculations by R. C. Tolman ® lead to the conclusion that for mercury

emitting the line X 2536, r = 1.03 X 10“^ sec., and for iodine emitting X 5461,

T = 3 X 10~® sec.

Klein and Rosseland ® have pointed out that while electrons may transfer

their kinetic energy to normal atoms and thus put them into the excited state,

it is also to be expected that collisions exist which involve exactly the reverse

type of energy transfer. In such collisions (known as those of the second kind

1 K. T. Compton, Properties of Excited Atoms, J. Opt. Soc. Am. and R. S. Inst., 7, 955

(1923). This paper presents an excellent summary of a large number of investigations on

this subject.

2 Phil. Mag., 27, 1018 (1914).

« Z. Physik, 21, 635 (1920).
* Sec numerous papers by K. T. Compton and his students in Physical Review, 1920-1924.
6 Phys. Rev

,
23 , 693 (1924).

« Z. Physik, 4 , 46 (1921).
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is to be considered at — oo . The highest dotted limit of the steps corresponds

to the periphery of the atom. The quantitative drawing of the picture leadvS

us to assign to the successive steps K, L, M, N, * • • the series of integral

‘quantum numbers' 1, 2, 3, 4,
• • • in such a way that the position of each step

below the highest level is, at least to a certain degree of approximation, pro-

portional to

1 L L L ...
12

'
22 ’ 32

'
42

'
* ’

'

Accordingly we make the height of the steps in the figure decrease, from

the bottom upwards, in the manner indicated by the differences of height 1,

I,
• • • written at the side (on the right). Moreover, we again draw the

arrows Ka, K^j, • • • • • • that correspond to the various possibilities of energy-

emission, and the arrows K-Gr, L-Gr, which correspond to the various kinds

of energy absorption."

The frequencies j'k; ^tc., which correspond to the limits of the K-, Li-

series, etc. (in the same manner as the series limits for visible spectra), have

an important physical significance. If we wish to obtain say the line K-a
(the lowest frequency of the K-series) from a given anticathode material and

apply the voltage given by the quantum relation

e

we do not obtain the desired line. Rather we must increase the voltage on

the X-ray tube to the value (corresponding to at which all the lines of

the K-series then appear simultaneously.^ The obvious explanation is that

ID. L. Webster, Phys, Rev,, 7, 599 (191C); Proc, Nat. Acad, ScL, 2, 90 (1916). See

also L. Page (loc, cit.).
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in order to obtain any K-radiation at all an electron must be removed from the

K-shell and then electrons can move into this shell from the outer shells.

Similarly, to excite any line of the L-series it is necessary to apply a voltage

greater than that corresponding to As a matter of fact there are three

L-levels and the same statement holds true for each level, so that by carefully

regulating the voltage we can produce rays of the Li-series but not those of

the L 2-series > j/l,). Thus, in the case of tungsten the three excitation

limits are:

Li-limit, V = 10.2 kilovolts.

L 2- 7 = 11.6

L 3- 7 = 12.0

The phenomena observed in the absorption of X-rays are also accounted

for in the same manner. As was mentioned in the discussion of resonance

potentials, al)sorption of a given frequency in the visible region by an atom

occurs if the energy hv corresponding to this frequency is equal to the energy

required to shift an outer electron from the normal orbit to the next one further

out. It is evident that in the case of X-rays the energy absorbed must be

sufficient to remove an electron from one of the inner shells to the periphery

of the atom. Thus the excitation limits become marked in the continuous X-ray

absorption as absorption limits. For frequencies below the limiting frequency,

for, say, K-radiation from a given material, the absorption is weak. But,

at the limiting frequency, the selective absorption of the material comes into

play and this absorption then persists for higher frequencit^s.

These observations are all in agreement with the view that in the normal

atom the electrons are distributed in shells and that absorption cannot occur

until sufficient energy has been supplied by the incident radiation to remove an

electron from one of these shells to the periphery of the atom.

There is one deduction which follows from these considerations and which

was derived by Kossel, Let j'k be the absorption frequency corresponding

to the removal of an electron from the K-ring to the surface of the atom, and

the corresponding quantity for the L-ring. Then, assuming the second

postulate of the Bohr theory to apply to absorption as well as to emission,

we should have

J'l + = 0

(where is the frequency of the line), a relation which has been well

confirmed by experiment. ^

It will be recognized that KosseLs relation is analogous to the Ritz com-

bination principle for visible spectra ^ and in the classification of X-ray spectra

this principle has been found invaluable.

Since the absorption limits correspond to energy levels, it is obvious that,

from the observation of these, it is possible to determine quantitatively the

‘ L. Page, loc. cit., p. 381.

* D. Coster, “On the Combination Principle in the Rontgen Series,” Z. Physik., 5,

139 (1921); 6. 185 (1921).
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various energy levels in any atom. From the values of these energy levels,

certain conclusions may be drawn regarding the quantum numbers of the

orbits. Thus, from equation (57) which represents Moseley's law, we have,

for the energy level of the K-shell, the value

and for that in the L-shell, the value

In each case ^
,
where is the quantum number of the orbit.

^Rr n

If, for the same characteristic line, we plot — against — 1, we obtain, as a

(58)

(59)

first approximation, a straight line whose slope is -
,
that is, the reciprocal of the

n

quantum number corresponding to the particular level. In this manner we
obtain, for the K-shell, n = 1, for the L-shells, n = 2, and so forth.

However, this presents the results actually obtained only crudely. There

is an apparent arbitrariness in Moseley's relation in the use of iV' — 1 instead

of iV, and in general it has been found necessary, in order to obtain agreement

with a relation of the type of equation (58) or (59), to replace AT, the real atomic

number, by iV — 7, the so-called effective nuclear charge.

The situation is complicated still more by the necessity of introducing

subordinate quantum numbers ki and That is, it is necessary to consider

the existence of elliptic as well as circular orbits. This in turn leads, as in

the case of the elliptic hydrogen orbits, to a fine structure of X-ray lines.

It is of interest to point out in this connection that, as has been shown by

Sommerfeld, the separation of the lines in the X-ray region, owing to the

relativity correction, is very large compared with that observed in the case of

hydrogen and ionized helium. Referring to equation (35) it will be observed

that Av varies as iV**. This means that, for uranium (N —
92), the separation

of the doublets is seventy million times as great as for hydrogen. This has

been confirmed by direct observation on doublets in the L- and M-series.

Spatial Arrangement of Orbits in Atoms : In consequence of these observa-

tions on X-ray spectra Bohr concludes that the atomic model which has been

discussed so far cannot be adequate. Rather it is necessary to ascribe a

definite orbit to each electron in the atom. These orbits are represented to a

first approximation by the symbol n*, where n denotes the principal quantum
number and k the subordinate quantum number. For k small compared with

1 These are the designations used by N. Bohr and D. Coster, Z. Physik., 12, 342 (1923).

This is an extremely comprehensive paper on the classification of X-ray spectra and the

relation of these to the periodic system of the elements. See also papers by Bohr and Coster

in Naturwissenschaften, 11, 667, 606 (1923).
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n the orbit is very eccentric and the electron thus approaches the nucleus very

closely at its minimum distance (perihelion position). Furthermore, the

orbits of the different electrons are assumed to be arranged spatially, that is,

in three dimensions. It is readily seen that by arranging the orbits in certain

relative positions to each other, Bohr has attained virtually the same result

as Langmuir and Lewis in their theory of the static atom.

The manner in which Bohr has developed his most recent conceptions on

atomic structure is best described in his own words in the following paragraphs :

^

^^We attack the problem of atomic constitution by asking the question:

^How may an atom be formed by the successive capture and binding of the

electrons one by one in the field of force surrounding the nucleus?'

'^Before attempting to answer this question it will first be necessary to

consider in more detail what the quantum theory teaches us about the general

character of the binding process. We have already seen how the hydrogen

spectrum gives us definite information about the course of this process of

binding the electron by the nucleus. In considering the formation of the

atoms of other elements we have, also, in their spectra, sources for the elucida-

tion of the formation processes, but the direct information obtained in this

way is not so complete as in the case of the hydrogen atom. For an element

of atomic number N the process of formation may be regarded as occurring

in N stages, corresponding with the successive binding of N electrons in the

field of the nucleus. A spectrum must be assumed to correspond to each of

these binding processes; but only for the first two elements, hydrogen and

helium, do we possess a detailed knowledge of these spectra. For other ele-

ments of higher atomic number, where several spectra will be connected with

the formation of the atom, we are at present acquainted with only two types,

called the ^arc' and ^ spark' spectra respectively, according to the experi-

mental conditions of excitation. Although these spectra show a much more

complicated structure than the hydrogen spectrum, given by formula (26) and

the helium spectrum given by formula (32), nevertheless in many cases it

has been possible to find simple laws for the frequencies, exhibiting a close

analogy with the laws expressed by these formula?."

Bohr then discusses the relation between arc and spark spectra. As shown

in a previous section (see page 1096), the two types of spectra can be expressed by

means of formula? of the same type, the only difference being that the Rydberg

constant {R) which is observed in the case of arc spectra has to be replaced by

AR in the case of spark spectra.

^^Tliis remarkable similarity," Bohr states, ^‘is explained simply by as-

suming the arc spectra to be connected with the last stage in the formation of

the neutral atom consisting in the capture and binding of the Nth. electron. On
the other hand, the spark spectra are connected with the last stage but one in

the formation of the atom^ namely, the binding of the {N — l)th electron. In

these cases the field of force in which the electron moves will be much the same

as that surrounding the nucleus of a hydrogen or helium nucleus respectively,

1 N. Bohr, The Theory of Spectra and Atomic Constitution, p. 76 et aeq.
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at least in the earlier stages of the binding process, where during the greater

part of its revolution it moves at a distance from the nucleus which is large in

proportion to the dimensions of the orbits of the electrons previously bound/^
Unfortunately our knowledge of spark spectra and spectra of still higher

orders (involving ^R and IGjK) is still quite meagre. “For this reason there

exist wide gaps in the experimental evidence for the successive capture of

electrons, especially in a heavy element, which must be bridged by assumptions

in regard to what the spectrum should be wore it known, and by comparison

with the stages in the building of atoms where the spectral data are more
complete. These difficulties are quite serious in the determination of the

outer structure of an atom, in fixing the type of orbits occupied by the loosely

bound electrons which are effective in chemical reactions.” ^

The case is, however, different when we consider X-ray spectra. As Bohr
has expressed it, While the characteristic change of the chemical properties

with atomic number is due to the gradual development and completion of

the groups of the loosest bound electrons, the characteristic absence of almost

every trace of a periodic change in the X-ray spectra is due to two causes.

Firstly, the electronic configuration of the completed groups is repeated un-

changed for increasing atomic number, and secondly, the gradual way in which

the incomplete groups are developed implies that a type of orbit, from the

moment when it for the first time appears in the normal state of the neutral

atom, always will occur in this state and will correspond to a steadily increasing

firmness of binding. The development of the groups in the atom with in-

creasing atomic number, which governs the chemical properties of the elements,

shows itself in the X-ray spectra mainly in the appearance of new lines. We
can only expect a closer connection between the X-ray phenomena and the

chemical properties of the elements when the conditions on the surface of

the atom are concerned. In agreement with what has been brought to light

by investigations on absorption of X-rays in elements of lower atomic number,

such as have been performed in recent years in the physical laboratory at

Lund, we understand immediately that the position and eventual structure of

the absorption edges will to a certain degree depend upon the physical and
chemical conditions under which the element investigated exists, while such

a dependence does not appear in the characteristic emission lines.

‘^If we attempt to obtain a more detailed explanation of the experimental

observations, we meet the question of the influence of the presence of the

other electrons in the atom upon the firmness of the binding of an electron in

a given type of orbit. This influence will, as we at once see, be least for the

inner parts of the atom, where for each electron the attraction of the nucleus

is large in proportion to the repulsion of the other electrons. It should also

be recalled that, while the relative influence of the presence of the other

electrons upon the firmness of the binding will decrease with increasing charge

of the nucleus, the effect of the variation in the mass of the electron with the

velocity upon the firmness of the binding will increase strongly. This may
1 P. D. Foote, Address at Am. Inst. Chem. Eng., Dec. 1923.

2—15
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be seen from Sommerfeld^s formula (35). While we obtain a fairly good agree-

ment for the levels corresponding to the removal of one of the innermost

electrons in the atom by using the simple formula (35), it is, however, already

necessary to take the influence of the other electrons into consideration in

making an approximate calculation of the levels corresponding to a removal

of an electron from one of the outer groups in the atom. Just this circumstance

offers us, however, a possibility of obtaining information about the configura-

tions of the electrons in the interior of the atoms from the X-ray spectra.

Numerous investigations have been directed at this question both by Sommer-
feld and his pupils and by Debye, Vegard and others. It may also be remarked

that de Broglie and Dauvillier in a recent paper have thought it possible to

find support in the experimental material for certain assumptions about the

numbers of electrons in the groups of the atom to which Dauvillier had been

led by considerations about the periodic system similar to those proposed by
Langmuir and Ladenburg. In calculations made in connection with these

investigations it is assumed that the electrons in the various groups move in

separate concentric regions of the atom, so that the effect of the presence of

the electrons in inner groups upon the motion of the electrons in outer groups

as a first approximation may be expected to consist in a simple screening of

the nucleus. On our view, however, the conditions are essentially different,

since, for the calculation of the firmness of the binding of the electrons, it is

necessary to take into consideration that the electrons in the more lightly

bound groups in general during a fraction of their revolution will penetrate

into the region of the orbits of electrons in the more firmly bound groups. On
account of this fact, many examples of which we saw in the series spectra, we
cannot expect to give an account of the firmness of the binding of the separate

electrons, simply by means of a ‘screening correction^ consisting in the sub-

traction of a constant quantity from the value for N in such formulas as (31)

and (35). Furthermore, in the calculation of the work corresponding to the

energy levels, we must take account not only of the interaction between the

electrons in the normal state of the atom but also of the changes in the con-

figuration and interaction of the remaining electrons, which establish them-

selves automatically without emission of radiation during the removal of the

electron. Even though such calculations have not yet been made very ac-

curately, a preliminary investigation has already shown that it is possible

approximately to account for the experimental results.”

The X-ray spectra may therefore be considered as indicating the process

by which an atom undergoes reorganization after a disturbance in its interior.

It has been shown that the energy necessary completely to remove an electron

of quantum designation rik from an atom of nuclear charge N is given by a

general relation of the form

W = Rch
r (N - 7)^

L \ he ) \k
(60)
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The similarity between this relation and equation (35) is obvious. It will
be observed, however, that instead of the nuclear charge N we have an ^^effec-
tive nuclear charge which is iV' — 7 as a first approximation and N — b for
the fine structure effect. The constant 7 is known as the ''total screening
constant.'^ It represents the effect of the inner electrons in neutralizing the
positive charge which governs the motion of an electron rotating in an orbit
outside these. The constant 3 is another screening constant which is in general
less than 7.

The values of W for different levels may be obtained by observations of the
X-ray absorption limits (see previous section). From these, by plotting
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^WIR against N, or (what amounts to the same thing) plotting against

Ny it is possible to determine n and k. In this manner, as has been pointed

out by Bohr, information is obtained about the configuration of the electronic

orbits in the interior of the atom.

Fig. 18 shows the energy levels for the rare gas radon (Rn = 86) as de-

duced from X-ray absorption data for elements of high atomic number.^ The
new symbols suggested by Bohr and Coster are given at the right-hand side,

while the older nomenclature is given on the left. The arrows indicate different

possible transitions and correspond therefore to observed lines in the X-ray

spectra. For elements of lower atomic weight the number of levels obviously

decreases until in hydrogen and helium we have only one.

It has been possible to connect the occurrence of every spectral term with

the presence of an electron moving in an orbit of a definite type, to the removal

of which this term is supposed to correspond. That in general there corre-

sponds more than one curve to each type of orbit Uk is due to a complication in

the spectra which would lead us too far afield to enter into here, and may be

attributed to the deviation from the previously described simple type of motion

of the electron arising from the interaction of the different electrons within

the same group.

Fig. 19, which is also taken from the paper by Bohr and Coster, shows the

values of yWjR for the different levels plotted against the corresponding

values of N.

*^The intervals in the system of the elements, in which a further development

of an inner electron group takes place because of the entrance into the normal

atom of electron orbits of a certain type, are designated in the figure by the

horizontal lines, which are drawn between the vertical lines to which the

quantum symbols are affixed. It is clear that such a development of an inner

group is everywhere reflected in the curves. Particularly the course of the

N- and 0-curves may be regarded as a direct indication of that stage in the

development of the electron groups with 4-quantum orbits of which the occur-

rence of the rare earths bears witness. Although the apparent complete

absence of a reflection in the X-ray spectra of the complicated relationships

exhibited by most other properties of the elements was the typical and im-

portant feature of Moseley^s discovery, we can recognize, nevertheless, in the

light of the progress of the last years, an intimate connection between the X-ray

spectra and the general relationships between the elements within the natural

system.^^

Fig. 20 illustrates Bohr’s ideas as to the process by which an electron is

bound to a nucleus.^ This diagram shows the stationary states concerned in

the emission of the arc spectrum of potassium, and it may therefore be con-

sidered as representing the process whereby the 19th electron is bound after

eighteen previous electrons have already been bound in their normal orbits^

1 Bohr and Coster, Z. Physik., 12, 342 (1923).

* Supplement to Nature, July 7, 1923; also, an excellent discussion of the same points

has been given by J. C. McLennan, Brit. Ass. Rep., Liverpool, 1923.
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In the normal atom this last-bound electron occupies a 4i orbit. The states

4i, 5i, 6i give rise to the o* terms in the arc spectrum; states 42, 62, 62 give rise

to the TT terms while 83, 43,
• • * correspond to d terms. In the figure no attempt

is made to show the orbits of the inner electrons, but the region in which they

move is enclosed by a dotted circle.

While for the initial states of the binding process, where the quantum
numbers are large, the orbit of the last electron captured lies completely out-
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side of those of the previously bound electrons, this is not the case for the last

stages. Thus, in the potassium atom, the electron orbits with subordinate
quantum numbers 2 and 1 will, as indicated in the figure, penetrate partly

into the inner region. Because of this circumstance, the orbits will deviate

very greatly from a simple Kepler motion, since they will consist of a series of

successive outer loops that have the same size and form, but each of which is

turned through an appreciable angle relative to the preceding one. Of these

outer loops only one is shown in the figure. Each of them coincides very
nearly with a piece of a Kepler ellipse, and they are connected, as indicated,

by a series of inner loops of a complicated character in which the electron

approaches the nucleus closely. This holds especially for the orbit with sub-

ordinate quantum number 1, which, as a closer investigation shows, will

approach nearer to the nucleus than any of the previously bound electrons.

*^On account of this penetration into the inner region, the strength with

which an electron in such an orbit is bound to the atom will—^in spite of the

fact that for the most part it moves in a field of force of the same character as

that surrounding the hydrogen nucleus—be much greater than for an electron

in a hydrogen atom that moves in an orbit with the same principal quantum
number, the maximum distance of the electron from the nucleus at the same
time being considerably less than in such a hydrogen orbit. As we shall see,

this feature of the binding process in atoms with many electrons is of essential

importance in order to understand the characteristic periodic way in which

many properties of the elements as displayed in the natural system vary with

the atomic number.
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TABLE XIV
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In Table XIV is given a summary of Bohr’s conclusions ^ regarding the

quantum designations and grouping of the orbits in the various atoms. The
first column gives the atomic number, and the symbol at the head of each

column gives the values of the quantum numbers n and k.

We have already discussed the structure of hydrogen and helium atoms.

Bohr’s conception of the latter is shown in Fig. 21.^ That the third electron

must occupy a 2i orbit is deduced from the value of the limiting frequency in

the principal series for lithium. This frequency may be observed by viewing

a column of lithium vapor
against a continuous b a c k -

ground, or by measuring the

ionization potential of the vapor.

For lithium this is 5.37 volts,

while for hydrogen and helium

it is 13.54 and 24.5 volts respec-

tively. This means that the

last electron is much less firmly

bound than the two added pre-

viously, and we therefore under-

stand how it is that lithium is

electro-positive and univalent.

The model of the lithium atom as derived from spectroscopic data is

shown in Fig. 22. “On account of the perturbing effect of the two inner

electrons, the orbit of the valence electron is a processing ellipse, as is true for

all the orbits in complicatcul atoms.” ^

Fig. 22. Lithium (3)

As regards the fourth^ fifth and sixth electrons in the atom, Bohr assumes

that these are also bound in 2i orbits. Fig. 23 shows the structure of carbon

1 Nature, July 7, 1923; also McLennan, Fig. 9, p. 10.

® This and the following figures are taken from the paper by Kramers, Naiurwisscruschaftent

11 , 550 (1923). 'Fho same figures are also given in Foote’s paper.

* Foote, loc. cit.
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atom. The symmetrical tetrahedral arrangement of the orbits is in accord

with the chemical properties of this clement. ^^Thus we shall expect that the

fourth, fifth and sixth electrons in a similar way to the third will at certain

moments of their revolution enter into a region where the first two bound
electrons move. We must not imagine, however, that these visits with the

inner system take place at the same time, but that the four electrons visit

the nucleus separately at equal intervals of time.” Bohr points out that

“the characteristic feature of a structure like that I have suggested is the

intimate coupling between the motions of the electrons in the various groups charac-

terized by different quantum numbers, as well as the greater independence in

the mode of binding within one and the same group of electrons the orbits of which

are characterized by the same quantum number.” ^

As more electrons arc added, these assume 22 orbits until four more are

added and the highly symmetrical neon structure (Fig. 24) is obtained.

“The symmetry of the configuration in the neon atom would be essentially,

if not entirely, destroyed by the addition of another electron in an orbit of

the same type as that in which the last captured electrons were bound.” The
ionization potential for sodium is (5.12), even less than that for lithium.

Consequently the eleventh electron must be less firmly held than the third

electron. This leads to the assignment of a 3i elliptical orbit for the valence

electron in sodium (Fig. 25), a conclusion which is in agreement with the

spectral series and chemical properties of this element.

Electrons are now added in 3-quanta orbits until finally in argon we have

an arrangement of four 3i and four 32 orbits which resembles the structure of

neon (see Fig. 26).

1 Bohr, Atomic Structure, p. 92.
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With potassium a 4 i orbit is added. This orbit penetrates into the interior

region of the atom so that at perihelion it approaches nearer the nucleus than
any of the electrons previously bound in orbits of greater energy and actually
coincides in this region very closely with a 3 i orbit. This is due to the fact

that when^the electron is near the nucleus it is acted upon by practically the
whole charge on the nucleus. With increasing atomic number a point is therefore

reached where a 83 orbit corresponds to a firmer binding of the 19th electron than a 4i

Fig. 27. Copper (29)

orbit. This occurs in the case of scandium. A transition stage is thus initiated

through which the underlying 3-qiianta group of orbits is developing from two
groups of four to three groups of six, with minor changes in the outer shell

containing the 4-quanta orbits. In this fourth period of the periodic table
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we have for the first time successive elements of similar chemical behavior,

iron, cobalt, and nickel, which fact is attributable to the development of the

under structure while the outer structure effective in chemical reactions re-

mains substantially unchanged. With copper (N = 29), see Fig. 27, the

transition stage is closed and the last electron revolves in a 4i orbit like po-

tassium. However, the binding of the next to the last electron is not nearly

so firm as for potassium, as is evidenced by the ease with which the spark
lines of copper are excited, so that an electron in a 83 orbit may be readily

removed. This accounts for the appearance of copper in both the cupric and
cuprous forms.

“Succeeding elements in this period are built by the addition of electrons

in the 4-quanta shell until the period is closed with the symmetrical configura-

tion for krypton (36), which has an outer group of eight electrons, four each
in 4i and 42 orbits respectively as shown by Fig. 28.

“The 5th period involves transitions quite similar to those in the preceding

period. The valence electron for rubidium revolves in a 5i orbit, but preceding

silver we have a stage where the 4-quanta orbits in the underlying shell are

developing from three groups of four to three groups of six, which accounts for

the similarity of ruthenium, rhodium, and palladium. The period is closed

with the rare gas xenon. Fig. 29, again a symmetrical structure with an outer

group of eight electrons.

“The sixth period initiates the building of 6-quanta orbits. The last added

or valence electron in caesium occupies a 61 orbit; the two valence electrons of

barium also revolve in 61 orbits. Beginning with lanthanum the underlying

STquanta shell is developed, and with the next element, cerium, the first step

toward the completion of the 4-quanta shell is initiated. Transitions in such

a deep-lying level can produce but small variation as far as the chemical

properties are concerned, and this group of elements where there is a develop-
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ment from three groups of six to four groups of eight 4-quanta orbits is evidenced

in the periodic table by the rare earths. Bohr^s theory would predict that 14

elements should follow lanthanum, having about the same general chemical

properties and belonging with lanthanum to the third group of the periodic

table. With the last element in this group, lutecium, of atomic number 71,

the underlying 4-quanta orbits are completely filled. In the building of the

next element, the 72d electron must revolve in an outer orbit and hence we

should expect a marked change in the chemical properties, and the 72d element

should belong to Group IV, thus resembling zirconium.

‘^In fact if this, until recently undiscovered, element had proven to be a

rare earth with the valence 3, as was frequently maintained, a rather serious

difficulty for B()hr\s theory would have arisen. The 73d element, tantalum,

l^s a valence of 5 and accordingly possesses 5 comparatively loosely bound

electrons in the outer shell. Thus, if there were 5 loosely bound electrons in

the 73d element and only 3 loosely bound electrons in the 72d element, one of

the closely bound electrons, the 69th, in the building of element 72 would be

changed to a loosely bound electron in clement 73. But the theory requires

that the 69th (and any particular) electron be bound more firmly in every

succeeding atom because of the increase in the nuclear charge. The 69th and

following electrons in the 72d element should be therefore loosely bound and

the element should possess a valence of 4.

“Bury was led independently to this conclusion on the basis of symmetry

in the static atom so that the prediction of the chemical properties of the

missing element by no means can be uniquely credited to the Bohr theory,

as is sometimes stated. However, Bohr's work gave stimulus to investigation

with the result that Coster and Hevesy, by means of X-ray analysis, found the

72d element associated with zirconium-bearing minerals as predicted. The

new element has been named hafnium (Hf) in honor of Bohr's native city

Copenhagen, and large quantities of the material have been isolated by Hevesy.

In fact, it is astonishing that the discovery of this element has been so long

delayed, for Hevesy estimates that it represents 1/100,000 of the earth's crust

and is therefore more plentiful than lead, tin, and many other metals of

commerce."

The elements between hafnium and gold are similar to those between

zirconium and copper and the sixth period is completed by radon (Rn = 86)

the outer structure of which resembles that of the other rare gases.

Comparison of Static Atom and Bohr Atom : In the quotation from Foote's

summary, attention was drawn to the similarity between Bury's ideas on atomic

structure and those of Bohr. Bury modified Langmuir's theory by assuming

that instead of 2, 8, 18 or 32 electrons in the outer layer, the maximum number

of electrons in this layer cannot exceed 8. “More than 8 electrons can exist

in a shell only when there is an accumulation of electrons in an outer layer.

During the change of an inner layer from a stable group of 8 to one of 18, or

from 18 to 32, there occurs a transition series of elements which can have more

than one structure." On the basis of this postulate and considering the
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chemical properties of the elements, Bury arrives at arrangements of electrons

in different shells which are in agreement with Bohr^s classification of the

electronic orbits. The difference between the two theories consists in the fact

that where Bohr derives electronic orbits of quantum number 2, say, Bury
assumes that these electrons are all arranged in the L-shell. Similarly, Bohr^s

group of electrons of quantum number 3 is expressed in terms of Buryis theory

as constituting the M-shell. Thus the latter arrives at the following structures

for the rare gases.

Element

Shell

K L M N O P Q

He... 2

Ne .. 2 8

Ar . . .

.

2 8 8

Kr.. 2 8 18 8

Xe . 2 8 18 18 8

Rn . 2 8 18 32 18 8

Undoubtedly Bohr^s theory possesses many advantages over those based on

purely chemical considerations as represented by the views of Lewis, Langmuir

and Bury. The attitude of most chemists at present towards Bohr^s theory

has probably been expressed correctly by Lewis in his recent book on Valence.^

^^It seems to me that by this step (that is, by assigning to each electron its

separate orbit) Bohr has removed every essential element of conflict between

the views of the physicist and the chemist. If we regard as the important

thing the orbit as a whole, and not the position of the electron within the

orbit, and if each electron is assigned an independent orbit, then we may think

of each electron orbit as having a fixed position in space.’'

Concluding Remarks

In the summary of Bohr’s theory given in the present chapter little or no

mention has been made of certain fundamental conceptions of the significance

of the quantum theory which Bohr has applied in deriving his conclusions on

the nature of the orbits in the different atoms.

In Bohr’s first postulate the existence of certain stationary states is postu-

lated. The problem regarding the criteria by which these states may be

determined in any given instance has been treated by Bohr, Sommerfeld and

others by the aid of certain general conceptions involving the mechanical

principle of least action. The condition that the angular momentum of the

electron shall be an integral multiple of A/27r is an illustration of a particular

application of this principle.

^ Valence and the Structure of Atoms and Molecules, p. 56.
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In the second postulate there are involved certain questions regarding the

theory of radiation and among the most fruitful of the principles utilized by

Bohr is the Adiabatic Hypothesis of Ehrenfest.^ Briefly stated, this hypothesis

asserts that if we consider an electron rotating in a given orbit of quantum

number n and subject this electron to a continually and slowly changing

magnetic or electrostatic field, energy of the electron in its orbital motion and

the frequency of the revolution may be changed (Zeeman and Stark effects),

but the value of the quantum number n defining its energy undergoes no

modification.

Bohr^s theory has been extended to the explanation of band spectra in

terms of quantized molecular rotations. It may, in the near future, even be

possible to treat chemical reactions as transitions between stationary states

defined by certain quantum numbers and energy levels. The views initiated

by Bohr have affected fundamentally all our previous ideas on atomic structure

and radiation phenomena. But this is only a beginning and there is still with

us the whole field of chemical phenomena in which there is plenty of scope for

the extension of the same conceptions, and the results achieved in this manner

will no doubt be just as wonderful and epoch-making as those already ac-

complished in the above-mentioned fields of investigation.

* Die Naturwmemchaften, 11, 543 (1923).



CHAPTER XVII

THE THIRD LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS AND THE CALCULATION
OF CHEMICAL CONSTANTS

BY WORTH H. RODEBUSH, Ph.D.,

Professor of Physical Chemistry^ University of Illinois

The first and second laws of thermodynamics lead to the fundamental
equation

AF-= AH +T
(1 )

where AF is the increase in free energy of a reaction and AH the increase in

*^heat content/^ at constant temperature and pressure. Since we are usually

concerned with processes taking place at constant pressure, we may treat AF
and AH in the above equation as functions of the temperature alone and as

such we may integrate the equation. This may be done as it stands by sepa-

rating the variables but a simpler method is to make use of the relation

where AS is the increase in entropy of the reaction. AS in turn may be ex-

pressed as a function of the temperature at constant pressure by the equation

ACpdT

T
+ /o, (3 )

where ACp is the sum of the heat capacities of the products of the reaction

minus the sum of the heat capacities of the reacting substances, the subscript

(p) indicating here as elsewhere that the quantity is measured at constant

pressure. If we substitute in (1), we obtain

^ACpdT

It will be noticed from equation (3) that /o, the constant of integration, is

really the change in entropy of the reaction at absolute zero and it is with this

constant of integration that the Third Law of Thermodynamics is concerned.

The mathematician is wont to feel that his task is completed when he has

integrated an expression. He is seldom concerned with the constant of inte-

gration. Even the physicist has been inclined to regard the constants of inte-

gration, which appear in his equations describing natural phenomena, as

1131
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haphazard quantities of no particular significance. From the practical

standpoint, however, the constant of integration in equation (3) is of

fundamental importance. The heat of a reaction is readily measured and

is known for most reactions. The specific heats have been measured

for many substances and ACp as a function of the temperature can

be estimated for many reactions; but, without the value of the constant /©,

these data are useless, either to tell the engineer how much work the reaction

will do, or to toll the chemist whether the reaction will go. The quest o'f the

relation of the ^Mriviug force of a reaction to the change in total energy of

the reaction has engaged the attention of students of thermodynamics for a

long time. It was formerly thought that the free energy change of a reaction

was equal to the total energy change. Berthelot stated this as a fundamental

principle. The Kelvin rule relating the electromotive force of a galvanic cell

to the heat of the reaction is another example of this error. (See Chapter II,

p. 42.) Some of the cliemical reactions which were first investigated appeared

to confirm this view, but more accurate investigations showed that the rule

was only the roughest sort of an approximation. Nevertheless, the data

indicated that the relation between AF and AH is not wholly haphazard and

Le Chatclier ^ in 1888 integrated the free energy equation and expressed the

opinion that the time would come when we should be able to calculate the

value of the constant h from the known physical properties of the substance

participating in a reaction. This appears to be the first recognition of a prin-

ciple that is gaining favor with physicists today; viz., that in a universe made

up of matter which is fundamentally homogeneous the constants of nature

must be all predetermined and interrelated. This view will be further im-

pressed upon us when we come to consider the statistical basis of thermo-

dynamics.

After Le Chatelier, the question of the integration constant received further

attention from G. N. Lewis, ^ Richards,^ vanT Hoff ^ and Ilaber.® In particular,

Richards showed that for a number of galvanic cells the values of AF and AH
when concentration effects were excluded approached each other as the temper-

ature is lowered. The greatest impetus to this line of investigation, however,

was given by Nernst ®in 1906 when he published his celebrated ^‘heat theorem.^'

Nernst acknowledges his indebtedness to the work of his predecessors in tliis

field, es])ecially to Le Ghatelier and Richards, but he was the first to formulate

a definite hypothesis.

1 Ann. Mines, 13 . 157 (188S).

^Proc. Am. Acad., 35
, 3 (1899).

3 Z. physik. Chem., 42. 129 (1902).

* Boltzman Festschrift, p. 233, Barth, Leipzig (1904).

^ Thormodyiiamik tcchiiischer (Jusreaktionen, Oldenbourg, Munich, 1905.

^Nachr. kyl. Oes. TFiNA’. Gottingen, Math.-Phys. Klasse, 1 (1906). Die theorettschen und

cxpcrimaitallen Grundlagcn dvs neuen WdrmesaUcs, Halle (1918).
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The Nernst Heat Theorem

(

dAF \
) be infinite, AF must

ST J

p

equal AH at 0® K., since T — 0. The two quantities might approach each
other in the manner indicated by the curves (I), Fig. 1. From a study of

cases of the type discussed by Richards, however, Nernst was led to assume
that the values of AF and AH approach each other asymptotically, (II), Fig.

1, and become identical at absolute zero for reactions in condensed sj^stems,

i.e., solids or liquids. This statement

may be expressed mathematically by
saying that

dAF dAH ^lim = lim = 0.
r=o dT T=o dT

(5)

Since

dAF = - AS and
dTdT

we then have

lim AS = lim ACp = 0 (6)
2’=0 r=o

at O® K., or from (3)

U = 0. (7)

Hence, we may insert or remove at our

pleasure the limit T = 0 in any integral

of ACp with respect to temperature.

This appears to be a remarkably simple conclusion and one which should

be easily arrived at, but the experimental verification which is necessary to

establish the truth or falsity of so general an assumption is a matter of many
years work.

Let us consider a reaction at a given temperature between solid substances

A 5 + Rs —> Cs-

Each phase may be assumed to have a vapor pressure represented by P with
the appropriate subscript. If the vapor pressure be small so that the vapor
behaves as a perfect gas and the volume of the solid may be neglected, we may
use the Clapeyron equation

dhiP ^ AH
dT ~ RT^'

where AH is the heat of vaporization at constant pressure at the temperature
in question. We can integrate this if we express AH as a function of the
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temperature

AH=-AHo+ rACpdT,
Jo

(9)

where ACp is the heat capacity of the vapor minus the heat capacity of the

solid. Integrating,

RT
/i ACJT

RT*
•dT “t" i.

We can integrate the third term of (10) by parts,

AC„dT

RT*
dT= - rJo

AC„dT

RT
+I

AC^dT

RT

Combining with (9) and substituting in (10), we have for Pa

pAdTIV j.lnPA=-^^^ +
fACpAd

J "rt'
4"

(10)

( 11 )

Similar expressions hold for ItiFb and InPc*

Let us now suppose that A and B are vaporized and react to form the vapor

of C which is then condensed to form the solid. At equilibrium in the vapor

phase we have the mass law

Pc

VaVb
K ( 12 )

where pa , Vb^ Pc are the partial pressures at equilibrium as distinguished from

the vapor pressures of the solid phases. We have the well-known relation

dlnKp _ AHr
dT RT?

' (13)

where AHr is the heat of reaction in the gaseous phase at constant pressure.

This equation may be integrated precisely as (8) above, with similar assump-

tions, and we obtain

InKp =
^Hr
RT I

ACpsdT

RT
+ is- (14)

Here

Now the change in free energy in carrying out the reaction in steps as indicated

above is given by the equation

AF = RTln^ + RTln + RTln^ •

Pa Pb Pc
(15)
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Since

this may be written

Pc _ Ap,
PaPb

AF = RT{hiPc — IuPa — InPs — InKp). (16)

If we substitute the expressions for InPcf etc., and InKp from equations (11)

and (14), we obtain

AF = RT^
- AHc + AHA + AHb +_AHr

RT

(ACpc — ACpA - ACpB - ACpb)

RT
+r dT (17)

+ ic — lA ““ iB
J

'

But

~ AHc + AHA + AHb + AHr = AHs,

where Alls is the heat of reaction for the solid phase. Likewise,

- {ACpc - ACpa - ACpB - ACpr) = ACps,

the heat capacity of solid C minus the heat capacities of solids A and B, AF
must also be equal to the free energy change of the reaction between the solid

phases. Hence we have

AF = Alls - + (^‘c - u - iB - iB)RT. (18)

From this equation we see that the constant of the free energy equation for

the reaction

-45 + Bs “> Cs

is equal to the algebraic sum of the constants for the separate stages by which

the reaction may proceed. And in general it follows that if any chemical

reaction is equivalent to the sum of two other reactions, the constant of integra-

tion of the equation for the change of free energy in the first reaction is equal

to the algebraic sum of the constants of the equations for the change of free

energy in the other reactions.

The above statement was demonstrated by Le Chatelier. He pointed out

also that the constants of integration for reactions of the same type would

have approximately the same numerical value. Thus, if we integrate the

Clapeyron equation, neglecting the change in AH, we get
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This gives us Trouton's rule for the relation between the heat of vaporization

and the boiling point when p = 1 atm., the value of I for many liquids being

approximately 11, which gives

A//

T
22

at the boiling point. Similar regularities have been found in the constants for

dissociation of solids and combinations of hydrogen and the halogens.

If we compare equation (18) with (4), we see that

R{ic — lA — iB — ir) = — loy

and since by (7)

/o= 0,

Ir = IR'R == (ic — lA — (20)

By the Nernst assumption, therefore, the constant of integration of the free

energy equation for a reaction between substances in the vapor phase is equal

to the algebraic sum, multiplied by jK, of the constants in the vapor pressure

equations for the substances in the solid state. Furthermore, since the constant

of the vapor pressure equation measures a property of the vapor, it is inde-

pendent of the nature of the condensed phase. Thus, the vapor pressure

equation for liquid water will have the same constant as the vapor pressure

equation for ice. Nernst hoped to determine the values of the constant of

equation (10) from vapor pressure data and from these to calculate free energies

from heats of reaction. He avoided serious errors in the integration of the

Clapeyron equation

df (F - Fo)r
(21 )

at high pressures by the use of the relation

p(F - Fo) = RT
(

(22)

where tt is the critical pressure. Unfortunately, however, he attempted to

extrapolate empirical equations for heat capacities to low temperatures.

Furthermore, since most substances with measurable vapor pressures are

liquids, he made the extrapolations for the liquid phase and the thermal

properties of liquids behave in a very anomalous manner at low temperatures.

From his inspection of the vapor pressure data for a number of liquids

Nernst came to the conclusion that the heat capacities of all condensed phases

approached a limiting value at 0® K. of 1.5 calories per gram atom. For gases

he assumed

Cp = 3.5 + 1.5?7,
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where rj is the number of atoms per molecule. He then represented heat of

vaporization as a function of the temperature by the empirical equation

AH = (A//o + 3.55P - er^) ^1
-

where e is a constant characteristic of the substance. By combining (23) with

(21) and (22), integrating and changing to common logarithms, we get instead

of equation (10)

The constant C of this equation Nernst has termed the “conventional chemical

constant.’’ By this terminology he recognizes the approximate nature of

equation (24) as distinguished from equation (10) which is an exact thermo-

dynamic equation. The constant i of equation (10) is termed the “true”

chemical constant.

Experimental work initiated by Nernst himself has shown that his assump-

tions as to the behavior of specific heats at low temperatures are incorrect.

Equation (19) is a satisfactory vapor pressure equation in the range where

vapor pressures are measurable but it cannot be extrapolated to low temper-

atures. Unfortunately, many attempts have been made by other chemists

to use the chemical constants erroneously calculated from this equation.

Nevertheless, the principle announced by Nernst, when properly limited in

its application, is of the most fundamental importance. The constant of

equation (10) calculated from accurate specific heat data for solid substances

is a useful quantity. We shall return to it later.

The Third Law of Thermodynamics

p]instein ^ predicted in 1907 that the specific heats of all substances would

approach zero at the absolute zero of temperature. A little later Planck®

stated that the entropy of pure solids or liquids was zero at 0° K. Thus, we

see that, while the Nernst theorem stated that S and Cp had the same values

per gram atom for all substances (the value of Cp being assumed to be 1.5

cal. at 0° K. and S being indeterminate), the conclusions of Einstein and

Planck were that

lim S = lim Cp = 0.

T=0 T-O

For crystalline solids these conclusions have been amply verified. Postponing

for the present the consideration of other forms of matter, we may state that

the entropy of every pure crystalline substance is zero at absolute zero. This

statement has been called the third law of thermodynamics and it appears

to be of sufficient importance to take rank with the first and second laws.

1 Ann. Physik. (4) 22, 180 (1907).

2 Ber., 45 , 5 (1912).
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It will be seen at once that the third law is inclusive of the Nernst theorem
in so far as crystalline solids are concerned since if, at jT = 0® K.,

S=. Cp^O,

then, obviously, also at T = 0® K.,

AS = ACp = 0 .

This view introduces entropy to us as a definite positive quantity.^ With
such quantities as free energy or total energy the case is far otherwise. We
can only measure changes in energy and any assignment of actual values of

energy to individual substances must be arbitrary. Thus, we may consider

a crystal of sodium chloride at absolute zero. It possesses no kinetic energy

and if we could find no reaction it would undergo, we might say that its total

energy content was zero. But, if it were found that sodium chloride would
or should react with metallic potassium at 0° K. or were capable of a radioactive

decomposition, we would have to revise our statement. So, it was formerly

supposed that any expression for entropy must contain an undetermined and
indeterminate constant.

The difference between the entropy of a substance at a temperature T and
at 0® K. is given by the relation

(M)

If Cp did not approach zero at 0® K., our integral would contain a term — co

.

But experimental evidence shows, approximately at least, that at very low

temperatures

Cp = aT\

and the integral (19) becomes definite with the value zero at 0® K. Further-

more, no substances have been found to have a negative entropy in any state.

Hence, the Planck assumption appears plausible from general considerations.

Experimental Verification : In the experimental verification of the third

law we may follow either of two methods. We may calculate the chemical

constants of Nernst from equation (10) for the substances participating in a

reaction and compare them with the constant for the reaction as directly

measured, or we may calculate entropies from specific heat data at low temper-

atures and use the relation

AF - AH = - TAS

for reactions for which AF and AH have been measured. Obviously, the

number of reactions for which we have the very complete data required will

not be large.

As a matter of fact, we can show very readily that the two methods lead

to the same result and we can then use the simpler. Let us consider a reaction

^ Gibbs evidently was aware of this characteristic of entropy. See his Elementary

Principles in Statistical Mechanics, p. 184, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1914.
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in the gaseous phase

A + B-^C.

According to the Nernst theorem,

iR — ic — lA — iB,

where ia, ib, ic are the ''true chemical constants” of the vapor pressure equa-

tions for Aj By and C in the solid state. Substituting the values of Ir • • • is

from equations (11) and (14),

PaPb Rf?-/
AC^^T
RT

= InPc — InpA — IbPb +

-f

AHc - AHA - AHb
RT

{AC„c - ACpA - AC„B)dT

RT

(26)

Multiplying through hy — RT and collecting the terms,
f

RTln^+ RTln^ + RTln—
Pa Pb Pc

- (AHb + AHA + AHb - AHc) = “ ?’J
•

But, by the third law,

J P Jo T

and the equation (27) by comparison with (15) and (17) reduces to

AF - AH = - TAS

(27)

(28)

for the reaction between the substances in the solid state. Hence, the use of

chemical constants in a verification of the third law appears as a roundabout

method of doing what may be done directly by substitution in equation (28).

If we find that we can calculate AS for a reaction from heat capacity data by

means of the third law assumptions, we shall verify the Nernst relation. We
may do this by comparing the value of AF — AH as directly determined with

ACJt ,

the value of — TAS as calculated by the integralX for the reaction.

In 1917 Lewis and Gibson ^ collected the data for nine cases where the third

law could be checked. They found an average discrepancy of 1.6 entropy

units (about 475 cals, in AF or AH at 298® K.) between entropies of reaction

calculated (1) from equilibrium measurements and (2) from specific heat data.

In a recent paper Lewis, Gibson and Latimer ^ have been able to show that.

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 2554 (1917).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 1008 (1922).
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with more accurate data, these discrepancies have been greatly reduced. We
have tabulated (Table I) those reactions for which they were able to find data
sufficiently accurate to eliminate uncertainty from the calculations. In the
table the values of AF — AH are directly determined and the values of ~ TAS
arc calculated from specific heat data. The values given are at 298° K.

A detailed consideration of the very simple reaction

Sn (gray) Sn (white)

will illustrate the manner in which the calculations are made. As is well
known, tin exists in two modifications, the white and the gray forms, the latter

stable at low temperatures. The transition point is 19° C. Bronsted ^ has
studied this reaction from the standpoint of the third law. He determined
calorimetrically that, at the transition point,

AH = 541 cal.

From this value and the heat capacities of the two forms, AF — AH at 25° C.
is readily calculated. Bronsted ^ also determined the heat capacities of the
two forms at liquid air temperatures. These determinations do not extend
below 70° K. but, by means of the ‘^characteristic heat capacity curve for

the metals (which we shall discuss later), we can extrapolate to 0° K. with
great confidence. In order to obtain the entropy of either form, we must
obtain the integral

J^CpdT

for that form. If we plot Cp as ordinate against InT as abscissa, the area
under the curve (Fig. 6) will then represent the integral. By means of this

graphical integration we obtain the values for the entropies at 298° K.,

Sn (white) : S = 11.17, Sn (gray) : S = 9,23, AS = 1.94.

TABLE I

Experimental Verification of the Third Law

Reactions

AF - All (cal.)

(From
equilibrium

measurements)

- ms (cal.)

(From heat

capacity data)

Difference

Sn (gray) — Sn (white) 557 578 21
S (rhombic) S (monoclinic) - 66 - 89 23
C (graphite) + ^02 CO - 6370 - 6000 370
Hg +iOs-*HgO + 7790 + 7620 170
Ag + HgCl— AgCl + Hg - 2320 ~ 2295 25
JPb + AgCl -« JPbCl, + Ag + 1280 + 1280 0
iPb +AgI— iPbl, +Ag + 1190

1

1

+ 1100 90

'Z. physik. Chem., 88, 479 (1914).
* Rodebush [J, Arn. Chem. Soc., 45 , 1413 (1913)] has redetermined the heat capacity for

white tin, finding slightly higher values at low temperatures. In comparing the entropies of

the two forms, however, it is better to use Bronsted ’s figures only.
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The principal uncertainty in the values for AF — AH are in the calorimetric

determination values of AH which are given in the literature. In the last

three reactions tabulated, this source of error was avoided in an ingenious

manner by Gerke.^ He measured the temperature coefficients of the electro-

motive force of these reactions in galvanic cells very accurately. From these,

AF — AH can be calculated readily by the Gibbs-Helmholz equation

dE
AF - A// = - 23,0747’— ,

' dT
where E is the electromotive force.

In addition to these seven cases where accurate checks are obtained, there

are a large number of calculations that can be made from somewhat uncertain

data which show the third law to be at least approximately true, since there

arc no serious discrepancies. Some of these we shall consider later. The
third law is thus supported by a considerable quantity of the sort of evidence

that has caused the first and second laws to be accepted as absolute.

It may develop from further experimentation that the third law is subject to

additional limitations, but it seems more probable that when its application is

thoroughly understood, it will be found to be a principle of the utmost

generality.

The Entropy of Solutions and Supercooled Liquids

We have seen that Nernst assumed AS to be zero for all reactions between

condensed phases. Planck ^ went one step further and stated that we should

meet with no inconsistencies if w^e assume the entropy of every pure solid and
liquid to be zero at 0® K. On the other hand, Planck concluded that the

entropy of a solution would be found to be greater than zero at absolute zero.

His argument is as follows. If we mix two substances of properties sufficiently

alike so that they form what ma}'^ be called an ideal solution, we have an

increase in entropy

AS = — riiRlnNi — n2RlnN2, (29)

where ni and n 2 are the actual number of mols. of each of the two substances

^ J, Am. Chem. Soc., 44
, 1684 (1922). The principle of avoidiriK the calorimetric deter-

mination of AH by measuring the temperature coefficient of the cell reaction was employed
by Jones and Hartmann, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 752 (1915), with the cell

N N
Agl in— KI — KI U

10 10
Satrt.

with
Iodine

Pt.

Their results were incorrect, probably due to incorrect determinations of liquid potential

differences. The determination of AF — AH by measurement of the temperature coefficient

of the electromotive force is not without its own special difficulties, as pointed out by Taylor,

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38 , 2308 (1916); this is also the conclusion reached by Webb, Thesis,

Princeton University, 1924.

2 Her., 45 . 5 (1912) ;
Warmestrahlung, 4th ed., pp. 204-221, Barth, Leipzig.
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and Ni and Ni are the respective mol. fractions after mixing. For a mixture
of \ mol. of each this reduces to

Rln2 == 1.4

entropy units. Experiment shows that the specific heats of solutions are

usually very close to the mean of the specific heats of the components, the more
nearly so the more nearly the two constituents are alike in their properties.

If such a solution be cooled down to 0® K., the integral

rCj^dT

Jo T

for the solution would not be different from the integrals

C^dT
‘ “

for the two pure constituents. But the entropy of the solution is greater by
1.4 than the sum of the entropies of the pure substances, and, hence, must be
greater than 0 at 0® K. Since most solutions on solidification tend to separate

into the pure solid constituents, the most likely manner in which a solution

would be obtained at low temperature would be by rapid cooling, so that the

crystalline solid would not form. Gibson, Parks and Latimer ^ obtained the

specific heat curves for mixtures of ethyl and propyl alcohol down to liquid

air temperature and found the curve to approximate the mean of the curves

for the pure supercooled liquids. Since the entropy difference is only 1.4

units, the results were not very decisive. The specific heat curves of the super-

cooled liquids were of a peculiar shape, however, and a consideration of them
led Lewis and Gibson * to predict that the entropy of a pure supercooled liquid

would be considerably greater than for the pure substances. The most decisive

evidence on this point is the work of Gibson and Giauque.® Their results for

the molecular heats of amorphous and crystalline glycerol are shown in Fig. 2,

where they are plotted against log T, The entropy of fusion for glycerol is

15.02 units. In order to establish the third law for supercooled liquids, the

integral

fACpdlnT

must be equal to this. The area between the curves of the plot multiplied by
2.303 represents this integral and the value obtained is only 9.39, leaving a
discrepancy of 5.63 units. The curves might again diverge at lower temper-
atures. Simon ^ has obtained the specific heats of amorphous glycerol down
to liquid hydrogen temperatures. His results are indicated by the broken
line. If the specific heat for crystalline glycerol were to drop suddenly to

1 J. Am, Chem, Soc., 42, 1542 (1920).
* J, Am, Chem, Soc„ 42, 1529 (1920).
« J, Am, Chem, Soc„ 45, 93 (1923).
< Ann, Physik,, [4] 68, 241 (1922).
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zero, the value of the integral J^ACpdlnT might be increased by the necessary

amount to make the third law valid. It would be very desirable to obtain

further data. Wietzel * has obtained data on amorphous and crystalline

quartz which indicates a similar discrepancy but here again the data are not

sufficient. Altogether, the experimental evidence throws grave doubt on the

applicability of the Nernst theorem to supercooled liquids. We shall consider

the question from a theoretical standpoint later.

LogT
Fig. 2. Heat Capacity of Crystalline and Supercooled Liquid Glycerol

The Heat Capacity of Substances

Experimental Determination at Low Temperatures: Nernst realized the

necessity of obtaining exact specific heat data in order to calculate chemical

constants and he was one of the first to initiate work along this line. The

first measurements made were of the mean specific heat of substances over

considerable ranges of temperature. In order to evaluate the integral

C'^CpdT

Jo t
'

however, it is necessary that the true specific heat be known accurately as a

function of the temperature. Since the value of Cp changes rapidly with the

temperature in certain ranges for most substances, it becomes necessary to

measure the energy input for changes of temperature of not more than one or

two degrees. The method of measurement devised by Nernst * has been

1 Z. anorff. Chern,, 116, 71 (1921).

2 Nernst, J. Phps., (4) 9, 721 (1910); Nernst, Koref and Lindemann, Siiz. ber. Preuss,

Akad.t 247, 262 (1910); Nernst, Ann, Physik, 36, 395 (1911); Eucken, Phya, Z., 10, 586

(1909); Eucken and Schwers, Sitz, her, Preitaa, Akad,, 369 (1914); Kammerlingh Onnes

and Keesom, Proc. Amsterdam Akad,, 894 (1914).
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followed in all of the recent work at low temperatures. The substance of

which the heat capacity is to be measured is placed in a container which is

supplied with an electrical heating coil and a thermocouple or resistance

thermometer. A measured amount of electrical energy is supplied to the

heating coil and the rise in temperature is measured. In order to prevent

heat exchange with the surroundings by conduction, the container is suspended

in a vacuum. Radiation is prevented by wrapping the container in silver foil.

Since a very high vacuum may be obtained and radiation is negligible at low
temperatures, the heat leak is practically eliminated. In working with metals

which may be made into a block of the desired form, the container is often

eliminated.

The principal source of error in the low temperature work is to be found in

the uncertainty of the temperature measurements. Below 90° K. both thermo-
couples and resistance thermometers behave in an anomalous manner and
calibrations must be made at frequent intervals in the temperature range.^

The principal work upon heat capacities at low temperatures has been done by
Nernst and his coworkers in Germany, Kammerling Onnes in Holland, Griffiths

and Griffiths in England and G. N. Lewis and his associates in America. Data
are now available for most of the elements and many compounds including the

common inorganic salts.

The Heat Capacity of Monatomic Solids : In a previous paragraph we re-

ferred to the ^^characteristic curve’’ for the heat capacities of the metals at

low temperatures. For a large class of solid substances the atomic heat

capacity at constant volume Cv may be represented by an equation of the form

Cv ~ ^ ^

where /is the same function for all these substances and ^ is a constant charac-

teristic of the individual substance. Most of the elements and a number of

the inorganic salts are included in this classification. These substances occur

in the form of monatomic crystals, i.e., the unit in the crystal lattice is a single

atom.

If we plot Cv for different substances against T, we get a series of curves,

Fig. 3, which show little similarity. If, however, we plot Cv against log T
(Fig. 4), the curves appear to be of precisely the same form, differing only in

position along the log T axis. Equation (30) may be written

Cv = /(log 6 - log T),

from which it is evident that if the function /is the same for different substances,

the curves when plotted against log T should be brought into coincidence by
displacement along the log T axis. The remarkable exactness of relation (30)

is shown very simply by the device employed by Lewis and Gibson ^ of plotting

^ See Rodebush, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 45 , 1413 (1923).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39 , 2560 (1917).
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the heat capacity data on separate sheets of transparent paper so that the
curves may be superposed. For the above-mentioned class of substances

this may be done within the limits of experimental error. This is the more
remarkable when we consider that the data for such widely different substances

as metallic lead and carbon in the form of diamond lie on curves of the same

form on the Cv- log T diagram. In studying the nature of this function/,

we shall always find it advantageous to plot Cv against log T rather than

against T.

In the ordinary measurement of specific heats, Cp, the heat capacity at

constant pressure, is obtained. Since it is Cv that exliibits the regularities

we have described, it must be calculated from Cp by the equation

(31 )
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where a is the coefficient of expansion, ^ the compressibility, and v the gram
atomic volume. These quantities {a and jS) have been measured for most
substances at room temperature but they are functions of the temperature

and there is considerable uncertainty in making the calculation at low temper-

atures. At temperatures sufficiently low the term becomes negligible without

doubt. Lindeman and Magnus ^ have proposed the empirical equation

C^ = Cp- aT^i\ (32)

where a is calculated at ordinary temperatures from the measured values.

This equation is a very rough approximation but the total value of the correc-

tion is small.

Since the form of the heat capacity curve has been determined with great

precision by Nernst,^ Eucken,^ Kammerlingh Onnes ^ and others, it becomes

possible by obtaining a few data for for a monatomic solid somewhere in

the region between Cv = I and = 5 to extrapolate for the entire curve

without serious error.

Theoretical Equations for Heat Capacity: In 1907 Einstein ^ derived an

equation from Planck's radiation formula for the heat capacity of a system of

simple harmonic oscillators and since all forms of matter at low temperatures

may be presumably regarded as made up of different sorts of these oscillators,

he predicted that the heat capacity of all forms of matter would approach

zero at the absolute zero. This prediction has been amply verified for all

forms of real matter. The equation of Einstein is of the- highest fundamental

importance and we shall derive it from purely mechanical considerations with

the aid of the quantum theory, avoiding the use of the theory of radiation.

By a simple harmonic oscillator we mean a particle of matter (atom,

electron, etc.) which oscillates in a straight line through a point of equilibrium,

the restoring force being proportional to the displacement. This condition

may be expressed mathematically by the equation

(33)

where / is the force, s the displacement and p a constant sometimes called the

‘‘constraint." Such an oscillator moves with what is known as simple harmonic

motion. For a system of such oscillators the instantaneous distribution of

kinetic energy according to the classical mechanics is given by the equation

dN = (34)
yE

Here dN is the number of oscillators having energies between E and E + dEy

E being the kinetic energy of the individual oscillator, k is the molecular

1 Lindeman and Magnus, Z, Elektrochem,, 16, 269 (1910).

Elektrochem., 17, 817 (1911).

* Eucken and Schwers, Verh. deut. physik, Ges*, 15, 582 (1913).

* Kammerlingh Onnes, Com, Phys. Lab., Leiden, No. 147 (1915).

* Einstein, Ann. Physik., [4] 22, 180 (1907).
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gas constant, T the absolute temperature and K a constant involving the
total number of oscillators.

Likewise for the potential energy *

dN = (35)
y Ep

So far as classical mechanics tells us, these two distributions are independent
of each other.

From another viewpoint equations (34) and (35) represent the respective

probabilities that an oscillator has kinetic and potential energies within specified

limits. Now the probability that an oscillator have a given momentum and
at the same time a given position is the product of the separate probabilities

and, without evaluating constants, the combined distribution law becomes

dN = Ke-^'^^dE, (36)

where E is the total energy of the oscillator both kinetic and potential. If we
represent (Fig. 5) position along the horizontal axis s and momentum along
the vertical axis mv^ we then have a two-dimensional cross section of a Gibbs
phase space, where the point representing the position and momentum of

our oscillator at any instant travels in ellipses about the center 0. Now the

quantum theory assumes ^ that, for a complete oscillation, the integral of

momentum times length must be an integral multiple of the Planck constant h.

That is,

^mvds = nk, (37)

where n is an integer. Since the point representing an oscillator travels around
an ellipse (Fig. 5) during an oscilla-

tion, the integral represents the area

of the ellipse. Reduced to its sim-

plest terms then, the phase point,^'

as we shall call this representative

point, is limited in its travels to a

series of ellipses whose areas are

integral multiples of h. It must

pass from one ellipse to another

by a sudden discontinuous motion

or jump.

The area of the nth ellipse, then,

is Tr(mVn)Sn, where mVn and Sn
are respectively the maximum momentum and displacement of the particle.

Hence we have from our quantum assumption

T(mV)S = nh. (38)

^ These relations will be derived later. See page 1 167 et seq,

* Somnaerfeld, Atombau und SpektraUinien, 3 ed., p. 243, Friedr. Vieweg and Son, Braun-
schweig, 1922.
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Since the total energy of the oscillator is constant throughout an oscillation,

it may be readily expressed either in terms of the maximum displacement S
when it is all potential or the maximum momentum mV when it is all kinetic,

Since

we may write

E = ^pS^ = (39)

V

J-S= irmVSX^J^-
27r ^?n

(40)

But — J- i

2t
is the frequency v. From (38), therefore, the total energy of a

simple harmonic oscillator is always an integral multiple of the quantum of

energy

E == nhv = ne. (41)

The combined distribution law for the total energy, kinetic and potential,

of a system of oscillators then takes the following form

:

Nn = (42)

where Nn is the number of oscillators having exactly the energy ne. It should

be noticed that the differential has disappeared and the distribution is now dis-

continuous. There are a number of oscillators with no energy, a number with

one quantum each, a number with two quanta each and so on, but none with

intermediate values.^ For the total number of oscillators

(43)

where
= Kil + + 6

-*‘'**’ +•••).

The total energy E of all the oscillators is given by the expression

E = 'ZNnnf = (44)

Here

= A«(e-/*^ + +•••)•

If we divide (44) by (43) and multiply through by N, we obtain

^ - •
(45)

This is a general expression for the total energy of any system of particles

» See Kunz, Phil. Mag., 45, 300 (1923).
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which obey a “quantized” form of an exponential distribution law. We shall

refer to it repeatedly. If we make the substitution,

X =

simple algebraic division shows that

and

e-itT

(1 -

Hence,

Ze—nelkT

1 -

__ Ne _ Nhv

(1 ~ ~ 1
~ - 1

‘

By differentiating with respect to the temperature, we obtain

(46)

Now, if the forces holding an atom in the lattice of a crystal are continuous,
it can be shown mathematically that, for small displacements, the restoring

force is proportional to the displacement.^ Furthermore, the oscillations of

an atom about its position in a lattice may be resolved into the three com-
ponents and the atom treated as the equivalent of three simple harmonic
oscillators. Thus, we see that, as an approximation, for the monatomic solids

at low or moderate temperatures, when heated at constant volume,

where

dT
SNk

\kT) - ly
3Nk

nivV
{kTj - ly'

(47)

N = 6.061 X 1023, k = 1.372 X lO-^e erg/deg.

This is the Einstein formula for the heat capacity Cp of a monatomic solid.

In Fig. 6 we have the Einstein curve compared with the characteristic experi-

mental curve for monatomic solids. It will be seen that the two curves become
asymptotic at high temperatures where both approach the value 3Nk = 3R
= 5.96 cals. We have here undoubtedly the true theoretical basis of the
Dulong-Petit law. At lower temperatures, however, the Einstein curve falls

with decreasing temperature more rapidly than the experimental curve. At
a temperature where the Einstein equation gives a value of nearly zero for Cv,

the substance still has a measurable heat capacity.

The explanation of this divergence appears to be simple enough. An
inspection of equation (47) shows that the smaller the natural quantum for

1 Jeans, Theoretical Mechanics^ p. 348, Ginn & Co., New York, 1907.

2—16
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the solid the higher the heat capacity at a given temperature, especially at

low temperatures. But the quantum is proportional to the frequency

(48)
27r

Now, if the two atoms should oscillate together as a unit and the constraints

opposing the oscillation be something less than twice those acting on a single

atom, we have the possibility of a smaller quantum. A number of atoms may
pick up energy and vibrate as a single aggregate, the number being limited

only by the size of the crystal. Of course, the larger the aggregates the fewer

the number of them possible, so that the amount of energy taken up as '^corn-

pound^' quanta cannot be very large, but the divergence of the experimental

equation is not very great. Furthermore, this divergence disappears at higher

temperatures where the atoms are very largely "broken up" into single

oscillators.

The mathematical problem involved in the complete solution of the heat

capacity curve for a monatomic solid is thus seen to be perfectly definite, but

it is by no means easy of solution. In order to take account of the different

frequencies, we shall have to write the Einstein equation in a generalized form

c „ LA .fc

j
> (49)

where the summation is to be extended to all frequencies. Unfortunately,

we have no means of calculating the number and magnitude of these various

frequencies. Nernst and Lindemann ^ proposed a purely empirical equation

r

/ ^ y JirIkT

\kTj
{ \ Jivl2kT

\2kTj
. (e"''**’ - 1)» - 1)2 _

1 Z, Elektrochem,, 17
,
817 (1911).
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This will be seen to represent Cv as \ the sum of the two Einstein terms

with two frequencies, one twice the other. Fig. 7 shows the resultant curve

obtained by plotting ^ the sum of two such Einstein expressions. It is an
approximation to the true heat capacity curve, as can be seen by comparison

with Fig. 6.

The Debye Equation: Debye ^ has made the most satisfactory approach

to a solution of the problem. In order to obtain an expression for the various

frequencies in equation (48) above, he considers a monatomic solid as a homo-
geneous isotropic elastic medium, and assumes the heat energy to be present

in the form of vibrations which range all the way from ordinary sound waves

up to vibrations of a limiting frequency, z^o, which presumably corresponds to

the frequency of the individual atom v that we have used in the Einstein

equation. The total number of these vibrations is not infinite as is assumed
in the ordinary theory of elasticity but is equal to 3iV, the number of degrees

of freedom ^ of a solid body containing N atoms. From the theory of elasticity

he gets an expression for the number of vibrations dz which lie between v

and V + dv,

v^dv
dz =

If this value be substituted in (49) for iVt, the number of vibrations of a given

frequency, and the summation changed to an integral, which is justifiable

since the number of vibrations is large and they are continuously distributed

over the range of frequencies, equation (49) becomes

_9Nk n (hv^
Jo

1 Ann. Pkysik., (4) 39 , 789 (1912).

2 The concept of degrees of freedom will be discussed later.

vMv, (51)
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where the integration is to be extended from 0 to the limiting frequency vo-

When T is large,— becomes small and the above expression reduces to a form
kT

which is readily integrable, giving a value

Cv == ^Ry

as does the Einstein formula. When T is small, the expression can be inte-

grated by expressing it as a series and the relation

Cv = aT^ (52)

is obtained. This relation is remarkably simple and is of great importance

because it should hold for all solids whether monatomic or not, since, at low

temperatures, the energy is found chiefly in the low frequency vibrations and

the value of the limiting frequency is without significance. For intermediate

values of T the values of Cv can only be obtained by a laborious process of

calculation. It can be shown from equation (51), however, that Cv is the same

function of for all monatomic substances and this function when plotted
kT

reproduces the experimental curve with great fidelity, as can be seen from Fig.

6, where the small circles represent the various points calculated from the

Debye formula. In placing the Einstein and Debye curves on the diagram,

it is assumed that vo of the Debye formula is identical with v of the Einstein

formula. The two functions then approach each other asymptotically at

high temperatures. Various investigators, including Kammerlingh Onnes,^

have investigated specific heats at very low temperatures with especial care

in order to test the relation

Cv = aT^,

and have found it to be in very close agreement with experiment. It has been

objected that the Debye assumption that the heat energy in a solid is distributed

in an acoustic spectrum'^ ranging from the longest sound waves up to the

atomic vibrations themselves implies that heat should be conducted with

the velocity of sound. The energy of the long waves is transferred with the

velocity of sound but when the length of the wave is short enough to compare

with the atomic distances, the analogy of a homogeneous medium is no longer

correct. For instance, the propagation of ordinary sound waves in air can be

satisfactorily calculated by assuming the air to be a continuous medium but

if we were to deal with very high frequencies, we should have to recognize

that air is made up of discrete particles.

Debye hoped to be able to calculate the specific heats of monatomic solids

from their elastic constants since the frequencies of the vibrations which he

postulates depend upon these quantities. The results obtained in this way,

however, are not sufficiently accurate to be useful. Since the properties of

matter assumed by Debye do not correspond exactly with reality and the

1 Kammerlingh Onnes, Comm. Phys. Lah., Leiden, No. 147 (1915).
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final expresvsion obtained is not readily usable, Debye^s equation is not regarded

as satisfactory by many, even though it agrees within the limits of experi-

mental error with the data for monatomic solids.^

It must be recognized, however, that the remarkable success of Debye^s

equation in reproducing the experimental curve constitutes one of the out-

standing triumphs of mathematical physics.

We shall return to a consideration of the Einstein formula. It has been

said that this formula gives the heat capacity of an ^‘ideaE' solid. This is a

contradiction in terms, however, for the word solid implies a rigid connection

between one atom and another and the quantum theory tells us at once that

the possibility exists of the atoms' oscillating as aggregates. Nevertheless,

while the Einstein equation is an incomplete expression, it gives us a very

good picture of the kinetic behavior of matter.

It has been noted that the fact that the heat capacity curves for monatomic

substances can be superposed when plotted against log T indicates that the

heat capacity is the same function of log

^ ^ ^
these substances. The

Einstein equation fits this condition since it represents Cv as a function of

^ • Here € is the natural quantum for the atom and

€

T

is the natural frequency of the atom oscillating in the crystal lattice. Attempts

have been made to calculate these natural frequencies for substances from

elastic properties, etc., but they have not been very successful. Only in the

case of salts do we have a direct means of measuring namely, the “residual

ray'^ frequencies as measured by Rubens.^ We shall make use of these later

in calculating the entropies of the alkali halides. We can, however, draw

inferences as to the comparative values of the fundamental frequency for

different substances. We have the relation

1

2ir

where p is the constraint on the atom and in its mass. The frequency should

therefore be greater for hard substances of small atomic weight than for soft

substances of high atomic weight. A comparison of lead and diamond shows

this to be true. In comparing the heat capacity curves of different elements,

1 Born and Karman (Phys. Z., 13, 297 (1912); 14, 15 , 65 (1913)) have derived an expres-

sion for heat capacity from a consideration of the properties of a crystal, the atoms of which

are arranged in a lattice. They obtain an expression similar to Debye's but their derivation

is too long and involved to be reproduced here.

* Rubens and Nichols, Ann. Physik, 60, 418 (1897); Rubens and Aschkinass, ibid., 65,

241 (1898); Rubens, ibid,, 69, 576 (1899); Rubens and Kurlbaum, ibid., (4) 4, 649 ( 1901);

Rubens and Hollnagel, Phil. Mag., (6) 19, 761 (1910).
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it is convenient to make use of the characteristic constant B, We may arbi-

trarily define this constant as the temperature at which

Cv =- 2.98 cal.,

since this temperature corresponds tc the steepest part of the curve and may
be readily located graphically. For this value of 6 from the Einstein equation,

hence

hvo

kT
= 2.98;

hv(^

k X 2.98
(53)

The smaller the value of 6 and hence of vo, the higher the heat capacity at a

given temperature.

Heat Capacity Curves of Irregular Types: As has been remarked, for high

temperatures the Einstein formula approaches the limiting value

SR = 5.96 cal.

While the characteristic curve for monatomic solids appears to approach this

value at ordinary temperatures, in the case of some of the metals the value of

Cv rises above this limit at high temperatures and in the case of the alkali

metals this limit is exceeded at low temperatures. It has been suggested ^

that the high heat capacity is due

to the electrons of the metal taking

up kinetic energy and behaving as

the heavier atoms. Lewis * has sug-

gested this explanation for the case

of the alkali metals. That the

electrons do behave in this manner
seems highly plausible. J. J. Thom-
son ® has suggested that at ordinary

temperatures the electrons of a

metal form a lattice just as do

the atoms in the crystal and that

their behavior toward heat energy

is the same as that of the atoms at

very low temperatures where the T®

law applies. If this be true, as the temperature is raised, the electron groups are

broken up into smaller and smaller aggregates and have an increasingly

greater heat capacity. Likewise, in the case of the alkali metals where the

constraints on the electrons are small, we should expect from equation (48) that

the quantum for the individual electron would not be very great even though the

1 J. Koenigsberger, Z. Elektrochem., 17, 289 (1911).

2 Lewis, Eastman, and Rodebush, Proc» Nat. Acad. Sci., 4, 25 (1918).

^ Phil. Mag., 44, 657 (1922).
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mass of the electron is a small fraction of the mass of an atom. It must not be

overlooked, however, that abnormally high values of Cv appear only as we
approach the melting point, where large amplitudes of vibrations of the atoms
are to be expected. While, at ordinary temperatures, potassium is undoubtedly

a crystalline substance, it gives no X-ray pattern,^ behaving in this respect

as though it were amorphous. At lower temperatures, a definite X-ray pattern

is obtained. This would seem to be proof of very large amplitudes of vibration

for the atoms. The low values of vo for the alkali metals must be due to the

weakness of the forces between atoms. The assumption of simple harmonic

oscillation can only be made for small amplitudes. The application of quantum
theory to inharmonic * oscillations is still uncertain but it seems probable that

an additional quantum of energy may be required when this oscillation becomes

inharmonic. Abnormally high values of Cv are probably not due entirely to

the electron.

The heat capacity curves for the compounds are, with a few exceptions,

less steep than the characteristic curve of the elements. This is what we should

expect if the heat capacity of the compound is the sum of the heat capacities

of its elements, each variety of atom having its own quantum. Fig. 9 shows

the form of a curve in which

Cv = UCv, + Cv,),

where Cv^ and Cv, are the heat capacities of two elements having widely

different values of 6. In a substance like crystalline potassium chloride which

is essentially monatomic, with atoms of not greatly different masses, subject

to similar constraints, we find the curve of Ct, for ^ gram mol. is of practically

the same form as the regular curve, since the quanta for the potassium and

^McKeehan, Proc. Nat, Acad, Sci,^ 8 , 254 (1922).

2 See Kratzer, Z Physik, 3, 289 (1920).
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chlorine atoms are nearly equal. This directs our attention to the fact that

an absolutely regular curve for the heat capacity of a monatomic solid is

only to be expected from an element which is not made up of isotopes.

The case of graphite is of interest. Graphite is undoubtedly a monatomic
solid, yet the curve is much flatter than the regular curve. This would indicate

the existence of more than one fundamental frequency and the crystal structure

as determined by X-ray methods bears this out. The X-ray pattern ^ indicates

that the carbon atom in graphite is attached very firmly to three other atoms

and loosely to a fourth. We shall refer to this again in connection with the

relative stability of graphite and diamond.

At low temperatures, the Cv curve for a few compounds such as carbo-

rundum and magnesium oxide is steeper than the regular curve of the elements

and has about the same slope as the curve for the Einstein equation. Nernst ^

has pointed out that these are high melting substances and suggests the possi-

bility that here we have, inside the molecules, atoms under comparatively

weak constraints which are, so to speak, insulated from the rest of the solid

by the very stiff linkage between molecules. Under these circumstances the

isolated atoms become ideal” oscillators and their heat capacity is given by
the Einstein equation. This is an interesting suggestion but it is evidently

one which must be verified by crystal structure.

The Empieical Calculation op Entkopy by the Third Law

Monatomic Solids: In Fig. 6 we have plotted the hhnstein and Debye

formulas, assuming that the limiting frequency po is the same for both ex-

pressions. The Debye equation corresponds so closely to the experimental

data that for practical purposes of calculation we may assume it to be exact.

By the third law, the entropy of a crystalline solid at 298° K. is given by the

integral

/"*298 /'298 /'298

Sm = I CpdlnT = 2.3 I C.d log T + 2.3 I (Cp - (7.)^ log T. (’.4)

Jo Jo Jo

The term f Cvd log T corresponds to the area under the Debye curve, Fig. 6,

Jo
up to the limiting ordinate log 298 and may be evaluated graphically when we

know 6, Since we cannot integrate the Debye expression except at high

temperatures, we can obtain no general expression for <8298 but must perform

repeated graphic integrations. On the other hand, the Einstein expression for

C,d log T

1 Debye and Scherrer, Phys. Z., 18, 291 (1917). Hull, Phys, Rev., 10, 661 (1917).

* Nernst, Die thcorctischen und expcrimentellen Grundlagen des neuen Wdrmesatzcs, Halle,

1918.
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is readily integrated. Furthermore, it may be noted that the difference in

2.3

Jo
d log T

for the Einstein and Debye expressions is equal to the area between the two
curves and is the same for all substances. We shall show later that this area

is equal to R for substances whose heat capacities approach the Dulong-

Petit value.

The last term of (54) by substitution from (32) becomes

For the Einstein expression we obtain the integral

CMnT = ZR
\kT)

— ln{\ — e"

where the value of vq is to be determined from the heat capacity data. We
have defined 6 as the temperature where

By (53), Be for the Einstein equation For the Debye formula

Since the Debye equation agrees with the experimental data, we then have

Bb = 1 .3501)
=

If the upper limit of integration in (55) is 298° K., equation (54) becomes

= 5-96 -m - «-»•"“*)

]
+ 1.99 + (56)

where 6 is the temperature at which the experimental value for Cv is equal to

f/2. For those substances whose specific heats approach the Dulong-Petit

value this expression gives the entropy within the limits of experimental error.

We have already mentioned that in the case of the alkali halides we have

a direct means of determining vq. Strictly speaking, a salt such as potassium

chloride cannot be regarded as a monatomic crystal even though the unit in

the lattice is a single atom, because it is made up of two different kinds of atoms

of different masses, and hence, presumably, of different frequencies. The con-
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straints may reasonably be supposed to be the same for both atoms. As a

matter of fact, however, the experimental data for the heat capacity per ^
gram mol. for these salts fits remarkably well the characteristic curve for

monatomic solids. Furthermore, the work of Rubens and Hollnagel ^ shows

that the infra-red resonance spectrum is simple. If we calculate vo from

the mean wave length Xo as determined by Rubens and Hollnagel and

substitute the corresponding value of 6 in equation (56), we get remarkable

agreement with the entropies calculated from heat capacity data. The results

are given in Table II.

TABLE II

Entropies of Alkali Halides Calculated from Residual Ray Frequencies
Entropy per

-J-
gram mol.

Xo(M) VQ Calculated Experimental

NaCl. . .. 51.7 5.81 X 1012 8.72 8.72

KCl 63.4 4.73 X 1012 9.89 9.86

KBr 82.3 3.65 X 1012 11.40 11.21

There can be little doubt as to the real significance of vq as measured by

residual ray frequencies.

The Relation between Entropy, Frequency and Atomic
Weight for Solids

The Debye equation (51) may be integrated with respect to dlnT,

At high temperatures, the right-hand side of the above equation may be

simplified and integrated with respect to dv.

The integrated Einstein expression (55) at high temperatures becomes

3b(i + ln^\ •

\ hvaj

‘ SiUeb. preuss. Akad., 52 (lUlO). PhU. Mag., (6) 19, 761 (1910).

2 See Planck, Warmestrahlung, 4th edition, p. 214, Barth, Leipzig, 1921.
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The two expressions thus differ by R and this fact is used in setting up the

empirical equation for entropy (56). The Debye equation can only be inte-

grated at high temperatures, so the Einstein equation, which is already simple,

is used in the integral of (56). On the other hand, the difference between the

Debye and Einstein integrals does not differ appreciably (i.e., by an amount
greater than the experimental error) from R so long as Ct, > 5.5 calories.

For large values of T (i.e., when Cv — 3/?), we have from (56) and (57)

But from (48)

JcT
St = 3Rln~ +

hvo
UCpT ~

and m M
n'

where M is the atomic weight and N Avogadro^s number. Hence we may
write

St = iRln- + 3RlnT + |(Cp„ - C.J + C. (58)
P

At a given temperature of comparison for a type of substances where the

constraints do not differ greatly, the (Cp — Cv) term will be about the same

for each substance and equation (58) may be written

St = iRlnM + C. (59)

This relation has been shown by Latimer ^ to hold with accuracy at 298° K.

for 16 binary salts for which Cv approaches the Dulong-Petit value closely.

If we wish to compare the entropies of the metals at a given temperature,

we find that the constraints vary so widely that it is necessary to take them

into account. The constraints may be calculated approximately from the

elastic constants and Eastman ^ has recently shown that the entropies of the

metals at 298° K. may be represented satisfactorily by an equation of the form

S = iRlnM + Rln^ + C, (60)

where V is the atomic volume and the compressibility.

In the case of substances other than monatomic solids where the heat

capacity curve cannot be represented by an equation, it is necessary to plot

Cp against log T and resort to graphic methods of integration to obtain the

entropies. Since log T becomes infinite as T approaches zero, the method of

graphical integration must be supplemented at low temperatures by another

method. At these temperatures we have the T^ relation from which it is

1 jr. Am, Chcm. Soc., 43. 818 (1921).
2 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 80 (1923).
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easy to show that the entropy below any given low temperature is given by
the equation

S = (01)

The relation holds with an accuracy of 1 per cent up to temperatures where

Cv = 0.2 cal.

For a substance that is a liquid at 298® K., it is necessary to include the entropy
of fusion, or, if a gas, the entropy of fusion and vaporization, as well as the

integral

CpdlnT

from 0® K, in the value for 829%. For liquids we neither have sufficient experi-

mental data nor a satisfactory theory from which to attempt generalizations

in regard to heat capacity or entropy.

Table III is a table of atomic entropies as compiled (1922) by Lewis,

Gibson, and Latimer.^

Conventional Chemical Constants: We are now in a position to criticize

the ** conventional chemical constant^' calculated from equation (24), using

Nernst's empirical extrapolation for heat capacity. As a vapor pressure equa-

tion it will be quite satisfactory, since, in the region where the vapor pressure

is measurable, the heat capacity can be adequately represented by an equation

in powers of T, In order to make use of the third law for calculation of equi-

librium constants, however, it is necessary to extrapolate to 0® K. From Fig. 4

we see that while the atomic heat capacities in general approach each other

at ordinary temperatures and at 0® K., in the interval between these two
temperatures ACp is a quantity which may vary from zero to a considerable

magnitude. This causes serious errors not so much in the integral

ACpdT

as in the integral

ACpdT

Jo T

at low temperatures. All this, of course, is in addition to the question of the

application of the third law to liquids. The conventional chemical constant

then can be relied upon to give scarcely more than a qualitative measure of

the reaction tendencies and is to be regarded as an approximation of the same

sort as Berthelot^s principle of equating the free energy to the total energy.

1 J, Am, Chem, Soc,, 44, 1008 (1922).
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TABLE III

Atomic Entropies at One Atmosphere and 298° K.

Electricity (E-, g) 3.28

Hydrogen (^Ha) 14.72

Hydrogen (H) 25.72

Helium 29.83

Lithium 7.6

Lithium (g) 31.48

Beryllium 7.3

Carbon (diamond) 0.6

Carbon (graphite) 1.3

Nitrogen (^Na) 22.8

Nitrogen (N) 33.57

Oxygen (^Oa) 24.0

Oxygen (O) 33.97

Fluorine (F) 34.48

Neon 34.66
Sodium 12.2

Sodium (g) 35.06

Magnesium 8.3

Aluminum 6.82

Silicon (metal) 4.7

Phosphorus (P, g) 35.95

Sulfur (rhombic) 7.6

Sulfur (monoclinic) 7.8

Sulfur (S, fif) 36.04

Rhodium 7.6

Palladium 8.9

Silver 10.25

Cadmium 11.80

Cadmium ((/) 39.79

Tin (white) 11.17

Tin (gray) 9.23

Iodine (Jla, s) 13.3

Iodine (2 12, ^) 30.9

Iodine (1, g) 40.15

Xenon 40.23

Cesium (g) 40.28

Lanthanum 13.7

Chlorine (iCb, g) 26.3
Chlorine (Cl, (7) 36.35
Argon

Potassium 16 6
Potassium (g) 35.53
Calcium 10.64
Calcium (g)

Titanium 55
Chromium 53
Manganese 7,3
Iron 6.71
Cobalt 7.2
Nickel 7 2
Copper 8.13
Zinc 9.83
Zinc (fif) 38.17
Bromine (iBr2, 1) I6.3

Bromine (2Br2, g) 27.7
Bromine (Br. g) 38.77
Krypton 38.88
Rubidium {g) 38.97
Zirconium 9.5
Molybdenum 7.5
Ruthenium 5.9
Cerium I3.8
Tungsten 8.4
Osmium 7.8
Iridium 8.7
Platinum lO.o
Cold 11.0
Mercury (0 1 7.8
Mercury (g) 4I.5I
Thallium I4 5
I^oad 15 53
Niton 4181
Thorium I3 5
Uranium H I

The advantage which the Nernst approximation formula possesses over the Borthelot
principle as a qualitative measure of the reaction tendencies is best exemplified in the case
of reactions with similar heats of reaction but with different volume changes. An example
in heterogeneous equilibria will best illustrate this advantage.

As was pointed out originally by Thomsen, 1 the nitrates, although possessing a consider-
ably greater heat of formation than the corresponding carbonates, are much more readily
decomposed. Here actually was a remarkable exception to the Berthclot principle, the
explanation of which was impossible to the adherents to the principle. Application of the
Nernst approximation formula gives, however, an indication of the reason for the discrepancy.

The formation of a nitrate may be generalized by means of the equation

2MO + 4NO2 +02 = 2M(N03)2 + 2Q, (1)

1 Thermochemische Untersuchungen, Vol. 3, p. 555.
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in which M denotes a diatomic metal, Q ( = — Afl) is the heat of formation of 1 mol. of nitrate

from oxide, nitrogen dioxide and oxygen. For complete dissociation of the gaseous products

into nitric oxide and oxygen, the equation becomes

2MO + 4NO + 3O 2 = 2M(N03)2 + 2Q\ (2)

The Nernst approximation formula for such heterogeneous reactions has the general form

log Xp = - 7^— + 2». 1.75 log T + ^nC, (3)
4.071 i

where Kp refers to the eciuilibrium constant expressed as partial pressures of the gaseous

reactants in atm. divided by the partial pressures of the gaseous resultants in atm., Sn repre-

sents the change in the number of gaseous molecules (reactants — resultants), SnC represents

the algebraic summation (reactants — resultants) of the conventional chemical constants of

the participating gases each multiplied by its molecular coefficient in the reaction equation.

Thus, in Equation (1) above, 2w =5; in Equation (2), = 7. Assuming that the con-

ventional chemical constant for O 2 is 2.8, for NO 2 ,
3.3 and for NO, 3.5,^ the corresponding

value for SwC in Equation (1) is

and in Equation (2)

SnC « 4(3.3) + 2.8 = 16

= 4(3.5) -f 3(2.8) = 22.4,

The equilibrium equations become respectively

2Q
log PN0a^P02 — ^ 571T + 8*75 log T + 16 (lo)

and

2Q'
log pno*po2

^ - ^ ^

If the total gas pressure be P, it is obvious that, in Equation (1),

PNO2 = P02 =

provided the pure nitrate be employed. Similarly, in Equation (2)

,

Pno = and P02 = ^P-

For the temperatures, Tt and Ti', at which dissociation reaches atmospheric pressure, in

the two cases, namely, P = 1, it is evident that the equations become respectively:

and

log
2Q

4.67Ti
+ 8.75 log Ti + 16

,

44 X 33 2Q'

4.57ri'
+ 12.25 log Ti' + 22.4

(15)

(26)

or

and

Q
4.571 Ti

s= 4.4 log Ti + 8.5 (Ic)

Q'

4.57IT1'
6.1 log Ti' + 11.4. (2c)

1 Nernst, Theoretical Chemistry, 8-lOth Edition, Book IV, Chap. V. Die Theoretischem

und Experimentellen Grundlagen des Ncuen Wdrmesatzes, p. 112, Halle (1918).
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In the corresponding case of the dissociation of a carbonate of a divalent metal

MO + CO2 = MCO3 + Q".

it follows, from analogous treatment, that

log Kp = log Pcot = - + 1-75 log T + 3.2. (4)

where n = 1 and the conventional chemical constant for CO 2 is 3.2.i

For the temperature T" at which the pressure of carbon dioxide reaches 1 atm., the

equation becomes, therefore,

= 1-75 log T" + 3.2. (4c)

Comi^arison of equations (Ic) and (2c) with that of (4c) shows obviously that when the

respective values of Q for the two dissociations are the same, the nitrate must dissociate at

a considerably lower temperature than the carbonate. Berthelot’s principle would demand
equal dissociation temperatures. It is evident, therefore, that the Nernst approximation

formula is a much better basis for estimating qualitatively the reaction tendency in any
equilibrium process than is the Berthelot principle. This is generally true, not only with

heterogeneous reactions, but also with homogeneous gas reactions.

Rolla 2 has studied the dissociation of cupric nitrate and has applied the Nernst approx-

imation formula with good concordance to the equilibrium data, on the lines of the above

treatment. The dissociations of metal chloride-ammonia compounds are good examples

also of the applicability of the Nernst approximation formula, since as is evident from the

formul®, 2AgC1.3NH3. LiC1.2NH3, PdCl2.4NH3, CaCl2.4NH3, CaCl2.0NH3. ZnCh.GNHs,
varying values of Sn will be found in the log T term. Bodenstein ® has indicated another

such case. The reduction of zinc oxide by carbon occurs at about the same temperatures

as the reduction of potassium carbonate by carbon, although, in the latter case, much more
heat is absorbed. The approximation formula takes count of this in the greater number of

gas molecules involved,

ZnO + C = Zn + CO,

K 2CO 3 + 2C =:= K2 + 3CO.

The same divergence between the Berthelot principle and the Nernst approximation

formula is evident in homogeneous gas reactions involving dissociation of a gas into several

reaction products. The application of the approximation formula to a number of such

dissociations has been made by Brill ^ and Pollitzer,® cited by Nernst ® in his review of the

heat theorem. The following table gives the observed temperature at which dissociation is

one-half complete in a series of reactions, together with the heat of the reaction, Q (
= — A/f)

,

the working pressure P and the temperature calculated for one-half dissociation on the

basis of the approximation formula, where

log Kp = log + 1.75 log T+3.

whence, for x = 0.5,

j, 9.

4.57(log 2 + 1.75 log T H- 3 - log P)

1 Nernst, loc. cit.

2 Gazz. chim. ital., 45, I, 444 (1915).

8 Z. Elektrochem., 23, 103 (1917). Cf. Nernst, loc. cit., p. 124.

*Z. physik. Chem., 57, 735 (1907).

® Monograph Ahrens Sammlung, Vol. 17, 1912.

8 Loc. cit., p. 121.
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TABLE V

Gas Dissociations

Reaction Q P ^obs. ^calc.

2NO 2 - N2O4 12,450 0.65 323° K. 340° K.
2HCOOH = (HC00H)2 14,780 1 410 410

2CH8COOH = (CH 3C00H)2 16,600 1 425 450

PCI3 + CI2 = PCI5 18,500 1 480 500

HBr + CnHio = CsHiiBr 19,400 1 483 525

HBr +C5H 10 = CsHiiBr 19,400 0.1 462 470

H2O +SO3 = H0SO4 21,850 1 623 599

It will be noted that, in these cases, there is, in accord with the Berthelot principle,

also a rough proportionality between Q and T. When, however, the dissociation yields

more than two resultant molecules, this proportionality does not apply as is evident in the

case of the dissociation of hexahydrobenzene to benzene and hydrogen,

CeHe + 3H2 = C6Hi2.

Four molecules of dissociated products are obtained. The heat of dissociation is approxi-

mately 43,000 calories. In spite of this high heat of reaction, hexahydrobenzene may be

dehydrogenated at 300° C., and even in presence of excess hydrogen thirty per cent decom-

position occurs at 400° C.^ This is a much lower temperature than would be expected on

Berthelot’s principle from the preceding cases of dissociation. That the Nernst approximation

formula is applicable to this reaction is evident from the calculation of Pease given by
Dougherty and Taylor,^ where the formula

43,400
log Xp = - + 3(1.75 log T) + 3(1.6)

4.57T

gives the following values for log Kp:

0 p 0 27 200 227 527

log A’p - 16.91 - 13.85 - 1.21 - 0.03 + 8.17

These values arc in evident agreement with the catalytic observations that the reaction

changes from hydrogenation to dehydrogenation in the temperature interval 180°-300° C.

Stability of Substances at High Temperatures

A common generalization is that compounds formed from their elements

with the absorption of heat are stable at high temperatures. The third law

together with the quantum theory of specific heats enables us to discuss this

question with considerable assurance. vanT Hoff ^ anticipated some of our

conclusions in 1904 when he stated that if two forms of a substance exist, the

' Sabatier and Gaudion, Compt. rend., 168 , 670 (1919).

2 J. Phys. Chem., 27, 535 (1923).

® van’t Hoff, Boltzmann Festschrift, p. 233, Barth, Leipzig, 1904. This conclusion

assumes that the specific heat curves do not cross.
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one with the higher specific heat will be stable at high temperatures. The
question is worthy of consideration in some detail. Let us consider first the

reaction

A^B,
where A and B are two different crystalline forms of the same substance. We
have the equation (4)

f*T AC dT
AF = AE - TAS = Alfo + AC^dT - T I

Jo Jo T

where AF is the increase in free energy in passing from A to B. The form with

the lesser free energy will, of course, be the more stable and, at 0° K., this will

be the form with the lesser total energy content. As we raise the temperature,

AH will change by the integral

ACpdT.

AF will be changed by the difference

Since the second integral must, in general, be greater than the first (on account

of the factor T in front of the sign), AF must always diverge from AHy i.e.,

increase if AH decreases, so long as the sign of ACp remains unchanged with

increasing temperature.

The form more stable at 0® K. must have the stronger constraint acting

in the crystal lattice and if the unit in the crystal lattice is the same in both

forms (i.e., of the same mass), then the Einstein equation tells us that the less

stable form has the higher heat capacity over the lower temperature ranges

at least.

In terms of the above equation, suppose that A is the stable form at 0® K.,

then AF is positive, likewise ACp. As we raise the temperature, AH increases

slowly with the temperature but the term

T
Jo T

increases more rapidly. At high temperatures, ACp approaches zero, for

monatomic substances at least, while the term

ACpdT

T

continues to increase with the temperature so that at some temperature it is

highly probable that AF will change sign. Here we will have a transition

point and above this temperature phase B becomes stable. The transition

temperature might, of course, be above the melting point.
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This is the general behavior to be expected for a case as above, but if the

substance contain complex molecules, these may be of different structure in

the different crystal forms and we can no longer make any predictions about

the trend of the specific heat curves. The curves for the two modifications

might even cross. For the simple case which we have assumed, however,

the conclusions appear quite sound. Rhombic and monoclinic sulfur seem to

be an illustration of such behavior, although their heat capacity curves are

not regular.

The case of graphite and diamond appears to be at first sight an exception.

At all temperatures graphite is the more stable substance and yet it has the

higher specific heat at all temperatures. Furthermore, its heat capacity

curve is less steep than the regular curve, although it is undoubtedly mona-
tomic. The crystal structure (see p. 1156) appears to explain the situation.

The atom of carbon in graphite is constrained in a plane with forces which

are greater than in the diamond lattice. At right angles to the plane the

forces are very weak and we may suggest that the heat capacity lies almost

entirely in the oscillations normal to the plane of the crystal. This would

explain its anomalous heat capacity.

For a more complex reaction such as the formation of a compound from

its elements, we can make no a priori deductions as to the sign of ACp. We
have seen that so long as ACp does not change sign, AF and AH must diverge

as the temperature is increased.* If a compound is unstable at low temper-

atures, the free energy of formation from its elements then will be positive

and at 0° K. will be equal to the heat of formation. If ACp of formation be

negative, then, at higher temperatures, AF must remain positive and the

compound will continue unstable. If ACp is positive, AF may become negative

and the compound become stable at temperatures sufficiently high. In the

average case, however, what we may expect to happen is that some new dis-

sociation reaction may set in to destroy our compound. For example, let us

consider the formation of ozone

^02 Oa-

At low temperatures, AF and AH for this reaction are positive. ACp is probably

negative and we can expect no increased percentage of ozone present at equi-

librium at higher temperatures. If ACp were positive, we should probably

be defeated in our attempt to convert ozone to oxygen at high temperatures

by the dissociation of ozone into monatomic oxygen, an entirely different

reaction. The same considerations apply to compounds stable at low temper-

atures. If ACp be positive, stability will persist at high temperatures until

some dissociation reaction intervenes.

The third law tells us that endothermic compounds are unstable at low

temperatures but the common belief that endothermic compounds are stable

at high temperatures is scarcely more than a superstition. The important

factor is ACp of formation and, even if it be positive, the compound will prob-

ably cease to be stable due to other reactions. In the sun, for instance, not
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only do molecules dissociate into atoms but atoms dissociate into electrons.

Our generalizations in regard to specific heats assume that they approach the
Dulong-Petit value as a limit at high temperatures, but this is only true for

a short temperature interval. At still higher temperatures the amplitudes of

vibration of the atoms become so great that the motion ceases to be simple
harmonic and dissociation analogous to evaporation begins to take place.

The hope of synthesizing substances which are unstable at low temperatures
by going to higher temperatures is therefore illusory in the sense that no large

yields are to be expected. High temperature, of course, favors the attainment
of equilibrium and small amounts of a substance may be present at equilibrium
even if its free energy of formation is a large positive quantity.'

The Equipartition op Energy

In the derivation of the Einstein expression for heat capacity we made use
of the distribution laws (34) and (35) for the kinetic and potential energies

respectively of a system of oscillators, promising the reader that we would
discuss the theoretical basis of these equations later. These equations are

special cases of a general theorem of molecular mechanics, as is also Maxwells
law for the distribution of the velocities of gas molecules. This very funda-
mental theorem is commonly known as the Principle of the Equipartition of

Energy. This important principle, which is a deduction from the laws of

classical mechanics, seems to lead to results so at variance with the facts,

except in the case of the monatomic gases, that for many years it has been
regarded as of doubtful validity. The recent introduction of the quantum
theory, however, bids fair not to invalidate this principle but to explain its

apparent failure. It is therefore a concept with which every student of physical

chemistry should be familiar. The principle of equipartition is one of the im-
portant deductions of what is known as statistical mechanics. Maxwell ^ and
Boltzmann ^ were the most prominent of the earlier workers in this field.

Willard Gibbs, ^ however, has become the most renowned because of the

1 Since

it follows that at temperatures sufficiently high Kp approaches unity and all the substances
involved in the reaction will be present in considerable amounts. Unless AF be small,

however, the temperature must be very high to produce this effect. For the formation of

NO from N2 and O2 Lewis and Randall (Thermodynamics, p. 560, McGraw-Hill Co., New
York, 1923) have calculated the equation

AF = 21,500 - 2.5T.

Here both the sign of ACp at low temperatures and the small value of AF combine to favor
the yield of NO at high temperatures.

* Collected Works, II, p. 713.

8 Sitzh. kgl. Akad. TTw., Wien, LVIII.
^ Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics, Yale University Press, New Haven,

1914.
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simplicity and elegance of his mathematical treatment of the subject. Un-
fortunately, Gibbs^ treatment is so wanting in concrete illustrations and in the

approaches which must be built from the more familiar modes of reasoning to a
method that is new and abstract that the reader ^ who is unfamiliar with the
subject has difficulty in finding out what Gibbs had in mind. Jeans in his

Dynamical Theory of Gases 2 has treated the Principle of Equipartition ex-

haustively and with mathematical rigor (in so far as the treatment can be made
rigorous) but his treatment is laborious to the reader who is not inclined strongly

toward mathematics. The reader, however, will find it profitable to read Jeans
in order to get a clear idea of the concepts with which we shall be dealing. We
shall try to sketch for the reader briefly and concretely the method of reasoning

used by Gibbs.

Concept of Generalized Space : Suppose we wish to study the behavior of a
monatomic gas whose molecules are assumed to be dimensionless points, i.e.,

incapable of acquiring a rotational momentum. The reader is familiar with

the methods of analytical geometry by which the position of a single molecule

may be indicated by a point in a system of three rectangular coordinate axes.

One must be careful not to confuse the point with the molecule itself. The
molecule may be sealed up in a glass tube while the point and coordinate axes

are chalk marks on a blackboard. In a similar manner, if we lay off another

system of three axes each of which represents momentum in a direction corre-

sponding to one of the axes of the first system, then a second point will specify

completely the momentum of the molecule. When position and momentum
are completely specified, then the total energy of the molecule is determined:

that part of the energy that is due to position being called potential energy,

and that part that is due to momentum, kinetic energy.

Now if we could draw a six-dimensional set of coordinates on the black-

board, we should be able to represent the location and momentum of our

molecule by a single point. We cannot do this but as a matter of fact we
cannot draw to scale a three-dimensional space on the blackboard. What
we do is to draw two-dimensional cross sections of the three-dimensional space.

We can do the same for the six-dimensional space. Analytically there is no
difficulty. The equation for a spherical surface in six dimensions resembles

the equation for a spherical surface in three dimensions except that it has

more terms. The concept of higher dimensional space offers no difficulties

mathematically and it is of great usefulness in the study of matter which is

made up of enormous numbers of molecules. Many of the obscure analytical

relations involving energy simply become theorems in geometry or hydro-

dynamics. Thus, if we combine two six-dimensional systems, we can com-
pletely specify the condition of two molecules by a single point and if we have

a quantity of gas containing N molecules, then a single point in a GW dimen-

sional set of coordinate axes will at any instant specify completely the position

1 Part of the difficulty is due to the order of presentation. It is recommended that the

student read Chaps. I, IV, V, VI, and VII of Gibbs’ work in order.
2 Dynamical Theory of Gases, 3d edition, Chap. Ill, V, Cambridge, 1921.
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and motion of every molecule of the gas. This is a tremendous simplification:

the replacement of 2N points by a single point. The QN dimensional space is

called a generalized” space and the point which determines by its position

in this space the position and momentum of each molecule we shall call the

'^phase” point. Gibbs used the term '^phase” to mean the state of the system

as defined by the position and momentum of the individual molecules. The
arrangement of the individual molecules in position is called the configuration

of the system: and a state of the system in which the motion of each molecule

is specified we shall call a “distribution” of momentum. A completely specified

configuration and distribution then con-

stitute a definite state or phase of the

system. When we say that two other-

wise identical systems differ in phase,

we mean that they differ in some way in

configuration or distribution or both.

The extent of the difference depends

upon how widely separated the two-

phase points are in the generalized space.

The reader should understand that we
try to visualize this generalized space

only by taking portions of two dimen-

sions at a time. Thus in Fig. 10 a cross Fig. 10

section shows the vertical momentum
coordinates of two molecules and the phase point P indicates the actual mo-
mentum in a vertical direction for each molecule by its position.

Degrees of Freedom : As soon as we specify the position of a molecule

along any coordinate axis, we admit the possibility of its motion in a direction

parallel to this axis and are obliged to add a corresponding momentum co-

ordinate to our system. Every independent positional coordinate thus implies

a possibility of motion or a “degree of freedom.” ^ Thus, our point molecule

has three degrees of freedom. Suppose we assume that our molecule is a

sphere of appreciable radius. Then, three coordinates will locate the center

of the molecule in space but the orientation of the molecule will require the

introduction of three additional angular coordinates and hence we would have

six degrees of freedom. Furthermore, we can assign the coordinates in different

ways but the total number is always the same. Thus, in a diatomic molecule

the atoms of which are held rigidly with respect to each other, we may chose

for the origin of angular coordinates either one of the atoms or the center of

the line joining them or any other point in the molecule. The number of

degrees of freedom of a system of molecules is equal to the sum of the number

of degrees of freedom of each molecule, regardless of the manner in which we
take the coordinates. Thus, we have already seen (p. 1151) that Debye in de-

1 The reader will note that the terms “degree of freedom” and “phase” are being used

in a manner quite different from their more familiar application in the study of the Phase

Rule.

17)2X2

-tP

m,Xi
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veloping his equation for heat capacity makes use of the fact that 3iV co-

ordinates completely determine the position of a body of N point molecules.

The Ensemble of Systems: We have seen that in a 6N dimensional
generalized space a single phase ’’ point will define the exact position and
motion of each part capable of separate motion, that is, of each degree of

freedom. The system of particles which we are considering may be gaseous,

solid or liquid and the particles may be molecules, atoms or electrons, charged
or uncharged. If the system have kinetic energy, the phase point will be in

motion. Concerning the actual path traveled by an individual point we can
say nothing. The problem is too complex. We must resort to a more general

method.

Let us suppose our generalized space to be filled with points, these points

so close together that they form a dust and approach as a limit a continuous
fluid medium to which we can assign the property of density. Each point

represents an isolated system identical with all the others except for a difference

in phase. This infinity of systems was called by Gibbs an ‘‘ensemble.’^ Since

the purpose of the conception of an ensemble is the study of the behavior of a

single actual system, it is advantageous to imagine the ensemble as generated

by a single system taking on, in turn, all the various energies, configurations

and distributions of momentum possible to it. Each phase point of the

ensemble then represents an isolated independent system and there can be no
interaction between two such systems for they are really only two different

phases of the same system. Two adjacent phase points represent two systems
differing only slightly in phase.

Since the systems of the ensemble are isolated, the energy of each system
must remain constant. A given phase point is constrained to travel in certain

regions which we may designate as constant energy surfaces. Thus, the phase
point of a monatomic gas system must move in the momentum portion of the

generalized space on the surface of a 3N dimensional sphere of radius y2mEj
where m is the mass of a single molecule and E the total energy of the gas.

Furthermore, the laws of classical mechanics tell us that the quasi-fluid of

points flows in certain fixed stream lines through the generalized space and
Liouville’s ^ theorem shows that the density of points along any stream line

remains constant as the mass flows on. That is, there is no tendency for the

points to crowd together or to disperse, and, if the distribution of points along

any stream line is initially uniform, it will remain so. (It should be emphasized
that these generalizations can only be made for positional and momentum
coordinates. In place of momentum we might take velocity or kinetic energy

as a coordinate but our important generalizations above would no longer

apply.)

Finally, of course, there are many portions of the generalized space where
the phase points cannot enter. Thus, if the molecules have volume, only one
molecule can occupy a given place at one time. The phase points must be

1 See Jeans, Dynamical Theory of Gases, 3d edition, p. 73, Cambridge, 1921. It is*,

beyond the province of this chapter to discuss this theorem of mechanics.
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excluded from regions which would imply interpenetration of molecules.

These regions, however, need concern us no further, since they form a negligibly

small part of the total generalized space.

The Canonical Distribution of Gibbs: From various considerations which
we will discuss later, Gibbs was led to assume what he called a canonical'
distribution of the systems in an ensemble. The canonical distribution is one
in which the density of the phase points in the generalized space is represented

by the equation

D =
(62)

where E is the total energy of the system, h is the molecular gas constant and
T is the absolute temperature.

The foregoing applies to the density of the phase points in the momentum
portion of the generalized space. If the energy of a system depends also upon
its configuration, i.e., if it has potential energy, we shall likewise assume a
canonical distribution of the phase points in that portion of the generalized

space that is defined by the positional coordinates. On the other hand, in

the case of a monatomic gas, where the energy of the system is independent
of its configuration, we shall assume a uniform distribution of phase points

along the positional coordinates.

The Distribution Law for the Molecules of the Individual System : ^ We have
assumed that the phase points which represent the systems of the ensemble
are distributed in the generalized space according to equation (62). We shall

next see what conclusion is to be drawn as to the manner in which the energy
of an individual system is distributed among the molecules of which the system
is composed. Since each system of the ensemble has an actual distribution

different from any other, any conclusion we draw will of course only be a
general statement as to the average condition of a system. Let us consider

kinetic energy first. We have

E = + • • • + (63)

where mi, 7?i2, • •
•

,
mn are the masses of the molecules associated with motions

in the various degrees of freedom and Xi, X2 y
• •

•
, Xn are the components of

the velocities along the coordinate axes xiy X 2,

• *
•

, Xn.^ We may then write

(62) in the following manner:

JT) = ^-\m2X2^lkT , ^ ^
^"hrrinXn^IkT

Since the density of the phase points depends only upon their energies, they

will be distributed symmetrically about the origin in the generalized space.

1 The reader should be careful not to confuse the distribution of energy among a large

number of systems with the distribution of the energy of a single system among the molecules

of which it is composed.
2 It is beyond the scope of this work to consider how the rotational energy of a molecule

may be expressed as a sum of squares. Suffice to say it can be done.
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The total number of systems represented by phase points in the momentum
portion of generalized space will be obtained by successive partial integrations

over all coordinates as in finding the mass of a solid of variable density,

Ns = K ...
j00 •/— 00

Let us perform all the integrations except for the coordinate miXi.

we have

X
+OO

-

00

Ns = K'

Then

(66)

This expression tells us that the number of points that project upon any portion

of the momentum axis miXi is proportional to

But the number of points that project on the portion of the axis d{rniX\)

represents the number of systems in which the molecule rrix has a momentum
between miX\ and miXi + d(miXi). Hence the chance that the molecule rrii

have a momentum between miXi and miXi + d(miXi) in a system chosen at

random from a canonical ensemble is given by the expression

The probability is the same for all the other molecules in the other degrees

of freedom. Now, obviously, one molecule can only have one given value

for its momentum in one direction at a given instant but if we have a large

number of molecules each with the same probability of distribution, we should

not expect all molecules to have the same momentum. We should expect on

the average to find them distributed in momentum according to this prob-

ability.^ In other words,

dN = (67)

where dN is the number of molecules on the average which have a momentum

between mx and mx + d{mx). Since mx = V2m€, where € is the kinetic

energy of a molecule in a given degree of freedom, we may write equation (67)

above

dN=Ke-‘'*^%' (68)
Ve

This is our general distribution law which holds without restriction for a

monatomic gas. If the potential energy is a function of the squares of the

1 From (67) we see that a molecule has the greatest probability of having a momentum
not greatly different from zero. The actual probability however is equal to the exponential

term multiplied by d(mixi), so that we should not expect to find many molecules with a value

for momentum lying between any verj'^ narrow limits. This conclusion however takes no

account of the quantum theory. See equation (42).
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may be sure, however, that real physical systems behave in an extraordinarily
uniform manner and that, from the molecular standpoint, variations in this

behavior must be highly improbable since they are not impossible. Hence,
when a system changes, it must ordinarily pass to a state of greater probability
and the increase of entropy and the increase of probability must be related to
each other. Boltzmann ^ was the first to elaborate this subject.

Probability: While the term probability may be used in different senses,

technically it has one general underlying significance. The probability of an
event depends upon the number of possible ways the event can happen. Thus,
there is only one way that a hand of thirteen hearts can be made up at whist.

There is an enormous number of ways in which a hand containing less than
thirteen hearts may be made up. Hence, while the hand of thirteen hearts is

just as likely to be dealt as any other specified hand, the probability of the all-

hearts hand is so small as compared with the not-all-hearts hand that few
players have ever seen the former. Probability is then to be defined in terms
of the number of possibilities. It may be expressed in many different ways,
but the underlying significance and the results are usually the same even
though the mathematical forms may appear quite different. We shall find

this especially true in considering the relation of entropy to probability.

Entropy as Function of Probability: Since entropy is a somewhat abstract

quantity in itself and probability the only fundamental tendency that we can
discern when we regard matter as made up of molecules, it becomes highly

desirable to express entropy as a function of probability. The form of the
function may be more or less optional and arbitrary but it will be convenient
to choose a function that will be consistent with the ordinary usage of the
term entropy. There are two main conditions to be complied with: (1) the

entropy must increase as the probability increases; (2) the entropy must be
additive, i.e,, the entropy of two like systems taken together must be equal
to the sum of the entropies of the separate systems. These conditions are

satisfied very neatly if we define entropy by the following equation:

S = klnP + C, (74)

where k is the molecular gas constant and P the probability. That the first

condition is satisfied is obvious. That the second condition is satisfied becomes
obvious if we write

/Si + 1^2 = klnP\ + klnP 2 + Ci + C 2 = klnPiP2 Ci + C 2 .

For the probability of two separate states occurring together is equal to the

product of their probabilities of occurring separately. Hence

S = klnPi^ 2 + Cl + C 2, (75)

where Pi, 2 is the probability of the combined systems.

The classical illustration of entropy as a function of probability is the

isothermal expansion of a gas. Let us suppose N molecules of a gas in a vessel

^ Boltzmann, Vorleavng uber Gastheorie, Barth, Leipzig, 1912.
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divided by a partition into two equal compartments. The probability of any

molecules being on one side of the partition is The probability of any two

being in the same compartment is and the probability of N molecules

being together is (|)^. Hence the entropy of the gas when it is all on one side

of the partition is given by

S = + C.

On the other hand, a molecule is certain to be on one side or the other of the

partition and the probability that the gas is somewhere in the box is 1. Hence

the change in entropy in expanding from the volume of ^ the box to a volume

equal to the box is

AS = = kln2^ = Nkln2.

If N = Avogadro^s number, NA; = R, AS = Rln2. This is the value given

by our thermodynamic equations.

Another simple demonstration of the connection between entropy and

probability is to be found in the entropy of vaporization. Let us consider a

molecule about to evaporate from the surface of a substance. Our distribution

law (67) for kinetic energy tells that the probability of a molecule’s existing

with the kinetic energy €i in a direction normal to the surface is given by the

expression

As the molecule leaves the surface it loses energy equal approximately to the

internal energy of vaporization per molecule and its remaining energy we shall

call €o. The probability for the molecule’s existing with the kinetic energy

is now

We have from equation (74)

AS = klnP^ - klnP, = ~
kT 2

For N molecules

where E is the internal energy of vaporization per mol. Our knowledge of

the mechanism of evaporation is too imperfect to elaborate upon the rather

crude illustration.

We have been discussing changes of entropy in relation to changes in

probability. We have already learned that entropy is one important quantity

to which an absolute value may be assigned. We are not compelled to speak

of the value of entropy with respect to an arbitrary zero as in the case of energy.

While we have written (74) with an arbitrary constant C, we may expect that,,

if the complete probability of the system is expressed, C will become zero.
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The question is, therefore, how can the total probability P be expressed? So
long as we are dealing with changes in entropy, this is not important, provided
the two probabilities are expressed in the same way, since it is the ratio of the
probabilities with which we are concerned. But, if we are going to use equa-
tion (74) without the constant to express absolute entropy, then we must seek
some form of probability expression which will be absolute, if such is to be
found.

The convential form of expressing probability is as a proper fraction. Thus
the chance of throwing a six and four with two dice is 2/36: there being 36
different ways the two dice can fall and two of these ways giving a six and a

four. But we might say that the chance of throwing a six and a four was
simply 2, there being two ways that it can be done. The reason for using the
fraction is that we were interested in the relative probability: if we omit the

denominator, we shall have the absolute probability, the number of ways or

possibilities for the chosen event to happen. We shall find that this is the

kind of probability that we are concerned with in the absolute value of entropy.

Planck ^ introduced this conception of probability. From this point of view,

the probability of a certain specified state of system is not a proper fraction

but is equal to a large whole number, viz., the total number of arrangements
possible to produce the specified '^state^' of the system. In other words,

Planck omitted the denominator which was equal to the total sum of

possibilities.

Entropy and Probability for a System of Harmonic Oscillators : We have
two illustrations of the correlation of entropy and probability in which the

probabilities were of different sorts and we have referred to the number of

arrangements’^ possible to a system in a specified state without indicating

what is to be arranged.” Lest the reader conclude that probability is always

to be applied in a haphazard or vague manner, let us hasten to say that we
shall show later how the probability of any system may be defined in a perfectly

general way. For the present we wish to illustrate the application of the

Planck idea of absolute probability to a system. An excellent example is the

case of the so-called ^4deal” monatomic solid or system of ideal linear oscil-

lators. For such a system it follows from the Einstein equation (46) that the

total number of quanta of energy at any temperature is

N

where c is the value of a single quantum. The ‘‘specified state” of our system
is that the temperature have some certain value. This implies that the energy

of the system is constant and equal to the number of quanta given by the ex-

pression above. The different arrangements possible to this system consist

of the different ways n quanta of energy may be distributed among N atoms.

This is the same problem as if we were trying to find all the different ways

1 Wilrmestrahlung, 4th edition, p. Ill, Barth, Leipzig, 1921.
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that we could place n balls in N boxes, allowing the possibility of putting any
number of balls up to the total number in any given box but not distinguishing

between different balls. The problem is a simple one in theory of probability ^

and the number of possible arrangements is

P = (n + iV-1)!
.

•

n\ (N - 1)!
(77)

The absolute entropy of the system then should be given by the equation

(n + N - 1)1
S = klnP — kln-

n\ (N - 1)!
(78)

For large numbers

n! =

and substituting in equation (76), the above expression reduces to

- Ml -S= Nk

€

la

pT
precisely the result obtained (55) by the integration of I CvdlnT for such a

Jo
system. This is a remarkable illustration of the fact that entropy is only a

function derived from the probability of a system.

One point in this connection calls for comment. We have calculated all

the possible arrangements for the system at constant energy. We have seen,

however, that distributions of energy differing appreciably from the distribu-

tion law (42) (as for instance one oscillator having all the energy) rarely or

never happen. Should not some account be taken of this? The answer is

readily given. Any one arrangement appears to be as likely to happen as any
other and the distribution law is true because all but a negligible fraction of

the enormous number of arrangements possible correspond to this normal

distribution. The numerical result will not be appreciably different whether

we take all the possible arrangements or only those corresponding to the distri-

bution law, but the absolute probability should include all the possible distri-

butions of the energy.

As was pointed out before, equation (55) gives the entropy for a monatomic
solid except for a correction term for the “compound'' quanta. If we knew
the number and magnitudes of these, we could easily set up the expression for

the exact entropy from the absolute probability.

If the kinetic energy of a solid is zero at the absolute zero of temperature,

then there is only one possible distribution.* The absolute probability is one

^ Whitworth, Choice and Chance, 5th edition, p. 90, Beland Co., Cambridge, 1901.

2 In the absence of all kinetic energy, it may be felt by some that the absolute probability

can no longer be defined.
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and the absolute entropy is zero. The third law appears as an obvious general-
ization. The case of supercooled liquids and solutions offers difficulties which
we shall consider later.

The Entropy op Monatomic Gases

The most important application of the idea of absolute probability is to be
found in the calculation of the entropy of monatomic gases. Here we have an
experimentally verified relation of importance second only to the third law
itself. The Nernst school of thermodynamicists are accustomed to speak in
terms of the chemical constant '' of monatomic gases but as will be shown
the ^'true'’ chemical constant bears a simple relation to the entropy constant.
We have for the ‘‘true chemical constant,” equation (10),

/

ACj,dT

RT^
' dT i.

For a monatomic gas, Cp = If we substitute this value in (10), we get

dT +

Integrating by parts,

also from (9)

Substituting in (79),

C r c^,dT r G„,dT r

AH = AHo + §RT - rC^,dT.
Jo

¥nT- +^ Jo RT ^

RT dT)

^ RT

(79)

(80)

If we multiply through by — E and rearrange, we get

AH r
^RlnT -- Rlnp + a + i)R^'^+

/
^dT, (81)

Jo T

But the right hand side of the equation represents the entropy of the saturated

vapor of a crystalline solid at the temperature T. Hence we may write

In short,

2—17

AH r^p
S = mnT ~ Rlnp + ^

T Jo T

S = jRlnT — Rlnp + /So,

dT,

(82)
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where S is the entropy of a monatomic gas and

/So = (i- + i)R. (83)

Equation (83) shows the relation between the true chemical constant and
the entropy constant of a monatomic gas.^ Since most of the theoretical

speculations have been based on probability considerations, it is more direct

and logical to discuss the question in terms of the entropy constant. A number
of investigators ^ have derived expressions for this constant by various methods
of reasoning. The first expression which gave satisfactory agreement with

experimental data was obtained by Tetrode. Tetrode took the original formula

of Gibbs for the entropy of a monatomic gas and by a simple application of the

quantum theory (actually nothing but the insertion of Planck^s h) he obtained

surprising agreement with the experimental values. We shall follow our own
mode of reasoning in developing this formula.

Gibbs ^ pointed out that the entropy of any system, gas, solid, etc., could

be identified with the logarithm of what he called the extension in phase. By
extension in phase is meant the entire volume of the generalized space which

is occupied by the phase points of an ensemble of systems. If we limit our

consideration to monatomic gases, then the energy depends simply on the

momentum coordinates. That part of the extension in phase which is due

to the space coordinates becomes simply where V is the volume of the

vessel in which the gas is actually contained and N is the number of molecules.

Obviously the shape of the vessel can have no significance. The evaluation

of the extension in momentum is not quite so simple.

Instead of proceeding to calculate the volume of the extension in phase as

did Gibbs, we shall do something slightly different. We shall calculate the

total number of phase points in an ensemble at a given temperature. The
significance of this in terms of probability is at once obvious. Each phase

point of an ensemble corresponds to a definite possible condition or state of the

given system. The total number of phase points then represents the total

number of possible arrangements of the given system for a given temperature

and volume, or in other w^ords the probability of the system. We have already,

in equation (70), set up the integral for the number of systems on the ensemble.

The expression contains, however, an arbitrary constant which depends upon

the absolute density of the phase points, this density of course varying with

the energy according to the exponential law of the canonical distribution.

In so far as the relative probability is concerned, we will get consistent results

so long as we use a constant value for ivo, but we cannot expect to get an

1 It is the roiistaiit in equation (79) to which Nernst applied the term “ chemical con-

stant.” The 5y'2 in equation (83) is the coefficient of RT in the equation connecting AH
and AHo. Conceivably for polyatomic gases this coefficient might differ from 5/2.

^Sackur, Ann. Physik., (4) 40
, (>7 (191.3). Tetrode, Ann. Physik., (4) 38

, 434 (1912);

39 , 255 (1913). Lewis, Phys. Rev., (2) 18 , 121 (1921).

•'* Elementary Principles of Statistical Mechanics, p. 170, Yale University, New Haven,

1914.
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absolute value of probability with an undetermined constant in our equation.
Furthermore, we cannot even be satisfied with the relative probability of two
systems, for, so far as we have seen at present, a monatomic gas may take on an
infinite number of conditions or states each differing from the other by as
small an amount as we please. This means that a given ensemble would
contain an infinite number of phase points, the infinity being of the same kind
as the number of points in a line. The mathematician is not satisfied to say
that if line CD is twice as long as line AB^ CD contains twice as many points
as ABj for a line cannot be made up of points at all. So one may reason that
if the change of entropy from state I to state II is to be a definite measurable
quantity, then the probability of state II should bear a finite ratio to state I.

In other words, the density of the phase points of an ensemble in the generalized
space should not be infinite at any point. Liouville’s theorem derived from
the classical mechanics tells us that the density of phase points remains constant
along a constant energy surface and this constant may very well be a funda-
mental constant of nature. It is at this point that the quantum theory comes
to our rescue with its fundamental assumption that a system changes its state

by definite finite amounts.

In our application of the quantum theory to the monatomic solid we had
the rule laid down by Sommerfeld^ that the area of momentum times the
length passed over by a phase point in one complete cycle must be an integral

multiple of L Or, mathematically stated (37),

J'mVdS == nh.

The molecules of a gas, however, do not perform cyclical motions. How can
we apply a principle which assumes that a molecule returns to its original

position after a certain interval of time or period?

We can state what appears to be the underlying principle of equation (81)

in another way. Liouville’s theorem in its most elementary form states that
if we divide our generalized .space into cells of equal volume and place one
phase point in each cell, then after a period of time there would still be one
phase point in each cell, although not of course the same phase point that was
there originally. But these cells are of the dimensions which are

the dimensions of We may then assume that space is divided into cells,

each cell being bounded by surfaces of area = and that each cell corresponds

to one phase only of the system. Reduced to two dimensions, this assumption
is similar to (37). Whether a phase point passes continuously from one cell to

another or not, i.e., whether a system changes its phase continuously or dis-

continuously, is a question we are not prepared to answer.^ It may be that

our generalized space is a network and the phase points may only travel along

the lines of this network.

Be this as it may, our quantum assumption tells us that the density of

systems in the ensemble cannot be infinite, but that the maximum number of

^ Sommerfeld, Atonibau und Spektralliiiien, .3d edition, p. 243, Friedr. Vieweg and Son,

Braunschweig, 1922.

^ See Planck, Warmestrahlung, 4th edition, p. 188, Barth, Leipzig, 1921.
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phase points is reached when one occurs per each unit of (momentum times
length)*^, the units being equal in volume to the Planck constant This

indicates that the density of points is equal to —
3^, and is not a variable quantitv

h

as assumed in the canonical distribution of Gibbs. -It will be remembered,
however, that all but a negligible portion of the systems of the canonical

ensemble have the same energy and hence are distributed with a uniform
density; so that we may, for mathematical convenience, use the canonical

distribution, knowing that the results will be identical with those for an
ensemble of systems of constant energy. It is only necessary that our formula
correspond to the proper density for systems of the average energy. By
equation (62),

For an ensemble corresponding to a monatomic gas containing N molecules,

and at a temperature T the average energy E is by the equipartition law

For one mol. of gas

E = fiVikT.

N = 6.061 X 1023.

The density of the systems having the average energy is by our quantum
assumption

1

Hence

K

D =
^3iV72

We are now ready to integrate the density over the whole generalized space

in order to obtain the total number of phase points in the ensemble. For the

space coordinates we have simply to multiply by V^. For the momentum
coordinates we have equation (70). Since we wish to calculate the absolute

probability, we must insert the values for all constants. This leads to the

rather formidable expression

P = ,-SllcT

I / O Ar \ (3AV2)-1 d^2mE.

K 2 /

-3V/2

If we make the substitution

E
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and the kinetic energy would be of the order of magnitude of 10“^^ ergs.

But the average translational energy of a molecule is only 10“'^ ergs, so that,

if a monatomic molecule were to have even one quantum of energy, it would
have many times the average energy per molecule. It follows from our

distribution law (68) that the number of monatomic molecules having rota-

tional energy will be small and their total energy negligible.

For the diatomic molecule the case is otherwise. The diatomic molecule

is commonly assumed to resemble a miniature dumbbell in shape. The two
atoms may be supposed to occupy equilibrium positions at an appreciable

distance from each other. They are prevented from separating by strong

attractive forces, and, if they approach more closely to each other, repulsive

forces come into play. This gives a more or less rigid structure. The same
quantum considerations apply to rotation around the line joining the centers

of the two atoms as an axis as hold in the case of the monatomic molecule.

We should not expect many of the molecules to have energy of rotation around
this axis. Around the two axes, at right angles to the line of centers, the

moment of inertia of the molecule will be large; hence, by equation (89), the

quantum of energy is small and we should expect a diatomic gas to have a

considerable amount of energy of rotation. This is confirmed by the facts.

The diatomic gases at higher temperatures show a heat capacity at constant

volume in the neighborhood of -|jK, indicating at least two rotational degrees

of freedom. At lower temperatures this heat capacity falls off and in the

case of hydrogen near its boiling point the heat capacity corresponds to that

of a monatomic gas. Liquefaction intervenes so that we cannot observe this

extreme phenomenon in the case of the other diatomic gases. The variation

of the heat capacity of all diatomic gases, however, indicates that some sort

of quantum theory must be introduced to explain the acquisition of rotational

energy. It has been pointed out by Kemble and Van Vleck^ that, even

according to the classical mechanics, the rotational specific heat would not

be exactly constant. The equipartition law requires the energy RT for the

two rotational degrees of freedom but, in addition, if the molecule be not

absolutely rigid, we may expect a slight stretching due to the centrifugal force,

which would mean the acquirement of potential energy. This potential energy

would be roughly proportional to the square of the kinetic energy.

If the forces holding the atoms together are elastic, there is the possibility

of an oscillation in the line of centers. The molecule could be treated as the

equivalent of a simple harmonic oscillator and the energy by the quantum
theory must be an integral multiple of hv. For molecules composed of light

atoms, such as hydrogen, the forces holding the atoms together are believed

to be very great and the frequency of oscillation is very high. This would
make the quantum of energy very large and we should expect to find very

little energy of oscillation in these molecules at ordinary temperatures. For

heavy atoms held together by weak constraints as in the case of iodine molecules

it is likely that a considerable amount of energy is to be found in the form of

1 Phys. Rev., 21
, 653 (1923).
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oscillations. This energy would be, on the average, half potential and half

kinetic, and, according to the principle of equipartition, should be equal to RT,
We should thus expect that, at some higher temperature, the diatomic gases

would appear at least to approach a value for Cv of ^R, In addition to the
above motions, Kruger ^ has suggested the possibility of gyroscopic motions
for the dumbbell model of the diatomic molecule. His ideas on the subject

are interesting but his predictions do not appear to be confirmed by experiment.
The Quantization of the Rotational Degrees of Freedom: The application

of the quantum theory to any atomic process always appears artificial and
arbitrary. If the correct results are not obtained in one wa}", a different

assumption is made and the application is more or less of a cut and try process.

It is so much so at times that the reader may well wonder whether the whole
quantum theory with its remarkable achievements may not be a magnificent
piece of self deception produced by the scientific imagination. When we come
to consider the quantization of the rotational orbits, we find the application

of the quantum theory especially uncertain and unsatisfactory.

In the first place, while the diatomic molecule has two rotational degrees

of freedom, its statistical condition so far as quantum conditions are concerned
is determined by a single quantity, viz., its kinetic energy. That is to say,

while two angles must be specified before the position of the molecule is fixed,

so long as the molecule is undisturbed, it spins with a constant energy in a

fixed plane. The position of this plane cannot be of significance in the quantum
relations, and we have only the energy to consider and to guide us in the

application of the quantum conditions. Planck has designated a case like

this, where, so far as the quantum theory is concerned, two degrees of freedom
merge into one, by saying that the two degrees of freedom are ‘^coherent.^^

The most successful approach to a solution of this problem has been made
by Reiche.2 Reiche considered the effect of a gravitational field on the spinning

molecule, under which condition the molecule no longer spins in a fixed plane

but its motion is broken up in such a manner that the quantum conditions may
be applied by a consideration of two degrees of freedom. He actually con-

siders the motion of a spinning top, inferring that, as the gravitational field is

weakened, the top will approach the condition of the spinning molecule as a

limiting state. As a result of these considerations, he obtains for the energy

of rotation the following expression:

where h is Planck’s constant, Ui and n2 are the quantum numbers for the two

degrees of freedom and 7 is the moment of inertia of the molecule. The number
of molecules in a given quantum condition is then given by an equation of the

following form:

(91)

1 Ann. Physik., (4) 51
, 450 (1916).

2 Reiehe, Ann. Physik., (4) 58 , 657 (1919).
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This will be recognized as the distribution law (42) as given by the quantum
theory and further modified by the “coefficient of probability^' Pmna, which
may have different values for different quantum states. The total rotational

energy of the molecules will be given by a similar expression to the one we
found (45) in deriving the Einstein equation

E = N »

ni n2

where the summation signs mean that all possible values in combination of

rti and n 2 are to be included. The rotational heat capacity at constant volume

Cr is obtained by differentiating the above expression with respect to the

temperature. The resulting expression becomes simple at very high and very

low temperatures. At intermediate temperatures Reiche evaluates it as a

series.

When equal probability is assumed for all quantum states, the equation

obtained for Cr behaves in a very peculiar manner, rising to a maximum at a

certain temperature and then falling again. Curve (I), Fig. 12. This does not

correspond to the rotational heat capacity of a diatomic gas, which increases

continually with the temperature. In order to obtain an equation which

gives a fair approximation to experiment for hydrogen, Reiche was compelled

to assume the nonexistence of certain states of quantum number zero, which

means that no molecule can rotate in a vertical plane in a gravitational field.

It also implies that all molecules have at least one quantum of rotational

energy at all temperatures. When this assumption is made, he can, by a proper

choice of constants, reproduce the heat capacity curve for hydrogen with con-

siderable fidelity [^Curve (II), Fig. 12]]. Kemble and Van Vleck ^ have

recently developed a formula for the heat capacity of hydrogen following the

general lines that Reiche pursued, but taking account of an additional degree

of freedom due to the vibrational energy of the atoms along the line of centers.

^Phys. Rer., 21
,
653 (1923).
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In order to quantize this oscillation, it is necessary to assume a law of force

between the atoms. The law of force that they assume is of the form

(92)

Here a is a constant, r the distance between the nuclei of the atoms and ro

the equilibrium distance. From this assumption, they derive an expression

for the specific heat of hydrogen which contains an extra adjustable constant

and, in addition, gives a higher value for Cv at the higher temperatures, due

to the oscillatory degree of freedom. With this equation they are able to

fit the experimental data over the entire experimental range from 0 to 1300® K.

An equation which involves so many assumptions, however, can scarcely be

regarded as other than a fortunately chosen empirical expression.

The Calculation of Entropy for the Diatomic Gases: Tetrode,^ Sackur®

and others have derived a theoretical relation for the entropy of a diatomic

gas by the same methods of reasoning that are used in the cases of a monatomic

gas. They obtain the equation

S = RlnT^m^fWI + /Sfo,

where 1 is the moment of inertia of the molecule and M the molecular weight.

This involves the assumption that the gas has two rotational degrees of freedom

in addition to the three translational degrees of freedom. It will be observed

that / is a constant characteristic for the molecule in question and like the

fundamental frequency of a monatomic solid is not to be calculated from

any simple fundamental properties such as atomic weight. Tolman ® has also

shown that the entropy of a diatomic gas is given with considerable accuracy

by the equation (85) for the entropy of a monatomic gas plus the integral

CrdlnTf

where Cr is the excess heat capacity of a diatomic gas over that for the mona-

tomic gas. The integral

CrdlnT

can only be evaluated in the case of hydrogen, since the heat capacities of the

other gases as we have mentioned before do not fall to the monatomic value

above their liquefaction temperatures.

In the case of the alkali halides, we saw that the frequency could be calcu-

lated from the optical properties of the crystal. In a recent paper Urey ^

1 Ann, Physik,, (4) 38
,
441 (1912).

^ Ann, Physik,, (4) 40, 87 (1913).

3 /. Am, Chem, Soc„ 42 , 1185 (1920).
* J, Am, Chem, Soc„ 45

,
1445 (1923).
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has shown that the moment of inertia / for the diatomic molecule may be

calculated in many cases successfully from the constants for the band spectra.

In calculating the moment of inertia he uses the classical formula

where XjX2 are the maxima of the band and c is the velocity of light. It

might be anticipated that the quantum theory of band spectra should furnish

a more exact value for 1.

In order to check the value of the moment of inertia obtained in this manner,

Urey calculated the entropy for a number of diatomic gases by the method of

Tolman described above. In order to evaluate the integral

CrdlnTy

he uses Reiche’s formula for Cr, substituting his value of I in the expression

for the energy (90). The value of the entropy obtained in this way is com-
pared with the value calculated in the ordinary way from thermal data. For

hydrogen, nitrogen, hydrogen chloride and carbon monoxide he gets a striking

agreement with the experimental data. For other gases such as oxygen he is

less successful. It is very likely that a more general equation of the type

proposed by Kemble and Van Vleck would give better agreement for some of

these gases.

It will be seen we have scarcely progressed beyond stating the problems

to be solved before the heat capacities of diatomic gases can be satisfactorily

explained. For polyatomic gases with their additional degrees of freedom in

the molecule the problems become still more complex.

Some Applications of the Third Law and the Chemical Constant

Dissociation of Hydrogen: Nernst, in his book on the heat theorem, pointed

out that the chemical constant could be used to calculate the heat of dissocia-

tion of hydrogen. Isnardi ^ and later Edgar ^ have discussed the dissociation

of hydrogen at some length. We will indicate briefly the manner in which

the calculation is made. Let us consider the reaction

H2-^2H.

We have the fundamental thermodynamic equation

AF -AH ^ - TAS.

Langmuir * has measured the dissociation of hydrogen at high temperatures.

It is not likely that AF, as calculated from any of his individual measurements, is

1 Z. Elektrochem,, 21, 405 (1915).

2 J. Am. Chem. Soc.. 45. 673 (1923).

See also Lewis and Randall, Thermodynamics, p. 458, McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 1923.

« J. Am. Chem. Soc., 37. 417 (1915).
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in serious error. AHy as calculated from the temperature coefficient of the disso-

ciation [equation (13)], may however be very uncertain. On the other hand, by
calculating AS we may obtain a far greater accuracy for AH from the thermody-

namic equation. The entropy of the monatomic hydrogen is of course readily

obtained from the Gibbs-Tetrode formula. The entropy for diatomic hydrogen

may be obtained from the thermal data alone, but, because of the uncertainties

of the heats of fusion and vaporization of hydrogen at the very low tempera-

tures at which they must be measured, more accurate results can be obtained by
the method (p. 1190) proposed by Tolman. On the other hand, we may calcu-

late AH from data obtained from ionization potential measurements. If this

result is correct, as is now believed, we may then calculate the degree of disso-

ciation with a higher accuracy than can be obtained by direct measurement.

Thermal Ionization: Nernst also pointed out the possibility of calculating

the thermal ionization of gases from chemical constants. Saha ' and Tolman *

have discussed the reaction

M + electron

at some length. If we consider a metal at the temperature of the sun where

atom, ion and electron may all be considered in the gaseous state at pressures

sufficiently low to be treated as perfect gases, then the Gibbs-Tetrode formula

gives the entropies for these different constituents. The ionizing potential

gives a measure of AH and since AH may without great error be supposed to

be independent of the temperature, we can readily calculate the percentage

ionization by thermodynamics for metals like caesium whose ionizing potentials

are known.

The Entropy of Electron Gas : When a metal is heated to a sufficiently

high temperature, electrons are emitted in a manner that appears exactly

analogous, from the standpoint of the kinetic theory, to the evaporation of

molecules from the surface of a solid. There appears to be a definite heat of

evaporation and a definite vapor pressure of electrons which increases with the

temperature according to the well-known thermodynamic laws. Laue ® has

shown that, under suitable conditions, the swarm of electrons emitted may be

treated as a gas. Since the electrons repel each other, this gas will deviate

from the gas laws in the opposite direction from most gases. If the electron

gas be sufficiently dilute, which is of course true under all experimental

conditions, it may be treated as a perfect gas without appreciable error. Since

the vapor pressures obtained experimentally are so small, it is not possible to

measure them directly. They are readily calculated however from the ‘^satura-

tion current.’^ By the saturation current is meant the limiting current emitted

by a hot filament as the applied negative potential between it and a grid is

indefinitely increased. This gives the rate of evaporation of electrons. Now,
for a filament in equilibrium with electron gas, the rate of evaporation must be

1 PhiL Mag., 40 . 472 (1920).

* 7. Am, Chem, Soc., 43 , 1630 (1921).
« Ann, Physik., (4 ) 58 ,

695 (1919).
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equal to the rate of condensation. If no electrons are reflected from the

filament, the rate of condensation is equal to the number of electrons colliding

with the filament. From the kinetic theory of gases, ^ n, the number of electrons

colliding with the filament per cm.^ per second, is given by the equation

n =
,

^
. . > (94)

S2itmkT

where p is the vapor pressure of the electron, m is the mass of the electron and

the other symbols have the usual significance. The number evaporating is

given by

n = -. (95)
€

where e equals the charge of the electron in electromagnetic units and I is the

saturation current. Combining these two expressions,

I^2TtmkT
p = (96)

€

The application of the third law and the equation for the entropy of monatomic

gases to electron gas has been made by Nernst,* Tolman ® and others. Recently

Dushman ^ has applied these principles in a way that is especially adapted to

experimental verification, by deriving a formula for the saturation current as

a function of the temperature. We have equation (79) for the true chemical

constant of a monatomic gas,

Znp = — AH.

RT
+ h

where the value of i by the Gibbs-Tetrode equation is given by the relation

i = 10.17 + fZnilf,

when M is the atomic weight of the electron. Dushman assumes that the

heat capacity of the electrons in the metal is negligible so that the fourth term

of the equation above disappears. We then have

P =
17.

combining with (96),

/ = 17 ^ (98)

V2xft

' Jeans, Dynaniieal Theory of Gases, 3d edition, p. 121, Cambridge, 1920.

’ Dio theoretischen und experimentallen Gruudlagen des neuen Warmesatzes, p. 154,

Halle, 1918.

» J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 1592 (1921).

< Phys. Rev., 21, 623 (1923).
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Dushman claims for this equation a very good agreement with experimental

data and expresses confidence that it will be found to hold for all metals when
more accurate data are available. The most accurate data at present available

are for tungsten and here the agreement is certainly satisfactory. He is in

doubt as to the exactness of the chemical constant i as calculated from the

Gibbs-Tetrode equation, but he is quite sure that when this constant is known
exactly, the equation (98) will give the rate of electron emission as a function

of the temperature for all metals. The agreement obtained is a remarkable

confirmation of the relations from which the equation was derived. As we
have already noted, Dushman assumes the heat capacity of the electrons in

the metal to be negligible. It is not likely that this assumption will cause

serious error in the result obtained but it should be noted that the assumption

can not be strictly true, else we should have no thermoelectric force. This

can be demonstrated in the following way. By the well-known equation of

thermodynamics, the work of removing a gram of electrons from one metal

to another is

AF=RTln— , (99)
Pi

where pi, p 2 are the vapor pressures of the electrons from the two metals. The
contact difference of potential c is related to this work by the equation

- 23,074€ = AF. (100)

Now the thermoelectric force is the temperature coefficient of contact potential.^

Hence differentiating (100) and substituting the value of pi and p 2 from

Dushman^s equation, we have

dT dT

This result is of course quite at variance with the facts. It is evident that

AHy the heat of vaporization of the electrons, must be a different function of

the temperature for different metals.

In discussing the heat capacities of metals, we noted the anomalous be-

havior of the electropositive metals and mentioned the theory that the deviation

from the regular curve is due to the heat capacity of the free electron in the

metal. Latimer * has recently attempted to prove this excess heat capacity

to be due to the electron, by an ingenious process of reasoning in which he

identifies the. excess heat capacity of the metals with the temperature coefficient

of the thermoelectric force. If we consider a reaction as above which involves

the transfer of a gram mol. of electrons from a first metal to a second, we have

* Strictly speaking, a thermocouple is not a reversible system since heat flows from the

hot to the cold junction. Presumably, however, the assumption of reversibility does not

lead us far astray.

Am, Chem. Soc„ 44 , 2136 (1922).
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by thermodynamics

- 23,074^ =
dT

dAF

dT (102)

Differentiating a second time with respect to temperature, we obtain

03 o-^i
_ ^dAF 1 dAH AF - AH

’

^^dT^ T dT T dT T^

From (102) this reduces to

23,074
dT^

\dAH
T dT

But

dAII

dT
— ^2 (Ti,

(103)

(104)

where <Ji and 0-2 are the heat capacities of the free electrons in the two metals.

Hence

23,074
fe
dT^

(105)

Latimer identifies <r with the positive deviation of the heat capacity of a metal

from the regular curve, Fig. 8, and, by measuring the thermoelectric force of

the various metals against silver, which appears to be a perfectly ‘‘regular^*

metal, he finds an excellent qualitative agreement between the data for the

two quantities in (105). The data are hardly of sufficient accuracy to show

a very exact agreement even if one is to be expected. In making the actual

comparisons, he finds it advantageous to integrate equation (105) with respect

to the temperatures, obtaining

The right side of this equation is the difference of the areas between the actual

and theoretical curves for a pair of metals. He calls these areas the entropy

of the electrons in the metal. In making the comparisons, he finds it necessary

to assume only one equivalent of electrons per gram atom even for magnesium

and aluminium. This appears at first thought a rather surprising result and

it may be that his conclusion is unwarranted from the available data.

On the other hand, there is an alternative view of the matter which makes

this conclusion less surprising. It is, of course, perfectly obvious that the ab-

normalities of the heat capacities are due to the presence of the electron.

Remove the electron and the metallic ion has a heat capacity which will be

found without doubt to be normal. This is, however, not proof that the

electron is acquiring, independently of the atom, an appreciable kinetic energy

in the metal.
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We have from equation (102), for a reaction involving the transfer of an
equivalent of electrons from one metal to another,

- 23,074
de

dT
dAF

dT
-

It may very well be that so far as AS is concerned this reaction is equivalent

to the following reaction:

Ml + M2+ Mi+ + M2,

where M is a metal and M+ a metallic ion. Now, by the third law, for this

reaction

AS = ACpdT

T

and the latter integral is the one that Latimer measured by the integral

X
T

dT.

Since any metallic atom would probably become normal in its heat capacity

on the loss of one electron, we would need to consider only one equivalent of

electrons per gram atom even for magnesium or aluminium. The agreement

of thermoelectric data with deviations in the heat capacity curves would then

be a thermodynamic consequence and we can scarcely hope to prove anything

about the mechanics of matter by thermodynamics.

The Problem of Gas Degeneration

Since we have found it necessary to quantize the motions of atoms in every

physical state of combination with each other in order to explain their behavior,

it may be anticipated that sooner or later we shall try to quantize the motions

of the monatomic gas molecules. Indeed, we have already done so. The
lack of a rotational degree of freedom is explained by the quantum theory and

in the derivation of the Gibbs-Tetrode formula we have tacitly assumed

quantization of the translational motions. In the latter case, while the

quantum relation has been introduced in a way that is by no means explicit,

nevertheless it is indispensable. Now, if the translational energy of a mona-
tomic gas is to be quantized, we might suspect at once that the value ^R for Cv
for monatomic gases is only a limiting value just as (7^ = SR is a limiting value

for monatomic solids. At some low temperature we should expect the equi-

partition law for monatomic gases to fail and the heat capacity to fall below

the normal value. Indeed, Eucken ^ has obtained experimental confirmation

of this degeneration in the case of helium, for which he finds values of Cv as low

as 2.90 at low temperatures. It may very well be, of course, that his results

are in error, but until they are so proven the problem cannot be regarded as

1 Ber. deut. physik. Ges., 18, 4 (1916).
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academic. Indeed, the problem of gas degeneration has been considered by
Sackur,^ Tetrode,^ Keesom,® Lenz and Sommerfeld,^ Scherrer,® Planck,® and
Nernst; ^ certainly an impressive array of investigators.

Most of these investigators attempted to formulate an expression for the

heat capacity of an ideal gas at low temperatures by the method Debye used

for the monatomic crystal. It requires enough stretch of our imagination to

regard a crystal as a continuous homogeneous medium. To ascribe to an ideal

gas the properties of such a medium is certainly a very artificial proceeding.

On the other hand, Scherrer and Planck attempted to quantize the motions

of the individual molecule. They could not reach a complete solution because

there is no such thing as an average gas molecule and we have no way of de-

termining the actual motions. Nevertheless, the problem is one of great

interest.

We shall scrutinize the use of the quantum relation in the formula for the

entropy of a monatomic gas with the idea of attempting to set up the complete

expression for the heat capacity. In our derivation of equation (85), it was

assumed that the generalized space was divided into cells of the dimensions

h in turn is of the dimensions of momentum times length. Obviously these

cells have faces which are of the area h. If we knew the extent in length of

one of these faces, we would at once know the magnitude of the quantum of

momentum for the particular molecule in this degree of freedom. Thus, we
see that it is the momentum of a gas molecule and not the energy which is

quantized. For each molecule in each degree of freedom there is some length

I which determines the unit by which it can change its momentum. Apparently

all we can hope to do is to calculate a sort of average I for the gas: the actual

values of I must vary widely. Now since the value of the quantum of mo-
mentum will certainly not depend upon the shape or size (within limits) of

the containing vessel, we can assume that this average value I must be inde-

pendent of these factors. Dimensional considerations would suggest that Z is a

V
function of —

,
the average volume per molecule. At first thought we might

N
think that the actual Z is the mean free path of the gas. But the mean free

path depends upon the effective diameter of the molecules and the data for

the entropy of monatomic gases certainly do not indicate that effective

diameter has anything to do with the case.®

1 Ann. PhysiK (4) 40, 67 (1913).

^Phys. Z., 14, 212 (1913).

^Phys. Z., 15, 695 (1914).

^ Sommerfeld, Vortrage liber die kinetische Theorie dcr Materie und der Electrizitat.

Wolfskehl-Kongress in Gottingen, p. 125, Teubner, Berlin, 1914.

® Gbttinger Nachr., 8, July, 1916.

^ Ann. Physik., (4) 50, 385 (1916).

^ bie theoretischen und experimentallen Grundlagen des neuen Warmesatzes, p. 154,

Halle, 1918.

* It should be noted that mean free path as calculated by ordinary probability may not

be significant. If the generalized space is really a network, the effective diameter may have

nothing to do with the probability of one molecule’s colliding with another molecule.
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We might assume that O
apparently the simplest assumption that we can make. That I should be

/ Y \ 1/3

exactly equal to I —
)

seems very improbable. A much more reasonableexactly equal to

^
assumption is that

where X is a constant.

Let us proceed on this assumption. We would have for the average

momentum of a molecule in any degree of freedom

mV =

is the fundamental quantum of momentum. The energy

quantum will not be constant since the energy is proportional to the square of

the momentum

;

= nUo,

The quantized distribution law for a monatomic gas now becomes

N„ = (111 )

which is quite different from the law for a monatomic solid (42), The total

energy of the gas by (45) will be given by the expression

E=dN

Let us call the series of the numerator S 2 and of the denominator 2i. We
then have

c. = ^J=3ArJ^
dT dT
© (112)
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For the entropy,

r^=
Jo T Jo T dT

This may be integrated by parts,

-^<i)

Now inspection shows that

dT T TXi

d^i 2/2

1 Jo

so that the last integral above becomes

since at 0° K., 2^2 = 0, 2)i = 1. The increase in entropy from absolute zero

to any given temperature T is then given by the expression

I
dS = ^+3ArAtoSi. (114)

Jq / <^1

It remains to evaluate the series. If we multiply Si by \— ,
we have

^kT

At high temperatures becomes small and we approach as a limit the
* fC X

integral

'e-^'dX = ^
Hence at high temperatures

We then have from (110) and (114)

dT 4V<.

+ + („3,
%/q 2 hr N

But this expression differs from the Gibbs-Tetrode expression for the entropy

K 1
of a monatomic gas only by a constant. If we set Zn— = -

,
the two expressions

2 3
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become identical. This indicates that the entropy of an ideal gas at absolute

zero differs from zero only by a dimensionless constant. Of course, actual

gases liquefy before we reach the absolute zero. It appears possible, however,

to cool helium at constant volume and low pressure so near to zero that the

integral
T
CvdlnT

would be negligible if the theory of degeneration is correct. If the entropy

of a gas is different from zero at 0° K., we should expect it to depend upon the

volume and not upon a dimensionless constant.

Since the theory of degeneration indicates that the heat capacity of an

ideal gas falls to 0 at absolute zero, it is interesting to obtain the curve for Cv

as a function of the temperature. At high temperatures, of course, equation

(112) gives a value for Cv of ffl. At low temperatures we must evaluate the

series of (112) term by term, which is a somewhat laborious process. The

curve obtained for Cv resembles, at low temperatures, the curve (I), Fig. 12,

given by Reiche’s equation for rotational heat capacities. This is not sur-

prising, since equation (112) resembles the equation obtained by Reiche iii form.

The maximum of the curve occurs at a value of equal to about 2.2. We
kT

must of course recognize that we are doing here for a gas what we do when we

try to represent the heat capacity of a monatomic solid by the Einstein equa-

tion. We are assuming a single average frequency whereas there are an in-

numerable number of different frequencies. Reasoning by analogy then, we

might predict that Cv for an actual gas would resemble in form somewhat the

regular curve for a monatomic solid and would fall to zero at absolute zero.

The maxima and minima of different frequencies would overlap in such a

way that the resulting curve would be free from either, rising monotonously

to an asymptotic value of fE. We should expect the actual curve to show

deviations from the ^R value at temperatures where— = 1. We can calculate
kT

€o by equation (110). For a concentration of 30 mols. of helium per liter for

which Euckeii found Cv = 2.90 calories at 18° K., we find that^ = 1 at about

5° K. This agrees with Eucken's results, assuming of course that Eucken^s

low results are of significance and not due to experimental error.

At any rate, it appears likely that if Cv could be measured experimentally

for helium to a very low temperature, the integral

CvdlnT

would be found very nearly equal to the entropy of the gas at the temperature

T. This agrees with the result we should expect from a consideration of ther-

modynamic probability. We have seen that thermodynamic probability, as
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we have used it, appears to be concerned only with the distribution of mo-
mentum, not with the arrangement of the molecules in space.^ According

to this view, the thermodynamic probability must become small as the temper-

ature approaches zero, unless of course we admit the existence of zero temper-

ature energy. Now, if the entropy of an ideal gas be zero at absolute zero,

what about solutions and supercooled liquids? Surely these states of matter

are intermediate between gases and solids.

For these also we can say that the thermodynamic probability certainly

becomes small as we approach 0® K., again assuming the absence of all kinetic

energy at absolute zero. The existence of zero temperature energy such as

has been suggested by Planck might alter the situation. But, it does not

follow that the integral

T
CpdlnT

will bring the entropy to zero. Planck * is of the opinion that thermodynamic

relations cease to be valid near the absolute zero. When we differentiate the

entropy to obtain the relation

^ = £2
dT T

'

we assume that the entropy is a continuous function of the temperature. But,

by the quantum theory, the thermodynamic probability, and hence the entropy,

are not continuous functions of the temperature, and, at low temperatures,

the discontinuity becomes significant. Gibbs pointed out that the laws of

thermodynamics are generalizations from statistical mechanics which are true

when the number of degrees of freedom is large. At low temperatures matter

behaves as though it had lost degrees of freedom.

The question of course is highly academic. From the practical standpoint,

as Lewis and Gibson have pointed out, the behavior of the heat capacities of

supercooled liquids is very anomalous. Even if the integral

CpdlnT

does bring the entropy to zero at 0® K., we shall probably not be able to de-

termine Cp at temperatures low enough to prove it.

The Statistical Basis op Thermodynamics

We have, in equation (114), an expression for the integral

^ Compare Lewis and Gibson, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 1532 (1920).

* Warmestrahlung, 4th edition, p. 218, Barth, Leipzig, 1921.
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where N is the total number of degrees of freedom. This expression was
obtained by differentiating the general equation (45) for the total energy of a
system in which the energy is quantized, and integrating with respect to dlnT.

and are then general series arising from any form of a

quantized distribution law. These equations should then be applicable to all

forms of matter.

If there is no arbitrary constant in the entropy, then

S== f NklnXe-^^^^,

and by (45)

Hence

5 = 1+ NklnXe-''''‘^. (116)

But the right hand side of (116) is the logarithm of the thermodynamic proba-

bility multiplied by L This may be demonstrated in various ways but perhaps

most easily by the method of Planck.^ By the quantum distribution law (42),

the number of molecules having the energy is

Nn -

If the total number of molecules is N, then the thermodynamic probability

is equal to the number of different ways in which these molecules may be

arranged to give the distribution required by (42), and this number is given

by the expression

Nl
P = — • (117)

NolNilN2--

But since nl =

Since

we have

Writing

when n is large, the expression above becomes

N = No + Ni + Ni +

'-(fmrar-
S = klnP — — kin

(118)

^ Planck, Wilrmestrahlung, 4th edition, p. 123, Barth, Leipzig, 1921.
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we get from (118)

5. ),„(!). (119)

But since

N
and

/iC'Se-*”'*’' = 1,

we may write

(120)

But

II

and

Kt)-.
so that

S = 1
+ NklnT^e-*’'!",

which is identical with (116) above.

' CvdlnT is equal to the logarithm of the thermodynamic
0

probability multiplied by R. We have, therefore, established the relation

between energy, temperature and entropy by statistical mechanics, for the

general case of a system in which the energy is quantized. All other

thermodynamic functions may be defined in terms of the energy, temperature

and entropy.





CHAPTER XVIII

PHOTOCHEMISTRY

BY HUCJH S. TAYLOR, D.Sc.,

Professor of Physical Chemistry, Princeton University

Photochemical reactions arc produced when a reaction system is '^illumi-

nated,” that is to say when the system receives from an external source radia-

tion of a frequency which is practically non-existent in the radiation of the

system itself. The science of photochemistry hitherto has been concerned

more especially with the reactions caused by the light of the visible and ultra-

violet spectrum. This represents but a small fraction of the electromagnetic

waves now known to be emitted by vibrating particles. There has recently

developed a tendency to widen the scope of the study of reactions brought

about by radiations from without the reaction system to include all varieties

of wave motions. Eventually, it is to be hoped, a general treatment for all

such reactions will be available. As j^et, only the beginnings of such a general

treatment can be given. In the present chapter the theoretical principles

involved in the utilization of visible and ultra-violet radiation as an auxiliary

to chemical change will be discussed. The technique of work in the infra-red

region and the effect of such vibrations in chemical processes are treated else-

where. The scope of the subject as far as the light is concerned may be judged-

from the following table which gives the region, the wave-lengths and fre-

quencies of the various electro-magnetic radiations now known.

TABLE I

Region Wave-lengths in Frequencies

Angstrom Units

X-rays 1-510 A. 3 X 10i»-5.9 X lO^*^

Ultraviolet 510-4000 A. 5.9 X lO^^-T.S X lO^^

Visible 4000-8000 A. 7.5 X 10i<-3.75 X lOi*

Infra-red 8000-3.14 X 10« A. 3.75 X 1014-9.55 X lOn

Hertzian electric lO^-lO’* A. 3 X 10ii-3 X 10®

When light falls on any body the incident energy may suffer various changes.

A portion is generally reflected, a further portion absorbed and the residue

transmitted. The amounts of the incident light which take part in these

several processes vary relatively to one another, depending on the wave-length

of the light and on the nature of the 'body upon which the light impinges.

The total incident light energy must, however, by the law of conservation of

energy, be equal to the sum of the energies of the light reflected, absorbed and

1205
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transmitted. It is with the light which is absorbed from the incident radiation

that the science of photochemistry is concerned. This fact is embodied in the

first law of photochemistry.

The Grotthus-Draper Photochemical Absorption Law: Grotthus, in 1818,

enunciated the fundamental principle underlying all processes of photochemical

change in the statement that: Only the rays that are absorbed are effective in

'producing chemical change. Grotthus’s statement was based upon theoretical

considerations alone. Its importance became recognized when stated anew
by J. W. Draper,^ as a deduction from investigations of the photochemical

reaction between hydrogen and chlorine. ''This quality gained by chlorine

arises from its having absorbed thitonic rays, corresj)onding in refrangibility

to the indigo.”

Not all absorbed radiation results in chemical change. The numerous
investigations of spectroscopy demonstrate the occurrence of absorption of

light in many cases entirely unassociated with chemical change. In such
case, the light suffers a transformation into one or other forms of radiant energy

or into change in the energy content of the molecules, which change, however,
need not result in chemical reaction. Photochemical change is, therefore, one
possible resultant of the absorption of radiation. Furthermore, as will be

more fully discussed in the sections dealing with photosensitization, it is not

necessary that the reacting species absorb the radiation. Photo-reactions may
result from the absorption of light by one of the non-reactive constituents of

the system.

The quantitative formulation of the Grotthus-Draper principle may be
derived from the quantitative laws of absorption.

Fresnel’s Law of Reflection: The proportion of incident monochromatic
light reflected by a surface perpendicular to the incident beam is given by the

expression

where 7o is the incident light, Ir the reflected light, n the refractive index of the

reflecting medium for light of the wave-length employed. Since n is a constant

for a given medium and given wave-length, it follows that

Ir = RIqj

where R is a proportionality factor connecting the two magnitudes. From
this equation it follows that the light penetrating the medium under the above
circumstanes is given by the expression

/o - /r = / = /o(l - R).

The quantity of this light, /, which is absorbed by the medium, is given by
two laws of absorption, one for pure substances, one for solutions.

iPAi7. (3) 19, 195 (1841); 23, 401 (1843); 27, 327 (1845).
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Lambert’s Absorption Law: Equal proportions of the penetrating radiation

are absorbed by layers of equal thicknesses of a homogeneous absorbing

medium. In other words, if I is the penetrating radiation, and la the radia-

tion transmitted by a layer of depth d, the relationship between these two

magnitudes is given by the expression

7^ =

The constant, A;, is the absorption coefficient of the substance for the light

employed and is dependent, not only on the nature of the medium, but also

on the wave-length of the light employed. The law obviously associates the

absorptive power with the number of molecules present. In equal layers,

equal numbers of molecules absorb equal fractions of the penetrating radiation.

When applied to solutions of an absorbing body in a non-absorbing or diactinic

solvent, it is evident that the expression must be modified to indicate the

molecular concentration.

Beer’s Law: The absorption of light by solutions depends upon the thick-

ness, d, of the layer traversed and on the molecular concentration, c, in that

layer,

la =

The constant. A;', is, in this case, the molecular absorption coefficient. Beer’s

law has been tested and found to be valid in many cases. Exceptions are,

however, known. It is obvious that in many solutions difficulty will arise in

expressing the magnitude of the concentration of the absorbing species.

For media obeying Beer’s Law, it is evident that the absorbed light is given

by the expression

/ - 7d = 7(1 -

The principle embodied in the Grotthus-Draper absorption law would

therefore be expressed mathematically by the equation

I = W(1 -
at

dc
where A; is a proportionality factor connecting the rate of change, --

,
with

dt

the energy absorbed by a layer of thickness d. It must be emphasized anew
that all these laws of absorption apply only to monochromatic radiation. The
equation given represents the simplest possible relationship between absorbed

light and photochemical reactions; it was found to be approximately obeyed

by Wittwer ^ in his researches on the photochemical interaction of dissolved

chlorine with water. It will be shown that many factors may operate to

produce deviations from this simple law connecting absorption and extent of

reaction.

^Pogg. Ann., 94 , 597 (1856); 96 , 373 (1855); 97 , 304 (1865).
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Actinometry: It is upon an assumption of such a proportionality between
chemical reaction and intensity of absorbed light that all actinometers are

based. The light is measured by measurement of the chemical reaction pro-

duced. Draper ^ used the rate of hydrogen and chlorine combination as an
actinometer. Bunsen and Roscoe in their classical researches ^ on the same
reaction considerably improved the technique of the measurement.

The gases were contained in a suitable vessel with parallel plane faces and were stored

over water saturated with the gas mixture. Measurement of the contraction occurring on
solution of the hydrogen chloride formed by the reaction was made in a horizontal capillary

with attached scale, the meniscus being formed by a thread of water. The displacement of

this thread of litpiid was governed by the intensity of the illumination and the diameter of

the cai)illary tube; so that, by making this latter narrow, a large displacement of the meniscus
could be effected by (‘von weak illumination.

Bunsen and Roscoe concluded that the ordinary laws of optics were obeyed,

in that they found (1) that the reaction occurring was inversely proportional

to the square of the distance from the source of illumination, (2) that the laws

of reflection and absorption were likewise applicable. Many modifications

of the Bunsen-Roscoe actinometer have since been employed. A specially

refined form was used by Burgess and Chapman ^ in their investigations of

the hydrogen-chlorine combination. It should also be observed that recent

work by Baly and Barker ^ has indicated that the rate of reaction increases

more rapidly than the relative intensity, when this latter is widely varied.

The significance of this in modern photochemical theory will be discussed later.

It is evident, however, that such a conclusion depreciates the value of the

reaction for actinometric purposes.

Bunsen and Roscoe studied also the silver-chloride actinometer determining

the time required by light of a given intensity to darken photographic paper

to a standard tint. As is well known, numerous applications of this actinometer

have been employed in photographic work.

The photosensitive reaction between mercuric chloride and ammonium
oxalate,

2IIgCl2 + (NH4)2C204 = Hg 2Cl 2 + 2CO 2 + 2NH4CI,

has also been employed. The carbon dioxide evolved may be determined or

the mercurous chloride weighed.

Photoelectric cells have been used for actinometric purposes. Rigollot,^

utilizing the photoactivity of oxidized copper plates in alkali halide solutions,

determined the light intensity from the strength of current produced when
one plate was illuminated.®

1 hoc, cit.

•fPofiri;. 96, 373 (1855); 100,32,481 (1857); 101,193 (1859); OstwaWs Klassiker,

Nr. 34 and 38.

» J. Chem. Soc„ 89, 1402 (1900).

*J. Chem. Soc., 119, 053 (1921).

^J, Phys., 6, 520 (1897).

® For the theory of this process, see Goldmann, Ann. Physik., (4) 44
, 901 (1914); Garri-

son, J. Phya. Chem., 27, 001 (1923).
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It is important to emphasize that such actinometcrs have little applicability

in exact modern scientific photochemistry. They are essentially individual
instruments and measure relative light intensity only for the particular reaction

involved in the actinometric process or for reactions closely similar to the
actinometric reaction. This is evident when we remember the Grotthus-
Draper principle and the widely varying absorptive capacities of different

reaction systems. For a given system, even, the chemical actinometer is only
strictly applicable with monochromatic radiation. With a whole spectrum
of light, the reaction will not be proportional to the intensity. For, the photo-
chemical effect of varying wave-lengths and the extent of absorption vary
enormously. In general, the ultra-violet region is much more efficient photo-
chemically than the visible region.

The technique of all modern photochemical investigation, correlating light

energy with chemical energy produced, involves actual physical measurement
of the energy of the incident radiation, of the fractions reflected and absorbed.

Thermocouple-galvanometer systems are employed ,calibrated against standard
candle-power sources. Monochromatic radiation is employed as far as practi-

cable, this being attained by the use of suitable light filters with arc, filament

or mercury-vapor lamp sources. Recently, an abundant literature of such
technique has been forthcoming.^

The Energetics of Photochemical Processes

The reactions produced by the agency of light include both reactions

occurring with a free energy decrease and those in which the direction of change
is opposed to the normal operation of the chemical forces of the system, in

which, therefore, a free energy increase occurs. In the former, the normal,

‘‘dark,^^ or purely thermal reaction is promoted by the agency of the light,

which therefore acts somewhat as does a catalyst. The hydrogen-chlorine

reaction is the best known example of such a process accompanied by free

energy decrease. The gases, quite stable at ordinary temperatures in the

dark, may react with explosive violence when suitably illuminated. The end-

product, however, of both the thermal and photochemical reaction is hydrogen
chloride. It is evident that, in such reactions, small amounts of light energy
may be effective in producing large amounts of chemical change, the light

providing the starting mechanism of the normal chemical process.

Of photo-reactions in opposition to the normal chemical forces, accom-
panied, therefore, by a free energy increase, the most important reaction is

that occurring in the plant kingdom, where carbon dioxide and water are con-

verted, in sunlight, into complex organic molecules. In such photo-synthesis,

free energy is accumulated. It is evident that, since the law of conservation

1 Warburg, Sitz.~ber, preuss. Akad., 746 (1911); 216 (1912); 644 (1913); 872 (1914);

230 (1915); 314 (1916); 300, 1228 (1918); 960 (1919). Kornfeld, Z. wise. PhoL, 21. 66
(1921). Noddack, Z. Elektrochem., 27, 359 (1921). Eggert and Noddack. Sitz.-her, preuss,

Akad., 39, 631 (1921); 116 (1923). Bonhoeffer, Z. Physik, 13, 94 (1923). Gruss, Z. Eleh-

trochem., 29, 144 (1923).
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of energy must be fulfilled, comparatively large amounts of light energy must
be consumed in such processes. It appears that the efficiency of utilization of

light energy by green leaves to produce chemical energy is practically ideal.^

Reactions simpler in nature and readily susceptible to laboratory investigation

are also known. The ozonization of oxygen, the decomposition of ammonia
and of hydrogen chloride, the polymerization of anthracene to dianthracene

are photo-reactions opposed to the normal free-energy factors of the reaction

system.

The relationships existing between light energy consumption and chemical

energy produced were investigated in the era of photochemistry prior to the

establishment of the quantum theory by determining the number of calories

absorbed by the reacting system and comparing this with the energy change

accompanying the chemical process as determined from ordinary calorimetric

data. With the application of quantum concepts to molecular processes a

new method of approach was possible, as was indicated by Einstein In 1905,

and developed by him more particularly in 1912 ^ and 1916.

Law of the Photochemical Equivalent: Einstein assumes that the oc-

currence of a photochemical reaction is to be ascribed to the absorption of

quanta of radiation, each single molecule requiring one quantum, hv, of a

frequency, v, characteristic of the absorbing molecule. The absorption of a

quantum of radiation becomes, on such assumptions, the primary stage in a

photochemical reaction. It is evident that this concept brings about a

parallelism between the reactions of photochemistry and the phenomena of

the photoelectric effect and the existence of the stationary states of the atom

as involved in the Bohr theory of the atom and of spectral series. It will be

realized, however, that the application of quantum concepts in the two latter

phenomena will, in general, be simpler than in the case of photochemical

reaction
;
for, with photochemical processes, it is only the primary process which

will involve the simple quantum relationship, ^his primary process may^be

succeeded by further processes, initiated by the quantum process, to yield the

net observed photo-reaction.*^ The secondary processes will, in general, be

entirely independent of the light action. They may be so considerable as to

mask almost completely the energy change inherent in the primary quantum

absorption, which alone will be governed by the nature and intensity factors

of the light absorbed.

The Einstein concept of the initiation of photo-reactions has given an

entirely new orientation to the investigations of photochemical theory.

Recent studios are concerned almost entirely with the agreement or disagree-

ment between actual experiment and the demands of the law of the photo-

chemical equivalent. The classic researches of the earlier days of photo-

chemistry, admirably summarized by Weigert,® are being reinvestigated in

^ Weigert, Die chemischen Wirkungen dea Lichts, p. 106, Stuttgart, 1911.

^ Anfi. Physik., [4] 37, 832 (1912); Verh. deut. physik. Gee,, 18, 315 (1916). See also

Weigert, Z. Physik, 14, 383 (1923); also. Chapter XVI.
® Die chemischen Wirkungen des Lichts, Stuttgart, 1911.
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order to ascertain the extent to which the equivalent law is obeyed, to seek,

on the basis of quantum relationships, the mechanism of photochemical
changes. Marked progress has already been achieved and a broad field for

future investigation has been revealed.

We may examine the energy, U, obtained in the absorption by a gram
molecule of an absorbing reactant, when each molecule receives a quantum,
hvy of frequency v. The relationship existing is

U = Nhv,

where N is the Avogadro constant. The following table gives the magnitude
of hv in ergs and of U in calories for several typical wave-lengths in the visible

and ultraviolet spectrum.

TABLE II

Energy Corresponding to Various Wave-lengths of Light

Color of Light
Wave-length in

Angstroms hv U = Nhv

Red 7500-6500 2.62-3.02 X 10-12 37,800-43,630
Orange 6500-5900 3.02-3.33 X 10-12 43,630-48,060
Yellow 5900-5750 3.33-3.42 X 10-12 48,060-49,320
Green 5750-4900 3.42-4.01 X 10-12 49,320-57,880

Blue 4900-4550 4.01-4.32 X 10-12 57,880-62,330
Violet 4550-3950 4.32-4.97 X 10-12 62,330-71,800
Ultraviolet 2000 9.9 X 10-12 142,000

It is at once evident that the absorption of light brings to a reaction system
considerable energy quantities, whereby secondary processes of change may
be secured. The table shows, qualitatively at least, why, in general, photo-

reaSttons are more frequently initiated by ultraviolet light than by visible

light. 'Energy is accumulated in larger units with the shorter wave-lengths

of light.v

An example of the mode of calculation of the approximate relationship

between quanta of light energy absorbed and number of molecules reacting

may be given from a paper by Bodenstein,^ who first gave a comprehensive

analysis of existing data on the basis of the quantum relationship. The
calculation on the anthracene—dianthracene polymerization, studied by Luther

and Weigert,2 may be reproduced.

Luther and Weigert found that, in 1 cc. of solution illuminated for 1 second over an area

of 1 sq. cm. at a distance of 1 cm. from the light source, the amount of anthracene polymerized

amounted to between 3 X and 5X lO""^ mols., or, in the moan, 4 X 10“^ X6 X 10^3 =2.4 X 10^

^

molecules of anthracene polymerized per second. The arc lamp used consumed 8.8 amperes

at 53 volts or 470 watts. Bodenstein estimated from the experimental data that 1/500 of

the light is efficient and that 1/13 of this falls upon the square centimeter of surface illu-

1 Z. physik. Chem., 85, 329 (1913).

physik. Chem., 51, 297 (1905); 53, 385 (1905).
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minated. Expressing this energy quantity in ergs and dividing by the quantum of the
absorbed frequency, expressed in ergs, 5 X IO-12

, one obtains the number of quanta involved,
thus

470 X 0.29 X 42 X 10*^

500 X 13
X

1

5 X 10-1^
= 2 X W^hv,

It is evident therefore that in this case there is an approximate equality

between quanta absorbed and molecules reacting. Further data of Weigert ^

confirm this calculation.

Some of the data obtained by Bodenstein in this survey are reproduced
in the following table.

TABLE III

Relation between Quanta Absorbed and Molecules Reacting

Reaction Molecules /A*'

3O2 — 2O3 \hv per 2O3
2NH3 ~ N2 + 3H2 ^hv per NH3
Anthracene — Dianthracene \-^hv per CnHio
o-CflH4N02CHO — C6H4NOCOOH ^hv per molecule
208 "b CI 2 = 3O 2 + CI 2 1

H 2 + CI 2 * 2HC1 10«

2O 3 * 302 100-1000
CHsCOCHa + H 2O = CH4 + CH3COOH 200
2H 2O 2 * 2H 2O -f” O 2 100

Oxidation of Quinine 1-200

CO +CI 2 * COCI 2 100
Br 4- CtHb HBr + C7H7Br 10»

A glance at the data in the second column reveals that, while some cases

of equivalence are obtained, there are some striking deviations. Especially

noticeable is the case of the hydrogen-chlorine combination in which approxi-

mately 10® molecules of chlorine react, in a sensitive gas mixture, for every

quantum of light energy absorbed. The divergence led Bodenstein to a theory

of photochemical reaction which has proved exceedingly stimulating to the

science. We shall trace the ensuing developments in an account of the quanti-

tative examination of the law of the photochemical equivalent. Exact
measurements, with practically monochromatic radiation, in a number of

reactions have been carried out by Warburg. Other determinations have
been supplied from the laboratories of Nernst, Weigert and Bodenstein.

The Ozonization of Oxygen : This reaction is accompanied by a free energy

increase. Lenard showed* that the ozonization could be effected by short

wave-length light of 1850 A. Goldstein found ® that in the region 1200-2000 A.

ozonization occurs, whereas between 2300 and 2800 A. the reverse reaction

predominates. Lenard showed that short wave-length light would produce

both ionization and ozonization but that the two phenomena were independent.

1 Rcr., 42 , 858 (1909).

^ Ann. Physik., 1, 480 (1900).

3 Ber., 36 , 3042 (1913).
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This condition is not always fulfilled. Thus, in the case of ammonia
decomposition,

Whence

No + 3Ho = 2X 113 + 22,000 cals.,

6H = 3H 2 + 297,000 cals.,

2N = No + .T cals.

N + 3H = NH3 + -

319,000 + .r

cals.,

where .r = the heat of dissociation of nitrogen into atoms. It is apparent
that this energy quantity is greater than that derivable from an energy quantum
at a wave-length X = 2090 A., namely 135,900 cals. The same is true in

the case of the ozonization of oxygen at the wave-length, \ = 2530 A. The
dissociation of oxygen into atoms requires more than 13(),000 calories whereas

the energy quantum amounts only to 112,000 calorics per mol. at the stated

frequency.

Warburg seeks, in this deficit of quantum energy, an explanation of the

yield, less than would correspond to the equivalent law, for ammonia decom-
position and for ozonization at the higher wave-length. lie would anticipate

lesser yields than the law of the equivalent demands in all such cases. In-

stead therefore of a simple mechanism.

O 2 + Jip = 20,

O 2 + 0 = O3 ,

Warburg would substitute a mechanism

O 2 + hv — Oiihv),

02(hv) + 02= O3 + O,

or

O.ihu) + 2O2 = 203,

the energy-rich oxygen molecule producing ozone by collision with normal

molecules. The deficit in yield would then be attributed to loss, by radiation

of energy, from the energy-rich molecule before a favorable collision occurred.

Upon investigating reaction systems in solution as opposcnl to gas reac-

tions, Warburg found that even in cases where Nhv was greater than the heat

change accompanying the process the photochemical yield was less than the

theory of the equivalence demands. This was true in the investigation of

nitrite formation in solutions of potassium nitrate when illuminated by ultra-

violet light.^ Warburg suggests that the absorbed quantum is dissipated in

the act of absorption.

Warburg has given “ the following tabulation of his results for the several

reactions studied at various wave-lengths.

^ Sitz.-hcr. preuss. Akad., 122S (lOlK). Soo, also, Aiidorson, J. Am. Cheni. Soc., 46, 797

(1924)

^ Z. Elektrochem., 26, 54 (1920).
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TABLE V

Warburg’s Experimental Data on Einstein’s Law

Reaction

Molecules per hv for

\ = 2070 A. X = 2530 A. X = 2820 A.

HI deconipovsitiou 2.099 2.104 2.105
HBr (leroiiiijositiori . 2.105 2.10

OzonizatifRi of O 2 (p — 12.^) kn ) 0.96 0.55
Ozonization of O 2 (p = 300 kj' ) 0.78 0.29
Ozoiio dccoinxjositioii in Ho 0.85
NHa doooni posit ion . 0.23

KNO <aq. decomposition 0.25

Funiaric-*- Mnleio, 0.01 N. O.ll 0.10 0.13
Maloic — Fumaric, 0.01 N. 0.03 0.04 0.03

Warburg regards the two last isomeric changes as purely chemical changes,
following the absorjition of a light quantum and entirely independent of the
Einstein law.

In a recent study of the photo-decomposition of potassium permanganate
solutions, Ilideal and Norrish ^ have shown that at least two quanta of wave-
length X = 3128 A. are involved in the decomposition of the permanganate
ion. For every five quanta absorbed in the wave regions X = 3650, 3128 and
2536 A., a permanganate ion decomposes. These authors show that with
sodium oxalate present the photo-efficiency of the permanganate decomposition
is very considerably increased.

We may now turn to the case noted in Bodeiistoiids classification of photo-
reactions in which abnormally great quantities of chemical energy result from
the absorption of light quanta. The most interesting and thoroughly studied
is the hydrogen-chlorine combination.

The Hydrogen-Chlorine Combination: As already pointed out, this reaction

was used by Draper to illustrate the Grotthus-Draper law of photochemical
absorption and by Bunsen and Roscoe to show the applicability of the laws
of optics to photochemical systems. The exhaustive investigations of Bunsen
and Roscoe have been many times repeated in the intervening time. Con-
firmation of many of their conclusions has been reached. In other points

newer technique has led to divergent conclusions.

Induction: The phenomenon of the induction period, the slow attainment
of a maximum reaction velocity some time after the initial moment of illumina-

tion, intensively studied by Bunsen and Roscoe as to characteristics, was
elucidated for the moat part by Chapman and Burgess ® and Chapman and
MacMahon.3 They established that the period of retarded action was always

1 Proc. Roy, Soc., 103, 342, 366 (1923).
2 J. Chrm. Soc., 89, 1402 (1906).
2 Ibid., 97, 845 (1909).
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conditioned by the presence of foreign substances in the containing liquid or

on the walls of the glass vessels or introduced into the gas by passage through

lubricated stop-cocks. The induction period was not a function of the oxygen

content of the gas—this only retarded the reaction velocity but did not affect

the length of the induction period. Oxidizing agents were shown to have little

or no influence on the induction period, nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide and
potassium permanganate being tried. The slightest traces of ammonia, how-
ever, prolonged the induction period enormously, and, with very small amounts,

the period was proportional to the amount present. The compounds NCI3,

NOCl, CIO2 and NO2 similarly retarded the initial reaction enormously.

Chlorine monoxide and nitrous oxide were innocuous, pointing to the operation

of specific chemical reaction with the hydrogen-chlorine mixture or one of

the constituents. Organic nitrogen compounds such as albumen behaved like

ammonia. From the researches of Chapman and his co-workers, it is evident

that, in the early period of illumination of a hydrogen-chlorine mixture, part

of the light energy is consumed in removal, by chlorination, of various im-

purities present in the reaction vessel. The constant maximum velocity

attained represents an equilibrium state in which the introduction, and removal

by chlorinatioji, of impurities, have attained equal rates. Obviously, if pre-

cautions be taken against introduction of impurities, and those originallj’' in

the reaction vessel be removed by illumination of the reaction system, induction

due to these causes will not be observed. Burgess and Chapman demonstrated

this in a quartz vessel. Bodenstein and Dux ^ showed the same at a later date.

The elimination of induction due to impurities can be achieved by a careful

attention to experimental detail. Baly and Barker have recently claimed ^

that complete removal of impurities does not eliminate entirely the induction

period. In their view, which will be amplified in the subsequent discussion,

the hydrogen chloride produced in the process acts as a source of energy for

the reaction of further molecules of hydrogen and chlorine. As the quantity

of hydrogen chloride produced per unit of time increases, the reaction should

become faster and faster by increase in the transfer of such energy to reactant

molecules; a stationary state would be attained when an equilibrium is estab-

lished between loss of energy by radiation and transference to reactants on

the one hand and energy yield by illumination and reaction on the other. It

should be emphasized however, by way of caution, that the presence of minute

quantities of impurities in the Baly-Barkcr reaction system would lead to

experimental results of the type obtained by them, so that evidence for the

correctness of their viewpoint as to energy transfer from resultants to reactants

should be obtained from other sources. Weigert has suggested ^ that im-

purities may have influenced the Baly-Barker experimental results.

Weigert and Kellermann ^ have decisively demonstrated by experimental

1 Z. physih. Chem., 85, 297 (1913).

2/. Chem. Soc., 119, 653 (1921).

3Z. physik. Chem., 106, 428 (1923).

* Sitz.-ber. preuss. Akad., 315 (1922); Z, Elektrochem.^ 28, 45G (1922); Z. physik. Chem.,

107, 1 (1923).
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methods the existence of an induction period in the hydrogen-chlorine reaction,

of much shorter duration, however, than those previously discovered. The
hydrogen chloride produced on illumination from a momentary intense spark

is not produced instantaneously but in an after-effect occurring approximately

l/lOO second after illumination. The purer the gas mixture the larger the

duration of the after effect. For such an effect to be observed it is evidently

necessary that a hydrogen-chlorine mixture be illuminated, since Bodenstein

and Taylor' showed that chlorine, mixed with hydrogen 1/1600 second after

illumination of the chlorine, had quite lost its reactivity. This was also found

by Vollmer ^ for a somewhat longer time interval between illumination of the

chlorine and admixture with the hjalrogen.

Kinetics^: Most of the ex])erimental work on this reaction has been per-

fornu'd with the Bunsen-Roscoe type of actinonieter. It is not well suited

to kinetic studies. Chapman and MacMahon {loc. cif.) used this type, how-
ever, t{) show that reaction velocity was inversely proportional to the oxygen
concentration in the initial stages of the reaction. Bunsen and Roscoe showed
proportionality'^ between reaction velocity and intensity of light, the conclusion

which Baly and Barker have called into question. Chapman and Underhill ^

sought to determine the influence of hydrogen concentration in such a vessel.

They found that, at low hydrogen concentrations, the velocity rose enormously

with increase in hydrogen concentration to a flat maximum. Bodenstein and
Dux ^ studied the kinetics of the reaction thoroughly by abandoning the

Bunseji-Roscoe method of study and substituting a manometric method of

study. The progress of the r(*actiou under illumination was followed by
freezing, in liquid air, the residual chlorine and the hydrogen chloride formed

during exposure to light, the partial pressure of the unused hydrogen being then

measured at temperatures determined by means of an oxygen thermometer.

With this method, tlie (dfect of \arying concentrations of hydrogen, chlorine,

oxygen, hydrogem chloride and water vapor was exhaustively studied. Their

conclusions were:

(1) The combination of hydrogen and chlorine under the influence of light is a reaction

of the second order, the vclocitj’ being proportional to the square of the chlorine concentration.

Hydiogen is without influence so long as it is present to the extent of at least one quarter

of the volume of chlorine. At smaller hydrogen concentrations the velocity decreases.

(2) The hydrochloric acid formed is without influence on the velocity.

(3) Water vapor \Nithin certain limits (0.004-2.3 mm.) is also without influence.

(4) Oxygen retards the reaction in such a way that the velocity at all stages of the

combination is inversely propoitional to the concentration of the oxygen.

It is obvious that the equation of reaction of the system may in such case

be represented bj'^ the expression

,

rf[2HCI] _ ,/oM
^ dt [OJ

’

1 Z. Elektrochem,, 22, 202 (1910).

^ Z. Elektrochem.f 20, 494 (1914).

Chem. Soc., 103, 496 (1913).

< Z. physik. Chem,, 85, 297 (1913).
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where the quantities in brackets denote concentrations of gases, Iq the light

absorbed, put proportional to reaction rate in agreement with Bunscn-Roscoc,

t the reaction time.

Chapman and Whiston ^ dispute the conclusions of Bodenstein and Dux
as to the order of the reaction with respect to chlorine. Using the technique

of Chapman and earlier co-workers, they find that, within wide limits, the

rate of formation of hydrogen chloride is given with fairly close approximation

by the expression

d[2HCn _ A^ofClo]

dt [O 2]

or, in other words, since /oCCi 2]] is proportional to the radiation absorbed per

unit time, the hydrogen chloride formed is nearly directly proportional to the

radiation absorbed, inversely proportional to the oxygen concentration. The
experimejital method of Chapman and Whiston was to study the relative

sensitivity of the same reaction mixture at 1, 0.5 and 0.25 atm. respectively.

They showed that at 1 and 0.5 atmospheres total i)ressure the sensitivity was

the same, within experimental error, whether the gases were moist (usual

Bunsen-Roscoc method conditions) or ilry. In this latter ease anhydrous

copper sulphate was used as absorbent for the hydrogen chloride produced.

At 0.25 atm. total pressure, decreased sensitivity was manifest. The authors

ascribe this to loss of energy by active chlorine molecules before fruitful im-

pacts with hydrogen occur. They ascribe Bodenstein and Dux^s conclusions

to the influence of gradual production of inhibitors in the reaction sy{?teni during

an experiment.

A more thorough study of the reaction kinetics has just been completed

with the following conclusions.-

(1) The rate of combination of the hydrogen and chlorine, in mixtures of

electrolytic hydrogen and chlorine and oxygen, is nearly independent of the

pressure of the gas.

(2) In mixtures, in which the concentrations of the hydrogen and the

oxygen are kept constant, the rate of combination is

(a) proportional to the first power of the concentration of the chlorine

when the proportion of hydrogen is small;

(h) proportional to a power of the concentration of the chlorine between

the first and the second when a moderate proportion of hydrogen is

l^resent;

(c) proportional to the square of the concentration of the chlorine when

the proportion of chlorine is small and that of the hydrogen large.

(3) In mixtures, in which the concentrations of the chlorine and oxygen are

kept constant, the rate of combination is

(a) proportional to the concentration of the hydrogen when the proportion

of hydrogen is small;

1 J. Chem. Soc., 115, 1264 (1919).
2 M. C. C. Chapman, J. Chem, Soc., 123, .3002 (1923).
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(h) inversely proportional to a power of the concentration of the hydrogen
which is rather less than ^ when the proportions of hydrogen and
chlorine are moderate;

(c) inversely proportional to a power of the concentration of the hydrogen
which is rather less than 1 when the proportion of chlorine is small.

(4) The rate of combination is independent of the concentration of the

oxygen in mixtures in which the concentration of the hydrogen is very small;

for all other mixtures, it is inversely proportional to the concentration of the

oxygen. The results can be summarized by the formula

d[IICl] ^
(It fe[ll2j-l02] + [CI 2]

’

It is jilso ct)n eluded that the observed inhibitive effects of oxygen and of

liydrogcn are not—as has been hitherto assumed—due to the direct and in-

dependent action of these gases, but to the joint agency of both.

The abs(nice of influence of water vapor within the limits above mentioned
does not extend to extremely dry gases. Baker ' and, later, Mellor and Russell

showed that hydrogen and chlorine, when thoroughly dried over phosphorus

pentoxide, only slowly reacted in bright sunlight. There was a possibility

that in these experiments Icnig drying over j)hosi)horus pentoxide might have
introduced some iidiibitors, e.g., oxygen, into the reaction system, which would
account for the retardation observed. This powssibility has been eliminated by
recent work of Trainin,^ who, using modern low temperature technique for

the drying of gases by liciuefaction and fractional distillation, showed that a

hydrogen-chlorine mixture so dried was inactive photochemically. The intro-

duction of a small amount of water vapor made a mixture so dried normally

photosensitive. The inertness of dried hydrogen-chlorine mixture is confined,

however, to the visible and near-ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Coehn
and Jung have recently shown ^ that a dry mixture, quite inert to daylight for

20 days or to illumination for 10 minutes at 15 cm. distance from a 100-candle-

power osram lamp, is quantitatively conv(»rte(l to hydrogen chloride when
exposed for 12 minutes at 20 cm. distance from a quartz mercury vapor lamp.

A avivvw of uviol glass, whose transmission extends to 2540 A., was sufficient

to protect the reaction mixture in a quartz tube from reaction. It is evident,

therefore, that the wave-length active in causing the combination of a dried

hydrogAi-chlorine mixture lies between 2200 and 2540 A.

Envnjctic}^: The reaction is one which shows large deviation from the

Einstein law of photochemical equivalence. Bodenstein’s calculation “ may
be reproduced.

( J. Chem. Soc , 65. 011 ^^1S1)4).

81, 1270 (1002).

^ Z. physik. Chvm., 105, 350 (1023).

Ben, 56. 606 (1023).

^ Z. physik, Chem., 85. 351 (1013).
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“The osram lamps (4 X 16 candle power) require per second 4 X 16 watt seconds;

of this, according to Leimbach {Z. wiss. Phot., 8, 365 (1910)) about 20 per cent is lost in the

lead wires; the remainder is radiated in such a way that there is sent out horizontallv twice

as much as there would be if it was radiated equally in all directions from the bulb. The
surface of our reaction vessel was 3 X 25 cm.®, the distance from the lamp SO cm. Of the

total radiation, according to Wien’s law, assuming a black body radiation of a temperature

T = 2000®, about 0.04 per cent lies between 3000 A. and 5000 A., the active region according

to Bunsen and Roscoe. Finally, in chlorine at one Iialf atmosphere pressure about 5 per

cen! of the light is absorbed.

Hence the energy absorbed per second is

3 X 25
4 X 16 X 0.8 X 2 X X 0.0004 X 0.02 « a watt secs.

78,000

or

or, for X «= 4000 A.,

a X 0.24 X 42 X 10« = 19.9 Ergs,

19.9

X 10 '?
4 X

In the ex])(‘iimont with the most lo.ictne imvluie, .^O X H) mols. oi X lt)“’* molecub's

of chlorine disappeared in one minute, that is, (> X 10'*' per M'cond. The iiitio nf mol(*cult‘s

to quanta is therefore

6 X 10'**

- -- • t)r 1 5 X 10“ mol(M‘iile>//;i/.“

4 X 10‘^

It is very evident that wlion all the uncertainties attaching; to th(‘ ctilcula-

tion are granted, a very considerable number of molecules of chlorine react for

every quantum absorbed.

The work of Baly and Barker, already cited, indicates that the deviations

from lilinstein's law become nior(» pronounced the greater the intensity of

illumination, since tliey found that the inaximiim reaction v(‘Ioeity iner(‘ased

more rapidly than the intensity of illuminatioii.

The disproiiortionality between chemical energy and liglit energy absorbed

is confirmed by investigations of Taylor ‘ on the interaction of hydrogen and

chlorine under the influence of a-partielos, and by investigations of L(‘Blanc

and Vollmer*'^ on the same reaction under the influence of Rbntgen rays. In

each of these cases, chlorine to the extent of 10* molecules or more is brought

into combination by every pair of ions produced in the reaction system by

either type of radiation.
^

Theories of Mechanism: Any satisfactory theory of the inochanisin of the

hydrogen-chlorine combination must supply an explanation for a varied}^ of

phenomena. Of these, the principal are the induction period of Weigert and

Kellerinann, the inhibitory influoneo of oxygon, the necessity for water vapor

in illumination by visible light, the sensitivity to ultraviolet light in the absence

of water vapor, the abnormal ratio of reactant molecules to absorbed eiH*rgy.

The order of the reaction as to chlorine is important, but, as already empliasized,

» J. Am. Chern. Soc., 37
, 24 (1915); 38

,
280 (1910).

®Z. Elektrochem., 20, 494 (1914).
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the experimental evidence on this point is not unequivocal. The attempts at

a satisfactory theory of mechanism are legion. Only the more recent can be

considered.

As the outcome of the Bodenstein-Dux investigation, Bodenstein suggested

a reaction mechanism involving a photoelectric effect on the chlorine as a

primary process. The electron thereby expelled became the catalyst in a

series of proc(*sses which may be indicated in the equations

(1) CI2 + Light energy = CL'*' + O,

(2) ch + e= CI 2-,

(3) CI2' + H2 = 2HC1 + 0.

A succession of reactions (2) and (3) involving alternate capture and release

by reaction of an eh'ctron would have accounted for the high yield per unit of

absorbed energy. Bodenstein also showed that it was in accord with his

kinetic equation. Failure to detect ionization in illuminated chlorine ^ led

Bodenstein, in spite of the evidence already cited concerning the action of

a-particles and Rdntgcui rays, to adopt a reaction mechanism based upon
the transfer of energy from energy-rich hydrogen chloride molecules to either

chlorine or oxygen molecules, but not to hydrogen or nitrogen molecules.

Bodenstein saw in the ultraviolet absorption spectra of these gases justification

for this vi(}W. His new formulation ^ of the reaction mechanism is embodied
in the following set of equations:

Cl 2 + Light + H2 = 2HC1(6).

The (b) indicates that the molecule is possessed of an abnormally high energy

content. The loss of this energy is assumed to occur as follows:

llC\{b) = HCl
HC1(6) + O 2 = HCl + OAb)
02(6) = O2,

I1C1(6) -f CI 2 = HCl + 012 (6 )

C12(6) = CI 2

01.(6) + H. = 2H01(6)

(Constant = ks),

(Constant = kAj

(Constant = A’ 5),

(Constant = A7),

(Constant = ks).

The 211(3(6) can then repeat one or other of the preceding changes. Th('

kinetic interpretation of these equations leads to the following set of reaction

velocity equations

:

- = Z-,[2HC1(6): + *£HC](6)X0J + A:£HCl(6)JCIJ,

+ = A-,[HC1(6)][C1
(it

- = z,[«.(«')] + klcub)2LB,2.

1 Thomson, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 11 , 901 (1901). LeBlanc and Vollmer, Z. Elektrochem.

20, 494 (1914). Kummpll, Z. Elektrochem., 17, 490 (1911).

Elektrochem., 22, 08 (1916).
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From these equations the measured reaction velocity equation may be deduced

if I g be extremely large—which is suggested by the small influence of hydrogen

—and yields

^ ^
A:b/o[C1J^

^

dt kz +

which is in agreement with the experimental results of Bodenstein and Dux
provided kz is small compared with A- 4 |[023 . The presence of kzy the constant

for energy loss from activated chlorine, prevents the equation for the velocity

from becoming infinite at zero oxygen concentration. We shall sec in later

sections that there is a definite trend of opinion recently towards some type

of energy transfer of the type herein assumed. This represents an early effort

to link up such a mechanism with the kinetic studies.

Chapman and Whiston assume that the radiation absorbed by chlorine

can be lost by impact with oxygen molecules; but, when the pressure of hy-

drogen exceeds 15 cm. and possibly at lower pressures, almost all the active

molecules of chlorine—the concentration of which is dependent on the oxygen

concentration—combine with hydrogen. They derive an equation

c^[2HCl] _ /o[Cl2]

cu ^[o,] + A-,[no’

which is in agreement with their experimental measurements, since kz of

small magnitude, being an expression of Cha))man and UnderhiH’s observation

that hydrogen is a weak inhibitor. This equation offers no solution, however,

for the abnormal photochemical yield of the process.

Concerning the theory of the combination, D. L. and M. ( J. Chapman ^

write

:

“It has hitherto been assumed that when light is absorbed by chlorine, unstable active

chlorine niolecides are formed, which by collision with oxygen molecules can lose th(‘ir acti-

vating eneigj. Oxygen was, in fact, supposed to pla.v the role of a deactivating catalyst.

For the arguments, based on (luantitative measuiements and on analogy, in sui)port of this

view, previous papers must be consulted. It would, however, now appear to bo probable

that active chlorine is not deactivated by oxygen alone, but by the joint agemey of oxygen
and hydrogen. It seems to us that the simi>Ieht way of explaining this fact is on the sup-

position that the active energy is shaied betw(‘en the chlorine and oxygen, and the hydrogen
can rapidly remove it from the oxygen. If we lepresent an active chloiiiie molecule by
the symbol Che, in which e is the active energy ctunbined with the molecule of chlorine,,

then in a mixture of chlorine and oxygen the reversible change given by the ecpiation

Che + O2 -} Ch

would take place, and, in the steady state, the proportion of active chlorine to active oxygen
would be determined by the mass eiiuation

A-2[Che]l02l = A-3[02€][ChJ.

We shall suppose that equilibrium is very rapidly established, that is, that the constants
k 2 and kz are very largo.

“Now, when a gaseous system, in which only an infinitely small amount of chemical
change can take place, is absorbing light, the efficient energy absorbed by the molecules is

1 J. Chem. Soc., 123, 3079 (1923).
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degraded to heat with comparative rapidity. The i)rocess of degradation is sometimes
accompanied by the phenomena of resonance and fluorescence, which admit of its being

investigated; but, as yet, very little is known abf)ut the laws which control the change.

In the present case, we shall assume that the rate of degradation per unit volume is propor-

tional to the concentration of the active chlorine, and is given by k^iCAie], in which ki is

a constant.

“The usual assumption that the rate of formation of active chlorine is proportional to

the rate of abs(^r])tion of light cmergy will also be made. It will now be seen that the rate

of increase of concentiation of active chlorine is giv'cn by the equation

d[CUe]ldt = A-i/[Cl 2]
- A: 2[Cl 2 el[02] + A;3[Cl2][02f] - kiiCUe], (i)

in which 7 is the intensity of illumination, and ki a constant. In the steady state, d[Cl 2 €]ldt

is, of Course, zero.

“We have now to account for the removal of activating energy from molecules of oxygen

by means of hydrogen. The simplest hypothesis is that the active oxygen combines with

hydrogen to ]jroduce water, the ac.tive energy being simultaneously degraded. If the rate

of formetion of water is given by the normal mass equation, the rate of disappearance of

active oxygen attributable to this cause would be given by the exjiression A;',[() 2€j[H 2]^, in

which k', is a constant, and the total rate of increase of concentration of active oxygen would

clearly lie givim bv the equation

d[02€]jdt = ^•2[Cn2€ll()2] - A'4Cfl2][02€] - M02€]tH2]2, ' (ii)

in which again d[02 e]ldt will become zero when the steady state is reached.
“ Putting d[CA 2 €]ldt ~ 0 and d[02 €]ldt = 0 in equations (i) and (ii) and solving for [CUe],

we obtain

^ fcl7[Cl2](fc3[Cl2] + A5[H 2]^)

^
^ A2A5[H2p[02] + A4(A3[Cl2l + A.->[H2]2)

’

Remembering that by hypothesis A 2 and ks are large in comparison with fc4 and As, we see that

wdience

[Cbel
A2A5lH2]2[02] + A4A3[Cl2]

’

d[HCll

dt
A6[H2l[Cl2Cl

k2kin2n02] + A4A3[Cl2]
(iii)

in good agreement with the equation deduced from the experimental results.

“It will, no doubt, have been observed that this hypothesis (as well as the older one)

implies that the degradation of energy which occurs when hydrogen combines with active

chlorine is negligible.”

The abnormal yield of the hydrogen-chlorine reaction led Nernst to propose ^

a mechanism in which the primary photochemical process was assumed to

be a splitting of a chlorine molecule into atoms. This primary process was

then assumed to be succeeded by a chain of reactions resulting in the abnormal

yield. In agreement with the observations of Stern and Vollmer already dis-

cussed we may write the primary process as occurring through the energy-

rich chlorine molecule [[Clo^b, thus:

CU + hv^ [Cl2]6->2C1.

1 Z. Elektrochem., 24, 335 (1918).
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The chain reactions which succeed this elementary process are, according to

Nernst,

Cl + H2 = HCl + H,

H + CI 2 = HCl + Cl.

Nernst showed, by thermodynamic reasoning analogous to that given in the

cases of hydrogen bromide and iodide (p. 1215), that both of these reactions are

accompanied by free energy decrease and therefore can occur spontaneously.

They therefore give rise to a chain of reactions resulting in hydrogen chloride

formation, which sequence is only stopped by removal of the active atoms by
collision with each other or by reaction with oxygen or other inhibitor.

This reasoning suggested that, were a suitable acceptor for chlorine atoms

present, no chain reactions would ensue and the law of the photochemical

equivalent would be fulfilled. This was realized in Nernst\s laboratory, the

action of chlorine on trichlorbrommethane being shown by Noddack^ to be

photosensitive and obeying the equivalent law. The action of bromine on
hexahj^drobenzene was, in the course of the same investigations, shown by
Pusch 2 to be in agreement with the Einstein law.

Coehn^s interpretation * of the chain reactions is a modification of Nernst^s,

to take account of the different sensitivities of dried gases to visible and ultra-

violet light, as evidenced by the work of (.Violin and Jung. For the two wave-

length regions, two mechanisms are assumed

:

I. Moist] visible light,

CI 2 + hv (small)

[CI 2I + CI 2

Cl + H 2O
OH + Ho
H + CI 2

II. Dry] ultraviolet light,

CI 2 + hv (large) =
[Cl2]6' + CI 2 = CI 2 + 2C1

+ H 2 = Clo + 211

H + CI 2 = HCl + Cl

2C1 = Clo

No chain reactions are assumed in the ultraviolet reaction with dry gases.

The system should therefore obey the law of the equivalent. Experimental

test is promised by Coehn.

Weigert ^ objects to Coehn's chain mechanism for the moist gases, since

it involves water molecules in the chain mechanism and therefore in the yield

1 Z. Elektrochetn., 27
,
359 ( 1921 ).

^ Z. Elektrochem., 24
, 337 (1918).

3 Ber„ 56 , 696 ( 1923).

< Z. vhysik. Chem., 106 , 426 (1923)-

^ No chain.

= 1 13 .

— Cl« + 2C1 I

process.

= HCl + OH '

= H 2O + H Chain reactions.

= HCl + Cl
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of the process and the reaction velocity. The data of Bodenstein and Dux
as to the absence of effect of water vapor between wide limits contradicts this.

Weigert therefore assumes water to be a component of the primary photo-
chemical system, which must 1)0 a mixture of the gases in agreement with the
observations of Bodenstein and Taylor and of Vollmer (p. 1220). Weigert,
therefore, assumes, in agreement with an earlier proposal of Mellor,i that,

for the primary process, chlorine, hydrogen and water vapor must be present,

forming a light sensitive system. The primary process is then, according to

Weigert, an inner photoelectric effect between a hydrogen and a chlorine

molecule leading to the formation of gas ions, thus:

H, + hv + Cdo = H 2
+ -4- Clr,

which is then followed by

H 2+ + Clr - HCl + H + Cl,

H -h Cl = 11Cl
I
or the Nernst

211 = II 2 ;
2Cl = C'l 2 J chain mechanism.

Weigert assumes that the water vapor intensifies this effect by forming ad-
sorption complexes with the other two gases bringing the hydrogen and chlorine

molecules into closer proximity With respect to the inner photoelectric

effect it is apparent that the light must activate the hydrogen in some way.
Weigert points out that, although hydi’ogen of itself absorbs only in the extreme
ultraviolet, a molecule in the immediate neighborhood of a chlorine molecule
with a large electron affinity may be made to yield an electron by a lesser

quantum, whose magnitude is smaller the nearer the two molecules are.^

Baly and Barker^s explanation of the abnormal yield is practically identical

with that of Bodenstein already cited. They assume, however, transference

of energy from energy-rich hydrogen chloride molecules to hydrogen as well

as to chlorine. This is not in accord with the kinetic studies which show that
the reaction rate is indei)endent of the hydrogen concentration over considerable

ranges.

Further data relative to the equivalence law in respect to exothermic reac-

tions may be obtained from the recent work of Bowen. ^ He has shown, by
preliiiiiiiary measurements, that the photochemical decomposition of carbon
tetrachloride solutions of chlorine peroxide and of chlorine monoxide under
the influence of violet light appear to agree with the equivalence law. Solu-

tions of nitrogen trichloride in similar circumstances give less certain results

not far removed from the requirements of the law.

In continuation of this work, Bowen shows that in the decomposition of

gaseous chlorine monoxide the ratio is two molecules decomposed per quantum
of light absorbed of a mean wave-length of 4600 A., in which the quantum is

1 Chem. Soc., 81, V2m (1002).

-Cf. also Liidlain, Plid. Matj., 23, 757 (1912).

^J. Chem. Soc,, 119, 05:1 (1921),

^J. Chem. Soc., 123, 1199, 2328 (1923).
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therefore hv = 4.28 X ^rg. The rate was strictly proportional to the

light intensity when this was varied in the ratio 1 : 4. Chlorine as impurity
is apparently without effect on the rate of reaction.

Two mechanisms appear to be possible:

() CI 2O + hv = “Active” CloO -> Cl. + 0

and

CI 2O + 0 = CI 2 + O 2 + 91,000 cals,

or

() CI 2O + hv=^ “Active’^ CI 2O,

“Active” CloO + CI 2O = 2CI 2 + O 2 + 95,000 cals.

Both possibilities satisfy the condition that the spontaneous reactions

shall be exothermic. Bowen further observes that it should be noted that

the very large heat evolutions in either case do not lead to further decompo-
sition as would be expected if the views of Baly that this energy would be
liberated at infra-red frecpiencies capable of reabsorption were universally true.

Experimental confirmation of the Nernst chain mechanism was sought
by Bodenstein ^ in some recent work relative to the permeability of iron to

hydrogen. The hydrogen diffuses through the metal in the atomic condition.

Bodenstein attempted to initiate the hydrogen-chlorine reaction by trying

to release hydrogen atoms from the iron into the gaseous system. The experi-

ments gave negative results; this should have been expected, since it is generally

accepted, as a result of the experimental work of Langmuir, that hydrogen
never leaves a metal surface in the atomic condition. Definite proof that one
step in the Nernst chain mechanism actually can occur has been recently

obtained by Marshall and Taylor.^ They have shown that hydrogen atoms,

produced by R. W. Wood^s method,*'* the passage of a high tension powerful

discharge (25,000 volts, 0.12 amp.) through hydrogen at low partial pressures,

when led into unilluminated chlorine, give measurable quantities of hydrogen
chloride. Experiments are in progress to ascertain whether more hydrogen
chloride is produced than can be accounted for by the hydrogen atoms intro-

duced. If this were so, the remaining step in the Nernst mechanism would
be experimentally estalfiished.

Satisfactory though a chain mechanism of the Nernst type appears to be

to account for the abnormal deviation from the law of the equivalent in the

case of the hydrogen-chlorine reaction, it must be observed that such a chain

mechanism is impossible in a number of reactions in which deviations from
the law of the equivalent are known. The chlorination of methane and the

union of carbon monoxide and chlorine ** are photosensitive reactions giving

1 Z. Elektrochem., 28, 517 (1922).

^Nature, 112, 937 (192.3).

^Proc. Roy. Soc., 102A, 1 (1922).

*Z. physik. Chem., 42, 257 (190.3); /. Chefn. Soc., 99, 1726 (1911); Z. physik. Chem.,

85, 373 (191.3).
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abnormally large yields. A slight consideration will show that a chain of the

hydrogen-chlorine type cannot be set up for these cases, since both the methane
and the carbon monoxide are molecules incapable of the atomic existence

presumed in the hydrogen-chlorine chain. Nernst and Noddack,^ therefore,

suggest that it is probably better to assign the abnormal reactivity to trans-

ference of energy from the energy-rich chlorinated product to further chlorine

molecules. It will be noted that this is a return to the second concept of

Bodenstein (p. 1224), put forward in 1916. This concept of energy transfer by
collision seems to be the only possible explanation at present for abnormal

yields in certain reactions subsequently to be discussed and in certain cases

of optical sensitization treated in later sections.

The Light Sensitivity of Silver Compounds: The reactions already treated

have been confined to gaseous and liquid systems. The energetics of photo-

change has been investigated thoroughly in two solid systems. Weigert ^

has studied the photo-chemistry of silver chloride in a printing out paper;

Eggert and Noddack ^ have studied specially prepared silver bromide-gelatine

emulsions on plates.

Pure silver halides show little if any sensitivity to light. The blackening

action of visible light is the more pronounced the more the adsorbed silver

salt.'* Adsorption extends the spectral sensitivity of the photo-halide. Photo-

graphic experience has shown that the gelatin of the emulsion and the colloidal

silver produced during the ripening^' of the emulsion also increase the photo-

sensitivity of the silver halide.®

Weigert^s measurements show that, with a silver chloride gelatine emulsion

containing a known excess of soluble silver salts, the silver produced on ex-

posure to light comes practically exclusively from the soluble silver salts.

With increasing time of illumination, the curve for increase of silver produced

is a typical S-shaped curve of the autocatalytic reaction type or what is perhaps

better characterized as the type shown by reaction at the boundary of phases

(see Chapter XV, p. 981). The silver produced increases the spectral sensitivity

of the emulsion. With monochromatic blue light, Weigert established that

the photochemical yield was considerably less than the absorbed light. As-

suming, however, that the metallic silver was the real photosensitive con-

stituent of the system, Weigert showed that the ratio of reaction produced to

light absorbed by metallic silver was much more nearly unity, 1 molecule per hv,

and approached unity for low concentrations of metallic silver in the emulsion.

Weigert therefore sees in the printing-out-paper process a complete confirma-

tion of the Einstein law of the equivalent.

Eggert and Noddack used for their investigations silver bromide-gelatine

emulsions containing respectively 0.90 mg. and 0.42 mg. silver per square cm.

1 Sitz.-her. jyreuss. Akad., 112 (1923).
^ Sitz.-her. preuss. Akad., 041 (1921).

^Ibid., 031 (1921); 110 (1923).
* Frankenburger, Z. physik. Chem., 105, 255 (1923).

® For comprehensive discussion see Renwick, Hurter Memorial Lecture, J, Soc. Chem,

Ind., 39
,
156 T (1920).
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They measured the reflected, absorbed and transmitted light, and determined

the silver produced by fixing the plates with sodium thiosulphate, estimating

the residual silver in the gelatine. They conclude, from the experimental

measurements, that, with weak illumination, the law of the equivalent is ful-

filled for both types of plate at wave-lengths of 4360, 4050 and 3650 A. With
increasing illumination the yield falls, which they attribute to recombination

of the silver and bromine atoms produced in the light, when these are pro-

duced in that portion of a grain around which the surrounding gelatine, which

normally acts as an acceptor for the bromine, is already brominated. When
other acceptors for bromine are present in the reaction system, e.g., silver

nitrate, alkalis or water, the proportionality between silver produced and

light energy absorbed obtains at much higher proportions of absorbed light.

This is evident from the accompanying table for dry and wet plates.

TABLE VI

Photochemical Equivalent Law for Silver Bromide Emulsions

No, of quanta absorbed
Molecules per hv Molecules per hv

Dry plates Wet plates

14 X 10‘« 0..50 0.89

50 X 1018 0.22 0.43

Weigert objects ^ to some of the assumptions involved in the calculations

of Eggert and Noddack and claims that the photochemical yield is considerably

less than that calculated by the authors from their results. It is evident that

only under ideal circumstances is the Einstein law obeyed exactly for such

solid systems.

Photo-Sensitization

It was noted in an earlier section that it is not necessary that the reacting

species absorb the activating radiation in a photosensitive system. Photo-

reactions may result from the absorption of light by one of the non-reactants

of the system. This was shown by Vogel ^ in 1873 in respect to the silver

halides in photographic processes. The spectral region to which the photo-

halides are sensitive can be extended by bathing the emulsions in suitable dye-

stuffs. This discovery is the basis of the production of panchromatic photo-

graphic plates, and is a most important example of photo-sensitization. The
role of chlorophyll in the synthesis of plants seems also in part to be that of

an optical sensitizer, making the reaction system, carbon dioxide and water,

sensitive to the visible rays of sunlight. A variety of photo-sensitizations of

bacteria by fluorescent substances rendering the bacteria sensitive to illumina-

tion have an importance in the study of the biology of light processes.'^

1 Z. Physik, 18, 232 (1923).

^Ber., 6, 1305 (1873).

® Tappeiner and Jodlbauer, Die sensibilisierende Wirkuiig fluoreszicrender Substanzen,

Leipzig, 1907.
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Such complex systems are of slight avail when the mechanism of photo-

sensitization is under study. Fortunately, Wcigert succeeded in showing ^

that the phenomenon is also to be found among gaseous systems. He showed,

for example, that phosgene, which is a colorless gas absorbing in the ultra-

violet only, can be decomposed photochemically by visible light when chlorine

is added to the phosgene. The chlorine absorbs the blue light and this energy

is transferred by some mechanism to the phosgene, bringing about its decom-
position.

COCI 2 = CO + CI 2 .

Wcigert showed that this photo-sensitization is quite a general phenomenon
in that the decomposition of ozone can be made sensitive in the visible region

by addition of chlorine or bromine, the combination of hydrogen and oxygen
and of sulphur dioxide and oxygen can be sensitized to visible light by chlorine.

Bromine sensitizes the conversion of maleic to fumaric acid by visible light

as was shown by Bruner.^ Uranium salts and ferric salts also act as sensitizers,

as Neuberg revealed,^ in the oxidation of benzoic to salicylic acid and in the

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. Pinnow^ studied the sensitization of

the oxidation of hydriodic acid by oxygen in the visible region, quinine and
acridine acting as sensitizing agents. Many reaction types in various media
are therefore subject to photo-sensitization. We shall study the mechanism
more closely in the case of certain gas reactions.

The Decomposition of Ozone: In the dark, when catalytic effects are ex-

cluded, ozone is stable. When illuminated with the ultraviolet light whicjh

ozone absorbs, decomposition occurs, the rate of pressure increase resulting

from the reaction

2O3 = 3O2,

being that corresponding to a first order reaction when the absorption is com-
plete. For weak absorption, this would mean a velocity proportional to the

square of the ozone concentration.^ From the data of Weigert, it has been

calculated by Bodenstein ® that, from 100-1000 molecules of gas are decom-

posed per light quantum, with indications of an inhibitory power of oxygen on

the reaction.

It was thought that, in visible light, ozone was stable; recent investigations

by Griffith and Shutt,^ initiated as a result of calculations made by Lewis *

in 1918 on the basis of the radiation theory of chemical action, have served to

show that ozone may be decomposed by visible light of wave-length longer

1 Ann. Phusik., (4) 24, 55, 243 (1907).

^ Sitz.-bcr. Krak. Akad., 192 (1910).

^Biochem. Z., 27 , 271 (1910).

34
, 2828 (1901).

® Regenor, Ann. Physik., 20 , 1033 (1900); Weigert, Z. physik. Chem., 80
, 78 (1912).

^Z. physik. Chem., 85
, 357 (1913).

7
.7 . Chem. Soc., 119

, 1948 (1921).

8 TroTis. Farad. Soc., 17 , 579 (1922).
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than 6700 A. and, therefore, in the red region of the visible spectrum. This

prediction by Lewis and subsequent verification by Griffith and Shutt con-

stitutes one of the positive achievements of the radiation theory.

As regards the sensitization to visible light by the addition of chlorine,

Weigert showed,' in an intensive investigation, the far-reaching proportionality

between light absorbed and ozone decomposition, independent of the ozone

concentration within wide limits. An estimate of the photochemical yield by
Bodenstein ^ showed the ratio of absorbing to reacting molecules to be of the

order of unity.

The sensitized reaction has been recently studied by Bonhoeffer ® from

the standpoint of the quantum relationship and the law of the photochemical

equivalent, using approximately monochromatic illumination (X = 4360 A.

and a groii]) at 4060 A.), measuring, with every refinement, the energy in-

volved and chemical reaction produced. Chlorine and bromine were used as

sensitizers. It was shown that, with chlorine, the rate of reaction was strictly

proportional to the absorbed light, independent of the ozone concentration

between concentrations of o and 0.1 per cent. The velocities with inono-

chroinatic radiation were, naturally, considerably less than in Weigert^s studies

with a whole spectral region. The following table shows in the last column the

number of ozone molecules decomposed i)cr quantum of the mean frequency

N .

employed. It is evident that the mean value of — is about 2.

hv

TABLE VII

Decomposition of Ozone in Presence of Chlorine

Initial Ozone

Concen-

tration

Chlorine

Content of

Mixture

Incident

Radiation in

Lumen-sees.

Absorption
hv X 10-'»

Abs.

Molecules

Decomposed
=A^X10-i»

hv

0.5 40 0.37 0.50 2.07 4.09 2.33

0.5 75 0.40 0.72 3.25 0.42 1.99

0.7 50 0.43 0.58 2.83 5.78 2.03

1 50 0.43 0.58 2.83 5.10 1.84

1 50 0.43 0.58 2.83 G.30 2.25

3 40 0.40 0.50 2.19 4.24 1.94

5 45 0.42 0.54 2.51 4.47 1.79

With bromine vapor as sensitizer, the reaction was more difficult to study.

The dark reaction amounted to 10-20 per cent of the sensitized reaction. The
remarkable result of the quantitative investigation can be gathered from the

N
observation that in four different experiments the values for 7^ were 34.5, 28.2,

hv

1 Z. Elektrochem., 14
, 591 (1908).

2 Z. Elektrochem., 19
, 840 (1913).

3 Z. Physik, 13
, 94 (1923).
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33.2 and 28.2 or, in the mean, 31. No simple ratio exists, therefore, in the

bromine sensitized reaction, between absorbing and reacting molecules.

In his discussion of the experimental results Bonhoeffer stresses the re-

markable nature of the observation that the reaction velocity is independent

of ozone concentration within the limits 5-0.1 per cent. This points to a

remarkable “life^^ of the activated chlorine molecule, since, in the more dilute

ozone mixture, such a molecule must meet 1000 molecules of chlorine and
oxygen before it reaches an ozone molecule. This would cast doubts on the

mechanism postulated, in the hydrogen-chlorine combination, for the in-

hibitory power of oxygen. From kinetic data, Bonhoeffer calculates a mini-

mum life of 1.6 X 10”^ sec. That two molecules of ozone are decomposed is in

agreement with data on the photo-sensitivity of ozone itself.

That, in the case of bromine sensitization, more than thirty ozone molecules

decompose for every activated bromine molecule compels us, in the view of

Nernst and Nocldack,^ to assume that energy must be transferred from activated

ozone molecules to inactivated, or that the energy of the reaction products may
be so transferred.

His own earlier data and the confirmatory data of Bonhoeffer have led

Weigert to a detailed consideration ^ of the theory of the transformation of

radiation. Weigert secs in the ozone-chlorine sensitized reaction the simplest

case of chlorine photo-reactions and he would therefore expect to draw from

the reaction the simplest conclusions as to mechanism. lie points to the im-

portance of the fact that the velocity of reaction is independent of the ozone

concentration at a certain, but small, ozone concentration, as showing that,

at and above this concentration, all or practically all the radiant energy ab-

sorbed by the chlorine is converted into chemical energy. Similar observations

have been made by Griiss ^ for two sensitized reactions involving trichlor-

brom-methane,

2CCl3Br + CI2 = 2CCI4 + Bro,

2CCl3Br + 02= 2CX)a2 + Bro + CI 2 .

With chlorine, free from ozone, but containing moisture or other impurities

in small quantities, light may be absorbed and converted completely into

heat energy, as shown by chlorine in the Budde effect,^ the expansion due to

temperature rise when moist chlorine is illuminated.

Weigert secs a complete analogy to these two modes of transformation

of light energy in exi)eriments with mercury vapor. In pure mercury vapor

at low pressures. Wood ® showed that the resonance line, 2536 A., can readily

be stimulated by illumination with a mercury vapor lamp. By addition of

air or other gases, this resonance radiation can be suppressed entirely. In

1 Sitz.-ber. preuss. Akad., 113 (1923).

^Z. physik. Chem., 106
, 403 (1923).

* Z. Elektrocheyn., 29, 144 (1923).

< Pogg. A?in., 144
, 213 (1871); Ergbd., 6, 477 (1873).

^Phtl, Mag., 18
, 187 (1909); Phy^iik. Z., 10 , 425 (1909).
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this event, Wood says that a true absorption occurs, the light energy intro-

duced being converted into heat. Now, it has recently been shown by Cario

and Franck ^ that the light energy can be transformed into chemical energy

if the gas added to the mercury vapor is hydrogen. These authors showed
that an illuminated system of mercury vapor and hydrogen decreased iti

pressure, owing to the production of hydrogen atoms which “cleaned up^^ 2

on the walls of the containing vessel or could reduce copper oxide at ordinary

temperatures. According to Cario and Franck, there exists also, in this case,

a limiting hydrogen pressure above which all the absorbed light energy is con-

verted into chemical energy.

The limiting pressures of the reacting species, of ozone at 0.5 mm. or lower

and of hjalrogen at 10 mm. Hg pressure, and the pressures of the sensitizing

agents (chlorine 0.5 atm., and mercury 0.009 mm.) are quite different. The
ratio of reacting to sensitizing molecules is also different; for the ozone-chlorine

rir

reaction — = 1.3 X 10~'^ and for the mercury-hydrogen, 1.1 X 10®. If, how-
'Hg

ever, Weigert points out, one calculates the number of reacting molecules

which are to be found in photochemically comparable volumes of a cylindrical

vessel, corresponding to the thickness through which the absorbed radiation

is reduced to the same extent, practically identical numbers are obtained in

the two cases. This occurs by reason of the strong absorption of mercury
vapor and the small absorption of chlorine. Weigert therefore thinks it

probable that the processes are quite analogous to one another.

The weakness of Bonhoeffer\s concept of a long-lived chlorine molecule,

unable to lose its energy to oxygen or other chlorines but only to ozone when
chemical reaction ensues, is evident when the mercury cases are considered.

Under given conditions, all three typos of phenomena, resonance radiation,

heat and chemical reaction can result from one and the same primary photo-

process, the absorption of light from the mercury vapor lamp. Weigert, there-

fore, assumes that in the ozone-chlorine reaction the same process occurs as

in the mercury reactions. Tlie radiation absorbed by the chlorine is first

emitted as isocliromatic resonance radiation in the normal way and this ab-

sor])tion and emission process is repeated continuously by the chlorine until,

finally, absorption in a binary system (involving ozone simultaneously; see

page 1228) leads to an inner photoelectric effect and to chemical change or to a

change in translatory energy of the particles.

The resonance radiation of the mercury can be perceived because of the

extraordinarily strong absorption of the exciting light; with chlorine it is im-

perceptible because the absorption is a hundred million times smaller. On
the other hand, there is indirect evidence of its occurrence. For, the Budde
effect only occurs with moist chlorine or chlorine containing small impurities.

With pure dry chlorine, no Budde effect is observed although absorption

1 Z. Physik, 12, 162 (1922).
2 Langmuir, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 36, 1710 (1914); 37, 417 (1915); 38, 1145 (1916).
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occurs. Wcigert assumes that, in this case, the absorbed energy is re-emitted

as isochromatic resonance radiation.

This mechanism of Weigert is in agreement with his observation (p. 1219)

that perceptible time intervals occur during which the observed chemical

change is completed. It does not explain abnormal yields of chemical energy.

To explain such, some type of chain mechanism or of energy transference from
products to reactants must be assumed.

Catalytic Effects in Ozone Decomposition: Various gases have been found
to accelerate ozone decomposition; optical sensitization cannot be the cause of

the acceleration observed since the gases do not absorb the wave-lengths

employed. Weigert ^ and Weigert and Bohm ^ have studied the decomposition

of ozone by ultravioh't light in the presence of hydrogen. Pronounced ac-

celeration is produced. GrifFith and Shutt have studied the same system in

visible light and Griffith and MacWillie ^ have studied the reaction in the

presence of helium, argon, nitrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dio.xide.

Weigert assumes that the decomposition' of ozone in the presence of hy-

drogen is not a photochemical process but a thermal reaction. The heat

liberated by the reaction

[Oa]^ + H2 = O2 + H 2()

is supposed to warm the gas in the neighborhood of the absorbing layer to a

temperature high enough to enable the bimolecular thermal reaction

2O3 = 3O2

to proceed at an a})preciable rate. Griffith and Shutt reject this mechanism
for visible light since there is no greater increase in temperature on illumination

of gas mixtures containing hj^drogen than in those containing ozone and oxygen

alone. Griffith and Shutt suggest that the water molecules formed, which

for some period after their formation can possess energy, can activate ozone

molecules by collision. In the absence of hydrogen the ozone decomposition

is much slower and is bimolecular, in agreement with the ultraviolet reaction

with weak absorption.

With carbon monoxide present in the ozone mixture, reactions similar to

those with hydrogen can occur. With the other gases present, only the ozone

decomposition

2O3 = 3O2

occurs, the velocity being greatest with helium admixed, less so in order with

argon, nitrogen and carbon dioxide, least of all with oxygen-ozone mixtures

alone, comparisons being made at the same ozone concentration. Were the

admixed gases acting as diluents to an inhibitory oxygen concentration (see

l)age 1232) the specific order given would not be anticipated—they would all

be expected to have a like action. Griffith and MacWillie therefore suggest

1 Her., 46 , 815 ( 1913).

^Z. physik. Chem., 90 , 194 , 233 (1915).

3 /. Chetn. Soc., 123 , 2752 ( 1923).

4 J. Chan. Soc., 123
,
2767 ( 1923).
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that the order of efficiency is an index of the efficiency of the admixed gas in

causing de-activation of the ozone molecules by collision.

The Stationary State or Photochemical Equilibrium

Every reversible reaction, in which one or both directions of change are

sensitive to light, will produce, with a given intensity of illumination, a definite

equilibrium^^ or stationary state. This state will be dependent, obviously,

on the concentrations of the reacting substances, on the temperature, on the

illumination employed both as to intensity and frequency, and on the velocity

with which the two reactions occur under such conditions. It follows also,

from thermodynamic considerations, that the shift of the normal ^^dark’^

equilibrium shall never be in that direction in which a perpetuum mobile is

possible; ^ that is, the change in free energy occurring must come from the

radiant energy supplied.

The simplest case will be found with a reaction light sensitive in one direc-

tion only. Such a case has been well investigated and will now be discussed.

The Polymerization of Anthracene : Solutions of anthracene when exposed

to ultraviolet light undergo polymerization of the anthracene to form di-

anthracenc. The reaction

2Ci4 HlO ~ C28II20

is reversible, the depolymerization, which is not photosensitive (see, however,

below, p. 1238), occurring spontaneously in the dark. Upon illumination, there-

fore, a definite stationary state is finally attained dependent, at a given temper-

ature, on the light intensity. The reaction has been studied in detail by
Luther and Weigert.^ The depolymerization or dark reaction was found to be

pseudo-unimolccular at all temperatures, practically complete, and to have a

large temperature coefficient (circa 2.8 for 10°). The polymerization or light

reaction was of zero order for complete absorption, between zero order and

first order for partial absorption. The reaction is, therefore, evidently de-

termined by the amount of light absorbed. As already discussed, the reaction

obeys approximately the law of the photochemical equivalent (see page 1211).

The temperature coefficient for the light reaction is small and equal to about

1.1 for 10° Several solvents were tried, including phenetol, anisole and

xylol. The solvent exercises a specific influence upon both the velocities and

the equilibrium. It is evident that the reaction occurring at a given temper-

ature can be expressed by an equation of the form

— kllo-bs
””

dt

where x is the dianthraccne formed, labs the light energy absorbed, ki and ka

specific constants of the light and dark reactions. At equilibrium, or the

stationary state,

kllahs kd^»

1 Bodenstein, Z. physik. Chein., 85, 382 (1913).

physik, Chern,, 51. 297 (1905); 53, 385 (1905); 62, 454 (1908); Ber„ 42, 859 (1909).
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This equation summarizes the influence of various factors upon the equilibrium

state. It is apparent that x depends on the value of the specific constants ki

and kd and on the intensity of light absorbed. It will also vary, at constant

intensity, with temperature, since, under such conditions,

_ 7^ — I ab« 7” *

kd

As already pointed out, ki and kd vary differently with temperature, ki has a

temperature-coefficient of 1.1 per 10° and kd 2.8 per 10° C. The equilibrium

concentration at a given intensity will therefore decrease in the ratio— for a
2.8

10° rise in temperature. These conclusions were experimentally verified.

H. A. Taylor and Lewis ^ have recently reinvestigated the photo-polymeriza-

tion process from the standpoint of the radiation theory of chemical reaction.

In phenetol solution, two absorption bands are found in the blue violet at

4450 and 4750 A. In the infra-red region, anthracene in phenetol shows a

band at 1.8 /x only. The energy quantity corresponding to X = 4600 A is ap-

proximately 61,000 cals. Were this quantity absorbed by two anthracene

molecules before polymerization, an absorption band should be observed at

9200 A. or 0.9 ju. The spectroscopic observation showing this to be absent,

the conclusion is reached that the polymerization consists in the activation

of a molecule of anthracene by radiant energy of wave-length 4600 A. and

that this molecule then combines with a non-activated molecule to give the

polymer.

Since, as shown by Weigert, the concentration of dianthracene in solution

in thermal equilibrium increases as the temperature is raised, dianthracene

must be produced with absorption of heat. The magnitude of this heat effect

is of the order of 20,000 cals. The critical increment of activation of di-

anthracene to form anthracene should therefore be (see Chapter XIX)

Adianthraccne — -^anthracene 20,000,

= 61,300 - 20,000,

= 41,300 cals.

This is approximately the energy quantity corresponding to a reaction with a

temperature coefficient of the dark reaction, since the temperature coefficient

actually measured, 2.8, corresponds to 39,200 cals. Taking the mean value

of these two quantities as 40,000 cals., this corresponds to an absorption by
dianthraceiie at 7070 A. Actual absorption measurements at this wave-

length failed to reveal absorption by the methods employed. It was found

possible by exposure of the system to radiation of wave-length 7070 A. to

bring about photo-ckpolymerization of dianthracene. The sensitivity to such

radiation was, however, small. To this extent, therefore, the statement,

made in the beginning of this section, that the depolymerization is not photo-

sensitive needs qualification.

1 J. Am. Chem. 5oc., 46, 1606 (1924).
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Stationary State in Gas Reactions: Coehn and Ms co-workers have in-

vestigated a number of cases of photo-equilibria in gaseous systems. The
most thoroughly investigated is the photo-equilibrium in the reversible re-

action ^

2SO3 = 2SO2 + O2.

In this case, in quartz reaction vessels, neither reaction proceeds thermally

at the temperatures employed. It was shown that the reaction was truly

reversible in that the same stationary state was reached from both sides. The
mass action law equation

_ [0JSO.J
[SOaJ

was fulfilled in all cases with variable reactant ratios. The extent of dis-

placement of the thermal equilibrium may be judged from the fact that at

45° C., at which temperature sulphur trioxide is practically undecomposed,

as much as 35 per cent decomposition occurred under the given experimental

conditions. With increasing intensity of illumination the decomposition of

the trioxide increased. With constant illumination, between reaction temper-

atures of 50 and 800° C., the photo-equilibrium is the same, independent of the

gas temperature. This indicates that the temperature coefficient of the two

photo-processes is the same, since the thermal reaction does not occur under

the given conditions.

Coehn and Wassiljewa ^ investigated the equilibrium

2IIC1 Z H 2 + CI 2

in the same apparatus as was used by Coehn and Becker. A stationary state

at 0.25 per cent decomposition of hydrogen chloride was obtained. Coehn

and Becker ^ found a photo-equilibrium with phosgene at 3.3-4 per cent de-

composition. Coehn ^ found a similar equilibrium with water at 0.2 per cent

dissociation, all these equilibria being attained under the conditions of the

quartz-mercury vapor lamp which gave 35 per cent decomposition of sulphur

trioxide. In the water vapor equilibrium the law of mass action does not

apply. This might result if one of the reactants was not activated by the

incident radiation.

Treatment of photochemical stationary state from the standpoint of the

phase rule has been given by Wildermann ® and by Bancroft.® The latter

assumes an additional degree of freedom for each kind of light present.

1 Coehn and Becker, Z» Elektrochem., 13, 545 (1907) ;
Z, physik. Chem., 70, 88 (1909).

^Ber,, 42, 3813 (1909). ISee also Coehn and Btuckardt, Z. physik. Chem., 91, 722 (1916).

3Bcr., 43, 130 (1910).

* Ber,, 43, 880 (1910); Nernst Festschrift, p. 136, Halle, 1912.

Z, physik, Chem., 42, 331 (1903).

e J. Phys. Chem., 10, 721 (1906).
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The Inhibition of Photochemical Reactions

The classical example of inhibition in a photochemical reaction is the case

of the retardation of the hydrogen-chlorine combination by oxygen. The
mechanism of this inhil)ition has already been discussed and so does not need

to be repeated here. It is of interest to note that, in several other photo-

halogenation reactions, a similar influence of oxygen as inhibitor is manifest.

Thus, for example, in the formation of phosgene ^ and in the bromination of

toluene ^ this inhibitory power is to be noted.

No general formulation of inhibitory action seems to be possible. Widely

varying types of inhibition may be met with one and the same reaction. This

may be illustrated in the case of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide.

The Decomposition of Hydrogen Peroxide: Early studies of Tiaii ^ on the

kinetics of decomposition indicated that the reaction velocity is unimolecular.

Henri and Wurmser showed ‘ that the absorption of light is so weak that as

many as 100 molecules of the peroxide arc decomposecl for every quantum of

absorbed energy. This conclusion has been comidetely verified by a careful

study of Kornfeld,'^ using monochromatic illumination and exact methods of

energy absorption measurements. As with the thermal decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide, the photochemical change is very sensitive to added sub-

stances, some of which promote decomposition, many of which inhibit decom-

position. Henri and Wurmser ® presented a number of inorganic compounds

which inhibit the light reaction and in the following year Mathews and Curtis

added a number of organic and inorganic compounds. These latter authors

failed to observe any properties possessed in common by the inhibitors. Recent

investigations by Anderson and Taylor ^ have tended to elucidate the mecha-

nism of certain inhibitions. The inhibitory effects exhibited by typical organic

compounds of knowit absorption spectra were examined in four definite spectral

regions of the ultraviolet. The inhibition by such agents was associated with

the absorption capacity of the compounds for the ultraviolet light. A striking

correlation between these two factors was obtained in the case of benzene,

several esters, acids, amides, ketones and alkaloids. The inhibitors act more

efficiently when in the peroxide solution than when in a screening solution of

similar thickness and concentration. This is doubtless to be associated with

the abnormal photochemical yield per quantum absorbed. These inhibitors

apparently act therefore in a twofold capacity. They absorb some of the

radiation which might activate hydrogen peroxide molecules. They ap-

parently, also, break whatever chain mechanism may be set up ^ to account

1 Z. physik. Chem., 42 . 257 (1003); J, Chem. Soc., 99
, 1726 (1911).

^Sitz.-hcr, Krak. Akad., 576 (1910).
3 Compt. rend., 151, 1040 (1910).

*lbid., 156, 1012 (1913).

> Z. wiss. Phot., 21. 66 (1921).

Compt. rend., 157, 284 (1913).

' J. Phys. Chem., 18, 521 (1914).
s J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45, 650, 1210 (1923).
® See Koriifeld, loc. cit., and Nernat and Noddack, Sitz.-ber. pr'cuss. Akad., 112 (1923).
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for the abnormal photochemical yield. Not all inhibitors act in the former
capacity. Certain aliphatic alcohols and amines, hydrogen, halogen and
hydroxyl ions act as inhibitors although quite diactinic in the ultraviolet.

Certain photo-oxidations, for example, the oxidation of benzaldehyde, are

also retarded by traces of added substances. It is of interest to note that

several of these oxidations appear to be chain mechanisms in that an abnormal
yield per quantum absorbed is obtained. The inhibitor may act by breaking

the chain as postulated for negative catalysts in botli photochemical and
thermal reactions by Christiansen.^

Mathews and Dewey “ and Mathews and Weeks ^ have investigated one
such oxidation in detail, that of sodium sulphite. They find both accelerators

and retarders of oxidation. Uranium salts are positive catalysts for the photo-

reaction, presumably by photo-sensitization. Copper salts, which Titoff ^

showed to be remarkably powerful catalysts for the thermal process, are without
action photochemically. Pyridine, benzaldehyde, phenol, h3^droquinone,

quinine sulphate, ethyl acetate, urea were all retarding agents of varying

e^^icionc3^ From unpublished experiments by Backstrdm, in the writer’s

laborator}^, it is evident that this reaction is also one in which many molecuh's

react for each energy (luantiim absorbed. Backstrom has showm the same to

be true, also, for the autoxidation of benzaldel^ale.

The Temperature Coefficient of Photochemical Change

The temperature coefficient of most photochemical reactions is small,

in contrast to that of most thermal reactions. Plotnikow ® lists 22 photo-

chemical reactions for which the temperature coefficient

^<+10

has a maximum value of 1.08. He further lists 19 reactions in which the ratio

r varies from 1.17 to 1.50. Plotnikow believes that all photo-reactions can

be classified in three groups having temperature coefficients respectively

1.03 =b 0.03, 1.27 zt 0.03 and 1.40 0.03. There seems to be little evidence

for this classification and reactions are known whose temperature coefficient

lies well outside this range, though Plotnikow ® is inclined to doubt the ac-

curacy of several of these. It was Goldberg ^ who in 1903 first called attention

to this low coefficient. Typical examples arc given in the following table.

According to Perrin,® so long as the temperature is so low that the isothermal

radiation practically does not contain the exciting light, the velocity of a photo-

1 J, Phys. Chem., 28 . 145 (1924).

2/. Phya. Chevi,, 17, 211 (1913).

3/. Am, Chan. Soc., 39
, 635 (1917).

^Z. physik. Chem., 45, 641 (1903).
•'* Allgemeine Photochemie, pp. 62 -65, Berlin and Leipzig, 1920.

^ Loc. cit., p. 68.

^ Z. physik. Chem., 41, 1 (1903).

* Trans. Farad. Soc., 17, 560 (1922).
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TABLE VIII

Temperature Coefficients op Photochemical Reactions

Reartioii r Reaction r Reaction r

Photographic plate .... 1-1.06 C> 14H 1

0

C 28H20 . 1.04 2HI + O 2 .

.

1.39

Ha + CI 2 1-1.04 2030^30, 1.17 cni3 + O 2 1.42

H 2 +(>2 1.08 SOj + O2 1.20 CeHe + Br.

.

1.40

chemical reaction will not depend upon the temperature of the body, but will

depend solely upon the intensity of the exciting light. It is obvious, however,

that a photochemical reaction may involve two species, one only of which is

photosensitive, the other of which may require activation. In such cases

higher temperature coefficients would be anticipated. This reason is assigned

by Bodenstein ^ for the high temperature coefficient, 1.83, of the bromine-
toluene reaction studied by Bruner and Dluska.^

Tolman ® has recently attempted a general theoretical treatment of the

problem of temperature coefficient of a photochemical reaction. The earlier

paper of two gives a treatment based on classical statistical mechanics and

applicable only to unimolecular processes. In the latter, the methods of the

quantum theory are used and the application is to uni- and bimolecular

processes. In the unimolecular process, the mechanism is regarded as con-

sisting in the absorjition of a quantum, hv, which raises the molecule to such

an energy level that reaction can take place. The velocity of such a process

will be given by the equation

dCA . ^
at

where A\ may be called the specific photochemical reaction rate, the rate at

unit concentration of the reactant, ^l, with unit energy density of frequency v.

Tolman obtains an expression for Av in terms of the probability that a molecule

in a given quantum state will acquire a quantum of energy and of the proba-

bility that such a molecule will then undergo the given unimolecular trans-

formation. Ilis expression when differentiated with respect to temperature

gives the equation

dink, ^
dT ~

kT^

where c" is tlie average energy before activation of the molecules which actually

pick up radiant energy and react, e' is the average energy of all the molecules.

For a bimolecular process in which only one reactant, Ay of the reactants,

+ By is activated by the radiant energy an equation similar in form to the

' Z. physik. Chem., 85, 380 (1913).

Krak, Akad„ 691 (1907).

•M. Am. Chem. Soc., 42 , 2506 (1920); 45 . 2285 (1923).
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preceding is obtained,

dlnh, ^ c'
^

'dT~ 2T'^ kT^

where e" is the average energy of the pairs of molecules of .1 and B that actually

react and c' is the average energy of any pair of molecules A and B. The term

— arises from the assumption that the number of collisions of the molecules
2T
of the gas is proportional to the absolute temperature.

Differentiation of either of these equations with respect to the frecjuency

gives the result

d / dlnkA ^
dv\ dT ) kT- bv

'

which gives the variation of the temperature coefficient with fre(|uency.

To compare these theoretical equations with experimental results it is

obviously necessary to make the following transformations:

—
kt

'

dltlJiy A' ^^10 ' kl T ~~
1

‘ dT
'^ mk i^io + kt)

“
5(r + 1)

*

~2

Now, since r is approximately unity in a number of cases, it follows that,

neglecting the small term arising from increased frequency of collisions,

dinky __
c" — c' _ ^

The average energy of the reacting molecules is practically identical with the

average energy of all the molecules. This conclusion nierely means that the

average molecule has as good a chance of picking up energy and becoming

activated as the molecules in some special quantum state far removed in energy

content from the average.

If some molecules are in low quantum states, unable to absorb radiant

energj^ of the frequency used, or if the energy level which they attain is not

high enough to lead to chemical reaction, then preliminary activation of the

molecules may be advantageous. In such case,

dinky _ e/' — e/
^ ^

kT^

and therefore

, = > 1 .

ki
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In the case of second order reactions, in addition to the effect of the term
e" — e' in determining temperature coefficients, it is also necessary to consider,

as pointed out above, the effect of temperature in increasing the number of

collisions between the reacting molecules. In gaseous systems the number of

collisions will be roughly proportional to the square root of the absolute temper-
ature and this will produce a negligible increase in reaction velocity with in-

creasing temperature. In liquid systems the decrease in viscosity with rising

temperature may be large enough to produce a measurable effect on reaction

velocity. Similar considerations will apply to heterogeneous diffusions where
diffusion of the reacting substances to a catalytic surface is necessary for

reaction. Since the viscosity of water at room temperature decreases about
20 per cent for a 10® rise, this might account, in some cases, as suggested by
Plotnikow, for a value r = 1.20. It should be noted, however, that of the 7
reactions which Plotnikow lists as belonging to the group with the value 1.20,

3 are gaseous reactions, so that his explanation can hardly be a general one.

Further evidence as to the tenability of the theory of temperature coefficient

presented by Tolmaii is afforded by a calculation of the magnitude of e" — c'.

If we write

dlnkv _ _ r — 1

"dP k¥^ 5(r + 1)

'

and take r = 1.40 and T = 300® as typical, we obtain for e" - e' the value
6000 cal. per mol. This corresponds to a value of 0.26 volt per molecule,
which is an entirely reasonable figure for the difference in energy contents

between successive quantum levels in a molecule.

For tost of Tolman\s equation on the variation of temperature coefficient

with frequency the data are scanty. Nevertheless, silver citrate paper has
the temperature coefficient r = 1.19 in the blue and 1.07 in the ultraviolet;

the phototropic substance, salicylidene-/3-naphthylamine, has the values 1.8

in the green, 1.45 in the blue and 1.39 in the violet; and the reaction between
chlorine and hydrogen has the values 1.50 for green light (5500 - 5300 A.),

1.31 for blue light (4900 — 4700 A.) and 1.21 for violet light (4000 ~ 3500 A.).

These results are in complete agreement with the theory. Their reliability

is not known.

The Temperature Coefficient of Photochemical Yield: Little is known as

yet with regard to the relationship between the number of molecules reacting
per quantum of light energy absorbed and the temperature of the reacting

system. There are indications, however, that this is a fruitful field for further
investigations. Kastle and Beatty ^ showed that hydrogen and bromine,
which are not photosensitive at ordinary temperatures, are caused to combine
by the light of the sun penetrating glass vessels, if the gases are at 200® C.

They state that there are indications that the gas mixture is sensitive at 100° C.

Lind * has shown that at 250® C. this reactivity is quite marked, but states

1 Am. Chem. J., 20, 159 (1898).

"J. Phys. Chan., 27, 55 (1924).
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that in none of his experiments did the photo-efficiency seem to exceed the
simple relationship of the Einstein equation. At 300° C., Anderson has shown,
in the writer’s laboratory, that the reaction in the light of a quartz-mercury
lamp is some 40 per cent greater than that in the dark under the same condi-
tions. The quantum relationship was not studied. It is very evident, how-
ever, that somewhere in the region 0-200° C., the ratio of mols. reacting to

quanta absorbed must be worthy of study.

Experimental evidence of such a variation with temperature is now avail-

able in one case. Kuhn ^ has shown that the velocity of photochemical de-

composition of ammonia with light of wave-length, X = 2025 to 2140 A.,

increases with the temperature, approximately 50 per cent per 100 degrees
rise in temperature. The ratio of quanta required to molecules decomposing
changes from 2.5 at 20° C. to OMv per mol. at 500° C. Hydrogen inhibits

the decomposition whilst nitrogen is without effect. Kuhn states that these

results suggest the following points with reference to mechanism.
A molecule of ammonia absorbs a quantum hv 128,000 cals, per gram-

mol.) and passes to the active state

NHa + hv-= [NHa].

A part of these molecules return to the normal state; the others react. This
reaction may be decomposition according to the equation

[NHa] = N -t- H + H 2 + 5000 cal.,

or according to the equation

[NHa] + NHa = N 2 + 3H 2 + 104,000 cals.

Atomic nitrogen and hydrogen can in their turn react with ammonia especially

at elevated temperatures,

N> NHa = N 2 + H 2 + H + 17,000 cal.,

H + NHa = N + 2H 2 - 39,000 cal.

These reactions may explain how the absorption of a single quantum at elevated

temperatures may lead to two or more molecules decomposing.
The inhibitory power of hydrogen is to be explained, according to Kuhn,

by reaction between activated ammonia and hydrogen molecules exactly as

in the Cario-Franck case of hydrogen and mercury (p. 1235).

[NHs] + H 2 = NHa + 2H + 44,000 cal.

With nitrogen a similar reaction is impossible,

[NHa] + N 2 = NHa + 2N - 12,000 cal.

8 CompU rend., 177
, 956 (1923); 178 , 708 (1924).

2—19
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After-Effects from Photochemical Action

In a number of cases the reactions produced by light persist after illumina-

tion has ceased. These after-effects are of a certain interest in connection
with the mechanism of the photo-change. Kistiakowski observed a photo-
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide ^ when exposed in solution along with
ferro- and ferricyanides to visible light. The decomposition is pseudo-uni-
molecular; it persists, however, when illumination is discontinued, with un-
diminished velocity. The mechanism in this case is clear. The action is to

be attributed to the formation of colloidal particles by the action of light on
the ferro- and ferricyanides, which particles act as heterogeneous catalysts for

the peroxide decomposition. Ultramicroscopic examination of such solutions

confirms the assumption of the presence of colloidal particles.

The Oxidation of Iodoform : In alcohol, the oxidation of iodoform proceeds
normally. In other solvents, after-effects are produced, the reaction pro-

ceeding after illumination has ceased but with a different velocity, as was
demonstrated by Plotnikow.^ In benzol solution, the light reaction con-
tinuously increases in velocity with increase in concentration. This is to be
attributed to a combined light and dark reaction; the latter proceeds, according

to Plotnikow, with a velocity given by the equation

Kd = 962[CHl3j-2»,

where Xd is the velocity constant of the dark reaction, [[CHal] the iodoform
concentration. The temperature coefficient of the dark reaction is 2.62 as

opposed to the light reaction coefficient of 1.4. The relative magnitudes of

light and dark reaction vary tremendously with different solvents as revealed

by the following table.

TABLE IX

Iodoform Oxidation in Various Solvents

K.10» Xd-lO®
Solvent For Light and For Dark

Dark Reaction After Effect

CeHe 40.1 5.5

CH 3COOC 2H6 9.4 0.9

CCI 4 41.8 2.4

CSj 22.3 0
CzHeOH 2.52 0
CIIaCOCHa 0.65 0

The mechanism of the after-effect is unexplained. The effect of various

solvents on the rate and the existence of the after-effect is noteworthy. Plot-

nikow found, by actual test, that the reaction is practically insensitive to

catalytic agents added to the reaction system.
Trautz and Thomas ® have also shown that the oxidation of sodium sulphide,

1 Z. phystk. Chem., 35, 431 (1900).

*Z. physik. Chem., 75, 743 (1911).

^Physik. Z., 7, 899 (1906); Z. Elektrochem,, 13, 550 (1907); Z. wise. Phot., 4, 352 (1906).
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of cuprous chloride in hydrochloric acid solution and of benzaldehyde show
after-effects when illumination is discontinued. In these studies it was also

shown that light of one wave-length may retard whilst another wave-length

accelerates a given reaction. The following table reproduces examples of

such behavior.

TABLE X

Acceleration and Retardation op Reaction by Light

Reaction Velocity in

Dark
Velocity in

Red Light

Velocity in

Violet Light

NaaS + O 2 239 302 (A) 160 (R)

CuaCbCNHa) +O2 254 270 (A) 190 (R)

CU 2Cl 2(HCl) + O 2 211 164 (R) 59 (R)

Pyrogallol -|- O 2 70 77 (A) 55 (R)

Benzaldehyde -f O 2 20
1

15 (R) 350 (A)

H 2O 2 decomposition 62 57 (R) 149 (A)

These reactions, as is well known, are very sensitive to traces of impurities.

The results given must, therefore, be accepted with caution.

That the benzaldehyde oxidation shows an after-effect when illumination

has been discontinued has been confirmed by Backstrom in some unpublished

work carried out in the writer’s laboratory. The magnitude of the effect is

greater when inhibitors are present. Inhibitors suppress the thermal reaction

much more, proportionately, than they do the photo-reaction. The possibility

that the after-effect is to be associated with the known existence of chain

reactions in such oxidation processes is receiving investigation.

The action of light on silver halide emulsions is frequently discussed in

connection with photo-after-effects. Actually, however, the subsequent de-

velopment of a latent image produced on a silver halide grain by exposure to

light is quite distinct from the initial photo-change. Recent developments

in the investigation of the nature of the light reaction in a silver halide emulsion

warrant some consideration of this subject, since points of both theoretical

and practical importance are involved.

The Latent Image in Silver Halide Emulsions: The literature concerning

the nature of the latent image and the sensitiveness of photographic emulsions

is so abundant that it is fortunate that a summary of present and past views

is available in a recent issue of the Transactions of the Faraday Society

^

in a

general discussion ^ of the physical chemistry of the photographic process.

In this volume the opposing viewpoints are expressed with clarity and not

without vigor.

The problem of the emulsion and of the image has been somewhat simplified

since it has been shown ^ that silver bromide—and even bromoiodide in the

1 Trans, Farad, Soc,, 19, 241 et seq. (1923).

2 Trivelli and Sheppard, The Silver Bromide Grain, Monograph I. Eastman Kodak
Lab., D. van Nostrand Co., 1921.
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proportions met with in commercial plates and films—always crystallizes in

the regular system. Even the finely divided halide occurring in process emul-

sions has been proved ^ by means of X-rays to be crystalline and of the same
system. In fast emulsions, and even in some slow ones, the majority of the

larger grains are flat tablets ranging in thickness from about to I their

average breadth.^ A clump, or group of grains, may occasionally act like a

single grain.

On the assumption of a single silver halide crystal as the fundamental unit

of an emulsion, investigations soon led to the discovery, first by Svedberg®,

that more fundamental than the grains themselves are the “centers,’’ the

points in the grains from which development starts. It is on the nature of

these centres that the sensitometric characteristics of an emulsion chiefly

depend.

Toy^ summarizes the main facts brought out by Svedberg, Slade and
Iligson, the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratory and the British Photo-

graphic Research Association investigations, with regard to the localization

and distribution of the centers thus:

(1) They are distributed amongst the grains entirely haphazard, according

to the laws of chance.

(2) On the average, they are distributed equally over the surface of spherical

grains and are concentrated mostly on the edges if the grains are flat plates,

Mees ® pointed out in 1915 that the grains in an emulsion are all of different

sizes and that the sensitiveness and the plate curve will depend on the dis-

tribution of the different sizes of grains. It has been known for some time

that, under apparently similar conditions, the plate with the coarser grain is

usually the faster. Svedberg ® showed, however, that with grains of approxi-

mately the same size, the same type of curve is obtained as with grains of

assorted sizes. In other words, there can exist silver bromide emulsions built

up of grains of equal size and shape but with different sensitiveness.

Toy ^ indicates the reasons for believing that the centers from which de-

velopment commences are the actual points where the grain has been changed

•and that the centers therefore indicate the actual distribution of the material

of the latent image. He summarizes the different views in the controversy

as to how th(»se centers are formed in the following:

(1) They are formed in homogeneous grains entirely by the light which

is incident at points on the plate in finite discrete quantities.

(2) They are pre-existent in the grains before exposure as a chemically

different substance, the function of the light being to change their condition

1 Wilbcy, rhil. Mag., 42, 262 (1921).

*\Vightnian, Trivelli and Sheppard, Trans. Farad. Soc., 19, 270 (1923).

3 Phot. J., 62, 186 (1922); for additional references see Trans. Farad. Soc., 19 (1923).

^ Trans. Farad. Soc., 19, 290 (1923).

^ .f. Franklin Inst., 179, 141 (1915),

® Phot. ./., 61, 325 (1921); 62, 183 (1922). See also, Colloid Chemistry, Chem. Catalog

Co. (1924).

^ Loc. cit., p. 291.
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in such a way that they become capable of acting as reaction centers. The
light is considered as incident equally on all grains.

(3) By a combination of (1) and (2). Heterogeneous radiation incident

on grains containing specially light sensitive points.

Toy discusses these alternative theories thus

:

(1) This is one view taken by Silberstein and others. ^ A detailed discussion of their

work cannot be entered into here, and has already been made elsewhere. The theory is

based on what we may call the extreme view of Planck’s quantum theory of radiation

—

that proposed by Einstein in 1905. The devclopability of the grains is supposed to be

completely determined by the chance of their being hit by one or more of the discrete light

quanta which impinge haphazardly on the plate. In the paper to which attention has been

called no reference is made to the discovery of the centers, tlie relations which are deduced

as a consequence of the theory being concerned with the fraction of grains changed under

certain conditions. In Toy’s opinion, not one of the chief relations deduced is adequately

supported by experimental evidence, and, as has been shown,* most of them are directly

contradicted. Is the theory any better supported when considered in regard to the centers?

If it were true that the grains were really subjected to bombardment by discrete “darts”

of light, then, from what has been said before, the centers would of necessity represent their

points of impact. Also, Silberstein in his second paper ^ says “due mention must be mado
of certain very valuable experimental investigations, since published by Svedberg, which

seem again to corroborate the theory” (i.e., of light darts). Now, on the contrary, it seems

to Toy that the topographical distribution of the centers is perfectly definite proof that the

possibility (1) is untenable. For, if it were true, the centers would, on the average, bo dis-

tributed equally over the projected area of spherical grains and not equally over the surface,

and, in the case of flat plates, would be distributed equally over the surface instead of con-

centrated at the edges.

(3) Let us now turn to the third assumption, which is also being investigated by Silber-

stein and those working with him. The line of argument adopted in this modified form of

the previous theory has recently been expressed by Mees * as follows: “. . . we are thrown

back on the idea of differential sensitiveness among the grains, so that of the hundreds of

quanta striking a grain only one may bo considered to be operative, the rest falling upon

insensitive portions of the grain.” This idea certainly admits the existence of some kind

of heterogeneity in grains, and thus, at first sight, it seems that it has more chance of success

than its predecessor, but it is not difficult to see that it must also be untenable, as long as

the inclusion of the “light dart” idea is maintained. One of the crucial tests which has

been shown to fail for assumption (1) is this: Consider two beams of light of different fre-

quencies, each monochromatic, incident on the grains, and let the intensity of each, as meas-

ured by a thermopile, be the same. Then, for equal times of exposure to each beam, the

number of quanta received by the grains will be inversely proportional to the frequencies.

Thus, for equal times of exposure of any emulsion to equal incident intensity of monochromatie

blue light and monochromatic violet light, more quanta of blue than of violet will impinge

on the grains. Provided then that the critical frequency is not exceeded, and all other

conditions remain the same, the blue light should always give a greater percentage of grains

changed than the violet. This will hold whether the whole of a grain or only part of it is

sensitive to the light, and therefore provides a crucial test for possibility (3) as well as for (1).

Toy has shown that the experimental evidence is in direct contradiction to this, a much
greater effect being produced by the violet than by the blue.

(2) Though by the process of elimination we are driven back on (2) as the correct expla-

nation of the formation of the centers, obviously such an assumption should be supported

1 Phil. Mag., 44, 267 (1922).

^ Phil. Mag., 45, 715 (1923).

* PhU. Mag., 44, 956 (1922).
4 Nature, 402 (1923).
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by experimental evidence, and it must be capable of very severe tests from the chemical

standpoint.

On this assumption, the extreme light sensitiveness of the grain is due primarily to the

presence of some substance which is not silver bromide. Lack of space prevents a discussion

of all the mass of evidence on the chemical side which has been accumulated in support of

some kind of heterogeneous grain structure. The recent experiments of Clark ^ in the British

Photographic Researcli Association laboratories are very important in this connection.

He says: “If the sensitiveness of the halide grains is due entirely to the existence of a limited

amount of special material in them, then, removal of this material should render the grains

absolutely insensitive. On the other hand, if the sensitivity is due in part to the presence

of a special substance, and in part to the silver bromide itself, it should bo possible to reduce

the speed of a plate to a certain minimum, i.e., to the speed of a pure silver bromide layer,

by removal of the vital points.” Clark has shown in this way that the sensitivity of a plate

can be enormously reduced, though whether or not a definite minimum is reached is not

yet established. H(‘ also found * that the centers were produced by exposure to sodium

arsenite solution in exactly the same way as when the exposure was to radiation, and since

he proceed there is not interaction between sodium arsenite and silver bromide, wo are forced

to conclude that the latter is not the substance of which the center is composed.

The extreme light sensitiveness of the silver halide of the photographic

emulsion is therefore primarily due in Toy’s opinion to the presence of minute

traces of some other substances.

Bancroft ^ is definite with regard to what the latent image really is:

Owing to the very slight change in silver bromide on short exposure,

it has always been popular to assume that the latent image is a physical

or allotropic modification.” Namias assumed polymerization, Hurter and

Driffield ^ depolymerization, Bredig ® mechanical disintegration, Chapman
Jones ^ labile form, and Bose ® a mechanical strain. All these assumptions,

and the further one of von Tugolessow ® that the latent image is an oxidation

product, are overthrown by the simple fact that all the phenomena of the

latent image can be duplicated by immersing the plate in a solution of a weak

reducing agent,'® such as sodium arsenite. This proves that the latent image

is some reduction product of silver bromide." It cannot be a single, definite

subhalide because no such compound has been prepared, because no satis-

factory chemical reactions can be assigned to it, because the prolonged action

of light does not yield the pure compound, and because this hypothesis cannot

be reconciled with the facts of solarization.

The latent image cannot consist of a number of definite subhalides because

we cannot isolate these in any way or give any definite proof of their existence

I Phot. J., 63, 230 (1923).

^Brit. J. Phot., 69, 4G2 (1922).
a Trans. Farad. Soc., 19, 249 (1923).
* Chiniie Photographique, 102, 110 (1902).

^Phot. J., 22, 149 (1898),

^ EdeFs Jahrbuch der Photographic, 13, 365 (1899).

^ Science and Practice of Photography, 383 (1904).

8 Phot. J., 26. 146 (1902).
* Phot. Correspondenz, 40, 594 (1903).

Bancroft, J. Phys. Chem., 14, 294 (1910); Perley, ibid., 14, 689 (1910); Clark, Brit. J,

Phot., 69, 462 (1922).

Cf. Bancroft. J. Phys. Chem., 17, 151 (1913).
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or properties, and because it is absurd to assume a number of definite sub-

halides between pure silver bromide and silver bromide containing an excess

of 0.5 per cent silver when one can account for all the facts much better on

the assumption of a phase of continuously varying composition. Trivelli ^

at one time postulated the existence of green AggBrr, blue AggBre, yellow

AgsBrs, and red Ag 8Br4 ;
but nobody ever took these seriously and it is practi-

cally certain that Trivelli himself does not believe in them now.

The latent image cannot be free metallic silver (nucleus theory) because

it does not show the chemical reactions of free metallic silver, because it does

not show the electrical potential of free metallic silver, and because the hy-

pothesis cannot be reconciled with the facts of solarization.

The latent image is due to silver adsorbed by silver bromide because it

can be prepared synthetically, because it behaves like a phase of continuously

varying composition, because this h^'pothesis enables us to account for all

the chemical reactions of the latent image, and because this hypothesis enables

us to account for the facts of solarization. The first suggestion that the latent

image is due to adsorption was made by Carey Lea^; but this came before

people were ready for it and the idea was really carried through by Liippo-

Cranier.^ 8o far as Bancroft knows, this theory of the latent image is accepted

pretty generally.

Hartung has recently shown experimentally that thin films of silver

chloride, bromide, and iodide lose weight when exposed in air to sunlight.

This is due to loss of halogen, and the original weight is restored almost com-

pletely by rehalogenation. As was to be expected, the decomposition takes

place much more rapidly in a vacuum.

^ Cf. Luppo-Cramer, Das latente Bild., 23 (1911).

^Aw. J. Sci., (3) 33, 349 (1887).

* Cf. Kolloidchcmie und Photographie, 70 (1908).

^J. Chem. Soc., 121, 082 (1922).





CHAPTER XIX

INFRA-RED RADIATION IN CHEMICAL PROCESSES

BY H. AUSTIN TAYLOR, Ph.D.,

University of Liverj)ool, Liverpool, Englaml

Since 1800, when Herschel first showed that a delicate thermometer having

a blackened bulb evinced a rise in temperature when placed in the *‘dark^'

region beyond the red end of a visible spectrum, the cause and results of the

existence of infra-red radiation have been of interest to both physicists and

chemists. Succeeding work has shown plainly that such radiation is similar

in character and general properties to ordinary visible light in that it is caused

by a wave-emission at the velocity of light from a body oscillating with a

definite frequency, and suffers absorption and reflection in a manner identical

with visible light. The fact of its invisibility renders the demonstration of

such properties more difficult than in the case of visible light; we shall see how
such examinations are carried out and what bearing in general infra-red radia-

tion has on chemical processes.

Limits of Infra-red: Those who are familiar with spectroscopic work in the

visible region will realize that the limit of the visible red is by no means fixed,

the visibility varying with the individual eye. In defining the limits of the

infra-red region, therefore, it is only possible to give an average result. The

visible portion of the spectrum is usually taken as extending from 0.4 /z to

0.8 /X but recent work ^ has shown that 0.75 /x and in a few cases 0.77 /x is the

longest wave-length to which the average eye is sensible. It may be assumed,

therefore, that from a wave-length 0.75 ju onwards constitutes the infra-red

spectrum. A definite limit, however, is not at all necessary, since the usual

methods adopted for measuring infra-red rays are also capable of detecting

visible and even ultra-violet rays, and data of an infra-red spectrum may quite

well be given from 0.7 /x onwards.

On increasing the wave-length from this point, one continues to pass

through similar waves, and, up to the present, measurements have been ob-

tained at a wave-length of 314 /x.^ It is only as a result of experimental diffi-

culties that no longer wave-length has been reached. It has been shown that

Hertzian waves, familiar now in wireless telegraphy, are precisely similar to

the waves producing visible and infra-red radiation. The shortest wave-

length of these electrical radiations so far detected is of the order of one milli-

1 Coblentz, Bull. Bur. Stands., 14, 107 (1919). Hyde and Forsythe, Astrophys. J„ 42,

285 (1915).

2 Rubens and von Baeyer, Phil. May., 21, 689 (1911).
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meter, that is, 1000 jjl, and, since there is no apparent reason for a discontinuity

in the series, in view of the results already obtained in other spectroscopic

regions, it is reasonable to surmise that the limit to the infra-red radiation of

extremely long wave-length has not so far been reached. Of the known wave-
lengths, those up to 10 fi lie in the short wave infra-red region, whilst beyond

10 fi the region is known as the long wave infra-red region. Such a distinction

is convenient as will be seen later from the fact that each region has its own
particular properties from the point of view of chemical constitution and
reaction.

Sources of Infra-red Radiation: One of the earliest investigations in infra-red

measurements was made by Langley ^ in his study of the solar spectrum. As
a general source of infra-red radiation, the difficulties of focussing the sun in a

constant direction, coupled with its rather weak and ever-varying intensity

due to atmospheric conditions, render it useless for spectrum work. For total

radiation work, where a certain region may be isolated by light filters, the sun

forms a convenient source.

The incandescent gas mantle was used as a source of infra-red rays by
Nichols and Rubens ^ in their study of the absorption, refractive indices, and
residual rays from rock salt and sylvine. Later, a Linnemann zircon burner

was substituted for the ordinary gas mantle, and, still more recently, Rubens
and von Baoyer (loc. cit.) examined the emission from quartz mercury lamps

and various metallic arcs. All these sources and more especially the latter

are extremely strong in the very long wave radiation but are of comparatively

little use in the short wave region.

The Nernst lamp and heater is a particularly useful source for wave-lengths

between 1 fx and 5 ju. It can be used up to about 20 fx, but beyond 8 jx the

intensity falls off rapidly and measurements become less precise. The ad-

vantage of the Nernst lamp over a carbon arc, which also burns in air and

requires no cover like electric filament lamps, lies in its constant intensity.

Using an accumulator battery giving a constant current, a Nernst lamp fitted

with an iron-wire resistance lamp in series can be maintained constant without

attention, provided the lamp is protected from draughts. The carbon arc,

on the other hand, though of stronger intensity, cannot be maintained constant

owing to sputtering of the arc even when automatically fed, and is thereby

useless for infra-red spectrum work.

In the very short wave-length region, an ordinary nitrogen-filled tungsten

lamp may be used. The glass covering of the lamp absorbs very little, whilst

with a quartz cover such a lamp is extremely constant in intensity and useful

up to 4 or 5 IX.

The efficiency of any source of radiation for a given purpose, however,

will depend entirely on the delicacy of measurement which may be obtained

for registering such radiation. The Nernst lamp, for example, which has a

maximum intensity between 2 and 3 depending on the composition of the

^Phil. Mag., (5) 17 ,
194 (1884).

^Ann. Physik, 60
,
402 (1897).
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filament, is generally used as a source in this region, although Rubens has

obtained readings at 60 /x, using very delicate measuring instruments. Never-

theless, in general, it is more useful to restrict a given source of radiation to a

given region in the manner pointed out above, unless measurements are being

made over a wide range, necessitating the use of the same source throughout,

which normally would cover the efficient regions of two different sources.

Measurement of Infra-red Rays

Methods of Analysis : The point of primary importance in the analysis of

infra-red radiation is that, as a rule, it is practically impossible to use a diffrac-

tion grating alone, owing to the overlapping of the spectra of different orders.

Gratings have been used, however, in conjunction with prisms, a good example

being that due to Langley (loc. ciL), A grating with 18,050 lines, 142 to the

millimeter on a spherical mirror 1.63 meters focus, was used. The Fraunhofer

line D 2 of the third order spectrum was focused on the slit of the measuring

instrument when there was also present, by the theory of the grating, 0.888 (jl

of the second order spectrum and 1.767 /x of the first order spectrum. By
interposing a prism in this beam, these lines were refracted at different angles

which could be calculated, and could be measured at their respective positions.

The work is tedious, however, and subject to much experimental error.

Another method of using a grating is that adopted by Rubens {loc. cii.)

in the Reststrahlen method where all other wave-lengths than the one desired

could be suppressed. The grating employed was a transmission grating of

silver wire 0.1858 mm. diameter and the same spacing. The rays from the

grating were successively reflected from four or five blocks of quartz, rock salt

or sylvine, the final ray being then found to be practically monochromatic, the

other rays having been absorbed by the blocks and not reflected. In this way,

Rubens found what wave-lengths were selectively reflected from many sub-

stances and, therefore, what wave-lengths were absorbed by the substances,

the advantage of the method being that absorption data were obtainable in-

directly at positions where direct observation was impossible. The figure

314 ji previously quoted as being the longest wave-length so far measured was

obtained in this way, using rock salt blocks, showing that rock salt absorbs

at this position, a fact which could not be obtained by the ordinary spectro-

scopic methods used in the infra-red.

A special type of grating known as the echelette ^ grating has been made on

gold-plated copper surfaces, the rulings of which are so large as to make a

certainty of the exact form of the groove. Using such an echelette with only

1000 lines to the inch. Wood has shown that the emission band for carbon

dioxide from a bunsen burner, found by others at 4.40 is directly observed

and is resolvable into two maxima at 4.30 /x and 4.43 m- The dispersion of

such gratings is said to be nearly seventeen times that of rock salt and four

times that of fluorite in the region between 4 and 5 /x-

1 Wood, Phil. Mag., 20, 770 (1910). Trowbridge and Wood, ibid., 20, 886 (1910).
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On account of this overlapping with ordinary ruled gratings it has become
the rule to use prisms of substances which do not absorb infra-red rays and
yet have good dispersive power. Prisms of rock salt, sylvine, fluorspar and
quartz are the most frequently used. Fluorspar becomes practically opaque

to radiation of wave-length 11 /x, whilst rock salt and sylvine transmit as far as

20 and 25 /x respectively. Quartz, on the other hand, which possesses strong

absorption bands at 3 /x, 8 /x and 21 /x and is thus opaque to comparatively

short wave-lengths, is very transparent for wave-lengths in the region of 50 /x.

Up to about 20 therefore, a prism of rock salt which gives good average

dispersion is the more usual analyzer used, whilst beyond this point quartz

will be found more suitable.

As in a spectroscope used for visible light the collimated beam is focused

on to a glass prism and from the prism into the eyepiece by glass lenses, so also

may the infra-red rays be treated by using a prism and lenses made of rock

salt.^ The drawback to this arrangement is the doubled or trebled absorption

])y the rock salt of the rays passing through the spectroscope and the consequent

weakening of the radiation in the beam finally emitted. As a result, the method
now universally adopted is to focus the rays by means of highly polished concave

metallic mirrors. Measurements of the reflectivity of infra-red radiation by
various metals have aided the choice of suitable metals to be employed. Plati-

num, electrodeposited on a glass surface, on account of its resistance to the

action of the atmosphere and high reflective power, is now in frequent use.

Instruments of Measurement: The measurement of radiant energy, more

especially in the infra-red region of the spectrum, is a difficult and somewhat

tiresome proceeding, demanding extreme care and patience on the part of the

investigator. The fact that such radiation is usually from surfaces, the temper-

ature of which cannot be obtained, necessitates its transformation into other

forms of energy, the effects of the latter being then measurable. Such a

receiver, however, being subject to losses of energy by conduction within itself,

by reflection and radiation from its surface and by convection round its surface,

can hardly be expected to yield results of precision without much care being

paid to these points.

Various instruments of this kind have been devised wherein the infra-red

radiation is received and converted into another form of energy, being measured

as such in some units. It is impossible in the scope of this chapter to give

details of the construction of all such instruments. The works of Coblentz ^

must be referred to for more particular detail, where an excellent treatment is

given of the comparative merits of the various instruments. Let it suffice that

some of the more important instruments are mentioned and the mode of

operation given.

Microradiometer: The microradiometer was one of the earliest instruments

devised, but has now been superseded by more delicate types of receivers.

It consists of a narrow glass capillary tube, containing, in the center, a drop of

1 Langley, Brit. .Iss. Rep., p. 465 (1894).

K^oblentz, Bull. Bur. Stands., 4, 391 (1907-8); 9, 7 (1913).
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mercury in a solution of zinc sulphate in water, into which dip two platinum

electrodes. The ends of the tube widen out into bulbs containing air or a gas

with a high coefficient of expansion, the bulbs being closed with rock salt

windows. In use, the instrument forms part of a Wheatstone bridge circuit.

On exposure to infra-red rays, the gas expands, driving the column of liquid

away and thereby affecting the resistance between the platinum electrodes and

producing a deflection in a delicate galvanometer. Such an instrument can

be made very sensitive but is more adaptable to total radiation from a body

than to more particular spectral analysis.

Bolometer: The bolometer is simply a Wheatstone bridge, two arms of which

are made of very thin blackened metal strips of high electrical resistance and

high temperature coefficient, one or both being exposed to the radiation. When
thus exposed, their temperature changes, which unbalances the bridge and

causes a deflection in the galvanometer, corresponding to the amount of energy

absorbed. The sensitivity of the bolometer depends, therefore, on that of the

galvanometer and, for the moving coil type, a gain in the sensitivity has the

drawback of an increase in the period of the deflection. Langley {loc. cit.) was

one of the first to use a bolometer, his instrument being so sensitive that a

rise in temperature of less than one millionth of a degree Centigrade produced

a readable deflection in the galvanometer.

Thermopile: The formation of an electrical current when the junction

between two metals is heated has given rise to the thermopiles in general use

today. The more usual types consist of about twenty junctions between iron

and constantan, or bismuth and silver wires, blackened to receive the infra-red

rays. The multiple effect of such a series of junctions gives rise to a small

electrical current which is directly measurable on a delicate galvanometer.

Coblentz has developed some extremely sensitive piles for use both in air and

in vacuo in which latter he finds the sensitivity increased three or four times.

Johansen ^ also gives details of a vacuum thermopile, using iron and constantan

junctions.

The instruments mentioned so far have necessitated the use of delicate

galvanometers. Of the many types in use mention may be made of the

Paschen, Broca and Thomson galvanometers. The former have a moving
magnet system whilst the latter is a moving coil galvanometer. Such instru-

ments have to be free from external vibrations, of fairly short period and
shielded from stray magnetic effects. The attainment of good experimental

results is only realized by one experienced in the removal of such difficulties,

and it is with a view to removing the necessity of such galvanometers that the

radiomicrometer and radiometer have been developed.

Mention may be made in passing to the use of the thermionic triodc valve

and telephone in place of the galvanometer. By placing an electrically con-

trolled wire dipper in a mercury cup in the thermopile circuit and passing the

interrupted current through a step-up transformer to the valve-telephone

receiver, delicate audible records may be obtained due to the amplification.

1 Ann. Physik, 33 ,
517 (1910).
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Bellingham ^ points out that this method is more delicate than a galvanometer,

is unaffected by vibrations or magnetic fields and is instantaneous in action,

a point quite unattainable even in the most dead-beat galvanometers.

More recently Dr. Moll in Holland has devised a thermopile and galva-

nometer of extreme sensitivity and very great utility. The outstanding feature

of the pile is its very small heat capacity, ensuring rapidity of action without

loss of sensitivity. Thus, in Rubens’ thermopile, more than 15 seconds were
required for the current due to constant radiation to reach its final value,

whilst any attempt to decrease this period was made at the expense of sensi-

tivity. The Moll piles consist of thin strips, each consisting of two strips of

different metals joined end to end and soldered at the other ends to copper bars.

8uch strips may be exposed along their whole length and, by reason of the

difference in heat capacity between the junctions which rest on the copper

bars and the middle junction, the latter, when irradiated, attains a much
higher temperature than the others, while the high conductivity between the

junctions and the small heat capacity of the middle junction cause equilibrium

of temperature to be reached very quickly.

The Moll galvanometer used in connection with these piles has a coil of

about 64 ohms resistance moving in an electromagnetic field actuated by 1 to

1.5 amps, at 4 volts. The instrument is extremely quick in action, having a

period of approximately one second, and is very sensitive. The deflection

per microampere with scale at one meter distance is over 200 mms. The
build of the electromagnetic coil is so heavy that the usual earth tremors and
building vibrations do not affect it at all, whilst the constancy of zero may be

shown by the fact that after a ten minutes deflection of 200 mms. the creep is

less than 3 mms.^

Radiomicrometer: The original instrument as used by Boys and by Paschen ®

consisted of a very small bismuth-silver thermocouple connected in series with

a loop of copper or silver wire suspended in vacuo between the poles of a fixed

magnet, the weight of the whole suspension being from 10 to 15 milligrams.

On exposing the thermocouple to radiation, the junction becomes heated,

causing an electrical current to flow through the wire loop, which is immediately
deflected in the magnetic field. In this simple state, although not susceptible

to extraneous electrical or magnetic effects, the lightness of the suspension

and its sensitivity render it liable to outside radiation effects as well as vibra-

tions, causing a poor zero reading. Great improvement was afforded by H. C.

Jones ^ who added a second thermocouple, identical with the first but connected
in opposition with it. External heat effects then affected both couples simul-

^ Nature, 111, 534 (1923).

2 This new combination of thermopile and galvanometer goes far on the way to a solution

of most of the problems which are encountered in infra-red work, and is to be recommended
strongly, especially to those new to the work, who are inexperienced in the usual difficulties

to be overcome in other instruments. The manufacture of these instruments is in the hands
of the Cambridge and Paul Scientific Instrument Company, London.

* Ann. Physik, 48
, 272 (1893).

4 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 776 (1915).
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taneously, the net effect being zero. For use with an infra-red spectrometer,
radiation was only focused on one element, the second being temporarily out
of action. Unpublished work of the author, however, has shown that the
element exposed under such conditions acts itself as a radiator, affecting the
auxiliary couple and consequently causing incorrect readings. The extent of

this effect is small but nevertheless is sufficient to affect the accurate determina-
tion of intensities.

Radiometer: The principle of the radiometer differs entirely from that of

any of the above instruments in that it is not eleetrical in nature. Two small

strips of blackened mica or platinum, of about one or two milligrams weight
each, balance one another vertically about a fine glass rod, from two to three

centimeters long, to which is attached also a small mirror, the whole suspended
by a quartz fiber. The suspension is enclosed in a convenient receptacle which
can be exhausted to a very high vacuum. On exposing one of the vanes to

radiation by means of a slit, the vane becomes warmed and the traces of air

which remain in the instrument bombard the surface more violently and cause

it to be deflected. The deflection, too^ is partially due to the light pressure on it.

The sensitivity depends on the lightness of the suspension and fineness of the

quartz fiber, and on the vacuum in the instrument. A critical point is reached
on exhausting after which, on further decreasing the pressure, the sensitivity

also decreases.

The radiometers as used by Nichols ^ and Coblentz ^ were extremely sensi-

tive instruments but had long periods and were consequently very slow in

working; they were susceptible to the slightest vibration, necessitating an
isolation from all possible mechanical vibrations during the course of an in-

vestigation. One of Coblentz^s radiometers, however, which possessed a

heavier suspension, though not being quite so sensitive, was nevertheless

capable of being used under quite ordinary conditions, and it would seem that,

with care, one could assemble a radiometer to suit any given conditions.

Such instruments as the radiometer and radiomicrometer must necessarily

be built up by the investigator, as the instruments generally on the market do
not in any way approach the sensitivity required in infra-red work and it is

probably for this reason that greater use has not been made of them, especially

the radiometer, which is undoubtedly the most sensitive instrument obtainable.

Photo-electric Cells: More recently, the change of resistance of selenium on
exposure to light has been used as a means for measuring radiation, but, since

the maximum sensitivity occurs only in the near infra-red, selenium cells are

only adaptable for special limited portions of the spectrum. The same applies

to the potassium and potassium hydride photoelectric cells,* which are more
useful in the visible and ultra-violet than in the infra-red region. Coblentz ^

finds that the thalofide cell, that is, a cell containing thallium oxysulphide, is

1 Ann, PhysiK 60, 402 (1897).

2 Investigation of Infra-red Spectra, Carnegie Inst. Pubs., 35 (1905), 65 (1906), 97 (1908).

® Coblentz, Bull. Bur. Stands., 14, 512 (1918-19).
* Coblentz, Bull. Bur. Stands., 16, 253 (1920).
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sensitive up to 3 ju and may conveniently be used in this region as a general

measuring instrument. Such cells are worked in conjunction with a delicate

galvanometer, the cell forming one arm of a Wheatstone bridge, which becomes
unbalanced by a change in resistance in the cell on exposure.

Photography: In concluding these methods of registering radiation the

applicability of photography to the infra-red region should be mentioned.

One of the earliest attempts at infra-red investigation was made by Abney
and Festing ^ who used photographic plates in which the silver bromide emul-

sions in the collodion appeared red by transmitted light. Data were obtained

up to 1.2 ju and in some cases even to 2 /z, though subsequent attempts to

reproduce similar effects have failed.

Using dicyanin as a sensitizer on ordinary panchromatic plates, Meggers ^

obtained the spectra of various metallic arcs to 0.9 jw and the solar spectrum

to l.O //. The spectral detail attainable by photographic means makes it far

superior to any other mode of examination. It is limited, however, in range,

as shown, but serves to give exceedingly valuable information in a region where

the dispersion is small. The numerous bands obtaining in this region are

difficult to detect by other radiometric means. The importance of this region

will be seen later in discussing the relations between absorption spectra and
chemical reaction.

Calibration of Spectrometer: The determination of the wave-length of a

particular ray emerging from an infra-red spectrometer depends on the type

of instrument used. In calibrating a spectrometer which employs a grating

to spectrolyze the radiation, the size of the rulings and the angles of diffraction

at the grating will give at once the wave-lengths emitted. With a prism,

however, the calibration is more difficult. The first method used was an inter-

ference method due to Mouton.^ The work of Rubens and Paschen {loc. ciL)

has now given us very accurately the indices of refraction of rock salt, sylvine,

quartz, namely, those substances which are generally used for prisms; con-

sequently, the wave-length of the rays from such prisms may be calculated for

a given angle of emergence of the ray.^

Since, as a rule, the receiving instrument must remain stationary, the

successive portions of the spectrum are projected thereon, by rotating the

prism, maintaining the latter at constant deviation by means of a mirror-prism

device described by Wadsworth.® The prism may then be rotated by a drum-
head on which is calibrated directly the wave-length of the ray emerging at

any given position. That the receiving instrument is then correctly situated

relative to the spectrometer is determined by observing such a definite band
head as the 4.40 jjl emission band for carbon dioxide in the following way.

The deflections given by the receiving instrument, which has been set approxi-

mately in position relative to the spectrometer, of the radiation from a Hefner

^Phil. Trans., 172, 887 (1882).

^Bull. Bur. Stands., 14, 371 (1918-19).

*Ann. Chim. Phys., (5) 18, 145 (1879).

*Cf. Coblentz, Part 1, Carnegie Inat, Pub. No. 35 (1905).

Mag., (5) 38, 346 (1894).
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lamp burning amyl acetate or from a bunsen burner, are taken for several wave-

lengths around 4.40 /x. These deflections on plotting against wave-length

should exhibit a maximum at 4.40 jjl. If such is not the case, the receiving

instrument is moved slightly until, finally, the emerging ray from the spectrom-

eter is focused centrally on the receiving plate of the receiver, as evidenced

by the correctness of position of the observed emission band.

With such an arrangement of spectrometer and measuring instrument,

one is then in a position to measure the quality of infra-red radiation from

various sources in precisely the same manner as that just given. Plotting the

deflections against wave-length, a smooth curve is obtained which exhibits

certain maxima and minima, from which a comparative knowledge is obtained

of the emission at various wave-lengths of the source of radiation employed.

Such emissive intensities are not in absolute units, but depend on the receiving

instrument employed. It is possible, however, knowing the absolute sensi-

tivity of the instrument used, to give such intensities in absolute units. We
shall see later that such is seldom necessary as comparative methods are

usually employed.

If, now, a cell holding a liquid be interposed between the source of radiation

and the spectrometer, and the deflections at various wave-lengths are again

taken, the resulting curve no longer resembles that previously obtained, due

to the absorption by the liquid at certain wave-lengths. The data so afforded

depend on the intensity of the source of radiation at the various wave-lengths

and do not give absolute measures of the absorption. If the intensity of the

source were known in absolute units, the true absorption could be calculated.

As previously mentioned, a comparative method offers a solution of the problem

more easily.

Infka-red Absorption Spectra

Let us consider at the outset somewhat theoretically the method of ob-

serving absorption spectra in the infra-red. Coblentz observes the intensity,

as measured by the deflection of his measuring instrument, of the radiation

passing through either a rock salt plate or a cell made up of two rock salt

plates, each of which is half the thickness of the first plate, the cell containing

the substance under investigation. The ratio of these two transmission in-

tensities is taken as the fractional transmission of a thickness of the substance

in the second cell. H. C. Jones {loc. cit.) points out that, by using a differ-

ential method,’^ that is, by comparing two cells each containing the same sub-

stance to be examined but of different thicknesses, corrections for reflection

at the outer surfaces of the cells and also for the difference in the refractive

index of cell wall and substance examined are eliminated. Coblentz,^ on this

point, states that the loss of energy by reflection or absorption of cell wall is

uniform up to 2.4 /x, but he employs the method as far as 10 and 15 m-

Comparing two cells, containing the substance under investigation, of

different thicknesses di and the intensity of the incident light /o is related

1 Bur. Stands. Sci. Papers, No. 418 (1921).
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to that emitted after passing through each cell by the ordinary absorption
equations, namely:

/i =

where k is the absorption coefficient of the substance. The effective thickness

of substance examined is, however,

di — dt = d.

Hence, the intensity of radiation emitted by a thickness d is

///o =

which, from the above equations, is seen equal to hH^. Hence, we have:

///o = /1//2,

Cell A CellB
Fig. 1

that is, the ratio of the intensities

of radiation transmitted through

two different thicknesses of sub-
® stance is equal to the fractional

transmission of a thickness which is

the difference between the two
thicknesses examined. Up to this

point, only the actual substance in

the cell has been considered. It is necessary to consider also the effect of the
cell walls on the transmissions.

Consider two cells A and By as shown in Fig. 1, each consisting say of two
quartz plates of equal thickness enclosing a certain depth of liquid. Let To
be the intensity of the incident light, the same in both cases. On meeting
the first quartz plate Tq suffers some reflection from the quartz-air surface,

again identical in the two cases. In passing through the quartz plate there

is some absorption by the quartz, and at the quartz-liquid surface again a
reflection, which, since the plates are both the same thickness and the surfaces

of reflection are the same in the two cells, will not differ one from the other.

The intensity 7o of the light actually incident on the liquid is therefore the same
in both cells.

Let 1 1 and /2 be the intensities of the light after parsing through the liquid

in A and B respectively, and Ti and T2 the final emerging rays. In going from
/i to Tiy and from 72 to T2 there is again a reflection at the liquid-quartz surface,

an absorption by the quartz, and a reflection at the quartz-air surface.

At the first reflection 7i suffers a decrease fractionally proportional to its

intensity. Denoting this fraction by x, the intensity after the first reflection

becomes :

7i - xli = 7i(l ~ x).

The subsequent absorption by the quartz follows the above absorption law,
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giving as emerging intensity

/i(l -

where a is the coefficient of absorption of quartz and t is the thickness of the

quartz plate.

At the last reflection at the quartz-air surface there is again a fractional

decrease, say y, of the incident intensity. The final intensity Ti is therefore

given by

Ti = 1,(1 -
2/).

For cell 5, in a similar manner, we have

Ti = /aCl - - 2/),

since the fractional decreases due to reflection depend wholly on the surface,

which is identical in the two cells, and the quartz plates arc the same thickness

throughout. Whence it follows that

h/h = T,/Ti,

that is, the ratio of the intensities of the radiation finally transmitted from the

cells gives the fractional transmission, and therefore the percentage trans-

mission, of a thickness of liquid which is the difference in thickness between

the two cells examined.

Strictly speaking, then, any other method than the comparison of two
different thicknesses of the same substance is inaccurate, in that the reflections

in the two cells will not be identical. The work of Coblentz, however, would

show at least that, for mere identification of position of a band head, the other

method suffices. Nevertheless, on attempting to deduce a value for the ab-

sorption coefficient k in the above expressions, the values of the fractional

transmissions are not found to yield a constant which is independent of thick-

ness, as should be the case from the expression.

Incidentally, it may be mentioned that unpublished work by the author

shows that the determination, with a reasonable degree of precision, of the

absorption coefficient of a liquid such as water, benzene or heptane, in the

short infra-red region is one of the greatest difficulty, owing to the enormous

heating effect, due to the large physical absorption, which occurs in an ex-

tremely thin layer on the exposed side of the liquid. In fact, the only satis-

factory mode of working is to renew the liquid rapidly during exposure. This

matter of temperature control would appear to be of greater account in the

'^differential method” of observation than in the method used by Coblentz,

because, in the former case, one compares two cells of different thickness and

therefore of different heat capacity which would give rise to different temper-

atures in the two cells and hence to transmission intensities which are not truly

comparable. Coblentz, on the other hand, could utilize this effect in main-

taining such a body as phenol as a liquid during a complete examination from
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1 /i to 7 M whilst at the same time obtaining transmission data for the phenol,

which was at approximately the same temperature throughout.

We are now in a position to give a definite practical method for determining

the absorption spectrum of any body. Let us assume, for convenience, that

we wish to plot the absorption spectrum of nitrobenzene, using a radiometer

as measuring instrument. First, two cells are constructed which are virtually

small boxes possessing quartz windows having an inlet and outlet through
which the liquid passes continuously during the examination. The distance

between the windows in each cell gives the thickness of the cell, that is, the

thickness of the layer of liquid examined. The cells are mounted on a carrier

immediately in front of the radiometer window. By means of suitable stops

the cells may be brought in turn before the window in exactly the same position

throughout the run. With the cells in this position, the light passing through

them is practically monochromatic, having already passed through the spec-

trometer. The heating effect is thereby greatly reduced from what it would
have been had the cells been exposed to the full radiation of the source before

being analyzed by passing through the spectrometer.

It must be noted that the sensitivity of the receiving instruments previously mentioned
is so great that it is imperative for precise observation to take readings at a distance of about
eight feet from the apparatus, preferably enclosing the instruments in a small room with an
observation window, or taking observations through a large glass screen as a precaution

against the heating effect of the body.

The source of radiation is separated from the spectrometer by a water-

cooled shutter which can be raised when required by means of a cord running

to the observer behind the screen. The deflections of the radiometer are taken

by observing, with an illuminated scale and telescope, also behind the screen

away from the instruments, the reflection of the scale in the mirror in the radi-

ometer. The prism is then set at a certain wave-length and the deflection for

one cell observed by noting the zero of the radiometer through the telescope,

raising the shutter and thereby exposing the cell, and noting the maximum
deflection obtained. This is repeated three or four times. The cells are then

interchanged by sliding the carrier along, and the process repeated for the

second cell at the same wave-length. The ratio of the mean of these readings

gives the fractional transmission at that wave-length. By repeating these

observations at frequent intervals throughout the region to be examined, a

series of transmissions are obtained which, on plotting graphically against wave-

length, gives a transmission curve or, what is almost identical, an absorption

curve. A typical example is shown in the graph in Fig. 2. The curve is for a

layer of net thickness 0.2686 cm, of nitrobenzene from 0.8 fx to 3.4 /x. From
the curve, one observes that nitrobenzene absorbs to differing extents at posi-

tions 1.0 ju, 1.4 fXy 1.7 jjLy 2.8 /X and 3.25 /x.

The question naturally arises as to what is the cause, and what the mecha-

nism of such absorption? It was with a view towards the elucidation of this

problem that Coblentz made his extensive investigations into infra-red ab-

sorption spectra. Having pointed out that emission spectra generally impljr
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a high temperature and therefore an uncertainty of the composition or con-

stitution of the radiator, the absorption spectra as ordinarily measured at

room temperatures will correspond to

a constitution of which we have full

knowledge. Although, in gases,
the molecules have a greater free ^
space in which to vibrate, yet, even

in highly complex organic bodies, it

is possible for single groups of atoms

in the molecule to exhibit the natural o

frequencies which they would have .|

in simpler bodies. c

With this end in view Coblentz jfc

examined the absorption spectra of

over 130 organic compounds up to B

15 /X. They include solids, liquids g
and gases and belong to all the prin- ®

cipal groups of organic compounds.
^

The work of previous investigators,^

which need not be considered here,

was repeated and extended, whilst

corrections were made where
obvious errors had occurred.

From a study of isomeric as opposed to stereoisomcric compounds, Coblentz

showed that the arrangement of atoms in the molecules, that is, the structure

of the molecules, has a great influence on the absorption, in contrast to the

spatial configuration which has no effect. Thus, dextro and la3Vo-pinene have

identical spectra. Various subgroups were found to have particular bands,

for example, the amino and methyl groups at 2.96 /x and 3.43 /x respectively.

The occurrence of harmonics in the band positions of various compounds was

pointed out. Thus, in bodies exhibiting the effects of a methyl group, maxi-

mum absorption occurs at 0.84 /x, 1.70 /x, 3.43 ju, 6.8 /x, and 13.6 ju- The effect

of the ortho, meta and para disubstitution of benzene was studied, showing

the dissymmetry of the ortho compounds and increased symmetry up to para

compounds, by a larger shifting of the head of the benzene band at 3.25 /x

towards the longer wave-length by the former than by the latter.

Coblentz finally concluded that the source of absorption bands in the infra-

red is a nucleus'^ or ^‘ion^^ within the molecule, but refrains from identifying

definitely between any certain group and the ^‘ion.^' The more recent ad-

vances made on the constitution of the atom and the molecule have led to the

observation that the atoms within the molecule are the cause of infra-red

1 Angstrom, Ofversigt. af. Kon. Akad. Forhandl. Stockholm, Nr. 7 (1890). Julius, Verhl,

Kon. Akad. Amsterdam (1892). Paschen, Ann. Physik, 53, 336 (1894). Kriiss, Z. physik.

Chem., 2, 372 (1888), ibid., 18, 559 (1895). Ransohofif, Diss. Berlin (1896). Rubens and

Aschkinass (inter alia), Ann. Physik, 64, 584 (1898). Puccianti, Nuov. Cim., 11 , 241 (1900).
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absorption, whilst the electrons in the atoms are revealed only in the ultra-

violet region.

The ideas set afoot by Coblentz^s work have been greatly advanced recently

in the hands of Henri ^ and Baly,^ working independently on the problem of

absorption spectra and chemical reactivity. Whereas, in Coblentz's work,

the spectra were restricted to the infra-red only, Henri and Baly have extended

the relations to absorption in the visible and ultra-violet regions. From a

study of 240 bodies, chiefly organic, Henri shows that it is possible to obtain

some idea of the mechanism of molecular structure from a study of absorption

spectra. He claims to have shown that there is a strict relationship between

the positions of absorption in the ultra-violet and infra-red regions, namely,

that the former are integral sub-multiples of some fixed infra-red wave-length

in the absorption spectrum of that body; where there is more than one infra-red

band, the ultra-violet bands are the same integral submultiples of them. From
this he concludes that the molecule is composed of vibrators varying in size

from that of the electron to that of the molecule as a whole and that their

separate motions are interdependent in much the same manner as the wheels

of a clock depend one upon the other. Such a view of the molecule offers a

reasonable explanation of the mechanism of physical absorption whereby a

body becomes heated. Any absorption which does not go towards producing

chemical reaction provokes within the molecule movements of other vibrators

at a lower frequency. This will proceed until the final vibration corresponds

with the far infra-red frequencies, and it is these vibrations which heat the body.

From these conclusions, Henri proceeds to demonstrate with remarkable ,

accuracy how it is possible to calculate the absorption spectra from a knowl-

edge of the constitution of a body and vice versa; he finally concludes that the

stability of a body may be measured by the energy necessary to decompose a

molecule, which energy may be measured from the absorption of the body.

Whereas Henri arrived at these conclusions from a purely practical point

of view, Baly attempted a more theoretical theory of absorption, fluorescence

and phosphorescence, with much the same results. The theory is developed

along two lines. First, the electromagnetic fields surrounding the atom, as

used by Humphreys to explain the Zeeman and pressure-shift effects, are

applied to molecules. The separate existence of such atoms in the molecule

must be metastable and the electromagnetic force fields will condense with the

escape of energy. A molecule in which the atomic fields are fully condensed

will be extremely stable and show no reactivity. Such closed fields can be

opened to promote reaction either by other molecules possessing residual

aflfinity, that is, only partially closed fields, such as solvents, or by the action

of light which is selectively absorbed. Obviously, there will be definite equi-

libria between the closed fields of the molecule and the partially closed ones

of the solvent. Such stages will be characterized by a definite absorption.

The light absorbed is emitted sometimes as infra-red and at other times as

1 Photochimie, 1919.

^Astrophys. J., 42, (1) 4 (1915).
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visible or ultra-violet, when fluorescence or phosphorescence is manifested.

These latter, therefore, mean energy emission at a frequency also characteristic

of the molecular system. Experimental proof is afforded by the existence of

intermediate stages in chemical reactions, by the variation of absorption with

progressive dilution and by the fact that the fluorescence emission of certain

organic compounds in one solvent has the same frequency as the light absorbed

by the same compound in a different solvent.

Combining these observations with the work of Bjerrum ^ on rotational

frequencies, Baly deduces the integral relationships also found by Henri and

shows, too, that the absorption spectra may be calculated from the molecular

frequencies which, according to Bjerrum, may be obtained directly from the

moment of inertia of the molecule.^ The conclusions of Baly would therefore

seem to be more theoretical than those of Henri, though the practical con-

firmation of the theory in the latter case would also confirm Balyas views.

Shaefer and Schubert ® whilst examining the reflection, as opposed to the

absorption spectra, of various solid carbonates and sulphates up to 20 ju, find

that the infra-red properties of these bodies may be deduced from their optical

behavior in the visible and, since such properties as dispersion and double

refraction depend only on the electronic vibrations and therefore on the ultra-

violet frequencies, they conclude that there must exist some relation between

the infra-red and ultra-violet.

Such relations between ultra-violet and infra-rod would seem to imply some
connection between the electronic, atomic and molecular vibrations and rota-

tions, as would also be the case from the semi-empirical relation due to Haber.^

His relation connects the characteristic infra-red frequency, Vr, that is, the

frequency of the residual ray which is capable of accounting for the specific

heat of the substance, and the characteristic ultra-violet frequency Vv which

corresponds with the maximum of the selective photoelectric effect, in the

following way:

VrIVv =

where m is the mass of the electron and M is the molecular weight of the sub-

stance. A discussion as to the significance of M is given by Lewis in general,

good agreement is to be found between the results experimentally observed

and those calculated from the above expression.

Such ideas of a definite relation between the various vibrations occurring

simultaneously in a molecule would not in general appear necessary from the

present point of view of the structure of the molecule. There would therefore

seem to be some inconsistency between the two, which requires further eluci-

dation.

^Z. FAcktrochem., 17, 731 (1911); 18, 101 (1912).

2 Euoken, Verh. deut. physik. Ges., 15, 1159 (1913). von Bahr, ihid., 15, 731, 1154 (1913).

3 Ann. Physik, 50, 283 (1916).

^ Haber, Verh. deut. physik. Ges., 13, 1117 (1911).

6 J. Chem. Soc., Ill, 1086 (1917).
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A further example of the work done in the short infra-red region is that

due to H. C. Jones ^ and co-workers, which comprises an examination of the

infra-red absorption coefficients of a number of inorganic salts in various

solvents. The investigation bore in a general manner on the concept of solu-

tion and the theory of solvation advanced by Jones. The region covered in

the investigation was from 0.6 to 1.3 fx. Determinations were made of the

absorption of water and five simple alcohols as solvents, and salts of cobalt,

nickel, iron and chromium in those solvents, as solutions, using a grating

spectrometer and radiomicrometer. The similarity of position of maxima and

minima in the curves of the solvents was pointed out and likewise the magnitude

of the absorption coefficients. The molecular absorption coefficients of solu-

tions of varying concentration were measured and plotted against wave-length

and also against concentration. It was found, qualitatively, that, in general,

the molecular absorption coefficient is not a constant as would be necessary

from Beer's law, but varies with the dilution, in some cases increasing and in

others decreasing on dilution. The deviations are comparatively small except

at certain points in the spectra near a solvent band head, but no quantitative

explanation is offered beyond the general hypothesis of solvent complex or

solvate formation, which, in fact, would nullify their original assumption that

the absorption coefficient was made up of that of the solvent and that of the

solute as such. There remains the possibility, however, that Jones was finding

the same difficulty as that experienced by the author mentioned previously,

namely, that the apparent absorption coefficient, as directly measured by the

instrument employed, is not a constant but depends on the thickness used

(a point apparently peculiar to the radiomicrometer); the results would not

then be comparable between different solvents, even using the same thickness

of solution throughout, as was actually the case. Nevertheless, the data

collected may be useful and would probably repay the time spent in an attempt

to elucidate an explanation. The region examined is an extremely useful one

from the point of view of the radiation theory of chemical reaction as will be

seen later, and would probably assist in the solution of the mechanism of the

action of such salts as catalysts.

So far, we have dealt only with the causes and results of absorption in the

near infra-red. Mention has already been made of the residual ray method of

Rubens for finding the absorption of bodies in the far infra-red, and a rough

outline of the method given. The original papers ^ should be consulted to

obtain some idea of the extent and thoroughness of the work. To take but

one example, quartz was found to absorb, amongst other positions, at 8.85 fx

and 20.75 jjl. The question again arises, how are we to account for these

positions from the point of view of the constitution of the quartz molecule?

The answer may be best given by an example due to Campbell.® Assuming the

> Hulbert and Hutchinson, Carnegie Inst. Washington, No. 260.

^ Inter alia, Rubens and Aschkinass, Ann. Physik, 65, 241 (1898). Rubens and Wood,

Phil Mag., 21. 249 (1911).

8 Campbell, Modem Electrical Theory, 2d Ed., pp. 46-48.
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validity of the electronic theory of dispersion, it may be shown that the electrons

are not the only charged systems in a medium which, under the action of

elastic forces, have free periods capable of affecting the refractive index; there

are also the atoms and molecules containing these electrons. On displacement

of an electron, such systems become positively charged and come under the

influence of forces due to the neighboring molecules, possibly causing them to

vibrate with periods approximately the same as that of light. Making due

allowance for such possible changes, it is found that agreement between experi-

mentally determined infra-red frequencies and those calculated on the above

basis is only rendered possible by ascribing to the molecule under considera-

tion a definite constitution. Thus, on the simple basis of the theory, it may
be shown that

where Nn is the number of electrons of mass mo and charge e in unit volume,

having a free period corresponding to Xn, c is the velocity of light in vacuo and

5 is a constant measurable experimentally for each wave-length Xi, X 2 ,
Xj • • • Xn.

Assuming now that, together with the electrons, a part of the molecule is also

capable of vibrations corresponding to Xn, we must replace Nn by N the number

of molecules per unit volume, e by ke where k is an integer and mo by TFm where

W is the molecular weight of that part of the molecule which is capable of

vibrating and m is the mass of the hydrogen atom (taking hydrogen as the

basis of atomic weight). Hence,

Bn__ N¥e^

Xn^ TWme^

Rubens found, for quartz, that the values of Bn corresponding to the absorp-

tion wave-lengths 8.85 fx and 20.75 yL were

when

= 4.745 X 10"7 and B^ = 5.930 X lO"®

Xi = 8.85 X 10~* cm., X 2 = 20.75 X 10“* cm.

Substituting in the above expression we obtain:

W = k^ X 1.68 and W = k^ X 4.05.

If we put k = 4: and 2 respectively in these equations, we get TT = 27 and 16

approximately. However, since the atomic weights of silicon and oxygen are

28 and 16, it is reasonable to infer that the infra-red frequencies corresponding

to the wave-lengths observed are due to (a) an atom of silicon carrying four

electrons and (6) an atom of oxygen carrying two electrons. Thus, with the

aid of present electronic theories, we are able to ascribe each definite absorp-

tion frequency to the vibration of a definite arrangement within the molecule,

which is of great assistance in the elucidation of constitution.^

^Seo also, Eucken, Jahrb.f. Rad* u, Elektronik, 17, 361 (1920).
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Effect of Temperature on Absorption

Coblentz {loc. cit.) finds in his investigations of the infra-red absorption

spectra that, for a rise of 10 or 15° C., the effect on the absorption is practically

negligible, but notices that there may be a slight shift of the head of the band
towards the longer wave-lengths. Grantham ^ studying the effect of temper-

ature on the absorption of certain colored glasses, over the range 80-300° C.,

finds that, as the temperature rises, the absorption decreases slightly in the

region of an absorption band and causes a shift of the transmission band
towards the longer wave-lengths; the shift is greater on the more refrangible

side of the band.

Reinkober ^ arrives at the same conclusions from a study of the selective

reflection of ammonium salts in the infra-red, over the temperature range
— 175° C. to 120° C. He finds that decreasing the temperature gives an

increase in the reflection intensity (which is equivalent to an increase in the

absorption) and that the selective bands become sharper and shift towards

the shorter wave-lengths. The effect is not very large considering the temper-

ature range, but is sufficiently marked to be determinable accurately.

This definite temperature effect must not be confused with that previously

mentioned, where a difference in temperature was giving rise to fictitious

readings in the transmission values, although the above true effect would also

be entering in as well.

Radiation Theory of Chemical Reaction

The study of infra-red absorption spectra has, of late years, received a

definite impetus owing to the recent theories of chemical reaction. The funda-

mental problem for the chemist today is the determination of the primary

cause of reaction. That this is to be identified with the radiational environ-

ment and the ability of molecules to absorb energy is the simple basis of the

Radiation Hypothesis as suggested by Trautz,® Lewis ^ and Perrin.® Kruger ®

had shown that such phenomena as solution, solubility, solution pressure and
electrolytic dissociation may be explained qualitatively on the basis of radia-

tion, since each could be linked up with the dielectric constant. Trautz, too,

had pointed out that even thermal reactions, that is, reactions in which the

temperature of the effective radiation is identical with that of the system,

may be regarded as ultimately photochemical, namely, brought about by the

absorption of radiation, with the distinction that such thermal reactions are

due to absorption of infra-red radiation.

The work of Lewis and Perrin was to extend this idea and to make it

applicable in a quantitative manner. The definite advance made is due to

^Phys. Rev., 16, 565 (1920).
a Z. Physik, 3, 318 (1920).

»Z. anorg. Chem., 102, 81 (1918); 106, 149 (1919).

* J, Chem. Soc., 1914-22. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1922 et seq.

^ Ann. de Phys., 11, 4 (1919).

flZ. Elektrochem., 17, 453 (1911).
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the quantization of the radiation which could effect reaction. The theoretical

treatment of the theory being more fully dealt with elsewhere, it remains only

for us to consider the general bearing which infra-red absorption spectra have

on the theory.

The simplest formulation of the radiation theory of ordinary or thermal

reactions as developed by Lewis assumes that chemical change is due to a

specific frequency of radiation characteristic of the substance involved. Intro-

ducing the concept of activation inherent in Marcelin^s ^ statistical treatment

and combining Marcelin^s equation for the critical increment or energy of

activation with the radiational equation based on the above assumption, we
are led, of necessity, to a relation for thermal reactions which is identical with

that of Einstein for photochemical processes. One quantum of energy, of the

characteristic frequency v involved, is necessary to decompose or activate a

single molecule. From the numerical values of critical increments (which are

obtained directly from measurements of the temperature coefficients of velocity

constant), together with the above relation, it is possible to calculate the

activating frequency or wave-length. Such calculations show that for the

majority of reactions this lies in the short infra-red.

Thus, according to Marcelin and Rice,

dlogk _ E
(IT RT^'

where k is the velocity constant of the reaction, T is the absolute temperature,

R is the gas constant, and E is the amount of energy necessary to raise the

average internal energy of the molecule to the critical energy, having which

the molecule will react.

On integrating the expression we have

ki R

Knowing the velocity constant at two temperatures or, what is equivalent,

the temperature coefficient of velocity constant, we may calculate the critical

increment E. Then, employing the radiation expression, which is identical

with P^instein^s photochemical law, namely,

E = Nhv,

where N is the Avogadro number, h is Planck’s constant and v is the frequency

characteristic of the absorbable radiation, we may find the value of the frequency

V and hence calculate the corresponding wave-length X. As has been said,

for most reactions, this wave-length is found to lie in the short infra-red region,

and to confirm the theory most directly there remains to show, first that the

reacting substance will absorb radiation at this position, and, secondly, that

on absorbing this energy the system will react more rapidly than it would if

it were unexposed to such radiation.

1 Compt. Rend., 158, 161 (1914). See also Rice, Brit. Rep,^ 397 (1915).
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The first direct proof that a substance which is undergoing change exhibits

a characteristic absorption band the position of which is in quantitative agree-

ment with that calculated on the radiation hypothesis was obtained by the

author recently.^ The reaction studied was the decomposition of triethyl

sulphonium bromide in various solvents, the kinetics of which reaction had
been previously studied by von Halban.^ A Hilger infra-red spectrometer,

and a radiomicrometer as measuring instrument were used. The absorption

spectra of the pure solvent and of a solution of the triethyl sulphonium bromide

in the solvent were examined and superimposed. It was found that the curve

for the solution exhibited in every case a new band which was not present in

the solvent curve. This new band was due to the bromide present and the

position was found to agree satisfactorily with that calculated according to

the theory. Thus, from the results of von Halban, for the rate of decomposition

of the bromide in eight different solvents, the position of absorption was calcu-

lated according to the theory and compared with the positions observed. The
following table shows the values obtained.

TABLE I

Aj3sorption op Triethyl Sulphonium Bromide

Observed Calculated

iSolvcnt
Wave-lcnsth Wave-length

in p in M

Nitrobenzene 1.05 1.00

Tetrachloroethane . 0.90 0.91

Propyl Alcohol 0.89 0.84

Amyl Alcohol 0.83 0.85

Benzyl Alcohol 0.80 0.78

Acetic Acid 0.93 0.97

Acetone 1.30 0.96

Chloroform 1.00 0.85

The agreement between the calculated and observed positions of absorption

is satisfactory in the case of the first six solvents. In the case of acetone, von

Halban shows that triethyl sulphonium bromide is ionized in that solvent,

whilst it polymerizes in chloroform, yielding velocity constant data which show

little or no concordance among themselves and are therefore not strictly

amenable to the above calculation. In the latter case, however, one is led to

conclude that the polymerized molecule does not decompose as a whole but

first depolymerizes before decomposing into ethyl bromide and diethyl sulphide.

Other examples which have not only offered confirmation of the theory but

have led to a definite indication of the mechanism of the reaction have been

studied.® In this case, the temperature coefficient of the velocity of inver-

sion of sucrose as found by Moran suggested on the radiation theory that

1 Taylor and Lewis, J, Chem, Soc.y 121, 665 (1922).

2 Z. physik, Chem., 67, 129 (1909).

3 Moran and Taylor, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 2886 (1922).
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sucrose should absorb in aqueous solution at 0.815 jw. The position of the
band observed at 0.875 is in satisfactory agreement when allowance is made
for the fact that sucrose in water is possibly present as a tetrahydrate whereas
the inversion process is said to proceed from sucrose dihydrate. Further,
since an aqueous solution of fructose also absorbs at 0.875 m whilst a glucose

solution does not, the result suggested that the sucrose inversion originates in

the fructose portion of the sucrose molecule.

Some work with Garrett was on the hydrolysis and formation of 7-butyro-
lactone from 7-hydroxybutyric acid. The observed bands in aqueous solution

again agreed well with those calculated from the kinetics. Other cases have
been studied with similar results and will be found in the original papers in the

literature.

That the energy required for reaction may be absorbed not in a single

quantum of a certain frequency as required by the first simple statement of

the theory, but in terms of several quanta at a correspondingly lower frequency
is evident from the experiments of Daniels and Johnston.^ From their data
it is found that the critical increment of nitrogen pentoxide is 24,700 calories

and this should correspond to a wave-length 1.16 ju. The authors find, how-
ever, that radiation of this wave-length does not decompose nitrogen pentoxide.

Hence, the thermal process does not occur through one quantum at this

frequency. Daniels and Johnston point out that 1.16 ju corresponds to a

frequency exactly five times the most marked band in the infra-red spectrum
of nitrogen pentoxide, namely, at X = 5.81 m observed by Warburg and Leit-

hauser; * even though the authors do not explicitly connect the two observa-

tions, it is evident that the possibility of making up the required energy in

terms of five such sub-quanta presents itself. Further, nitrogen pentoxide

possesses another band at 3.4 /i which is approximately three times that calcu-

lated, in which case three sub-quanta at 3.4 jjl would be sufficient to furnish

the required energy for the reaction.

A further case investigated by the author is in the formation of dianthracene

from anthracene.^ It was found that thermal polymerization might occur, in

solution in phenetol, by means of four quanta at a frequency corresponding to

1.8 M at which position a solution of anthracene in phenetol does absorb; photo-

polymerization occurs at 460 nfi.

Attempts which have been made so far towards the second confirmation of

the theory, namely, to show that radiation of the characteristic frequency is

photochemically efficient in accelerating the reaction, have not met with the

success which might be expected. The results in the increased hydrolysis of

methyl acetate in presence of sunlight as studied by Rideal and Hawkins *

can be explained on the basis of experimental error alone. The acceleration

of the inversion of sucrose, maltose and other sugars under the action of tropical

1 J. Am. Chem. Soc., 43, 72 (1921).
2 Ann. Physik, (IV) 28, 313 (1909).

•’/. Am. Chem. Soc. 46, 1606 (1924).

4 J. Chem. Soc., 117, 1288 (1920).
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sunlight as given by N. Dhar * has been questioned by Lindemann and Taylor -

and by H. S. Taylor.® Other cases than those of the sugars are also quoted by

Dhar.* The reaction between oxalic and chromic acids in presence of manga-

nous sulphate and sulphuric acid as catalyst is said to proceed four times as

fast when exposed to sunlight as when unexposed. Oxalic acid and potassium

permanganate react in presence of the same catalyst with twice the speed when

exposed as when unexposed. Similarly sodium formate and iodine have their

speed of interaction increased threefold on exposure, whilst potassium oxalate

and iodine show a marked increase in reaction velocity when exposed to sun-

light. In the latter case Dhar states that the reaction is accelerated by blue,

green or violet lights but to a different extent in each case, suggesting that the

activating light is not necessarily restricted to one frequency. Perrin, in this

regard, has suggested that, in place of one single frequency being active, it

might be a series of frequencies acting consecutively and giving rise to the well-

known intermediate compounds.

A recent attempt in Lewis’s laboratory seems apparently to have given a

definite increase in the velocity of inversion of an aqueous solution of sucrose,

linear with the time of exposure, to infra-red radiation, which was restricted

by water filters to the effective region, namely, 1.0 approximately. The fact

that the thickness of the illuminated solution is generally confined to a fraction

of a millimeter owing to the high absorption coefficient of the solvent suggests

that an observed photochemical acceleration in this region may be due to a

purely localized heating effect and not to a true photo-effect, if such a distinc-

tion can be drawn at all in a region where the solvent itself strongly absorbs.

Attention will probably have to be paid to gaseous reactions into which the

problem of solvent media does not enter, although the mere existence of photo-

chemical reactions of any kind is an indirect confirmation of the basic principle,

namely, that radiation is the means whereby a substance obtains the necessary

energy for reaction.

That the existing statement of a radiation theory is the correct one is not

a matter to be discussed here, neither are we concerned to what extent the

present so-called confirmation of the theory holds; suffice that it has been of

interest to see in what way radiation, more particularly of the short wave infra-

red region of the spectrum, is of service, or possible service in the production

of chemical reaction, and how, that being so, one can attempt to prove or dis-

prove the legitimacy of such ideas.

To the research chemist of today, particularly in the physical branch,

there are many widely differing fields for promising investigation. The subject

of this chapter forms one of those fields, which, up to the present, has received

less attention, perhaps, than any other, the reason probably lying in the

* N. Dhar, Proc. Akad. Vetensk. Amsterdam.^ 14, 1324 (1910), 23, 308 (1920); Z. anorg,

allgem, Chem., 119, 177 (1921).

2 Lindemann and Taylor, Nature, 110, 210 (1921).

3 H. S. Taylor. /. Franklin Inst., 197, 15 (1922).

< N. Dhar, J. Chem, Soc„ 123, 1856 (1623).
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difficulty of the work. It has been the aim of the writer to interest the research

student in this branch by placing at his disposal accurate methods for the

measurement of infra-red radiation, and by pointing out, though in a somewhat

meagre manner, the manifold applications of such measurements to other

branches of science. The lack of data generally in this region is of constant

trouble to the worker in other fields. More exact data on the infra-red region

would well repay the efforts of a number of investigators.





CHAPTER XX

COLLOIDAL CHEMISTRY

BY WALTER A. PATRICK, Pii.D.,

Professor of Physical Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

An ideal solution is a mixture of molecules, the properties of which are

the sum of the properties of the components when the latter are so measured
as to express their proportion of the total number of molecules or integral

particles. The above statement contains a generalization or law of solution

that has played a major role in the development of theoretical chemistry.

That solutions consist of a mixture of molecules or ions that are independent
of each other must be considered as an ideal condition that is, in reality, hardly
ever fulfilled. Deviations occur in practically all solutions. In the first place,

attractive forces exist between the various components, and secondly the

ultimate particles are not always single molecules or ions. Therefore, real

solutions obey the law of mixtures only in special cases, or when one of the

components of the solution is present in extremely small proportion.

If the solution contains particles that are larger than single molecules or

ions, we have a type of solution that presents problems of interest from many
different points of view. Such solutions are called colloidal solutions. As
examples we may cite: smoke, fog, gelatine solution, gold sol, finely divided

cadmium in solid cadmium chloride. It will be noted that we have not re-

stricted ourselves to the liquid state but have included both the solid and the

gaseous states in our definition of a colloidal solution. Such an extension is

quite warranted in view of the very general definition of solution that we
have adopted.

If the above concept of a colloidal solution is correct, it is evident that

great attention should be given to the question of the maximum and minimum
size of the aggregate that determines the colloidal state. Unfortunately, it is

impossible to distinguish sharply between true solutions, colloidal solutions,

and suspensions. Furthermore, it is frequently observed that solutions are

encountered that satisfy the criterion of true solution, i.e., the solute comprises
single molecules, and yet exhibit many of the properties of colloidal solutions.

Such behavior is shown by certain dyes of large molecular weight. For the

purpose of rough orientation, a solution that contains a component between
1 /xm-200 ju/x in diameter may be said to show the properties of a colloidal

solution. Such a component is usually termed the disperse phase, while the
remainder of the solution is called the dispeision medium. It must not be
forgotten that the dispersion medium is more finely divided than is the disperse

phase itself, in other words the former phase is subdivided until the molecular

2—20 1277
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state is reached, while in the case of the disperse phase the subdivision is

arrested before the particles consist of single molecules.

We have said that colloidal solutions exhibit properties that differ from

those of true solutions. For example, a colloidal solution of sulphur in water

presents marked differences in properties from a solution of the same con-

centration of sulphur in carbon disulphide. The differences are found in

certain optical properties such as color, Tyndall phenomenon, etc., in properties

that depend upon diffusion, in the colligative properties, and there is also

great difference in the stability of the two solutions. Furthermore, the

viscosity of colloidal solutions often becomes very great, in fact the entire

solution sometimes congeals to a stiff jelly which, in the case of aqueous solu-

tions, is termed a hydrogel.

Many other properties, which may be regarded as corollary to the above,

serve to distinguish colloidal from true solutions. An explanation of these

differences constitutes the subject matter of theoretical colloidal chemistry,

while a systematic compilation of the various colloidal solutions together with

a description of properties and methods of preparation may be said to con-

stitute descriptive colloidal chemistry. It is the purpose of the following pages

to devote practically our complete attention to a discussion of the theoretical

aspects of colloidal chemistry, touching on the descriptive side only insofar as

it is necessary to elucidate our argument.

By a theoretical treatment is meant the correlation of as many of the facts

of descriptive colloidal chemistry as possible with a few fundamental assump-

tions. It is very improbable that we can find a satisfactory answer to all of

our problems at the present time, for many of the experimental observations

are in incomplete form, and furthermore it is quite possible that our funda-

mental postulates are not correctly stated. For example, great difficulty has

long been e?q)erienced in accounting for the phenomenon of hysteresis in the

case of the adsorption of vapors by certain adsorbents.^* When it was

shown that such behavior was immediately connected with the presence of

small amounts of permanent gases, the problem acquired an entire change of

aspect.*'* von Scliroeder’s paradox is a similar example of the influence of

experimental error on theoretical principles.

The two postulates that serve for the correlation or explanation of colloidal

phenomena are: the kinetic theory of matter and the forces of molecular

attraction. It will be necessary to treat of these ideas in some detail in the

following sections in order that these postulates may be in the proper form,

i.e., the kinetic theory must be developed to apply particularly to the move-

ment of large particles, and some satisfactory method of evaluating molecular

attraction must be selected.

Ivan Benmiclen, Z, anorg. Chnn., 5, 466 (1894); 13, 233 (1897); 18. 14 (1898); 30.

265 (1902).
2 J, S. Anderson, Z, pJvjsik. Chem., 88, 191 (1914).

* McGavack and Patrick, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 42, 946 (1920).

<v. Schroedcr, Z. physik. Chem., 45, 109 (1903).
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Brownian Motion

According to the eqiiipartition of energy, in a system of particles in thermal

vibration at constant temperature, each particle possesses the same kinetic

energy regardless of its size. This is a most important principle that underlies

all the colligative properties of solution, and with its aid one can readily under-

stand the movement of colloidal particles or even particles of microscopic size.

It is possible to calculate the velocity of movement of any jiarticle in a given

system provided one knows the velocity of one of the vibrating particles.

For example, if we assume the mean velocity of the water molecule at room
temperature to be 150w/scc., the mean velocity of a particle of 0.4 fjL in diameter

is found as follows: Let nii and m 2 be the molecular weights of the large particle

and the water molecule respectively, and Ci and Ci be the respective velocities.

Cl =
and mi = |7r(0.2)3 X =:= 2.4.10*o,

whore 5 = density of particle, N = Avogadro^s Number;

Cl = 0.4 cm. /sec.

Actual microscope observations of particles of the above size, however, show

a velocity of about 0.0004 cm. /sec., i.c., a thousand fold smaller than the

theoretical velocity. This discrepancy i.s not serious when we consider the

shortness of time that is necessary to employ in order to observe the true

velocity. For particles of the above size, the interval of observation must not

exceed 1/1,000,000 of a second. What is actually measured in the above case

is the horizontal displacement of the particle, which movement is the result

of thousands of tiny zigzag paths.

Naturally with decreasing size of particle the movement increases in velocity

and distance, and therefore, in the case of colloidal solutions, the lirownian ^

motion becomes most striking. The discovery of the iiltramicroscopti ^ brought

a great deal of attention to this phenomenon and revived an interest in the

facts wliich in the case of the microscopic observations of the botanist Brown

were not sufficiently pronounced to warrant a careful investigation.'’ The

thermal vibration of colloidal particles is a most interesting field for the applica-

tion of the theory of probabilities, in fact the latter theory serves as practically

the sole guide in the theoretical development of the subject.

A ver}^ convenient method of studying the Brownian motion is that afforded

by a determination of the distribution of a system of vibrating })articles under

the influence of the attraction of gravity. It is clear that the action of gravity

tends to bring about a condition where all the ])articlcs would be brought to

* R. Brown, Pogg. Ann., 14 , 294 (1828;.

2 Gouy, J. Phys„ 7, 661 (1888).
3 V. Smoliichowski, Ann. Physik, (4) 21, 762 (1906).

4 Einstein, Ann. Physik, (4) 17, 549 (1905).

^ V. Smoluchowski, ibid., (4) 21, 756 (1906).
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the bottom of the contaiiiinfi!; vessel, while the Brownian motion tends to keep

the particles distributed throughout the system. An equilibrium is established

between these two tendencies that results in an unequal distribution of the

particles of the syst(‘in. This method was first employed by Perrin ' in the

case of coarse emulsions, and his findings constituted an important chapter in

the development of the kinetic; theory. The quantitative relationships arc

most clearly brought out by considering the action of gravity in causing a

change of density at various levels in a long column of gas. This variation

of the pressure with the height of a long column of gas is most readily calculated

as follows;

liCt pQ and Do rcjpresent the pressure and density of a gas at the bottom

of the column, while P and D give the corresponding values at some point

higher up. Assuming Boyle's law

D = (1)
-to

furthermore, the variation of the pressure at the point where the pressure

is ecpial to P with any further increase up the column may be written

— (IP = gDdx^ (2)

wh(;re g is tin; gravitational attraction. Substituting for D the above ex-

pression (1), there results

wluuice

- (IP = (3 )

Do ,

.-<J <l-r

i 0 .7x^0
(4 )

or

(3 )

Substituting for the gaseous density its value
,
where M is the molecular

Rl
weight, /? is the gas constant per mol., T tlie absolute temperature, we obtain

(6 )

RT
,
J\

Inasmuch as the i)rc.ssure of a gas at a constant temperature is a function

solely of th(' number of molecules per unit volume, we ma3
’ write

RT Ho
j- = — In — ,

gM n
(7 )

^ Perrin, Compt, rend., 146, 007 (1908); see also “Lets Atonies” by Perrin.
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where tiq represents the number of molecules per unit volume at the bottom
of the column and n the number at a distance .i* above the bottom. In the

case of colloidal systems the molecular weight of the disperse phase may be
expressed as being

M = - Sn)N, (8)

where 8 is density of particle, 8n the density of medium, N is the Avogadro
constant. The distribution relationship therefore in the case of colloidal

solutions becomes

RT
,

no— .

|7rr^(5 -• 8n)Ng n
(0 )

It is therefore clear that systems composed of particles of large diameter
should show large differences in concentration, i.e., number of particles per

unit volume, with relatively small distances from the bottom of the column.

For example, a colloidal gold S{)lutioii made up of particles 10 /z/z in diameter

at a distance 10 cm. from the bottom should contain only y^^th the number of

particles per unit volume that arc present in the bottom layer. However,
no such differences in concentration are ever observed in the case of colloidal

solutions, because of the slow rate of settling of the particles, it being calculable

by Stokes^ law ^ that gold particles of the above size would require seven years

to settle a distance of 10 cm. This fact means that it is practically impossible

to obtain a colloidal system of macroscopic dimensions in equilibrium with

gravity.

Inasmuch as one of the distinguishing characteristics of colloidal solutions

is their small diffusion coefficient, it becomes important to find the quantitative

relationship between the rate of diffusion and the kinetic vibration of the

particles. It is easy to see in a qualitative sense that th(^ thermal agitation

is the mechanism by means of which molecules or i)articl(‘s are transported

from one portion of a system to another. It is also readily apparent that the

rate of transportation or diffusion should increase with the faster moving
particles. The quantitative relation was first worked out by Einstein ^ and
depends upon the following considerations:

It is first necessary to state that the Brownian motion of a colloidal particle

as observed under the microscope or ultramicroscope does not of course measure
the actual velocity of the moving particle. As was shown in the introduction,

the time of observation is much too long to permit the observation of the actual

motion. One of the early objections to attributing the Brownian motion to

the kinetic bombardment of the neighboring molecules was that the collisions

* Stokes’ Law states that,

2 r2(d - (k)a
u — .

9 7J

where u is the velocity of the falling particle, r the radius, d the density, do and rj the density

and viscosity of the medium through which the particle falls under the accoloration of

gravity g.

* Einstein, Z. Elektrochem., 14, 235 (1908).
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on all sides would be equal in number and therefore leave the large particle

with zero resultant motion. This of course is true in the case of very large

particles, but it can be shown that, as the particle diminishes in size, the

probability of the collisions l)cing e(iual in all directions becomes smaller and
smaller.

The motion of a colloidal particle is therefore entirely chaotic in its char-

acter, there being no tendency to move in any particular direction. This

last stateiiKiiit is true of each individual particle, but it is ecpially true that,

if any portion of the colloidal system is devoid of its quota of vibrating units,

there will be a movement of the particles in that direction so as to equalize

the concentration throughout the entire system.

If the distance traveled by a colloidal particle be observed under the

ultramicroscope at equal intervals of time, it will be observed that the distances

are by no means ecpial. It is to be remembered that the motion of the particle

may equally well take place in a plane parallel to the direction of vision, there-

fore the motion as seen constitutes only the horizontal displacement. These

horizontal displacements of colloidal particles can be directly observed over

any period of time, and furnish a most important means of cxpcjrimentally

studying the kinetic theory of matter. It may be said that great theoretical

progress has been made along these lines; in

fact, the mathematical treatment ^ may be

said to constitute a new chapter in applied

mathematics.

While it is true that the horizontal dis-

placement of a colloidal particle is not uni-

form, it is possible to evaluate the so-called

mean horizontal displacement by use of the

Maxwell distribution law. This mean dis-

m regarded as a quantity of the utmost

theoretical significance. Its relation to diffusion may be shown as follows:

Consider the diffusion across the plane M. It is evident that, in order

that a particle may pass M, it must be at a distance not greater than ^ from M.
Furthermore, it is clear that, in the event of uniform concentration throughout

the system, there would be no net change in either direction, i.e., the proba-

bilities would be equally great for the same movement from cither side. If,

on the other hand, the concentration of particles in the plane Mi is equal to ci

and in plane M2 is ecpial to C2, then the diffusion to the right is proportional to

and to the left to The factor ^ indicates that the chances are equal

for the particle to move either to the left or right. Therefore, the net effect or

the diffusion is proportional to

M
C, C2

1

1

1

1

1

J
X

1

1

M, Mz
M

Fuj. 1

placement ^ must therefore

- C2). ( 10 )

Assuming that f was measured at short intervals of time and is, therefore, a

W. h^moluchowski, Boltnnann-Festschrift, 1904. Physik. Z., 13, 1069 (1912); 1(3, 321

(1915); 17,557 (1916).
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small distance, we may write

Co — Cl dc

dx

where x is the distance along the line of diffusion. Therefore,

dc
Cl - C2 = - ^

dx

( 11 )

(12 )

which when substituted in the equation (10) gives

2 dx

as the number of particles passing through the plane M. In unit time this

would become

1^^
2 t dx

( 13 )

By definition, the coefficient of diffusion (/)) is the number of particles passing

a given plane in unit time when the concentration gradient, i.e., dcjdx, is equal

to unity. We may therefore write

2 t
( 14 )

This relationship clearly indicates the intimate connection between diffusion

and the kinetic motion of the molecules or particles. Furthermore, as the

coefficient of diffusion at constant temperature i> a constant with any given

solution, it follows that

(15 )

or, that the mean horizontal displacement is proportional to the S(iuare

root of the time of observation.

Einstein and Smoluchowski have also carried through a mathematical

analysis by considering the Brownian motion of a particle as the source of its

osmotic pressure and were led to the following conclusion:

The velocity with which a single particle moves may be written

k— I

F
{a)

where u *s the velocity, k the force causing the motion, and F the frictional

resistance. In a similar manner we may write the velocity of diffusion of all

the particles of a solution of concentration (c) across a given plane
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K now being the force acting on all the particles, and N Avogadro\s number.

K is furthermore equal to the osmotic pressure gradient, i.e..

K= -
dx

inasmuch as P = RTc (as a first approximation),

K.-ST^;
dx

substituting (c) in (6),

RT dc

WfH

{c)

(d)

Making use of the law of frictional resistance that applies to a moving particle

of radius (r) in a medium of viscosity (?;),

F = Qwrjr;

substituting (e) in (d), we have

RT dc
uc

dx

(e)

(/)

uc is the amount of material that has diffused across the imaginary boundary

in unit time, and this quantity under conditions of unit concentration gradient,

dc
i.e.,— = 1, is nothing but the diffusion coefficient D.

dx

Therefore,

D = RT
UTrNrjr

( 10 )

an equation that allows the calculation of Avogadro^s number {N) from the

measurements of the mean horizontal displacement of a colloidal solution

composed of particles of radius r. The above equation may also be written

in the form

RT
t SwNTjr

(17)

which allows the calculation of size of particles from diffusion measurements,

and also affords a convenient method of evaluating Avogadro^s number.

Molecular Attraction

It is proposed to develop the theory of colloids around the postulates of

molecular attraction and molecular kinetic motion. In the preceding section

the kinetic theory was developed as applying particularly to particles of

colloidal dimensions. It is first necessary to understand what is meant by

the term molecular attraction.
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The attractive forces between atoms that operate to form molecules or

compounds are well known. Such forces are usually of great magnitude,
their existence being manifested by the appearance of heat, light, electrical

energy, etc. The subject of thermodynamics affords us a method of successful

inquiry into the quantitative investigation of such chemical forces. Another
characteristic of these forces between atoms is summarized in the laws of

definite and multiple proportions, i.e., with each atom there is associated the

ability to combine to a fixed extent with other atoms.

It soon became evident to physicists and chemists that there also exists

an attractive force between molecules in the gaseous state and in solutions.

In other words, we can no longer consider a gas or a solution as a simple mixture
of molecules absolutely independent of each other. This force between mole-
cules differs not so much in intensity from the chemical force between atoms
as it does in its non-adhcrence to the laws of definite or multiple proportion,

van der Waals applied this idea in his well-known equation of state. The
Joule-Thomson heat effect also affords a most striking and direct manifestation
of these molecular forces.

Unfortunately, these two means of attack apply practically only to the

gaseous state while most of our interest centers in the liquid state. It is evident

from van der Waals^ equation that the molecular attraction must increase

enormously as we pass from the gaseous to the liquid state. Expressing the

van dor Waals equation in the form

(thermal (moleoular

pressure) attraction)

RT a

V - h 72
’ (18)

we sec at a glance that when V represents the molal volume of liquid then the

second term on the right, the ‘^negative pressure/^ must become very great.

This pressure is called the internal pressure (Binncndruck). Unfortunately,

we have no direct method of evaluating this most important quantity, but
must content ourselves with relative changes and approximate absolute values.

It is certain that the accurate measurement of this quantity would lead to

important advances in the theory of the liquid state.

The internal pressure has been shown to be related to the latent heat of

vaporization, surface tension, and the compressibility of liquids. This is but

another way of saying that all of the above properties, including the internal

pressure, are manifestations of the same phenomenon, i.e., molecular attraction.

It is customary to coin a name to include a closely related group of properties,

and accordingly those properties of solutions or liquids that are in causal

relation to the forces of molecular attraction are termed lyotropic. We have
thus two great groups of properties of solutions, the colligative, and the

lyotropic.

Surface Tension: It would be possible to select any of the lyotropic proper-

ties as a basis for the estimation of the molecular attraction, but none permit
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of such easy measurement as does the surface tension. It may be said that

no property of matter permits of so many and diversified methods of measure-

ment.^ Surface tension expresses the free energy that is necessary to form
1 cm.2 of surface, i.e., it measures the work that is done in bringing the molecules

from the interior to the surface of a liquid. Solids of course possess a surface

tension but, as yet, no direct means has been devised for measuring the same.

The surface tension of water is 72 ergs/cm.^ at room temperature, but the

total energy involved in the formation of 1 cm.^ of water surface is 119 ergs.

In other words, (110 — 72) or 47 ergs are latent and appear in the form of heat

during the change of state. The above facts which may be easily correlated

with the aid of thermodynamics take the following algebraic form (cf. Gibbs-

Helmholz equation, page 65)

:

H = <TC0 - Tu— , (19)
5T

where a — the surface tension per cm.^, and H the total energy involved in the

formation of w cm.^ of surface at the temperature T.

We have spoken of the surface tension of water, but a moment^s reflection

will reveal a certain ambiguity in this expression, for it is evident that the

surface of a liquid must be in contact with some other phase of matter and

any variation in this latter phase will influence the value of the surface tension

at the boundary. Ordinarily, a liquid is in contact with its saturated vapor,

for, even when the liquid is in contact with air, it may be safely assumed that

there is, next to the surface of the liquid, a layer of saturated vapor. In case

the liquid is in contact with another liquid, an increase in the surface between

the two liquids involves bringing both kinds of molecules from the interior

of the two liquids. Naturally, such an operation requires an expenditure of

work that is quite different in magnitude from that required to increase the

surface of one of the liquids against its saturated vapor. The free energy

involved in the increase of 1 cm.^ of surface between two liquids is called the

interfacial tension.

The force of molecular attraction varies with the temperature and, ac-

cordingly, the surface tension changes with the temperature. In the case of

liquid-saturated vapor interfaces the tension always decreases with increasing

temperature, becoming zero a few degrees below the critical temperature,

while the interfacial tension may possess a negative or positive temperature

coefficient depending upon the critical solution temperature of the system.

The temperature-surface tension relationships are summarized in the following

equation

:

<ri = <ro[l — y{h — tc)], (20)

which shows a varying as a linear function of the temperature. This equation

of E6tv6s,2 Ramsay and Shields ^ expresses the fact already mentioned that

1 Freundlich, Kapillurchoinie (1922), pages 17-38.

2 Eotvos, Wied. Ann., 27, 448 (1886).

3 Ramsay and Shields, Z. physik. Chem., 12, 433 (1893).
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TABLE I

Surface Tension of Liquids

Liquid Temp.

Hydrogen ^ — 252 2
Nitrogen* _ 195,9 §3
Oxygen 5 -182.7 13
Carbon Dioxide 4

. +15.2 1.8

Ammonia® — 29 41.8

Sulphur Dioxide ® — 25 33.5
Silver ^ + 1060 750
Mercury (in vacuum)**® + 15 436
Benzene w +20 28.8

Ethyl AlcohoDi 20 22.0

Ethyl Ether 20 16.5

Glycerine 18 64.5

Anilin 20 43.8

TABLE II

Interfacial Tension between Two Liquids

a

Mercury—Water (20°) 374.8
“ —Ethyl Alcohol (20°) 364.3
“ —Benzene (20°) 362.8

Water—Benzene (20°)
. 32.6

“ —Isobutyl Alcohol (20°) 1.76
“ —Isoamyl Alcohol (20°) 4.42
“ —Ethyl Ether (20°) 9.69
“ —Chloroform (20°) 27.7
“ —Carbon Tetrachloride (22°) 43.4

Methyl Alcohol—Carbon Disulphide (18°) 0.82

the free surface energy vanishes in the neighborhood of the critical temperature.

The above investigators also showed that the free surface energy of one mole
of a liquid was a constant quantity provided the measurement was made at a

corresponding temperature. The molal surface is the minimum surface pre-

sented by one mole, i.e., when the latter is in the form of a sphere. If co is the

surface of a sphere of volume F, then

0) = 4:Trr^y

V = |7rr3;

w =

1 Dewar, Proc. Roy. Soc., 68, 360 (1901).

***Baly and Donnan, J, Chem. Soc., 81, 97 (1902).

^ Verschaffelt, Ver. K, Akad. Wetens. Amst., 4, 74 (1895).

®*®Grummach, Drud. Ann., 4, 367 (1901).

^Gradenwitz, Wied. Ann., 67, 467 (1899).

*Stockle, ibid., 66, 499 (1898).

®* Volkmann, ibid., 56, 457 (1895).
1®' 11* 1* Ramsay and Shields, Z. physik. Chem., 12, 433 (1893).

'^Cantor, Wied. Ann., 47, 399 (1892).
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and since the molal volume = M/5, the Eotvos equation is written

(r(M/5)2/3 = k(d - T -- r). (21)

It is thus seen that the free molal surface energy decreases with increasing

temperature, becoming equal to zero r degrees (about 6) below the critical

temperature {6).

The total molal surface energy,

(a - TdcldT){Mlbyi\

on the other hand, may be shown to be independent of the temperature as

follows:

Let

E = <T — TdajdT = a — q.

Then

dEldT = d{<r - q)ldT - ~ Td^ajdTK

Inasmuch as a is a linear function of the temperature

(jPcIdT- == 0
,

dEldT = 0
. (22 )

Should the total surface energy measure the force of molecular attraction,

it would necessarily follow that this latter force was also independent of the

temperature. It may be of some interest to note that such a conclusion has
been reached in other connections. (It is to be understood that the constancy
of the total surface energy does not hold for all temperatures, for it is known
that the surface tension-temperature curve departs from its linear course in

the neighborhood of the critical temperature; furthermore, at extremely low
temperatures the Nernst heat theorem would recpiire a similar departure.) It

may therefore be well asked why the free and not the total surface energy is so

often used in dealing with lyotropic properties. The answer to such a question

is one of vital imi)ortance.

Our primary interest, from a theoretical standpoint, is to explain the

apparent stability of colloidal systems. The kinetic movement or thermal

vibration tends to produce a system in a state of greatest subdivision, while

the attractive force between the molecules acts in the opposite manner, tending
to the formation of matter in the massive state. At the critical temperature
all substances pass into the state of molecular dispersion, and we therefore say

that the attraction between the molecules becomes inappreciable. This does

not necessarily mean that the molecular attraction has been diminished in

extent, for the above effect may be cntirelj'^ due to the increase in kinetic

energy of the particles. It is oAudent that the difference between these two
effects is the determining factor. Inasmuch as molecular dispersion becomes
greater at higher temperatures, it is obvious that the free surface energy gives

a better measure of the tendency of matter to remain in the massive condition

than does the total surface energy which does not change with the temperature.
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It is therefore evident that there is a continual strug;gle between the forces

that tend to disperse and those that tend to condense matter. In the case of

ordinary macroscopic systems the equilibrium between these two forces is

determined by the ordinary vapor pressures or solubilities of substances. We
must now ask the question as to the effect of the size of particle on the magni-

tude of these latter quantities. Does a small drop of water possess the normal
V!ipor pressure of water, or is a tiny crystal of barium sulphate as soluble as a

large crystal? The answer to th(‘sc questions only increases our difficulty

in explaining the stability of colloidal systems, for it is found that the smaller

the particle (provided the curvature is convex) the greater the vapor pressure

or solubility. At any rate, it is evident that colloidal systems can only exist

with systems of low solubility or vapor pressure.

The above question may be approached in a variety of ways, but, as in

most other problems, the quantitative relationshij)s an^ only to be obtained

by a study of the energy changes involved. In other words, we are unable at

the present time to deal quantitatively with the problem from the standpoint

of a collection of particles in thermal agitation between whitdi there exists an

attractive force. However, the above problem may be advantageously studied

qualitatively from the latter standpoint. Consider a liquid in the three

following forms

:

Fig. 2

Let us focus our attention upon a single molecule (m), which is subject to

an attractive force exerted upon it by all the molecules within the molecular

sphere of action (dotted circle). It can be seen that the attractive force

acting upon the molecule is greatest in (3) and smallest in (1), with case (2)

intermediate. Since the kinetic energy of the three systems is the same
(constant temperature), it follows that a molecule may more easily escape from

a liquid surface as in (1) than from any of the other surfaces. Furthermore,

inasmuch as the molecular sphere of attraction is known to be small, we may
safely reasgn that the radius of curvature in both cases 1 and 3 must be very

small in order to produce a change in vapor pressure from that exhibited by
a plane surface of liquid (case 2). As a matter of fact the radius of curvature

must be of the order of at least 1 fx (0.001 mm.) before any difference can be

detected.

The quantitative relationship is given as follows: Consider two drops of

radii ri and r 2 having vapor pressures pi and p 2 . Take a small amount of
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liquid dm from ri and carry it to thereby decreasing the surface of the first

drop and increasing that of the second. Next distil the same amount dm
from the large drop back to the small one. The laws of thermodynamics tell

us that the energy change in the above cycle must be equal to zero, and it

therefore follows that the work of distillation must be equal and opposite in

sign to the surface work.

distillation work = — In^dm,M Pi

surface work

do)i = hoiilhmi* dm^

w = 4x7*^,

doijdr = 87rr,

do)

<T{d(jii — dco2),

doii = dm^

m = f7rr^5,

dm Idr = 4x57’^;

= 2dm Ir8;

2(7/5(l/ri - l/rz).

Fig. 4

(23)

If Ti < Voj then 2)1 > p^, i,e., the smaller drop exhibits the greater vapor pressure.

If r 2 is infinitely great, a plane liquid surface is implied; therefore p 2 represents

the ordinary vapor pressure of the liquid at the temperature T. The above

equation then reads '

,
P 2aM

In— = •

Po RXT X8 Xr
(24)

If the curvature of the surface of a liquid is concave outwards, it follows

from the kinetic-attraction point of view that the escaping tendency must

decrease. The above diagram. Fig. 4, will aid in the understanding of the

above effect:

P must be less than Po, for otherwise there would be a condensation of vapor

at the level Po since the vapor at the point is under a pressure greater than

that at P by an amount equal to the weight of the column of vapor {h). In

the case of very small tubes, the distance (h) becomes great and therefore

the variation of the density of the vapor with the height must be taken into
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consideration. By means of a cycle similar to that used in dealing with the

vnpor pressure at convex surfaces it can be shown that

InPo/P =
2(rM

RT8r * (25)

Both in this and in the preceding equation we have assumed that the vapor
obeyed the simple gas law, and that, furthermore, the density of the liquid

suffered no change.

A similar set of equations may be obtained showing the influence of surface

energy on the solubility of substances—convex curvature exhibiting an in-

crease and concave curvature a decrease in solubility. In this case the inter-

facial tension is employed instead of the surface tension. The miscibility of

two substances in all proportions is an indication that the iiiterfacial tension

is zero. Negative surface tensions have been postulat(^d ^ to explain the

phenomenon of solution. Such a procedure is equivalent to ignoring the dis-

integrating influence of the thermal vibration of the molecules and placing

the entire effect on the molecular attractive force. Furthermore, as no one
has ever measured a negative surface tension, the value of an explanation of

solubility from such a standpoint is negligible.

Surface Tension of Solutions: The surface tension of solutions has been
the subject of a great many investigations, but the salient facts may be told

in a few words. If a solute be added to a solvent, there is every reason to

expect a change of the attractive force between the molecules, for this force

varies with each molecular species. In other words, the addition of the solute

influences the amount of work necessary to increase the surface of the liquid.

If the surface tension of a solvent be decreased by the addition of the solute,

an obvious interpretation is that the attractive force between the molecules

of the solute and those of the solvent is less than the corresponding force

between mutual solvent molecules. That is to say, less work is required to

bring the solute molecules to the surface than is expended in increasing the

surface by means of solvent molecules. Solutes that exhibit such an effect

are termed active substances, while those that raise the surface tension of a
solvent are called inactive. The well-known Gibb’s theory of adsorption is

founded upon the above phenomena.
The surface tension of solutions of active substances always exhibits the

following characteristic course, the greatest lowering of the surface tension

occurs at low concentrations. The data of Tables III and IV are reproduced

in Fig. 5. Additional data are plotted in Fig. 6.

It is an illuminating fact that there remains to be found a theoretical formula

that satisfactorily expresses the above curves. Freundlich proposes * the

following empirical formula which approximately gives the relation between

the relative surface tension lowering and the concentration

:

A = — = (26)
0-0

1 Tolman, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 35. 317 (1913).

* Freundlich, Kapillarchemie, p. 90 (1922).
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Concentration Moles per Liter

Fio. r>

.1 .2 3 4 .5 B 7 .a .9 1.0

Concentration
Fig. 6

TABLE III

Surface Tension of NaCl Solutions, 18°

C. mole /liter <r C. mole/liter <r

0.000... . 73.00 1.11 74.77

0.020... 73.04 2.06 76.34

0.121... 73.20 3.04 . . . 78.42

0.290 ... 73.44 4.00 79.86

0.544 . . . 73.81 5.43 82.87

0.713 71.19
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TABLE IV

Surface Tension of Isobutyric Acid Solutions, 1S°

C. mole /liter a C. mole /liter <r

0.00 73.0 0.1000 ... . 57.7
0.0187 68.6 0.250 . 48.3
0.0250 67.3 0.500 .... . 40.7
0.0500. ... . . 63.3 1.000.. . .. 32.6

In order to test the validity of this formula it is sufficient to plot log A against

log c—a straight line resulting in case the equation accurately reproduces the
facts. As may be seen from the following logarithmic curve, there is a per-

ceptible departure from the straight line requirement, thus proving the ap-
proximate nature of the formula.

Szyszkowski proposes ^ the following empirical equation that possesses the

merit of at least more closely expressing the course of the surface tension

lowering than does the Freundlich equation:

A = pin{clk + 1),

and k being arbitrary constants, the former showing only slight variations

from substance to substance while A: is a characteristic quantity that has been
advantageously taken as a measure of surface tension activity of various

solutes.

When k = Cf

A = pln2;

using the average value of /3, the above lowering equals 0.1387, i.e., k equals

the concentration (c) that produces a surface tension lowering of about 14 per

2 Szyszkowski, Z, physik. CJiem., 64
, 385 (1908).
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cent. The reciprocal of k(llk = C) will therefore increase *as the activity

of the solute increases. It has been found that as the number of carbon atoms
in an aliphatic homologous series increases there is a corresponding increase

in the surface tension activity. This generalization is known as Traube^s
Rule.^

TABLE V

Surface Activity of Aqueous Solutions of Fatty Acids

C C,Hl/C

Formic Acid . . . 0.73

Acetic Acid 2.S4 3.9

Propionic Acid 8.93 3.1

n. Butyric Acid 19.6 2.2

n. Valeric Acid (>8.5 3.5

n. Capronic Acid . ,

.

. . . . 233 3.4

n. Heptvlic Acid 555 2.4

n. Octylic Acid
. . . 2222 4.0

n. Nonylic Acid 7144 3.2

It is an interesting fact to notice that each succeeding member of the series

shows an activity constant (C) that is approximately threefold the value of the

preceding member of the series. As the molecular weight increases, the work
necessary to bring the substance to the surface of its aqueous solution decreases.

From a qualitative point of view this statement teaches us very little, for it is

a matter of common knowledge that the solubility in water decreases as we
ascend in an aliphatic series.

Langmuir ^ has emphasized the quantitative side of this question and sees

in the fact that each successive member of the series requires three times the

work to remove it from the surface to the solution (thus reversing the usual

point of view) evidence to prove that there is an orientation of the molecules

at the surface. Both Langmuir and Harkins ^ have been very diligent in

searching for evidence to support this idea, and they have uncovered many
striking experimental facts that may be interpreted as showing that the mole-

cules are arranged in a definite manner at the surface. While it is true that

it is possible to correlate a great number of facts by means of the idea of a

static orientated liquid surface made up of molecules shaped as indicated by
the structural formulae of organic chemistry, it is a matter open to some doubt
as to how far this idea should be pressed. This note of conservatism is sounded
here with the sole purpose of checking hasty speculation. The great com-
plexity of the problem cannot be too often emphasized when the treatment is

from the molecular-kinetic point of view, and the investigator must accept

each working iiostulate with the greatest of caution.

1 J. Traube, Liab, Ann., 265, 27 (1891).
* Langmuir, J. Am, Chem, >SV., 39, 1883 (1917).

» Harkins, Davies, Clark, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 1848 (1917).
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Electrokinetic Phenomena

Having discussed the forces of molecular attraction and the thermal agita-

tion of the molecules, it becomes necessary to consider certain electrical phe-

nomena occurring at interfaces that owe their existence to these two general

tendencies. It is evident that at the interface between two phases there will

exist a distribution of the molecules composing the two phases that differs

from that existing in the interior of either phase. This difference arises from
the fact that the force of molecular attraction varies in different substances.

Any disturbance of this equilibrium arrangement of the molecules at an inter-

face must be accompanied by the exertion of a compensating expenditure of

energy.

If the disturbance at the interface takes place by the transportation of

matter from one phase to the other, i.e., at right angles to the interface, then
the energy requirements are ex-

pressed in the ordinary laws of elec- OOOOOO O'OOO
trochemistry. On the other hand,

if the molecular arrangement at the

interface is disturbed by a force

parallel to the interface, then we
arc dealing with phenomena that

are termed electrokinetic. Perhaps this distinction may be best made clear

by the schematic drawings in Fig. 8.

The transfer of matter from the one phase to the other as indicated on the left

is governed by Faraday\s law and the laws of electromotive force (e). If, on the

contrary, a displacement of the two phases takes place as illustrated on the right

the motion is opposed by an electrical force differing markedly from e. The
electromotive force in this case, as may be expected, is generally much smaller

than € and is designated as the (electrokinetic potential or as (f). Such a

potential at the interface between two phases may be regarded as the causal

factor in the phenomena of endosmose, cataphoresis, streaming potential, and
the electrical currents produced by falling particles.

In the case of electrical endosmose the movement of a liquid in reference

to fixed solid is brought about by the application of an external electromotive

force. In cataphoresis the solid particle is moved through the fixed liquid

by the same agency. In the streaming potential experiments an (dcctrical

current or a difference of potential is shown to be set up by forcing a liquid

through a tube. This experiment is nothing but the reverse of the electro-

endosmose. It can also be experinmiitally demonstrated that electric currents

are produced by the passage of particles through a liquid or gaseous medium.
All the above phenomena are closely related and in fact can be directly con-

nected with the potential existing at the interface between the two phases in

question. This potential is quite different in value from the ordinary electro-

motive force considered in electrochemistry, although it is entirely possible

that both are due to the same cause, the difference in magnitude being explained

by the fact that, in one case, matter is transported from one phase to the other

Fig. s
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while ill the other case only a drifting or a displacement of the two phases with

respect to each other is brought about.

The exact origin of the electrical charge, with its accompanying difference

of potential at an interface, has been the subject of much study and speculation.^

The most prevalent view is that proposed by Helmholtz,^ namely, that the

charge is the result of a condenser effect with layers of oppositely charged ions

forming the condenser or double layer. In order to account for the difference

between e and it Ix'comes necessary to assume two such layers. The double

layer next to the condensed phase is very thin, with one of the layers residing

in the solid wall itself. This double layer is the seat of most of the potential

difference e. The other double layer, sometimes termed the diffusion layer,

is much thicker and consists of a fixed and a movable layer of liquid. This

double layer is the seat of the potential difference f . These two double layers

are superimposed upon each other and ordinarily are additive in their effects,

€ being a mcasuni of the potential due to the two.

The relations between f and the movements jiroduced in an electrical

field or the reverse phenomenon of an electrical current being produced by
the relative motion of one phase with respecit to another have beem quanti-

tatively evaluated by Helmholtz :

^

It can readily be shown that the frictional force opposing the motion of a

volume of liquid V through a tube of radius r is given by the following:

riV

tttH
(27 )

where rj equals the viscosity of the liquid and 8 the thickness of the double

layer, i.e., the fixed and movable layers of liquid.

The electrical force tending to move the liquid is equal to

eH,

where v is the charge of the double layer and H the external potential gradient.

A condenser of charge e and distance between the layers of d would show a

difference of potential

f =
4Tr6e

,

D (28)

where D is the dielectric constant of the liquid. The volume of liquid trans-

ported is therefore given by a suitable combination of the above as

47jI
(29)

where E is the externally applied potential and I is the distance between

electrodes, i.e., E/l = H. Usually the experiments are conducted with a porous

1 Wiedemann, Z. physik. Ckcm., 79, 385 (1012).

2 Helmholtz. WiaL Ann,, 7, 337 (1879).

* Loc. cit.
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plate instead of a single tube, which fact results in the cross section of the

space through which the liquid passes being unknown. The relationship then
becomes

q^ED
)

4:Trjl
(30)

q being the unknown cross section. In order to eliminate the cross section from
equation (30), the latter is written in terms of the current flowing between
the external electrons instead of in terms of the potential gradient. As
E — RIj and 1/R = Lq/l, where L is the specific conductivity, it follows that

F- jlD

4:Tr}L
(31)

This formula enables one to calculate f from measurements of electrical

endosmose.

By a similar analysis it can be shown that the velocity with which a charged
particle moves through a liquid in an electric field is equal to

fED
(32)

It tlierefore follows tliat f may be evaluated from catajihoresis (‘xp(*riments.

Or again, the potential difference observed at the ends of a tube through
which a liquid is forced is given by the foliov/ing relationship:

E' = PtD
AtttiL

(33)

where all the symbols have the usual significance and P denoi(\s the pr(‘ssuni

under which the liquid is forced through the tube.

A comparison of the streaming potential and endosmose formuhe will

reveal the fact that

r// - E'lP. (34)

This relationship allows a convenient method of testing the validity of the

aliove formula?. Such a test can of course also be made by determining f at

the same boundary by endosmose, cataphoresis, and streaming potential

methods. However, the former method allows one to conclude the general

correctness of the existing formula? as Table VT shows.

The electrokinetic methods afford a convenient means of studying the

influence of dissolved matter upon the potential diff(‘rence of the diffusion

double layer. The i)otcntial f is found to vary greatly with the nature and
concentration of the dissolved matter, as well avS with the nature of the material

of the w^all. JMost solids are negatively charged against water; oxides, car-

bonates, and halides are exceptions inasmuch as they carry a i)ositivc charge

under similar conditions. The above statements are only true in a limited
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TABLE VI

Comparison of Elkctrical Endosmose and Streaming Potential

Solution VII E'fP

0.0174 mol. ZnS04 0.360 0.352

0.0261
“ “ 0.382 0.379

0.0348
“ “ 0.346 0.344

0.0195 “ CdS04 0.582 0.588

0.0390
“ “ 0.116 0.115

0.0400 “ CuSOd 0.385 0.385

0.0800
“ “ 0.233 0.237

Fig. 9. f from c.^taphorcHis experiments.

The curves in (lesceridiiig order refer to the

influence of K4Fe(C^N)6f KCl, BaCh, AlCh and
ThCh.

sense, as it is possible to change the

sign of the charge in most cases by
the addition o f extremely small
quantities of certain active elec-

trolytes to the water.

The relation between f and

concentration of electrolytes is com-

plicated and may best be summar-
ized by means of a series of exper-

imental curves. The following

graphs express the value of f

obtained from cataphorcsis experi-

ments plotted against the concen-

tration of the electrolyte solution.

The disperse phase in all cases

consists of oil particles.^’ ^ is to

be noted that the addition of

K4Fe(CN)6 increased the original

negative charge between the oil and

the water, while the addition of

BaCU, AICI3, and ThCU all reduced

the negative charge, the latter two

salts causing a positive charge

between the particles and the solu-

t i o n . The effectiveness of the
various chlorides may be well illus-

trated by the following figures

:

TABLE VII

Lowering of Electrokinettc Potential at an Oil-water Interface Produced
BY the Addition of Chlorides

Concentration Millimol /liter

Electrolyte Necessary to Reduce f from

0.046 to 0.037

KCl 24

BaCb 0.45

AICI3 0.01

ThCh 0.005

> Ellis, Z, physik. Chem., 78,'32l’(1912).
2 Powis. ibid., 89. 91 (1915).”
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The pronounced effect on f of the higher valence salts may be readily ex-

plained by the increased positive charge carried by the cations. Assuming
that the distribution of the above four chlorides is the same at the oil water
interface, and further that such a distribution is governed by the ordinary

laws of adsorption, it is possible to account satisfactorily for the above be-

havior by means of the following diagrammatic curves:

Fig. A expresses the effect of various concentrations of uni- (I), bi- (II),

and tri- (III) valent cations on Fig. B represents an ideal adsorption curve

using the concentrations in the same units and scale as in Fig. A. It is to be

noted further that, in Fig. B the adsorption of all three salts is assumed to be

expressed by the same curve. From the diagram it is seen that by taking ^ the

quantity of a bivalent, and | the amount of a trivalent as equal to unit quantity

of a monovalent cation, a satisfactory explanation is given for the powerful

effect of the cations of higher valence on f.

There are therefore two factors that influence f in the case of dissolved

electrolytes, first the valence of the ion of the opposite charge of the wall,

and secondly the extent of adsorption of the ion in question. Dyestuffs that

are known to be highly adsorbed are also most effective in influencing f to a

high degree.

Adsorption from Liquids

When certain substances are brought in contact with gases or matter in

solution, it is found that the latter substances adhere to the surface of the

former. This phenomenon is called adsorption and is to be distinguished from

absorption by the fact that the adsorbed materials are present at the surface

of the adsorbent, while in the case of absorption the materials taken up pene-

trate throughout the body of the absorbing agent. Adsorption has attracted
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TABLE VIII

Electrokinetic Potentials of Various Materials Against Water

Substance Diameter of

Particle

Mobility

cm. /sec.
r Volts

Arsenious Sulphide ^ Less than 50 fifi 2.2'10~4

Quartz ^
1 M 3.0- 10-4 - 0.044

Gold* Less than 100 juju 4.0- 10--* - 0.058
Platinum ^ *t <« «< 3.0-10'‘ - 0.044
Feiric Oxide * «( ii l( 3.0-10-4 + 0.044
Silver * <4 It 44 2.4-10-4 - 0.034
Bismuth ^ 44 44 44 1.1-10-4 + 0.016
Lead » 44 44 44 1.2-10-4 4- 0.018
Iron * 44 44 44 1.9-10-4 + 0.028
Oil 2m 3.2-10-4 - 0.046

a great amount of attention, due to the peculiarities of the theoretical problems
presented, and, at the same time, the utilitarian aspect of the phenomenon
is so important that many investigators have been enlisted with the practical

application in mind.

One of the clearest methods of understanding the theoretical aspects of

the problems of adsorption is contained in the following brief analysis : Let us

contrast the three phenomena of chemical combination, true solution, and ad-
sorption. The first is characterized as being entirely due to the attractive

forces between the atoms or molecules. For example, if lime and solutions of

sulphuric acid are brought together, the retention of the sulphuric acid may be
readily predicted from the ordinary laws of chemical combination. True
solution, on the other hand, is a phenomenon of simple mixing of molecules,

i.e., it is a manifestation of the tendency of the thermal agitation of the mole-
cules to produce a chaotic mixture. For example, let us consider a solution

of iodine in water being shaken with a second immiscible solvent, say benzene.
It cannot be said that the benzene either combines with or adsorbs the iodine

from the aqueous solution. The whole question is clarified when treated as

a case of solubility of iodine in water and benzene. Adsorption, on the other

hand, is a manifestation of both of the above causal factors, i.e., molecular
attraction and the kinetic motion of the molecules. The whole situation may
be concisely expressed by the following set of curves, Fig. 11.

The ordinates represent the concentration, on the first phase, of the material

that is being distributed between the two phases, while the abscissie express

the concentration of the same substance in the second phase. In case I

(chemical combination) X — k, i.e., the law of definite proportions is obej^ed.

In case II (solution) XjY = k, Henry’s law of solubility is found to hold.

While in case III (adsorption) X/F = i.e., k is given an exponent inter-

1 Quincke, Pogg, Ann., 113, 513 (1861).
2 Whitney and Blake, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 26, 1339 (1904).

3 Burton, Phil. Mag., (6) 11, 425 (1904).
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mediate between 0 and 1, the values that are found to hold in the case of

chemical combination and solubility respectively.

We have elected to discuss adsorption from liquids for the reason that such

phenomena may be more easily connected with the surface energy relations

that have been mentioned in the preceding section. This is due to the fact

that only in the case of liquids are we able to measure directly the surface

tension; however, as we shall soon discover, the surface tension must be that

at the boundary between the adsorbent and adsorption medium (interfacial

tension), and this may be directly measured only in the case of liquid ad-

sorbents.

Cz (Y)

Fig. H

In order to relate adsorption with the changes in surface tension that take

place at a given interface, the well-known Oibbs^ equation furnishes the most

direct method. The law of adsorption may ])e most readily derived by means

of the following thermodynamical cycle :
^

Starting with a volume of solution V, of surface tension tr, surface co, and

osmotic pressure P, we first allow the surface to increase under constant volume,

then the volume is increased without changing the surface. Finally the

original surface and volume are restored.

The various steps in the process may he detailed thus:

(i) Let the adsorbing surface of area w ])e increased to w -h dco whilst V
remains constant. The work done is
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the surface remains unchanged. The work done is

SA^ = +^(io)^dV,

whilst the tension alters from a to ( cr +— dF |
•

\ dv ;
(iii) Let the surface be restored to its original area, co. The work done is

5^3 = +^dV^du.

(iv) Let the volume be decreased by dF, when the initial state is restored.

The work done is

5^4 = - PdV.

As an isothermal and reversible cycle has been completed,

ZA = 0.

Hence,

dA\ -f- 8A2 “h 5A3 “b 6A4 = 0|

^=-^.
(35)

dF dco
^

a most significant equation because of the fact that the right-hand term ex-

presses the fact that the osmotic pressure of a solution is a function of the

surface of the same. This can only mean that the concentration of a solution

is not uniform throughout, but is different at the surface from the concentration

in the interior of the solution. In other words, it is strictly incorrect to define

concentration as being equal to a/ F, where 71 represents the mass of the dissolved

substance, the correct definition of concentration being

c = (36 )

where u measures the excess or deficiency of solute per unit area of surface.

By evaluating the differentials dc/dy, dc/dw, and dP/dc from the above equation

and the simple osmotic pressure-concentration relation (P = cRT)y it is

possible to put the above differential equation in the form

u
c d<r

RT dc
(37 )

which is known as the Gibbs^ adsorption law. It is to be noted that u is positive

when the surface tension is decreased by increasing concentration of solute.

Therefore, a solution exhibiting a lower surface tension than the pure solvent

will have the solute concentrated at the solution—air interface. From this

it does not follow that the solute would necessarily be adsorbed on every sub-
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stance added to such a solution. What takes place at the interface between

die adsorbent and the solution can only be predicted on the basis of the inter-

acial tensions at such an interface. Inasmuch as it is impossible to measure

lirectly the interfacial tensions between a solid and a liquid, test of the Gibbs^

xdsorption law must be limited to liquid adsorbents. With the latter, we are

’urther confronted with the practical difficulty of obtaining a large and known
uirface. It is therefore apparent that the practical application of this theory

IS attended with many difficulties of such a nature as to make it of little value

from a quantitative standpoint. Qualitatively, however, the above law allows

me to predict whether adsorption at a given interface will be positive or

negative from a knowledge of the surface tension changes at the interface in

question. Frequently the mistake is made of measuring the surface tension

at one interface and utilizing such results to predict the adsorption at another

interface.

Lyophobe Colloidal Solutions

An examination of a number of colloidal solutions will reveal certain

peculiarities that serve to distinguish them from true solutions. They are,

as a class, unstable, show low diffusion coefficients, their colligative properties

are only slightly different from those of the pure dispersion medium, they show

the Tyndall phenomenon, have pronounced colors that arc susceptible to

wide variation, and arc frecjuently of high viscosity, some exhibiting even

marked form elasticity. All these phenomena are readily associated with the

idea of a disperse phase of greater than molecular magnitude. In other words,

the large size of the particle in suspension is sufficient to account for the Tyndall

phenomenon, the slow diffusion, etc. A closer examination, however, will

show that the mere assumption of increased size of the disperse phase is in-

sufficient in itself to (ixplain all the properties of colloidal solutions. There

exist differences in behavior that do not admit of explanation on any simple

basis of particle size. For example, an aqueous solution of gelatine must be

regarded as a colloidal solution on the ground of its low diffusion coefficient,

Tyndall effect, viscosity, and other properties. Ck)ntrasted, however, with a

colloidal solution of gold or AS2S3, it is apparent that there must exist some

fundamental difference between the two solutions. The latter sols are very

sensitive to electrolytes, can only be prepared in relatively small concentra-

tions, are only slightly more viscous than the dispersion medium, and do not

set to clear gels. Such differences were clearly recognized by all investigators,

and numerous names have been proposed to designate the two classes of

colloidal solutions. The nomenclature of Perrin is perhaps the most clearly

in accord with the causal factors underlying the differences, and will therefore

be adopted in this summary. Perrin called all sols that exhibited little tend-

ency to become hydrated or solvated, lyophobe, and all others that showed a

great tendency to unite with the dispersion medium, lyophile sols. Sometimes

the expressions suspensoid and emulsoid arc used in the same sense.

Most progress has been made in the theoretical development of the former

class of sols and they will therefore receive first consideration here. Assuming
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that lyophobe sols are unstable in the presence of small concentration of

electrolytes, it is evident that if prepared by the formation of insoluble sub-

stances by metathesis the concentration of electrolytes at the end must not

exceed that sufficient to precipitate the sol. For example, silver bromide sols

may be prepared from solutions of silver nitrate and potassium bromide pro-

vided the concentration of the potassium nitrate at the end does not exceed

the coagulation value. Arsenious sulphide sols lend themselves to easy prepa-

ration from the fact that arsenious oxide is sufficiently soluble in water so that

treatment with hydrogen sulphide will give the sulphide without the formation

of any electrolytes.

AS2O3 + 3H2S = AsoSa + 3H2O.

A necessary criterion for the preparation of a colloidal solution is that the

disperse phase must show an exceedingly small solubility in the dispersion

medium. Otherwise, due to the enhanced solubility of the highly convex

particles, the system would soon revert to a true solution from which crystals

would separate as saturation was reached.

The colligative properties of lyophobe sols may be disposed of in a very

few words. The enormous molecular weight of the disperse phase results in

an exceedingly small mole fraction of solute and therefore one should expect

little variation from that of the solvent in either vapor pnvssure, boiling point,

freezing point, or osmotic pressure. For example, an AS2S3 sol made up of

particles 5 mx in diam. containing 50 gm. AS2S3 per liter, which is a very con-

centrated lyophobe sol, would possess a mole fraction of AS2S3 equal to

moles of AsoSj =
50 __

N* J-TrrXd — dm)

= 0.0 micromoles /liter;

0 0 X 1
0~®

mole fraction of AS 2S3 == = l.OS X 10
55.5

This calculation indicates clearly why the colligative i)roperties of the lyophobe

sols are so nearly equal to the dispersion medium itself. The lowering of the

freezing point is i)f the order of a few thousandths of a degree, while the osmotic

pressure calculated from the above molar concentration is only a few centi-

meters of water.

This last fact enables one to separate easily the disperse phase from the

solvent by aid of a slight pressure provided one has a membrane that is im-

permeable to the colloid. Inasmuch as the diffusion of the colloid is very low

and, furthermore, is greatly reduced through most membranes, the separation

of the disperse phase from the dispersion medium becomes an operation that is

easily realized experimentally.

The separation of colloids from substances held in true solution by means of

a membrane that is impermeable to the former is termed dialysis, and was one
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the first distinctions between a true and a colloidal solution. In its thoo-

Ttical aspect it is simpb^ a question of diffusion rates, the colloidal hoing more

<lugp;ish in its movements and furthermore more influenced by the membrane.

The diffusion of the true solute is effected by maintaining a concentration

gradient through the membrane this being accomplished by frequently changing

Jie solvent on the opposite side of the membrane.

If the separation of the colloid and dispersion medium is brought about by

iressurc through a membrane impermeable to the colloid, the operation is

•ailed ultra-filtration. From the calculation of the osmotic pressure of the

3^ophobe sols it is evident that a very small pressure is sufficient to bring about

L separation from the solvent. The extension of this method should prove

a fruitful field in many branches of chemistry; this is especially true in analj^tical

chemistry where the separation of semi-colloidal precipitates oTen becomes a

troublesome problem.

So far we have considered the colloidal system as if made up of a disperse

phase and a dispersion medium, the former being alwa3^s regarded as a })uro

substance. As a matter of fact, careful analysis always discloses the fact

that the disperse phase is never pure, but usually has associated with it a

certain amount of im])urity. With arsenious sulphide, polysulphides are

alwa.ys found; silver oxide is always associated with colloidal silver, etc. I'lie

whole particle together with its associated impurity is termed the micelle.

The stability of the sol is largely a matter of the composition of the micelle,

it being known that it is practically impossible to prepare a stable lyophobe

sol that consists of a pure substance dispersed in a pure dispersion medium.

The composition of the micelle depends upon tlie composition of the sui-

rounding solution. In the case of ferric oxide sols it is known that the micelle

consists of Fe^Os together with a certain amount of chloride. If the sol is

subjected to ultra-filtration and the chloride composition of the filtrate de-

termined, an increase in the latter concentration brings about an increase in

the chloride content of the micelle. This is shown by the experiments of

IMaffia.i

TABLE IX

Distribution of Chlorides between the Micelle and Intermicellar Liquid

OF A Ferric Oxide Sol.

a = 1.539, lln = 0.268

Cl Content of inilJimol (
’1

a —
Kin. rexOi

a

Filtrate Calculated

.65 1.36 . ... 1.37

.82 . . .. 1.47 . . . 1.40

.90 .. 1.51. . 1.50

1.07 1.5S . 1..57

1.21 1.62 . . 1.62

1.38... 1.67.. . 1.68

1.55 1.73 1.73

I KolL chem. Beiheft., 3, 85 (1911).
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The last column represents the chloride content of the micelle as calculated

from the adsorption formula

a = 1.539c«-2fi«.

The above facts are of the utmost importance for a proper understanding

of the stability of colloidal solutions and of their electric charge, and fo ’ an
insight into the phenomenon of the adsorption from solution. The latter

effect when reference is had to the adsorption of electrolytes occurs to such a

minute extent per unit surface of adsorbent that ordinarily it escapes detec-

tion. But, in the case of a colloidal system, the surface of the disperse phase

is so large that the net adsorptive effect becomes measurable. The surface

increases rapidly with decreasing size of particle due to the fact that the volume
of a spherical particle is proportional to the cube of the radius while the surface

varies as the square of the same. The specific surface or surface per unit

wedght of disperse phase varies inversely as the cross section and in the case of

particles of a few jjljjl in diameter assumes enormous magnitudes.

When a beam of light passes through a medium that contains particles

iynall in com])arison with the wave-lengths of light, it is observed that a certain

diffused light is radiated from the medium. This phenomenon, which was
first noticed by TyndalV responsible for our ability to detect with the ultra-

microscope a heterogeneity smaller than the dimensions of light waves. Ray-
leigh 2 gave the theory of this effect in its present form by considering that

the colloidal ])articles ‘‘ loaded the ether. The diffused light is plane polarized

and thus may easily be distinguished from fluorescence. Furthermore,

Rayleigh showed that tlie intensity of such scattered light was inversely pro-

portional to the fourtli power of the wave-length of light, which fact explains

why the blue rays are predominant in such light. This also accounts for many
sols being bluish in reflected and yellowish by transmitted light. The intensity

of the scattered light depends ])rimarily upon the volume of the disperse

particles, increasing with increasing size of the latter. The effect is also

related to the refractive indices of the disperse phase and dispersion medium
and must therefore be carefully studied from a physical standpoint to be fully

appreciated.

It is the dilTused light which is seen in the ultramicroscope and which

enables the ex])erimenter with such an instrument to deduce the existence of

a particle in the optical field. This is the basis of the method of determining

the size of colloidal particles with the aid of the ultramicroscope. The number
of particles in a given solution is determined by counting the number present

in the actual volume in the optical field. The ratio of the total volume to the

volume in the optical field gives the factor that enables a calculation of the

total number of particles to be made. The equation

I ^4/=\1

—
• (38)

ft

» Tyndall, i*/o7. Mac/., (4) 37, 384 (18(>U).

2Rayleiph, Phil. Maff.. (4) 41 , 107, 274. 447 (1^71).
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where A is the weight of particles in given voluiiio, n the number of particles

in a given volume, alid d the density of the particles, permits an evaluation of

the length of- the side of the particle, assuming the same to be cubical in form.

The color of colloidal solu-

tions is dependent upon the

scattered light, but, in the

majority of cases, the intens-

ity of this light is small com-

pared with the light absorbed

by the particles themselves.

In other words, the Tyndall

light usually is of secondary

importance in determining

the color of colloidal solu-

tions, the greatest effect

coming from the specific

absorption effects of the i)ar-

ticles themselves. This fact

is well illustrated by the

following curves, which represent the measurements of diffused and transmitted

light of a gold sol.

There is a strong absorption band in the gn'en which accounts for the red

color of the sol. Ckirve 2 also indicates the relatively small effect due to the

diffused light, thus clearly proving that the specific absorption of the solution

is of far the greater importance in determining the color of the sol.

Coagulation of Lyophobe Sols by Electrolytes: One of the most important

chapters of colloidal chemistry concerns itself with the phenomena that result

from the addition of electrolytes to lyophobe sols. A perfectly stable sol when

treated with a sufficiently strong solution of an electrolyte will give evidences

of instability and will finally precipitate the disperse i)has(‘ at the bottom of

the containing vessel. This coagulation or flocculation of the sol is usually

a gradual change, and may be best studied by measuring the rate of the coagula-

tion. Unfortunately, such measurements are not easily carried out; the best

method depends upon a determination of the size of particle with the ultra-

microscope. This method does not lend itself to all solutions and is at best a

laborious and time-consuming operation. Therefore, most inv(‘stigators ^

have studied the minimum concentration electrolyte (threshold value)

necessary to bring the sol to a certain arbitrary stage of coagulation. Instead

of determining the whole course of the coagulation, they have simply selected

one point on the coagulation-time curve and determined the (piantity of

electrolyte necessary to bring the system to that point. Such a j)rocedure is

obviously theoretically inadequate in many ways and it is only recently that

more attention has been paid - to the phenomenon from the standpoint of

rate of coagulation.

» Frcundlich. Kolloid. Z., 1, 321 (19(»7), Z. phynik, Chan., 73. 385 (1910).

2 Zsigmondy, Gott. Kachr. (1917).

Wave Length jdja

Fkj. 12
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It has been demonstrated that the addition of the electrolyte does not

influence the Brownian motion of the colloidal particle'|)er se, but rather the

electrolyte removes the barrier to the union of the particles upon collision.

When observed under the ultramicroscope, before the addition of the elec-

trolyte, the particles never appear to unite upon collision; as soon, however,

as the electrolyte is present, a clumping is observed which increases until the

particles become so large that they settle rapidly to the bottom of the vessel.

The following experimental threshold values have been obtained by Freund

-

lich and his coworkers.' It is to be remembered that these values will vary

according to the method and concentration of the sol, and are therefore not

to be given any weight as absolute constants.

TABLE X
Coagulation Concentrations op AsaSa Sol. (1.85 Gm. /Liter)

Electrolyte

Ka Citrate /3

K Acetate

K Formate .

LiCl

NaCl
KCl .

KNOa
K 2SO4/2

HCl
II2SO4/2

Aniline Chloride . .

Morphine Chloride .

Crystal Violet . .

Fucbsinc , .

.

MfrCU
MgS04 . .

CaCl 2

SrCl 2 . .

BaCl 2

ZnCb
AlCla

A1(NO.i)3

Al2(S04)3/2

Ce(N03)3

Cone. millimolAiter

....>240
110

.... 80

. . 58

.

.

.

.

51

. .

.

49.5

. 50

. . 66.5

... . 31

... 30

.... 2.5

. . . 0.42

0.165

0.11

. . . 0.72

0.81

.... 0.65

.... 0.635

. . 0.69

.... 0.685

0.093

. . 0.095

. . . 0.096

0 080

The above data may be taken as typical of the experimental facts from

which one may deduce the general theory of the coagulation of lyophobc sols.

The data are restricted in their significance, as outlined above, and must there-

fore be looked upon as of secondary importance when compared with the

measurements of the rate of coagulation. However, it is possible to draw a

number of important generalizations from the above facts. In the first place,

it is to be noted that with a negatively charged colloid the valency of the

cation is of primary importance in fixing the threshold concentration of the

1 Loc, cit., p. 41.
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electrolyte. This rule is not always reliable for it is also to be noted that

certain electrolytes containing univalent cations are more effective in bringing

about coagulation than other bivalent cations. In addition, the influence of

the anion is not entirely negligible for considerable variation is associated with

changes in the nature of the same.

TABLE XI

Coagulation Concentrations op FE 2O 3 Sol. (.823 Gm. /Liter)

Electrolyte

NiiCi

KCl
B 11CI2/2 ... .

KBr
Ba(NO.-!)2/2 . .

HCl
Ba(OH)2/2 . . .

K 2SO 4

TI 2SO 4 . . . .

MgS04 .

K2Cr2()7

IIvSOi

(C.) millimol /liter

9.25

9.0

. 9.65

. 12.5

14.0

>400
0.42

0.205

0.22

0.22

0.105

0.5

All the above observations may be correlated as follows: The micelle owes

its charge and therefore its stability to the presence of a certain amount of

adsorbed electrolyte. This material may be considered as constituting an

ionic double layer that gives rise to the charge and the potential. The addi-

tion of other electrolytes to the inter-micellar liquid brings about a rearrange-

ment of this adsorbed layer of the micelle, and, with it, a change in the potential

difference. This change may be either an increase or decrease in the existing

charge of the micelle. If the charge is diminished, then the opposition to im-

pacts between particles resulting in a union is decreased and therefore the

stability is diminished. It is obvious that the cations will bo most effective

in decreasing the negative charge of the micelle, and also that a strongly ad-

sorbed univalent cation may be more effective than a weakly held polyvalent

cation. Just as in the effect on the potential difference, here in the case of

coagulation there is ever present the valence effect and the extent of adsorption

of the various ionic species.

Freundlich and his coworkers ^ have experimentally proven most of the

statements made in the above paragraph. They show in the first place that

the most effective ion in bringing about coagulation is more strongly adsorbed

by the colloid than an ion of lesser effect of the same valence. The following

table illustrates the idea in a quantitative manner.

With the exception of the picrate the equivalent amounts adsorbed are the

same, while the molar quantities differ widely but always parallel the threshold

concentration. Similar experiments have been conducted with a great number

^ Loc. nt., p. 41.

2—21
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TABLE XII

Amounts of Anions Adsorbp^d in the Coagulation of AI2O3 Sols

Threshold value

nulliinol

liter

Millimol adsorbed

X)er gm. AI 2O3

Milli-equivalent

per gm. AI 2O3

Salicylate 8 .46 .46

Picrate 4 .275 .275

Oxalate ..36 .275 .55

Ferricyanifle .10 .14 .42

Ferrocyanido .OS .11 .44

of sols Hiitl with various coagulants,^ ami the result is always a substantiation

of the above. That the equivalent quantity adsorbed should be the same is a

significant fact and leads

directly to the supposition

that the coagulation results

from the replacement of the

ion ill the micellar layer by

another ion. This assumption

would easily explain the incon-

stancy of the threshold values

with various colloidal solu-

tions, in other words the

purity^' of the micelle deter-

mines the amount of added

electrolyte necessary for coag-

ulation.

The difference in coagula-

tion value of two ions of the

same valence but of unequal

adsorption is strikingly brought out by a diagram illustrating the adsorption

isotherm.

If A be the adsorption isotherm of one electrolyte and B that of the other,

let us assume that an amount of A equal to the ordinate EF be necessary to

bring about coagulation. A similar quantity being required in the case of B
would demand the concentration of the intermicellar liquid to be C2 instead of

the much higher value Ti that is demanded of substance A.

By means of a similar diagram it is possible, also, clearly to indicate the

increased effect of the polyvalent ions.

The ordinate A representing the amount necessary to produce coagulation

with the univalent ion, J and I of this amount gives the quantities of the bi- and

trivalent ions respectively assuming equal adsorption for all. The corre-

sponding threshold concentrations are fh, C2 and (\.

1 Freundlirh, KnpiUnrchcmic, p. 576 (1922).
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Rate of Coagulation: A vory important (;haptcr in the theory of eolloicls

was opened l)y the experimental observation of Zsigmondy on the rate of

coagulation of gold sols.^ He rapidly mixed 50 cc. of a red gold sol with 50 cc.

of an electrolyte solution and noted the time in seconds for a certain color

cha,ng(‘ to take phu^e, which change was taken as indicative of the ])rogrcss of

the coagulation. His results with SrCl^j as the coagulating electrolyte are

summarized in the foliowing curve.

For the time being we shall

concentrate our attention upon

the vertical portion of the curve,

the significance of which is strik-

ing. Other electrolytes give sim-

ilar curves, the vertical portion

occurring at exactly the same

time. This indicates that when

a certain concentration of elec-

trolyte is present the coagulation

velocity is a constant. Further-

more, this rate is entirely inde-

pendent of the nature or the con-

centration of the electrolyte after

this point is reached. This region

of rapid coagulation has been sat-

isfactorily explained by Smoluch-

owski - on the basis of the Brow-

nian motion. The latter\s anal-

ysis, which constitutes a most

beautiful application of the kiii- Fig. 15

» Gott, Nachr., p. 41, (1017).

2 V. Smoluchowski, Phys. Z, 17, 557, 5S3 (1010); Z. physik. Chem., 92, 129 (1917).
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etic theory, results in a qualitative and quantitative explanation of the rapid

coagulation that is worth serious study by all chemists. Smoluchowski con-

siders that in the region of rapid coagulation the particles are completely dis-

charged and in this state each impact between particles results in the formation

of a larger particle. Those secondary particles in turn unite with other pri-

mary and secondary particles to form still larger units. According to Smol-

uchowski, the total number of particles in volume V at time t after the

beginning of the coagulation equals

XT' I I= vi + V2 + v-i
• • • = ;

r

- >

1 -b pt

where Pn is the number of particles originally present in volume V and vi, v^y vs

the number of ])rimary, double, and triple particles at time ty /3 having the

value AiTPoDRy D being the coefficient of diffusion. Furthermore, Smolu-

chowski defines the time of coagulation as the time necessary to reduce the

number of primary particles to \ their original number, or the total number of

particles to 2
“ the number before the beginning of coagulation, i.c.,

T = 1/^ =
1

_

4:wDRpo

The results of this analysis may be conveniently presented by a graphical

chart.

Fig. 16

Smoluchowski ’s theory has been verified by a number of experimenters,^* ^

the methods employed being the determination of the number of particles at

various times by means of ultramicroscopic observations.

It is interesting to note that Smoluchowski has calculated that if a chemical

reaction were to proceed by the same iiicchanism, i.e., each collision resulting

in a now product, a concentration of | .10“^ equivalents per liter would

suffice to bring about a conversion of | of the reactants in one second. Inas-

^ Wt'stgren and Reit^tottor. Z. physik. Chem., 92, 750 (1918).

‘ Arkol, Rt i. trav. chnn., 30, 656 (.1920).
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much as many chemical reactions do not proceed at this rate, the supposition

is that collisions must take place in some specific manner in order to account

for the slow rate.

The coagulation of colloids also may take place at slower rates than have

been considered. This fact is well proven by Zsigmondy’s experiments with

the lower concentration of electrolyte solutions. The region of slow coagula-

tion has also been the object of considerable study but it cannot be said that

the conclusions are in sufficiently definite form to warrant discussion in a brief

summary sucli as this. Of course, the assumption made is that the particle

is not completely discharged, which fact results in only a certain fraction of the

collisions forming new particles.

Lyophile Colloidal Solutions

It is possible to obtain fairly correct conceptions of the various factors that

determine the properties of the lyophobe class of colloidal solutions, or more

definitely, with the aid of the ijrinciples of thermal agitation, adsorption, and

electrical charge a more or less rational explanation of the properties of such

sols may be formulated. In dealing with the other class, the lyophile, there

is immediately felt the crying need for guiding generalizations. It is generally

accepted that such sols, as distinguished from the lyophobe, are more closely

related to the dispersion medium, i.e., the disperse phase is liydrated or in

combination with the solvent. While this explanation is undoubtedly the

reason for the peculiar behavior of such systems, a (quantitative insight into

the properties of the lyophile sols cannot be liad until wo understand much

more of the nature of solvation or hydration.

This section of colloidal chemistry may tlnurfore be said to be in almost a

purely empirical state. There is no guiding generalization excej)t the vague

idea of solvation, which is imperfectly understood. Nevertheless, a vast

amount of data has been collected regarding such sols, and a statement of the

more important observations will form the basis of tlie following discussion:

Lyophile sols are characterized by

1. Stability in fairly concentrated solutions of electrolytes.

2. High viscosity, often exhibiting elastic proijortic's.

3. Difficulty of being resolved under the ultrainicroscope.

4. Setting to gels.

The above characteristics, together with other minor ones, serve to dis-

tinguish such solutions from the lyophobe class. The latter solutions show

the opposite behavior in all the above four points and therefore may be regarded

as being fundamentally different in nature. It must be constantly borne in

mind that these two great classes of colloidal solutions are connected by a

class of intermediate solutions that show some of the properties of both classes.

In other words, the distinction between the two groups is not always sharp,

but may be made difficult in certain cases. For example, aluminium hydroxide

sols show many of the properties of the lyophiles but are nevertheless classed
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as lyophobe due to their sensitiveness to coagulation by electrolytes. Further-

more, it is often possible to convert a distinctly lyophile sol into a charac-

teristically lyophobe, by changing the dispersion medium. In this case it is

obvious that it is possible to arrest the change in the nature of the medium
at such a point that the system will exhibit the properties of both classes to a

certain degree.

With both types of solutions, there is, however, a disperse phase of greater

than molecular dimensions. In the case of the lyophile systems this con-

clusion is drawn from their small diffusion coefficients and their low osmotic

pressures. The ultramicroscopic channel of investigation is practically closed

with this type of sol due to the small difference between the refractive indices

of the two phases. Further, the stability in the presence of electrolytes shows

that they do not possess a well-defined electric charge, Which fact is well

illustrated by the inability of the ordinary eloctrokinetic phenomena to furnish

much helpful information. In addition, most of these (jolloids are composed

of substances that are much more chemically active than those comprising the

lyophobe class, there being always therefore the possibility of such changes

beclouding the ordinary colloidal reactions. In the light of the above it is not

to be wondered at that this chapter of colloidal chemistry is at present in a

most unsatisfactory state from a theoretical standpoint.

The ordinary aqueous lyophile colloids are rei)resented by such substances

as gelatine, sulphur, silicic acid, stannic acid, various albumens, starch, soaps,

and many dyes.

Viscosity: One of the outstanding properties of such colloids is their high

viscosity as compared with water, and the changes in visca^sity that take place

with the concentration and the age of the sol. It has also been observed '

that the measurements of viscosity arc not comparable when made with

different types of viscosimeters. The diff(^rences are so great as to indicate

that something other than viscosity is b(ung met with in this class of solutions.

Cffose investigation has shown ^ that the lyophile sols show a displacement

elasticity which is not sufficiently pronounced to cause such systems to assume

a form independent of gravity, but which does manifest itself in effecting a

change in viscosity” depending upon the shearing time of the method em-

ployed. This particular ju-operty has been ably investigated by Hatschek

and his coworkers,“ who have also evolved methods of measuring this elasticity.

In the Ostwald viscosimeter the apparent viscosity of these sols will be found

to increase as the rate of flow through the capillary is diminished, at high rates

the measurements should more nearly approach the true viscosity.

Einstein has proposed ^ an equation to account for the increase of viscosity

of a medium due to the introduction of a highly disperse phase. This rela-

tionship is derived from kinetic considerations and reads as follows:

^ = ^0 (1 + 2.50),

1 Garrett, Diss. Heidelberg, 1903.

2 Hatschek, Kolloid Z„ 13 , 88 (1913).

^Ann, Physik., (4) 19 , 289 (1906).
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r/o and tj being the viscosities of the pure medium and the colloidal solution

respectively, while 6 is the actual volume of the disperse phase. It is to be

noted that this equation demands a linear increase of the viscosity with the

concentration of the disperse phase, and also that the viscosity is independent

of the size of the particles, being a function only of the total volume of the latter.

Lyophobe colloids show a linear increase of viscosity with increasing concen-

tration, but, unfortunately, the experimental evidence does not verify the

coefficient 2.5. The lyophile colloids, on the other hand, show no agreement

with the formula of Einstein. Hatschek has proposed ^ the following relation

which has been found to fit his measurements, in which it is clearly seen that

the increase of viscosity does not occur linearly with the concentration:

(39)

There is also evidence available ^ with certain sulphur sols to show that the

viscosity is a function of the size of the disperse particle. Einstein in at-

tempting to reconcile the discrepancy between his theoretical conclusions and

the experimental facts further assumes ^ an influence due to the electric charge

of the particle.

Diffusion: The diffusion coefficient of most lyophile colloids is greater than

that of the lyophobe class, nevertheless the measurements are difficult due to

inability to utilize the ultramicroscope and thus directly determine the mean

horizontal displacement However, it is possible to measure the diffusion

coefficient by proceeding as in the case of true solutions, i.c., by actually de-

termining the amount of material transferred into an adjacent layer of pure

solvent. R. O. Herzog ^ has made such measurements with the following

results:

TABLE XIII

Diffusion Cokfficiknts of Lyophile Sols

Temp. D. cm. /roc. X 10^

Egg Albumen 7.75 0.052

15.5 0.0G3

Pepsin 12 0.073

Invertin l(3.fi 0.041

Emulsin 15.3 0.042

Urea 18 LOl

Glucose 18 0.57

Raffinose 18 0.355

It is to be noted that the diffusion of the colloids is much slower than that

of the true solutes, values for which have been added for comparison. With

1 Hatschek, Kolloi4 Z., 12, 238 (1913).

2 Od6n, “Der kolloide Schwcfel," p. 102.

® Loc. cit,

4 Herzog, Z, Elektrochem., 17, (>79 (1911).
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the aid of these numerical values of the diffusion coefficients it is possible to

calculate the size of the lyophile colloidal particles.

D = RT
NQirrr}

(40)

Substitution in this equation gives a value of the radius of egg albumen as

2.8 jUju, which would indicate the molecular weight of the above compound to

be 62,000. This figure was obtained with the aid of Avogadro’s number and

the })roduct of the volume and density of the particle. The density is a some-

what questionable quantity, so that the above molecular weight is only

to be regarded as an approximate value.

M = (41)

Osmotic Pressure: Closely connected with the question of diffusion is the

osmotic pressure. This latter property is more pronounced with lyophile than

with lyophobe sols because of the finer particle size of the former. The
measurement of osmotic pressure is, however, frequently difficult, due to the

inability to free the sol entirely of materials in true solution; these latter sub-

stances of course exert an appreciable pressure of their own, and furthermore

this effect cannot be neutralized by the employment of intermicellar liquid

on the pure solvent side of the membrane. The unequal distribution of

electrolytes, according to the Donnan theory of membrane equilibrium is

the cause of the impossibility of correcting for the presence of electrolytic im-

purities in the sols, the osmotic pressure of which is to be measured.

The experiments of Hufner and Gansser with hsemoglobin from cattle ^

seem to have been sufficiently refined to warrant the belief that the measure-

ments do actually reflect the osmotic pressure of the above substance in

solution. Using a parchment membrane they measured an osmotic pressure

of 109 mm. Hg at 1° with a 10.8 per cent solution. This pressure under the

above conditions is that shown by a substance of molecular weight equal to

16,300. This figure is further verified by the determination of tlie amount of

carbon monoxide taken up by haemoglobin. Assuming that one mole of the

latter combines with one mole of carbon monoxide, the molecular weight comes

out as 16,700, a number that is in substantial agreement with that found by
the measurements of the osmotic pressure.

Conductivity of Colloidal Electrolytes : Considerable information has been

collected ^ regarding the nature of colloidal solutions by studying the electrical

conductivity of the same. We have already spoken of cataphoresis as applied

to lyophobe sols, which method when applied to lyophile colloids is not pro-

ductive of results of much value. The conductivity of such solutions, differing

again from the lyophobe class, is appreciable, and in the case of soap solutions

1 Donnan, Z. Elvktrochcm., 17, 572 (1911). Cf. Chapter VII.
^ Arch, Physiol., 209 (1907).

*McBaiii and coworkers, J. Chem. Soc., 117 , 530 (1920); J, Am. Chem. Soc., 42 ,
426

(1920).
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has yielded important insight into the makeup of colloidal electrolytes. This

field has been largely investigated by McBain, who is also responsible for an

interpretation of his experimental results that gives evidence of being of great

value with many other lyophile systems.

The specific conductivity is quite large and according to McBain is constant

and easily reproducible. The following table shows the specific conductivity

X and the equivalent conductance A of sodium palmitate at 90°.

TABLE XIV

Conductivity of Sodium Palmitate Solutions at 90°

C. niolo/1000 g. HoO X A Degree of

Hydrolysis

0.01 0.001319 137.0 0.066

0.05 0.004210 88.61 0.0222

0.1 0.007723 82.51 0.0128

0.2 0.01199 82.38

0.347 0.02657 87.04

0.5 0.03748 89.48 0.0037

0.75 0.05210 87.48 o.oo:io

1.0 0.06263 84.66 0.0020

It was formerly assumed that the high specific conductance of the soap

solutions was due to the carrying of the current by the NaOFI formed by
hydrolysis. McBain has proven that this explanation is unt(Miable by his

measurements of the degree of hydrolysis by means of Ph determinations.

His results with the potassium salts of various fatty acids may be concisely

expressed by A — c curves, which are reproduced below. Curves from 1 to 7

refer to the acetate, capron-

ate, caprinate, laurinate, myr-

istate, palmitate, and stearate

respectively.

McBain's explanation of

the abnormal increase of equiv-

alent conductivity observed

with the higher fatty acid salts

is that the latter give rise to

colloidal anions of high mobil-

ity. The increase in mobility

is explained by the following

considerations: In the cata-

phoresis experiments the veloc-

ity of the moving charged particle was shown to equal

iHD
u = »

iirri

Fio. 17

(42 )
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where the previf)us moaniiiKs gf the sym})ols are retained (p. 1296). The veloc-

ity, therefore, is independent of the radius of the particle. The physical law
relating; the charge to the potential of concentrically charged spheres of radius

r and ri, is

c(ri - r)

Dr{r + 5)

Inasmuch, however, as f with most stable particles docs not differ much
from the constant }3otential (50-70 millivolts), it follows from the last equation
that the charge of a colloidal particle must increase with increasing size of the
latter. The same reasoning may be applied to the mobility of the ions, only
in this case a charged isolated sphere must be assumed instead of concentric

spheres as demanded by the Helmholtz double layer. With the ions, the
relation then becomes

Taking the radius of the ion to be from 2-3 X 10 ® cm. and the charge per ion

as that calculated from Faraday’s law, f turns out to be from 60-90 millivolts.

This represents a truly astonishing result—namely, that the potential of an
ion against the surrounding medium is practically identical with that of a

colloidal partich'. From the above eciuation it also follows that, as the ion

becomes larg(*r, the potential must decrease, inasmuch as the charge per ion

cannot vary.

Mclhiin makes the assumption that the anion is a colloidal complex in

which fire a number of simple anions each of which carries its normal charge.

This multiple charge when distributed over the large surface of the colloid

is sufficient to raise f to a value that makes for increased mobility notwith-
standing the fact that the frictional opposition is increased with the larger

particles.

Me Bain also determines ^ the composition of his soap solutions in terms of

th^ various molecular and colloidal species by means of indirect vapor pressure
measurements -a refined dew point method was employed. The results of

these measureiiK'iits togetlu'i* with his conductivity values permitted him to

make approximate calculations of the amounts of the various constituents of

the solutions.

Isoelectric Point: The colloidal behavior of albumenous substances has
been made the object of study by countless investigators. Here the problem
is complicated by the chemical activity of the materials. J. Loeb has con-
tributed 2 very greatly to clarifying this mass of material by his emphasis on
the })urely chemicjd phase of the problem. For example, this worker regards
gelatine as an amphoteric substance that, under certain conditions, is capable

‘ McHaiu iiiul Saliuou, Pioc. Jiou. Soc., 97A, 44 (1020).
• Ijoeh, Proteins and the Theory of Colloidal Behavior ( 1922).
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of combining with acids and under others with bases to form true salts. The
criterion as to whether the basic or the acidic property be uppermost is the Ph

of the substance. Thus, for example, when gelatine is treated with acid of a

certain strength and thereby brought to a definite Ph value, it may form a

salt with gelatine as the cation or anion depending upon the particular Ph that

was selected. At the isoelectric point, i.e., where the basicity equals the

acidity, the substance does not combine either with acids or bases. If the

acidic ionization of the substance be expressed

^ _ (ROR-KW)
^

(HROII)

and the basic ionization by tlie equation

_ (HR^-)(OH-)

® (HROH)

at the isoelectric point,

(HR+) = (ROH-).

Therefore,

(11^) = [(K,,/Kb).K^]>^

being the ordinary dissociation constant of wat('r. This relationship

allows one to predict tlic position of the isoelectric [)oint, i.e., the Ph value of

the same, from a knowledge of the strengths of tlie acid and the base in the

amphoteric substance.

Loeb shows that most of the properties of albumonous colloids are in

intimate relation with the Ph of the same, and ho also points out that most

of the confusion in the early work is due to failure to prepare materials of

definite Ph value. He furthermore extends his views with the aid of the

J3oniian theory of membrane equilibrium to explain the variation of the osmotic

pressure with the Ph of the solution. Space does not permit a description of

his experimental methods or a detailed discussion of his results, but the work

is of great importance to all interested in problems associated with amphoteric

colloids.

From the brief enumeration of some of the important members of the

class of lyophile colloids it can be seen that such substances are numbered

with those that must be regarded as of the utmost importance in the life

of man. That our theoretical knowledge of such solutions is limited is not

due to a lack of effort, but rather must be attributed to the complexity

of the problems involved. Not only are the particles colloidal in dimension,

but they are not homogeneous, nor are they to be regarded as being chemically

inert.

Perhaps it may be well in closing this brief summary of the colloidal state

of matter to impress the reader once more with the fact that colloidal systems
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are in metastable equilibrium. They are only transient stages between that

of true solutions and crystalline solids. These two extremes typify absolute

randomness on the one hand, and an orientation on the other (that is so

searching as to result oftentimes in the disappearance of the molecule as a

structural unit) . In the light of this, it is evident that the study of rate becomes

of prime importance with such systems. A careful and intensive investigation

of the rates of the various colloid-changes will lead to a fuller appreciation of

these most interesting systems.



CHAPTER XXI

RADIOACTIVITY

BY S. C. LIND, Ph.D.,

Chief Chemist, U, jS. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D, C.

The fundamental contributions to the science of physical chemistry that

have resulted from the investigation of atomic disintegration and of the related

phenomejia have established such intimate relations between the two that
it is no longer easy to segregate an independent subject matter which one may
term radioactivity. The time has likewise passed when it is desirable in a
brief chapter to adopt a historical order of presentation.

The modern conceptions of atomic structure and of progressive atomic
change or (ivolution have already been discussed. It remains to consider the
properties of the different radioactive elements, their genetic ndationships
and the character of the rays and particles emitted at the time of atomic
disintegration.

Radioactive Series: The property of nuclear instability resulting in radio-

active change belongs primarily to the elements of highest atomic mass. Only
those elements of atomic mass greater than 210 possess distinct radioactive

properties. Of the common elements, only two, uranium and thorium, are
certainly radioactive. It is more than accidental that they have the two
highest known atomic masses. Each of them constitutes the parent member
of a series of radioactive elements genetically related. Actinium, an element
discovered by radioactive methods, is the parent clement of a third series,

which appears to be genetically related to the uranium series. Reasons have
been presented by Russell ^ for believing a fourth series remains to be dis-

covered.

Rate of Atomic Change : The rate at which one radioactive element phanges
into the next lower in the series has been found by experiment to follow a very
simple law. Of any quantity under consideration the same fraction always
changes in unit time, or the rate of change is always proportional to the total

quantity present. This is expressed by the ordinary logarithmic law:

Nt = N,e-^\

when Vo is the initial number of atoms of one kind present (or quantity
measured in any other units), N

t

the number remaining after any interval of

time iy and X is a constant characteristic of the element in question. This is

J Nature, 1X2, 588 (1923).
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the ordinary equation for a unimolecular reaction, and in fact represents the

most perfect case, and, as is sometimes maintained, may represent the only

true case of unimolecular change. The rate has been found to be independent

of any conditions, physical or chemical, that have, so far, been imposed. In

fact the ability to change X constitutes the crux of the problem of the utilization

of intra-atomic energy which has been pronounced the most important future

problem of energetics.

The fraction changing per unit of time (X) is the reciprocal of the average

life {6) of all the atoms of a given species. Tlio lialf life period of a radioactive

element is the time {T) required for half of any given quantity to undergo

change.

T = dln2.

The i)eri()d of any radioactive element is its most fundamental physical con-

stant. 'J'he diffc^rent periods found among the various radioactive elements

embrace an extraordinary range from seconds to 10^° years. Some
empirical relations have been found between X and other constants, but the

fundamental principles, doubtless involved in the little explored structure of

the nucleus, are yet to be disclosed.

Radioactive Equilibrium : The rate at which one element changes into

another or the relative periods of the members of a radioactive series of elements

evidently control the quantities of the elements that can coexist. The shorter

the life of a given element, the smaller the quantity that can coexist with its

parent or offspring elements. The relations which exist may be variously

classified according to the genetic distribution of elements with different life

periods. One of the simplest and most important cases is that of a long-lived

parent succeeded by a much shorter one. The latter will accumulate until

the rate of its decay just counterbalances its rate of formation, when an ir-

reversible dynamic equilibrium results—called radioactive equilibrium. For

the case of a long-lived parent A i with period Xi of which Nx atoms are present,

the equilibrium quantities of element A^, A^y etc., are given by

or

XiiVi= X2iV2= XsiVs---,

X2

N^
,—

,
etc.

Nt

Thus, the equilibrium quantities are inversely proportional to the periods.

This is a principle of first importance, since it means that only long-lived

elements can be accumulated in large quantities and vice versa.

Another principle of importance in connection with radioactive equilibrium

is one which for convenience may be termed “constant flux^' of atoms. It

follows directly from the definition of radioactive equilibrium that, in a series

in equilibrium, the number of atoms of each kind undergoing change in unit

time must be a constant. Since one a-particle is omitted per atom changing,

the number of a-particles emitted per second is constant for equilibrium
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quantities of all the elements in a series. It is therefore evident that much
simplicity is effected by choosing a gram of one member in a series as the
quantity unit and letting the quantities of other members of the series in

equilibrium with 1 gram of the standard be designated by a common unit.

It must be understood that these relations hold only in a straight series, where
no branching occurs.^

Emission of Energy: One of the most striking properties of radioactive sub-
stances is the continued emission of energy in the form of high velocity particles

the absorption of which results in the production of heat. It is now conceded
that the ultimate source of this energy is the intra-atomic energy residing in

the nucleus of the atom. Although its total quantity is unknown, it is quite

evident that the portion liberated in a single atomic transition far exceeds the
energy associated with ordinary chemical action. On this account there has
been much speculation about tlie possibility of utilizing intra-atomic energy
for power generation. Many fantastic statements have been made about the
total heat evolved by 1 gram of radium during its entire life and how much
work could be accomplished with it. While it is true tliat a battleship could
be lifted with the total energy from a relatively small quantity of radium, it is

impossible to change or control the rate of energy emission, and hence it is

(piite as hopeless for a gram of radium to expend all its available energy in one
burst as it would be for a man to perform a herculean task ]>y expending the

total energy of his whole life in a single moment.
One remarkable result of the heat emission of radioactive substances is its

effect in the earth^s crust. The content of radium in the earth^s crust is of the

order 2~4 X 10“^^ gram per gram of rock, the corresi)()nding uranium content is

6-12 X 10“®; the thorium content is 12 X 10‘^ The total heat evolved is so

great that it has been calculated to be much in excess of the radiation from
the earth; hence, the earth must ])c becoming warmer instead of cooler. Joly
has recently based a new theory of structural history of the earth’s crust on
the assumption that the earth passes through a succession of cycles, radio-

actively heating up owing to the poor conduction of the crust until it melts,

then a period of more rapid heat loss until solidification again results and
consequent thickening to a maximum thickness of about 30 km., then melting
at the bottom, thinning until completely fluid and so forth througli a series of

cycles (cf. p. 1357).

a-Rays ; One of the early accomplishments of Rutherford was the demon-
stration that an a-particle is a helium atom with a double positive charge,

He++. This is evidently the He nucleus. Owing to the high initial velocity

of OL particles (1/15 to 1/20 velocity of light), one would expect that the two
electrons associated with ordinary helium could not accompany it in this rapid

flight. Henderson ^ has just shown that in fact an equilibrium

He++ + © ^ He+ -f- © ^ He

^ N. E. Dorsey, .7. Wash. Acad. Sci., 11, 381 (1921).
2 Henderson, G. H., Proc. Roy. Soc.^ 102A, 490 (1923). Rutherford, Phil, Mag., 47,

277 (1924). R. H. Fowler, ibid., 47, 416 (1924).
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represents the true state of affairs; in other words, an a-particle captures

electrons and loses them again in its flight, and as its velocity diminishes the

equilibrium is shifted t(3ward neutral He.

Owing to its high velocity and mass of atomic dimensions the a-particle

possesses great kinetic energy which renders it a powerful agent endowed

with many unusual properties. Due to its charge and velocity it is deflected

by powerful magnetic and electrostatic fields. By such deflection its e/m

value was determined. Deflection of a-particles by atoms through which they

pass has proved a most fertile means of studying atomic structure. The

Rutherford theory of atomic structure resulted from his studies of deflections

and nuclear encounters of a-particles.

As long as the velocity of the a-particlc is great, it passes in a straight line

through the electronic fields of a large number of atoms, removing electrons

and thus producing ionization. Toward the end of the path when the velocity

is becoming diminished, deflections from the straight line of flight result, termed

scattering. Very rarely, a large

deflection or reversal of direction

occurs. The great rarity of this

phenomenon led Rutherford to

the present conception of the

atom with a very m i n ii t e

nucleus. The total ionization

per a-particlc from different

radioactive elements will be

found in the tables for the

different series. The distribu-

tion of ionization along the path

of an a-particlc from RaC is

shown in Fig. 1. The path

would be identical for any other

a-particle of the same velocity.

The initial velocity of all a-par-

ticles from a given kind of atom
is identical. For a-particles

with initial velocity less than

that of RaC\ the path is the same, beginning at the corresponding point in

the path.

The range of the a-particle is the total distance it will traverse in a given

substance until its energy is dispersed. See Tables V, VI and VII.

When an a-particle impinges on phosphorescent zinc sulphide, a scintilla-

tion is produced. The observation of these scintillations furnished the first

definite evidence of the existence of individual atoms. The enumeration of

scintillations may be utilized to determine the number of a-particles being

emitted by a known quantity of a radioactive substance. Since each a-

particle omitted represents the disintegration of one atom, the method is

m Cm 9 of Am
I'lG. 1 The Distribution of Ionization
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invaluable in determining the rate of atomic disintegration and, through it,

the period, especially of the very long- or short-lived elements which are not

subject to other more direct methods.

The range of a-particles in a given gas is inversely proportional to the

pressure, which means that the number of molecular encounters necessary to

exhaust its kinetic energy due to radioactive change is constant for a given gas.

The reciprocal of the range in any gas is termed its stopping power. The total

ionization in any gas produced by one a-particle is called its total ionization

and when referred to air as a standard (air = 1) is called the total specific

ionization. The molecular specific ionization is the ionization referred to air

along equal lengths of path, i.e., through the same number of molecules of any

gas. In the following table will be found data relative to ionization and

stopping power.

TABLE I

Stopping Power and Ionization (by a-RAYs) op Different Gases According to Bragg ^

k X 100 8 X 100 ks X 100

Air 100 100 100

H2 100 24 23.3

Na 96 98.9 94

O 2 113 106.4 109

CO 101.5 98.5 100

NO — — 128

CO 2 103 150.5 152

N 2O 105(99) 146 153

NH 3 90 — 81

CS 2 137 218 299

SO 2 103 — 201

He — 20.1 21.1

Ar — 95.1 124.5

Br — — 390

HBr 129 — —
HI 129 — —
HCl 129 — —
CH4 118 86 no
CH 4O 122 — 174

C 2H2 126 112 140

C 2H4 122 135 105

C 2H 6 130 151.4 197

C6H,2 135
j

354.4 485

C 2H6O 123 200 246

CcHfl 129 333 430

CHsI 133 258 343

CzHel 128
1

312 400

CHCI 3 129 316 408

CCI4 132
:

400 528

CHaBr 132 203 275

Total Ionization {k); Stopping Power («); and Molecular Ionization {ks).

1 W. H. Bragg, Studies in Radioactivity, MacMillan, p. 65, 1912.
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i3-Particles : These are swift electrons which, like a-particles, originate in

the nucleus of the atom. The mass of a stationary electron is 1/1834 that of

the hydrogen atom or 0.898 X lO'^? q^he mass of jS-particles whose velocity

approaches that of light has boon found to increase in conformity with the

relativity theory.

whore mo is the stationary mass, m is the mass at velocity v, and c is the velocity

of light. Some /^-particles from Ra(' have the velocity equal to 0 . 99<So. From
other sources, /^-particles vary in initial velocity. They cease to ionize air

below a velocity of 0.0063c.

Owing to the small mass of an eh'ctron compared to a helium atom, 0-

particlos have much loss kinetic energy than a-particles. Consequently, they
ar(‘ much more easily deflected by magnetic and electrical fields, have a much
smaller ionizing pow(‘r, are more easily scattered and therefore j)ursne a more
tortuous path in a gas. A /i-particle of velocity 0.9c produces in air (N.T.P.)

about 55 pairs of ions per 1 cm. of path or about 1/200 the ionization of an
a-particle.

The high velocity of jS-particles seems to be very unfavorable for the loss

of energy through ionization, (k)nse(iuently, /^-particles are far more pene-

trating than a-particles and follow (juite a different absorption law. While all

a:-particl('s from th(‘ same source traverse the same distance, called the range,

in a given substance and produce ionization according to a specific law,
/3
-

particles do not all complete a path of the same length, but are su(;cessively

stopped according to an exponential absorption law, i.e., in passing through
successive equal layers of the same material the same fraction of those entering

is stopped in each la3"('r according to the equation

in which 7o is the initial intensity of /3-particles, / the intensity after passing

thickness d in an absorbing medium with the absorption coefficient ju.

In 2 0.693 cm.-i

The half value layer D bears the same relation to /u as the half life period of

radioactive elements does to 6 the average life.

The following table shows the absorption coefficient in aluminum of /3-

particles from different sources. The higher the absorption coefficient the

softer the j3-particles.

7-Rays: In 7-rays one has the most penetrating form of radioactive radia-

tion. The doubt as to their nature which earlier existed has been dispelled; they
are electromagnetic disturbances of the same nature as light, but of extremely
short wave-length and correspondingly greater penetrating power. They arc

not deflected by magnetic or electric fields.
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TABLE II

Absorption Coefficients of ^^-Particles

Element /i D cm."^ A1

XTXi 510 1.3G X 10-3

UX2 14 4.8X10-2
Ra 312 2.2X10-3
RaB 13 : 78; 890 5.3 X 10-2; 9 X 10*3; 8 X 10-*

RaC 13 : 53 5.1 X 10-2; 1.4 x IO-2

RaD 5500 1.2 X 10-4

RaE 43 1.6X10-2

The crystal lattice method, which has proved invaluable in the spectrum

analysis of X-rays, may be extended to the softer 7-rays, but the harder rays

are too short in wave-length for the crystal sjiacing to produce interference

phenomena. The successive layers of atoms in the lattice act like a Rowland
grating to produce interference and suppression of all rays except those of a

given wave-hmgth X at a given angle of incidence {(p) with the plane of the

crystal lattice, according to the relation

nX = 2d‘sin

when n is a whole number 1, 2, 3, etc., and d is the lattice constant or the

distance between the crystal planes, which, for rock salt, is 2.8 X 10"** cm.

The law of absorption for a homogeneous bundle of 7-rays is ex})onential

like that of /^-particles, but the absorption coefficient /x is much smaller for

7-rays, and, consequently, the half layer D in a given material much greater.

For example, Dp^ is 0.5 mm. for the most penetrating jS-particles and 14 mm.
for the hardest 7-rays.

As will be seen from the following table of /x for 7-rays from RaC in various

substances, /x varies approximately directly with the density.

TABLE III

Absorption Coefficients of 7-Rays ^

Substance fiy /x-y/Density

H 0.621 0.045

Pb 0.533 0.047

Cu 0.395 0.044

Fe 0.356 0.045

Sn 0.299 0.041

Zn 0.322 0.045

Al 0.126 0.047

S 0,091 0.046

H2O 0.055 0.055

Air at 15° 4.64 X lO'S 0.0378

The coefficients in aluminum of 7-rays from various elements are shown
as follows:

^Hevesy and Paiicth, Lehrb. d. Radioaktivitat, Barth, Leipzig, p. 40, 1923.
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TABLE IV

Absorption Coefficientb of 7-Rays in Aluminum

Element M7 Element fXy

RaB 230 Ra 354
40 16.3

0.51 0.27

RaC 0.40 MsTh2 26
0.115 0.116

0.111 0.119

ThD 0.096 lo 1088

0.0916 22.7

0.408

The energy distribution among the various types is by no means equal. In

the radium series, by far the greatest part of the 7-ray energy is emitted by
RaC, in the thorium series MsTIih and ThC emit penetrating 7-radiation in

quantities of the same approximate magnitude.

The ionization produced by 7-rays is largely due to the electrons set free

with sufficient velocity to ionize gas molecules along their paths. The number
of ions per second produced by the 7-radiation of Ra(^ is approximately equal to

that of /3-radiation. Owing, however, to the much larger paths of the 7-rays,
the ionization per cm. of path is much smaller than in the case of

j
3-particles.

Secondary Rays : All three types of rays, «, and 7 ,
are capable of causing

emission of secondary radiation from the molecules by which they are absorbed.

The secondary radiation may bo either electronic or electromagnetic in nature.

The initial velocity of the secondary j3-rays or electrons generated by 7-rays
depends on the hardness of the 7-radiation and is limited by the quantum
relation

eV = hv,

when V is the 7-ray frequency and eV the maximum energy of the secondary

electrons, but is independent of the nature of the matter in which the absorp-

tion takes place and of the intensity of primary 7-radiation. The number of

secondary j3-rays is proportional to the 7-ray intensity and increases with the

atomic weight of the absorbent. When the primary 7-radiation falls on an
absorbing screen, the secondary /3-radiation emitted from the entering side is

termed incident; its intensity increases with the screen thickness and for

aluminum attains half value at 0.5 mm,; it .also increases with the atomic

weight of the screen material. The intensity of the secondary /3-radiation

emitted from the opposite side of the screen exceeds the incident secondary

radiation in all substances except in lead. With increasing thickness of screen

it increases to a maximum and this again falls off.

The production of secondary X- or 7-radiation by electrons is also according

to the quantum relation just as in the converse process discussed above.

Accordingly, 2500 volts would be required to supply the energy (eV) necessary

to generate X-rays of X = 4.88 X 10~* cm. The softest 7-ray of RaB (X
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= 1.365 X 10~® cm.) would require 89,000 volts, and the hardest

’

7-ray from

RaC (X not accurately known) would require a voltage of the order of 2,000,000

volts. The present X-ray technique is limited to about 350,000 volts which

leaves the corresponding X-ray lacking the penetrating power of the hardest

7-rays by about 14 fold.

Secondary rays both of the and 7-ray type are also produced by a-

radiation. The secondary /^-particles are very soft, with only about four

times the energy necessary to produce one pair of ions in air. The 5-rays which

are emitted by all a-radiations are also slow electrons or very soft
i
8-rays of

secondary origin.

Recoil Atoms: When an a-particle is emitted from an atom of a radio-

active element, according to the principle of action and reaction a recoil motion

is imparted to the residue of the parent atom impelling it in the direction

opposite to that taken by the a-particle. It becomes the recoil atom. If m
and V be the mass and initial velocity of the a-particle and M and V those of

the recoil atom, then by the principle of equal momentum MV = mv, from

which

V =
^

and

That is, both the velocity and kinetic energy of the recoil atom ^ is that fraction

of the velocity and kinetic energy of the a-particle, represented by the ratio

of the mass of the a-particle to the mass of the resulting recoil atom

which, for the different cases arising, will have values between 1/50 and 1/60.

The recoil atoms from a-particles are swift enough to produce very intense

ionization, though over a very limited range. The recoil atoms resulting from

RaA have a range in air of about 0.14 mm. and of 0.83 mm. in hydrogen.

This is about 1/350 of the range of the a-particles emitted, and since the energy

of the rc'coil atoms is about 1/50 that of the a-particle, tlie rate of energy ab-

sorption must be about 7 times as great by recoil atoms as by a-particles. It

has been found that tlie maximum ionization by recoil atoms is about 5 times

as great as that of a-particles over the same path in air. ,

Owing to their lower velocities relative to those of a-particles, recoil atoms
diminish in ionizing power with diminishing velocity over their whole paths,

or, in other words, they exhibit only that final rapidly dropping part of the

ionization curve shown for a-particlcs in their final stage when absorption and

scattering are very rapid (see p. 1324).

Recoil atoms have, like a-particles, the property of activating some ele-

ments and of causing chemical reaction to ensue at ordinary temperature.^

Those will be discussed in a later section.

^ Meyer and Schweidler, Radioattivitat, Tcubner, Leipzig, p. 261, 1916.
2 Lind. J. Am, Chem. Soc., 41 , 551, (1919).
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Recoil atoms from /3-particles have velocities of the same order of magnitude

as gas molecules at ordinary temperatures. Ionizing properties have not been

observed, but, occasionally, recoil from /3-rays has been observed with sufficient

energy to remove the parent atom from the active surface. The energy of

recoil from a-particles is far greater and has been utilized to separate members

of the radioactive disintegration seties from their parent members.

The Uranium Series : Uranium is the parent member of the best known of

the three radioactive families. The members of this series and some of their

most important radioactive and other properties arc shown in the preceding

table.

Where branching occurs in the series it is indicated by the percentage shown

for the first two members resulting from the two limbs of the branch. For

example, UXi disintegrates into UX 2 to the extent of 99.65 per cent, and to

UZ to the extent of 0.35 per cent. Similarly, UY is a 3 per cent branch from

Un- UY is probably the parent of i)rotactiniuni, the initial member of the

actinium family (see the actinium series).

Before taking up the individual members of the uranium series, some of

the general principles that can be deduced by inspection of the table will be

considered. Of course, many of the data given in the table are calculated by
means of these principles, and thus the table was constructed by a process the

reverse of the one that will now be followed.

a-Ray Changes : Whenever an a-ray change is observed it will be found that

the atomic weight is diminished by four units. This follows from the fact that

a helium atom of atomic mass four is removed from each atom. This principle

has been verified experimentally in a number of ways. In passing down the

series from uranium (238) to radium, three a-ray members Uj, Uji and lo arc

involved; hence one would predict a drop in atomic weight of 3 X 4 units, or

radium sliould have the atomic weight 226 which has been verified by the very

accurate work of llonigschmid.^ Again, there are 5 a-ray members between

radium and RaG, leading one to expect an atomic weight of 206 for RaG, whicli

has been verified by Richards, ^ Honigsehmid ® and others. Finally the entire

span from Th (232) to ThD involves six a-radiators and ThD has been found

by Honigsehmid and Horovitz ^ to have an atomic weight of approximately 208.

Moreover, the volume of pure radon has been found to be about 0.6 mm. *

per curie, which is the volume to be expected from the number of a-particles

emitted and the Avogadro number (total number of molecules in a gram-mol.
= 6.06 X 1023).

It may also be observed that the emission of one a-particle leads to a new
atom with an atomic number lower than that of the parent atom by two units,

which follows directly from the definition of the atomic number as the net

positive charge on the nucleus and the fact that an a-particlc removes two

1 Sitzh, Akad. Wiss. Wim, 120, 1017 (1911).

^T. W. Richard? and P. Putzeys, J. Am. Chew. Soc., 45, 2951 (1923).

3 0. Honigsehmid and St. Horovitz, ISitzh. Akad. iK?.s‘.s\ Wien^ 123, 2407 (1914).

< ISitzh. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 123, 2407 (1914).
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positive unit charges. Similarly, the removal of a jS-particle from the nucleus

increases the net positive charge and hence the atomic number by one unit.

It follows that, whenever the succession of changes in any series is such that an

a-radiator is preceded by, followed by, or lies between two jS-radiators, the net

result is an element with an atomic weight four units lower, but having the

same atomic number as the original element at the head of the changes. Since

it has been shown that isotopes have the same atomic number, one should

expect the initial and final members of such a series of changes to be isotopic.

This is verified in a number of cases in the various families, for example, by the

sequence UjA UXiA UX 2A XJn. A number of highly important relation-

ships arise in the periodic system from the principles just stated, but their

full consideration will be more advantageously approached after the other two

radioactive families have been presented.

The Thorium Series : Like the uranium series this series has at its head an

element known before the discovery of its radioactive properties. It has many
points of similarity to the uranium series. Its members emit the same types

of radiation with the same general characteristics. One and only one gaseous

member occurs, thoron, which is the parent of a sequence of members showing

striking common properties with the corresponding members in the uranium

series. The branching which takes place at ThC giving 35 per cent of ThC"
and 65 per cent of ThC' is a much more evenly balanced branching than is

found in the uranium series. Other important differences are the occurrence

of a marked 7-radiat()r ahead of thoron, and the brief life of the latter. Also

MsThi which corresponds most closely to Ra has a life so much shorter that

it cannot be collected in sufficiently large quantities to enable the direct de-

termination of its atomic weight. The characteristics of the series are given

in Table VI.

The Actinium Series: This scries has long been known to be genetically re-

lated to the uranium series. The exact position of the branching has been the

object of much research and speculation. While it is still in doubt, the origin

suggested is at present regarded as the most likely one, namely, a 3 per cent

a-ray branching to UY from which protactinium is formed by a fi-ray change.

The actinium series is presented in the accompanying table (Table VII).

What Constitutes a Radioactive Series? The fact that the actinium series

is a branch of only 3 per cent from the uranium series has been pointed out.

It has also been seen that other branches, even of much higher percentage,

are not designated as independent series. One of the distinguishing charac-

teristics of a series has always appeared to be the occurrence of one and of only

one gaseous member. As will be shown later, these gaseous members belong

to the rare gas group like argon, krypton and xenon. A study of the section

on the displacement law (p. 1347) will disclose the probability that one and only

one gaseous member should be included in a series. In other words, the radio-

active elements extend over only about one and a half octaves in the periodic

system. On going lower in atomic weight, the stable elements are encountered,

on going higher one reaches a region of instability apparently so great that
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the elements, if they ever existed, no longer are found, or at least have not yet

been discovered.

The general characteristics of the genetic series of elements and of their

principal radioactive properties may be learned from Tables V, VI and VII;

the properties and separation of the individual radioactive elements may now
be considered.

Nomenclature: The nomenclature of separate elements, while greatly im-

proved by unification, is not yet on a strictly scientific basis. Several different

principles have been followed. The most consistent has been that of attaching

the first letters of the alphabet to the numbers below the gaseous member as

RaA, B, etc., and, similarly, TliA, etc., and AcA, etc. Another principle has

been that of attaching to the parent of the series prefixes like meso- and radio-

to distinguish certain members above the gaseous members, or to affix the final

letters of the al])habet like X, Y and Z. Isotoi)y has been indicated in some

case's like IJi and U 2 . The several principles may lead to more than one name
for the same element; for example, RaG is also called U-Pb. Individual

names like polonium (RaF) and ionium have also been adopted for some of

the early discoveries. The term cwanatioii was adopted for the gaseous

members before their material nature was recognized. While very generally

accepted, the disadvantages are serious; in English at least, the layman has

always confused the terms emanation and radiation

^

loading to unfortunate

popular coiK^eptions, such as the possibility of accumulating and storing the

radiations. On the other hand, separate terms like nito7i for RaEm (Rn) has

the serious disadvantage of losing the family name and of requiring too many
new terms if all the radioactive elements were given such names. Hence the

names radon, thoron and aciinon seem most satisfactory and have been adopted

for the gaseous members of the three families.

Uranium: This clement consists of at least two isotopes Ui and U2 ,
though

the latter, on account of its shorter life, constitutes only 0.04 per cent of the

equilibrium mixturci. U 2 cannot be separated from Ui but may be obtained

by growth from UXi which has been separated chemically from the mixture.

The experimental value 238.18 for the atomic weight of U has been determined

with the greatest care, jxnd, although it has brought it much closer to 238.0,

which would correspond to 226.0 for Ui, than the old value 238.5, the dis-

crepancy with theory is serious enough to suggest it may contain a third un-

known isotope of higher atomic weight. This has suggested a different possi-

bility for the origin of actinium from that shown in the actinium series, with

the hypothetical U isotope as its parent.

The very long periods of decay of Ui and Un preclude the direct observa-

tion of their values; they have been calculated from the rate of emission of

a-particles and from the Geiger-Nuttall relation. Either the black oxide

(UaOs) or the uranyl nitrate (U02(N03) 2 . 6H20 ) is usually employed as an

a-ray standard in radioactive measurements. The old system of reporting

even high values of activity in terms of the uranium ii^uivalent has been

abandoned in favor of the International Radium Standard' (see p. 1337).
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UXi is an isotope of Th and would therefore be similarly separated (see

Ionium, below). _
UX 2 is an isotope of Pa and may be obtained from solutions of UXi either

by electrolytic separation or by precipitation together with tantalum oxide.

UY and UZ receive their names from their occurrence in uranium salts.

Their weak activity compared with other jS-radiators makes it evident they

are not members of the main IJ series. The exact method of their genesis

is not clear ])ut the evidence points toward UY as the parent of PrAc and hence

of the Ac series.

Ionium: This possesses especial interest as the parent of radium and also

as an a-radiator of suitable life period to be of practical interest if it could be

obtained in a pure state. This latter has not been possible on account of its

being an isotope of thorium so that the purest ionium yet obtainable was

estimated by atomic weight determination to contain only 30 per cent lo,

thougli the two atomic weights are so close together that the greatest exi)eri-

mental accuracy leaves th(i calculated purity in considera])le doubt.

Radium: This is the radioactive clement of the greatest theoretical and

practical interest. Its life is sufficiently long for it to accumulate in (luantities

which have rendered its separation feasible in quantities readily handled by

ordinary chemical methods. Its atomic weight has been determined with

great accuracy. Its spectrum has also been determined. It is the next liigher

homologue above barium in the periodic system to whi(;h it has great similarity

in chemical properties. The corresponding radium and barium salts are

isotropic. Owing to their chemical .similarity, radium and barium are not

easily sei)arated by reactions involving fractional precipitation or solution.

So far reaching is this inseparability under ordinary circumstances that radium

and barium have been referred to as ‘‘pseudo-isotopes.” Radium and barium

are readily se])arated by the fractional crystallization of their chlorides and,

more readily, of their bromides.

Radium is isotopic with MsThi and ThX, but, owing to the small quantity

of Th in the principal ores of U, radium is not usually contaminated with

MsTlii to a serious (ixtent. Like the corresponding barium salts, RaCU 2H 2O
and RaBi'i.'ilUO are readily soluble in water, which should be acidulated

with II Cl or IIBr to prevent precipitation by carbon dioxide or as ba.sic salts

that might be formed in the oxidizing atmosphere produced by the action of

a-rays on water. Such solutions are extensively employed for the collection

of radon for therapeutic use.

The two most commonly prepared insoluble salts of radium are the car-

bonate (RaCOg) and sulfate (RaS04). The former is soluble in IlCl or HBr.

When the salts of radium are sealed up in small volumes, care must be taken

to remove the last traces of water (even of crystallization), otherwise the

decomposition of water by a-rays will lead to the liberation of hydrogen (and

oxygen ?),^ which, in the limited space, produces dangerous pressures in the

glass tube containers.

’ Oxygen may be wholly utilized in forming oxyhalide baits, leaving only hydrogen free.

This is surmised from the fact that the equilibrium 2H2 + 02^ (2H2O) under a-radiation
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Measurement of Radium: This is accomplished either by the a-ray solid

method, the radon method, or the 7-ray method, depending on circumstances.

The 7-ray method is used for the comparison of the larger quantities of

radium (> 1 mg.) in a fairly concentrated state (> 1 per cent purity). Either

an electroscope or an electrometer may be used. All a- and jS-radiatioii is

screened out by a lead screen to J inch thick. Of course, the 7-radiation
compared is from RaC, and hence the preparation must have been sealed at

least one month for the RaC to accumulate to equilibrium quantity. Other-

wise, the time of accumulation must be accurately known and a suitable correc-

tion be applied to obtain the equilibrium value. International radium standards

have been prepared by recrystallizing radium chloride until pure and especially

free from barium chloride, as indicated by very careful atomic weight de-

terminations. Weighed quantities of the pure radium chloride were sealed up
in glass tubes and compared by their 7-radiations. Those independently

prepared by Mme. Curie and by Hbnigsehmid were found to be in good agree-

ment for the 7rradiation from equal weights. Hence 1 gram has been adopted

as the unit quantity of radium element.

Occurrence and Recovery of Radium: Radium occurs in the great majority

of uranium minerals in the equilibrium ratio of 1 part of radium to 3,000,000

parts of uranium by weight. The only exceptions are: ( 1 ) Ores of too recent

origin for radioactive equilibrium to have been reached. (2) Some uranium

ores of secondary origin of rather loose structure are subject to removal of part

of the radium content by leaching, leaving the Ra : U ratio below normal.

Correspondingly, some natural waters are found to contain measurable quanti-

ties of radium in solution.

The recovery of radium from uranium ores may be accomplished in one

of two general metliods: ( 1 ) Attack by an acid like hydrochloric or nitric acids

which take radium into solution: after filtration radium is precipitated together

with barium as sulfate. (2 ) The ore is attacked directly with sulfuric acid,

converting the radium and barium into sulfate which must be removed from

the insoluble ore residue by some kind of mechanical concentration. These

two types of treatment are subject to various modifications. The result of

the acid leach is sometimes more effective if sulfates be converted to carbonate

by a previous carbonation, hot or cold, or sometimes by fusion, followed by a

water wash to remove sulfates, before attacking the radium-barium carbonate

with hydrochloric acid.

In all processes the radium at some stage is precipitated together with

barium as sulfate. The proportion of RaS04 to BaS04 first precipitated varies,

but is of the order 1 to 1,000,000 or less. If the ore has not this proportion

of barium, it must be added in the leach or just before precipitation, to take

advantage of the pseudo-isotopic property of barium toward radium, to insure

good recovery. For the same reason, a soluble barium salt is added to a

radium solution to ‘‘protect’^ the radium from preeijntation by small accidental

quantities of precipitant, thus preserving its full “emanating power.^^

hais been found to lie far toward H2O formation, and yet high pressures are known to be

produced.
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The co-precipitation of radium and barium presents some highly interesting

features. It seems anomalous that radium should be precipitated together

with barium at a concentration far below that corresponding to the solubility

of pure radium sulphate (about 1/100 that of RaS04). This action is exactly

that to be expected if radium and barium were truly isotopic, but they have,

of course, atomic numbers widely different, and can readily be separated by

fractional crystallization of the halides. Moreover, since they are not isotopic,

one would expect the theoretically unstable condition established by the co-

])recipitation to revert to equilibrium by the return of radium into solution.

Such is not the case. On the other hand, the degree of co-precipitation is not

so rigid as with true isotopes. The behavior of isotopes in similar reactions

v'ill be discussed later in the section on the radio-elements as chemical in-

dicators.

The Chemical Properties of Radium: The properties of the element arc

those to be exjx'cted from its position in the periodic system. For example, it

may be predicted from the relative solubilities of (.'aS04, Sr804 and BaS04
that RaSOi should have a solubility less than that of BaS04 by about 100 fold,

which hits been found to be the case.^ Similarly, from the solubility of Ca(()H)2,

Sr(()H)2 and Ba(()H)2 it may be predicted that Ra(()H)2 should be even more
soluble* than Bii(()ll)2. This has been confirmed and made use of in their

separation in strongly alkaline solutions at low temperature.

In general^ it should be noted (hat the radioactive properties of an element are

exhibited only at the moment of transition to another. Looked at statistically,

only that fraction of the atoms undergoing radioactive change within n given

interval of time is responsible for the radiation and for the other radioactive

manifestations: the remaining atoms, either before or after change, have only the

properties of ordinary chemical elements.

Radon: This is the highest homologue of the noble gas series. Owing to

its ])roperty of dilTusing from solids and solutions containing radium ami

np])arently of producing radioactive properties in the objects with which it

comes in contact, it was given the name radium emanation. As already pointed

out, this term as well as others proposed should be abandoned for the name radon

proposed by the International Committee of Chemical Elements. The critical

temperature of radon is + 10.5°, its boiling point is — (V2°, its freezing point

— 71°. The solubility in water diminishes witl)rthe temperature; it also obeys

Henry’s law. The partition coefficient between air and water is at 0°,

0.510; at 10°, 0.:h50; at 10°, 0.3; at 20°, 0.255; at 100°, 0.107. Salts in solution

lower the solubility; the coefficient in 1 molar salt solution at ordinary temper-

ature is 0.10; between blood and air at ))ody temperature is 0.42.^ Most
organic liquids ^ll^solve radon to a greater degree than does water.

The percentage loss of radon from solids has been termed “emanating
power of the solid in question. Dry radium salts usually lose by diffusion

^ Lind, rndorwood and \Vhitton\oro, .f. Am, Ctum. Soc., 40 . 405 (191S).

‘K. K. Stronj;. ,/. Am. Cfum. Soc., 43. 44*2 (19*21L

Maehe and 8ucss,, Wu n. Bn ., 121, 171 (,191*2).
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)nly about lO-lo per cent of their equilibrium quantity of ra(l<»ii. AVettiuK or

heating iiuiterinlly raises the proportion liberated. Compact ores like ])itc]i-

blende, even when finely ground, lose only a few (3-S) per cent; carnotite loses

much more (I6-0O per cent). Raising the temperature of dry salts, even to

1000° C. or higher, has not proved an efficient method of de-enianating; treat-

ment by solution or fusion is necessary.

The quantity of radon in equilibrium with 1 gram of radium is termed 1

curie; it has the volume 0.63 mm.^ and weighs 6 X 10“® iniiig. The curie ^

is subdivided into milli-, micro-, and milli-inicro-curies.

The absolute purificatio)! of radon in order to determine its true volume is

of great scientific interest but very difficult to accomplish. Less rigid ])urifica,-

tion is sufficient for many scientific and for therapeutic purposes. The usual

practice is to maintain a solution of radium (chloride or bromide) in acid solu-

tions Avith high protectiv'c barium to prevent prccipibition. From this solution

the radon is collected under vacuum and .separated from the decompositioji

products of the solution by suitable chemical treatment. The principal im-

purities arc hydrogen and oxygen from the decomposition of winter by o:-rays,

of which hydrogen is in excess owing to the formation of oxyhalides and HoO-j

in solution, but principally due to hydrogen from the decomposition of the

halide acid, the halogen having been retained by mercury in the collecting

system. Other impurities are carbon dioxide by oxidation of stop-cock greas(',

organic gases from its decomposition by a-rays, and helium. The latter can

be removed only by freezing the radon by licpiid air and pumping olY the

residual gas.

Besides its convenience as a source of 7-radiation, radon maybe employed

as a source of a-rays by mixing it in the system to be radiated; it may also be

confined in small glass eapillari('s or bulbs with walls a fi'W microns thick which

allow the passage of a-parlicl(*s with an absorption eciuivahmt to about 1 cm.

of air per 6 microns of glass.

The rate of decay of radon avIhui .separat'd from its panait, radium, or of

its production in its presence may be (d)tained from the folloAving tabl(‘ for

It will be noticed that radon accumulates from 0 to practically 100 per C(*nt in

about 1 month, and attains half volume in 3 days and 21 hours.

Short-lived Active Deposits: The first three' members below radon, RaA,

RaB and RaC, are all rather short-liA^ed. fonseeiuently, radon attains equi-

librium in about 4 hours with all three. Since the}^ are solids, they are deposit'd

on the surface of any object with AA'hich they come into contact and thus produce

the phenomenon originally called “induced radioactivity,’^ noAv termed ^‘active

deposit,”

On account of its strong 7-activity, RaC’ is the most important member.

This 7-radiation furnishes the most convenient means of measuring RjK- and,

1 A com entration unit based on the elect rieal di^charKiiiK T>nwer of rarlori lias also been

employed. 1 Maehe unit — .3.0 X 10 *® curie 'liter. Kssenliallv, the Mache unit is now a

wholly secondary one, unscientific in definition, impractical to determine, and should bo

abandoned.
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TABLE VIII

IJec'ay of Radioh Examination' Acoording to L. Kolowhat

Thim*
(Quantity
IlomumiTiK A

0 00

Timti

'

llomuiniiiK A
0 00

Time
Quantity
Remaining A

000
Dayw Hth Days Hrs Days Hrs

0 1 ooooo 1 11 0 76913 4 3 0 47a392
373 575 .333

0 5 0 99023 1 12 0 76338 4 6 0.46533
372 570 345

1 0 99233 1 13 0 75768 4 9 0.45498
742 .367 337

2 0 9S511 1 14 0 75201 4 12 0 44486
730 562 3.30

3 0 97773 1 13 0 74039 4 15 0 43496

1

730 557 323
\ 0 97043

1

1 10 0 74082 4 18 0.42.328
72«i

1

1

554 315
r> (J 9()319 1 17

;

0 73328 4 21 0 11582
719 549 308

(\ 0 93000 1 18 0 72979 5 0 0 40637
713

[

515 3004
7 0 91SS3 1 19 0 72431 5 4 0 39155

709 .342 2915
H 0 91170 1 20 0 71892 5 8 0 .38289

703 537 2829
{) 0 93173 1 21 0 71353 5 12 0 371.58

099 533 2745
10 0.9277

1

1 22 0 70822 5 16 0 360.39

i

093 329 2664
11 0 920SI 1 23 0 70293 5 20 0 3 1994

088 523 2585
12 0 91393 2 0 0 09708 0 0

i

0 33960
083 522 2509

13 0 90710 2 1 0 69246 6 1 0 32956
078

1 317 2135U 0 90032 2 2 0 08729 0 8 0 319.S2
072

1

514 2363
lo 0 89300 2 3 0 08213

1

0 12 0 310.37
008 509

1

2293
1« 0 88002 2 4 0 07700 0 10 0 30019

003 501 2223
17 0 88029

i 2 0 0 00098 0 20 0 29229 1

1
037 490 2160

IS 0 87372 2 8 0 0.3703 7 0 0 2836.3
033 189 2096

10 0 80719 2 10 0 0 1720 7 1 0 27.327
048 182 2034

20 0 S(i07

1

2 12 0 l».1703 7 8 0 26714
013 173 1974

21 0 83128 2 1 1 092813 7 12 0 2.3924
039 168 1915

22 0 S47S9 2 10 0 0 1.S78 7 lb 0 2.31.38
033 1 161 18.59

23 0 81130 2 18 0 60937 7 20 0 21414
028 4,34 1804

1 0 0 83327 2 20 0 00030 8 0 0 23693
1 021 447 1751

1 1 0 82903 2 22 0 39130 8 4 0 22993
020 410 1699

1 2 0 S22S3 3 0 0 3S273 8 8 i 0 22313
Oil 432 1649

1 3 0 SI 009 3 3 0 36978 8 12 0 21634
on 422 1600

1 1 0 81038 3 0 0,3.3711 8 16 0 21014
003 413 1553

1 *> 0 80133 3 9 0 .34471 8 20 0 20393
001 104 1.507

1 0 0 79S32 3 12 0 .332,39 9 0 0 19790
397 395 1462

1 7 0 79233 3 13 0 a32071 9 4 0 19203
o92 386 1419

1 S 0 78003 3 18 0 30910 9 8 0 18037
7)88 378 1377

1 0 0 78073 3 21 0 49783 9 12 0 18087
383 309 1326

1 U) 0 77 192 4 0 0 1S073 9 IS 0 17291
379 301 1268
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TABLE VIir-((:'<>/i//nur^/)

Time
(^uanlity

Time
Quantity

Time
(Quantity

Ilom.'unin}!
-"St

lleninmin); HemaimtiK
0 00 0 00 0 00

Hays Hr« Days His Days llr.s

10 0 0 10530
1212

14 16 0 07136
0519

21 12 0 02086
01496

10 6 0 15803
1159

15 0 0 06721
0489

22 0 0 01906
01367

10 12 0 15107
1108

15 8 0 06329
0161

22 12 0 01742
01250

10 18 0 14142
1059

15 16 0 05961
0134

23 0 0 01592
01142

11 0 0 13807
1013

16 0 0 05613
0109

23 12 0 01455
01011

11 6 0 13190
09GS

16 8 0 05287
0385

21 0 0 01330
00954

11 12 0 12619
0925

16

If

16 0 01979
0362

24 12 0 01216
00872

11 18 0 12063
0885

0 0 04G89
0311

25 0 001111
00797

12 0 0 1 1 533
0846

17 8 0 0141G
0321

25 12 0 01015
00728

12 G 0 11025
0809

17 16 0 04159
0303

26 0 0 00928
(K)637

12 12 0 10510
0773

18 0 0 03910
02809

27 0 0.00775
00532

12 IS 0 1007G
0739

18 12 0 03579
02567

28 0 0 00647
00111

1:1 0 0 09633
0701

19 0 0 03271
023 16

29 0 0 00511
00371

13 S 0 09072
or»G0

19 12 0 02990
02111

30 0 0.00152
_

13 IG 0 08513
0G22

20 0 0 02732
C)19(K)

10 0 0 000717

11 0 0 080 IG
0586

20 12 0 02197
01791

50 0 0 000123

8

1

0 07577
0552

21 0 0 02282
01637

00 0 00000

through it, both nidiuiu and radon. The 7-radiation of lla(' is also that

utilized for theraiUMitic })uri)osos.

Active deposits may be most conveniently collectc'd from the gas, either

with or without the aid of an electric field. The fornnu* is the more eflicicnt

method. A metallic wire, disk or plate on which it is desired to collect active

deposit is charged negativel}^ to about 300 volts. Owing to the residual positive

charge of the active deposit, it is collected on the cathode, though never with

100 per cent efficiency. By making the time of collecdioii long or short, the

long- or short-lived members are relatf ^ly favored. Subsecpient separation is

usually desirable and this is accomplished in a number of ways. (1) To remove

RaA, advantage may be taken of its short life, so that after 15 or 20 minutes

have elapsed only RaB and RaO remain; they may be separated either elec-

trolytically or by their difference in volatility. At 800°, 75 per cent of RaB
and only 20 per cent of Ra(' are volatilized.

In order to effect chemical or electrolytic separation, the active deposit is

dissolved from the wire or foil in dilute acid and the usual method for the

separation of bismuth (isotopic with RaC) and lead (isotopic with RaB) is

applied. At a cathode potential of not over — 0.5 volt and a current density

of 0.4 milliampere per cm.7 pure RaC is deposited. More simply, the C-

2—^22
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members may be deposited from weakly acid solution on nickel foil. Reten-

tion of RaB in solution is promoted by the addition of a Pb salt, though this

is not permissible if pure RaB is desired.

RaA is isotopic with RaC' and polonium which have no isotope among the

common elements.

RaB is a lead isotope. It emits and 7-radiation which, though much
less penetrating than that of RaC, is sufficiently intense to cause confusion in

making 7-ray comparisons of radium preparations not in equilibrium (hence

containing different proportions of RaB) with a standard in equilibrium, unless

sufficient lead screening is used (| inch) to stop 7-rays from RaB.

RaC is a bismuth isotope. It shows the property of branching, 99.97 per

cent going by jS- and 7-radiation to RaC' and 0.03 per cent by a-radiation

to RaC".
^

RaC'j isotopic with polonium, is the parent of RaD. It emits the most

penetrating set of a-rays in the U-Ra series.

RaC^* is a thallium isotope. It emits jS-rays and probably produces RaD,
though there is some doubt on this point.

RaD is a lead isotope, frequently referred to as radio-lead. Its half period

is not very definitely known (16-20 years). Being the longest-lived member
between radium and RaG, it controls the rate of formation of RaF (polonium).

The result is that when a short but intense exposure to radon has produced

(in an electroscope or in a room) an intense a-radiation, which dies out rapidly

with the decay of the short-lived members, a longer-lived a-radiation will be

developed slowly and reach its maximum intensity years later, as controlled

by the long-lived RaD.
English lead contains such quantities of RaD that it cannot be used for

making electroscopes until RaD has had time to decay. Consequently old

cathedral roofing 300 years or more old is preferred. American lead is free of

RaD and can be used at once.

RaE is a bismuth isotope which cannot be accumulated in visible or weigh-

able quantities on account of its rather short half-period, 4.85 days.

RaF has no isotopic member among common non-radioactive elements. Its

other isotopes are still shorter-lived, and hence the properties of this family of

isotopes must be studied by means of polonium, which has a half-period of 136

days. It is quite similar in chemical properties to the analogues bismuth and
tellurium. It has been shown by Paneth ^ to be capable of forming a hydride.

In neutral or weakly acid solution, polonium exists in the colloidal state.

Polonium possesses scientific interest as a pure ot-radiator, owing to the fact

that when it is separated from preceding elements there are no succeeding ones

to produce a contaminating and 7-radiation. This condition is not met
so favorably elsewhere among the radioactive elements.

RaG is the end member of the U-Ra series. It is isotopic with lead, and
has been found to have the theoretical atomic weight 206. This, together with

the fact that it has been found to accumulate in uranium minerals progressively

51 ,
1704-28 (1918).
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with their geological ages, leads to the conclusion that it is a stable element.

The estimation of geological age by the accumulation of lead or of helium will

be discussed in a later section.

Actinium Series: Progress in the elucidation of the origin of the actinium

family has been somewhat slow. From its first discovery it was known to be

genetically relate^to the uranium series, even before the existence of prot-

actinium or of UY had been suspected. The present status of this problem

is that UY seems to be the head of the branch, because its radiation (or '^atomic

flux^' (see p. 1334)) corresponds in quantity to the known radiation of other

members of the actinium series, and secondly because it fits the displacement

law. But the parentage of UY is still quite problematical. Besides the

hypothesis already proposed that Un is its parent, there are two other possi-

bilities, Ui and a possible third unknown uranium isotope Ua. Without a

knowledge of this parentage there is no starting point for the estimation of

atomic weights in the actinium series and the perplexity is increased by the

fact that no member of the family has been obtained in sufficient quantity for

an atomic weight determination, the best opportunity for which seems to lie

with protactinium; this would also settle the question of parentage.

Protactinium has the properties of a higher %o»w).logue of tantalum, and

its complete separation from tantalum is consequently difficult.

Actinium is a higher homologue of lanthanum. Its preparation in a pure

state would be of interest in that it has no common isotopes and hence is the

most abundant representative of a new type of element; but its rather short

life seems to preclude such a realization.

Radio-actinium is isotopic with thorium, ionium and radio-thorium. Ac-

tinium X is isotopic with radium, mesothorium I and thorium X. Both
RdAc and ApX are a-radiators. In the observed ranges of their a-particles,

4.36 and 4.17 cms. respectively, they violate the general rule that the shorter-

lived element emits a-particles of the greater range.

Actinon, like thoron and radon, is a heavy member of the rare gas series.

Owing to its very short life (half-period of 3.92 secs.), it cannot be accumulated

in quantity. The succeeding members of this series are also very short-lived,

the longest being AcB, a lead isotope with a half-period of 36.1 minutes. AcA
and AcC' are isotopes of Po, ThA and ThC' and like Po emit a-rays. AcC is a

bismuth isotope and AcC" a thallium isotope.

Members of the Thorium Series: Thorium is the parent element of a third

radioactive family that has no genetic relationship to the other two.^ This is

apparent from the wide divergence of thorium and uranium content of different

minerals which are found with a content all the way from uranium minerals

with little or no thorium to thorium minerals almost without uranium. On the

whole, the former is more common (i.e., uranium without thorium); most

thorium minerals do contain more or less uranium, but there is no reason to

believe the association to be a genetic one.

iThis has been questioned by Hirsch, Tfien. JJer., 131, 651 (1922).
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For the ordinary properties of thorium and of its compounds one may
consult the chemical reference books. The clement is but little known, but

has recently had a limited application as the target in X-ray tubes. The two

commonest compounds arc the oxide (Th02) and the nitrate (Th(N03)4).

The usual source of thorium is monazite sand which is found containing up to

8 per cent Th02. The principal use of thoria is in the preparation of gas

mantles. Thorium minerals are relatively more abundant than those of

uranium, but owing to absence of any member of long life, it has no products

which accumulate in chemically measurable quantities; even from the radio-

active stand})oint its members are of less interest than those of the radium

family.

Meso-thorium is isotopic with radium, and may, as immediate parent of

the radioactively important members of the thorium series, be regarded in a

very general way as comparable with radium. However, its much shorter

half-life (6.7 years) places serious limitations on its usefulness in many direc-

tions. MsThi itself emits no measurable rays: A weak /S-ray emission is in-

ferred on genetic grounds but, as immediate parent of MsTh2, it rapidly ac-

([uires a penetrating jS- and 7-radiation, which can be utilized therapeutically

like that of RaC. A complication arises from the additional penetrating 7-

radiation from ThC". The following table shows how the 7-radiation changes

during the first ten years of the life of a MsTh preparation.

TABLE IX

ChlANOE OF THE 7-RaY ACTIVITY OF MeSO-THORIXJM WITH TiME ^

Years MsThi~MsTh 2 ThC" Total

1 1.000 0.000 l.OOO

O.SSl 0.4S9 1.370

3 0.777 0.7S1 1.558

o.(>sr) 0.935 1.620

5 0.604 1.000 l.(>04

() 0.531 1.007 1.53S

7 0.469 0.973 1.442

S 0.413 0.921 1.334

9 0.364 0.855 1.219

10 0.321 0.786 1.107

Hlevosy and Paneth, Lehr d. Rudioiiktivitixt, Barth, Leipzig, p. 163, 1923.

It will be seen that the maximum 7-radiation is not attained until between

the fourth and fifth years. The ultimate rate of decay becomes that of MsTlii

itself {T = 6.7 yrs.). This is so much shorter than that of radium as to con-

stitute a serious drawback in acquiring MsTlu for therapeutic use instead of

radium. This difficulty is in part compensated by the lower cost (on a basis

of ecpial 7-radiation) of meso-thorium on account of its production as a by-

product in the gas mantle manufacture. But, at best, after the lapse of 25-30
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years one would have but little radiation left ^ from an initial investment in

meso-thorium, whereas radium would have diminished but little more than 1

per cent. Another disadvantage in the therapeutic use of meso-thorium lies

in the short life of thoron which makes it impossible to collect it and use it

like radon.

On the other hand, meso-thorium preparations may very suitably be used

to replace radium in the so-called luminous zinc sulfide paints. The phos-

phorescent zinc sulphide itself as well as some of the objects on which it is

used has a very limited life; therefore, MsTh is much more suitable.*

Since MsThi is isotopic with radium, the same methods of chemical separa-

tion may be employed. In fact, since meso-thorium is usually accompanied

by radium, it is more convenient to control the process and recoveries by means

of radium than of meso-thorium determinations.®

Since high-grade radium preparations are measured by means of their 7-

radiation, it is important to know whether any of this radiation is contributed

by meso-thorium. Such contamination would be disclosed in the course of

time by a too rapid rate of 7-ray decay, or in the earlier part of the life of the

preparation by a rise (see Table IX). Meyer and Hess'* have described a

method of estimation based on the difference in penetrating power of the 7-rays

from radium and from meso-thorium, which can be carried out without open-

ing the containers. More accurate is the determination of the radium by the

emanation method, which involves, however, opening the container and putting

at least part of the salt into solution.

Meso-thorium2 is isotopic with actinium. As already stated, it contributes

the penetrating jS- and 7-radiation to its parent MsThi with which it gets into

equilibrium in a few days. Neither of these emits a-rays.

Radio-thorium is isotopic with thorium and ionium. Its a-radiation is its

most characteristic property. It may be separated from MsTlq preparations

by precipitation with ammonia.

Thorium X also emits a-rays and is isotopic with radium. Its half period

of 3.64 days is very close to that of radon, and makes it a very suitable object

of radioactive examination,

Thoron is isotopic with radon, emits a-rays, but differs greatly in having

a half-period of less than a minute. When radium is determined by the radon

method, thoron, if present, is allowed to decay, by delaying the introduction

of the gases into the ionization chamber. In the usual procedure where three

or four hours are permitted to elapse before measuring the activity of radon,

thoron itself would have decayed, but would have left behind a much longer-

lived active deposit, that would not be permissible in the ionization chamber.

Thorium A, an isotope of polonium, has a half period of only 0.14 sec.

^ Most preparations of MsTh from monazite contain about 18-20 per cent of Ra on the

7-ray basis.

*R. B. Moore, Bull. Inst. Min. Met. Eng.j Aug. (1918).

* H. Schlundt, U. S, Bureau of Mines Tech. Paper, 265, p. 18 (1022).

^Sitzh. Akad. Wien, 123, 1443 (1914).
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Thorium B is one of the lead isotopes. It emits only jS- and 7-radiation
but is immediately succeeded by a series of fairly short-lived a-radiators, and
its presence or quantity may be determined by a-ray methods. By mixing
with a lead salt, the isotopic relation may be employed to determine lead in-

directly through ThB in very minute quantity. This method has been used
in studying the assimilation of lead salts in plants, the distribution of lead in

other organisms, the solubility of very slightly soluble lead salts, etc.^ The
method is limited by the fairly short life of ThB. When the time elapsing

between making the isotopic mixture and the measurement is long, a corre-

spondingly higher quantity of ThB must be added initially. A time correction

is avoided by making the final comparison against a sample of the original

mixture, which must have undergone the same change in activity. This
application of the inseparability of isotopes for analytical purposes is fully

discussed in a later section.

Thorium C is isotopic with bismuth. Like RaC and AcC it is the parent of

an a-radiator, thorium C' isotopic with Po and of a and 7-radiator, thorium
C" isotopic with thallium. The a-particles from ThC' have a range in air

of 8.6 cms., the longest in either of the three radioactive families.

Potassium and Rubidium: Among the ordinary elements, besides uranium
and thorium, potassium and rubidium have long been known to emit a weak
^-radiation. The small number of jS-rays emitted in comparison with any of

the jS-radiators of the three radioactive series makes it improbable that potas-

sium and rubidium themselves are responsible for the radiation. Two theories

have been advanced: ( 1 ) that a higher homologue of the alkali series is radio-

active and that it is associated to some extent through its ^^pseudo-isotopism”

with the lower homologues potassium and rubidium. This theory receives

some support through the fact that the missing element of atomic number 87
may belong to the alkali series and presumably would be radioactive. On the

other hand, caesium does not possess radioactivity,* although, as the highest

known homologue, it would be expected to be most similar to the yet higher

radioactive member and hence should show the association in enhanced degree.

(2) The other theory is that the radioactivity of potassium and rubidium are due
to one of their isotopes present in but limited quantity. Rubidium has

isotopes of atomic weights 85 and 87. This explanation is supported by the

fact that the absorption of the /3-radiation in the cases of potassium and
rubidium does not indicate that they are identical, as should be the case if

due to the same higher radioactive homologue. But the theory of radio-

active isotopes of potassium and rubidium leaves unexplained how radioactivity

could be possessed by elements of such low atomic weight. The product of a
/3-emission would have an atomic number one unit higher which, in the case

of potassium, would be a calcium isotope and in the case of rubidium a strontium

isotope. Further light may be thrown on the subject by the examination of

the atomic weights of calcium and strontium from various sources.

^Hevesy, Biochem, 17, 439 (1923).
* This has been questioned by Zwaardemaker, Proc, Acad, Sci, Amsterdam, 26, 575-81

(1923), who finds it also to have a very weak jS-radiation.
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Radioactive Isotopes : The general conception of isotopism arose, as is well

known, from the study of the radioactive elements. Two principal considera-

tions led inescapably to this conclusion. The number of new elements dis-

closed by radioactivity was too great to be accommodated in the previously

known periodic system. The ‘‘atomic rooming-house '' became so over-

crowded that it was necessary either to alter the entire structure or else to

accommodate more than one member in the same room. This latter alternative,

which would previously have been regarded as absolutely opposed to the con-

ception of the elements, received the necessary support through the observation

of the chemical and physical inseparability of certain elements, which from

their radioactive properties were not only known to be entirely separate

elements, but which could actually be separated and obtained in their pure

states by radioactive methods, utilizing differences of origin or different rates

of radioactive decay or of generation.

As has already been shown (Chapter I), isotopism was soon proved to be

characteristic of many of the non-radioactive elements. In fact, the results

of Thomson, Aston, Dempster and others have proved that isotopy is the rule

rather than the exception among all the elements. Through the skill of

Harkins^ and his co-workers, of Bronsted and Hevesy® and of others, the

partial separation of ordinary isotopes has been accomplished.

TABLE X

Groups op Radioactive Isotopes

Periodic System

Elements

Period VI Period VII

Group II . . Ra. MsThi, AcX, ThX
Group III Tl, AcC", ThC", RaC" Ac, MsTh2

Group IV Pb, RaG, ThD, AcD, RaD,
ThB, Ac, RaB

Th, lo, RdTh, UXi, RdAc, UY

Group V Bi, RaE, ThC, Ra, AcC Pa. UX,. UZ
Group VI Po, RaA, ThA, AcA, AcC',

RaC', ThC'
Ui. Un

Group VIII Rn, Tn, An

The Displacement Laws: Not only has the periodic system been proved to

be capable of giving a logical place to all the elements and of explaining the

remarkable similarities of those that occupy the same place, but the order of

sequence of the radioactive elements with reference to the radiations emitted

furnishes a wonderful genetic picture of the radioactive part of the periodic

system. The two displacement laws are remarkably simple and compre-

hensive. The first states that when an a-particle is emitted, the atom loses

^Harkins and Madorsky, Nature, 111, 148 (1923). J. Am. Chem. Soc., 45 , 591 (1923)

^Nature, 106, 144 (1920); 107, 619 (1921); 109, 780 (1922).
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a mass of four units and the net positive charge of the nucleus (atomic number)

loses two units. Hence, the number of electrons outKside the nucleus is reduced

by two, the element loses valency by two units, and the resulting atom will

have a place in the periodic system two places to the left of the parent element.

The second law states that when a /9-particle is emitted, the nucleus becomes

more positive by one unit; hence, the valency is increased by one unit, and the

element moves one place to the right in the periodic system. It is seen, there-

fore, that the result of a /9-ray change is opposite in direction but of half value

as compared with that of an a-ray change. Hence an a-ray emission followed

by two successive /9-ray emissions will result in an element of the same nuclear

charge but of different atomic weights from the original, and therefore an

isotope of lower atomic mass has resulted. The same would result from any

other order involving two /9’s and one a, like j9-/9-a or p-a-p. The accompany-

ing diagram (Fig. 2) shows the relations fully. ]^y starting at uranium or

thorium one may trace the entire relation between radiation, genetics and the

periodic systems of the radioactive elements. An extraordinary picture of

the evolution of elements is presented, which suggests many future possi-

bilities with reference to the evolution of the ordinary elements that are too

visionary at present to be more than mentioned.
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The Geiger-Nuttall Relation: A purely empirical relation was discovered by

Geiger and Nuttall ^ which has been of great practical service. They observed

that the more rapid the rate of decay of an a-radiator the greater the range of

the a-rays. If log X (where X

is the decay constant) be plot-

ted against log R (the range),

a straight line results. As will

be seen from Fig. 3, the lines

have the same slope for all

three of the radioactive series.

The equation is; log X = A +
B log Ro, where A is a constant

characteristic of each series,

with the value — 37.7 for the

uranium series; B has the same

value for all of the series

— 53.9; Rq is the air range at

0° and 760 cms. As has been

stated (p. 1343), AcX is an

exception.

Tliis empirical rule has

been of great use in calcula-

ting the immeasurably short

period of the long range a-rad-

iators. It has not yet been

possible to elucidate the theor-

etical significance of the relation; evidently, it may be expected to have a

profound relation to the structure of the nucleus and to the instability of the

nucleus as illustrated by a-ray emission.

Radioactive Elements as Indicators : The inseparability of isotopes first

made itself evident as a disadvantage in the impossibility of separating elements

like radium and meso-thorium or thorium and ionium. But, conversely, it

may be utilized to advantage in non-isotopic separations by adding a large

quantity of one of the isotopic groups to be held back or separated.

Paneth, Hevesy ^ and others have also shown that isotopy may be utilized

for analytical purposes. If, for example, it is desired to determine lead in

minute quantities not subject to ordinary analytical methods, one may add
RaD or the still more sensitive and correspondingly less stable ThB in a known
ratio (empirical in terms of radioactive units) to the lead. Since this ratio

will not be changed by any chemical or ordinary physical processes, minute
quantities of lead may be determined indirectly by using the extremely sensitive

radioactive methods for the radioactive isotope, and multiplying the result

by the chosen ratio. The method has been shown to be applicable to the

1 Phil. Mag., 22, 613 (1911); 23, 439 (1912),
" Hevesy and Paneth, Lehrb. d. Radioaktivitat, Chap. 15, Barth, Leipzig, 1923,

Constant (7^) of oC-Radiators

Fia. 3
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determination of the solubility of slightly soluble salts, of the distribution of
lead or other suitable elements in plants or animals, or of other physical dis-

tribution. It has been found that free interchange takes place between lead
ions in solution, but not between lead ions and lead in an organic radicle.

Numerous applications will suggest themselves, such as the indirect determina-
tion of the course of meso-thorium in an extraction process by means of radium
determination by the emanation method.^

Inseparability, even, of the limited degree exhibited by substances which
are only “pseudo-isotopic” like radium and barium, can be advantageously
applied. Some radium production plants follow the course of radium through
the process by means of barium determinations.

In the case of gases, no isotopic relations are necessary, in using radioactive
indicators. For example, radon at low concentration in air or other gases may
be used in studies of air circulation, and of the diffusion of gases through
fabrics, diaphragms or other systems.

The Artificial Disruption of Atoms : The knowledge that the heavier atoms
are being spontaneously disrupted and changed into others in nature has led
to an increased interest in the artificial disruption of atoms. This interest

has been enhanced by the theory that the nuclei of all atoms are composed of

the nuclei of helium and of hydrogen.

So far, attempts to effect the disruption of atoms artificially have not been
successful except those of Rutherford employing high-speed a-particles. In
other words, we have found no agent powerful enough to disrupt the nucleus
except one arising from the natural disruption of another (radioactive) nucleus.

It is further notable that Rutherford has been able to disrupt only the light

atoms (at. wt. < 32) which belong either to the 4n + 2 or 4n + 3 series.* Of
the elements with atomic weight less than 32, he has succeeded by means of

a-ray bombardment in knocking swift hydrogen atoms from boron, nitrogen,

fluorine, sodium, aluminum and phosphorus.

The efficiency of the disruption is extremely low. Less than 1 a-particle

in 100,000 strikes the atom in such a way as to eject a swift hydrogen atom.
This is explained in part by the minute dimensions of the bombarded nucleus
and of the a-particle (He nucleus) so that the probability of a head-on encounter
is very small. Moreover, the positive charge of the nucleus repels the approach
of the positive a-particle. This may explain why it is only the lighter atoms
(of small nuclear charge) which are disrupted.

The evidence of the disruption consists in the detection by means of scintilla-

tions produced on a zinc sulfide screen of H-partjicles at a distance beyond the
range of initial a-particles. This precludes the detection of any H-particles

that might have a shorter range. The method also gives no information as to

the nature of the residual atom resulting from the disruption.

The fact that only atoms of the 4n + 2 or 4/i -j- 3 type are disrupted is

interpreted to mean that the nuclei composed solely of He nuclei are very

^ Schlundt, Tech. Paper 265, U. S. Bureau of Mines,
*Kirsch and Pettersson, Nature, 113, 603 (1924), report cases of 4n. elements also being

disrupted.
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stable; further, that the additional 2 or 3 H^s are probably satellites of the

4n nucleus and hence more readily removed. Rutherford explains, on this

basis, how some swift hydrogen atoms are ejected counter to the direction of

bombardment, by assuming that the H satellite upon being struck describes

a partial orbit about the nucleus before flying away.

The relative instability of 4n + 2 or 4n + 3 nuclei is in accord with the

remarkable deductions of Harkins made several years previously from the

relative abundance of the elements.

Rutherford's earlier claim to have knocked swift He atoms from nitrogen

has not been supported by his later researches.^

It appears highly significant that Rutherford ^ finds that the sum of the

kinetic energy of all atoms involved in the disruption is greater after the colli-

sion than before. Evidently, this contribution of additional energy comes

from the intra-atomic energy of the atom disrupted. The excess in some

cases is as much as 40 per cent of the initial energy of the bombarding a-particle.

Chemical and Physical Effects of the Radiations: Among the purely

physical effects of the rays may be considered the heat evolution, and the

ionization. Many purely chemical effects are also produced by the action of

the rays on the substances through which they pass. Another class of effects

such as luminescence or phosphorescence, coloring, etc., cannot with certainty

be called either physical or chemical, but are nevertheless important and will

be considered here.

The heat evolved from radioactive elements may be accounted for by the

absorption of the radiations. The ionization alone is not sufficient to account

for the total kinetic energy. Resonance probably accounts for the balance.

Coloring by Radiation: The rays from radium have the property of im-

parting color to many transparent or semi-transparent substances like salts,

glasses, minerals, etc. The colors vary in hue, even for the same mineral,

probably due to a variation in something present as an impurity. The same
kinds of variations are produced as are found in nature, and it has been sug-

gested that the colors of colored minerals in nature are due to radiation received

from the earth. While this may be true in some instances, it can by no means

be maintained as a general truth. The stability of the colors also shows the

greatest variation, from those which fade in the dark, in diffuse light, in direct

sunlight, in ultra-violet light, to those permanent over long periods of time in

strong sunlight. Heat is found to discharge the colors in all cases, though the

temperature and time of heating vary widely for different substances. In

general, those substances most readily colored are most easily decolorized and

vice versa.

Usually the color can be produced either by a- or by jS- and 7-radiation, but,

in the case of diamond, it is found that only non-penetrating (presumably a-)

radiation produces color, which in diamond is invariably green. Rock salt

is colored an amber yellow; topaz, amber brown; kunzite, light green; quartz

* E. Rutherford, J, Chem, Soc., 121, 400 (1922),

*E. Rutherford, PhU, Mag,, 44, 432 (1922).
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varies from no color to smoky brown or black; amethystine color was produced
only after decoloring amethyst quartz by heat and then radiating; sapphire
varies from golden yellow to green, blue green and gray; ruby and emerald
are not colored; aquamarine appears absolutely resistant to coloring.

The theory of the color is not well understood. Its discussion is deferred

to the following section where it is considered in connection with the luminescent
effects.

Luminescent Effects : High-grade radium salts are continuously luminescent
in the dark to the rested eye. When the salt has recently been heated to a
red glow for a short time, the luminescence is greatly enhanced and is much
bluer. The enhanced blue luminescence is only temporary and disappears in

a few days.

In the same way, radioactive radiation of sufficient intensity renders certain
(>ther substances luminous. In general, they are the same kind of substances
that are colored by the radiation, but there are exceptions in both directions

:

namely, sul^stances like rock salt that become decolorized without showing
any luminous effects, and some, like calcites, which show both fluorescence',

phosphorescence and marked thermo-phosphorescence but little or no coloring.

Among the substances that fluoresce or phosphoresce, the greatest variety
of behavior is exhibited in the color of the light, the duration of phosphorescence,
the response to different kinds of radiation, the effect of impurities, etc. Some
substances like phosphorescent zinc sulfide (Sidot blende) are especially sensi-

tive to «-rays; others, like willemito (a silicate of zinc) and barium platino-

cyanide, respond more readily to and 7-radiation. Most diamonds respond
to or-radiations but not at all or only weakly to penetrating radiation.

The influence of small quantities of certain impurities is very evident in

many cases and may be inferred in others. This statement applies to the
luminescent effects in many substances, apparently to the coloring of some,
and even to tribo-luininescence. For example, it has been shown that very
pure zinc sulfide does not respond to a-radiation and is not photo-phosphor-
escent. Different ealcites ^ show variations in all the luminescent effects which
(jannot be readily attributed to anything but difference in impurities present.

Most zincblendc (ZnS) is not triboluminescent, but certain varieties containing

manganese and iron are highly so. The variations in color displayed by
different glasses and by different specimens of some minerals point to the
influence of variation of constituents or of very dilute impurities, in some
cases too small to be detected.

It has frequently been suggested that there is a close connection between
the coloring of substances by radiation, the emission of light during decoloriza-

tion, and certain electronic phenomena.
Meyer and Przibram ^ have shown that the photoelectric effects are

enhanced in kunzite and fluorspar by radiation. Hoentgen * points out that

1 W. P. Heacldon, Am. J. Sci., 5, :U4 (1922); 6, 247 (1923).
‘ SiUb. Akad. U"ica, 123, 653 (1914).
* Ann. Physik, 64, 1 (1921).
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the electrical conductivity of sodium chloride crystals is increased by X-

radiation and especially by light rays after X-radiation. Lenard ^ and his co-

workers have made numerous contributions which strengthen the idea that

electrical phenomena are an essential part in if not the catise of the color and

luminescence.

Meyer and Przibram have proposed a theory according to which electrons

liberated by the radiation serve to neutralize the metallic ions of the crystal

lattice, leaving the neutral atoms free to coagulate into clusters of colloidal

size which produce color. Heating produces the reverse reactions and the

electrons in returning to their original positions or associations cause luminosity.

This theory is supported by the observation that decolorization and thermo-

phosphorescence usually appear to be coincident (though violet-colored glass

is a marked exception) and the fact that synthetic borates of different metals

take the same colors as the colloidal solutions of organic salts of the corre-

sponding metals.

A less complicated theory - assumes displacement of electrons into new

positions which produce color, their return to the original positions producing

light. By assuming that there may be more than one set of electronic positions,

one could account for the independence of discharge of color and of thermo-

phosphorescence as in the case of glass.

It has been recently shown ^ that the total amount of light emitted from

equal portions of glass exposed to the same penetrating radiation is constant

and independent of the temperature or rate of heating. The tcmpeniture

coefficient for 10° is not far below 2, which would also indicate the chemical

nature of the reaction. A slow loss of thcimo-phosphorescont power, even

at ordinary temperature, is shown by glass retained for several years after

radiation before being heated; the thermo-j)hosphoresceiice is then much
lower. In other words, the reversion is taking place slowly even at room

temperature, and may be accompanied by the same character of light omission

as at higher temperatures, but with an intensity too low for it to be detected.

Among the physical effects of radiation, one of the most important is the

continuous heat evolution due to the absorption of the rays by the material

through which they pass. Meyer and Hess ^ have determined that one gram of

radium in equilibrium with Rn, RaA, RaB and RaG evolves 132 small gram

calories per hour. Rutherford^ calculated the following distribution: a-

particles (and recoil atoms) from Ra, 25.1 cal.; from Rn, 28.6; from RaA, 30.5;

from RaC, 39.4; total, 123.6; ^1-rays from RaC, 4.3; 7-rays from RaC, 6.5;

grand total for radium in equilibrium, 134.4, in good agreement with the results

of Meyer and Hess obtained under conditions where only about 15 per cent of

the 7-radiation was absorbed.

1 Ann. Fhysik, (4) 38, 553 (1922).

* Lind and BardweU, J. Franklin Inst,, 196, 387 (1923).

* 3 R. E. Nyswander and S. C. Lind, Phys, Rev,, 23, 290 (1924).

*Sitzh. Akad. Wien, 121, 603 (1912).

® Rutherford, E., “Radioaotive Substances,” p. 581 (1913).
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The Chemical Effects of Radioactive Radiations: All three types of rays

are capable of bringing about chemical reaction. Since the or-rays are by far

the most energetic, carrying about 95 per cent of the total energy radiated by
radium and its decay products, they are the most effective in producing chemical

reaction.

Reactions of very varied character are brought about, those that proceed

with free energy decrease as in the combination of oxygen with hydrogen,

with carbon monoxide or with methane, or of hydrogen with chlorine or with

bromine. Reactions occurring with free energy increase are also brought

about, as in the decomposition of water and of ice, of ammonia, hydrogen

chloride and bromide, hydrogen sulfide and nitrous oxide. Polymerization as

in the formation of ozone from oxygen is also effected by a-radiation.

The most convenient radioactive agent in the production of chemical reac-

tion is the gas radon. It may be used directly by mixing it with the gas or

liquid to be acted on or it may be confined in minute glass bulbs with walls

thin enough to transmit a-rays.

By comparing the ionization produced with the number of molecules

caused to react, it has been found for a large number of reactions in gaseous

and liquid systems that the M/N ratio is in the neighborhood of unity (M
being the number of molecules reacting and N being the number of pairs of

ions). A probable interpretation of this fact is that the ions are chemically

active and constitute intermediate products in the reaction. The next step

in many reactions appears to be the formation of an addition coinplex between

the positive ion and one or two neutral molecules. This may be illustrated

in the decomposition of carbon monoxide by a-rays as follows:

CO + (a) = CO+ + (~),

CO+ + CO = (CO)2^

(C0)2+4- (-) = C02-f C,

showing that two carbon monoxide molecules react for 1 ion. In this particular

reaction the free electron acts merely to re-establish electrical neutrality. This

appears natural since carbon monoxide has no affinity for free electrons ^ and

hence could not form negative ions. In gases containing oxygen, however,

which is a good electron trap, negative (02~) ions are formed which are also

chemically active and thus double the effectiveness of the reaction. In the

synthesis of water from hydrogen and oxygen,* for example, the M/N ratio

is 4 instead of 2.

The effectiveness of a single a-particle in producing chemical reaction

evidently will depend on the quantity of ionization it produces in the system.

In a liquid system, where its energy is entirely absorbed, it produces its maxi-

mum of ionization and of chemical reaction. In a gaseous system of limited

dimensions, the ionization will depend on the path traversed in the gas, and

I L. B. Loeb, PhiL Mag,, 43, 229 (1922); H. B. Wahlin, Phys, Rev,, 20, 267 (1922).

*Lind, “Chemical Effects of a-Particles and Electrons,” A. C. S. Monograph No. 2,

p. 117 (1921).
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on the pressure and stopping power of the latter. In case inert gases are

present, they have no effect except to absorb part of the a-ray energy; the
partial pressures of the reactant gases will determine, through their stopping

powers, the proportion of the ionization that is effective. For spheres from 1

to 6 cms. in diameter filled with hydrogen and oxygen in the molecular ratio

2 : 1 and acted on by radon, it has been shown that the rate of the reaction is

proportional to the diameter of the vessel or to the average path of the a-rays.

For non-stoichiometric mixtures those richer in oxygen show a faster rate than
in the normal mixture, while those richer in hydrogen show a slower rate. This
is explained by the difference in stopping power or of relative ionization of

hydrogen and oxygen.

The energy utilization is, in most reactions, only a few per cent of the total

kinetic energy of the a-particles. This will be more fully discussed later.

The relative effect of )3-radiation appears to he in the same ratio to ionization

as in the a-ray reactions. Kailan ^ has shown in a large number of reactions

in liquid systems that the MjN ratios arc not far from unity. Owing to the
weak absorption of 7-rays it is not convenient to produce quantitatively

measurable chemical reactions with 7-rays alone.

The recoil atoms from a-rays have also been shown to produce combina-
tion of hydrogen and oxygen with the same MjN ratio as do a-particles. In
small spheres (diameter less than 1 cm.) and at low pressures, their effect even
exceeds that of the a-particles since the latter lose most of their energy in the

glass walls.

Radiographic Effects: All three types of rays produce radiographic effects

which are undoubtedly chemical in nature. The effect of the penetrating rays
from uranium on the photographic plate was the means of the discovery of

radioactivity. The effects are analogous to those produced by light. The
photographic method of examining the radioactivity has the advantage that,

by prolonged exposure, it has a cumulative effect which enables the detection

and location of very weak sources, if they can be brought near the plate.

It has been shown that each grain of the silver salt that is struck by a
single a-particle is rendered subject to development. The tracks of a-particles

may be studied by means of the photographic plate; those which just graze
the surface of the plate trace a track which has been identified with the range
of a-particles in material of the density of gelatine.

Relation of the Radiochemical and Photochemical Effects: Strictly speak-
ing, the term radiochemistry should include the chemistry of all kinds of

radiation from light to corpuscular emissions which have the general charac-

teristics of true radiation. For convenience, however, the radioactive chemical
effects will here be referred to as radiochemical to distinguish them from the

photochemical effects.

The principal difference appears in the non-selective action of a- and, to

a less degree, of jS-rays. a-particles may be thought of as piercing their way
through a large number of molecules, removing an electron from each one

» Z, physik. Chem., 95 ,
215 (1920); 98. 474 (1921).
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oiKiouiitorod, leaving behind a number of chemically activated electrically

charged ions. Ionization is universally produced in gases traversed by a-

particles, according to principles which have already been discussed. No
reciprocal or resonance effect is in evidence. On the other hand, one finds

selectivity or resonance the most marked characteristic of photo-chemical

effects. In the radiochemical effects, it is probable that activation is the

result of ionization, though it is possible that some additional activation

results from resonance or the shift of electrons to new energy levels without

ionization. In the photochemical effects, ionization is usually not a factor;

most probably resonance (the production of new Bohr states) accounts for

the activity, though the possibility of a molecular splitting into free atoms may

not be disregarded.

The Kinstein photochemical equivalence law states that the primary activa-

tion is due to the absori)tion of at least 1 hv per molecule of radiant energy of

frequency u. One may, therefore, speak of an MIhv ratio in photochemistry,

just as of the M/N ratio in the radiochemical effects. The two seem to have

much in common. In both, the ideal case is represented by one in which the

ratio is near unity. The departures of the MJhv ratio are much more numer-

ous and more exaggerated than of the MjN ratios. In the radiochemical

effects, no case has yet been encountered except that of the hydrogen-chlorine

(U)mbination, which exceeds unity by more than 6 fold, wdiich can be ex-

plained by complex formation without a chain hypothesis. In the reaction

between hydrogen and chlorine, Taylor ^ has shown the ratio
N

to be

4-6 X 10'\ while in the photochemical reaction is about 1 X 10®.

These large deviations from unity have proved rather baffling. Nernst's

chain hypothesis (p. 1 220) is the one which is most favored. In photochemistry,

many other cases arc knoAvn which do not lend themselves so readily to a

similar exjdanation.

Kvidcnce from j)hotochemical, radiochemical and electronically produced

reactions seems conclusive that activated molecules, by whatever means

activated, react with other unactivated molecules and thus enhance the reac-

tion ratio a few fold. It is not yet evident, however, that the actual activated

intermediates are the same even for the same reaction when they are produced

by different agencies. As possibilities, one must consider ions, free atoms,

and molecules with electrons in the various resonance states. The array of

l)ossil)ilities and the ])rosont paucity of experimental material leave much room

for doubt, but the rapid progress being made in many directions lends much

hope of an early solution of many of the most perplexing problems in radio-

and photochemistry.

A low degree of energy utilization is characteristic of the radiochemical

reactions as well as of photochemical ones. In many cases the utilization

does not exceed 2 per cent. In photochemical reaction this was explained by

Warburg on the assumption of a primary splitting into atoms which would

1 H. S. Taylor, J. .b/i. C/u-w. .SV.. 37, 24 (1915); 38, 280 (1910).
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require much more energy than would be represented by the net result of tlie

reaction after their recombination to form new molecules. In the radio-

chemical reactions it has been pointed out by LimP that assumption of the

ionization theory of activation involves a low energy utilization since the

quantity of energy necessary to ionize exceeds, by at least ten fold, that ob-

tained from the chemical effect even in cases of the most vigorous reactions.

Radioactivity in Geology: The discovery of the presence of radioactive

materials in the earth has given many new footholds for geological speculation

and calculation. The extreme sensitiveness of the radioactive methods of

measurement has enabled one to determine the quantity of members of both

the radium and the thorium families present in the oarth^s crust. Besides the

concentrated occurrences in the form of uranium and thorium ores, all soil, rocks

and natural waters have been found to contain measurable quantities of both.

It is quite remarkable that radium is found to be present both in acid and basic

eruptive rocks and in sedimentaries in a proportion that varies only within the

narrow limits 1-4 X lO"^^ gram of Ra per 1 g. of rock. Exceptions are

known, but in by far the greater number of all kinds of rock the radium

content falls within those limits. In general, the eruptives have a higher con-

tent than the sedimentaries; the basic eruptives have a lower content than

the acid ones. The average radium content of the earth^s crust, after allowance

for the difference in character of the rocks c()mi)osing it, has been estimated

to be about 2 X 10“^^ g. per gram, which corresponds to a uranium content

6 X 10~® g. per gram. The average thorium content is somewhat higher,

but of the same order of magnitude, about 1-2 X 10"'^ g. Th per gram. While

these quantities do not appear large at first sight, they are sufficient, if dis-

tributed in the same concentration through the whole earth, to produce heat

at a rate more than 100 fold that at which it is known to be radiated from the

earth. Hence, the earth would be gradually warming up instead of cooling.

Looked at in another way, with an outer shell about 16 km. thick, with a

uranium and thorium concentration equal to those found at the earth's surface,

a heat balance will bo maintained. Various theories have been proposed by

geologists seeking to avoid these conclusions, but they cannot be said to have

attained their object. J. Joly ^ has recently elaborated a theory of cycles of

successive periods of heating to the melting of the crust, rapid cooling to

solidification, thickening of the crust to a maximum and so forth. These

cycles are based on the theory of isostasy and the known radioactivity.

The data of radioactivity have also been used to calculate the age of minerals

and, from such data, the age of the earth itself. In general, four different

methods have been employed.

(a) In a mineral too young for radioactive equilibrium to have been

thoroughly established with all the members of the family, the ratio found may
be used to calculate the age of the formation. For example, when a Ra/U

‘ Trans Am. Eleclrochem. Soc., 24 ,
339 (1913).

^Phil. Mag., 45 ,
1167-88 ; 46 ,

170-6 ( 1923).
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ratio is found < 3.4 X 10~’, and there is no reason to believe leaching of radium
has taken place, the ratio could be employed to estimate the age. This method
is limited in application to very recent formations.

(6) A more general method is the determination of the accumulation of lead

in a primary uranium mineral. This method has the advantage over (a) that,

the older the mineral, the more accurate becomes the determination through
the Pb/U, since the lead as a terminal member continues to increase. The
method has the disadvantage that one is not always certain that some lead

was not originally present with the uranium which would make the age appear
too great. This can be settled only by an accurate atomic weight determina-

tion. It is also possible that the lead content may be too low, either by leaching

or by leak of the gaseous emanation from the mineral. In dense minerals,

like pitchblende, the loss of emanation is slight. The secondary disturbance,

even of pitchblende, by leaching, may, however, become very large. Honig-
schmid and Birckenbach ^ and Richards and Putzeys ^ have shown that the

lead composing the secondary minerals of the Katanga deposit in the Belgium
Congo is nevertheless primary uranium lead since it has the atomic weight 206,

and must have been produced long before from some primary uranium mineral,

probably pitchblende.

Another difficulty of the load accumulation method is the fact that the

value arrived at for the age of the same formations by the Pb/U ratio is 3-4

times greater than that from the Pb/Tli ratio. While the former value was
preferred for some time on account of doubt as to the absolute stability of TliD,

the latest evidence points toward greater reliability for the shorter periods

calculated from the Pb/Th values, which also are in better accord with the

calculations from denudation. The discrepancy remains unexplained, but

Joly * has recently proposed a most interesting theory that a third U isotope,

now no longer existent, contributed the other f of U-Pb by its more rapid decay.

(c) Besides the terminal member lead, another stable element results from
radioactive change, namely, helium. It has the advantage in the uranium
series of furnishing 8 and in the Th series 6 atoms of helium per 1 atom of lead.

On the other hand, it has the disadvantage in being a light gas which is quite

likely to diffuse away from the parent mineral. Indeed, if we accept the radio-

active origin of all helium, the large total quantities found in natural gases

makes evident its diffusion on a great scale. In general, the helium method has

given values several fold lower than the lead methods.

(d) The pleochroic haloes that are found in certain micas have been identified

as the radiographic coloring developed through geological ages by the a-

radiation from a minute particle of radioactive material. Joly has succeeded

in finding haloes at various stages of development and has concluded that

rough age estimates can be made by means of their study. While it hardly

seems possible that they will ever present a means of age estimation of accuracy

» Ber., 56, 1837 (1923).
» J, Am, Chem, Soc„ 45, 2954 (1923).

^Scientific Monthly, 16, 205 (Feb. 1923).
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comparable with the other methods, they are nevertheless objects of the

greatest interest in themselves. If we can accept the estimate that some of

them contain such minute radioactive centers that only 80 a-particles per

year are emitted, they evidently afford the most sensitive means we have of

detecting matter. It is also of great interest that these minute spheres main-

tain their exact theoretical diameter through geological ages and hence show
there is an absolute non-diffusibility of one solid in another.
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Accumulator, Lead, 807, 808.

Additivity of Properties in Strong Electro-

lytes, 700.

Adiabatic, Calorimeter, 182, 190.

Expansion, Maximum Work of, 75.

Expansion of Ideal Gas, 50, 51, 52, 73, 74.

Process, 38, 45.

Adsorption, and Catalytic Activity, 055, 056,

080, 000.

Characteristics of, 1300.

and Coagulation, 1300, 1310.

and Distribution, 360, 361.

of Gases by Liquids, 1001.

Law, Gibbs’, 1302.

Heat of, 220-223.

from Liquids, 1200-1303, 1306.

and Surface Tension, 1301-1303.

and Use of Indicators, 840.

and Velocity of Crystallization, 047, 048,

051.

Effects in Conductance Titrations, 850,

860.

Affinity, Chemical, 42, 43, 67, 291, 713.

After-Effects from Photochemical Action,

1246, 1247.

Air Gap in Calorimetry, Size of, 182, 183.

Air, Specific Heat of, 199.

Alcoholatod Hydrogen Ion as Catalyst, 017.

Alcohols, Conductance in, 587.

Alkali Metals, Abnormal Heat Capacity,

1154, 1104.

in Liquid Ammonia, 588, 589.

Isolation of, 585.

Alkyl Ammonium Halides, Velocity of Forma-
tion, 030.

19
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Allotropy, 389.

Alloys, Conductivity of, 494, 496.

Conductivity of Liquid, 496, 497.
Low Melting, 448.

Phase Study of, 431, 432, 438.
Resistance of, 469.

Ternary, 448.

Alpha Particles, 1323-1325.
Chemical Effect of, 1354.

Equilibrium with Electrons, 1323, 1324.
Deflection of, 22, 23.

Ionization by, 21.

Nature of, 24.

Tracks through Gases, 22.

Alpha Ray Changes, 1331, 1332.

Alternating Current for Conductivity Meas*
urement, 517, 518.

Aluminium Rectifier, 488.

Amalgam, Concentration Cells, 715.

Electrodes, 714, 715.

Amalgams, Conductivity of, 496, 497.
Amides, Velocity of Hydrolysis, 929.

Amines, Conductance in, 588.

Ammonia, Conductance in Liquid, 588.

Photo-Decomijosition, 1213, 1217, 1218.

-Soda Process, 452.

Solubility in Water, 348.

Synthesis, Equilibrium in, 325, 329, 330.

332, 333.

p]quilibrium Yield, Influence of Reactant
Ratio on, 317.

Amorphous, Phases in Distribution Experi-
ments, 360.

Solid, 147, 382, 393.

Ampere, 469, 473, 476, 512.
Amphoteric Electrolytes, 577, 578.

Analysis, of Organic Solutions, Phase Rule
Method, 443.

of Solid Phases, Indirect, 451.

X-ray and Crystal Structure, 151-166.
X-ray Powder Method of Chemical, 160.

Analytical Chemistry,Electrometric Methods,
823-863.

Angular Momentum of Electron, Quantum
Condition for, 1086-1087.

Anisotropic liquids, 132. 133, 176, 376, 394,
395.

Anodic Overvoltage, 818, 819.

Anthracene-Dianthraceno Polymerization,
1211, 1212, 1237, 1238, 1273.

Approximation Formula of Nernst, 1137,
1162-1164.

Aragonite-Calcite Transformation, 393.
Arc Spectra, 1096, 1097.

Argon Atom, 1125-1126.
Arrhenius, Theory of Ionization, 509.

Theory of Reaction Velocity, 899-901.
Arsine, Catalytic Decomposition of, 984, 986.
Artificial Disintegration of Atoms, 1350,

1351.

Associated Liquids, 127, 128, 233, 234.
Association and Conductance, 584.

Association, in Liquids, 127, 128.

Effect on Distribution Law, 346, 348, 355,
358.

Influence on Equilibrium, 337.

Atom, Arrangement of Electrons in, 1062-
1067.

Hypothesis of Compressible, 114.

Model, Lewis-Langmuir, 1058-1067, 1116.
Orbital Arrangement of Electrons in, 1115-

1128.

Atomic, Concept, Applications of, 31, 32.

Change, Rate of, 1321, 1322.

Disintegration by Alpha Particles, 30.
Heat Capacity of Solids, 172-175.
Nuclei, Structure of, 24.

Number, 23.

Numbers and Electrode Potentials, 803,
804.

Numbers and Periodicity of Elements, 24.

Number and Frequency, 1056.

Number and Periodic Classification, 1057-
1058.

Structure, 11.

Bohr Theory of, 30.

Lewis-Langmuir Theory of, 31.

Nuclear Theory, 1052-1057.

Theories of, 30, 31, 1051, 1052, 1058-
1067, 1116-1128.

Theory, Dalton’s, 1.

Theory, Experimental Proof of, 27.

Theory, Greek, 1.

Theory, Inadequacy of, 11, 12.

Weight, Frequency and Entropy, 1158-
1160.

Weights, Anomalous, in Periodic Classifica-

tion, 10.

Determination of, 3.

from Gaseous Densities, 113.

Atoms, Artificial Disintegration of, 1350,
1351.

Attraction, Molecular, 93, 94.

Autocatalytic Reactions, 871.

Average Life of Radioactive Element, 1322.
Avogadro’s, Number, 19, 20, 508, 1284.

Hypothesis, 2, 3, 72, 73.

Axial Ratios, Law of Constant, 148.
of Crystals, 148, 166.

Azimuthal Quantum Number, 1094, 1100,
1105-1106.

B.

Barostatic Study of Binary Solutions, 406.

Beckmann Apparatus for Freezing Points,
265.

Beer’s Law, 1207.

Benzoic Acid, Distribution Experiments with,

356-358.
Beta Particles, 1326.

Ionization by, 21.

Nature of, 24.

Penetration by, 1326.
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Tracks through Gases, 22.

Bi-Metallic Electrode Systems, Use of

Polarized, 850, 851.

Bimolecular Reactions, 866, 868-871, 875,

876.

with Reactant Catalyst, 871.

Velocity of, 1034-1036.

Binary Alloys, Conductivity of, 495, 496.

Constitution of, 495, 496.

Binary Solutions, 396-406.
Bi-refringence, 176.

Bjerrum’s Theory of Electrolytic Conduction,
566.

Blagden’s Law, 241.

Bohr Atom and Equation of State, 113.

Bohr and Static Atom, Comparison, 1128-
1130.

Bohr<.Theory of Atoms, 30, 1079, 1116-1130.
Bohr’s Theory, Assumptions, 1082-1083,
Boiling Point Apparatus, 266-268.
Boiling Point Rise and Osmotic Pressure,

275-277.

Boiling Point. Rise of, 240, 241, 247, 266-268.
Bolometer, 1257.

Boundary of Solid Phases, Reaction at, 981-
983.

Boyle’s Law, 09.

Branching of Radioactive Series, 1331, 1332.

Bridge, Salt, in Potentiometric Measurement,
789.

Brownian Motion, 1279-1284.
Brownian Motion and Osmotic Pressure,

1283, 1284.

Bubble Theory of Overvoltage, 815.

Budde Effect, 1234, 1235.
Buffer Solutions, 832-835.
Bury’s Theory of the Atom, 1128-1129.

C.

CplCv for Solids, 1145, 1146.

C’admium Standard Cell, 703, 704.

Calcite-Aragonite Transformation, 393.
Calcite Type of Crystal Structure, 162.

Calcium Carbonate, Phase Relationships,
436.

Calcium Sulphide, Phosphorescence, 499,

Calculation of Limiting Conductance, 527-
532.

Calomel Electrodes, 797, 799, 829.
Calorie, Definition of, 179.

Calorimeter, Adiabatic, 182, 190.

Combustion, 186, 187.

Electrical, 187, 188.

Constant Temperature, 182.

Continuous Flow, 190.

Copper, 205.

Heat Capacity of, 186.

Ice, 188-190.

Vacuum, 206.

Calorimetry, Evaporation Effects in, 182.
Low Temperature, 1143, 1144.

Methods of, 181-190.

Size of Air-gap in, 182, 183.

Stirring, 185, 186.

Temperature Measurement, 181.

Thermal Leakage in, 181-185.
Canonical Distribution of Gibbs, 1171.

Capillary Rise Method of Surface Tension
Measurement, 124, 125.

Carbon Atom, 1125.

Carbon Dioxide, Dissociation, Equilibria in,

325, 326.

Molecule, Structure of, 1070.

Solubility in Organic Liquids, 350.

Solubility in Water, 345, 349, 351.

Carbon Filaments, Velocity of Reaction of

Gases with, 980.

Carbon Monoxide Oxidation, Catalytic, 987,

988.

Equilibria in, 325, 326.

Carnot Cycle, 51, 52, 53, 57, 58, 59, 60.

Catalysis, 865, 900, 901, 903, 905. 910-925.
and Actmties, Homogeneous, 779-781.
and Adsorption, 955, 956, 989, 990.

Contact, 933.

Criteria of, 913, 914.

and Heat of Adsorption, 991.

by Hydrogen Ions, 914-917.
by Hydroxyl Ions, 914-917.

by Metallic and Non-metallic Ions, 917,
918.

and Molecular Orientation, 957.
Negative, 921-925, 1240, 1241.

in Ozone Decomposition, 1236.

Promoter Action, 963.

by Water, 911, 918-921.
Catalyst and Equilibrium, 318, 319, 878.

Catalyst, Gas Reactions on Solid, 983-991.
Catalyst Poisons, 947, 980.

Catalysts, Si^ccificity of, 990, 991.

Catalytic Activity, Adsorption Theory of,

955, 956.

Intermediate O)mpound Theory, 955, 956.

Specificity of, 957.

of Undissociated Acids, 914-915.
Catalytic Decomposition, 961-964.

in Liquid Systems, 965, 966.

Catalytic Gas Reactions, Langmuir’s Theory
of, 985-989.

Catalytic Hydrogenation of Ethylene, 989.

in Liquid Systems, 959-961.
Catalytic Oxidation of Carbon Monoxide,

987, 988.

of Hydrogen, 988, 989.

in Liquid Systems, 964, 965.

of Sulphur Dioxide, Mechanism of, 983,

984, 987.

Catalytic Reactions, 865, 900, 901, 903, 905,
910-925.

at Solid-Liquid Interfaces, 952-966.

Cataphoresis, 1295, 1297.

Cathode Particles, Charge Carried by, 5, 16.

Millikan’s Method, 16, 17, 18, 19.
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Properties of, 13.

Velocity of, 13, 14.

Cathode Potentials, 809, 810.

Cell, Clark, 477, 478, 479, 481.
Danicll, 477.

Weston, 477, 478-483.
Cell Reactions, 479, 480.

E. M. F. of Various, 705, 706.

Free Energy Change in, 710-^712.

Heat Content Changes, 710-712.
Cells and Chemical Reaction, Reversible,

704-707.

Cells, Concentration, with Liquid Junction,
782-784.

Conductivity, 516, 517.

with Liquid Junction, 781.

without Liquid Junction, Concentration,
713-715.

Re\ersible and Irreversible, 703, 704.

Tbcrmodynainics of Galvanic, 707-715,
Chain Mechanism for Hydrogen-Chlorine

Combination, Nernst’s, 112, 1227, 1229.
Chain Reactions and Negative Catalysis,

924, 925.

Characteristic X-Ray Spectra, 1111-1115.
Charge on Suspended Particles, 1297-1299.
Chemical Action, Rate of, 291, 292.
Chemical Affinity, 42, 43, 67, 291.

Chemical Analysis by X-Rays, 100.

Chemical Combination and Valence Theory,
1068-1076.

Chemical Constant, Applications of, 1191-
1196.

and Atomic Weight, 1185, 1186.

Conventional, 1137, 1160.

True, 1139, 1181-1186.
Chemical Equilibrium, Kinetic Theory of,

293, 294.

Chemical Totential, Gibbs’, 717.

Chemical Reaction and Quantum Theory,
1030.

Radiation Theory of, 1032-1034, 1270-
1275.

Radiation Theory of. Criticism of, 1046-
1050.

Reversibility of, 292, 293.

Chloride Ion Activities, 790, 792, 793.

Chlorine-Hydrogen Combination, 1208, 1209,

1212, 1218-1230.
Chlorine, Photochemical Interaction with

Water, 1207.

Chlorine Process, Eciuilibria iu Deacon, 325,

531.

Clnpeyron-Clausius Equation, 118, 168, 196,

377.

Integration of, 1133, 1134.

Nernst’s Modification of, 118, 197, 1136.
Classical Theory of Radiation, 1005, 1006.

Clark Cell, 477.

C16ment and D^sormes’ Method for Specific

Heats of (iases, 201, 202.

Closed Solubility Curves, 403, 404.

Cloud Formation by Ions, 15.

Coagulation, of Colloids, Heat of, 224.

and Adsorption, 1309, 1310.
of Lyophobe Sols, 1307-1313.
Rate of, 1311-1313.

Cohesion in Liquids, 115, 116, 141, 142.

Cohesive Force in Solids, 170, 172.

Colligative Properties of Solutions, 231, 235,
236.

Collisions, Persistence of Motion in Gases,
103, 104.

Collision Theory of Reaction Velocity, 1312,

1313.

Colloid Chemistry, 1277-1320.
Colloid Particles, Horizontal Displacement

of, 1282.

Colloids and Donnan Membrane Equilibrium,
1319.

Colloidal Electrolytes, Conductivity of, 1316-
1318.

Colloidal Gold, Particle Size of, 233.
Colloidal Solutions, 233.

Color of, 1307.

Definition, 1277.

Diffusion in, 1281, 1282-1284.

Distribution of Particles, 1281.
Size of Colloid in, 1277.

Viscosity of, 1278.

Coloring by Radiation, 1351, 1352.

Color, Effect of Neutral Salts on, 840, 841.

Combining Volumes, Law of. 2.

Combining Weights, Determination of, 3.

Combination, Effects on Distribution Law of

Chemical, 347.

Combustion Calorimeter, 186, 187.

Combustion Calorimetry, Accuracy of, 187.

Combustion, Heat of, 207-212.
Common Ion Effect on Solubility, 456.
Complete Dissociation, 759.

Complete Ionization, 509, 531, 532, 563-567,
759.

Complex Formation, Determination by
Conductance, 854.

Coinidex Ions, 583.

Components in Phase Rule, Definition of,

370, 371, 372.

Composition of Solid Phases, Determination
of, 430.

Composition of Solutions, 235-236.
Compound Formation, Phase Rule Evidence

for, 421, 423.

Compound Formation, Study by Distribution

Experiments, 359.

Compounds, Crystal Structure of, 163, 164.

Compressed Gases, Viscosity of, 144.

Compressible Atom, Hjq)othe&is of, 114.

Compressibility of Solids, 170, 171, 172.

Compression, Adiabatic, 51, 52.

Isothermal, 51, 52.

of Gas Mixtures, 106.

Concentration Cell, 701, 713, 714, 715.

Amalgam, 715.
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with Liquid Junction, 782-784.
without Liquid Junction, 713-715.

Condensation, Velocity of, 976-978.
Condensed Systems, 394.

Conductance, and Atomic Volumes, 493.
and Atomic Weights, 493.

and Chemical Constitution, 568-570.
and Hardness of Metals, 490.

and Valency, Ostwald’s Rule, 527.

and Viscosity, 532-535.

Arrhenius' Theory of Electrical, 0.

at Infinite Dilution, 525-532.
Effect of Light on, 4S7, 497, 499.

Equivalent, 511, 512.

Gaseous, 12, 13.

Influence of Non-cloctrolytes on, 535.

Ijjfluence of Pressure on, 535-537.
Influence of Temperature on, 537-539.

Conductance in Mixed Solvents, 602, 603.

in Non-aqueous Solutions, 583-603.

.

Ionic, 790.

Measurements, Errors in, 523-525.

Metallic, 12.

Molar, 511, 513.

Ratios and Activity Coefficients, 756-760.

Specific, 511, 513.

Titrations, 854-860.

Titrations, of Complex Formation, 854.

of Displacement, 854, 857, 858.

of Neutralization, 854, 856-858.

of Oxidation-Reduction, 854,

of Precipitation, 854, 858-860.

Conducting Power and Optical Properties,

486.

Conduction of Heat, Gaseous, 91-93.

Conduction, Unipolar, 487, 488.

Conductivity, and Plasticity, 491.

as Measure of Reaction Velocity, 893-894.

Colls, 516, 517.

Limiting, 525-532.

Measurement of, 514-521, 585, 586.

of Alloys, 494-496.

of Electrolytes, Temperature Effect, 487.

of Electrolytes, Colloidal, 1316-1318.

of Glass. 497-500.

of Liquid Alloys and Amalgams, 496, 497.

of Metals, Theory of, 488-493.

of Metals and Frequency, 492.

of Metals at Very Low Temperatures, 493,

494.

of Metals, Temperature Effect, 487, 493,

494.

of Pure Liquids, 583, 584.

of Solid and Liquid Metals, Ratio of, 491.

of Solid Salts, 497-500.

of Water, 521.

Conductors, Classes of, 487.

Conductors and Non-conductors, 486.
Conglomerates, 412.

Congruent Melting Points, 420, 421.

Conjugate Solid Solutions, 438.

Conjugate Solutions, 399, 401, 404, 413, 414,
415.

Consecutive Reactions, 879-881.
Conservation of Energy, Law of, 36, 37, 38.

Conservation of Mass, Law” of, 2.

Consolute Concentration, Distribution Ratio
at, 354.

Consolute Temperatures, Low^er, 402-404,

405, 415.

Upper, 398-402, 405.

Constancy of Axial Ratios, Law" of, 148.

Constancy of Interfacial Angles, Law of, 148.

“Constant Flux” of Atoms, 1322.

Constants, Radiation, 1028.

Constant Heat Summation, Law of, 190, 192,

193.

Constant Temperature by Eutectics, 410.

Constitution and Reaction Velocity, 928, 929.

Contact Potentials, 702, 703, 704.

Contact Sulphuric Acid Process, Equilibria in,

325.

Continuity of Gaseous and Liquid States,

112 .

Continuous Flow Calorimeter, 190.

Contraction of Dei)osited Metals, 811.

Control of Reactions. Electrometric, 860-863.

Conventional Chemical Constants, 460,

1137, 1160.

Cooling Curves and Nature of Solid Phases,

431, 432.

Copper Atom, 1126-1127.

Copper Sulphate-Water, Phase Relationships,

434-436.

Corresponding Pressures, 116, 117, 119, 120.

Temperatures, 110, 117, 119, 120.

Volumes, 116, 117, 119.

States, E(iuation of, 116, 117, 119, 190.

Cottrell Boiling Point Apparatus, 268.

CVnilomcter, Iodine, 472, 473.

Silver, 470-472.

Covalence and Valence, 1073.

Critical Increment of Energy, 902 -904, 1271.

Critical Phenomena and Phase Rule, 373.

in Gases. 107, 108, 112, 378.

Critical Potentials and Spectral Frequency,
1103.

Critical Pressure, 108, 112, 378.

Critical Solution Temperature, 400.

Critical Temperature, 107, 108, 110, 112, 378.

Critical Volume, 112, 115.

Cryohydrates, 410, 412.

Crystalline State, 147.

Crystallography, 148, 149.

Crystal Faces, Velocity of Growth of, 950,

951.

Crystal Form, 148.

Growth and Lattice Structure, 948.

Growth from Vapors, 977-978.

Lattices, 148, 150.

Lattice Analysis of Gamma-Rays, 151,

1327.

Structure, 149-168.
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Structure, Calcite Arrangement, ir>2.

Structure from Chemical Standpoint, 164-
166.

Structure and Heat Capacity, 1155, 1156.
Structure of Compounds, 168, 164.

Structure, Cubic System, 155-159, 160,

161.

Structure of Diamond and Graphite, 164,
165.

Structure of Elements, 163, 164.

Structure, Hexagonal System, 161, 162.

Structure and Interatomic Distances, 159,

162, 163.

Structure and X-Ray Analysis, 151-166.
Structure of Organic Compounds, 165, 166.

Oystal Systems, 149.

Crystals, Infra Rod Absorption of, 1268,
1269.

Classification of, 140.

Crystals, Ijutticc Energy of, 225.
Liquid, 132, 133, 175-177, 376, 394, 395.
X-Ray Photographs of, 151.

Crystallir.ution, Fractional, 433.
from Melts, 948-951.
Linear Velocity of, 948 950.

Spontaneous, 951, 952.
Velocity of, 947-952.

Cubical Atom, 1058.

Cubic System of Crystal Structure, 155-159,
160.

Cumulative Ionization, 1110.
Current, Absolute Measurement of, 473-476.
Current Balance, 473-476.
Current Density, 806.
Current, Determination of, 472.
Current Detectors in Conductivity Work,

519.

Current, Electromagnetic Unit of, 473.
Curie, Definition, 1339.
Cyclic Processes, 51.

D.

Dalton’s Law, of Partial Pressures, 104, 105,
234.

of Solubilities of Gas Mixtures, 245.
Daniell Coll, 477, 705.
Deacon Chlorine Process, Equilibria, 322,

331.

Debye’s, Heat Capacity Equation, 1151-
1153

and Huckel’a Theory, 748, 760-765.
Low Temperature Heat Capacity Relation-

ship, 1152.

Theory of Solution of Electrolytes, 280,
2S1.

Decomposition, of Formic Arid, Catalytic,
965.

of Hydrogen Iodide, Equilibria, 322.
of Ozone, Catalytic, 1237.
of Solids, Mechanism, 981, 982.

of Tertiary Alcohols, Equilibria, 335, 337.
Decomposition Potentials, 806, 808.
Degeneration of Gases, 1196-1201.
Degree of Dissociation, “Corrected,” 758.
Degree of Freedom, of Gas Molecule, 84-87.

in Phase Rule, 372-373.
in Statistical Mechanics, 1169, 1170.

Density of Ice, 189, 190.

Deposits, Nature of Metallic, 811.
Desiccating Agents, Salts as, 435.
Desilverization of Lead, 443.
Deviations, from Henry’s Law, 345-352.
from Ideal Gas Laws, Molecular Attraction

Effect, 102.

Volume Effect, 100, 101.

Devitrification, 949.

Dialysis, 1304. ^

Diamond, Crystal Structure of, 164, 165.

Graphite Transition, 390.

Diatomic Gases, Entropy of, 1186-1191.
Quantum Theory and Rotational Energy

of, 1187, 1888-1190.
Diatomic Molecules, Moment of Inertia,

1191.

Dibasic Acid Esters, Hydrolysis, 880, 881.

Dielectric Constant, and Conductance, 593-
597.

and Density, 596.

and Ionization, 559, 584, 586, 593.
Measurement of, 594.
and Polarity, 135. -

and Pressure, 536, 695.
and Refractive Index, 596.
of Solutions, Formulae, 594.

and Temperature, 595.
Differential, Properties of Complete, 39.

Diffusion, Coefficient, 934-938.
C’oofficient for Salt Solutions, 938.
in Colloidal Solutions, 1281, 1282, 1283,

1284.

of Electrolytes, 554, 655, 936, 937, 1004.
Fick’s Law of, 936.

of Gases through Capillaries, 75, 76.

Laws of, 934.
of Lyophilo Colloids, 1315, 1316.
and Molecular Motion, 940-942.
and Particle Size, 1284.

and Stokes-Einstein Law, 942.
and Temperature, 935, 936, 938-940.
Theory of Heterogeneous Reaction Ve-

locity, 944, 945, 946, 962, 963, 984.
Thermal, 77, 78.

Dilatometer Measurements, 393.

Dilute Solutions, Experimental Study of,

247-268.

Laws of, 231-290.

Thermodynamics of, 269-281.
Dilution, Effect on Equilibrium of, 315, 316.
Heat of, 217.

Law, Empirical, 560, 561, 562.

Law, Ostwald’s, 511, 555, 556, 775, 776.
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Law, Modifications of Ostwald’s, 557, 558,
559.

Dimorphism, 4.

Disperse Phase, 1277, 1278.

Dispersion Medium, 1277.

Displacement, Determination of End Points
by Conductance, 854, 857, 858.

Laws, 1347, 1348.

Dissociation, of Carbon Dioxide, Equilibrium
in, 325, 326.

Complete Ionic, 509, 531, 532, 563-567,
759.

Corrected Degree of, 758.

Effect on Distribution Law, 346, 348, 349,
355-358.

Electrolytic, of Water, 824-825.
of Gases, 95, 96, 321-333.
of Nitrogen Dioxide, 325, 328.
of Nitrogen Tetroxide, 325, 327, 328.
of Silver Oxide, Free Energy of, 339, 340.

Mechanism. 982.

of Solids, Mechanism of, 981, 982.

of Sulphur Trioxidc, Equilibria, 325, 330,
.331.

of 'I'eriiary Electrolytes, 549-551.
Theory of Electrolytic, 508 511.

and Activity, 757-760.
of W’ator Vapor, Equilibria, 325, 326, 327,

372.

Distance between Atoms in Sodium Chloride,

159.

Distribution and Adsorption, 360, 361.

and Compound Formation, 359.

Influence of Association on, 3 16, 348, 355-
3.58.

of Dissociation on, 346, 318, 319, 355-
358.

Law, 238, 239, 343-307.

Corr(‘clion fur Dissociation, 318.

for Guhos, Maxwell’s, 78-82.

Limited Aiqilicability of, 364.

for Molecules of the Individual System,
1171-1176.

for Monatomic Gases, 1172.

in Liquid-Liquid Systems, 352-364.
in Miscellaneous Systems, 365-.367.

of Particles in Colloidal Solutions, 1281.

in Solid-Liquid Systems, 364-305.

Ratio, and Solubility, 354.

Temperature Coefficients, 363, 364.

Study of Hydrolysis by, 359.

Velocity of, 966.

Dobereiner’s Triads, 5.

Donnan’s Membrane Equilibrium, 2S3-290.
and Colloids, 1319.

Drop Weight Method of Surface Tension
Measurement, 126.

Drude’s Theory of Metallic Conduction, 489,

490.

Dry Liquids, 232.

Dulong and Petit's Law, 1018.

Theoretical Basis, 1149.

Djmamic Equilibrium in Liquids, 386.

Dyne, Definition, 34.

Dystectics, 421, 422.

E.

Earth’s Crust, Temperature of, and Radio-
activity, 1323.

Echelette Grating, 1255.

Effective Nuclear Charge, 1115, 1119.

Efflorescence, Mechanism of, 981.

Einstein’s Derivation of Plank’s Law, 1024-
1028.

Einstein Heat Capacity Equation, 1 146-

1150, 1153.

Deviations from, 1149, 1150.

Integration of, 1157.

Einsfein’s Photochemical Law, 1210, 1211,
1212, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1222, 1223,
1227, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1233, 1271, 1356.

Electrical Conductivity, Experimental, 514-
521.

Electrical Energy, Measurement of, 469-484.
Electrical Work, 705, 708.

Electricity, Frictional, 485, 486.
Voltaic, 485, 486.

Electro-affinity, 804.

Abegg and Bodlaiider’s Theory, 454.
Electrochemistry of Solutions, 701-822.
Electrode, Caloimd, 797, 799, 829.

Equilibrium, Sinit’s Theory, 805.
Hydrogen, 829.

Potentials and Atomic Numbers, 803, 804.
Potonti.nls, (’oiiventionsand Nomenclature,

796, 797.

Potentials and Equilibrium Constant, 800,
801.

Potentials, Standard, 701, 795-801.
Processes, 'I’lieory of, 803-806.
Processes, Velocity of, and Overvoltage,

816-817.

Systems, Use in Analysis of Bi-metallic,

850, 951.

Fflcctrodynamonioter, 473, 474, 476.

Elcctrokinotic Phenomena, 1295-1299.
Potential, 1295-1299.

Fjlcctrolysis, Historical, 485, 486.
Faraday’s Laws of, 5, 470. 500, 501, 506,

507.

of Fused Salts, 500-504.
Nomenclature, 505, 606.
and Polaiization Phenomena, 806-822.
Theories of, 504, 505.

Electrolytes, Amphoteric, 577, 578.
Diffusion of, 554, 555.

Solubility in Water, 454-4:62.

Thermochemistry of, 218-220.
Electrolytic Dissociation, and Actmty, 757-

760.

Measurement by Distribution, 358.

Theory of, 508-511.
Electrolytic Solution Pressure, 804.
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Electrolytic Solutions, Debye’s Theory of,

280, 281.

Electrometric, Control of Reactions, 860-863.
Methods in Analytical Chemistry, 823-

963.

Recording of Reactions, 860-863.
Titrations, 842-854.

Electromotive Force, Data and Activity

Coefficients, 736, 737, 741-743.
and Free Energy Increase, 338.

by Induction, 816,

Ionic Product from, 800.

Measurement of, 476-483, 830.

Nernst’s Osmotic Theory, 701, 804.
and Pressure, 801, 802.

Replacement Equilibrium from, 801.

Solubility Product from, 800.

Thermodynamics and, 701.

of Various Cell Reactions, 705, 706.

Electron, 12, 507.

Arrangement in Atoms, 1062-1067.

Change of Mass with Velocity, 20. 1326.
Charge on, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 507, 508.

as Current Carrier, 489.

Ejection by X-rays, 1006-1007.
Emission and Temperature, 1193, 1194.

Extra-nuclear, 30, 31.

Gas, Entropy of, 1192-1196.
Heat of Evaporation of, 227-229.

Mass of, 20.

Motion of, in Conductors and Non-conduc-
tors, 487.

Orbits in Argon Atom, 1125-1126.
in Carbon Atom, 1125.

in Copper Atom, 1126-1127.
in Helium Atom, 1124.

in Hydrogen Atom, 1093.

in Krypton Atom, 1127.

in Lithium Atom, 1124.

in Neon Atom, 1125.

in Potassium Atom, 1121-1122.
in Sodium Atom, 1125-1126.

in Xenon Atom, 1127.

Properties of, 13.

Ratio of Charge to Mass for, 13, 14.

Classen’s Method, 28.

Size of, 21.

Theory of Matter and Infra Red Absorp-
tion, 1268, 1269.

Tubes for Industrial Control, 861.

Velocity and X-ray Frequency, 1007-1008.
Electrostatic Forres between Ions, 281.

Electrostriction, 536.

Elements, Crystal Structure of, 163, 164.

Elliptic Orbits, Effect of, 1091-1094.

Emulsoids, 1303.

Enantiotropism, 168, 390.

Endosmose, 1295, 1297, 1298.

A. adothormic Reactions, 40, 43, 179.

End-Points, Potentioinetric Studv of, 847-
851.

Energetics, First Law, 34-53.

of Photochemical Processes, 1209-1231.
Second Law of, 53-63.

Energy, 33, 34.

Conservation of, 36, 37, 38.

Convertibility of, 33.

Critical Increment of, 902-904.
Definition of, 34.

Density and Radiation Pressure, 1015.
Diagram for Hydrogen, 1087, 1089, 1104.
Distribution in Spectrum, 1013.
Emission of Radioactive Bodies, 1323.
Equipartition of, 84, 86, 1017, 1019, 1167,

1176.

Internal, 37, 38, .39.

Intra-atomic, Utilization of, 1322, 1323.
Unit, 34.

Variation, Direction of, 43, 53, 54.

Independence of Path, 37.
Ensemble of Systems, 1 170.
Entropy, 59-63, 707.

at Absolute Zero, 1 137.

Change, in Ideal Gas, 61, 62.

in Irreversible Processes, 62, 63.

as Definite Positive Quantity, 1138.
of Diatomic Gases, 1186-1191.
of Electron Gas, 1192-1196.
Empirical Calculation by Third Law,

1156-1158.

Frequency, and Atomic Weight, 1158-
1160.

of Fusion for Glycerol, 1142*
and Gas Constant, 1178.
of Metals, 1159.

of Monatomic Gases, 1181-1186.
and Probability, 1176-1181.
of Solutions, 1141-1142.
of Supercooled Liquids, 1142-1143.
of Vaporization and Probability, 1178.

Enzyme Action, 952, 953, 954, 957-959, 962,
964.

Enzymes, Hydrolysis at Surface of, 957-959.
Equation of State, Berthelot’s, 113.

Clausius', 113.

Dieterici's, 113.

Keyes’, 113.

Equilibrium, Alcohol-Ace tic Acid, 292, 333,
334.

Calculation of, 320, 321, 339-341.
and Catalyst, 878.

Condition of, in Poly-Component Systems,
733,

Constant, 292, 294, 298, 300, 301.
and Activity, 727, 728.
and Electrode Potentials, 800, 801.
and Pressure, 301, 311-315.
Relations between, 301, 302.
and Temperature, 307-311.

Data, Mathematical Treatment of, 338-
341.

Definition of Heterogeneous, 343.
and Distribution Law, 359, 360.
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Donnan’s Membrane, 283-290.

Dynamic, 292, 293.

Effect of Catalyst on, 318, 319, 878.

Effect of Dilution on, 315, 316.

Effect of Solvent on, 336-338.

in Electrolytes, 555.

in Esterification, 292, 333, 334, 335.

False, 376, 992.

and Free Energy Change, 339, 713.

Gas-Liquid, of Two Components, 396-398.

Gas-Solid. Thermodynamics of, 463-467.

Two Component, 433-437.

in High Pressure Gas Reactions, 332.

Homogeneous, 291-341.

and Hydration, 776.

Influence of Association on, 337.

Influence of Pressure on, 301, 311-315.

Liquid-Liquid, 398-406.

in. Liquid Phase, Effect of Pressure on,

312, 313.

Measurement of, 319, 320.

Phase Rule, 369, 370.

Photochemical, 1237. 1239.

Radioactive, 1322.

Replacement, from E. M. F. Data, 801.

Solid-Liquid, 407-433.

Solid-Solid, Two Component, 437-440.

Study by Distribution Experiments, 359.

of Sulphur, 385.

Tautomeric, 830.

and Thermodynamics, 66, 67, 294-296,

299.

Heterogeneous, 462-468,

and Third Law% 340, 341.

in Tw^o Phases, 462.

Equipartition of Energy, 84, 86, 1017-1019,

1167-1176.

Erg, Definition of, 34.

Ester Hydrolysis, 879, 883, 884.

Esterification, Catalytic, 927-929.

Equilibria, 292, 333, 334, 335.

Goldschmidt’s Theory, 917.

Eutectic Halt, Duration of, and Nature of

Solid Phase, 432.

Eutectic Point, 409, 410.

Eutectics, 410, 412.

Eutectoid, 439.

Evaporation, of Electrons, Heat of, 227-229.

Velocity of, 970-974.

Excitation of Mercury Atoms by Light, 1236.

Excited Atoms, and Resonance Radiation,

1109-1111.

Excited State of Atoms, 1103, 1109-1111.

Exothermic Reactions, 40, 43, 179.

Expansion, Coefficient of, in Oil Films, 139.

of Gas, Free Energy Change on, 57, 295.

Temperature Change on, 101.

of Ideal Gas, Adiabatic, 50, 51, 52.

Isothermal, 49, 50, 51, 52, 56, 104.

of Solids, Thermal, 170, 171, 172.

Explosion Method for Specific Heats of Gases,

200
,
201 .

Extraction, Theory of, 361-363.

F.

False Equilibrium, 376, 992.

Faraday, Value of the, 19, 471, 506.

Faraday’s, Law^s of Electrolysis, 5, 470, 500,

501, 506.

Theory of Electrolysis, 505, 506.

Ferric Chloride-Water, Phase Relationships,

422, 423.

Pick’s Law of Diffusion, 936.

Fine Structure of Hydrogen Lines, 1091,

1092.

First Order Reactions, 866, 867, 868, 875, 905.

Flocculation, 1307-1313.

Flowing Junction in Potential Measurements,
788.

Fluorescence, Differentiation from Tyndall
Effect, 1306.

from Radiation, 1352.

Formic Acid, Catalytic Decomposition, 965.

Conductance in, 588.

Four and Five Component Systems, 451, 452.

Fractional Crystallization, 433.

Free Ihiergy, 63-67, 708, 713.

and Activity, 730.

Change, 43.

in Cell Reactions, 710-712.

in Dilution, 296.

and Electrical Work, 708.

and Equilibrium, 713.

in Gaseous Expansion, 57, 295.

of Perfect Gas, 729.

of Perfect Solute, 729.

Data and Equilibrium, 339-341.
of Dissociation, of Oxides, 339, 340.

of Formation of Water, 339-341.
Increase, and Activity, 299.

and Chemical Reaction, 303-307.
and Electromotive Force, 338.

I’artial, and Relative Activity, 727.

Partial Molal, 714, 715, 720.

in Acid-Salt Mixtures, 723-724.
and Concentration, 724-726.

of Reactions in Condensed and Vapor
Phases, Comparison of, 1134, 1135,

Variation, with Pressure, 64, 65.

with Temperature, 65, 310.

Free Path, Mean, 87-91, 93, 101.

Freedom, Degrees of, in Statistical Mechan-
ics, 1169, 1170.

Freezing Point, of Binary Mixtures, 407, 408.

Lowering, 241-243, 247, 264-266.
and Activity Coefficients, 737-741.
and Osmotic Pressure, 277.

of Solid Solutions, 426.

Frictional Electricity, Nature of, 485, 486.

Fugacity, 726, 749.

Fused Salts, Electrolysis of, 500-504.
Heat Capacity of, 204.

Migration Ratio in, 549.
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Viscosities of, 503.

Fusion, Heat of, 105.

G.
Galvanic Cells, 701, 702-707.

Thermodynamics of, 707-715
Gamma-Rays, 1326-1328.

Analysis by, of Crystal Lattices, 1327.
Ionization by, 1328.

Gas Analysis, Autoinalic, 861-863.
Gas Constant, R, 71, 72.

Value of, 36.

Gas Degeneration, 1196-1201.
Gas Ions, Heat of Hydration, 225-227
Gas Law, Effect of Gravity on, 82.

Gas-Liquid Reactions, Thermodynamics of,

467.

Gas Mixtures, 101, 105, 106.

Volume of, 1)7.

Ctis Molecules, Velocity of, 70,

Gas Reactions, Photo-Equilibria, 1239.
Photosensitization of, 1232, 1236.

on Solid C/Utalysts, 983-991.
Gaseous, CJollisions, Persistouee of Motion

with, 103, 104.

Dissociation, 05, 06.

laiuilibria, Ilomogonoous, 321- -333.

in High Pressuie Systems, 332, 333.
in Reactions with Volume Change, 325-

333.

in Reactions ^^i(hout Volume Change,
321-32.0.

Prcrtsurc, Analogy with Osmotic, 260 271.

Reactions, Free Energy Ineieasc in, 301-
307.

State, Dormitioii, 60.

Solutions, 234.

Gases, DitTusion of, 934- 936.
Heat C’apacity of, 83 87, 108-201,

Ionization of, 12, 13.

Laws of Ideal, 60, 70, 71, 72.

Solubility in Luiuids, 311-3,12.

Solubility in Metals, 366.

S])ecitic Heat of, 83-87.
Velocity of Solution of, 992, 995-1004.

Gay-Lussae’s Law, 60.

Goigcr-Nuttall Relation, 1349.

Generalized Space, Concept of, 1168, 1169.
Generalized Theory of Valency, 1076-1079.
Geology. Rudioaetivily in, 1357-1359.
Ghosh’s d'hcory of Electrolytes, 563-565,

760, 761.

Gibbs' Adsorption Law. 1302.

Gibbs-Helmholtz Equation, 65, 66, 307, 709,
710.

Gibbs’ Thermodynamic Methods, 701, 702.

Glass, Conductivity of, 497-500.
Graham's Law of Gaseous Diffusion, 934.
Graphite, C'rystal Structure of, 82, 83.

-Diamond Transition, 390.

Heat Capacity of, 1156.
Gratings for Infra Red Measurements, 1255,

Gravity, and Distribution of Particles, 1280

»

1281.

Effect of, on Gas Law, 82, 83.

Grotrian Diagram for Energy Density, 1105,
1106.

Grotthus-Draper Law of Photochemistry,
1206, 1207.

Grotthus’ Theory of Electrolysis, 502, 604.

11 .

Half-Life Period of Elements, 1322.
Half Value Layer for j8-particles, 1326.
Haloes, Pleochroie, 1358.
Halogen Organic Compounds, Reaction

Velocity with, 929-931.
Harmonic Oscillators, Entropy and Proba-

bility in System of, 1179-1181.
Heat, of Adsorption, 189, 220-223.

and Catalysis, 991.

Variation with Pressure, 222.
of C;;oagulation of Colloids, 224.
of Combustion, 207-212.
of Dilution, 217, 219.

of Dissociation of Hydrogen, 1191, 1192.
of Evaporation of Electrons, 227-229,
of Foimation, 191, 192, 208.
of Fusion, 105.

of Hydration of Gas Ions, 225-227.
of Ionization of Water. 573.
Mechanical Eqiiiyalciit of 34 35, 36.
of Neutralization, 219, 220, 510.
of Reaction, 40, 41.

C'onstancy of, 41

.

at Constant Pressure, 180.

at Constant Volume, 180.

and T<?mpcraturc, 41, 42, 192-191.
of Solution, 212, 218.

at Satination, 400
and Solubility, 409.

of Traiibitioii, 195, 198.

of Yapoiizatioii, 109, 195, 190, 197.

of Wetting, 223, 224.

Heat Capacity, of Alkali Metals, Abnormal,
1154, 1194, 1195.

of Calorimeters, 186.

at Constant Pressure, 40, 193
at Constant Volume, 40, 41.

and Crj-stal Structure, 1155, 1156, 1166.
Curve, Characteristic, 1144, 1145.
Curves of Irregular Types, 1154-1156.
of Diatomic Gases, Quantum Theory,

1187, 1188-1190.

Einstein Equation, 1146-1150, 1153.
Equation, Debye’s, 1151-1153.
of Fused Salts, 204.

of Gases, 198-204.
and Isotopes, 1156.
of Liquids, 145, 146, 1160.

at Low Temperatures, 1143.

Debye s Equation, 1152.
of Monatomic Solids, 1144-1146.
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Nernst-Lindemann Equation, 1150-1151,

of Solids, 172-175.

Theoretical Equations, 1146-1154.
of Solute, Partial, 739.

Variation with Temperature, 174, 175, 194.

Relation of Cp to (\, 48, 49, 198, 199.

Heat Conductivity of Gases, 91-93.

Heat, Content, 39, 709.

Change in Cell Reactions, 710-712.
Partifil Molal, 714, 715.

in Acid Salt Mixtures, 723-724.

from Calorimetric Data, 718-720
Relative Partial Molal, 720-726.

Calculation, 721-723.

Heat Theorem, Nornst, 1132.

Helium, Atom, 1124.

Heat Capacity at Low Temperatures, 84.

Spectrum, 1108.

Hcndcrson-Planck Formulae for Liquid
Junction Potentials, 786.

Henry’s Law, 237, 238, 344-352.

Deviations from, 345-352.
Hertzian Waves, 1253.

Hess’s Law, 41, 190, 192, 193.

Hetero-ionic Solutions, 772.

Heterogeneous, Equilibrium, 343-468.
Definition, 313.

Thermodynamics of, 402-108.

Variation with Temperature, 403, 401.

Heterogeneous Reaction Velocity, Nernst’s

Theory, 944, 954, 962, 963, 984.

Heterogeneous Sy.stcms, Reaction Velocity

in, 933-1004.

Hexagonal System of Crystal Structure, 101,

102 .

Hittoif’s Theory of Electrolysi.s, 502, 503.

Tiansport Number Determination, 543,

5 U-5 10.

Homo-ionic Solution,s, 772.

Homogeneous Catalysis and Activities, 779-

781.

Homogeneous Displacement of Colloid Par-

ticles, 1282.

Homogeneous Equilibrium, 291-341.
Definition, 343.

ill Gases, 321-333.

in Liquids, 333-338.

Hydrated Salts, Method of Preparation, 420.

Hydration, of Anhydrides, Velocity of, 871.

and Equilibrium Constant, 776.

of Gas Ions, Heat of, 225-227.

of Ions, 551, 552, 566, 5G7.

Transport Number and, 551, 552.

Values from Activity Data, 777 -779.

from Transference Data, 778.

Hydride Theory of Overvoltage, 816.

Hydrocarbon Molecule.s, Structure of, 1071.

Hydrochloric Acid, Activity Coefficients,

746, 751.

in Chloride Solutions, 766-772.
Oxidation, Equilibiia, 325, 331.

Partial Molal Free Energy. 721.

Partial Molal Heat Content, 721.

Relative Partial Molal Heat Content, 722-
723.

Hydrogel, 1278.

Hydrogen, Atom, Bohr’s Theory of, 1087-
1090.

Electron Orbits in, 1093.

Bromide, Photo-Decomposition, 1213-
1216, 1218.

Chloride, Activity in Hydrochloric Acid,

750, 751.

Chlorine Combination, 1208, 1209, 1212,
1218-1230.

Energetics, 1212, 1222, 1223.

Kinetics, 1220-1222.

Mechanism, 1223-1230.
Electrode, 829.

at High Hydrogen Pressures, 802.
in Iiiflicator Choice, 841.
as Reference, 797.

Variation with Pressure, 802.

Heat Capacity of, at Low Temperatures,
86. 87.

Heat of Dissociation, Calculation, 1191-
1192.

Iodide, Decomposition and Formation,
E(iuilibrium in, 322.

Photo-Decomposition, 1213-1216, 1218.
Ion, Activities, 791, 794.

Catalysis, 914-917.
( onccntration, Indicator Method of

Measurement, 841.

Measurement, 823 -835.

Recording, 860, 861.

Exi)oricijt Scale, 825.

Non-Hydratecl, as Catalyst, 915, 916,
917.

Ratio of ejm for, 14.

lines, Fine Structuic of, 1091, 1092.
Molecule, Mass of, 20.

Monatomic and (Overvoltage, 816.
Overvoltage, 811-817.
Oxidation, C’atalytic, 988, 989.
Pei oxide, Catalytic Decomposition, 961-

964.

Enzyme Decorniiosition, 963.
Spectrum, 1081.

Hydrogenation, (if Ethylene, Catalytic, 989.
in Liquid Systems, (’atalytic, 959-961.

Hydrolysis, 440, 447, 448, 572-577.
of Amides, Velocity of, 929.
Catalytic, 925-929.
Determination by Distribution, 359.
of Dibasic Acid Esters, 880, 881.
at Enzyme Surfaces, 957-959.
of Esters, 879, 883, 884.
of Fats, 969, 970.
Rate of, and Constitution, 927, 928, 929,
of Salts, 825-828.
Velocity in Liquid-Liquid Systems, 966-

970.
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Hydrolytic Decomposition by Membranes,
289, 290,

Hydroxyl Ion Catalysis, 914-917.
Hysteresis, 1278.

Hydrous Oxides, 437.

I.

Ice Calorimeter, 188-190.

Ice, Density of, 189, 190.

Heat of Fusion of, 195.

Polymorphic Modifications of, 380-382.
Ideal Gas, Adiabatic Expansion of, 50, 51,

52.

Internal Energy of, 43, 44.

Isothermal Expansion, 49, 50, 51, 52, 56.

Laws, 69, 70, 71, 72.

Deviations from, 96.

Effect of Molecular Attraction on, 102.

Temperature Effect, 102.

Volume Effect, 100, 101.

Thermodynamic Criterion of, 45.

Ideal Melting Point, 388.

Ideal Solutions, 231, 302.

Imido-Esters, Hydrolysis of, 926.

Incongruent Melting Point, 418.

Indices, Law of Rationality of, 148, 151.

Miller, 149, 155.

Indicators, 835-842.

Chart, 839.

Clark and Lubs’ Series, 842.

Functions, 837, 838.

Radio-Elements as, 1349, 1350.

Induction, Photochemical, 1218, 1219, 1220.

Infra Red, Absorption, by Crystals, 1268,

1269.

and Electronic Theory of Matter, 1268,

1269.

and Salt Catalysis, 1268.

Temperature Effect, 1270.

and Theories of Solution, 1268.

Absorption Spectia, 1261-1269.

and Reaction Velocity, 1272.

of Nitrobenzene, 1264, 1265.

Limits of, 1253, 1254.

Measiiromeiit, Effect of Temperature on,

1263.

Radiation, as Accelerator of Reaction
Velocity, 1273, 1274.

in Chemical Processes, 1253-1275.

Laws of Absorption, 1261-1263.

Measurement of, 1255-1261,
Measuring Instruments, 1256-1260.
Methods of Analysis, 1255, 1256.

and Reaction Velocity, 901-908.

Reflectivity, 1256.

Relation to Ultra Violet, 1266, 1267.
Sources, 1254, 1255.

Spectra and Chemical Constitution, 1264,

1265, 1268.

Spectrometer. Calibration, 1260, 1261,

Inhibited Reactions, 923, 924.

Inhibition, of Oxidation, 921, 922, 923, 924*
of Photo-Decomposition of Hydrogen

Peroxide, 1240, 1241.

of Photo-Oxidations, 1241.

of Photo-Reactions, 1240, 1241.
Integration Constant, and Nature of Con-

densed Phase, 1136.

in Systems Containing Vapors and Con-
densed Phase, 1135, 1136.

of Thermodynamic Equation, 1131, 1132,
Interatomic Distances in Crystals, 159, 162,

163.

Intercepts, Law of Rationality of, 146.
Interface Reactions, 933, 942-966, 981-983,

992-1004.

Interfaces, Reactions at Solid-Solid, 981-983.
Interfacial Angles, Law of Constant, 148.
Interfacial Tension, 1286.

and Temperature, 1286.

Internal Energy, 37, 38, 39.

Changes, 179.

of Ideal Gas, 43, 44.

Internal Pressure, 1285.

Intra-atomic Energy, Utilization of, 1322,
1323.

Intrinsic Pressure of Liquids, 115, 141, 142,
143. 145.

Inversion Temperature, 48.

Iodine, Coulometcr, 472, 473.

Rate of Reaction with Metals, 945, 946.
Iodoform, Photo-Oxidation, 1246.
Ionic, Activities, Individual, 789.

Conductances, 790.

Viscosity Correction for, 790.
Equilibrium in Electrolytes, 555.
Hydration, 551, 552, 566, 567.

from Activity Coefficients, 777-779.
and Transport Numbers, 551, 552.

Mobilities, 539, 541, 542, 543, 547, 552,
553, 554.

and Concentration, 758.

Temperature Effect, 553.

Mobility, Change with Dilution, 531, 537.
Product of Water from E. M. F. Data, 800.
Strength, 767.

Ionization, by a-particles, 21, 1324.
by jS-particles, 21, 1326.

Complete, 509, 531, 532, 563-567, 759.
Constant, of Water, 538, 539, 572, 573, 825.
and Dielectric Constant, 559.

of Gases, 12, 13.

Mechanism of, 20, 21.

by Positive Rays, 21.

and Reaction Velocity, 511.

Thermal, 1192.

Total Specific, 1325.

by X-rays, 15, 18, 21, 1006-1007.
Ionizing, Potential, 1088, 1092, 1102-1109,

1110-1111 ,

Power of Solvents, 584, 585.

Ionium, 1336.

Ions, Complex, 583.
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Size in Non-Aqueous Solutions, 699.

Iron-Carbon Phase Relationships, 53, 54, 55,

56.

Irreversible, Cells, 703.

Proresses in Thermodynamics, 53, 54, 55,

56.

Isodiniorphism. 4.

Iso-Electric Point, 1318-1320.

Isohydric Principle of Arrhenius, 455-461.

Isuhydnc Solution, 570-572.

Isolated Reactions, 866-876.

Isomeric, Change, Velocity of, 871, 874, 878,

912.

Compounds, Infra Red Absorption by,

1265.

Isomerism and Phase Rule, 389.

Isomorphism, 4, 166, 167, 1074-1076.
Isopleth, 400, 411, 413, 427, 448.

Isosterism, 1074-1076.

Isothermal, Expansion of Ideal Gas, 49, 50,

51, 52, 56, 104.

P-V Curves, 110, 111.

Isotherms, Phase Rule, 354, 383.

Isotonic Solutions, 259.

Isotopes, 25, 26, 27, 28.

Non-radioactive, 26, 27, 28.

Properties of, 30.

Radioactive, 1347.

Separation of, by Thermal Diffusion, 77,

78.

Table of, 29.

J.

Joule-Thomson, Coefficient, 45, 46, 47, 48»

100 .

Effect, 103.

Junction, Flowing, 788.

K.

Katharonieter, 862, 863.

Keto-Eiiol Tautomerism, 880.

Kinetic, Energy of Gases, 71.

Theory, 69-82.

of Chemical Equilibrium, 293, 294.

and Gaseous Diffusion, 934, 935, 936.

of Osmotic Pressure, 277-281.

Kirchhoff’s Law, 41, 192, 193, 709.

Kohlrausch's Law, 539-541.

Kolowrat Table of Radon Decay, 1340, 1341.

Kossel Theory of the Atom, 1112, 1114.

Krjqjton Atom, 1127.

L.

Langmuir’s Theory of Catalyzed Gas
Reaction, 985-989.

Latent Heat, 195.

Methods of Determining, 195-198.

of Evaporation, 118, 169.

and Surface Tension, 126, 127.

Latent Image, 1247-1251.
Lattice, Calcite, 162.

Constant, 159.

Energy of Crystals, 225.

Structure and Crystal Growth, 948.
Lattices, Cubic, 155-159, 160, 161.

Hexagonal, 161, 162.

Various Crystals, 148, 150.

Laue X-ray Photographs of Crystals, 151.
Law of, Cailletet and Mathias, 401.
Constant Heat Summation, 190, 192, 193.
Cooling, Newton’s, 183.

Dulong and Petit, 172, 173.

Mass Action, 292.

and Activity Concept, 299-303, 730.

Applicability to Non-Aqueous Solutions,

598.

Applied to Electrolytes, Validity of, 528,
529, 556-567.

Deviations in Electrolytic Solutions,
562-568.

at Infinite Dilution, 561, 562.
and Inner Equilibrium of Electrolytic

Solutions. 775-779.
Thermodynamic Proof, 296-299.

Mobile E(iuilibrium, van’t Hoff’s, 350,
351, 371.

Parthil Pressures, Dalton’s, 104, 105, 234.
Photochemical Absorption, 1206.
Photochemical Equivalent, 1210-1212,

1214-1217, 1222, 1223, 1227, 1228, 1230,
1231, 1233, 1271, 1356.

Refleclion, 1206.

Straight Diameter, 401.

Thermoneutrality, 218.
Wiedemann-Franz, 489, 490.

Laws of Dilute Solutions, 231-290.
Lead Accumulator, 807, 808,
Lead, Desilverization, 443.
Le Chatelier-Braun Principle, 307, 377, 379,

385.

Lewis-Langmuir Theory of. Atoms, 31, 1058-
1067.

Valence, 1068-1076.
Life of Excited Atoms, 1110.
Light, Absori)tion and Chcnjical Change,

1206.

Effect on Conductance, 487, 497, 499.
Sensitivity of Silver Halides, 1230, 1231.

Limiting Conductances, 525-632.
Lind^-Hampson Process of Liquefaction, 48.
Lindemann’s Theory of Metallic Conduction,

491, 492.

Line Absorption Spectra, 1 109-1 111.

Linkage in Carbon Compounds, Energy of,

210-212 .

Liquefaction of Gases, 103.

Liiid6-Hampson, 48.

Liquid, Crystals, 132, 133, 175-177 376, 394„
395.

and Molecular Orientation, 132, 133.

Films and Molecular Orientation, 133-140.
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Junctions in Cells, 781.

Junction Potentials, 706, 782-784, 785-789.
-Liquid Systems, Reaction Velocity, 966-

970.

Molecules, Size of, 137, 138.

Solutions, 234, 235.

State of Aggregation, 107-146.

Sulphur, Dynamic Equilibrium in, 386.
Systems, Distribution between, 352-364.

Lhluids, Conductivity of Pure, 583, 584.

Dry, 232.

Specific Heats of, 145-146, 204, 205.

Viscosity of, 143-145.

Liquidus Curve, 427, 428.

Lithiiiin Atom, 1124.

Lithium Ion, Transference Numbers from
E. M. F. Data, 785.

Lorenz’s 3’heory of Electrolytic Conduction,
56(>, 5<>7.

L(m'crmg of Freezing Point, 241-243, 247,
264-266.

Luminescence from Radiation, 1352.

Luminescent EITccts of Radio-Salts, 1352,

1333.

Lyophile Colloids, 1313-1320.

Diffusion, 1315, 1316.

Osmotic Pressure, 1316.

Lyophile Sols, 1303-1313.

Characteristics of, 1313, 1314.

Coagulation of, 1307-1313.

Lyoidiobo Colloiclal Solutions, 1303-1313.
Jiyoi)hobo Sols, Colligativo Prox)ertios, 1304.

Osnjotic Pressure, 1304.

Preparation of, 1304.

Stability of, 1305.

Lyotropic Properties, 1285.

M.

Mass Action Law, 2P2.

and Activity, 2Pi) d(Kl, 730.

Failure for Strong Electrolytes, 556-568,
730.

Thermodynamic Deduction of, 296-299.

Relation Applied to Acids, 823-824.
Mass SiK'ctrograph, 2S.

Maximum Work, 56, 57, 58, 59, 708.

in Adiabatic Expansion of Cas, 57, 295.

in Isothermal Exi)niision of Gas, 56.

Maxwell’s Distribution Law, 78-82.

Moan Free Path, 87-91, 93, 101.

ill Liquids, 115.

Mechanical Equivalent of Heat, 34, 35, 36.

Mechanism of Reaction, 883-885.

Melting, of Impure Substances, 411,

Point, Congruent, 420, 421.

Ideal, 388.

Incougrueiit, 418.

Natural, 388.

of Solids, 168, 169, 172.

Melts, Velocity of Crystallization from, 948-
951.

Membranes, Semi-permeable, 243, 251.
Equilibrium, and Colloids, 1319.

Donnans, Theory of, 283-290.
and Osmotic Pressure, 287, 288.

Mesomorphic State, 175-177.
Meso-Thoriurn, 1344, 1345.

Metallic Conduction, Drude’s Theory, 489,
490.

Lindemann’s Theory, 491, 492.
Stark’s Theory, 490.
Theory of, 488-493.
Wien’s Theory, 491.

Deposits, Nature of, 811.
Electrodes, Reproducibility, 811.
Ions as Catalysts, 917, 918.

Metallographic Phase Studies, 432, 438.
Metals, Abnormal Heat Capacity of, 1154,

1194, 1195.

Rate of Reaction with Iodine, 945, 94u.
Theory of Conductance, 488-493.
Thermal Conductivity, 489.

Metastable State, 369, 382, 385.
Micelle, 1305, 1309.

Microcanonical Ensemble, 1173.

Microradiometer, 1256-1257.
Migration of Ions, 542-544.

Ratio from E. M. F. Measurements, 55-1,

Ratio, Hittorf, 539, 542, 549, .554.

Millikan’s Measurements of e m, 16, 17, 18,

19.

Milner’s Theory of Electrolytic Conduction,
56o-oVtC>.

Mix-Crystals and Isomorphism, 167.

Mobility of Ions, 539, 541, 542, 543, 547, 552,
553, 554.

and Concentration, 531, 758.

Temi)cratmo Effect, 553.

Molecular Attraction, 1U7, 1284, 1285.
in Gases, 93, 94.

Law of Force of, 141-143.
Molecular, Dianieteis, 94, 95.

Forces, Magnitude of, 127.

Range of, 124.

Heat of Gases, 199-204.
Motion and Diffusion, 940-942.
Orientation, 130-140.

and Catalysis, 957.
Volume of Gas, 114, 115.

Weights in Solution, 215-247.
Molecules, Volume of Gas, 114, 115.

Mol-Fractioii, Concept of, 235, 236.
Moll Galvanometer, 1258.

Thermopile, 1258.

Moment of Inertia of Diatomic Molecules,
1191.

Monatomic Gases, Entropy of, 1181-1186.
Heat Capacity of, 84.

Monatomic Solids, Empirical Calculation of
Entropy, 1156-1158.

Heat Capacity of, 1144.

Monotropic Substances, 168.

Monotropism, 390,
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Moseley’s Law, 1055-1056, 1111, 1115.

Moving Boundary Method of Transport
Number Determination, 547-549.

Multiple Proportions, Law of, 1.

N.

Nature of Chemical Bond, 1058-1061.
Natural Melting Point, 388.

Negative Autocatalysis, 922.

Catalysis, 921-925, 1240, 1241.

Catalysts, 386.

Neon Atom, 1125.

Nernst, Approximation Formula for Equilib-
rium, 1137, 1162-1164.

Filament, Conductivity of, 497.

Lamp for Infra Red, 1255.

Hpat Theorem, 1132, 1133-1137.
-Lindeniann Heat Capacity E<iuation,

1150, 1151.

Osmotic Theory of E. M. F., 701, 804.

Statement of Distribution Law, 316, 355,

359, 360.

-Thomsen Ionization Rule, 219, 220.

Neutral Salt Action, 559, 914, 915, 929.

on Color, 840, 841.

Neutralization, Electrometric Measurement
of, 830, 831, 854.

End Points by Conductance, 854, 856-858.
Heat of, 219, 220.

Newton’s Law of Cooling, 183.

Nicotine-Water, 403.

Nitrobenzene, Infra Red Absorption Spec-
trum, 1264, 1265.

Nitric Oxide, E(iuilibrium in P’ormation of,

324.

Nitrogen Dio.xide Dissociation, Equilibrium,

325, 328.

Molecule, Structure of, 1070, 1072.

J^entoxide, Radiation Theory and Decom-
pohition of, 1273.

Tetroxide Dissociation, 325, 327, 328.

Nomenclature of Radio Elements, 1335.

Non-aqueous Solutions, Conductance, 583-
603.

Nature of, 597-600.

Pressure Coefficient of Conductance, 591.

Results of Conductance Determinations,
586-589.

Solvation, 600.

Temperature Coefficient of Conductance,
589-591.

Transport Numbers, 600-602.
Viscosity and Conductance, 591-593.

Non-conductors and Conductors, 486.

Non-electrolytes, Influence on Conductance,
535.

Solubility of, 542-554.
Non-mctallic Ions as Catalysts, 917, 918.

Noyes-Whitney Theory of Solution, 943.
Nuclear Theory of Atomic Structure, 22, 23,

• 1052-1057.

Nuclei, Structure of Atomic, 24, 1052-1057,
1350, 1351.

Nucleus, Instability of, 1321.

O.

Obach’s Relation for Dielectric Constant,

594, 595.

Octaves, Nowland’s Law of, 6.

Octet Theory of Structure, 1068-1076.

Ohm, Definition, 469, 512.

Ohm’s Law, 469, 511, 512.

Oil Films, Properties of, 135-140.

One Component Systems, 375-393.
Opposing Reactions, 877-879.

Optical Properties and Conducting Power,
486.

Rotation as Measure of Reaction Velocity,

892, 893.

Orbital Arrangement in Atoms, 1115-1128.

Order of a Reaction, 866, 883-885.
Organic Comi)ounds, Crystal Structure of,

165, 166.

Orientation, EfT(‘ct on Physical Properties,

139-141.

in Liquid Films, 133-140.

of Molecules, 130-140.

and Catalysis, 957.

at Lh^uid Surfaces, 1294.

Oscillator, Harmonic, 1146.

Osmotic, Mow, Velocity of, 257.

Pressure, 243-245, 249-259, 269-277.

and Activity Coefficients, 754-756.

Analogy of Gaseous and, 269-271.
and Boiling Point Rise, 275-277.
and Brownian Motion, 1283, 1284.

and Freezing Point Lowering, 277.

and Membrane Equilibrium, 287, 288.

and Vapor Pressure, 271-274, 756.

Berkeley and Hartley’s Method, 2.55,

2.56.

Cell Technique, 250, 251.

Equation in Concentrated Solutions,

274, 275.

Kinetic Theories of, 277-281.
of Lyophile Colloids, 1316.

Measurement of, 252-253.
Mechanism of, 281-283.
Morse and Frazer’s Method, 249-255.
Nature of, 282, 283.
of Phenol Solutions, 255.

of Sucrose Solutions, 254, 278, 279.
Pfeffer’s Measurements, 244, 247-249.
Relative, 257-259.
de Vries’ Method, 257.

Hamburger’s Method, 259.

Tamniann’s Method, 259.

Osmotic Theory of Electrode Processes, 804.

of E. M. F., Nernst’s, 701, 804.

Ostwald’s Dilution Law, 511, 555, 556, 775,

776.

Modifications of, 557, 558, 559.
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Ostwald's Rule of Valency, 527.
Overvoltage, 704, 807, 810-819.
Measurement, 812, 813.
of Hydrogen, 811-817.
of Metals, 810.

Theories of, 814-817.
Oxidation, Acceleration of, 921, 922.

Inhibition of, 921, 922, 923, 924.
in Liquid Systems, Catalytic, 964, 965.
Mechanism of Catalytic, 983, 984, 987-

989.

-Reduction, Determination by Conduc-
tance, 854.

Reactions, Potentiometric, Study of,

852, 853.

Oxides, Mechanism of Reduction, 983.
Oxygen and Ozone Molecule, Structure of,

1069 -1070.

Ozone Decomposition, Catalytic, 1236.
Photosensitization of, 1232-1236.
Photochemical Production of, 1212, 1213,

1217, 1218.

P.

Palladium and Hydrogen, 437.
Parkes’ Process, 443.

Partial, Heat Capacity of Solute, 739.
Molal Free Energy, 714, 715, 720.

in Acid-Salt Mixtures, 723-724.
and (''oncentration, 724-926.

Molal Heat ("ontent, 214-216, 714, 715.
in Acid-Salt Mixtures, 723-724.
from Calorimetric Data, 718-720.
Relative, 720-726.
from E. M. F. Data, 720.

Molal Quantities, CJeneral Discussion, 715-
718.

Molal Specific Heats, 732.
Pressures, Law of, 104, 105, 234.

Particle Size, in Colloidal Cold, 233.
and Diffusion, 1284.
and Solubility, 1289-1291.
and Vapor Pressure, 1289, 1290.

Passivity, 704, 819.
Peltier Effect and Conductivity of Alloys,

494.

Perfect Gas, Fundamental Equation of, 36,
Period of Radioactive Element, 1322.
Periodic, Classification and Bohr Theory,

1115-1130.
System and Electrochemistry, 11.

of Classification, 6, 7, 8, 9.

Applications of, 9.

Defects of, 9, 30.

Periodic Table, 7.

Permeability to Ions, Selective, 287.
Perpetual Motion, Impossibility of, 36, 37.
Persistence of Motion in Gaseous Collisions,

103, 104.

Pfeffer’s Osmotic Pressure Data, 244,
Pu Values, 789, 825.

Phase, Definition of, 370.
Point, 1147, 1169.

Rule, 367-452.
and Compound Formation, 421, 423,

424.

and Critical Phenomena, 373.
Derivation of, 374.

Historical, 367, 368.
Independent Variables, 372.
and Isomerism, 359.
Isotherms, 383, 384.
and Racemic Compounds, 423, 424.
Restrictions to, 372, 373.
Scope of, 368.

and Solid Solutions, 424-430.
Statement of, 368, 369.

Space, 1147.

Variations with Temperature, 332, 3S3.
with Pressure, 383, 384.

Phenol-Water, Phase Rule Study, 398-401.
Phosphorescence of Calcium Sulphide, 499.

from Radiation, 1352.
Phosphorus, Monotropism in, 390.
Photo-action and Spectral Range, 1121.
Photochemical, Absorption Law, 1206.

After Effects, 1246, 1247.
Equivalent Law, 1030, 1031, 1033, 1040,

1210, 1212, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1222,
1223, 1227, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1233, 1271,
1356.

Processes, Energetics of, 1209-1231.
and Radiochcmu’al Effects, Relation of,

1355-1357.

Reactions, Temperature Coefficient, 1241-
1244.

Stationary States, 1237-1239.
Yield, Temperature Coefficient, 1244,

1245.

Photochemistry, 1205-1251.
Photo-Chlorination, 1229.

Photo-Decomposition of Ammonia, 1213,
1217, 1218.

Temperature Influence on, 1245.
of Chlorine Monoxide, 1228.
of Hydrogen Bromide, 1213-1216, 1218.
of Hydrogen Iodide, 1213-1216, 1218.
of Hydrogen Peroxide, 1240, 1241.
Photosensitization of, 1232.
of Potassium Permanganate, 1218.

Photo-Depolymerization of Dianthracene,
1238.

Photo-Electric Cells, Use of, 1208, 1259,
1260.

Effect, 1008-1010, 1049-1050.
Photo-Equilibria in Gas Reactions, 1239.
Photo-Oxidations, Inhibition of, 1241.

of Iodoform, 1246.

Photo-Polymerization of Anthracene, 1211,
1212, 1237, 1238.

Photo-Reactions, Inhibition of, 1240, 1241.
Photo-Retardation, 1247.

Photo-Sensitization, 1231-1237.
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Photo-Syntjiesis, 1209.

Photographic Emulsion Halides, Nature of,

1247, 1248.

Plates, Sensitization for Infra Red, 1260.

Photography of Infra Red Radiation, 1260.

Photolysis of Potassium Nitrate, 1217, 1218.

Piezochemical Studies, 802.

Plaitpoints, 442, 443, 444, 445.

Planck-Henderson Formula for Liquid Junc-
tion Potentials, 786.

Pleochroic Haloes, 1358.

Plethostatic Study of Binary Systems, 406,
430.

Poisons, Catalyst, 947, 980.

Polar Molecules, 130, 131, 133, 135.

Polarization, 471, 499, 500, 501, 514, 515,

523, 524, 704, 807, 809, 810.

doncentration, 807, 808.

Phenomena, 806-822.

Smits’ Theory, 817-818.

Polymorphism, 168, 376, 380, 384, 389, 390.

Positive, Ions, Charge on, 20, 21.

Nucleus, Size of, 22.

Ray Analysis, Aston’s Method, 28.

Dempster’s Method, 27.

Parabola Method, 26, 27.

Ray Spectrograph, Aston’s, 28.

Rays, 26, 27, 28.

Ionization by, 21.

Potassium, Atom Model, 1121-1122.

Chloride, Activity Coefficients, 735, 736.

Ionization of, 560.

Structure of, 157, 160.

Nitrate, Photolysis of, 1217, 1218.

Radioactive, 1346.

Potential, ‘‘Break,” 847.

Contact, 702, 703, 704, 1194.

Liquid Junction, 706.

Normal Electrode, 701.

Cathode, 809, 810.

Decomposition, 806, 808.

Electrode, 701, 795-801.

Conventions and Nomenclature, 796,

797.

and Equilibrium Constant, 800, 801.

Table of, 798, 799.

Processional Vibration of Gas Molecule, 85.

Precipitation, Determination of End Points
by Conductance, 854, 858-860.

Electrometric Study of, 831-835.

Potentiometric Study of, 846, 847, 851,

852.

Pressure, Effect on E. M. F., 801, 802.

Intrinsic, 115.

Variation, Influence on Equilibrium, 301,
•^11-315.

-Volume, Pressure Relationships of Gases,
102 .

Principle, of Combination, 1081.

of Correspondence, 1085-1086, 1097-1100.
of Le Chatelier-Braun, 307.
of Selection, 1097-1100, 1105-1106.

Prisms, for Infra Red, Analysis, 1256.

Probability, 1177-1181.

Absolute, 1179.

Concept of, 78.

and Isothermal Gas Expansion, 1177,

1178.

Thermodynamic, 1186.

and the Third Law, 1180, 1181.

Promoter Action in Catalysis, 963.

Protein Error in Titration, 840.

Proton, 30, 508.

Protyle Theory of Matter, 5.

Front’s H>T)othesis, 4.

Pseudo-Biliary Systems, 389.

-Components, 805.

-Isotopes, 1336.

-Monotropic Substances, 390.

-Unimolecular Reactions, 868, 874, 875,

906.

Q.

Quandruplc Points, Two Component Sys-

tems, 400, 410, 413, 414, 417, 418.

Quantum, Condition for Angular Momentum
of Electron, 1086-1087.

Constant, 1009.

Distribution Law, 1148.

Numbers, Notation of, 1094.

Significance of, 1094-1096.

Radiation, Mechanism of, 1010-1011.

Size of, in Different Spectral Regions, 1009.

Theory, and Chemical Reaction, 1030.

and Heat Capacity of Diatomic Gases,

1187, 1188-1190.

and Photo-Electric Effect, 1008.

of Einstein, 1011, 1012.

of Planck, 1006, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1020-

1030, 1033, 1082-1087, 1100.

of Reaction Velocity, 903, 904, 1030.

of Thomson, 1011.

Origin of, 1006.

Quintuple Points, 440, 445, 447, 450.

R. •

Racemic Compounds or Mixtures, Phase
Rule and, 423, 424.

Radial Quantum Number, 1094,

Radiating Potential, 1102-1109, 1110-1111.
Radiation, and Classical Theory, 1005-1006.

Black-Body, 1012.

Constants, 1028-1030.
Hypothesis and Reaction Velocity, 901-

908.

Infra Red, in Chemical Processes, 1253-

1275.

Intensity, 1013-1015.
Planck’s Law, 1020-1024.
Pressure and Energy Density, 1015.

Radioactive, Chemical Effects, 1354-1357.

Rayleigh-Jeans Law, 1019, 1020.

Theory of Chemical Reaction, 1032-1034,

1238, 1270-1275.
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Criticism of, 1046-1050.
Positive Achievements, 1233.

Transformation of, Weigert’s Theory,
1234.

Wien’s Law of, 1016, 1017.
Kadii of Ions, 566, 567.

Radioactive, Bodies, Energy Emission, 1323.
Disintegration and Atomic Structure, 23.
Element, Period or Half Life of, 1322.
Equilibrium 1322.

Isotopes, 1347.

Radiations, Chemical Effects, 1354-1357.
Series, 1321, 1332, 1335.

Radioactivity, 1321-1359.
and Temperature of the Earth, 1323.
in Geology, 1357-1359.

Radiochemical and Photochemical Effects,

Relation of, 1355-1357.
Radio-Elements, Nomenclature, 1335.

as Indicators, 1349-1350.
Radiographic Effects. 1355.
Radiometer, 1259.

Radioinicrometcr, 1258, 1259.
Radium, 1336.

Chemical Properties, 1338.
Emanation, 1338, 1339.

Measurement of, 1337.

0(!currence of, 1337.
Recovery of, 1337.
Short Lived Members of Series, 1339-1343.
Standard, International, 1337.

Radon (Radium Emanation, Niton), 1338,
1339,

Decay of, Kolowrat Table, 1340, 1341.
Ramsay and Shield’s Constant, 127, 128.
Range of a-particlos, 1325, 1330, 1333, 1334.
Raoiilt’s, Equation for Vapor Pressure

Lowering, 274.
Law, 237, 2G0, 274, 352, 453.

Rapid Reactions, Measurements of, 896.
Rate of Chemical Action, 201, 292.
Rationality of Intercepts, Law of, 148.
Rayleigh-Jeans Radiation Law, 1019, 1020.
Re.action Ratio, Influence on Equilibrium

Yield, 316, 317.

Reaction Velocity, Acceleration by Infra
Red Radiation, 1273, 1274.

Arrhenius* Theory of, 899-901.
and Chemical Constitution, 928, 929.
Experimental Methods, 891-898.
at Gas-Liquid Interface, 992-1004.
between Gases and Solids, 978-981.
in Gaseous Mixtures, 865.
in Homogeneous Systems, 865-931.
in Heterogeneous Systems, 933-1004.

Nernst’s Theory, 944, 962, 963, 984.
at Interfaces, 933.

in Liquid-Liquid Systems, 966-970.
Measurement of, 887-898.

of Very Ra^j^^ Reactions, 896.
and Pressure, 886, 887.
and Quantum Theory, 903, 904.

and Radiation Hypothesis, 901-908.
in Solid-Gas Systems, 970-991.
at Solid-Liquid Interfaces, 942-966.
at Solid-Solid Interfaces, 981-983.
and Temperature, 885, 886.

Theoretical, 898-910.
Reactions, at Constant Pressure, Heat of,

180.

at Constant Volume, Heat of, 180.
Reciprocal Proportions, Law of, 2.

Salt Pairs, 451.
Recoil Atoms, 1329, 1331.

Recording Devices, Electrometric, 860-863.
Recrystallization, Phase Rule Discussion,

432, 433.

Rectifier, Aluminium Current, 488.
Reduction of Oxides, Mechanism of, 983.
Reflection, of X-rays, Intensity of, 156, 157.

of Light, Law of, 1206.

Reflectivity, of Infra Red Radiation, 1256.
of Metal Surfaces for Vapors, 971, 972.

Refraction, Double, 176.

Refractive Index and Dielectric Constant,
596.

Relative Partial, Molal Free Energy of

Electrolytes, 725.

Heat Content Calculation, 721, 722.
Reproducibility of Metal Electrodes, 811.
Residual Ray Frequencies, 1153, 1158.
Resistance, Bridge in Conductivity Work,

519, 520.

Unit of, 469, 512.

Sieman’s, 513.

Resonance Potential, 1088, 1092, 1102-1109,
1110-1111 .

Radiation and Excited Atoms, 1109-1111.
Restrahlen, 1153, 1158.

Measurement of, 1255.

Reversible Cells, 703, 704.

and Chemical Reactions, 704-707.

Processes in Thermodynamics, 53, 54, 55,

56.

Reactions, 293.

Rise of Boiling Point, 240-241, 247, 266-268.
Rotational Energy, of Diatomic Molecules,

1187.

of Gases, 84-87.

and Monatomic Gases, 1186.

Rotational Frequencies, 1267.

Rubidium, Radioactive, 1346.

Rydberg Constant, 1081.

Bohr’s Calculation of, 1083-1086.

S.

Salt, Bridge in Potential Measurement, 789.

Salt, Solutions, Diffusion Coefficients, 938.

Salts, in Salt Solutions, Activity Coefficients,
7’’2-775.

Salts, Hydrolysis of, 825-828.
Salting-out Process, 449, 578.
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Saponification of Esters, 879.

Saturation Current and Temperature, 1193.

Scuttering*of a- and /3-Particles, 1052-1055,

1324.

Scintillations from a-Particles, 1324, 1325.

Second Law of Thermodynamics, 707.

Second Order Reactions, 868-871, 875, 876.

Secondary Rays, 1328, 1329.

X-Radiation, 1328, 1329.

Selection Principle, 1097-1100, 1105, 1106.

Selenium, Conductance of, 487.

Self-l4iductance in Conductivity Work, 524,

525.

Semi-Permeable Membranes, 243, 251.

Semi-Permeability, Nature of, 281, 282.

Side Reactions, 881, 882.

Sieman’s Resistance Unit, 573.

Silver, Cpulomcter, 470-472.

Electrodes, Pf>tential of, and Phj’sical

Factors, 477.

^Halides, Light Sensitivity, 1230, 1231.

Inclusions in Electrolytic, 471, 472.

-Leod-Zine, Phase Relationships, 443.

Oxide, Free Energy of Formation of, 339,

406, 467.

Simultaneous Reactions, 866, 877-882.

Size of Colloid Particles, 1277, 1306.

and Diffusion, 1284.

and Viscosity, 1315.

of Liciuid Molecules, 137, 138.

Soap Solutions, Properties of, 1316-1318.

Sodium, Atom, 1125—1126.

Chloride, Crystal Structure of, 155-157,

160.

Relative Partial Molal Heat Content,

723.

Solutions, Freezing Point Data, 740, 741.

Electrode Potential, 799, 800,

Sulphate-Water, Phase Relationships of,

416-420.

Solid-Gas Systems, Reaction Velocity in,

970-991.

-Liquid Interfaces, Catalytic Reactions at,

952-966.

Reaction Velocity at, 942-966.

Salts, Conductivity of. 497-500.

Solutions, 234, 364, 365, 387, 424-430.

and Freezing Point, 426.

and Phase Rule, 424-430.

in Binary System, Vapor Pressure of,

437.

State of Aggregation, 147-177.

Solids, Amorphous, 147, 382, 393.

Compressibility of, 170, 171, 172.

Definition of, 147.

Specific Heat of, 172-175, 205, 207.

.^SUftrmal Expansion of, 170, 171, 172.

Solidus Corves, 427, 428.

Sols, 1303.

Color of, 1306, 1307.

Solubility, of Ammonia in Water, 348. ; >

Calculation of, 453.

Curves, Closed, 403, 404.

Data, and Activity Coefficients, 772-775.

Distribution Ratio and, 354.

of Electrolytes in Water, 454-462.

of Gases in Liquids, 344-352.

in Metals, 366.

Temperature Coefficient, 351.

and Heat of Solution, 409.

of Non-electrolytes, 452-462.

and Particle Size, 1289, 1291.

Product, 454-462, 578-583.

and Activity Coefficients, 772-775.

Critique of, 458-462.

from E. M. F. Data, 800.

Thermodynamics of, 467, 468.

Solute, Distribution between Two Liquids,

353.

Solution, Colloidal, 233.

Definition of, 394.

Determination of Molecular Weights in,

245-247.

Heat of, 212-218.

Infra Rod Absorption and Theories of,

1268.

Pressure, Electrolytic, 804.

Velocity of, 942 -947.

Solutions, Application of Thermodynamics
to, 233, 467, 468.

Colligative Properties of, 231, 235, 236.

Com])osition of, 235, 236.

Definition, 232.

Dielectric ('onstatits of, 594.

Entropy of, 1141- 1142.

Experimental Study of Dilute, 247-268.

Gaseous, 234.

Hetero-ionic, 772.

Homo-ionic;, 772.

Ideal (or Perfect), 231, 302.

Isohydric, 570-572.

Isotonic, 259.

Liquid, 234, 235.

Solid, 234, 364, 365, 387, 424-430.

Specific Heats of, 1142.

Suiface Tension of, 1291-1294.

and Concentration, 1291-1294.
Thermodynamics of Dilute, 269--281.

van’t Hotf Theory of, 23()~244.

Vapor Pressure Lowering, 237, 246, 247,
259-264.

Solvation in Non-Aqueous Solutions, 600.

of Ions, 553.

Solvent, Effect on Equilibrium, 336-338.

Influence on Reaction Velocity, 880, 916.

Solvents, Ionizing Power, 584, 585.

Space-Groups of Crystals, 150,

Lattices of Crystals, 150, 151, 154, 157,

158, 160, 161, 168.

Spark Spectra, 1096, 1097.

Sjjecific Heat, 198.

Law of Dulong and Petit, 3

at Low Temperatures, 1 *.^--1146.

of Air, 199.
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of Fused Salts, 204.

of Gases, 83-87, 198-204.
Clement and Desormes Method, 201.
Explosion Method, 200, 201.
Kundt and Warburg’s Method, 203, 204.

of Liquids, 145, 146, 204, 205.
Partial Molal, 732.
of Solids, 172-175, 205-207.

Theoretical Equations, 1146-1154.
of Solutions, 1142.
of Water, 179.

Specific Inductive Capacity, 593.
Specificity of Catalysts, 990, 991.
Spectral, Frequency and Critical Potentials,

1103.

Series, Balmer, 1080, 1081, 1087, 1088,

1093.

Brackett. 1082. 1088.
K, L, M. 1055.

Lyinun. 1081, 1087, 1088.

Paschen, 1081, 1087, 1088.
Helatioiis, 1079-1082.

R>dberK, 1081.

Sportrometer. Calibration of Infra Red,
1260, 1261.

Stability at High Temperature, 1164-1167.
Standard Cells. 477-182.
Weston (.’admiuin, 703, 704.

Stark Effect, llOO-UOl.
Stark’s Theory of Metallic Conduction, 490,
Stassfurt Salt Deposits, Study of, 450.
Static and Bohr Atom, Comparison, 1128-

1130.

Stationary States, 1083, 1089.
Energy in, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1096.
Phoiochemicsil, 1237-1239.

Statistical Basis of Thoriuodynaiuics, 1201-
1203.

Statistical Mechanics, 1167.
Stefau-Boltzinann Law, 907, 1015, 1016.
Stirring in Calorimetry, 185, 186.

Stokes’ Law, 15. 16, 19, 552, 1281.
•Einstein Law, 940-942.

Stopping Power, 1325.
Strcttiuiug Potential, 1295, 1297, 1298.
Strong Electrolytes, Abuoriiuility of, 556,

776.

Activity Coefficients, 734-749.
Additivity of Properties, 790.

Structure, of Carbon Dioxide Molecule, 1070.
of Hydrocarbon Molecule, 1071.
of Nitrogen Molecule, 1070, 1072.
of 0.\ygeu and Ozone Molecule, 1069-1070.
of Water Molecule, 1069.

Structural History of Earth’s Crust, 1323.
Sublimation. 383.

Velocity of, 974-976.
Sulphides, C'onductanee of. 487.

Sulphur. Abnormality of Melting Point,
3S7, 388.

Dynamic Equilibrium in, 325, 330, 331.
as One Component System, 384-3S9.

Reaction Velocity of Hydrogen and
Liquid, 992-995.

Specific Heat of Liquid, 204, 205.
Dioxide, Equilibrium Oxidation in, 325,

330, 331.

Mechanism of Catalytic Oxidation, 983,
984, 987.

Supercooled Liquids, Entropy of, 1142-1143
Super-conductivity, 490, 492, 494.
Supercooling of Liquids, 169.

Surface Area and Reaction Velocity, 943,
944.

Surface Energy, Free, 1287, 1288.
of Liquid Films, 134.

Total, 1288.

Variation of Molecular, with Temperature
127.

Surface Tension, 109, 110.

and Colloid Chemistry, 1285-1294.
and Film Thickness, 124.

and Intrinsic Pressure, 143.
of Liquids, 122-130.

Measurement of, 124, 125.

of Solutions, 1291-1294.
and Concentration, 1291-1294.

and Temperature, 127, 1286.

and Vapor Pressure, 129, 130.

Suspended Transformation, 392, 393, 417.
Suspensoids, 1303.

Symbols, Weiss, 149.

Synthesis of Hydrogen Iodide, Equilibriua
in. 322.

T.

Tautomeric Equilibrium in Indicators, 836
Tautomerism, and Dynamic E(iuilibrium

386.

Keto-Enol, 880.

Temperature and Chemical Equilibrium
307-311.

Temperature Coefficient, of Catalytic Hydro*
genation, 961.

of Catalytic Reactions at Solid-Liquic

Interfaces, 954, 955, 961.

of Diffusion, 938-940.

and Reaction Mechanism, 940.

of Distribution Ratio, 363, 364,

of Evaporation Rate, 972-974.

of Gast'ous Solubility, 351.

of Photochemical Reactions, 1241-1244.

of Photochemical Yield, 1244, 1245.

of Reaction Velocity, 885, 886.

Arrheiiiiis Theory, 899-901.
Measurement of, 897, 898.

Rice’s Theory, 908, 909.

of Solution Velocity, 942.

Temperature Influence on Free
Increase, 310.

Ternary Alloys, 448.

Ternary Electrolytes. Dissociation of, 549
551.

Ternary Eutectic, 445.
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Ternary Systems, Graphic Hepresentation,

440, 44L
with Binodal Curve, 442.

Liquid, 442.

with Several Solid and Liquid Phases, 449,

450.

with Single Liquid Phase, 445, 446.

with Tw o Binodal Curves, 443, 444.

Tertiary Alcohols, Decomposition of, 335,

337.

Thallium Amalgam Cell, 715.

Thallous Chloride, Acthity Coefficients, 773,

774.

Theory of Electrolytic Solutions, Debye’s,

280, 281.

Thermal Conductance Methods of Analysis,

862, 863.

Therq^al Conductivity, of Gases, 91-93.

of Metals, 489.

and Reflectivity, 972.

Th^HwIral Diffusion of Gases, 77, 78.

Thermal Expansion of Solids, 170, 171, 172.

.Thermal Ionization, 1192.

Thermal Leakage, Calculation of, 183, 184,

1S5.

in Calorimetry, 181-185.

Thermionic Valve, Use in Infra Red Work,
1257.

Thermochemicul E<|uations, 191.

Thermochemistry, 179-229.

of Electroly tes. 218-220.

Thermocouples. 702.

Thermodynamic, Criteria of Ideal Gas, 45.

Equilibrium, 06, 07.

Function, 707, 708.

Potential, 04-07.

Probability, 1186, 1201.

Proof of Law of Mass Action, 290-299.
Thermodynamics, of Chemical Equilibrium,

294-290.

of Dilute Solutions, 269-281.

and E. M. F. Measurements, 701.

First Law of, 34-53.

of Galvanic Cell, 707-715.

of Gas-Li(iuid Reactions, 467.

of Heterogeneous Equilibrium, 462-468.
Limitations of, 803.

Second Law^ of, 53-63, 707.
of Solubility, 407, 468.

Statistical Basis, 1201-1203.
Third Law of, 1131, 1137.

Thermoelectric Force, 1194.

Thermometric Fixed Points, 418.
Thermometry', Electrical, 862.
Thermoneutrality, Law of, 218.
Thermr^phores, 418.

T^^iUiopile, 1257.

ll'bermostatic Study of Binary Systems, 406,
430.

Third Law of Thermodynamics, 1131, 1137.
Applications of, 1191-1196.
^and Equilibrium, .340, 341.

Experimental Test, 1138-1141.
and Probability, 1180, 1181.

Third Order Reactions, 871-874, 876.
Thomsen-Berthelot Principle, 42, 43.

Thomson Rule, 711.

Thorium, 1344.

Series, 1332, 1343-1346.
Three Component Systems, 440-451.
Threshold Values for Coagulants, 1307.

Tie-Lines, 399, 414, 427, 442, 444, 451.

Tin, Allotropic Forms of, 390.

Entropy of, 1 140.

Titration, Conductance, 854-860.
Electrometric, 842-854.
Errors, Theory of, 840.

Potentiometric, 842-854.
General Theory of, 842-847.

Tracks of a- and /3-Particles through Gases,
22 .

Transition, Heat of, 195, 198.

Point, Solid-Liquid, 147, 168, 169.

Solid-Solid, 384, 390, 408, 418.

Translatory Motion of Gases, 84-87.

Transport Nuitiber, 542-549.
from E. M. F. Data, 784, 785.

and Ionic Hydration, 551, 552.

in Non-Aqueons Solutions, 000-602.
Traubo’s Rule, 1294.

Triangular Coordinates, 441.

Tri-ethylamine-Watcr, 402.

Trimolecular Reactions, 871-874, 876.
Triple Point, Pliase Rule, 378.

for Liquid Crystals, 392.

in One Component System Water, 381.
Troutoii’s Rule, 120, 190, 197, 1136.

Hildebrand’s Modification, 120, 197, 198.

True Transport Niiml>er, 551.
Tungsten Filament, Velocity of Reaction of

Gases with, 987-980.
Twitchell’s Process of Fat Splitting, 969, 970.
Two C’ompon(‘nt Systems, 393-440.
Diagrammatic Representation, 394.

Tyndall Effect, 1278, 1306.

IJ.

Ultra-filtration, 1305.

Ultramicroscope, 1306.

Ultra Violet, Relation to Infra Red, 1266,
1267.

Undissociated Acids, Catalytic Activity,
914-915.

Unhydrated Hydrogen Ion as Catalyst, 915,
916, 917.

Uniniolccular Reactions, 866-868, 875, 905.
and Quantum Theory, 1036-1046.
and Radiation Hypothesis, 905, 906.

Unipolar Conduction, 487, 488.
Uranium, 1335, 1336.

L*ranium-Radium Series, International Tablet
1330.
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Uraniuni Scries, 1330"1332.

V.

Valence, and Covalence, 1073.
of Electrolyte and Coagulation, 1309.
Theory and Chemical Combination, 1068-

1076.

Generalized, 1076-1079.
Valency and Conductance, Ostwald’a Rule,

527.

van der Waal’s Equation, 97-100, 111, 112,
1285.

van’t Hoff, (Coefficient, 753, 754, 755, 756-
760.

and Activity Coefficients, 756-760.
I^’quation of Reaction Isochore, 308, 843.
Factor, 743, 753, 757.

I.aw of Mobile F(iiulibrium, 350, 351, 377.
Vapor Pressure, 1 17-122, 237, 246, 247, 259-

264, 271 274.

and Activity (^oofficionts, 749-754.
of Binary System Forming Solid Solution,

437.

Calculation from Activity Data, 751-754.
Curve of Water, 376, 377.
and Chirvatuio of Surface, 129, 130.
Experimental Determination, 259-264.
and External Pressure, 120, 121, 122, 172.
Formula of Norust, 1137.
Lowering, of Mannito Solutions, 263.
and Dsniotic Pressure, 27 1-274.
Raoult’s Equation for, 274.

of Solutions, 237, 246, 247, 259-264.
and Osmotic Pressure, 271-274, 756.
and Particle Size, 1289, 1290.
and Surface Tension, 129, 130.
and Temperature, 109, IIS.

Nornst’s Emxuiical Itelation, 118.
in Two C’oinponent Sy.stems, 418, 419, 434.

Vapor Pressures, of Liquids, 109, 111,
Rclati\e, Ramsay and Young’s Relation-

ship, 119.

Vaporizathm, Heat of, 195, 196, 197.
I^atcnt Heat of, 109.

Velocity of, 970-974.
Velocity, of Atomic (diange, 1321, 1322.

of Bimolecular Reactions, 1034-1036.
of Charged Particle through Liquid, 1297.
of Coagulation, 1311-1313.
of ('‘ondensation, 976-978.
of Crystallization, 169, 393, 947-952.
of Electrode Processes and Overvoltage,

816^-817.

of Electron and Frequency of X-rays,
1007-1008.

of Gas Molecules, 70.

of Hydration of Anhydrides, 871.
of Hydrolysis in Li(iuul-Li(iuid Svstems,

966-970.
of Isomeric C’hange, 871, 874, 878, 912.
of Osmotic Flow, 257.

of Reaction, Acceleration by Infra Red
Radiation, 1273, 1274. \

Errors of Measurement, 888-890.
Experimental Measurement, 887-898.
Experimental Methods, 891-898.
between Gases and Liquids, 992-1004.
between Gases and Solids, 978-981.
in Gaseous Mixtures, 865.
in Heterogeneous Systems, 933-1004.
in Homogeneous Sj'stems, 865-931.
and Ionization, 511.
in Liquid-Liquid Systems, 966-970.
and Pressure, 886, 887.
in Solid-Gas Systems, 970-991.
at Solid-Liquid Interfaces, 942 -966.

and Statistical Mechanics, 1031, 1032.
and Temperature, 885, 886.
Theoretical, 898-910.

of Solution, 942-947.
of Gases in Liquids, 995-1004.
and Surface Area, 943, 944.
Temperature (Coefficient, 942.

of Sublimation, 974-976.
of ITnimolecular Reactions, 1036-1046.
of Vapoiization, 970-974.

Velocity Constant, 867, 869, 870, 872, 887.
and Concentration, 868, 869, 870, 873.

Vibrational lOiicrgy of CJases, 85-87.
Viscosity, Coefficient, Definition of, 88.

of Colloidal Solutions, 1278.
and Concciitrsition, .1314, 1315.

of Compressed Gases, 144.
and Conductance, 532-535.

in Non-Aqueous Solutions, 591-563.
Correction for Ionic Conductances, 790.
of Gases, 88-91.

of Lhiiiids, 143-145.

of Lyophile Colloids, 1314, 1314.
ainl Molecular Diameter, 94, 95.
and Size of Colloid Particle, 1315.
and V'elocity of Motion, Einstein’s

Formula, 503.

Volt, 169, 482, 512.
Volta’s Zme-Coppor Cell, 703.

Voltage, Poggendorf Method of Determina-
tion, 482.

Voltaic Oil, 477.

Electricity, Nature of, 485, 486.
Pile. 485.

Voltameter, 470.

Volumes, of Gas Molecules, 114, 115.

of Gas Mixtures, 97.

of Liquids, Relative, 117.

W.

WTalden’s Rule, V’^iseosity-Conductavice

uct, 591.

Water, as Catalyst, 911, 918-921.
for Hydrogen-Chlorine Combination

1222.

Conductivitj’, 521.
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Correction in Conductivity Work, 521-523.

Decomposition by Electroly'^is, 585.

Effect on Properties of Liquids, 232.

Electrolytic Dissociation, 824-825.

.

Entropy of, 341.

Equilibrium Pressure for, 377.

Free Energy of Formation, 339-341.

Heat Capacity of, 179.

Ionic Product from E. M. F. Data, 800.

Ionization Constant of, 538, 539, 572, 573,

825.

Molecule, Structure (ff, 1069.

as One Component System, 376-384.

Kelative Partial Molal Heat Content

Calculation, 721, 722, 723.

Vapor, I^iilibrium in Dissociation of. 325,

\ 32iT);Cl27. 339-341, 372.

J^^apoJ^ressure (^urve, 376, 377.

Wafii»^is Equilibrium, 323, 324.

Weiss Svmbols, 1 19.

Weston Cell, 36, 477, 703, 704.

Wetting, Heat of, 223, 224.

AViedemann-Fianz Law, 489, 490.

Wien’s Kadiation Law, 1016, 1017.

A\'ien’s Theory of Metallic Conduction, 491.

X.

Xenon Atom, 1127.

X-radiations, Characteristic, 23.

X-raj', Absorption, 1114.

Analysis, and Crystal Structure, 151-166,

509.

of Crystals, Bragg Method, 151-155.

of Liquid Crystals, 394.

and Molecular Diameters, 94, 95.

of Pota.ssium, Variation with Tempera-

ture, 1155.

Powder Method, 159, 160.

and Size of Molecules in Liquid Films,

138.

Frequency, and Electron Velocity, 1007-

1008.

Intensity of Reflection of, 156, 157.

Ionization by, 15, 18, 21, 1006-1007.

Photographs of (hystals, 151.

Scattering of, 23.

Spectra, 1111-1115, 1116-1120.

Wave Length of, 154-1.55, 159.

Z.

Zeeman Effect, 1101-1102.

Zeolites as Solid Solutions, 437.












